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Disclaimer
Thank you for downloading this eBook! You are welcome to share it with your friends. This
book may not be reproduced, copied, or resold for commercial purposes. If you’d like to read
more of my stories, please visit my Smashwords page or my blog The Realms of Mr. Potestas to
discover my other works.
--This adult anthology is a work of fiction. It is meant for those eighteen and older, while there are
sexual acts depicted that may not even be possible. All characters are eighteen or older. Though
there are inspirations from other fictional sources, any similarity to real people, live or no, is
merely coincidental.
****
Forward
This is the Terminus Edition of the Passions Multiverse Chronicles. It contains the prior seven
Books representing the Transformation and Allurement Cycles, the final Book representing the
Terminus Cycle, and an appendix. Further polishing was provided to the former where needed.
Past editions of Books I-VII are found on my writing blog, and separate Definitive Edition
ebooks of Books I-VII are found at Smashwords. Lovecraftian Weird Fiction provides a strong
level of inspiration for the following stories, as does the works of Gene Roddenberry (Star Trek),
Arthur C Clarke, and others to a lesser extent. Enjoy!
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Transformative Properties
Universe: Enlightened

Health and Stability
By 2025, the United States of America finally seemed stable again. The early part of the
century was rife with political and economic turmoil. It took years for people to realize that the
reforms put into place as early as 2009 were beneficial to the country's future. The major key,
which most scholars point to now, is the colloquially dubbed, Health Reform Trifecta. The first
two Acts of which were far more controversial than was expected, and that was the point of the
third Act. The election soon after the first two Acts were put into place saw a power shift in the
US Congress in the opposite direction of the President. However, the inevitable relationship was
far more cordial than expected. This relationship led to, among other things, the third Health Bill,
which worked out many of the issues both political parties saw in the prior Acts. It also gave
incentives for the states to reform their individual systems, including incentives to create public
plans to be run by the individual state governments (none of the Acts contained a true national
insurance program). That third Act represented a kind of cohesion absent from government for
many years, while being the final piece of the puzzle for economic recovery. Though some
political unrest was resurfacing, it was nothing like what it had been …
****
I was driving to the local clinic to get my flu shot. It was raining again in this rainy
October. Everything went pretty smoothly. There was no scare of a some new strand this year, so
no ridiculous lines.
I came home to my amazing wife Kelly. She was so beautiful that I never felt I deserved
her. Smooth tanned skin, slim yet healthily full body, brown hair, brown eyes, five foot six.
Athletic, smart, funny. Though I was still a sucker for blue eyes, she was almost too beautiful for
me. That didn’t stop us from getting married five years ago.
Though it seemed like our marriage was slowing down, we were very happy. We adapted
to each other, because, well, we wanted to. She enjoyed yogalates, I learned to enjoy yogalates. I
have a thing for feet, she learned to enjoy the attention. It just worked out.
“How’d the shot go?” she asked nicely, while looking up from her eBook on the couch.
“Fine. Yours?”
“There was kinda a line earlier, but no big deal.”
I sat next to her, and we leaned in for nice kiss. She slapped her size sevens on my lap for a
good rub down. They were so smooth and clean (she always made sure they were clean for me).
Her long, pedicured toes, and high arches were truly alluring. I never could fully control myself
while I rubbed them, and she was aways amused by that. At the same time, she was learning
absolutely love the attention.
“That’s why I married you!” she joked. “You just know how to rub feet!”
Seeing my rock hard erection, she started to stroke it through my pants with her free foot.
“Oh, yeah!” I breathed. It had been a while since she gave me a footjob! With her learned toes,

she unzipped my pants, and pulled them down with my shorts. She stripped, knowing that I
preferred her naked when she stroked my cock with her feet. Plus, I had gotten my cum on her
work clothes in the past! She then clamped my throbbing member between her wrinkly arches,
and passionately stroked. She licked her lips, and touched herself. She learned how to jerk me off
better than I could ever rub her feet! When I said I was about to cum, she repositioned her feet so
they were heel to toe on my cock. Within only a few strokes, I squirted like a volcano. My cum
spewed between her long toes, and dripped down the top of her foot.
She unclamped, when she felt the convulsions cease, and we leaned in for a long, wet kiss.
She then leaned back and flexibly licked her feet clean. I swear I had a pornstar for a wife!
****
Over the next few months, things started to become strange. Though the “sex sells” idea
was around for centuries, it seemed to be becoming more blatant. No one could really prove that,
though, but it was other things, too. Movie and TV ratings were becoming looser and looser, the
FCC started to allow nudity on network TV, and even the news was becoming more sex oriented.
A major headline was universities openly allowing, encouraging sex on campus, because they
were practically giving up trying to covertly control such things. Kelly and I, too, were having
daily sex. It was more than we had since we started dating!
After we had what became our nightly sex ritual, I talked to Kelly about it all. “Have you
noticed all the sex we’ve been having, Kelly?”
“Well, yeah!” she said matter-of-factly,
“I mean we never had so much before.”
“Yeah, wish we did, though!”
She was right. Our relationship never seemed more alive! “Definitely, but have you
noticed how sex crazed everybody’s becoming?”
“I guess it has been kinda sudden,” she responded ponderously.
“Don’t get me wrong, Kelly, I kinda like it! But, like you said, it all happened so
suddenly.”
“I know what you mean. I thought we’ve been embracing it, though,” she said in a sexily
deep voice.
It was in that moment I realized how mind altering it all was. That alone explained how
everything was changing so fast, including me. How and why were totally unknown to me …
****
After that night, I found it harder and harder to even question the dramatic changes. Our
lives revolved around sex. We often joked with each other that we wished to quit our jobs, and
make love all day and night. Making love was all we talked about after a while. Kelly even
suggested she go off the Pill to have a child, but we decided that it would interrupt our love
making too much. It was all a little ironic, because we once thought that too much sex could
damage our relationship. Now, it was clear to us that we literally “made love” every time we had
sex, and every time we did, the deeper our love felt …
I was looking over Presidential Executive Orders at my job at the National Records
Administration in Washington, DC. I worked there for some time, and was recently promoted to
Devision Manager. Of course, all that meant was that I organized the people in the devision, and

looked over their work. The ultimate “desk job”!
I suddenly came across a possible error. Executive Order 252623 was missing. This kind
of thing could have been a result of the Executive Order Consolidation Act of 2019, which
included having once unnumbered Presidential Directives to be numbered as Executive Orders.
As classified documents, they often appear to be simply missing Executive Orders. Such was the
major issue of that Act, which had yet to be fixed. This forced me to send a memo the President's
Chief of Staff to clarify, which I subsequently sent.
A few minutes later Janice Felding walked into my office. She was a very attractive
blonde, taller than me, with a similar body type to my wife. For the longest time I had crush on
her, simply because of her striking blue eyes. That was of course quashed when Kelly and I
started to make love every day!
“Janice? What’s up?” I asked, realizing how horny she looked in her tight business outfit.
Her straight golden hair was done up in a distinctly wild manner, matching the look on her sun
kissed face.
“I’ve been finding myself very horny lately,” she said in a deep airy voice. She locked my
office door behind her.
“What?” I asked in disbelief, finding myself quite aroused.
She seductively walked over, and sat on the edge of my desk in front of me with her
opaque, black stockinged legs open wide. I could just barely see up her skirt, all but revealing
she had no panties. “I don’t know what it is! I’ve been fucking men, women, and myself daily,
and it’s just not enough … Tell me what to do that comes the closest to satisfying my appetite!”
I didn’t want to cheat on Kelly, but I was so damn aroused. I thought fast, and decided that
if we didn’t touch, then it should not be much worse than watching porn. Besides, I was too nice
a guy to let Janice suffer! “All right. Take those shoes off, and present your bare feet to me.”
“Oh, fuck yes! Thank you!” she stated like someone was fucking her.
She unclasped her heels, rolled off the stockings, and presented her bare feet to me. They
were a bit longer and more slender than Kelly’s, but a rival nonetheless. Their sweet smell was
delicious, but not as delicious as Kelly’s. “Slowly strip, then sit back on the desk.”
“Oh yeah, baby!” She seductively unbuttoned her blouse, which revealed the tight
undershirt. Her bare chest almost ripped through! She then pulled down her skirt, and revealed
her well shaven pussy, before pulling off her shirt. Breathing heavily, she seductively sat on the
desk with a large smile. It was in that moment where I realized how excited she was making me.
Sure, I was as much a domineering voyeur as any of my generation, but I never realized that it
excited me as much as feet!
“You’re bisexual, right?” I asked almost seriously. “You said you fucked both men and
women.”
“I don’t usually think of it like that. I never thought of fucking women until recently … I
never really masturbated until recently, either … But, yeah, I’m definitely bisexual!” she said
while licking her lips, and cupping her tits.
“You will do and become anything I tell you?”
“Oh, fuck yeah! I am putty in your hands!” she exclaimed with a wanting tone.
“Rub your clit with one hand.” She did so with joy in her face. “You will not cum until I
say. With your other hand, feel and memorize every inch of your body: head to toe. No need to
feel and memorize your crotch with that hand, as your other is doing that already.”
With that, she stroked her long hair. No strand was left untouched. She moved to her head
and face. Her hands were passionate yet purposeful. They continued down her neck and

shoulders. She was just nimble enough to feel the whole of her back. By the time she was
feeling up her chest, she was clearly in ecstasy. Her hands continued down her flat stomach, and
to her tight ass. She then explored her inner and outer thighs, before moving to her calves and
shins. Her hand then finally reached her beautiful feet. She lay back, while desperately holding
back her orgasm.
“Very good. Now close your eyes, and visualize yourself. It should be easy now that you
have memorized your whole body.” She closed her already half closed blue eyes. “Pleasure
yourself to the beautiful image. As you rub your clit, you will slowly realize that the image of
yourself is the most perfect image you’ve ever known. How could you not like it? It is you. You
like your body so much that you realize that you are your own type of woman. You find yourself
to be the most beautiful, the most arousing type of woman. You’re not necessarily in love with
yourself, at least not yet, but it is doubtful that any could be as arousing as you. And, you will
forever be the only person that could ever satisfy you.”
She started to moan and coo like she was having the best sex of her life. The addition of
how her hands again explored her body, gave the impression like she was making love. Sweat
started to trickle from her pores, making her body start to shine.
“You may cum whenever you are ready, but try not to be that loud.”
Her hand was massaging her face, as her breathing intensified. “UHH … OHHH …
JANICE,” she blurted out in a held back scream. She lay there looking totally satisfied after.
Looking at her, I felt totally satisfied, myself. Sure, I could feel the same way after Kelly
would give me a footjob, but I still felt great! “You may clean yourself up in my bathroom, and
go about your day now, Janice.”
The sweaty women sat up with a frozen, pleased smile on her face, and walked into the
bathroom with her clothes. She walked out a few minutes later looking totally refreshed. She
walked over to me, and gave me a sweet kiss on the lips. “Thank you,” she said lovingly, and
walked out.
****
I could not get either that damn missing Order and what I did with Janice out of my mind,
while I drove home. I was a little too satisfied about what happened with her. ‘Foot fetish,
voyeur, dominator?’ I thought to myself. ‘Hmm, the last’s not quite true. I only liked
“dominating” her, because I got to watch. I would have been just as satisfied if she did all that on
her own.
I had a big surprise, when I walked into my house. Kelly was watching some of my old
lesbian foot fetish porn on the old BluRay player! While she watched, she was deep throating
one foot, while she rubbed her wet pussy with her heal of the other. Judging by all the spit
dripping down her leg, she was at it for a while!
Kelly looked over to me with a truly horny look. She pulled her foot out of her stretched
mouth, and sprinted over to me. I barely caught her, when she jumped at me. She wrapped her
arms and legs around me, while we hungrily made out. The taste of her feet was strong in her
mouth. We fell to the floor, and made love. Our multiple orgasms were almost synchronous with
the ones from the TV. We both watched the TV as much as ourselves, and it only added to the
pleasure.
We made love until our stamina gave out. Sweat drenched our naked bodies, while we
cuddled on the carpeted floor.

“I think I’m bisexual,” Kelly said out of breath.
“What, Kelly?”
“I’m bi. I don’t understand how I never knew it before … I know you’re not that thick
headed! I was getting off on lesbians and myself, when you came in!”
“That’s so weird, ‘cause one of the clerks, Janice, came out as bi today.”
“Really? I guess its an epidemic!”
“A day of revelation, I guess … I’m a Voyeur!”
“Just my luck to marry someone messed up sexually. Don’t worry, I think I am, too!” she
said happily. We tightly embraced.
****
Most of the next day at the office went relatively smooth. I saw Janice on occasion, but we
pretended like nothing happened. The way she glowed the whole day made several ask if she
started dating someone. I didn’t ask, but it was probably because she could now satisfy herself
again! She hypnotized herself yesterday in my office, and let me tinker with her mind. I’ll never
forget that experience.
At the end of the day, I received a response from the President’s Chief of Staff about that
missing Order. She confirmed that it was a classified Directive, and that further communications
about it should not occur. It was copy and pasted from every other response related to
Presidential Directives. The strange part about it was that it was CC’ed to the rest of my staff. All
other times, it was solely sent to me, and never spoke of again. Everyone therefore knew that it
was one of those classified documents.
There was something about this Directive that gave me a strange feeling, and my gut was
telling me it had some connection with the overt sex craze. Was it the timing? It was issued
between January and December last year. Was it the CC’s? CC’ing was really out of character.
Or, was it something else? I have been a bit overrun with sex of late.
I sat for a while looking at the reply on my computer. My now permanent low level arousal
usually made normal thought difficult, but this, at least partially, overrode that. In many ways, it
was illegal to even think about uncovering classified documents of a sitting President, but I just
had to know! I had a friend who worked as an Undersecretary of the Treasury, but I wasn’t sure
if he could help. I sent him a private email innocently asking him over for dinner. We hadn’t
talked in a while anyway, so there should not have been any suspicion of ulterior motives.
****
The next day, before I went home, I received a reply from my old friend, Jack. He said that
the earliest he could come over was Tuesday at the earliest. He was swamped with negotiations
with Congress about an upcoming appropriations Bill. I sent him a message saying that he could
come over anytime after six on that day.
I had no idea about how I would bring the subject up about the Directive, let alone if he
even knew anything about it. Kelly didn’t even know what I was trying to do! I felt conflicted
and nervous, while that low level arousal was almost trying to stifle it all!
I went home that day feeling that conflict of emotions bearing down on me. I walked in my
house to another surprise! Kelly’s sister Nikki, was sitting next to her on the couch. Nikki looked
a lot like her sister. I initially thought they were twins. The only real difference between the two

was that Nikki was two years older, and had auburn hair. I actually dated Nikki before I fell in
love with Kelly.
What was really surprising was that they were making out! It was a deep, passionate kiss,
with their tongues occasionally escaping their mouths. They realized I was watching, and slowly
came to a stop.
“Nikki came by to reveal herself to me,” she said in a deep arousal.
“I love Kelly. I love her like any sister, but I’m in love with her, too. It’s my love for her
that made me realize I was bi. I think it’s why I’ve been single for so long.”
“It all came together not long before you walked in,” Kelly stated airily. “I love her in the
exact same way! Since I still love you more than ever, we figured that simply being lesbian
lovers would not really be cheating. You loved Nikki once, too. I know that the three of us can
happy.”
Somehow, don’t ask me why, it all made sense to me. Kelly and I were lovers, as Kelly
and Nikki were lovers. We really can all be happy together. I sat next to Kelly, and gave her an
understanding kiss. “She’ll be living with us soon?” I asked my wife disarmingly.
“Yes. Not all the arrangements have been made yet, but she’ll be moving in.”
We all talked for a long time. Nikki had been working in the DC area, too, for about five
years working for a local modeling agency. She had been modeling even before she graduated
from college. She even did some nude modeling, before she shifted to mostly behind the camera
work. She stayed on the Pill after she broke up with her boyfriend, because it made her periods
more manageable. The more we talked, the happier I was about Nikki moving in with us. I
realized that a part of me still loved her, and what made me fall in love with Kelly was the same
thing that drew me to Nikki, emotionally: kind openness. If things had gone just a little
differently, I would have married her instead.
The conversation had heavy sexual undertones before it was only about sex. Nikki was
fascinated about my foot fetish and voyeurism. I never told her about the former, when we dated.
It turned out that Nikki had a “fetish for fetishes” (just about everything except for S&M). Of
course, she realized that fetish not long before she realized her bisexuality and love for her sister.
It happened in that order, too: fetish, sexuality, and then love. It all happened last month in
November, which brought back the odd, conflicting feelings. That was totally subverted, when I
brought up the subject of Janice. There were to be no secrets between us. They were both
surprised and pleased by my actions, or at least, glad I didn’t fuck her! It was an impossible
situation, but I helped Janice in the end.
I eventually found myself between them massaging their very similar size sevens. I really
loved how wrinkly Nikki’s soles were! That alone made me love hers more than Kelly’s. I began
to regret not revealing my fetish to Nikki. Regardless, they loved the attention! We then moved
into the bedroom to celebrate our first night together. We took turns kissing each other, before
kissing at the same time. Our clothes fell away so fast that I didn’t even remember removing
them! It was truly amazing, Nikki had no limits. She wanted to try everything! She scissored and
69’ed us both. She sucked Kelly’s toes, then mine, then hers. It was beyond exhilarating to see
that Nikki was just as, or more, flexible than her sister! As a crescendo, Nikki had her sister rub
her pussy with her foot, while she sucked off the other, and I 69’ed my wife. Kelly was always
superb at multitasking! We then came one glorious orgasm. Even if our mouths weren’t all
stuffed, there was no way to know whose name we would have called out! But, that no longer
mattered, as we now loved each other equally.

****
Tuesday came surprisingly fast. Before then, Kelly and I helped Nikki move in, while we
bought a new twin sized mattress to widen the existing king. It was surprisingly easy, with the
three of us working together. We realized quickly, too, that pooling our resources together
ensured that we had a lot of disposable income, so a new mattress was nothing. We all wanted to
spend more time together, but sadly, only Nikki and Kelly were able to ensure lesser hours at
work. Kelly got that promotion she was waiting for, ensuring she could state her own hours,
while Nikki had control over her modeling schedule for years.
Jack called, and said that he was running late. I mentioned that Jack was coming over days
ago, but they forgot like me. We all whipped up something quick up for dinner. Jack made it just
before eight.
We walked right over to the dinner table. “Again, sorry I’m late. Always behind on
something at that White House!” Jack stated. He was rather squirrelly looking, and that
effectively hid his impressive intellect.
“That’s OK, Jack, we’ve been busy here, too, helping Nikki move in,” I stated.
“I was wondering about that, actually,” he said inquisitively.
Nikki explained, bending the truth, “Yeah, I wasn’t too happy with the neighborhood I was
in over in Alexandria. Still working my ass off, so I certainly have the money for a new place,
but I’m real picky. Just hanging around here until I find the right place.”
“I’ve heard that Alexandria hasn’t been the best area recently,” Jack stated.
“It wasn’t that it was that bad a neighborhood; just wasn’t comfortable there anymore,”
Nikki elaborated.
We made small talk during the meal. When we were done, we moved into the living room.
Jack being my friend, my lovers left us alone. We sipped on our glasses of whisky.
“You know I came across one of those unnumbered Directives, and they acted a bit strange
when they confirmed what it was,” I said innocently.
“What do you mean?”
“Instead of just confirming to me directly, my whole department got the response.”
Jack sat there looking somewhat disturbed, and said, “That’s not exactly my department …
Hold on, I need to check my emails.” He then wrote something stealthily on piece of paper,
while he tapped around on his tablet computer. When he was done, he put it all away.
“Sorry, work never ends!”
We made some more small talk. Eventually, he had to leave, and we all said goodby. Not
too long after, I noticed a piece of paper on the chair Jack was sitting. It stated: “Meet me at 25
Georges St in Laurel at 9pm Sunday. J”
It was obvious what the message was about. He must have known something! I threw the
message into the active fireplace.
****
Sunday came soon enough. I was so distracted by my two lovers that I almost forgot to
meet Jack! I told Nikki and Kelly that I forgot to do something at the office, which needed to be
done by Monday. That kind of thing had been happening lately!
I drove into Laurel. It was a nice town these days. I knew of at least one Senator living
there, and he often said that more Members of Congress should find lodging in that town. It was

quiet, too, as expected. Laurel was known to be asleep by then. Georges Street was the sole
commercial district of the town, and I know Nikki and Kelly liked the shops. I parked next to the
building numbered twenty-five.
I stepped out of the car onto an empty sidewalk, and walked up to the door. The shop
closed hours ago, and no one currently lived above it. I walked to the side of the building, which
opened into an alleyway leading to more parking in the rear. My eye caught a stainless steel tube
on top of a dumpster. I picked it up out of curiosity, and saw my first name hastily scratched into
the lid. I suddenly heard a noise. I quickly looked around. Just a cat. I opened the tube. Inside
was a hand written letter to me, and several other papers. Many of the latter were bound with old
fashioned staples.
“Dear my old friend,
“I am sorry I am not there to meet you. I decided that the risks on my end were too great.
Your suspicions were not unfounded. That Directive contained more than you will ever want to
know. Even worse, there was another Directive before that one, which was handled with far less
overt paranoia by the President’s first Chief of Staff, that started it all.
“You will find those Directives, and the associated reports. They are all copied of course. I
don’t think I could get away with giving you the originals! It should be safe to read them where
you are.
“I know all this because I was the one that crafted the text in the President’s first
Appropriations Bill that went through Congress. It is something that has been eating at me ever
since. Don’t ask me about how others feel, let alone why we all agreed to it!
“Please do not bring this up again the next time we meet. In fact, dispose of the papers
after you read them. I do not know if my luck was fully there in getting you all this classified
information.
“Your friend,
“Jack”
My heart was racing, while I looked over the President’s first Directive. Much of what was
stated was a reflection of the President’s official policies toward National Security: national
unity, government cohesion. However, the text here was rationalizing the start of a classified
government program. This program ensured funding to a medical research firm, of which the
President had known ties. It was oddly cryptic by simply stating, “… The medical research firm
Better Tomorrow is to now receive government finding for project E-86, pending congressional
approval …”
The next document was a report from Better Tomorrow on project E-86. Much of it was
scientific jargon, which I could not fully understand. Still, the primary text was the most telling.
“… Project E-86 is now all but complete thanks to the generous government funding. The
retrovirus RV-12 is the best candidate. All subjects 40 years old and younger responded in an
overall consistent manner without noticeable ill affects on either a genetic or visual level. For
males, sexuality was enhanced, while inner desires had no problems being released. For
females, sexuality was also enhanced, along with released inner desires, while bisexuality
became apparent. In both genders, a significant amount of attention was given to their enhanced
sex drives, which effectively serves as the proper distraction ordered. It is also clear that the
altered genes are dominant, so subsequent releases of the retrovirus are not as necessary as
expected.
“As also ordered, nothing was created to prevent or reverse the affects of the retrovirus. It
has been surmised by my staff that control over enhanced and altered desires may be possible,

pending research on a separate retrovirus. As of now, RV-12 is ready for distribution, Mr.
President …”
I leaned against the brick wall behind me in shock. The report explained almost everything.
But, how was it distributed to everyone? Shaking, I read the other Presidential Directive.
This was shorter than the last, and to the point. “… Seeing the successful testing of RV-12
by Better Tomorrow’s Project E-86, distribution of RV-12 will commence. With the aid of the
Department of Health and Human Services, RV-12 will be distributed with this years flu
vaccinations. All aliens gaining legal residential status shall receive RV-12 with the other
standard vaccinations, as overseen by the Department of Health … Pending congressional
approval, the medical research firm Better Tomorrow shall receive further funding for Project
E-86.”
So much was explained, and there was still another document! I almost didn’t want to read
it. I wanted to throw everything into the dumpster, and forget it all. Somehow, I brought up the
courage to finish.
The final document was another report from Better Tomorrow. It was dated to one month
ago. “… We were pleased to hear that up to 90% of the country's population partook in flu
vaccinations last year. We were somewhat nervous that the flu vaccine would not react well with
RV-12, but it is all too clear that there was no issue! … Thanks to the more than generous
government funding, continued research is progressing well. There are currently several
candidates that may serve the prescribed purposes. We will keep you apprised, Mr. President
…”
I was in shock. There was no way I could ever forget this. The President authorized
something that genetically transformed the majority of the country’s population. We were turned
into sex maniacs, so that we would be more easily controlled!
It was unbelievable! Yet, it somehow made sense. Even those over forty seemed to be
embracing the clear changes. Perhaps RV-12 affected them more than expected. We were all
utterly distracted by sex now. No one really cared about politics anymore. Any apparent political
turmoil was now erased.
Soon, we would be under more direct control from another retrovirus. There was nothing I
could do. How could I even be sure how we would ingest it? Jack might have lost everything by
giving me all this information, as I might by having just read it. The only thing I could bring my
mind to after a while was Nikki and Kelly. I loved them so much. I knew that, regardless, there
could be nothing that would change that. I will not risk the life I have with them again.

House of Vampires
Come see the House of Vampires! The powerful seductress Ariana sucks all in! “The best,
most erotic vampire production I have ever seen …” Richard Rhodes, Prime Productions
Magazine. “Astoundingly realistic!” Samantha Robertson, IndependentStageSpirit.com.
Awarded Best Drama of 2001 at the Tony Awards.

Jessica was a relatively successful actress. She primarily did stage work, but occasionally
ventured into TV and film. Sure, she was far from being what she called a “Name Brand” star,
but she was comfortable with that. She recently landed a gig in Boston with the popular House of
Vampires production. The show was inspired by Soap Operas, and has a continuing story. The
producers were looking for a new female character: around five feet and seven inches in height,
auburn hair, blue eyes, healthily thin, fit, and about a C-cup chest. Jessica clearly fit the bill, and
she was glad to be back in her home town.
“Just sign here, and the lease should be all set!” the squirrelly landlord stated.
Jessica landed a fairly good studio apartment near the Vladimir Playhouse, whose sole
production was the House of Vampires. It was well known that the House of Vampires
production company took over that building years ago, which was known as the Colonel Bean
Playhouse after a popular Revolutionary War figure and actor. They quickly pushed out the other
productions, causing considerable controversy, which merely turned into free advertising. “That
should do it, Mr. Berry,” she said, breaking her own chain of thought.
“Call me Sean!” he said, while taking the lease contract from Jessica.
Jessica spent the rest of the day unpacking. It was late by the time she had dinner, so she
took a quick shower before falling fast asleep …
****
Her alarm buzzed loudly at seven in the morning. She slapped it. Despite still being tired
from the move, she was excited to start her new gig. They had yet to show her a script, so she
was expecting anything.
Jessica drove over to the theater, and walked in with a smile. The interior was intentionally
dark and cool. The deep red carpeting did little to warm the seductive yet eerie atmosphere.
Breaking her chain of thought, Jessica was greeted by Amber, the one who essentially hired her.
Amber was very attractive, with seemingly pale yet flawless skin. Her green eyes were quite
piercing. It was in that moment Jessica realized that Amber was yet the only person she even saw
from the production.
“You know, Amber, I don’t think I’ve met anyone else here yet,” Jessica stated, while
Amber led her past the Employees Only door. The gray back hallway was incredibly plain, and
somewhat dimly lit.
“Don’t worry, Amber,” she said disarmingly, “most of us don’t get here until the evening.”
Jessica did know that shows never started before sunset. It was an ambiance thing. “But,
what about rehearsals?”
“Don’t worry, Jessica, you’ll be inducted soon enough,” she smirked.
No matter how cryptic Amber often was, she was very disarming. She was just one of
those women! Jessica was no lesbian, but Amber could easily convince her to test that.
They eventually walked into a standard dressing room with Jessica’s name on it, and sat on
the chairs on front of the mirror. There was a glass of deep red wine on the counter, with its
associated bottle.
“Go ahead, Jessica, indulge,” Amber stated motioning toward the wine.
The bottle was a brand that Jessica did not recognize, and had no idea what the language
on the label was. The script was filled with odd curves and corners, which a calligrapher would
either envy or shun. “All right, but what about you?”
“It’s a bit early for me, Jessica, and I’m not much of a wine drinker,” she said with a

curious smile.
It was a bit early for Jessica, too. Amber’s voice effectively counteracted that, however.
She took a sip. It was good, but there were other surprising qualities. There were distinct layers
of coppery saltiness. That did not seem quite right to Jessica, but it somehow enhanced the
flavor. She could not help but take the rest of the glass down in a single swig. ‘The best wine I
ever had!’ she thought. She poured herself another glass. Drank it down. Poured another. Every
time the salty, coppery nectar touched her full lips, the more she wanted it.
Jessica finished the bottle soon enough. Yet, she really was not all that drunk. “That was
some wine, Amber!”
“I know,” she said with a subtle seductiveness.
The rest of the day was like a blur. They went over the continuing story, and what Jessica’s
part was to be. It was all pretty standard. Jessica was fully aware that they both skipped lunch,
but neither were obviously hungry.
A wintery dusk finally came after 4:30. That was when everything turned to the macabre.
Jessica felt strange. Her stomach churned like crazy, while her head felt as if it were splitting
open. Before her, Amber started to physically change. Her already light skin turned deathly pale,
her pupils became tiny black dots, her iris subtly dulled, and bright white fangs grew in her open
mouth.
Jessica was held fast in the Vampire Amber’s piercing eyes. She lunged at the thoughtless
Jessica. The animalistic Vampire groped her, while licking and sniffing her exposed neck. “I
know Bianca wants you, but I deserve to have you!” she hissed. Amber’s hot breath flowed right
through the oddly aroused Jessica. Liquid from her fangs pummeled her willing neck.
Suddenly, the door opened. “Amber!” a woman hissed. Amber kneeled on the floor before
her. The woman continued, “I know how much you want this, and you deserve one of your own,
but First Bite here is mine.” She walked over to Jessica, and said in breathy tones, “Jessica, it’s
good to meet you. I’m Bianca Drake.” The women before Jessica was strikingly beautiful. Her
body was fit and voluptuous, with blinding white skin, dark eyes, long white fangs, and blood
red hair. She was wearing a tight, red latex dress, with matching latex stockings. Her fangs
retracted.
“Bianca Drake … Star and owner …” Jessica barely said.
“Yes,” she hissed toothily. She straddled Jessica’s lap facing her. Jessica was breathless in
her impossible arousal. “I can see what Amber’s been talking about.” Her shining fangs slowly
descended, and she then licked Jessica’s neck. “O blood types are the most loved by us …
You’re going to be amazing!” Teasingly, she then brushed the side of her fang on Jessica’s neck.
Jessica gasped, while she almost orgasmed.
The next thing Jessica knew, she was out on stage. She was held by Amber, and a blonde
Vampire. The naked Bianca walked up to her. There was little doubt that her “DD” breasts were
real, and Jessica was surprised that Bianca’s breasts were what crossed her mind. They were
quite alluring, though.
“Good evening, Lana,” Bianca said to Jessica. “You drank. Now I drink.” She leaned over
with her exposed fangs. Jessica uncontrollably exposed her neck. The fangs slowly, deliberately
penetrated, and her blood willingly flowed into Bianca …
****
Jessica woke up the next mourning tired, but oddly happy. Not that she was consciously

aware of it, her memories of the night before were altered. The wine tasted normal, Jessica had
no headache or cramps at sundown, and lastly, no real Vampires. A memory of her coming back
home alone was even present.
She took a quick shower, and threw on her robe. She sat at her mirror, and gasped. Her
skin had lightened! Sure, New England during the winter was not known to be good on the
complexion, but the change was too fast. Oddly, the shock subsided, and she eventually shrugged
the thought away. While eating breakfast, she realized that her upper canines were sharper, more
shapely than usual. She shrugged that off, too.
Since she didn’t need to report for work until after 4:30 in the afternoon, she decided to do
a little yoga. She liked it, but she was not all that flexible. She slapped on her usual sports bra,
and spandex pants.
While Jessica went through the motions, she quickly realized how easy they were. On
impulse, she grabbed her yoga book, and tried more advanced moves. Easy! She did not know
nor care why she was so flexible all of a sudden. Legs crosses behind the head, feet against the
back of the head, standing splits, etc. It was just so fun! She even found herself masturbating
through it all. “I must be fuckin’ loosin’ it!” she mumbled to herself. She went for many hours,
learning how smooth her skin was, how she more than loved her size six feet, and how she could
squirt. Eventually, she passed out on the floor on exhaustion.
Dusk came, and she suddenly awoke. It was around 4:30 in the afternoon, so she found
herself rushing to work. The pale Bianca and Amber were there to greet her. To her surprise,
they did not mind her lateness.
Jessica walked into her dressing room to find a glass and another bottle of that amazing
wine. ‘There gonna turn me into an alcoholic!’ she said in her head. Automatically, she started
pouring for herself. To her surprise, from her perspective, the wine tasted different from the night
before. It had layers of copper and salt, which were alien to red wine. She found that it enhanced
the flavor, and eventually found herself uncontrollably chugging the bottle like an addict.
The next thing she knew, she was on stage pole dancing with three other women. All they
were wearing were white and black stockings. One of the women was a very pale Amber. All the
women were obviously made up to look like Vampires. What disturbed Jessica, beyond the fact
that she did not remember how she arrived there, was how real their light skin and exposed fangs
were. ‘They can’t be real,’ she thought.
All the while, Amber’s piercing eyes penetrated her own. Jessica had no control over her
actions. Amber kissed her wetly, and hissed, “You’re mine now!” They paired off, like the other
two, and sat on the floor. They groped, licked, and kissed up and down their stockinged legs and
feet. “I love it!” Jessica screamed. “Good,” Amber whispered. Amber then licked her way up
Jessica’s quivering body, stopping at the neck. She slobbered, while teasingly scraping her fangs
on it. Somehow pleasurably, the fangs penetrated her willing neck. Blood flowed freely into the
Vampire’s mouth. A voice echoed, “Tomorrow night, you will be one of us!”
****
Jessica woke up the next morning feeling drained. Like before, her memories were altered.
She found herself really liking her lighter, silkier skin and sharper canines. There was no real
questioning of it. That was how it should have always been.
She let her yoga session become intensely erotic. She now knew for sure that she had a
foot fetish, especially when half her sexy foot was in her drooling mouth. It was like she was

some kind of nymphomaniac basking in her own eroticism. She was actively trying to tire herself
out, trying to see how far she could go. Her energy eventually gave out, and she passed out on
her yoga mat.
Like the day before, she woke up at dusk, and scurried to work. Bianca met her in her
dressing room. She was utterly naked. Her eyes penetrated Jessica’s soul. Jessica’s real
memories returned, and she found herself oddly comforted. She somehow wanted what she was
transforming into, and was even empowered knowing that she would have a choice after.
“You are to supply my wine tonight?” Jessica said breathily, now knowing that the wine
she drank for the past two nights was saturated with Bianca’s Vampire Blood.
‘Come here, Jessica,’ Bianca said in her mind.
Jessica slowly walked over to the Vampire, whose neck was fully exposed. As Jessica
starred at the Vampire’s neck, she felt a great hunger, while she felt her fangs grow for the first
time. All she wanted to do was gorge herself on Bianca’s pure, thousand year old Vampire
Blood. Jessica’s fangs easily punctured Bianca’s offered neck, and she lovingly swallowed the
free flowing blood. At the same time, Bianca bit her neck, and drank. Their bloods mixed within
one another, and slowly became one.
They then pulled away. Their neck wounds healed quickly. Jessica could feel Bianca’s
blood flow through her veins. She was not quite like Bianca, though. She was a “Day Walker”
like Amber. During the day, she would aesthetically be Human, while having muted powers over
the mind. During the night, she would be her true Vampire self, with an intense blood lust, albeit
with powers far less than a full Vampire like Bianca. She will never need sleep again, while her
Vampire side will always be stronger, calling her to the night.
Jessica’s life was again hers. She could become a full Vampire like her Maker. She could
leave the Coven that converted her. But for now, she would stay as a Day Walker, and rather
liked the idea of getting money from voyeuristic idiots …

Acting Lessons: Turning Point
New Jacksonville Chronicle -- Sept-8th-2001
LOCAL GAL MAKES GOOD
-John Straites, staff writerDanielle Fontana was born in the New Jacksonville State Clinic on Nov. 5, 1978 (aged
22). Throughout her public school tenure, she performed in a variety of plays, and was always
the favorite. After a brief stint at John Robertson University, she transferred to the prestigious
Marie Songbird University of Fine Arts two years later on a partial scholarship. In her words:
“I always wanted to study acting at Marie Songbird. They just didn’t let me in the first time
around!” She joined the cast of the family sitcom “Better than Lackluster!” as the minor
character Cousin Jessica, which payed the rest of her tuition. She graduated from Marie
Songbird in 1999, and has played numerous supporting roles since. She is considered one of the
major rising stars of her generation …

Agents:
“Hey, look! I’m in my hometown’s Paper!” Danielle said sarcastically to her friend Jen.
She had an online subscription for years.
“I’m sure they’re making you out to be a goddess!”
“Sort of.”
Jen and Danielle roomed together at Marie Songbird, and shared a small house near their
alma mater now.
“They got my birthday wrong, of course,” Danielle said with a smirk. “It’s the fifteenth not
the fifth!”
“They always seem to make mistakes like that. Why do you still subscribe to them?”
“You know that Paper has sentimental value, Jen. Besides all their errors and typos are just
so entertaining,” she smiled.
“Oh! Did you find a new agent yet?”
“I’ve narrowed it down to a couple, including yours.”
“That’s good. Have you told Bob yet?”
“No. Its really gonna hurt us both to fire him. He was my first agent, not to mention that
he’s a good guy.”
“He is screwing you over, Danielle.”
“I know, I know. He’s so damned disorganized these days. Ever since he got divorced…”
****
“Hmm, five nine, one-hundred and ten pounds,” the agent mumbled, “dark brown hair,
hazel eyes, C breasts, fair skin.”
Danielle quickly learned to hate these kind of interviews. Finding a new agent meant that
she would be interviewing them as they interviewed her. It always seemed to make an
uncomfortable setting. Erica Summers of New Horizons Entertainment Agency was who she was
with now. She was surprisingly attractive for a woman in her late thirties. She had vibrant brown
hair, blue eyes, physically toned body, and healthy skin.
“You must have made quite the impression with my supervisor. He only sends me the best
… So. What made you so unhappy with your current agent to make you start shopping?” she
asked with a hint of sarcasm.
“He’s been very disorganized lately. I know for a fact that I missed out on some very
positive opportunities. Ever since his divorce … “
“Ah, I see now!” she interrupted. Continuing lightly, “This wouldn’t be the first time a
divorce brought down a fellow agent! … What are you hoping to get out of us? Outside of better
organization.”
“Well, you know, what any new actress is looking for: strong contracts, strong
opportunities.”
“Hmm, we can definitely give you that!”
They chatted for a little while longer. Danielle was finding herself very pleased with this
agency. They did have a strong reputation, and she was liking Erica. The only drawback was that
the agency did perhaps too much. Sure they represented movie and TV actors, but they also
represented models and pornographic actors.
“I think I’m gonna just take the risk and join up with you,” Danielle finally decided.

“Glad to hear it, Danielle! All you need to do now is have your former agent send your
files to us, organized or no. Then you may sign our standard contract.”
****
There was something about Erica that was just inspiring. Any timidity that she had before,
especially toward firing Bob, broke down. Bob was of course unhappy, but too distracted by his
own personal problems to put much thought into it. Danielle found herself in Erica’s office the
next week to finalize the deal.
“Hmm, this contract says it’s for modeling, pornography, and movie and TV acting,”
Danielle observed uncomfortably.
“Yes. It saves a lot of time and effort on our part to have the contract written that way,
Danielle. Don’t worry, I know what you’re here for!” she said assuringly.
Danielle nodded, and signed the contract.
“Good. Welcome to New Horizons, Danielle!”
They shook hands, and Erica gave her their “standard” welcoming gift: an expensive bottle
of Bordeaux. She of course took it, even though she was not much of a drinker …
Researching with Wine:
Danielle was drunk on the wine Erica gave her. Jen had flown to Boston to shoot scenes
for a TV pilot, and would not be back for three weeks. They were talking on the phone. Jen was
surprised that she was drinking, but she did tell her to have a good time while she was gone …
Danielle’s dreams that night were deeply erotic, while unlike any she ever had before. She
was a narcissistic, foot loving, lesbian nymphomaniac. When she was alone, she easily got
herself off, because of how she was sexually attracted to herself, especially her own feet. She
rather enjoyed others watching, too. This was who she was, this was who she wanted to be …
She forgot the dream the next mourning, but had the feeling that her dream was quite wet!
Or maybe, it was her waking up in a pool of her own juices? She went on drinking and having
nightly, forgotten wet dreams until she finished the bottle. It was the best wine she ever had, and
she wanted more!
Erica luckily called the next day.
“How are you Danielle?”
“Fine. Fine. Would you happen to have more of that amazing wine?”
“Well, of course! But, first let me get to the reason why I called. I found you a good
prospect.”
“Yes?” she found herself wanting the wine more, ironically.
“It’s a movie about a fictionalized pornstar’s rise to fame. There’s heavy nudity, of course,
and a lot of, well, sexuality.”
“I don’t know…” Danielle never revealed herself in front of the camera before, and all but
vowed never to do so.
“I’m sure I can get you the lead role.”
“Go on.” A lead role did intrigue her.
“This one’s bound to put you at the top. There’s no signed director yet, but the script is
done.”

“I may have to think about this. I’ve never done that kind of role before…”
“Don’t worry, Danielle, we’ll make this work. We can help you every step of the way in
researching this role.”
Danielle had been dreaming about a serious lead role for a long time. She knew she could
play any part they threw at her, because she was an expert character actor. They would give her
all the research materials she needed. She finally confirmed, “Let’s do this.”
“Glad to heard that, Danielle. Come in today, and we’ll get things rolling!”
At the agency, she received another bottle of wine, a script titled “Becoming a Porn Star,”
and a large box worth a research materials. Erica assured her that she would receive the role.
Danielle started her usual research process when she returned home. She dubbed it “The
Becoming.” She would learn all there is to know about the character, and then become her. She
could shut it off at any time, so she did not literally become anyone else. She knew that it would
be unique this time, because much of the research involved watching lesbian foot fetish
pornography.
She read through the script, while taking large swigs of the delicious wine strait from the
bottle. The character’s name was “Roberta.” She was a woman with very few boundaries. In
“real life” she was a nymphomaniac, and that was why she went into porn. She was bisexual, but
decided to just stick with women. They just pleased her better. Her hobby was being a
contortionist, while she had a serious foot fetish.
Danielle needed to do serious mental adjustments to do Roberta right. Physically, she was
relatively close to the part. The first adjustment was that she needed to take her yogalates up a
notch. The other adjustments (dying her hair jet black, darkening her skin with a tan) would
come later. Realistically though, she was not yet sure about what to do to make her eyes look
truly blue, or to make her breasts bigger. Regardless, it was an oddly comforting thought that
being Roberta meant that she would have no problem with all that Roberta was.
The Becoming:
A week later, Erica called, and said that Danielle had the part. Daniele was more than
pleased, because she was really getting to know “Roberta.” She went in to sign the contract, and
ran home to continue The Becoming.
She got a call from her roommate the next day that filming was behind schedule due to
weather, and would be in Boston for an extra two weeks at least. Danielle half joked that she was
going to be very different women when she got back.
From then on, Danielle began to emulate Roberta: thinking, acting, dressing, etc. This
actually included throwing away all her bras and panties! It was fun turning into Roberta,
because Roberta had no real limits. It was all much easier than she expected, too. She learned to
lust over women and the taste of feet, especially her own. She wondered if she was really
bisexual with a foot fetish, or if it was just her skills as an actress talking! It really was
confusing, but it was her job to become someone else for months at a time.
****
When Jen finally came home, Danielle was foot fucking herself. With love and lust, she
sucked off one foot, while rubbing the heal of the other foot on her dripping pussy. She finished
herself off quickly with a loud, lust filled orgasm.

She slipped on her clean flip flops to greet Jen. She no longer wore clothing around the
house.
“Hey, Jen! How was Boston?” she asked nonchalantly.
Jen looked at her naked roommate in shock. “I hope this is you in character!”
“Oh, yeah, sure! Rebecca hates wearing clothes around the house, so I hate wearing clothes
around the house.”
“Except for flip flops,” she observed, while curious about how moist Danielle’s feet
looked.
“Well, yeah!” she said. “I love, I mean, Rebecca loves feet, and hates it when they get
dirty.” Danielle automatically found herself looking over Jen’s body. Jen was a really hot blonde,
and a natural one to boot! She was wearing a form fitting blouse, tight jeans, and flip flops. Jen’s
feet were a bit smaller then her own size nines, but quite attractive. Danielle was so happy that
she was wearing such revealing footwear. She felt her now bisexual pussy grow warm.
“You said Rebecca was bisexual, too, right?” she asked subtly nervously, seeing her friend
look her over.
“Yeah! It’s not hard to like another woman’s body.”
Jen knew full well that Danielle was a character actor, who “became” other people, but
something just did not sit right with her. She looked different, too. Her hair and skin were
definitely darker, and it did not look like hair dye or a tan. “Just don’t forget how to shut Roberta
off,” she seriously advised.
****
Jen found living with Danielle very awkward, while she emulated Roberta. Usually, Jen
would play along to aid her in a role, as Danielle would do for her, but Jen did not want to. Jen
felt that “Roberta” was almost too well emulated by her. She actively watched lesbian foot porn
(beyond the material she was already given), pleasured herself while Jen was in the same room,
and even knowingly made sexual passes Jen.
Jen really felt things had gone too far when Danielle started dating an attractive woman. It
was obviously not mere research either. They really seamed to love each other!
One morning, Jen decided to confront her roommate. “Danielle, I think we need to talk.”
“Shh! Cathy’s still asleep.”
“That’s kinda what I wanted to talk to you about.”
“Are you jealous?” she asked with a seductive, suggestive smile.
“I think you may have gone a bit too far in becoming your character.”
“What are you talking about?”
“I mean look at you. Your walking around the house naked, your having a sexual
relationship with a woman. You’ve even physically changed!” Looking at the naked woman
before her, she realized that Danielle had impossibly transformed. Her hair was now a natural
raven black, her breasts had ballooned to a double D, and her skin was naturally darker. Her eyes
were even blue!
“I think you’re just curious,” she said rubbing Jen’s thigh.
Jen quickly removed her roommate’s hand. “No! Just, never mind!”
“All right. Your loss,” she said with a smile, while lightly stroking Jen’s cheek with her
finger.
Jen strutted into her room, knowing that she could not get through to her. Perhaps the

naturalness of all Danielle’s changes were all some kind of illusion put on by a good actor. It just
had to be!
At the same time, Danielle walked back into her bedroom, and woke her sleeping lover
with a sweet kiss. “Hmmm, good mourning, Danielle.”
Danielle removed her covers, revealing the beautiful, naked woman. She was slim, and a
bit shorter then she was, had strawberry blonde hair, and amazing size six feet. Starting at the
attractive face, Danielle moved her hand down the woman’s amazing body. She stopped at the
inviting crotch, and began to rub. Cathy responded in kind. Being women, they knew just how to
touch each other. It was slow and passionate and loving. When they came, Danielle knew, once
again, that she really was bisexual. They lightly kissed, not needing any words.
Danielle started to think about what her roommate just said. She knew that she was blinded
by her recent draw to women and nymphomania. None of it bothered her, because she thought
she was just getting into the role. She walked over to the tall mirror, and saw herself seemingly
for the first time. Her healthy, raven black hair had no dye, as evidenced by her equally as black
eyebrows. Her skin was naturally darker without a tan. Her tits had grown to the prescribed
double D. Most impossibly, her once hazel eyes were now blue! She was, in some ways, already
aware of the changes, but since this was the norm for her character, there was little to complain
out.
There was a point when she started to have second thoughts some time before, but then she
found Cathy. Cathy was rather bi-curious, and pretty damn attractive. She was nervous that
Cathy would not be receptive to her newfound kinks (feet, nymphomania), but once they lost
their lesbian virginity together, everything worked out fine. After that first glorious, crazy,
experimental night, they knew that they loved each other more than they ever loved men. It was
through Cathy that she truly realized that she was ready to be “Roberta” in front of the camera
and away.
“What’s wrong, Danielle,” Cathy asked, seeing her lover at the mirror.
“Absolutely nothing!” she answered with joy in her tone.
Danielle now knew that she could never shut off her new personality. But, why would she
want to? This was what she wanted to be. Perhaps that broke an unspoken rule of character
acting, but Danielle no longer cared …
New Jacksonville Chronicle -- Dec-15-2011
LOCAL GAL SURPRISES
-John Straites, staff writer… And eventually, the movie came, and Danielle Fontana played the part of Rebecca
flawlessly. The movie did well critically and commercially. This was in spite of the “NC-17”
rating. She even won a few awards. None of the “serious” ones, though, as the subject matter
was not mainstream enough for those.
All that actually made Danielle’s announcement that much more surprising. With the help
the multifaceted New Horizons, her agency, she was to become a pornographic film star. Her
primary focus was to be hardcore, lesbian foot fetish films. Needless to say, she’s already highly
sought after …

A Social Creature
A Welcoming Party:
Jess found herself very happy for the first time in a while. The cake was good, the people
were pleasant. It had been a tradition for her new employers to throw a “welcoming party” for
new hires.
In college, Jess turned into a social creature. She went to just about every party there! She
hoped that social networking would continue to feed her social self after she graduated in early
2001, because she had to move back in with her parents temporarily. It seemed to work for a
while, but because she never kept up with her high school friends, the lack of real interaction ate
at her. Moving to another city, after landing a decent job in her field, just made it worse until her
office held the party for her.
“So how’s the city been treating you?” an attractive coworker asked. They were friendly,
and Jess hoped they would become friends.
“Not as bad as I’ve been pretending, Veronica!”
“I know what you mean, Jess. When I first moved here, I felt pretty lost.”
“Glad I’m not the only one. I was so addicted to the social scene in college, it’s like I’ve
been experiencing withdrawals!”
Veronica put on an oddly confirming smile. “You know, Jess, a friend of mine is holding a
get together Saturday. You liking parties and all …”
“Sure, I can stop by,” she interrupted. “Where and what time?”
Her smile grew. “Saturday at eight. Let me write down the address for you.”
Jess just could not wait for Saturday. To even have a chance of injecting herself back into
the social scene made her jittery. Veronica talked about how fun her friend’s parties were, and
how well Jess would fit in. It was such a tease for her!
Jess’ heart was racing the day she drove over to the party. The place was just outside the
city. She drove up to the main gate, and pressed the talk button on the intercom.
“Yes?” a female voice said on the other end.
“Uh, hi. This is Jessica Blake. Veronica invited me.”
“Oh, yes. Just drive up to the front. There should be someone there to park your car.”
Jess was amazed at the size of the place, and of the Greco-Roman inspired architecture,
while she drove up to the front door. It was clear that Veronica’s friend could hold some pretty
epic parties there!
Like the voice said, someone was there to pick up her car. Veronica stood next to him
wearing short red dress. Jess stepped out of her car, and was greeted by her. “Hey, Jess!
Welcome to the party.” Veronica lightly took her arm, and led her inside.
Jess was taken aback by the shear size of the main hall, which more or less matched with
the exterior. It was well lit, and had a distinct gold hue.
“Great place isn’t it!” Veronica said excitedly.
“You didn’t tell me how rich your friend was,” I said amazed.
“Don’t worry, she’s not uptight!” she laughed.

Jess greeted several other women, all far from ugly. Though Jess was an expert mingler,
Veronica still acted as her guide. Jess took a healthy glass of red wine from the server, while she
became aquatinted with the warm crowd. To her surprise there were no male party goers. Indeed
the only guys she saw were valets and servers. It did not really bother her, though. A “girls
night” can be pretty amazing.
Eventually, she came upon a healthily voluptuous redhead. Jess was no lesbian, but she
would have no qualms about admitting this woman’s natural beauty!
“Jess, this is Ariana: Friend and host.” Veronica said joyfully.
“Pleased to meet you!” she excitedly said, while they shook hands.
Ariana said warmly, “Glad to see a new face around here. Veronica’s already told me a lot
about you. Trust me, you’re practically one of us already!”
The sound of that statement brought a big smile to Jess’ face.
After small talk, Ariana and Veronica set Jess loose. It did not take her long to melt into
the crowed as usual. In party mode, Jess often became uncontrollably aggressive. She was a
master of learning the social norms, while elaborating them. One of the first things she learned
was that the present party was more than just a “girls night out.” This party was a celebration of
women by women. What made things interesting was how all the women she met were lesbians
or bisexuals. Veronica herself was bisexual. Jess had no problem with that, though, and she
found that it enhanced the party’s less than covert sensual themes.
She was too drunk by the time she realized it, but all the woman at the party were highly
attractive and voluptuous, including Veronica. Though, none matched their host!
After a couple of hours, Jess was very drunk like the rest of the women. She had made
friends with just about everyone there, too. It wasn’t like it was a challenge out of how
welcoming they all were.
Jess eventually found herself talking with a lesbian, raven haired women in the sitting
room.
“Most truly experienced women would agree that the female form is the most capable for
ultimate pleasure,” the woman stated. Her words were slurred from alcohol.
“That’s easy for you to say, Sarah!” Jess exclaimed.
“I’m serious! Women know what other women want. I’m sure it’s the same for men, but
men don’t know how to loosen up like women.”
Jess almost couldn’t believe it, but it somehow made sense in her drunken mind. She never
did have a boyfriend that automatically knew how to please her. That was one of the reason’s
why she was single now.
“It’s too bad women don’t interest you in that way, Jess.”
The way she said that made a few wheels turn in her drunken mind. Jess wasn’t a lesbian,
let alone bi, but for the first time in her life, she was curious about such things. She knew it was
probably the drink augmenting her impulsive personality, but that knowledge only increased her
curiosity. “I never said I wasn’t interested.”
“Really?” Sarah smirked.
“Yeah! Anyway, I think I’m drunk enough to be seduced by a cactus!”
Sarah put her drink onto the coffee table with a seductive smile. She sat hip to hip with
Jess, and lightly stroked her hair. Sarah slowly licked her full lips, and said seductively, “You
ready to be seduced by a woman?”
“Sure!” Jess felt a kind of excitement she never felt before. She was about to embark on
something she never once considered.

“You know, you’re very beautiful, Jess.”
“Really?” she asked playfully.
“Of course you are. Your eyes shine with eternal vigor, as your soul is even more beautiful
than your body,” she said truthfully.
Jess never had woman speak to her like that before. In fact, no man ever sounded that real
whenever they came on to her.
“Silence is not like you, Jess. You should use your beautiful voice. It helps bring out your
eternally gorgeous soul.”
“Wow … No one ever spoke to me like that before …” The excitement Jess felt was
melting away, revealing something she never thought possible.
“You see it now, my rare orchid. Only a woman can touch another woman’s soul.”
‘This is impossible!’ Jess thought. For the first time in her life, a woman came on to her,
and a woman won her over. “No one has ever won me over like you just did …” Impulsively she
leaned over, and kissed the beautiful woman before her. Her soft lips were better than any man’s.
Their tongues escaped their mouths in just the right moments. Sarah’s tongue explored her
mouth in a way that she always wanted one to explore: slowly, passionately, knowingly. Jess
responded in kind. At the same time, their hands lovingly explored their feminine bodies.
“Woah! You really do know how to jump into a party, Jess,” Veronica stated lightly.
Jess quickly turned her head to her subtly pleased coworker. She regained composure. “We
were just screwing around, Veronica!” she said truthfully, more or less. Jess could not deny how
aroused she was, but had no intention of letting that scene go any further.
Not too long after, Ariana offered for everyone to stay the night if they felt too drunk to
drive home. This was apparently common, and Ariana simply offered out of courtesy. Jess of
course took the offer, as did most of the other guests. There were more than enough rooms in the
mansion to hold them all. Though, it was clear that some of the women nonchalantly paired off
into the rooms. Jess stayed in a private room near Veronica, and had the best sleep of her life …
Hot Oils:
‘All right, maybe that was a little weird!’ Jess thought to herself, while she sat at her desk
at work. She went to a party, got drunk, and made out with a woman!
“Hey, Jess!” Veronica suddenly stated.
Jess almost jumped, not having heard her walk over. “Oh, hey, Veronica. Almost scared
me!”
“Oh, sorry.”
“What did you want to see me about?”
“Oh, there’s gonna be another party this weekend. Same time, same place. Wanna come?”
Jess of course wanted to say yes, but for the first time in her life, she had second thoughts
about going to a party. She went further than she thought possible during the last one, and could
not get that lesbian moment our of her mind. “I’ll be there,” she said, as the second thoughts had
no real hold over her.
For the second time, Jess found herself driving up to Ariana’s mansion. She was smart this
time, and brought a duffle bag’s worth off her things. Inside, all the women were gathered to the
indoor pool, which seemed rather shallow. To Jess’ surprise, no alcohol was being served. Many
the women were already in their bikinis, with some perhaps a size too small! It was more
apparent than ever how voluptuous all theses women were. Though Jess was rather attractive in

her own right, she looked plain compared to everyone else. Without a swimsuit, Jess started to
feel a little awkward.
Veronica walked over, and offered, “Ariana has plenty of bikinis, just ask!”
Jess nodded, and Ariana led her to what could have been described as a locker room. It had
more in common with a small shop concentrating on swimwear, though. Jess picked out a
tasteful blue bikini. Blue always went well with her complexion.
Ariana led Jess back to the pool. The women encircled the edge, while space was left for
Jess and Ariana. They joined and completed the circle. It was in that moment, Jess realized the
liquid below them was not pool water. “What’s in the pool?” Jess asked the woman next to her
with some apprehension. She answered with joy in her tone, “Veronica didn’t tell you? Its warm
massage oil. You haven't lived until you’ve drenched yourself in the stuff!”
Jess never saw so much oil before! She always enjoyed a good massage, so maybe there
was something to this. They all grasped hands. Ariana then sounded, “Everybody ready? Three,
two, one!” All at once, they jumped into to the pool of hot massage oil.
Time seemed to slow, while the warm oil overwhelmed Jess’ body. It really was something
else! While the oil seeped into every pore, every hole, she found herself growing more and more
aroused. Her crotch grew warmer than she ever thought possible. Still submerged within the oil,
she screamed in orgasm.
Utterly changed, she poked her head above the liquid. Through the orgasmic pleasure, she
found that her skin had darkened, and that her body became fuller and more on par with the
woman around her. Her mind seemingly changed, too. She could feel nymphomania take over
every last synapse, while it was all directed toward women.
Licking her oil smothered lips, she glided over to a pair of orgasmic women, who
welcomed her with open arms and legs. They immediately commenced an elaborate kiss and
grope fest, in a celebration of the female form. Within the oil, that was all that was needed to
achieve orgasm after endless cosmic orgasm. It was the most glorious, orgasmic night of her life.
Jess had gone too far to turn back. Yet, she had no idea where she was going …
Body Paint:
By Monday, most of the physical changes had reversed themselves. It did appear, however,
that her skin did not revert. In fact, she even realized that all her body hair disappeared! She
always hated shaving all that hair, while loving smooth skin. So that was a dream come true!
Plus, her mind did not revert to its original self, or at least not completely. She was definitely still
a horny lesbian, but her nymphomania subsided to manageable levels. All that saved boatloads of
explanation!
Jess walked up to Veronica at lunch, and asked when the next party was. She said that it
was the same time and place as before, while she was tight lipped about what they would be
doing. Jess openly hoped that they would jump in that pool again!
Saturday finally came. Jess and the other party goers were brought to the ball room. The
party’s theme was body painting, and she was given a small pamphlet to help her choose her
scheme. The other women apparently chose their schemes during past body painting parties.
Jess eventually decided upon “Alien Blue,” which involved several shades, while there
was the option of dying her hair jet black to naturally match paint colors. Jess easily accepted the
option, even though her brown hair was pretty dark already.
The two hired artists brought Jess to a private room, and called in the paints and dye.

While they waited, Jess stripped naked, and had the artists wash her hair in the sink.
The supplies eventually arrived. One artist applied the black hair dye, while the other
painted her finger and toe nails with blue nail polish. The hair dye procedure was done smartly,
so her hair would stay as much off her skin as possible. Starting at the feet, the artists began to
apply dark blue body paint, the primary color. To Jess’ surprise, it did not feel like paint as she
knew it. It was a very comfortable, breathable variety. It felt quite good, while it soaked into her
pores! The paint felt so good that the only thing keeping her from fingering herself was her wet
nails. While they moved up Jess’ legs, they carefully added naturalistic, light blue stripes. Jess
found them so damn sexy!
They suddenly surprised Jess when they opened her pussy lips to paint inside her vagina,
but she did not care. Indeed, they did the same with her asshole. They continued to move up,
inch by inch. Her nipples were fully erect when they painted her breasts. In that moment, Jess
felt her chest grow tight, and expand like a balloon. The artists clearly anticipated this, and
painted accordingly, while even adding natural stripes over the stretch marks. At the same time,
the rest of her slim body became fuller and more voluptuous. Nearly every bodily stretch mark
was covered with the sexy stripes. Finally, they painted her head, and she found herself
smothered in the body paint.
Jess felt so strange, while the paint quickly dried. The strangeness quickly turned to
arousal, while the arousal quickly brought her to a near orgasmic state. The artists let her already
finished hair down. Breathing deep, she walked to the tall mirror to examine her new self. Her
jaw dropped. She almost didn’t recognize the voluptuous woman before her. Not counting the
paint, only her face seemed unchanged. She near orgasmically licked her deep blue lips.
She walked back into the ballroom naked in her near orgasmic state. She found walking
awkward at first, because she needed to adapt to a new body type. The women waiting for her
were a splash of colors. Some had simple color schemes like gold or silver, while others were
like a piece of abstract art! Ariana was a splash of red shades, which accentuated her red hair,
and was easily the most radiant woman in the room.
Ariana walked up to Jess, and said, “Veronica was right to choose you! You’ve far
exceeded my expectations!”
“What’s happening to me,” Jess barely said, while her near orgasmic state began to cloud
her mind.
“You are transforming into a disciple of the Three Levels of Pleasure. I am the Priestess. A
group of women long ago learned the secret of achieving Super Orgasmic levels, with the
discovery of a rare tropical plant. You ingested it with the wine, and experienced the First Level:
Arousal. You were submerged in it, while bathing in the hot oil, and experienced the Second
Level: Orgasmic. Your body is now smothered in it, and you will soon experience the Third
Level: Super Orgasmic. When that happens, the form you are in now shall be your true form.
You will be able to revert back to your initial skin color, while being capable of total control
over the skin color in your true form.”
Ariana guided the changing woman to a bed hidden behind the colorful women. They
encircled her, while an orgasm beyond any average Human orgasm prepared to reveal itself. She
lost all rational thought, while she grabbed at the silken sheets with her blue hands and feet. She
screamed in ecstasy until she lost her voice, while silently quivering and drooling for far longer.
After an eternity of mind numbing pleasure, she blacked out.
The Disciple:

It was much easier for Jess to reinsert herself into her professional life than one might
think. All she really had to do was explain that she had a boob-job, and most men, and even
women, didn’t notice much else. The only person she knew all that well was fellow disciple
Veronica, anyway.
As a new disciple, Jess had the pleasure of finding a new prospect for her Sisterhood if she
wished: a social creature not unlike herself. This eventually came with the new hire Jennifer.
During the welcoming party, Jess approached the prospect. “So, how’s the city treating
you, Jennifer?”
“Not that bad, but you know, I did have to uproot myself.”
Jess put on a slight smile. “Veronica and I are going to a party this Saturday at eight.
You’re more than welcome to stop by.”
“Sure. What’s the address?”
“Hold on. Let me wright it down for you,” Jess said with a big smile …

Click to Convert
Lost and Found:
Leather Glove -- 1 Week
Knitted Winter Hat -- 4 Weeks
Blue Sunglasses -- 3 Weeks
Box with the Description “Click to Covert” -- 3 Weeks
MP3 Player -- 3 Weeks
I found myself looking at the itemized list of items in the Lost and Found at the youth and
teen center where I volunteered. The policy was that anything in the Lost and Found for at least
three weeks was up for grabs. I usually never bothered looking. Most of what was in there was
typically some old MP3 and hat (stuff no one wanted, anyway). The “Click to Convert” box did
peak my interest, though, in albeit a minor way. I took the small box home with me, making sure
I checked off the “Up For Grabs” box next to its listing.
I tossed the box on my couch, and had some dinner. I almost forgot about it, actually, until
I nearly sat on it! The box opened easily. It was probably opened before. Inside was a note
stating, “Converto, Inc. congratulates you on your purchase of Click to Convert 1.1!” I found
myself chuckling as I read it. This had to be a joke, something from a Halloween shop!
I then took out the rest of the contents: A “Holographic Pad” with attached USB cable, and
installation disc. I tossed the disc into my computer. In hindsight, this was probably not the
smartest thing to do. I mean, who knows what was really on it? I had nothing better to do, though
…
The installation window flashed onto the screen. A generic human figure stood on the left,
standing over what resembled the “Holographic Pad.” Text reading “Click to Convert” was to
the right, with a button labeled “BEGIN!” below. I clicked the button. A wordy disclaimer
flashed onto the screen, which I didn’t bother reading. How many people actually read wordy

disclaimers? I scrolled down, and clicked “YES.”
The instillation took about half an hour, taking up a little too much space. The program
then flashed to life full screen, spitting out the disc. “To start, please attach the Holographic
Pad.” I did so. “Initializing,” it read. “Please enter name.”
I really did not have a clue what I was doing. In the hope of some amusement, I entered the
name of an actress I had a small crush on: “Olivia Jameson.” A text box stated, “Scanning
Internet.” A few minutes later, pictures of women flashed onto the screen, and it stated, “Please
pick the correct person.” The first was the correct one, and I selected it. “Loading …” The
Holographic Pad next to me hissed to life. A beam of blue-white light exploded out of it. The
light slowly morphed into an accurate, nude representation of Olivia! ‘That must take a lot of
processing power,’ I thought. Olivia was quite amazing. Slim figure, dark brown hair, blue eyes,
great skin. She was exactly my type! Plus, to see her naked and life size was quite arousing!
The computer screen had a 2D image of the woman with a splash of physical and mental
data next to it. At first, I was surprised that it stated that she was “hungry,” but I think she did
have her own website. The program was obviously still accessing the internet.
Each chuck of data had a corresponding button. I clicked the one stating her hair color, and
options for altering the color appeared. Each button yielded similar results. At the bottom was
the “Mental” section. I clicked the button, and a text field appeared on the bottom right, with
various options on the left, including sexuality and fetishes. I smiled, and jokingly clicked on
“Bisexuality,” seeing that she was heterosexual. The text field then stated, “Convert to
Bisexual.” I then typed in: “Open about sexuality.”
I found myself laughing pretty hard. Such a program just did not exist. This was turning
out to be a better joke than I thought!
I closed the field, and clicked the “Click to Convert” button at the bottom. A window
appeared stating, “Conversion times will vary depending on how often subjects are connected to
the internet. You will not see this window again.” I clicked the OK button. The window shrank,
and displayed the approximate conversion time: 13 Hours.
A One Night Stand:
When I got home from work the next day, I closed out the program (it completed the
conversion some time ago), and brought up my browser. My home page was my preferred news
outlet. My jaw dropped, when my eye caught one of the headlines! It read: “Actress Olivia
Jameson, ‘I’m bisexual’.” I could not believe it! This had to be a coincidence. According to the
article, she said that it was a part of her that she never explored.
Still, the possibility of it being my doing kept flowing through my mind. The idea of so
easily altering others was almost too much!
I sat for a while thinking. ‘Could this program not be a joke? … How the hell does it even
change people? … Why do I like the idea of changing people so much?’
I finally decided that I just had to know if Olivia’s sexuality revelation was a coincidence. I
brought the program back up, and typed in a new name: Sammie Richards. Sammie was a
coworker that I always liked. She was always a bit too “blonde” for me, though. Still, her healthy
body and blue eyes kept me interested. We even dated once or twice, but nothing came of it.
I clicked on the correct face, and everything sprang into action. I was truly surprised at the
holographic image next to me. The image was remarkably nude! I knew she never had pictures
taken of her like that. It must have some very intuitive software, I thought.
Deciding I didn’t want to play with the “Physical” options yet, I clicked on the “Mental.” I

entered in a need for a one night stand with me. As an addition, I ensured that she would
aggressively want to do anything with me. I then started the conversion, which stated it would
take only one hour.
Ninety minutes passed, and my cell phone rang. It was Sammie!
“Hi, Jack! Interested in getting some dinner somewhere this weekend?”
“Sure. Were you thinking of any place in particular?” I was beyond amazed, but I think I
hid that well.
“How ‘bout that sushi place on the wharf?”
“That sounds good. I’ll make reservations for seven on Saturday?”
“That’ll be great! See you at work.”
For the rest of the week, Sammie kept eyeing me in ways I never saw her do to anyone.
She even went out of her way to say hi to me, and sit with me at lunch. The flirting was subtle,
but quite arousing!
Sammie and I finally met for our date on Saturday. She was like an animal in heat with me
the target, but I forced herself to wait for the right moment. We got ourselves a private booth in
the restaurant, and ordered a large sushi boat. She could barely hide her horniness, and
eventually stopped controlling herself.
“I don’t know what it is, Jack,” she said deeply. “All week I’ve wanted you so fucking bad!
Fuck, I’ve been fantasizing about you!”
“In what way?” I teased.
She licked her lips, and gave me a horny look, while slowly sucking off the long
chopsticks. “I fingered my pussy, and squirt for the first time in my life,” she said directly.
“Do you think you could … give that another go,” I said more than suggestively.
She licked her hips and said, “Why don’t I teach YOU how to squirt?” I heard a flip flop
slap onto the floor. Her foot slowly groped up my leg. The look in her eyes was beyond arousing.
I unzipped my pants so her bare foot could directly stroke my throbbing crotch. Her motions
were lustful yet controlled. I could last forever in this kind of ecstasy! When I felt myself close
to cumming, she stopped. “I always liked a good tease!” she said though her teeth.
Soon after we raced to the local inn. We were all over each other, when we walked into the
room. Licking, kissing, groping. Every last action was glorious and lustful. We fell to the bed,
while we removed every last article of clothing. Minds seemingly in tune, we pulled away from
each other, and watched ourselves masturbate. It was one of the hottest things I had ever done in
my life! Watching her stimulate her G-spot with her fingers made it difficult not to cum too
early. In a dizzying moment, we squirt all over each other. She lay back seductively.
I then crawled on top of her, and shoved my throbbing member into her soaked crotch. She
wrapped her shapely legs around me. Thrust after endless thrust we went. We moaned, we
grunted, we cursed. Sweat dripped from our quivering bodies. We could hardy breath. Then in
perfect time, we squirt into each other. The hot liquid spewing from our bodies simply made us
cum more.
We lay next to each other, breathing deeply. She pecked me on the cheek, and said, “This
may just be a one night stand, but I’m not gonna forget it!”
Perfect Lovers:
My relationship with Sammie all but went back to normal within the next day or two. Sure
we shared an amazing moment, but it was simply a one night stand. All I knew was that Click to
Convert was real, and that I wanted to do even more with it! This was definitely addicting.

Tuesday evening, I decided what I was going to do. My relationship with my last lover,
Jenna, ended badly, but much of me still wanted and loved her. We were together in college, but
everything went downhill after we graduated. Moving in together led to a series problems. They
all started when she found my porno collection, and she never looked at me the same again. She
hated every time I would try something knew in bed, because she knew that I learned it from
watching other people. I guess that was true, but they really meant nothing to me. A further
series of big and little problems followed.
I typed in “Jenna Summers.” A few minuets later, my ex was ready to be altered. I more
than enjoyed that naked Jenna floating next to me. The software rendered her perfectly!
I started with the body. First, I brought up the preferences for the hair. I carefully added a
natural red highlight, which she could hide at will. Second, I altered her eye color from a brown
to a blue-gray. Third, I increased her bust size from a B to a healthy C-cup. Forth, I removed all
her body hair, so that she could forever be silky smooth. And finally, for the fun of it, I made all
her joints super flexible.
I finally reached her mind. First, I made her bisexual, with distinct sexual narcism, and that
auto-cunnilingus would make her totally infatuated with herself until she came. Second, I gave
her a healthy love of sex. Third, I made her love the taste of cum, of which she is not yet aware.
Forth, I made her want me more than anyone else. Fifth and importantly, I made her love porn.
As I looked over the 3D “preview” of my ex, I found myself amazed at how technical it all
was. It was like creating a character or avatar in some video game. Or in this case, recreating
one.
I sat back down, and clicked the convert button. It stated that she would be fully converted
in five days. Impulsively, I entered my own name. I merely increased my penis size by two
inches, and increased my sexual stamina significantly. It was to take only a day. Maybe all that
was insecure of me, but why not? All I really did was ensure that we would be transformed into
perfect lovers.
A week later, my ex called me on the phone. “Hi, Jack, I wanted to say hi,” she said in a
tone that was subtly different from what I remembered.
“Oh, hi, Jenna. It’s been a while.”
“Yeah, I know. I’ve just been thinking about you lately.”
“I guess I have, too,” I said with a smile.
“You wanna get together for some coffee, or something?”
“Why don’t you just come over? Much more private over here.”
“OK. I can come by tomorrow at eight.”
“See you then!”
My heart raced when I heard a knock at my door just before eight. I opened it to my image
of perfection. She had perfectly smooth, tanned skin, a natural red streak in her healthy brown
hair, blue-gray eyes, perfect C-cup breasts. She wore a tight blue tube top, which did not hide the
fact that she wore no bra, and tight jeans and sandals.
“Wow, you look great, Jen! Come on in,” I said disarmingly.
“Thank you,” she said kindly in her subtly altered tones.
We sat on the couch, and started to catch up on things.
“So, how’ve you been, Jenna?”
“Good, I guess. I mean, I’ve had an interesting week.”

“Want to talk about it?”
“Well, yeah, that’s kinda why I’m here … To start, I’m bisexual, Jack. I guess it was
society that made me not realize it until now. And, there’s more …”
I found myself unsurprised, yet incredibly aroused.
“ … I realized my sexuality through my own body. For some reason, my bras shrank, and I
had to throw them out. When I was trying on new ones in the store, I got the chance to really
look at myself. Seeing my bare chest in that mirror made something click. I even stripped naked,
and seeing my bare pussy grow moist made me understand.” She continued as her voice grew
deeper and more airy, “I’m bisexual, and I’m my own type of woman, as you are my type of
man.”
She leaned over, and kissed me deeply. It had been far too long since I had tasted her!
She pulled back, and said, “I love you so much, Jack. I wanna watch porn with you; I was
stupidly jealous of it. I wanna make love with you very chance we fucking get!”
“I love you, too, Jenna” I replied in amazement.
We resumed making out, but this time with a far greater passion. Our hands migrated
under our clothes. She unzipped my pants, and started to stroke my enlarged member, as I
groped her perfect tit.
She suddenly stopped, and said with a horny tone, “You’re much bigger than I remember!”
“You wanna taste it?” I said with a cocked eyebrow. In some ways I was testing her. She
never gave me a blowjob before.
“Fuck, why not!”
She pulled my pants and boxers off to free my throbbing cock. She opened wide, and
consumed. Up and down her head moved, while she sucked. Her right hand then began to stroke
the base of my member, while her left fondled my balls.
“Woah! You’re like a pornstar!” I said impulsively.
She slowly lifted her head off my cock. A thick string of drool fell from her mouth. “I love
porn now.”
My jaw dropped, and she resumed her brilliant work on my cock and balls. Her motions
were so perfect that she must have been watching porn! I easily lasted for twice as long as I used
to, despite how orgasmic it was. And when I finally came, a massive amount of juice spewed
into my lover’s mouth.
After a couple of large gulps, she quickly picked up her head. “Oh, my fucking God! That
was the best thing I ever tasted!” She then licked my cock clean like and addict. “Fuck, that was
something we should’ve done years ago!” She licked her lips and continued, “You know porn’s a
good teacher. I know how to squirt now. I wanna teach you how to do it.” She then pulled off her
tube top, revealing her perky breasts, and pushed off her tight jeans. Her panties came down with
them. She took my hand, molded it into a “come hither” position, and inserted it into her warm,
moist snatch. “Umm, that’s it … Hold your fingers like that, and don’t stop thrusting!”
My softened cock began to ballon, while I stimulated her G-spot. As per her orders I thrust,
and I thrust hard! She moaned and cooed loudly, and her hands lustfully groped her body. I was
so proud of myself for making us both into such a lustful minxes!
“Oh, fuck, YEAH … JACK … Don’t FUCKING stop! … Oh, God, so wet! … I’M
CUMMING!” Her feminine juices spewed everywhere, while she screamed in glorious orgasm.
I took my lover’s hand, and brought her to the bedroom. Whatever clothes we still wore
fell away before we crawled onto the bed. We sat on opposite ends, and began to masturbate to
each other. It was amazing. I always thought that I should be able to jerk off to my lover, and

here I was doing just that! The hottest part about it was that Jenna was clearly masturbating to
herself more than me. Eventually, we squirt all over each other.
I then suggested that she eat herself out. As she scooped up and lovingly consumed my
cum, I continued, “Have you ever thought about eating yourself out?”
She gave me a confused and curious look at the same time. “You mean, lick my own
pussy?”
“Yeah!”
“Sort of, when I first tasted my own cum. But, that’s impossible!”
“Come on, it’s not like you to not even try!”
She gave me a horny look, with her arousing eyes, and looked down to her wet crotch.
“One of my favorite pornstars is really flexible …” With ease, which clearly surprised her, she
plopped each leg behind her shoulders. And through quick trial and error, she arched her back
sharply. She then placed her face centimeters above her pussy, and looked up at me with a sexy
smile.
Mouth wide, tongue extended, she buried her mouth into her pussy lips. At first, it was
experimental and lustful. Soon, the motions slowed, and became a loving passion. She cooed
loudly, as her hands explored her body. “Oh, Jen,” she said under her breath.
She suddenly uncurled, and gave me a look of someone being clouded by arousal. “I … I
taste so good! … I really love myself! …” Her hands moved up and down her perfect body.
From head to toe she lovingly went. There was no part of her body that did not arouse her. She
was in total ecstasy, while her mind was clearly clouded with thoughts of only herself. I could
not help but jerk off! “Oh, Jenna!” she screamed. “I’m so hot!” She then curled her self up again,
and continued to make out with herself. Her tongue was just long enough to stimulate her G-spot.
She spewed her pussy juices into her mouth in a defining orgasm.
While she drank up her juices, language gave way to instinct alone. We knew exactly what
we wanted: to fuck like lesbians! We were ready to sixty-nine. I lay down on my back, while my
lover mounted her wet pussy over my mouth. She then lay on top of me, and inhaled my cock. It
was then that I realized that I loved making out with her pussy more than her mouth! We held
each other ever so tightly in our lustful vocalizations. And when we came, the orgasmic flavor of
our cums aroused us so much that we quickly came a second time.
We fucked each other for many hours after. Breaks of mere minutes separated our endless
pleasures. When we were too tired to continue, our bellies were filled with our cum.
I woke up the next morning to the sleeping Jenna. I truly loved her more than ever. I
looked over to my computer, and found myself utterly pleased …

Surprises Encased
My wife Sandra always had a hosiery fetish. Even before she revealed that her love of hose
was sexual, I was at least aware of the obsession. Her legs were always covered in anywhere
from nylon to latex, and sometimes with tight jeans over them! She would only ever take them

off while bathing, but she would sometimes “forget” to remove them. I can’t say I hated it. In
fact, I grew to like it, but never to her degree. She always knew just the right colors that would
match her auburn hair, and light skin.
More recently, her obsession grew stronger for reasons beyond me. There were days where
she covered herself from head to toe with nylons. I don’t even think I’ve seen her naked in
weeks! Two things were surprising me, though: The first was that we were having more sex than
ever, and the second was that I think I was gaining a full fledged fetish for pantyhose …
****
“Jon, come over here for a sec,” Sandra requested. She was wearing her semitransparent,
black nylon outfit, with a T-shirt and skirt over it. The head attachment was nowhere to be seen.
All her hose of late had a unique, glossy glimmer to them.
“Sure, Sandy, what is it?”
“Found something online that I, you know, would like you to have,” she said seductively.
I sat down next to her, and saw what she was talking about. She was viewing the site
where she was buying her hosiery lately: SurprisesEncased.com. It was one of those encasement
fetish outfits. The male version she was viewing was designed to make a male look female.
“Sandra … You know I’m not really into this stuff as much as your are…”
She lightly stroked my cheek with her hose covered hand, and seductively said, “Come on,
Jon. Do it for me. It might be fun.”
The soft hose she wore now always felt a little too good on my bare skin … I always left
the hose to Sandra, but I decided to make an exception. “Alright …”
Not long after I agreed that Sandra buy hose for me to wear, I realized how strange it all
was. The hose was to make me look like a hot woman, while she wasn’t bisexual. Plus, why did I
agree so easily? It was all rather confusing, but I couldn’t see a reason not to humor my wife …
****
A few days later, a package came. I had the day off, while Sandra was at her job, where
she toned down the hose to simply leggings and whatever she could hide under her work outfit.
The package was from Surprises Encased, which they put in large text on the top. I brought the
package inside. I’d like to say that I forgot about it until Sandra came home, but I just couldn’t!
The excitement was as unexplainable as it was blatant.
I found myself excited once Sandra came home. She noticed the package right away, and
she said that we would have some fun after her quick shower. Ravenously, I ripped open the box
like a five year old on Christmas Day. The card inside said, “Congratulations on your purchase
of Totally Encased 2, our newest line! Our latest in technology, TE 2 is made from the most
breathable and comfortable materials we’ve created. Its durable design ensures that it may be
worn 24 hours a day and 7 days a week. Shower in it! Live in it! Totally Encased 2 from
Surprises Encased --Become Our Fantasies--™”
After I finished reading, she came back into the living room. For the first time in weeks, I
saw her completely naked, and she had a healthy body! We quietly yet excitedly, took out our
respective hose. I was so amazed with myself. I enjoyed hose on women, but on myself was
always out of the question until then.
The body suits were both opaque silver, which had the same odd shine as the other hose

Sandra bought recently. I pealed all my clothes off, and slid on the silver hose. All of my skin
was covered. Even my hair was covered, while a dark haired wig was above that. I felt strange
for the longest time. I couldn’t think or move. I lay semiconscious on the couch until I finally
passed out …
When I came to, I saw Sandra rubbing her hose covered snatch with her hose covered hand
on the chair. She was in ecstasy. I felt pretty good myself! Though, my mind was an odd jumble.
I walked over to the tall mirror in the bedroom. I was curious to see how effective the hose
were in making me look like a woman. “What the fuck!” I said in shock, “I really look like a
woman!” I could not even see my cock and balls! I quickly felt my crotch. They were there, but
were well camouflaged. I felt my tits. They looked more real than they felt. What shocked me
was how my body comfortably conformed to the apparent curves in the hose. I seriously had the
hourglass figure of a woman!
The hose covered Sandra came in, and started to grope me. Her touch felt different, and I
wasn’t necessarily sure if it was because of the hose. It was almost as if her touch was enhanced
somehow. We moaned loudly. She kept calling me Joan, but I somehow didn’t care.
We crawled onto our bed, and kissed and groped. We moaned like we never moaned
before. Before I knew it, we were scissoring like lesbians. It felt so good that I didn’t even
realize that my cock wasn’t erect! My screaming orgasm sounded perhaps more feminine than
hers! We cuddled and lightly kissed, before falling asleep in each other’s hosed arms.
****
I woke up after one in the afternoon. When I realized the time, Sandra’s voice in the other
room stated that she called my office to say that I was taking my remaining vacation days (over a
month!). I was dazed and confused, while I stumbled into the shower. I got dressed soon after.
Eventually, I caught my image in the mirror. I still had on the gender altering hose!
“How’d you sleep, Joan?” Sandra asked, while she walked in the room. She seemingly
changed her hose to black fishnets.
“What’s happening to me,” I said in oddly high pitched version of my voice.
“The hose is changing us,” she stated in a breathy seriousness.
I took off my clothes, and tried to remove the hose in my shock.
“You can’t remove them, Joan. They attached themselves to our bodies, improving them.
You slept longer, because there is much to change.”
She was right! The hose might as well have been my skin. Its color was a glossy, tanned
skin color like Sandra’s. The digits on my hose covered hands and feet were freed, while glossy
nails naturally lay above. My ears and nose, though still technically covered, were free in their
own ways. The wig was now my true hair, sprouting through normally, as were my eyebrows.
The thinned hose that were the eyes sockets were gone. My mouth was free, too, with the lips
simply red hose. My new breasts felt real, albeit hosed instead of skinned. Then, my heart
skipped a beat! My crotch now had a vagina-like hole, with the hose flowing deep inside. I
quickly felt for my penis. My cock and balls truly were gone! I felt inside my, well, vagina to see
how deep the hose went, but I could not tell. My sense of touch was now clearly filtered.
It felt good to finger myself, though. It felt better, more natural than a cock. I then realized
that there was another force guiding my actions. It was changing me. I don’t think my
subconscious mind was mine own any longer!

“Joan, haven’t you ever thought about making love to a woman?” my wife asked
confusingly. She lightly touched my face.
“What are you talking about?” While I asked, a haze overshadowed my mind.
“I mean, we never had a man satisfy our needs as women. As women, we know what we
need. Lets expand our horizons.”
She leaned over and frenched me sensually. The haze in my mind gave way to a new
reality. Sandra and I were friends and roommates for years. No man ever did satisfy our needs,
sexually, and I was more than curious about experimenting! She pulled back, I licked my soft
hose lips, and said, “Fuck it. Lets do this!”
She gave me a horny look, and then slowly licked my hosed neck. She pushed me to the
bed, and worshiped my breasts. The attention she gave me was so good, so right that I never
wanted to go back to men. Sandra stood up, and I lunged to return her favor. The taste and feel of
her hosed tits in my mouth was perfection. She pushed me down, and began to make out with my
dripping pussy.
“Your gonna make me cum!” I screamed.
At the moment orgasm seemed certain, something began to happen. My real memories
returned, and I somehow understood the hose that replaced my skin. It was like learning a whole
new language. The hose knew my love of sexy lesbians, and as my hose could link to the hose on
my wife, Sandra understood that love more than me. Thus was the point of the temporary, altered
realty. The hose broke me down more than enough to take almost full control of my conscious
mind. As a result, I could sense my wife’s mind, while we touched. She was one with the hose
the moment she put them on, and she put them on long before I ever knew. A month ago, she
bought the very hose we both now wore. With the conscious hose as her skin, she had total
control over its texture and appearance, easily replicating her natural skin. The hose would do
the same for me once I allowed it to allow it to fully transform me.
“Yes, I fucking give in!” I screamed in orgasm. I suddenly passed out.
****
When I came to, I was one with the hose. It was interesting, now being a woman. I felt so
different, so good. Sandra took my hand. She changed her coloring to a white, silken fabric. We
stood in front of the tall mirror. Concentrating, I altered my hose-skin to a tightly woven blue
fishnet. I thought it was pretty cool seeing the “natural” skin underneath.
Sandra then began to grope my silken body. Our hose melted together in her actions. Our
minds merged in the process. I used her feminine mind to overwhelm what little was left of my
masculinity. Being one in body and mind was as good as sex, and I couldn’t wait for the actual
sex that was to come!

Acting Lessons: Dreamed Origin
PornoWeekly.com

Quick Profile of Nancy Devine
Peter Jameson, Staff Writer
Nancy Devine, 25, is one of the most talented actresses in her profession. Her acting skills
are perhaps as good or better than the average film star. Born in rural California, started at 21, 5’
8”, blue eyes, a natural blonde, and openly bisexual. And well, everyone knows how healthily
voluptuous she is! One of her most well known talents is her flexibility, which she has exhibited
numerous times in front of the camera. “Yogalates is my other life,” she likes to muse. She is
currently filming Lesbian Training with her good friend Taney Deep. It’s been reported that
Nancy will be doing her first fetish scene …
The First Dream:
“Hey, look at this hero worship, Taney,” Nancy half joked.
“I think Peter Jameson has a crush on you!” she smirked. “He doesn’t have the most recent
facts, though.” She leaned over and gave Nancy a loving kiss. They were friends ever since they
met on the set of “Lost Women in Space” (Nancy’s first, Taney’s second), and only recently
realized their feelings toward each other.
“How did I not fall in love with you while in space?” Nancy said to her lover for the Nth
time.
“We were young,” she responded as she always had. She sat on her lover’s lap, and they
resumed making out.
The next day, they were on the set of “Lesbian Training.” The day’s schedule consisted of
a mix of sex and non-sex scenes. Though Nancy truly enjoyed having hardcore sex in front of the
camera, she liked acting, too.
She played the title role of Dr. Nikki the Trainer, a professor at Henrietta Johnson’s
University of Pornography and Modeling. The current scene consisted of her and her teaching
assistant looking over the new students in the introductory course Lesbian Training 102.
“ACTION!” exclaimed the director.
“Nice selection of students this year, huh, Valerie?” Nancy noted in character. The students
stood in a row in front of them. One of them was Taney.
“From where I’m standing!” the teacher’s assistant stated, licking her lips.
“Students, I have randomly selected teams of two or three. You will be with your partner
or partners for the rest of the course. Understand, students?”
“Yes, Dr. Nikki!” they stated in unison.
“Excellent! Valerie, you know who goes with who.”
“Sure, Nikki!” the assistant stated. She reorganized the students.
“Now for the rest of the class, I want you to get to know your partners. If there are any
questions, just observe Valerie and me!”
The students commenced an elaborate grope fest, while Nikki and the blonde “Valerie” did
the same. It was more of a tease than actual sex, which served as an appetizer for the later scenes.
“CUT” the director stated. “That’s good for now. Let’s break for lunch.”
They filmed a couple more scenes after, but those were of the same variety as the first.
Still, Nancy felt quite pleased with the day’s work.
“Can’t wait to get to the more erotic scenes, Nancy,” Taney stated as they walked into their

small house.
“Me, too! … You just wanna fuck me on camera don’t you?” she asked seductively. They
did have a hard core, foot fetish scene together soon.
Taney replied with a horny yet loving look.
The horny women began to make out. Their hot bodies mashed into each other. They
walked into their bedroom, while they stripped each other’s clothes, and fell onto the soft,
inviting bed. Taney took out the warming massage oils from her end table, and they erotically
lubed their bodies. Eventually, they began to scissor. They passionately thrust their snatch into
their lover’s, while feeling up and down the smooth legs on their chest. Thrust. Thrust. Thrust.
“Oh, God, Taney, I love you!” Nancy screamed. Taney lovingly cooed, “I fucking love you,
too!” Their orgasms were long and passionate. They cuddled after, while Nancy stroked her
lover’s dark brown hair.
That night, Nancy had the most vivid dream of her life. In the dream, she was Nancy
Roberts, a biochemist in training. She was an altogether unspectacular woman, though far from
ugly. She had mousy brown hair, hazel eyes, pale skin. Her height was five feet and five inches.
After receiving her BS degree within only two years, she was working as a paid intern at
the Dr. Carl Lewiston Advanced Genetic Research Institute. The project was on achieving a
means of altering someone’s appearance without the need of plastic surgery. The graduate school
she was looking to stated that she would be accepted on full scholarship once she finished the
internship.
She walked into the chief researcher’s office with a concern.
“Yes, Nancy, you wanted to see me?” the middle aged, blonde scientist Dr. Cornelia
Reynolds asked behind her large desk.
“Yes …” Suddenly, she heard a familiar beeping …
The Second Dream:
Taney slapped the beeping alarm on their clock. “You gotta learn how to get up in the
morning, Beautiful!”
Nancy looked drowsily at her lover. She was never a morning person. “I’m up, I’m up!”
They took a long, hot shower together, and prepared themselves for work.
“I had the weirdest dream last night, Taney.”
“That’s gotta be a first. You never remember them!”
“I know! I can’t believe it either …”
“What was it about?” she asked curiously.
“I think there was a lot more that I forgot. But, I was some researcher or intern at some
institute. Something about alternative plastic surgery.”
“Humph, that would make some money!”
“That wasn’t the strangest part, baby … I was a totally different person: body and mind. I
remember being very concerned about something …”
“Was it your sexuality,” she joked.
“Nah!” she laughed. “It was just a dream …”
The day went pretty smoothly. She filmed some hardcore scenes. She counted at least five
real orgasms! It was a lot of fun. She was really looking forward to the next day, when she had
her foot sex scene with Taney, though.

“So, have you two been looking over those clips I sent you?” the writer-director asked as
Nancy and Taney were leaving the set.
“A bit,” Taney stated.
“Good. I want your scene to be highlight of the movie.”
They nodded, and left. He was good director for his field, but acted too much like he was
some big shot Hollywood Filmmaker.
When they were home, they tossed in one of the homemade DVDs that the director sent
them. They stripped naked, and flopped onto the couch. From the first DVD they threw in days
ago, they knew that they enjoyed each other’s feet. Or at least, the attention! Their feet were
quite nice, too. Nancy had a size nine and a half, with high arches and long toes, while Taney
had cute size sixes, with proportionally long toes.
Emulating the film, they massaged each other’s feet with warm, edible oils. The attention
felt so good they both loudly cooed. They nearly orgasmed when they began to lick and suck.
“Deep throat my foot, baby,” Nancy cooed.
Taney licked her lips, and said, “I’ll try, but you got big feet!”
Nancy playfully kicked her thigh with her free foot. Starting at the heel, Taney slobbered
up to Nancy’s big toe, and inserted it into her mouth. Each following toe succumbed in turn, until
a more than pleased Taney had them all in her stretched mouth. Nancy rubbed Taney’s sexy sole
on her wet pussy, while she moaned. She then grabbed Taney’s free foot, and shoved the tiny
thing into her big mouth. At the same time, they massaged her lover’s snatches with her big toes.
They writhed wildly in the pleasure. And when they came, they came hard!
Taney crawled on top of her lover, and they made out. The taste of feet in their mouths was
like dessert. “That’s so fucking kinky!” Taney said deeply. They resumed making out lovingly.
That night, Nancy had another incredibly vivid dream, or at least, a continuation of the last.
“So, what is your concern, Nancy?” the middle aged woman asked.
“Well, Dr. Reynolds, I noticed some interesting properties with the retrovirus we’ve been
working on.”
“Yes?”
“I noticed that it responds to other commands.”
“Like what?”
“Well, it appears that it can be programed to alter someone’s mind, instead of just body.”
“Interesting, and when did you discover this aspect?”
“Not long after we found that it can stably exist in alcohol.”
“That was a week ago, Nancy!”
“Well, that only led to my other concern.”
“Go on.”
“I know this is against standard procedure, but I took a look at the original proposal. It was
on a hunch. Turns out that the original is not the original!”
The pokerfaced scientist looked her over.
“Needless to say, I found the original, or at least, an earlier draft. It stated that the
retrovirus would be used for recreating actors to best fit in certain types of roles, and that the
proposal and money came from New Horizons Entertainment Agency.”
“Interesting. Your discovery … discuss …” A beeping sound echoed into existence…
The Third Dream:

“Good morning, Sexy!” Taney said brightly.
“Mourning,” she said tiredly yet lovingly.
“Ready for our big scene?”
“Once I’m awake!”
They prepared themselves for the day. The emotions of the dream weighed heavily on her:
the concern, the confusion. It was just so damn vivid! Or maybe, it was mention of New
Horizons, which was her first agency.
“You look a bit distracted, Nancy,” the director asked concerned. Taney looked concerned,
too.
“Oh, I’ll be fine once we get goin’!”
“You sure you’re all right, Nancy?” Taney asked with a loving concern.
Nancy lightly kissed Taney to sooth her concerns.
The stage hands finished with the set, and they took their places. Nancy sat behind a desk
in her character’s “office,” while Taney waited off camera.
“ACTION!” the director screamed.
Taney walked into the frame in character.
“So, why did you want to see me Jessica?” Nancy asked.
“Oh, its just that test on foot fetish concepts, Prof. I just don’t get feet.”
“Ah, you want some tutoring?”
“Oh, definitely!”
Nancy took out edible massage oil from her desk, and sat on the chair next to “Jessica.”
“As you know, I prefer to see how far spit can go … Are you flexible, Jessica?”
“Pretty flexible. Is that gonna be on the test?”
“Extra credit,” she said seductively, slowly licking her lips. “Just follow my lead.”
With “Jessica” imitating, Nancy unstrapped her sandals, and removed her tube top and
tight work pants (neither wore underwear). They then began to massage their own feet. Nancy bit
her lip. “Ummm, like I was saying in class, Jessica, feet need this kind of attention. They do so
much. Attaching this to shear pleasure is simply the best thing anyone can do!”
Nancy then easily brought her right foot to her hot mouth. She licked and sucked from heel
to toe, while deeply massaging. They cooed passionately, while they watched each other. Nancy
then brought the other foot to her mouth, while bringing the lubed one to her moistened snatch.
She then plunged one foot into her pussy, and the other into her mouth. Their motions were
nearly identical, and they fucked themselves in this way for several minutes before coming to a
loud, real orgasm.
“Wow, Prof! I think I get it now!” she said in breathless joy.
“I have plenty of time before my next class. Want some more extra help?”
“Fuck yeah!”
They nudged their chairs closer, and began to passionately massage each other’s feet. They
stuck with using spit. The director earlier gave them a choice of either spit or oil. After they had
their fill, they rammed each other’s feet into their pussies. With great passion, they pushed their
feet in as deep as possible, pulled out, and the plunged them back inside! They used their feet
like cocks or dildos, while their feet were sensitive in their own right.
After they came wildly, they climbed onto the spartan desk, and scissored wildly with
appropriate attention to their feet. They came even more excitedly then the first two times at their
home!
“Jessica” kissed in thanks. “That was great! Thanks for helping me understand the joys of

feet!”
“Anytime, Jessica!” They again kissed.
“CUT! … That was great ladies!”
The crew brought over robes and flip flops for the still kissing actresses.
“That was good wasn’t it, Taney?”
“Better than good.”
The rest of the day went pretty smoothly. None of the shot scenes that day topped the heat
of the first, however!
When they found themselves home, they gave each other a long foot massage. In fact, they
worshiped their feet for hours. They did not need to go as far as sex; they did plenty of that
earlier. Their love was so deep that, while it was most certainly fun, sex was not a necessity.
That night, Nancy’s vivid dream continued. This time, she was in an observation room,
strapped to an exam table. A man and a women walked up to her. The dark haired women was
her boss.
“I don’t believe we’ve met, Nancy. I’m Robert Jackson of New Horizons Entertainment
Agency.” He shook her shackled hand.
Dr. Reynolds then said, “I didn’t realize that you would be perfect for the first full scale
human test of the retrovirus, in its serum form, until I mentioned your snooping to Bob. No
immediate family, no close friends.”
“Oh, yes, that original proposal was perfectly true. Hell, they never had any other
benefactors for this project!” Jackson stated.
Nancy saw the IV attached to her arm. She was terrified. “You don’t realize what this
Serum is capable of!” she blurted out. She perhaps knew more about the retrovirus than anyone.
It was all but capable of anything!
“We’ll soon find out, won’t we!” Dr. Reynolds stated joyously.
“What are you gonna do to me?” Nancy said shakily.
Robert Jackson replied, “You might call it ‘Acting Lessons’.”
Several weeks of confusion and transformation followed, blurring together …
A Lesbian Porn Star:
Nancy woke up naturally. It was Saturday, and no shooting was scheduled until Monday
morning. ‘That can’t have been real!’ she thought to herself. The dreams were so vivid that they
were like memories. But, that must have been impossible. She clearly remembered loosing her
parents when she was young, and moving in with her grandparents, who themselves died five
years ago. She remembered going to college for a degree in Visual Arts, and trying some
modeling for extra cash before jumping into porn. And, she especially remembered her lover.
The early riser Taney walked into the room. “Mourning, sleepyhead!”
“Mourning,” she said with deep love behind it.
“I made some breakfast. Wanna join me?”
“Yeah.”

Energy
The Discovery:
“Hey, look what I found Jackie!”
“What, Jenny?”
In the closet lay a pair of black flip flops, probably used. They weren’t disgusted by it.
They had similar footwear themselves.
They were just finishing moving into their new dorm, and were just starting to feel
comfortable at college, starting their Sophomore year. The two were roommates the year before,
and just clicked. They even chose Fine Arts as their majors, albeit different concentrations.
Neither were even close to the most attractive women at the college, but were far from ugly. All
together, they found themselves happy.
“What’re you gonna do with them, Jen?”
“Dunno. I’ll deal with them later.” The flip flops weren’t even her size (a large “8” was
printed at the heel strike), a bit larger in fact, so she planned to throw them out with the garbage
in a day or two.
That night, Jenny was clicking around the internet bored. Jackie went out on a date with
her boyfriend. Jenny was a bit jealous being single.
Her eyes suddenly turned to the closet. She casually walked over, and thoughtlessly looked
at the silent pair of flip flops. There was no conscious reason for her to be standing there, as there
was none for her to pick up the footwear. She cradled them in her hands for a while. There was
something about them. It was as if they were calling out to her. Still, no tangible thought. Her
hands placed them back down, and then they removed her shoes and socks. She then mindlessly
walked into the flip flops.
Uncontrollable, tangible thought began to flow to the surface of her mind. Hazily, she fell
onto the carpeted floor. Her body suddenly felt as strange as her mind. She was … She was
transforming into someone else!
‘No! That’s impossible!’ she finally blurted out in her mind.
‘Oh, but it is, Jenny!’ a wholly different voice excitedly stated in her mind. My voice.
‘What’s happening to … me?’
‘Oh, let me do the worrying.’
‘Wha …’ Jenny felt her mind being pushed aside. Even the feeling of her changing body
began to fade.
‘Good. Sleep, Jenny, sleep …’
The Stranger:
Jackie had just finished a very nice night with her boyfriend. They were going out for
about a year, and were pretty serious. They would have spent more time together if they didn’t
have class the next day.
She walked into her dorm room to see a complete stranger. Naked, no less. I had deep,
vibrant brown hair, large breasts, flawless skin, and dark eyes. At five feet and nine inches, I was
quite a bit taller than the poor girl, and probably intimidating. I was doing some extensive yoga
to acclimate myself.
“Who are you?” Jackie asked.

“Allow me to show you,” I answered seductively. I walked over to the confused woman.
The sound of my perfectly fitted flip flops echoed in the room. I touched her forehead, and
invaded her mind. I made her bisexual, and so fucking horny.
I then felt down her quivering body, and helped her removed her clothes. Before she knew
it, we were on the floor groping each other to memorize our bodies. It had been far too long! She
barely asked me why I left on my flip flops. I told her that those stay. We then shifted to a sixtynine, and consumed our wet pussies. We were like starving animals. Our moans and coos grew
louder and louder. Then in a massive rush of passion, we screamed in orgasm. I absorbed every
ounce of Sexual Energy she excreted in that moment, and it was delicious!
I knew she had many questions, but she passed out long before she had a chance to ask
them. I touched her wet forehead, and altered her memories so that we never met …
The Day After:
Jenny woke up the next morning feeling exhausted. It was as if she didn’t have an ounce of
sleep. Yet, she remembered going to bed not long after she tired of the internet. She hoped a
quick shower would wake her up. When she walked into the kitchen-living room, she saw Jackie
passed out on the couch covered with her blanket. It was strange to see her there instead of in her
bed, but she was in no mood to wake her to find out why.
The whole day was oddly fuzzy for Jenny. She just could not concentrate. She felt oddly
passive, too, which was perhaps the opposite of her usual self. She didn’t even sit in the front
row!
Her advisor came up to her after class.
“Everything all right, Jenny? It’s not like you to be the quite one.”
“I’m fine, Jack. Just tired from moving back into those dorms, I guess.”
“Some loud music banging away all night, I take it?” he asked almost nostalgically.
“Nah! Not yet, Jack.”
“Well, hope you feel better!” He walked to his next class down the hall, after patting her
on the shoulder.
Classes finally ended, and Jenny found herself back in her dorm. Jackie was on the couch
reading something for a class.
“Oh, there you are!” Jackie said sillily
“I’ve been meaning to ask you something, Jackie.”
“Yeah?”
“Saw you on the couch this morning. Something wrong with your bed?”
“Don’t think so. Got home late, and just fell asleep there, I guess.”
The fact that she had her bed’s blanket draped over her earlier made her response strange,
but she didn't feel like prying.
Jenny walked into her bedroom closet to hang up her sweatshirt, when she noticed the flip
flops. Without thinking, she kneeled down, and picked them up. She inhaled their scent deeply.
A mix of the sweet smell of feet and foam-rubber permitted her senses. There was something
else, too, but it was not just her nose detecting it. The aberrant sensations permeated her mind.
Conscious thought faded away. Her hands, out of her control, stripped everything off her body,
and placed the flip flops back down in front of her. Her feet walked into them.
A rush of Energy flowed up through her. With it, her body began to change. Her feet grew
larger, her hight increased, her hair lengthened. It was all happening so fast! Her shaking hand

barely supported her on the dresser. It would have all been painful if her mind had not been
drifting away.
‘Good. Sleep now. Sleep,’ I said from within her mind.
Walking over to the unsuspecting Jackie, I caught myself in the tall mirror. My form
always changed subtly as I shifted from body to body. I of course loved what I saw, and gave my
dark eyed reflection a big, wet kiss, staining the glass with my full lips.
Jackie caught sight of me the moment I entered the room. I was never a hard one to miss!
From the Energy I absorbed the night before, I no longer needed physical contact. I brought back
her extreme horniness from the night before, and ordered her to pleasure herself.
In her uncontrollable arousal, she ripped her clothes away. With one hand, she worked to
rediscover every pleasure point of her body. With the other, she explored the depths of her
wanting pussy. I bathed myself in her near orgasmic transmissions, and absorbed every ounce of
sweet orgasm she expelled.
While she lay on the verge of passing out, I gave her the command to gather all of her
attractive female friends for a party. The more attractive, the more orgasmic Energy I would
absorb! To ensure her success, I put my finger into her mouth, and implanted a small amount of
myself into her, which made her more than charismatic. Every time I was forced to lay dormant
was major setback, and I was too close to fail again!
The Gathering:
Jenny woke up the next morning even more drained than before. She thought she was
probably coming down with something. She quietly walked into the kitchen-living room, and
saw Jackie on the phone.
“Now what was the earliest we could arrive?” Jackie said to the person on the other end.
“Eight? That should work fine.” She hung up.
“What was that all about, Jackie?” she asked tiredly.
“Oh, I’m planning an impromptu party for tonight,” she responded with zeal.
“A party tonight?”
“Yeah, why not? I’m gonna hold it at Hampton’s Lodges tonight starting at eight if your
interested.”
‘Why not!’ Jenny thought. Her friend was surprisingly radiant, and somehow impossible to
say no to. “Can’t wait! Who else is coming?”
“Oh, just about everyone! Lets see …” She took out a piece of paper from her pocket.
“Saundra, Anita, Sandy, Laura …”
“Any guys gonna be there?” she interrupted tiredly.
“Nah, just gonna be a girls night out!”
Jenny could not stop thinking about the party for the rest of the day, but not to the degree
as her roommate! Jackie took the whole day off from classes to finish organizing: food, drinks,
music. It was doubtful that any of it would have been possible if it were not for email.
After classes, Jenny and Jackie picked up a few things at the store for that party. It was
mostly snack food, as neither were of the legal drinking age for at least a month.
At 7:30, they gathered all the supplies they were bringing. Jenny unconsciously threw my
flip flops into one of the bags. They then drove to the party.
The Solidity:

The all-girl party started smoothly. They drank heavily, danced, snacked. Jackie then
exclaimed, “Now, lets have some fun!”
Jenny, without serious conscious thought, grabbed my flip flops. There was something she
needed to do, not that she even knew what that was.
They all sat in the middle of the room. Jackie then stated, “Jenny’s gonna put on a show
for all of us. You’ll all enjoy it!
Jenny found herself confused. She had no idea what Jackie was talking about, yet she
somehow knew that she was going to put on some kind of show. Out of her control, her hands
removed all her clothes, and placed the flip flops on the floor. She slipped them onto her small
bare feet. She lay down, and let me take over.
All the women, except perhaps Jackie, were totally surprised at what they were seeing.
Before their very eyes, Jenny grew taller, her hair grew longer and darker, her feet grew into the
flip flops, her breast grew, and even her eyes changed. Before any of them knew it, Jenny was
me.
I sat up, and looked at the awed women around me. “Who are you?” one of them barely
asked. I, a true demigoddess, answered teasingly, “A Goddess to some. An amalgam of pure
Sexual Energy to others!”
I was so pleased about the women I saw around me. There was more than enough Sexual
Energy within them!
I stood up, and walked into the center of their circle. A quick pulse of Sexual Energy was
all that was needed to get them going. They became so horny that it didn’t matter where they
received the sexual attention. Their clothes were thrown off in moments, with some torn beyond
repair. They groped their soft, feminine bodies with an ultimate desperation for pleasure. Moans
of sexual ecstasy grew louder and louder.
I looked over at Jackie. She was perhaps the horniest of them all, having a little bit of me
within her. Her eyes changed to my dark color, as she gave in fully to her newfound appetites.
The women eventually formed a chain of sexual paradise. Each hungrily made out with a
juicy pussy before them. I could feel their combined Energy growing into a single, glorious
orgasm. I shook in anticipation. And then … EXPLOSION! In a combined scream, a rush of
Sexual Energy flew out of them, and into me. Even the small amount of myself in Jackie came
flowing back (her eyes were changed forever, though). I felt glorious!
Mindless, they sat up on their knees, and faced me. I finally had more than enough Energy
to longer need a body to inhabit. I did not even need the flip flops! With great concentration, I
forced myself out of Jenny and the flip flops like shedding a layer of skin. Jenny fell behind me
unconscious. Despite me no longer being within her, her eyes would forever be like mine, while
her body was subtly improved (flawless skin, larger breasts, no body hair). All present, including
her, would also be sexually enlightened for the rest of their lives.
It was a remarkable feeling now being in a “real” body. The sweet silence of my own
mind. The floor beneath my bare feet. The beating of the heart. The taste of the air! It will take a
while to get used to all this! This was not necessarily a permanent state, though, but all I needed
to maintain this perfect body was to continue absorbing Sexual Energy. Oh, the pleasures I shall
experience in my own body!

Food of the Gods, inc.
Working for a private detective agency was a different kind of work. I received my masters
in Criminal Justice, and eventually joined the Jackson and Fredricks Private Detective Agency. I
interned with them while I was still in both undergraduate and graduate school, and they offered
me a job after I graduated. In the end, I found that I had mixed feelings about working for them.
Being a rather attractive, auburn haired woman ensured that I could use my body to get the
information I needed. Cliched? Perhaps. Though I did hit forty recently, extensive pilates and
healthily eating habits kept me looking thirty. Regardless, I did enjoy deceiving others …
****
My current assignment involved infiltration of the candy company “Food of the Gods.” I
laughed at their obvious reference to the HG Well’s story, and those myths about the positive
effects of eating the Greek Gods’ food! Anyway, it was borderline corporate espionage, but I
was assured that, while the information was to go to our client (Johnny's Sweets), any possible
illegal activities would be brought to the authorities. I must admit that I didn’t care that much,
because the recent recession caused business to drop. Clients ensure that I would have a job!
I was posing as secretary “Nikki Brown” (different last name than mine) for a dimwitted,
low level executive. I easily convinced him that there was no reason for a background check, and
that all he needed to do was call my references. For the first few days, I didn’t uncover anything
significant. Jackson threw two others on the case, but I had no contact with them.
About a week in, things started get strange. I was randomly transferred to the high level
executive Farrah Gramms. I was no lesbian, but she was rather attractive: flawless milk white
skin, natural blonde hair, healthily full body, sweet smelling. If I were back in college, I would
have seen her as worthy of an “experiment” or two.
“So, I think we should get to know each other, Nikki,” she said across her desk
“Oh, there’s not much to tell. I stumbled around in college for a while, having too much
fun. I really just fell into ‘Administrative Assistant’.”
“If you don’t mind me noticing, Nikki, you have very dark skin …”
“Oh, yeah,” I interrupted, telling the truth. “My mother’s family is from Brazil. My skin
darkens like crazy during the summer! This being San Francisco, late August, I’m all but African
American!”
Farrah laughed. “I’m sure you get compliments!”
“I’m sure you do, too!” I quipped, calculatedly assuming she had a good sense of humor. I
sensed she was a touch narcissistic as well.
She laughed. “Do you mind having lunch with me, Nikki? You know, to keep this
conversation going.”
“Sure.”
We walked to the executive meal area. The lower half of the wall had dark chocolate
colored wood paneling, while the upper half was a creamy stucco. The tables and chairs were all
finished teak, which resembled peanut butter. A short order chef lived behind the marble counter.
No one else was in the meal area. Farrah ordered me the “Special,” while she ordered a light,
chicken salad sandwich. We sat down.

We made small talk before our meals came. I was shocked at what the “Special” was! It
was three chocolate balls of a color that closely resembled my present skin tone.
“This is kind of our way of hazing new hires. We have Rob over there whip of some nice
chocolate for you,” she said with an odd smile.
“Oh,” I said with a smile. Shrugging, I ate the decadent balls. To my surprise, they were
the most delicious things I ever tasted! They were very rich and smooth in flavor, reflecting the
chocolate's tone. There was a quality to the milk chocolate that I couldn’t figure out, but it
certainly added to the ecstasy. They were so good that time seemed to slow. They took away all
my cares in the world. It was, quite simply, the best, most perfect chocolate I ever had …
****
I felt truly amazing for the rest of the day. ‘What the fuck was in that chocolate!’ I kept
thinking. When I got back to my apartment, I had a quick shower, and started my usual pilates.
Remarkably, I did it with more zeal than when I was eighteen! In fact, I felt like I was eighteen.
In my surprisingly revived, youthful vigor, I found myself capable of moves I could not do for
years. When I was done, I felt truly remarkable.
After my pilates, I was walking to the shower, when I caught my refection in my tall
bedroom mirror. “Impossible!” I said. Not only did I feel younger, I actually looked younger! My
body was tighter, breasts firmer. My hands and feet were no longer spidery and veiny, but
smooth and sexy. I looked at myself for a long time.
When I was younger, I was a rather narcissistic, nymphomaniac party girl. There was no
man or woman who could satisfy me fully, and the only one who could satisfy me was myself. I
nearly failed undergraduate school because of all that, and only got into graduate school with the
help of Jackson and Fredricks. It took me nearly failing college to realize that I needed to learn
how to control myself. For the longest time, I thought I had control over my overactive sex drive,
but that control was now melting away.
My heart was racing; my crotch was dripping. “Fuck it!” I screamed. I pealed off my sweat
soaked, spandex clothes. The more I gave into to my impossibly rejuvenated body, the more the
weight of twenty-two years lifted. My hand slid over my wet snatch, and rubbed with great
passion. I hadn’t made love and lust to myself in more than ten years, but it felt like only
yesterday! I soon found myself in what was once my favorite position: squatted, with one hand
free to explore my body, and the other passionately fingering my crotch. The more I loved and
lusted, the less I remembered the last twenty-two years, and all the control I gained over myself.
When I finally squirt in a screaming orgasm, I was truly eighteen again …
It was strange, I must admit. Even though I should have had no memory of where I was, I
knew I was home. ‘What was I just doing, Nikki? Out of breath, sweat pouring. Oh, yeah! I was
fucking myself,’ I thought. ‘When’s that next party gonna be? … I’ll just check my calendar
later.’
Since I obviously did not remember doing my pilates earlier, I started a new session. The
way I did pilates at eighteen was rather crazy: It was highly experimental, and to the extreme. I
always did it in front of the mirror, too. If I felt any discomfort, I just rubbed my crotch to release
those endorphins. Needless to say, it was very erotic!
It didn’t take very long for my face to get close to my feet. I quickly noticed that they had a
sent that I didn’t recognize. My feet normally did not have much of a sent. Now however, They
smelt like a very milky milk chocolate, which I could not recognize at the time. I sat up with my

feet in front of me, and picked up my right, fascinated. I inhaled its sent deeply. It smelled so
good that my mouth watered. I uncontrollably began to lick and suck every inch of that foot. The
flavor was decadently erotic. I could remember tasting nothing better.
Surprisingly, it crossed my mind to actually eat my foot, but I of course decided against it.
I wouldn’t be able to taste my feet again if I did! Instead, I began to eat food off my feet:
chocolate, bananas, everything. Just smelling my feet made me so hungry and horny. I eventually
decided to always eat my food either off my feet, or after I thoroughly rubbed my feet in it. That
was to force me to wash me feet as much as my hands, but I did not mind. It was an odd way to
gain a foot fetish, even though I was never opposed to such things. I should have questioned this
decadent fetish, but I was too much of a horny, pleasure addicted nympho to care. I went to bed
that night feeling like perfection …
****
My alarm went off at seven in the morning. I was confused. It being Friday, I always
ensured that I didn’t need to get up that early. Twenty-two years worth of memories slowly came
back into focus. I walked out of bed naked and confused. I looked at myself in the mirror. I still
looked and felt eighteen! It was beyond strange to have the sharp mind of an eighteen year old,
yet have forty years worth of memories.
I sat on the edge of my bed. It didn’t take long to realize that the control I had over myself
was a mix of maturity and physical age. Technically, I regained that “maturity,” when all my
memories returned, but I had the body and soul of my eighteen year old self. Much of whatever
control I gained over the last twenty years was gone. That twenty years worth of wisdom was
going to be the only thing that would keep me from dry humping the next attractive thing I saw!
For a while, I sat analytically going over what happened to me. I forgot how sharp my
mind was! Those chocolate balls I ate yesterday tasted just like my feet last night, except that my
feet were undoubtedly even better! There was obviously something here, and I intended to
immediately discuss that with my white chocolate boss. I then wondered if she tasted like a
decadent white chocolate, and how that would enhance fucking her. ‘Control! Control!’ I
thought.
My cell phone suddenly rang, I answered, “Hello.”
“Nikki Smith, it’s Jackson, you forgot to check in last night.”
“Oh, sorry, Jackson. Would you like me to report now?”
“Of course.”
“They transferred me to executive Farrah Gramms. Not sure why yet. I don’t think my
cover’s blown. I think I may be able to get more information from her than the other guy. But,
that’s just a hunch,” I stated intentionally not mentioning my tasty rejuvenation.
“All right. Keep at it … You must be enjoying this job, Nikki. You haven’t sounded so
lively in a long time.”
“Hmm, probably just a good night sleep talking!” I teased.
“Well, don’t forget to report in next week, Nikki. Bye.”
“Bye.” I hung up.
Having so little control over myself, I came three times in the shower (decadent foot in
drooling mouth). Showing some wisdom, I did not get dressed for breakfast. I merely wore my
flip flops to keep my feet clean. I ate like I vowed to eat for the rest of my life: soaking my feet
in my cereal, slurping the milk and corn flakes off my feet. I lay on the table to do it more easily.

It was erotic, fun, and delicious all at the same time. It was sad that I could never get away with
eating like this in public. After eating a banana and after giving it a foot job, I slipped back into
my flip flops, and laid out everything for a sandwich. I placed everything, including myself, onto
the table. Nimbly, I used my feet to put it all together. It was such a joy to lick my feet clean
after!
After I washed my feet, I slipped back into my flip flops, and went back into my bedroom.
Like I used to, I watched myself get dressed. ‘I’m eighteen 2.0. I’m better than I was. Tasty feet,
knowledgable eyes. I’m so perfect,’ I thought, while deeply aroused.
At Food of the Gods, I immediately confronted Farrah. “How did you do this to me!?”
Farrah smiled diabolically. “Oh, I did nothing. You’re the one who ate the special
chocolate. We found out who you really were, and in the process, we learned that you were
perfect for us. The chocolate you ate was specially made for you. It was merely a test to see how
responsive you were to its special properties. It all went better than we could have hoped for,
albeit in ways we did not expect!”
I sat in front of Farrah’s desk in shock. Though, most of the shock came out of how she
suggested she knew about the crazy erotic stuff I did with myself at home.
Farrah picked up a larger chocolate ball, which was my exact skin tone. “All women here
like me represent a special blend of chocolate. I am ‘Golden White.’ Through us, they create the
most delectably addictive chocolates. Eat this ball, and become something better, and have
billions know your flavor!”
She knew how to push my buttons! To be even better and have billions know that was
beyond temptation. All cares of my prior life melted away far faster than they should have. Then
again, my impulsive nature was not all that controllable anymore. I took the ball from her hand
with my toes, and rolled it in between my high arches until it melted onto my soles. I then licked
the smooth flavored chocolate off my indulgent feet. Every lick, every swallow brought me
closer to being one with it. Gorged, I fell to the floor feeling my body transform into something
truly delectable. Everything grew fuzzy, until I heard her voice.
“Rise, Delectable Brazilian!” a strong feminine voice ordered.

Resonance
The machine was close to completion. All it needed now was a test subject. I chose my
sole lab assistant Carly. She wasn’t a particularly attractive woman, and that’s why I chose her.
Carly didn’t know that she was about to be a test subject, of course. No one on the outside even
knew that my experiments had come this far.
When she walked into the lab, which resided in the attic of some old yet curiously sturdy
New England Gambrel (our temporary home), I quietly locked the door behind her. I walked into
my office on the second of three spacious floors, and woke up my computer. It was ready to
remotely activate the Resonator! I could see Carly taking notes on the Resonator’s status, as
ordered. The Resonator stored quite a bit of electricity to be theoretically effective, and needed to
be periodically checked. With a devious smile, I hit the Return Key on my keyboard. The lights

on the cylindrical machine flashed, while a distinct hum was picked up through the camera’s
microphone. The ancient support structure of the gambrel subtly vibrated with the Resonance,
while shingles on the steeply sloping roof chattered in protest.
“Dr. Summers!” Carly called out. “Farrah, the machine’s activated!” Her look of shock
was soon replaced by one of disorientation. Carly sat on the chair behind the lab’s desk. She
breathed heavily, and faded in and out of consciousness. She eventually passed out.
I let the machine run for half an hour before shutting it down. I walked into the lab to
check on Carly.
She barely came back to consciousness. “What … What happened, Farrah?”
I responded, “You got dizzy, and passed out.”
“But, the machine was active, doctor …”
“No. You must have dreamed that, Carly,” I said with a straight face.
I helped her to her room. She passed out on her bed almost instantly, before I observed her
throughout the night. The Resonator worked perfectly! Her body morphed itself into a
significantly more attractive form. Her once snarly, light brown hair transformed into strait,
shiny, chocolate brown hair. Her breasts grew, her stomach flattened, her figure became perfect,
and her skin became silky and healthily toned. Her face was perhaps the most dramatic: It
became more ovular, while the cheekbones rose, and the nose straitened. She became as sexy as
any supermodel.
That morning, I was looking over my notes in my office, when I heard screams and moans.
I barged into Carly’s room to see her masturbating and touching herself. She was not really
conscious. It was as if her horniness had overwhelmed her. This must have been a side affect of
her treatment. But why?
The next day, Carly acted like nothing happened. She didn’t even seem aware that she was
totally different physically. I convinced her to do an MRI scan and blood test. The results were
inconclusive. Among other things, there seemed to be some changes in the, so called, “pleasure
center” of the brain, in comparison to a scan made prior to the experiment, but it was not clear
what that meant. The blood tests showed changes in her DNA in ways that were impossible to
explain. I was stronger in biology then genetics, though.
Not long after, she requested to be my “first” test subject for the Resonator. In many ways,
it was an odd request. The Resonator was designed to change one physically in the same vain as
plastic surgery, and Carly’s body was already improved! I obliged, however, due to her
insistence.
Per her request, I set the machine to augment her breast size by at least two cup sizes,
which should bring them to about a DD-cup. I switched the machine on one-hundred percent
safely in my office. The whole building again protested down to its deep, granite lined basement.
She acted considerably different this time. Though, the machine was set to do considerably less.
She stripped naked, and sat on the desk chair. “My tits are so tingly!” she exclaimed. She then
placed her bare feet on the desk in front of her, and began to passionately rub her wet crotch. She
rubbed her visibly growing tits with her free hand. It was interesting to note that setting the
machine to alter a single aspect resulted in a faster change. Though, it may have been related to
having prior exposure. “I feel so good, Farrah! You have to try this!” she cooed, breaking my
train of thought. “AHHH, ooooh, YES!” She began to orgasm, and didn’t stop. “FARRAH!” she
screamed in her perpetual orgasm. She quickly passed out in her ecstasy.
****

Carly was no longer the same woman after that. She looked and acted completely different.
She gained a much more aggressive personality, while having no qualms about pleasuring herself
anywhere or anytime. Most interestingly, she was very agreeable, in terms of me studying her. I
even did another MRI scan and blood test, which showed further changes in her brain and DNA.
“Do you mind if I ask you a few questions about the results of the experiment, Carly?” I
asked sitting next to her.
“Sure!” she said almost seductively.
“Explain how you’ve been feeling since the experiment.”
“Horny.”
“Just horny?” I asked unsteadily.
“Well, I feel amazing, Farrah!”
“Could you elaborate?”
“The first experiment made me really tired, like something within me needed to change.”
I was in shock. Was she referencing the true first experiment? I was not sure.
“I wanted a second run. Everything within me wanted more exposure to the Resonance.
After the second run, I received the proper boost.”
She did remember! I was very confused by how cryptic she was becoming. “What do you
mean by ‘boost’?”
“I’m surprised you didn’t figure it out at least partially. We’ve tapped into an Energy
beyond scientific understanding. The Resonance not only alters the body, but also the mind. I am
becoming something else, Farrah. After the second run, there is no turning back.”
“What do you mean?” My heart raced in terror.
“I’m not sure yet. It’s more instinct than anything else. They guide me so much more than
ever before!”
“You’re losing control?”
“Not really. I want to become whatever it is I am becoming.”
****
Over the next few days, Carly began to walk around the house naked, except for her flip
flops. She threw all her clothes out. When I asked her why, she just said that it “felt” like the
right thing to do. She ran on instinct alone, and had no qualms about it. She often even said,
“There is something within me that is becoming me.” It was inconceivably true, too. All the tests
I took on her showed accelerated changes. The pleasure center of her brain had specifically
grown, and had gained a totally abnormal configuration. Plus, her DNA showed totally
unknown, illogical sequences.
Soon, all she ever did was masturbate to her own body, eat, and do yoga-like exercises.
She was impossibly flexible, and easily performed cunnilingus on herself. A feat most consider
impossible!
****
I was sleeping soundly one night, when I heard the door to my room creak. It was pitch
black. Before I could reach to my lamp, I was smothered by a fumy wet rag. Everything became
fuzzy. I passed out …

I came to tied to the lab’s desk chair naked. I heard the machine humming to life. Carly
seductively sat on the desk before me with a large smile.
“Carly! What are you doing?” I was still somewhat hazy.
“You will become what I am becoming.”
“But, what are you becoming?” I breathed out in my horror.
“We’ll find out together, Farrah.”
The machine hummed happily. The computer before me stated: “Resonance: 100% /
Timer: 20 mins / Programed Physical Alterations: N/A.” I was terrified. We never tested the
machine at its maximum settings. Yet, the scientific part of me was curious about what was to
happen to both of us.
Waves of Energy then flowed through us, while the whole building protested louder than
ever before. I felt truly amazing. It was better than any sex I ever had! After several waves, we
began to loudly orgasm. And, every subsequent wave made us orgasm louder and louder. Drool
trickled down our cheeks, while our feminine juices trickled down our legs. The pleasure began
to overwhelm my mind. Conscious thought was nearly impossible. The waves of Energy were
beyond all known forms of pleasure.
I eventually found myself hyperventilating, and passed out …
****
I woke up the next morning in my bed feeling utterly refreshed and amazing. ‘Was all that
just a dream?’ I thought to myself. With a youthful vigor I had not felt for a decade, I prepared
for my morning shower.
While I worked the soap into my skin, I could not help but notice how good my wet skin
felt. But, no, that could not be. I was sixty-five, yet my body was like it was when I was twenty!
“Am I dreaming?” I asked myself, while my revelation of youth aroused me. “If I’m dreaming,
I’m gonna enjoy this while it lasts!”
With my right hand, I squeezed my warm crotch, and with my left, I groped my tight,
youthful body. It was like a kind of rediscovery. I had forgotten how amazing my slim body once
was! My attractiveness made advancing on my own merits difficult, while the rewards were that
much sweeter.
At first, I tried to fantasize about some guy surprising me in the shower, while I
masturbated, but I found that unnecessary. All that was necessary was the feel of my own erotic
body. ‘The source of pleasure is always the sweetest!’ I suddenly thought. “YES!” I cried out in
agreement. Everything about my body turned me on, including my very grunts and coos. While
my hand groped the high, wrinkled arch of my sexy foot, I felt the largest orgasm of my life rise
to the surface. “OHHHH FUH … FARRAH! … Farrah,” I called out to myself in orgasm.
I collapsed to the floor of the tub, while clarity came to my mind. It became all too clear to
me that this and the night before were no dreams. What truly fascinated me was how I was and
am not turned on by any rational means. It was the pleasure alone! That felt perfectly normal
instinctually, while those same instincts made me happy about all the changes. How could I not
be, though, I was four decades younger!
I quickly dried off to look at myself on the mirror on my bedroom door. I looked even
better than I did at twenty! My auburn hair was again long and vibrant. My tits were again firm.
Not a single flaw was visible on my naked body. I again found myself aroused by the fact that I
can derive pleasure from myself. It was in that moment I realized that anything that could give

me pleasure aroused me.
I was so fascinated instinctually and scientifically that I quickly wrote it all down into the
notes on my laptop.
After, I could not bring myself to get dressed. I even wanted to throw away all my clothes
like Carly, but I resisted. Carly suddenly walked into my room.
“You feel it don’t you, Farrah? What we are becoming.”
While I looked at the naked woman before me, my instincts became almost impossible to
control. I could sense the very pleasure we could create! “Cah … Carly, we need to run tests on
ourselves.”
“I see that you are still above your instincts. No matter, we are in no rush,” she said in
seductive tones.
We conducted the tests. The whole time I was barely able to resist touching Carly, let alone
myself. My changes all but mirrored Carly’s. If anything, Carly was only sightly more changed
than myself. That fact confused me, because she had considerably more exposure thus far …
****
Over the next few days, I found it increasingly hard to resist my altered instincts. I even
couldn’t sometimes, especially in the shower. I even once lost control, when I caught Carly
masturbating to herself. It was obviously her plan to have me masturbate with her. Those
moments felt more right than anything, and I actually felt bad every time I resisted. What
surprised me was how Carly wasn’t actively pushing me toward giving into my instincts. It was
as if there was no need. That was likely the truth, because I found myself throwing out my
clothes one after the other. The slightest flaw in one was enough for me to rid myself of it. And
hell, I was no longer wearing them much anyway!
I could feel myself changing mentally and physically. I didn’t want it to stop. That
understanding made me feel right.
Eventually, I threw my last articles of clothing away, save the flip flops I still wore, and sat
on the soft couch. I was always aroused now. I lay on my stomach, with my legs up. I loved the
soft feel of the fabric on my naked body. I looked behind me, and saw my sexy, wrinkly size
tens. I found myself masturbating to them, knowing how good they feel when rubbed. From
behind I grabbed my right, and started to passionately lick and suck it. My foot tasted amazing!
Even the subtle flavor from the foam flip flops was erotic. I was never so flexible before, but
nothing about it felt wrong.
Carly then walked into the room. She sat on the arm of the couch, and began to rub and
suck my free foot. I rubbed my pussy so hard that my hand was all but buried in it. I soon
screamed in glorious orgasm.
Running on instinct alone, I turned around, and made out with the erotic Carly. We then
worshiped each other’s bodies with our hands and drooling mouths. Eventually, we tangled our
bodies in a passionate sixty-nine. Our juices flowed as freely as our orgasms. I found myself no
longer caring about anything but the pleasure, for the pleasure was all that was important.
We eventually walked to the lab, worshiping our bodies as we went. The door slid closed
behind us. Instinctually, I used the computer to set the Resonator to maximum, and to run
indefinitely.
The machine soon hummed to life, while we tightly held our pleasurable bodies. The
suffering structure around us mattered little. Each powerful wave of Energy made us orgasm, and

hold more tightly. After several orgasmic waves passed through us, I finally understood. We
were transforming, evolving into an ethereal being of pleasure!
I eventually began to merge with Carly’s mind. It was becoming the same as mine, or was
it the other way around? None of that mattered any longer, while all we wanted was to become
what we were becoming. Before our senses, our souls faded into one, I could see our bodies fade
into each other. Eventually, pleasure was all that there was …

Acting Lessons: The Power of the Serum
Email (PRIVATE)
Date: Oct. 5, 2001
To: Robert Jackson, Senior Manager of Actors, Actors Devision, New Horizons
Entertainment Agency
From: Dr. Cornelia Reynolds, Chief Researcher, Dr. Carl Lewiston Advanced Genetic
Research Institute
Subject: Re: Typecasting Request
Robert Jackson,
First let me say that I am rather uncomfortable about your recent request on both a personal
and scientific level. However, my team and I did move forward with your request. Being unsure
how to synthesize the Serum to the specific parameters prescribed, we set it to respond toward
the wants and needs of the recipient via the chemical impulses of the brain. We are fully aware
of the degree of unpredictability this can bring, but calculate it is worth the risk. We know how
easily actors may turn themselves into their character without true external stimuli. If the Serum
is unsuccessful or if you chose not use it, you may place the blame squarely on me.
A Different Kind of Role:
Entertainment Agent Erica Summers put down a printed email she was reading, while her
new client walked into her office.
“Anita, please have a seat … Here’s the script.”
“So, like I was saying over the phone, Katherine would be a very different kind of role for
me. You know, I’ve never played anything like a Vampire, and I’m not a lesbian!” Anita just
joined the agency, and was truly surprised with the role they found for her. Though, she did fit
the physical characteristics (dark hair, five feet and seven inches, blue-gray eyes, light skin), the
other aspects were possibly beyond her skills.
“Don’t worry, Anita. We’ll help you in any way we can. This role is one in a million!”
“My last agent used to say things like that!”
“But, we mean it,” she said somewhat lightly.
“I wonder how my boyfriend is gonna react to this one! … Lets make this a done deal,
Erica.”
Erica pressed the button on her intercom. “Has the paperwork for Eternal Blood come in

yet, Jack?”
“Let me check. Just a sec.” The speaker clicked. “Yes, Ms. Summers. I’ll bring it right in.”
Click.
The secretary walked in with the usual multipage movie contract, and walked out. Anita
looked it over, and gave it the proper signatures, knowing that the agency’s legal department
already gave it a good look through.
“My secretary put together a box of research materials for the role. You can pick that up
when you leave … Oh! I almost forgot. This being the first contract you signed through us, I
have a gift for you.” She handed over a bottle of expensive looking red wine.
“But, I thought Vampires don’t drink wine?” Anita said jokingly.
“You’re not a Vampire yet!”
Bloody Research:
Anita’s boyfriend seemed to enjoy the idea of her new role more than he admitted. He
wanted to join her in looking everything over, but he needed to do some work. He was so
swamped lately that he was bringing a lot of his work home with him.
She drank the amazingly good wine, while she looked over the script. In many ways, this
was not a major departure from mainstream Vampire mythology. It did have its own twists, of
course. These Vampires could see their own reflection, for example. It was only a couple of
psychologically disturbed Vampires, who were the source of many of the myths. Religion had no
ill effects on them, and it was again a couple of disturbed Vampires. They could drink the blood
of any mammal, while Human blood was the “healthiest.” They could eat “Human food” too, but
it provided little to no sustenance. They could be out during the day (sunlight cannot easily kill
them), but being naturally nocturnal, it was more than uncomfortable on their skin. They were
highly telepathic, and could make others think they transformed into, say, a bat. The female
Vampires had no body hair, and had stronger telepathic abilities. Like Humans, most Vampires
were heterosexual, while Katherine just happened to be a lesbian. There were other quirks, too,
but nothing as significant.
She poured herself another glass, having already lost count of many she already had. The
research materials were primarily a set of homemade DVDs. Each one had spliced together
segments form various Vampire movies, which fit well with mythology of Eternal Blood.
Now, Anita was not lesbian, but she did find the female Vampires to be quite remarkable.
They were strong and in charge. They did not give a damn about what others thought about
them. This was something that Anita could really start with, because that was like what she
aspired to be. This was going to be easier than she thought!
“Damn!” she mumbled. She finished the bottle. It was the best wine she ever had. Smooth,
delicious, and had unique qualities, which she could not quite figure. This was by no means her
normal behavior toward alcohol, but that wine was just that good!
That night, she had particularly hot sex with her boyfriend. Those videos excited her more
than she wanted to admit! Her boyfriend was always supportive of her work in his own ways, so
he fucked her like a lesbian. It was a bit weird at first, but still fun. Of his surprising knowledge
of lesbian sex, the best positions for them both were the sixty-nine and the scissor. The sixty-nine
was especially amazing, because they always enjoyed blowing each other. Their orgasms were
loud and energetic. They were still turned on by the time the decided to sleep!
“Uh, hi, Erica,” Anita said on the phone. “This may sound a bit strange, but do you have

anymore of that wine? I actually finished it all already!” It was in that moment when she realized
that she had little to no hangover, but it did not really bother her.
“Oh, well, I suppose I could get you another. I know how good that wine is! Come in after
lunch, and I’ll give you another bottle.”
Lunchtime did not come around fast enough, even with her usual morning jog. Her
boyfriend went to work hours before. At one in the afternoon, she finally received the new bottle
from Erica.
“So how’s the research coming, Anita?”
“Better than I expected. You know, I found the female Vampires of this mythology quite
identifiable. I definitely want to become Katherine!”
“Glad to hear it, Anita!”
The moment Anita got home, she started her research again. She did not even bother with a
glass for the wine. She knew she would finish it long before her boyfriend came back home.
While watching the videos, she thought about how she would “become” a lesbian. Looking
at the attractive women on screen, she realized that it might not be that hard. They are beautiful,
they are sexy. ‘Sexy. Sexual. Sex,’ she thought, while taking a very large swig. ‘Sensual.
Pleasurable. Arousal.’ She then said out loud, “I can be attracted to women,” she said in
amazement.
After that, she started to pleasure herself at the sight of the women to “train” herself. It was
downright awkward at first, and almost did not work. But, she kept repeating the same mantra in
her head: sexy, sexual, sex, sensual, pleasure, arousal. After a while it actually started to work!
She almost could not believe it! For the first time in her life, she was deriving sexual pleasure
from the sight of women. And even more shocking, the sight of Vampire women.
Anita quickly stripped naked. She was getting rather hot from all the action! She quickly
resumed. She was never one to masturbate very much, but was enjoying it now more than she
thought she ever could. Every time she came, it was the best orgasm of her life, and every time
she saw man, she wanted him to leave the frame.
Her boyfriend came home to the sight of his naked girlfriend masturbating on the couch to
women on the HDTV.
“This is your research?” he said in utter shock and arousal.
Anita looked over to her boyfriend, and removed her two fingers from her crotch. “Ha …
woah … Yup! Getting used to my own gender, you could say,” she said with a sexy smile.
The boyfriend picked up the wine bottle. “Hmm, empty … I could use a drink!”
After he scarfed down some of his bourbon, he tried to engage her, assuming that she was
still aroused, but she “tired herself out already.”
Anita went to bed that night feeling different, yet oddly pleased with herself. ‘I really can
do this,’ she thought. ‘I really want to become the sexy, lesbian Vampire Katherine!’
Becoming the Role:
The next mourning, Anita woke up several hours later than usual. Her boyfriend had
already left for work. She was still very tired, but forced herself into her morning jog. She found
it to be an uncomfortably bright day, which she attributed to her surprisingly light hangover.
During the jog, she briefly considered calling Erica for another great bottle of wine, but decided
she had enough wine for a while.
When Anita got back, she was exhausted, and it was not just because of the jog. She
wondered if she was coming down with something. She felt fine otherwise, and took a quick

shower.
It was already past noon, so she decided that she needed to eat something. But first, she
had to close the curtains. She was still clearly photosensitive from her apparently lingering
hangover.
She looked around the cupboards and fridge to try to figure out what she wanted. She was
most certainly hungry! Her boyfriend placed a steak in the fridge from the freezer. He clearly
wanted to cook it up for them, when he got home. Then, an interesting thought crossed her mind,
‘Why not warm up the blood, and drink it?’ I was and odd thought, but it kind of made sense.
She was learning how to act like a Vampire.
She took out the steak, and poked a hole in the plastic wrapping with her finger. Then, she
poured it into a tall glass, and warmed it in the microwave. Without thinking, she sucked the raw
cow blood off her finger. It turned out to be a tasty yet surprising act. She tossed the steak back
into the fridge.
The microwaved beeped, and she grabbed her meal. Having already sucked the blood off
her finger, she drank from the glass without hesitation. “Wow!” she licked her lips. It was simply
delicious. “How could I have been missing this!” It was beyond a doubt odd to be drinking such
a thing, but it somehow did not bother her.
She finished her meal, before masturbating to more lesbian Vampire clips. She lay down
feeling gorged, and passed out …
She shot up at the door closing. It was her boyfriend. “Hey, Honey! Hungry? I was
planning to cook up that steak … You all right? You look a bit piqued?”
“Oh, I feel fine! I think I had a bit of a hangover from that wine, but I slept it off.”
“All right.” He looked concerned.
Anita glanced at her watch. It was 5:30, and almost dark outside. She practically slept the
whole day!
A little while later, they were having dinner. Anita was hungry, but not in to mood for
steak and potatoes and a vegetable. She did pick at it a bit, though”
“Something wrong?” he asked.
“Nothing. Guess I’m not that hungry,” she lied. All Anita could do was think about the
warmed blood she had earlier. Was the steak poorly spiced at the store? Why was its blood that
good, while the cooked steak was, well, steak? She was starting to worry if this Vampire thing
was getting to her head.
That night, Anita found herself having sex with her boyfriend. She was not really in the
mood, but felt bad about sexually frustrating him the night before. She found herself paying
close attention to his neck: liking, sucking, nibbling. He was clearly enjoying it. Then, she bit his
neck hard, very hard. He let out a good yelp. No blood, just a good bite mark. It should prove to
be a good hickey to show off at work! “Easy there, you little monster! That one kinda hurt.”
They humped for a little while longer. The uncontrollable attention to the neck did not cease, but
she did not bite him that hard again.
Over the next few weeks, Anita slept more and more during the day. It came to the point
where she shifted her daily jogs to nights. “Just getting into character,” she kept telling herself. It
was always a safe neighborhood, anyway. What shocked her boyfriend was how she started to
only eat, well, drink warmed blood (cow, chicken, etc). He tried to get her to eat something else,
her looking rather pale, but she always said no.

Email (PRIVATE)
Date: Oct. 20, 2001
To: Dr. Cornelia Reynolds, Chief Researcher, Dr. Carl Lewiston Advanced Genetic
Research Institute
From: Robert Jackson, Senior Manager of Actors, Actors Devision, New Horizons
Entertainment Agency
Subject: Typecast Subject
Dr. Reynolds,
Your Serum never fails to amaze me! This time, however, there is a degree of anxiety. I
met with our latest subject, Anita Jones, today. It was about three weeks after she drank down
both bottles. The meeting was after dark. She had changed so much. Paled skin, seemingly
sharper canines. Here eyes even had this piercing quality. She admitted to drinking almost only
animal blood for the past three weeks, and sleeping during the day. She claimed she was just
getting into the role. Though I can’t prove it completely, she definitely appears to be exhibiting
the qualities we were looking for. The implications of that are staggering. I think we’ll find out
soon enough if your Serum is capable of doing the impossible!
The Calling Night:
Just when everything seemed about to stabilize, Anita found herself in shock. She was at
the store to buy some meat, the blood of which she would drink later. She was sniffing the
packages to get just the right ones. Suddenly, she realized that she was sensing other’s thoughts.
At first, she thought it was her imagination, but something told her it was not. For reasons
beyond her, she wanted to see if this could go the other way. She walked up to an attractive
blonde woman in an aisle. ‘Say you want to fuck me all night, and then forget you said it.’ The
woman walked over with a horny face, and said, “I want to fuck you all night!” The woman
walked back to the product she was examining like nothing happened. On impulse, Anita then
went, ‘Tell me that you’ll let me drink your blood, too, and then forget you said it.’ The woman
walked back with the same sexy look, and said, “I’ll let you drink my blood, too!” She again
walked back like nothing happened.
Anita was it shock. What the hell was happening? She could not be becoming a Vampire,
could she? She then realized how strong the smell of blood was on the meat. Drool almost leaked
from her mouth. It was not just the meat, however; it was the woman before her! She smelled so
good. On impulse, she felt her upper canines with her tongue. Though they were not any longer
they ever were, they were razor sharp!
She instinctually waked over to the woman, and inhaled her scent. Drool escaped her
mouth. The worried woman looked over to Anita. “Can I help you?”
Anita licked her lips, and said, “Yes …” She looked deeply into the woman’s eyes, and
mesmerized her. They then quickly checked out, and went to the blonde’s car. Anita jogged her
way there.
They went to the back seat, and immediately started to make out lustfully. Anita never had
sex with a woman before, but found herself truly excited! She licked and nibbled both sides of
the woman’s neck, before they stripped naked. They adjusted to scissor, and their pussies
passionately made out. Anita looked over the leg draped over her chest with all of her apparently
heightened senses. She could sense the major arteries pulsing just under the surface. The very

sense aroused and hungered her. Then, she bit her calf, and bit her hard. The woman yelped.
While it was not enough to draw blood, it was more than enough to leave a mark.
They came in loud screaming orgasms. Anita then crawled on top of the docile woman.
Her neck was suggestively exposed. Anita hissed, “What am I?” The woman answered, “A
Vampire.” Things started to become clearer to Anita in that moment. She was indeed a Vampire
now of the variety described in Eternal Blood. How this was possible, she did not yet know.
Anita let the woman go without any memory of what happened. She knew that she was not
ready to drink Human Blood, but would be soon. While walking home, she gorged herself on the
delicious raw blood from the meat she just bought, while tossing the useless flesh away. She
began to notice things she never noticed before. The smell of the animals hiding around her, the
true beauty of the night. She even noticed how her heart would only beat to spread the recently
consumed blood through her veins. She began to revel in her new self. She would be young and
perfectly beautiful forever, and all she had to do was drink delicious Human Blood. Animal
blood would of course sustain her, while the Human would ensure her youth. It was clear that her
body and instincts had been slowly changing for some time, and that conscious knowledge of it
had all finally boiled to the surface.
Her boyfriend greeted her after she walked in. “Hey, Honey!” He sounded oddly nervous.
She no longer felt any sexual attraction toward him; she was a lesbian, now, after all! She
greeted him with a smile regardless. “How was your jog?” Anita replied, “Pretty good. Got the
blood flowing.” She silently laughed in her head, because she honestly could no longer feel her
heart pumping. In her head or not, that was how she wanted to feel.
He was getting ready to refinish the bedroom door frame, and was scraping off the worn
finish. ‘Slip,’ Anita instinctually thought. Clumsily, the blade slipped, and gashed his left thumb.
It started bleeding immediately.
The sight and smell of the flowing blood aroused Anita beyond anything she ever knew.
She walked over to him, barely hiding her excitement. “You know,” she said breathily, “I am
practicing to be a Vampire.”
He quickly responded shocked, “What?”
Anita continued with a seductive smile, barely holding back her drool, “Let me take care of
that for you before you make a mess.”
Before he had a chance to respond, she grabbed his hand. She seductively licked the blood
that escaped onto his hand. The first taste of succulent Human Blood; she wondered if she could
ever match it. Hand licked clean, she slowly inserted the bleeding thumb into her drooling
mouth. She inhaled the delicious juice so vigorously that it was as if she wanted to suck him dry
through his thumb. She squirmed like a horny nymph. “UMMMMM!” she cooed in delight. Her
boyfriend was truly amazed with her, and oddly aroused. He then noticed color return to her
skin, while her deathly cold body grew warm, but thought it was just his imagination.
“All right, Anita. I don’t think there’s any blood left in my hand!” he said nervously. His
hand had grown quite cold!
She slowly removed the no longer bleeding thumb from her mouth. Her teeth and spit were
dyed red from his blood. She could feel her sharp fangs preparing to grow for the first time. “I’m
not gonna lie … That made me feel FUCKING AMAZING!” She grabbed the head of her
shocked boyfriend, and lustfully made out with him. He could taste his blood on her spit, and
though it weirded him out, he was too aroused to care.
Anita grabbed him, and threw him onto the bed with strength he never knew she had. She
then ripped off their clothes, and mounted her boyfriend’s raging boner. She humped him wildly.

“I have a secret to tell you,” Anita hissed.
“UHHH … What?” he blurted out.
Anita stopped her wild humping, and put her face just above his. She exposed her
glistening teeth, and let her fangs descend for the first time. “I’m a Vampire!” She then pulled
his head aside, and plunged her virgin fangs into his flesh. She humped him wildly, while she
passionately sucked out and drank the delicious food from his neck. Her fangs excreted a
substance not unlike morphine, which made the experience ironically pleasurable for him. He
came prematurely in her, while she continued to drink and hump. She removed her fangs from
his violated neck, and orgasmed loudly. Her blood stained fangs glistened in the moonlight.
Before he passed out from the loss of blood, she entered his mind. ‘By tomorrow morning,
you will decide that you have no problem with the fact that your lover turned into a Vampire. A
sexy Vampire lover more than intrigues you. As a result, you want me to drink your blood. You
love me, and want me to be happy and well fed.’
The Human Blood helped to finish all the changes her mind was processing. Everything
was beautifully clear. It was then she realized that she was wrong earlier. She did still feel
something for him. She was really bisexual, and only thought she became a lesbian.
Eternal Blood:
The next morning, the boyfriend woke up next to his Vampire lover. He almost could not
believe it! He was somehow fine with it, though. He loved her no matter what, and he was pretty
sure that she would never loose her beauty now.
He lightly shook her awake.
“Oh, hello.” She was very drowsy, it being day. Since she gorged herself on his blood
earlier, it was far easier to stay awake than it would have been. Her fangs were out, but she
retracted them.
“I just wanna say that I love you.”
“Good … I love you, too,” she whispered.
“I really do love you. You may feed on me. I want you to be happy.”
“Delicious,” she whispered, while her fangs partially descended …
Anita woke up to an empty bed at dusk. Her boyfriend walked in, and handed her a warm
glass of pig blood. She sat up, while the blanket exposed her flawless, bare chest. The blood was
good, but nothing like what she had the night before!
Her boyfriend rubbed the large bandage on his neck. “You know, Anita, I almost can’t
believe this, but I think I’m still kinda turned on from last night!”
She licked up a drop of blood from her lower lip. “There’s more where that came from,”
she said seductively.
“I hope so!” he said nervously, while rubbing his neck bandage. “When is that movie
gonna start shooting, anyway?”
“Oh, that! I almost forgot … Next week, last I heard.”
“I think you already have the role down!” he said with a nervous laugh.
Anita put down the glass of blood on her end table. With a seductive smile, showing her
sharp, retracted fangs, she lunged over to her surprised lover. They made out passionately. She
let him feel her descending fangs with his tongue. Suddenly, she pulled back, ripped off the
bandage on his neck, and plunged her fangs into her lover in passionate motions …

Email (Private)
Date: Nov. 12, 2001
To: Robert Jackson, Senior Manager of Actors, Actors Devision, New Horizons
Entertainment Agency
From: Dr. Cornelia Reynolds, Chief Researcher, Dr. Carl Lewiston Advanced Genetic
Research Institute
Subject: “Eternal Blood”
Robert Jackson,
I am sure that I am not the first to say this, by we are in total shock toward what we did. It
should have been impossible! In fact, all we really expected was for the actress to merely think
that she was her character, and cut our losses. I personally saw her on the set of “Eternal Blood.”
How did everyone watch all that so nonchalantly? She was really drinking people’s blood!
Everyone will think it was fake, while praising its realism. What else would they think? It may
have been a mistake, though, to come to the set. I felt her in my mind. She knows everything!
She even came to me after to thank me. She did not bit me, though, but I saw everything,
including her fangs, close up. The part that scares me the most is the fact that she and her
boyfriend went missing after filming. Bob, what have we done?

Enlightened World
“It’s not the world I was born in!” my grandfather used to say. It was true, I guess. He was
born in the 1960, almost a century ago with it being 2050. Back then, women were just gaining
any true equality with men, and attraction to feet and one’s own gender was taboo. Then less
than twenty-five years ago, scientists made a major discovery that all women were bisexual. That
discovery is what’s considered the foundation of today’s society. Now, feet are at the core of
what society considers the most erotic, and nymphomania is common and normal. Perhaps to the
uninitiated, all that would seem over the top, but everyone simply accepted it all.
It had been exactly a year since my grandfather’s funeral. While I was driving home, I
found myself thinking about how different the world really was. Being twenty-five, I grew up in
this sexually enlightened world. He always used to talk about how no one was truly “ugly”
anymore, and that the only people that came close was elderly like himself.
I just now remembered some of the old fashioned pictures he showed me years ago. He
actually seemed to complain that there were no people like that anymore, and how people used to
“secretly” like feet. I never could bring myself to argue about his veiled complaints toward feet,
even though I loved feet just as much as the next person. No one was really happy unless they
had nice feet, especially women. Improving one’s feet was a common plastic surgery. My feet
were always sexy, though.
His generation was really seen as the end of an era. It was common knowledge that this
sexually enlightened world was the very reason why everyone stayed healthy and youthful well
into their sixties. Sure healthcare was great, but it was also the sex. For many, sex all but

replaced exercise, it being well known to have significant, positive effects on one’s physical well
being.
I finally arrived home from work to my wife Jackie. She may have been beautiful like
other women, but my love for her made her better than all of them. My love for her more than
represented my own sexual narcissism, as she looked quite a bit like me. Tall, dark brown hair,
blue eyes, size nine feet. We’ve been confused as sisters on more than one occasion! And, that
just made us love each other more.
We made out with great passion, letting our conscious minds melt away. It was her turn
this week to guide us in our sexual escapades. After we stripped naked, she sat me onto the
kitchen table. Our breaths were deep and lustful. Intelligent thought gave way to instinct. She sat
on the chair in front of me, and forcibly pressed her perfect soles into face. I breathed and
drooled wildly, while we desperately rubbed our melting snatches. Our deep breathing quickly
turned wildly orgasmic. We screamed for several minutes in mind numbing orgasm, and all but
blacked out.
My sexy wife put her feet down, and kissed her way up my tingling body. She then pushed
me down onto the table, straddled her dripping snatch over my head, and buried her face in my
crotch. We instantly began to eat each other out in a frenzy, while we groped our feet. Soon, we
again came to a mind numbing orgasm.
Still horny, we faced each other on our sides, and fingered our soaked snatches, stimulating
our G-spots. At the same time, we passionately rubbed out feet together. Staring deep into each
other’s eyes, drooling in our near super orgasmic lust, we screamed in perfect, magnificent
concluding orgasm. Our feminine juices sprayed all over our bodies. We held each other, while
we recoiled in our pleasure, before blacking out.
****
It was a slow day at the office. I was a manager of the customer service department at
Redmond’s New Technologies. Like most people these days, idle minds often found themselves
clouded with sex. I did occasionally lock my office door to relive some “pressure,” and I was
considering to do so now. But this time, my grandfather invaded, pushing aside my erotic
thoughts.
“He really wasn’t obsessed with sex, was he?” I mumbled to myself. “Why are we so
obsessed with pleasure? … Sex is healthy for those of age, they said in Sex Ed. Do not be afraid
to push your boundaries, while being mindful of one’s own safety.” I then remembered my
history courses. Sure there was a heavy concentration of past sexual practices in relation to the
various eras (“Zeus screwed another Human” was a joke back in high school), but sex really
wasn’t all there was. The more I thought about it, the more some things just didn’t add up.
By 2025, the country somehow stabilized permanently, while the world followed suit. This
we all knew. People called our time the “Enlightened World.” The Enlightenment was not only
of peace, but also of sexuality.
Then, something really began to bother me: bisexuality in all women, common and
accepted nymphomania, excellent health and beauty. How was all this realized in such a short
time? And, even more confusing: Why did no one else seem to wonder about this?
****

I left work early. There were no serious issues that day, so no one minded. I went to the
local public library in the hope of answering the questions now burning my mind. I went to one
of the private study rooms, and quietly closed the door behind me. Skimming the various,
available publications relating to the origins of “Enlightened Word” on the terminal did nothing
to sooth my nerves. I decided to just go home …
I came home to my wife jogging on the old treadmill. She always was more than alluring
with her breasts and hair bouncing happily, while in her tight spandex. The shine on her moist
skin merely added icing to the erotic cake.
“You seem distracted, Anita. What’s up?” she asked sweetly.
“I guess I’m still getting over him, Jackie … I just don’t understand the time he came from.
Why was our sexual enlightenment so abrupt?”
Jackie hopped off the treadmill with a look of total compassion. She embraced me tightly,
clouding my mind with arousal. “Let your lover make you feel better,” she said seductively.
Our clothes melted away, while we slowly fell to the floor. We explored our bodies as if
we never had before. My body absorbed her sweat, while mine began to generate its own. We
held each other even more tightly, while we screamed in orgasm.
We then squirmed our way to our jaw dropping feet, and slobbered them mindlessly. Their
feel and flavor was perfection. Our hands groped their way to our quivering snatches. We rubbed
and fingered with near infinite passion. Our eventual orgasm was so powerful that for a brief
instant we nearly passed out.
But, the third time was always the charm these days! We faced each other on the floor, and
grabbed our spit lubricated feet. Then, we shoved as much of it as we could into our soaked
pussies. Teeth clenched, drool aggressively poured from the corners of our mouths. Our mad
grunts grew louder and louder, while time slowed. Then EXPLOSION! Cum spewed from our
crotches past our feet, and onto our sweaty bodies. We lay on the floor breathless.
“That was great …” Jackie blurted.
“Like always…” I barely said before blacking out.
****
I left work early again. The questions still burned my mind. I again went to the library with
different searches in mind. After almost half an hour in the private room, I jumped at a knock at
the door. ‘Why am I so anxious?’ I thought to myself.
“Um, ma’am … I have something you may be interested in seeing,” the man stated
nervously through the aged wood door.
“I gave up men back in college,” I said teasingly. Though, I doubted anyone would really
look for a one night stand in a library!
“What? … No, its not that … Please, I know this will answer a burning question.”
“A question?” I said breathlessly.
“Please … Just take them.”
I slowly walked to the door, and opened it. The man was already gone. In his place sat two
books (rare items these days). I took them back inside, and quietly closed the door behind me. I
placed the books on the table, and sat down before them. Books were museum pieces now. After
the Paperless Act of 2030, all official documentation were digitized, and all else eventually
followed suit.
One of the books was printed in 2001. It was titled “Transformative Properties: How

Mythologies May Aid Genetic and Biological Research” by Dr. Cornelia Reynolds. Dr.
Reynolds was the well known chief researcher of the Dr. Carl Lewiston Advanced Genetic
Research Institute. That institute was later reorganized as the Better Tomorrow Research
Institute, which still has close government ties. The book was designed more like an anthology
than a scientific work, and had discussions on how to implement research at the end of each
section. I quickly realized that the other book (a handmade mishmash) “complimented” the
other.
The first chapter in both books discussed a once popular Production “House of Vampires.”
I remember reading about it once as a teen. Reynolds used the Production to discuss various
means of achieving longer life spans. She stated, “In vampire mythologies, Human blood is
somehow used to stall the aging process. It is feasible that introducing DNA from a younger
person into an older one would drastically reduce the aging process, given the right means of
introduction.” The mishmash book stated that research in such areas were abandoned based on
inconclusive results.
The next chapter described a secret and fantastical cult of the “Three Levels of Pleasure.”
This cult reminded me greatly of how the world was currently, them being pleasure loving
lesbians. They saw pleasure as Arousal, Orgasmic and Super Orgasmic, and that was how many
describe sex now. They also had great control over their physical forms. Reynolds was sure that
there was such a cult, and was curious about how they transformed themselves. The other book
stated that she did indeed make contact with this cult, and adapted their secrets into her research.
How such contact was achieved is unknown. Her institute later created the short lived, online
hosiery company Surprises Encased and still in operation Food of the Gods candy company, both
of which furthered the research. Both companies kept close tabs on their customers. The findings
proved important to her research.
The next part was seemingly out of context. It was about the use of modern technology in
the shaping of minds and bodies. She concluded that, if used properly, modern technology may
be beneficial to the mind and the body. The other book stated that this research culminated in the
software “Click to Convert.” It somehow altered people’s bodies and minds based on the users
parameters. Very few copies were distributed, and while the project was discontinued, Reynolds
adapted the results into her continuing research.
I continued, with next part on the power of Sexual Energy. The Three Levels of Pleasure
cult led Reynolds in this direction. The urge to mate and experience pleasure is powerful, and she
sought to find out if it may be its own force. Her studies led her to a university, which she
intentionally left unnamed. There was a rumor about a sexual being that was propagated by
several students. They let her perform various tests on them. They were indeed subtly altered in
seemingly impossible ways. According to the other book, these findings, along with those of the
Click to Convert project, led to the creation of the Resonator. To ensure total objectivity, she had
the project only have two people (scientist and assistant), who were told that the Resonator was
designed to replace plastic surgery. The project was deemed a failure after the disappearance of
the researchers, a burned out machine, and incompressible notes.
There was nothing more to read in Transformative Properties, while the other book had
one extra section. What was there was almost totally unbelievable! Some of it I knew, and some
I didn’t. The line at the top stated “Like misdirection in a magic show.” It started by discussing
Jake Winston Maxwell, who was President from 2023 to 2031. In the early 2000s he was a major
investor of small businesses and medical research. One of his investments was the Dr. Carl
Lewiston Institute. He was even a major player in their reorganization into the more government

friendly Better Tomorrow Institute, when he was a congressman in 2015. He of course later
became a governor prior to his presidency. He was intricately connected with the institute long
after his presidency, even to the point of being chairman of their board of directors. Interestingly,
if rather unsurprising, the book seemed to suggest that he was still involved with the institute,
despite his reported retirement some years ago. He is nearly eighty years old, if I recall.
The section continued with the importance of the cult of The Three Levels of Pleasure.
Whatever was used to convert their followers was the basis for a lab created retrovirus, which
could alter a person’s body and mind. Programing it for specific alterations was relatively easy.
The primary benefactor was the still in operation New Horizons Entertainment Agency. One of
the managers grew tired of finding the “right” role for the “right” person. So, they had many of
their clients ingest the pre-programed retrovirus in a serum form usually via wine. While
successful, the “Typecasting Program” was shelved for unknown reasons in 2001.
The project was shelved until just before Maxwell became President. He ensured healthy
government funding for the revived project now titled “E-86.” Dr. Reynolds was involved,
despite initial reluctance. They sought to adapt the retrovirus for mass production to ensure
“health and stability.” This proved difficult, but ultimately succeeded with the twelfth version
dubbed “RV-12.” Through simple flu shots, it was successfully introduced into the population.
Women soon became bisexual, while everyone became heavily distracted by pleasure.
That was not the end of the story, shockingly. RV-12 was altered and enhanced, leading to
RV-15a. It was simply introduced via the water supply. While RV-12 produced enhanced
sexuality, RV-15a produced control over it. Not only that, but also the assurance of healthy,
beautiful forms. It producing dominant genetic changes, infecting one-hundred percent of the
population was unnecessary.
After only a single generation, a surprising discovery was made. RV-15a adapted itself to
become a permanent resident in all Human cells not unlike mitochondria. This enabled near total
control of all of its hosts. “Common knowledge” stated that this resident was there all along, and
only recently discovered.
A small population was exempt from RV-12, and that population did not have RV-15a
become a permanent resident in their cells. The changes RV-15a caused was of course
permanent, anyway. The exempt were primarily politicians and scientists. And, it is that
population that is truly in control …
I sat for a while in the small room not knowing what to think. Its not like every source was
cited, but there was logic to it. The books answered the question of “why” so perfectly. I didn’t
want to believe it, while I had the feeling that was exactly how I was supposed to react. Even if it
was true, it somehow seemed worth it. But, was it right?
I unconsciously picked up the books, and quietly left the library. Walking to my car, I was
totally oblivious to my surroundings. If I wasn’t in such confusion, I might have been concerned
about the two pairs of well dressed people behind and in front of me.
A man with dark sunglasses then stopped me, and asked, “Ms Anita Jacobson?”
“… Yes?” I answered in my haze.
The man smiled diabolically, and I found myself falling into darkness …
* * **
I slowly came to consciousness strapped to a padded chair with wires connected to it. The
room was dark. A holo-computer terminal flashed to my right. I was flanked by two well dressed

women, while a man stood before me. He looked like a generic government agent from some old
conspiracy film. “No, no! It can’t all have been true!” I screamed, coming to the clearest
conclusion.
“Oh, it’s very much true, my dear!” the man in the generic gray suit cooed.
“I can’t believe it …”
He laughed. “I guess it all is rather overarching! A man seeks to transform the world in his
image. That man reforms a research firm with likeminded individuals. And, that man
accomplishes his goal. An odd twist to the Cinderella Story, eh?” He obviously referred to
Maxwell.
“But, your control isn’t perfect! What about the one who gave me those books?”
“Yes Jack Carlson, an Undersecretary of the Treasury when this all began. He’s crafty, but
we’ll have him soon … Then again, if it wasn’t for people like Jack Carlson, I would be
unemployed!” he said with knowing smile.
She shook her head at the man clearly amusing himself. “What are you going to do to me,
and what about my wife?”
“We are currently mapping the memory centers of your brain to properly reprogram you.
RV-15a makes such things quite easy!” he excitedly said matter-of-factly. “Oh, yes, and your
wife. She is being processed as we speak. I don’t believe we will be altering her memories as
much as yours, though!”
I found myself growing woozy. The man before me put on a large, toothy smile. The world
faded into darkness …
****
I woke up the next morning like any other. The comfort of the bed was good and true. I
briefly thought of my grandfather, who died more than a year ago. He grew up in a different
world, and perhaps he thought his was better. I didn’t think so, though. Today, we live longer,
healthier lives. No need to question that. It was common knowledge that science brought us here,
or at least helped. As I looked at my sleeping lover, I, as always, found myself pleased with my
life.

Cosmic Passions

Universe: Learned
Sage

“Oh, fuck yes!” I grunted. It was to be a one night stand, but it was turning out to be very
memorable. The woman beneath me was a sexy blonde. We found each other at the local bar,
and were apparently looking for the same thing. Her hips were so smooth! Anyway, we had a lot
of fun. Sure we spent the whole night together, but we had no allusions about our future, of
which none existed.
I gave her my real first name, while I was sure she would figure out who I was eventually.
It would give her quite the story for her friends! Indeed, I was that cliched, billionaire playboy.
Not only was I a hell of a businessman, but I also liked to flex my monetary muscles. Then one
month ago, I decided to do something that had no planning behind it: an old fashioned road trip
with only myself and those I meet as company. No one was surprised once I announced it. I was
known to be impulsive and filled with energy. New York was a long time ago, when I found
myself somewhere deep in Missouri.
After a good days driving, it was growing dark, and I was hungry. Eventually, I came
across an old sign pointing toward lodging. I followed it, but after half an hour, I was wondering
if that lodging still existed.
With a sigh of relief, I eventually saw a large neon sign stating “Destinato Inn” and
“Vacancy.” The brightly lit building had three floors, and a common “L” shape. There were also
what looked like private cabins separated from the main building. I saw several cars in the sandy
parking lot, while I drove up to the main entrance.
The lobby had a standard, almost generic look. I was too tired to pay any real attention,
though. Before I slapped the bell, an incredibly attractive woman walked over to the desk. She
had deeply tanned skin, dark brown eyes, and equally dark hair. She was quite a bit shorter than
me, but there was something about her slim yet voluptuous figure that made her look very tall.
There was an odd quality to her eyes I could not put place. Fuck, I wanted her! The strange thing
was that she wasn’t my type. I liked slim blondes, with blue eyes! Yet, she was every man’s
type.
“Hi, welcome to Destinato,” the woman said cheerfully, breaking my chain of thought.
“My name is Sage, and I’m the hotel manager.”
‘I don’t believe it!’ I thought. “Yeah, I’d like a room for the night, Sage,” I said with a
smile.
“Any preferences? Main building, private cottage?”
“If they all get the same amenities, I’ll take the cottage,” I suggested. Why was I so
damned aroused?
“Very good, sir. And, your name?” she asked professionally.
“Jake Reynolds,” I said proudly.
“Ah, I thought I recognized you! The billionaire on vacation. Don’t worry, I won’t call the
media on you. I like to run a private establishment! Anyway, all our rooms and cottages have
everything to meet your approval: TV, PayPer View, mini fridge with snack bar, and microwave.
The cottages are also the only accommodations here where we do allow hot plates for more
significant meals.”
“I’m sure your PayPer View service has it all as well,” I said slyly. I handed her my credit
card.
“And, the bill only shows that the service was used,” she added sexily, while she typed on
her computer. She handed me a room key, and stated, “Cottage number six. If you need
anything, just ring the front desk, sir. I’ll be here for the next couple of hours, then Ann will hop
on.”

“Good,” I said smiling at the woman, whose image was now burned into my mind.
I drove up to the cabin. The inside was a rather straight forward affair, while having
everything that the mind numbing Sage stated. I tossed my suitcase on the small couch in front of
the main window, and hopped onto the bed.
I was so fucking horny that I automatically browsed the porn on the TV. I eventually
settled on “Blonde Lesbo Party.” I was enjoying myself, but the more I jerked off, the more I
thought about Sage. It felt like paradise just to think about her eyes. Eventually, I fantasized
about how she looked nude and horny.
Suddenly, someone knocked at the door. Fantasy smashed, and out of breath, I called out,
“Just a sec!”
I pulled my pants back on, and walked to the door. On the other side was a sexy blonde not
unlike one from the porno I was watching. Indeed, she was exactly my type. It was in that
moment, were I realized that I didn’t shut off the TV.
“Hi, I’m Ann! I’m the assistant manager. I’m sure Sage mentioned me. You left your
credit card at the front desk.” She had a sexy voice.
I took the card. “Thanks,” I said breathlessly.
Ann then looked inside to see the orgasmic women in the TV. “Nice one!” she said without
a hint of sarcasm.
“What?” My arousal jumped ten fold!
“I love porn. I guess you could call me bi, but I just love sexual passion!”
I was speechless!
“I have this strange compulsion to make sure my arousal is always satisfied,” she said
lustfully. “I can see you’re in need of satisfaction.” She lightly placed her hand on my aroused
cock.
‘This has gotta be a fuckin’ dream!’ I thought. I decided to just go with it. “Lets satisfy
ourselves!”
The small woman then leaped onto me, and we made out. I carried her to the bed. Our
clothes flew away like leaves in autumn. Ann’s sweet softness was gloriously countered by her
lustful nature. She smelled damn good, too! We sixty-nined, we lotused, she was on top, I was on
bottom. We performed more positions than I ever knew, with each ending in its own glorious
orgasm. I even found myself fucking a living pretzel! I wasn’t sure how much time passed. All I
knew was that I never had so much sex in a single night. What was confusing, yet erotic at the
same time, was how my mind often pasted Sage’s body onto Ann’s. There were even moments
where I wasn’t even sure seeing Sage was my imagination!
We eventually found ourselves scissoring, while I kinkily sucked her tasty toes. I thrust
with energy that I should not still have had. We came together with just as much glory as ever. I
was sweaty and out of breath, finally feeling the weight of the night’s escapades. She crawled on
top of me, and we passionately made out.
“Ummm, good … I gotta get going now, Jackie,” she said without a hint tiredness. That
was the first time in years someone called me Jackie. “My shift’ll be startin’ soon.” She dressed
herself quickly, energetically. “If ya don’t mind, I’ll shut off the TV and lights for ya.”
Laying naked in the darkness, what little energy I had left melted away. I soon found
myself in a deep, vivid dream. The naked Sage was with me in the darkness. It was as if she
glowed. She lightly touched my paralyzed body. “She always takes too much from the new
ones,” her erotic voice echoed. “No matter. Great Zalatoth was right to bring you to me. You, an
unknowing follower of the Truly Great O’unidiathicosis.” When she lightly touched my cock, a

rush Sexual Energy flowed through me.
The next thing I knew, there was bright sunlight rushing through the large front windows. I
was naked under a warm blanket. I felt totally refreshed. I wondered how much of last night was
real or dreamed. It was all so damned fantastical!
I hopped out of bed and took a quick shower. After, I glanced at the hotel binder,
wondering if they did breakfast. They had a small public restaurant set for all meals at the other
side of the complex. Though, I noticed a few other people walking around, it was very quiet. I
impulsively glanced at my watch: “11:15.” That explained why I was so hungry! Or, maybe Ann
and I did have quite the evening …
I was seated quickly in the dining room. The place was empty. I asked if they were still
serving breakfast, to which the attractive, redheaded waitress replied that it was whatever the
guests wanted. I ate heartily, and definitely more than usual.
While I ate, I saw Sage and Ann walk passed the window. Their glance held a seductive
smile. And, were they holding hands? It was then that I realized that there was something about
this place that didn’t seem right. It was the middle of nowhere and off season, but that wasn’t it.
My mind kept bringing up Sage. When I first saw her, something intangible happened, which I
was only now coming to understand. I may not have realized it if she was a slim, light skinned
blonde. It was as if just encountering her adjusted my mind to make her my type. Plus, there was
the lustful Ann! It was like she sucked my Energy right out.
While I walked back to my cabin, all I could think about was Sage. My arousal was
clouding all rational thought. There was something else, too. I felt a strange pull beckoning me
back to the main building. I somehow resisted, and walked into the cabin.
I sat on the bed looking through the front window at the main building. I had to find out
what was happening. It was as if my life as I knew rested on that fact. I called the front desk to
say that I was staying an extra night. It was Sage on the other end, who said, “Stay as long as you
like, sir.” I automatically jerked off to the sound of her voice. I came long after I hung up, while
it was glorious and stabilizing.
I eventually came to the conclusion that, if I was careful, I should follow the strange pull.
There had to be some answers to the unsaid questions in my head. Quietly, I walked to the main
building.
I eventually found myself in the rear end opposite the office. I looked through the small
window to a glorious sight, which would make any man drool! It was Sage and Ann making
love. Ann was on top, while they lovingly kissed and groped. Without thinking, I dropped my
pants and shorts, and jerked off to them. Ann then groped downward to Sage’s large breasts. She
worshiped them with her mouth and hands, while there was utter joy in both their faces. They
kissed again with loud smooches, before Ann kneeled next to her lover. She lovingly rubbed
Sage’s beautiful, smooth snatch. At the same time, she went down on Sage’s glorious tits again.
Their moans and coos were so perfect. Ann then kissed down her lover’s perfect body, until she
reached a very moist pussy. She made out with it with more lust and passion than I ever
dreamed. When Sage came loudly, something was subtly different. It was almost as if Ann was
sucking or drinking something out of her lover, and Ann almost seemed to glow as she did it.
Sage then playfully tossed Ann to her back, and kissed her way down Ann’s quivering
body. Sage then made out with Ann’s pussy with the same lustful passion as Ann had for hers.
When Ann came, there was nothing strange about it, save for its remarkable intensity.
Sage then straddled Ann’s mouth with her crotch, and they began a passionate sixty-nine.
Unexpectedly, Sage came loudly. Ann again looked as if she were sucking something out of

Sage, while there was little doubt she was glowing now. I finally came myself, while I watched
the beautiful, aberrant sight. Sage then flipped around and smooched Ann. “How was your lunch,
Ann?” I heard muffled through the window. Suddenly, I blacked out.
When I came to, I was sitting on the asphalt ground, with my back to the wall. I slowly sat
up, and looked through the window. No one was there. My watch stated that it was five in the
afternoon. I should have been surprised, but I don’t think anything would have surprised me
then.
I stumbled into the dining room five feet away. While the sexy redhead brought me to a
table, she asked, “Have fun today?” I suddenly thought to myself, ‘Did she see me earlier?’ I
then said somewhat nervously, “Oh, you know, just resting up before I leave tomorrow.” The
waitress smiled knowingly, and walked away.
I had a quick dinner, and eventually found myself lying in bed. I couldn’t stop thinking
about Sage and Ann making love earlier. Well, I mostly couldn’t stop thinking about Sage. The
whole scene was strangely different yet so arousing. I then closed my eyes, and instantly fell
asleep …
I found myself in a sea of sexual passion. Something greater was watching over us, but that
just made it all the more arousing. The perfect Sage was there giving in to the passion
surrounding us. I floated mindlessly, while I watched the amazing woman pleasuring herself.
Nothing was off limits for her. She loved her huge breasts as much as she loved her smooth, long
toed feet. “Join me, Jake,” her voice loudly echoed. “You’ve always been one of us …”
Suddenly, I regained consciousness. It was night. The moon shown brightly through the
window. The pull toward the main building returned. It was far stronger than before. It clearly
came with the feeling that it would lead to all the answers to my unspoken questions.
A part of me was terrified as to what I my find. Yet, Sage and Ann were at the other end
the last time. The more I sat at the end of the bed, the more restless I became. Eventually, the
compulsion to go was unlike anything I ever experienced.
Tepidly, I found myself giving into the pull. I walked into the main office where the front
desk was. It was empty, but the florescent lights glowed brightly. I walked to the door behind the
desk. Was that door always there? Behind that mysterious door, was a torchlit staircase, which
was in total contrast to the obsessively contemporary theme of the Inn. The stairs went for so
long. I must have been deep beneath the Inn by the time I had reached its end. Another door
stood before me, and I walked through.
Behind it was a torchlit room. It was like something out of an old horror movie about
witches, yet there was no pentacle star or unholy cross. Tapestries lined the stone walls depicting
people in what must have been mythical debaucheries. There were sexual positions that I never
before imagined depicted, while many were impossible to fully describe. Indeed, no normal
Human could perform many of the acts.
In the center of the room stood a chest high alter. Many ancient looking books and scrolls
lined the shelves beneath. On the top sat a large, leather bound Book, which looked old and new
at the same time. It almost hurt my eyes to look at it. Two lit candles glowed on either side. I
walked over to open it. But when I touched the otherworldly Book, I fell to the floor in a massive
orgasm.
While I slowly came back to my feet, the glorious Sage walked into the room. “I see you
found my Book. You’ll learn much about it soon.” She placed her hand on it with a large smile.
Ann then walked into he room, and over to Sage. They made out passionately. “UMMPH … Ann
is many things to me: lover, sister, shape-shifting Succubus. I made her that way, so we could

pleasure ourselves for an eternity.”
“I … don’t understand …” I whispered.
“Oh, but you do, Jake,” she said with an alluring smile. “Your great grandfather was my
lover and follower of the Great Zalatoth of Manipulation! We had a mutual falling out, so to
speak. He left me, and soon founded the company that made you so rich today, while eventually
marrying your grandmother. Your bloodline is powerful through the Great Zalatoth! Because of
my undying passion for the Great Zalatoth, it brought you to me as a reward. While your father
and grandfather were too distracted with their fortune, you gave into the Great Cosmic Passions,
and found yourself pulled toward me.”
My heart and soul knew the truth in what she was saying. My father always said that it was
nothing short of a miracle that my great grandfather was so successful so quickly. Even more
damning, my great grandfather was known to be a very private person, while being a bit of a
philanderer.
I suddenly felt an incredible urge to confirm it all! Sage was right: I always gave into to
my sexual passions. I then walked back to the strange book on the altar. I somehow knew what to
do. I screamed with passion, “Great Zalatoth of Masterful Manipulation, I give my soul to thee
till the end of the Multiverse!” I slowly lowered my hand onto the Book of Passions, whose
name came to me naturally. When I touched it, a powerful wave of Divine Cosmic Energy flew
into me …
The Billionaire Playboy Swallowed by America:
It has been five years since billionaire playboy Jake Reynolds disappeared on his
impromptu trip into America in 2006. His family’s company went through an almost crippling
transition without him, but recently found its way back to profitability. The search for the
billionaire has taken a strange turn. Despite being declared dead, the case was recently reopened,
according to an anonymous source. Possible connections were made with other disappearances
…

Universe: Towering
L. Craft Towers
Tina came on to me first. Not that anyone would believe that! I’m kind of picky, actually,
and she was not my first choice: slim, blonde, blue eyes, cheerleader. I guess it was expected of
me, though, being the star quarterback at my high school. Convenient, too, I suppose. I’m almost
nineteen, and the only other woman I was really close to was my lifelong friend Jennifer. The
Homecoming Committee actually “appointed” a queen for me earlier in the year! Jennifer and I
are still laughing about that.
Jennifer was holding a party at her apartment, and Tina and I got very drunk. She dragged
me into one of the bedrooms. In hindsight, it probably would have been better if we’d just
walked to my own apartment down the hall!

She was all over me, as I was all over her. I barely remember removing our clothes before
we fell onto the bed. Before I knew it, I thrust my cock into her warm, moist pussy. She let out a
loud grunt. While I thrust, one hand massaged her tit, while the other felt down her soft, firm
body. Beads of sweat lubricated my hand. She lifted her leg for easier access, while my hand felt
down her thigh, calf, and eventually soft sole. We drunkenly came soon after. I can’t remember
if we screwed again, the night was so fuzzy from the start …
I woke up the next morning with a serious hangover. Tina was lying next to me. She woke
up, while I dressed myself.
“Woah! I think we drank too much last night, Jack!” she said, while she rubbed her
forehead.
“Yeah! I got some aspirin in my apartment down the hall if you’re interested.”
She nodded.
Walking through Jennifer’s apartment, one could really see the wealth of her family. Sure,
L. Craft Towers always leaned toward the upper class, but her family was unofficially above
that! Their extensive travels lined the aged wood paneled walls. I always wondered what
Jennifer’s parents did for a career, but she was always tight lipped about it. “Lawyers
specializing in farming issues” was all I ever got out of her. Though, I never remember seeing
their names in the news, them being so obviously successful.
The apartment was surprisingly clean despite the party from the night before. The
building’s housekeepers probably came by hours earlier. I then opened the door to the hallway to
a surprised Jennifer.
She was a tall, voluptuous woman, with jet black hair, dark eyes, and light skin. Her face
suggested multiple emotions in that moment. I was too hungover to process any of that. “Sleep
well, Thick Strap Jack?”
She always called me that. It came from me sometimes being kind of thickheaded, and me
being a jock. “I guess, Jen! Maids come through already?”
“Uhum,” she confirmed.
As Tina and I walked to my apartment, I heard her door close rather loudly.
Jennifer strutted into her room. What annoyed her more than the jealousy she felt was the
fact that she felt it at all. She was friends with me for as long as she could remember, and despite
what people sometimes said, we had no conscious need for intimacy. Yet there she was, sitting
on her bed, annoyed at both herself and me.
That night, Jennifer’s mother knocked on her door. She had nodded off on her bed reading
a book for class, trying to shake off her unwanted feelings. “Come in, mum.”
“Are you all right, Jen? You’ve been cooped up in your room ever since your dad and I
came home.” Jennifer’s mother, despite being middle aged, was rather attractive, and simply
looked like a slightly older version of Jennifer. One’s mind might first turn to plastic surgery, for
the lack of age about her, but there was little doubt that she still looked one-hundred percent
natural.
“I’m fine. Just catching up on school work,” she lied.
Her mother picked up the fib instantly, but she didn’t care at that moment. “It is time, Jen.”
“Time?”
“It is time for your father and I to pass on our great powers to you. You remember the
process, Jennifer?”
“Of course. I find a willing man. He signs the Symbolic Agreement, whether he knows it

or not. We make love before I turn nineteen. Our bloods become one to make us Sibling Lovers.
You and dad fall gracefully into retirement.”
“Retirement’s a good way to put it,” she snickered. “Use the power you already have.”
Jennifer nodded, before her mother left the room.
She convinced herself long ago that this was what she always wanted. Though she was not
a virgin, she was always unsure about who she would choose. She always expected to console
with her mother, who clearly made the correct choice by marrying her father. Somehow, she
knew that would not be necessary. Without much thought, she chose the one she cannot have, yet
was always there: me.
****
I was driving Jennifer to school. We both had cars for the last two years, and traded off
driving responsibilities. We always enjoyed the irony of us both not going to a private school,
and being enrolled in the public school just outside the city. Our parents, who were good
acquaintances, claimed the same reason: the gift of a normal life. Then again, both our parents
donated money to the school not long after we were enrolled.
“Hope I didn’t catch you off guard the day after the party, Jen.”
“I guess, I’m just not used to seeing you hip-to-hip with anyone. I know how picky you
are, Jack!”
“Yeah! It was freshman year the last time wasn’t it. Never got THAT close with her.”
“Thick Strap Jack!”
I rolled my eyes. She was the first to call me that, and now everyone did, including my
coach! She did have a point, though. That girl really did like me.
The day went as expected: my teachers complaining about me not using my head in class;
girls enjoying me being hard to get. It was subtly different now that I was dating Tina, though.
My friends would call me a “pimp” for having “both” Tina and Jennifer. Those silly girls now
acted like Tina was their latest challenge, while secretly being jealous. Jennifer was acting subtly
different around me, too. She didn’t tell me how she felt about Tina and I at the time.
“So, Jack. Did you ask Tina to the prom yet?” the blonde Sarah asked.
“Haven’t even bought the tickets yet, Sarah! But, I’m sure Tina expects me to ask her,
when I get them. I don’t think I wanna disappoint her.” I smiled disarmingly.
Sarah strutted off down the hallway, tight ass and all.
To be honest, I never liked dances. Sure, I rarely had someone to go with, but I’d rather
spend the fifty-plus bucks at a good restaurant!
Not long before I headed to practice, Tina ran over and gave me a smooch just outside the
locker room. “So, when are ya gonna ask me?” she asked cutely.
“Ask you?”
“To the Prom, Jackie!”
I knew there had to be something cliched about this! “You’re asking me to ask you to the
Prom?”
She nodded with a big smile and puppy eyes.
“Why don’t you wait till I buy the tickets, so I can ask you more formally?” I smiled
disarmingly. I secretly wanted her to agree to that good restaurant, but knew that was impossible
now.
She smiled, and giddily walked to her cheerleader practice. I shook my head with a smile,

and walked into the locker room.
****
Jennifer, like many other girls, saw Tina as a challenge. Unlike the others, however, she
was willing to go farther than any of them to get to me. On the bleachers, she watched me during
the practice, which was unusual, but not the first time. Little did I know that she was also intently
watching Tina.
‘Tina,’ Jennifer thought. ‘A silly blonde. She attaches to men like a leach, and won’t let go
until they’re dead inside. It’ll be a service to rid Jack of you … But how? It must be witty. It
must be unseen …’
“So, Tina’s with Jack now?” A familiar voice said behind her.
Jennifer turned abound to see my friend Bobby. “You didn’t know that?”
“I didn’t believe it until I saw them kissing in the hall a while ago. You know Thick Strap,
Jen!”
She knew all too well. The reality was that my pickiness came from my timidity. Only my
closest friends really knew that. It was always the opposite sex that broke through it, and not me.
Tina was one of the few to succeeded. It was probably her big smile and puppy eyes!
“They are surprisingly close,” Jennifer muttered.
“Jack close to anybody? That is a fuckin’ surprise!”
Jennifer gave him a subtly annoyed look.
“You … You know what I mean, Jen. Kissing in the halls, stealthily stealing a bedroom
during a party. I wouldn’t be surprised if he goes to the Prom … WITH HER! … Lucky bastard!
I’m not that timid, and I’m still single!”
“He’s the star of the school’s football team,” she grumbled.
“Are you suggesting captain of the Chess Team doesn’t count?” he joked.
She smiled.
“It’ll probably take another woman to detach their hips!”
Jennifer turned back to Tina. Bobby was still babbling, but she no longer listened.
‘“Another woman”,’ she thought. ‘Yes, you’re right, Bobby. And whether you know it or not,
your dirty mind just revealed itself. Another woman could indeed pry them apart. Another
woman’s touch could push Tina away by making Tina want a woman’s touch. Making Tina lust
for women shall be the key that I shall use. And when she leaves him to explore those new
desires, I shall be there to pick up the pieces!’
****
Over the next few days, I witnessed Jennifer work to become friends with Tina. I was both
glad and relieved. I didn’t think she liked Tina, but she was clearly making the effort. It would
have been very awkward for me if they learned to hate each other.
Interestingly enough, that made it difficult for me to find the right time to ask Tina to the
Prom. I already bought the tickets. Tina was the happiest I ever saw her, when I finally asked. It
was like it was her life long ambition! I liked seeing her happy, though.
More and more often the three of us were hanging out together: lunchroom, library,
practice, etc. That was what a part of me expected all along, because Jennifer was my best friend
and Tina my girlfriend. Of course, that only intensified the “Pimp” joke amongst my friends.

I found myself growing closer to Tina than even my best friend Jennifer. It was strange at
first, but what did I really expect? The fact that Jennifer and Tina became friends helped that
strangeness immensely. Though, I’m sure Tina talked to Jennifer about how I was that one time
in bed! It was like seeing seeds of my future -- whatever the hell that meant! I was the happiest I
had ever been …
****
Jennifer and Tina were studying in Jennifer’s apartment. My coach had taken the team out
to dinner for our recent decisive victory. Jennifer’s parents were elsewhere, as they often were.
“We’ve been studying for a while, Tina, wanna take a break?” Jennifer asked with a fake,
disarming smile. They were only studying for about half an hour, but Tina was never much for
studying.
“Sure! Wha’dya wanna do?” Tina asked perkily.
It took nearly all of Jennifer’s effort to not cringe at the way Tina spoke sometimes. “I
know what we can do, Tina,” she offered with a subtle slowness. “I’ll be right back.” She left the
room with a very dark smile.
Soon after, Jennifer returned with a large, dark, leather bound book. It looked old and new
at the same time. The confused look in Tina’s eyes, while she observed it, was very common to
those who never saw it before. Jennifer slowly sat next to Tina on the bed. “My parents always
enjoyed studying the occult. I rather enjoy it myself.”
“You don’ take it seriously do ya?” she asked squeakily.
Her voice was so grating to Jennifer, but she kept her cool. “Of course not, Tina! …
Anyway, this is what’s known as the Liber Lubidinum to the ancient Romans. The so called
Book of Passions. The original name is said to be lost and unpronounceable. Its words are said to
have been handed down by the Great Gods of Passion to the Sex Crazed, Mad Minoan Itra
Eleutherios …”
“And, that’s the only one?” Tina interrupted.
Jennifer shook her head with thin smile. “No. There are still a few more. But, myth states
that Eleutherios made many copies. It is said that he had an infinite stamina.”
“How ‘bout readin’ a passage?”
‘Oh, Tina, you are easy on so many levels,’ Jennifer thought, before stating, “Why not.”
The crinkle of the ancient pages were hypnotic, while Jennifer flipped to the page she planned on
reading to Tina. The Book was of course in ancient Minoan script, which only the followers of
the Gods of Passion could still read, but Jennifer translated it to modern English. How the Book
was read did not matter; it was the reader’s intent that mattered. “Great Zalatoth of Masterful
Manipulation,” she said with passion, raising her hand high, “I invoke you! Give me the seed
that I so wish to plant in the woman before me! Genderless passion, lust. Shift this woman to
both, and yet only her own!” Jennifer then placed her hand on Tina’s bare foot.
Tina became dizzy, and placed her head in her hands. She looked up with a changed look
in her eye. “Wow. That’s some intense stuff, Jen!”
“I should’ve read one of the longer ones, Tina!”
Tina was clearly looking at Jennifer with lust, but was confused by it.
Jennifer placed the Book on her end table, barely hiding her smugness. She was feeling
quite horny herself. Invoking most spells from the Book had such a side affect. Plus, she was
well aware that planting such a seed required cultivation. “There’s something I would like to tell

you, Tina. Something I never even told Jack. But, you have to keep it a secret.”
“What …” she barely said in her breathlessness, while lightly touching her bare skin below
her short shorts. A wet spot was just becoming visible on her crotch.
“I’m a lesbian, Tina.” Though technically a lie, the spell engulfing them both made it
temporally true.
They slowly leaned closer and closer. When their lips met, their bodies exploded with
Sexual Energy. All control was lost, while their tongues explored their warm mouths. Their
clothes melted away, and they began to explore their bodies from head to toe. Their pores
lovingly absorbed their globs and strings of spit. The taste of their pussies and feel of their tits
made them coo in enjoyment. Soon, they found themselves scissoring, while sucking on each
other’s soft toes. With great passion, their pussies kissed, while they grew ever closer to a
powerful moment of sapphic lust. Jennifer would not lie and say that it was the most erotic
moment of her life, but unlike Tina, she knew that it was all essentially choreographed by a
higher power. Then in a scream of passion, which could have smashed windows, they came in
godlike orgasm.
Tina lay back naked and no longer confused. There was no regret in her blue eyes. The
seed of sapphic desire had turned into a flower.
****
In Jennifer’s apartment, I sat at her grand piano depressed. Tina just broke up with me, and
was suddenly open about her bisexuality. She claimed that she wanted to “explore her sexuality,”
and that she already “explored” men. I may never have had the strongest feelings for Tina, but no
one had ever broken up with me before. Her apparent need to have relationships with women
made me wonder if I was somehow inadequate. I did only have sex a once or twice before Tina. I
was so damn picky …
Jennifer sat on the bench, and put her arm around me. She was so seemingly comforting
and understanding. “Did you know, Jennifer? Did you know she was bi?” I asked desperately.
She answered, wrapping a lie within truth, “I suspected, I guess, but I didn't know her very well
before you two were together.”
A tear fell down my cheek. Jennifer carefully wiped it away with her finger, and tenderly
kissed me on the cheek. She never kissed me before. If I wasn’t already emotionally devastated, I
would have been confused. Instead, I welcomed the apparent sympathy. “You’ve always been a
good friend to me, Jen,” I said truthfully. “I’ll always be here for you,” she replied.
We then hugged tightly. Impulsively, I kissed her on the cheek. We pulled back slightly,
and stared into each other. Her strikingly dark eyes were always mesmerizing. We slowly leaned
in, and kissed. I wasn’t thinking much of anything at the moment, and maybe that was why our
kiss became truly passionate. Anything to have my mind off the emotional turmoil.
We tumbled onto the gushy rug, and stripped to our underwear. Perhaps Jennifer was who
I always wanted, but I was too thick headed to realize it until then. We looked deep into our eyes,
while our still covered crotches rubbed together. Suddenly, in her moment of victory, she
stopped, and pulled herself back onto the bench.
In that moment, everything became devastatingly clear to Jennifer. She realized that she
was blinding herself to her true feelings all along for want of power and revenge. She found
herself feeling horrible about what she did to the innocent Tina. She lied to herself for a lifetime,
turning it to truth, to please her powerful parents. She didn’t really want the kind of incestuous

power that was her birthright. She just wanted me.
Her plans changed accordingly, while I lay on the rug both blissfully ignorant and sexually
frustrated …
****
Jennifer sat in front of the fireplace. A pleasant fire crackled within it. She sipped her glass
of red wine. Suddenly, the front door opened. Her parents returned from whatever they were
doing. It was perhaps the first time in her life were she did not care what it really was.
Her mother sat next to her. “So, how are things going with Jack?” she asked with a hint of
worry.
Putting on a disarming smile, she replied, “Well, Tina is out of the way. You know how
thick headed he is, though.”
“You are using it to your advantage, yes?”
“Of course.”
“Good.” Her parents walked to another room.
Her mother obviously suspected some kink the plan, because of how she obviously did not
have sex with me or any other man yet. Jennifer was witty enough from her dealings with Tina to
make such suspicions not matter in that moment.
****
I drove up to my usual parking spot at the school. I was so emotionally destroyed by both
Tina and Jennifer that I almost didn’t get up that morning. The fact that I was driving with
Jennifer made it all worse. She tried to talk to me, but I just wasn’t there. It was a miracle that
my team’s last decisive victory was the finals, because I was useless as a team player now.
Walking past the main doors of the school, which felt so distant at the same time, I felt
something in my pocket. I brought the two small, sturdy papers to my face. They were the prom
tickets. I quickly threw them back into my jacket pocket, knowing that they would easily invite
women over. Well, maybe that was going to happen anyway.
Yup, there’s one now! “So, I hear Tina left you,” a slim brunette, whose name I forgot,
asked with less than subtle desperation.
“Yeah,” I answered quietly. Tina was always one to blabber.
“You know the Prom’s only two weeks away now, and I was wondering …”
“I’ll think about it,” I said nicely. “The bell’s gonna ring in a couple of minutes.”
She smiled and trotted down the hall.
The day went like that. I wanted to bash my head on a locker, and I’m not sure what held
me back anymore.
****
Over the next week, Jennifer and I grew closer than I thought possible. She apologized
more than once about what happened in front of that piano. She said that she realized that us
coming together like that right after a harsh break up would damage our long term friendship. I
was still too thick headed to realize that “friendship” could have meant something else.
On Saturday, we were sitting on the couch in Jennifer’s living room talking about our

feeble love lives. We were sharing a bottle of wine.
“Three times? Just three?” she chuckled.
“Well, how many times have you, Jen?” I shot back.
“OK, Jack, you got me. There was that one time Sophomore year. Remember Julius?”
There was irony with how little sex she had with others.
“You mean that tall guy, who moved to, what, San Jose?”
“Yup, that’s the one! It barely counted, anyway. He’s the one who had all the fun,” she
paused for effect. “About twenty seconds worth!”
I laughed. “Look at us! If those teen movies had any truth, I would’ve fucked all the girls
at school, including you, and you would be the ‘experienced’ one.” I wiggled my fingers in the
air to simulate quotes.
“You almost had me, Jack,” she smiled. Technically, she was the “experienced” one, but
not through ways I expected.
“What? I thought it was the other way around. And, don’t remind me!”
We both laughed to show each other that there was nothing wrong.
“How come we never, you know?” I asked going against my thick headed character.
She shrugged. “We grew up together. We might as well be brother and sister.”
“But, we’re not,” I corrected tenderly. “You know, now that we’re all out in the open, Jen
… Maybe you’re the reason why I’m so picky.”
She looked at me curiously.
“You are that ‘Girl Next Door.’ You’ve always been.”
“What are you trying to say?” she asked quietly.
“You’re, you’re beautiful. I’ve always tried to ignore it -- we’re friends -- but sometimes I
can’t.” Perhaps it was thanks to the wine, but I found myself leaning over to kiss her. Moments
later, we were making out, slowly, passionately. “Come with me to that silly Prom, Jen. It’ll give
everyone a jolt.”
“You? Dancing?” she asked tenderly with a smile.
I nodded.
“That’s something I’d like to see!”
****
The week passed swiftly. All eyes seemed to be on me. Well, the ones who cared about the
Prom. It was assumed that I would be going with Tina, but that was impossible now. I did tease
that I was going with someone, which added an amusing air of mystery for those interested.
Jennifer and I even set up a party afterwords in her apartment. It should have been a clue for
people, but she’d had many parties in her apartment before.
Despite all the “suggestions” that Jennifer and I were lovers in the past, everyone assumed
that we were just friends. Rumors that she was a lesbian recently resurfaced, too.
I didn’t know what to really expect out of the Prom. I always avoided dances. The hype
surrounding them, when much of my school opted out, confused me. All I knew was that
Jennifer and I intended to enjoy the faces of everyone, when we (the school football star, and the
not so popular friend) walked in together …
I waited in the hall between our apartments. I was pretty damn uncomfortable in the
tuxedo, but tried to ignore that. Jennifer was running a bit later than I expected. The limo driver
was quite understanding on the phone. We had him for the night, while he was probably paid by

the hour, so he didn’t care.
After standing around for twenty minutes, she walked out to meet me. I was in awe. I
never saw her so made up before. She was wearing a medium length, sleeveless, teal satin dress,
and high heels. She had just enough makeup on to accentuate her more then pleasant features. “I
think you just put a spell on me,” I said breathlessly. She smiled, and took the boxed flower from
my limp hand. “You even got the flower. I didn’t know you would go that far, Jack,” she batted
her eyes, and kissed me in the cheek. She then strapped the large white flower to her wrist. She
tossed the box in the garbage next to the elevator.
The ride over was uneventful. I offered to grab the driver a plate of food, but he said he
brought something with him to eat while he waited. We confirmed with the driver that we would
be back around eight, and stepped out.
The hotel our Prom was being held was rather mediocre, but schools tightened their
budgets a lot recently from the recession.
“Jack! You and Jennifer?” my friend Bobby asked amazed in the hallway.
“It was gonna happen one of these days, I guess. Its her birthday tomorrow, too.” I looked
at Jennifer sweetly and knowingly.
Jennifer then observed, “Whose that with you? You’re not single anymore?”
Bobby replied, “We’re not holding hands are we? No, no.” He animatedly waved his
hands. “You two know Sarah. Chess team. Kinda serendipitous. We were talking about not
having a date for the Prom; we both wanted to go.”
The thin, redheaded Sarah continued friendlily, “It was the last day they were selling
tickets, and the table was right there.”
“Have fun!” I said to them both.
We realized quickly that the surprised faces were the most enjoyable thing about the event.
Lousy band, cheap food, us being poor dancers, were all part of the experience, I guess. I did
enjoy the quick smooch on the dance floor, though.
Later they sent out write in ballots for “Prom Monarchs of 2011,” as Jennifer sillily put it.
A couple of years ago, the Student Government tried to have the voting before the event. That
turned out to be disaster, because the winners had to skip the Prom last minute for unknown
reasons. They supposedly hated each other, too. We abstained from the vote, not because of prior
poor planning, but because we didn’t care. Besides, me not being with a cheerleader made me a
wild card.
To my shock, and Jennifer’s embarrassment, we actually won! I practically had to drag
Jennifer to the podium. We took the pictures, did the dance, and at the end of it all, she said that
those “five minutes” weren’t as painful as she expected.
Soon after, we retreated back to the limo to go home. I surprised Jennifer with a bottle of
champagne inside. While legitimately asking him if he wanted any food earlier, I slipped the
driver some money with a note stating a couple of good brands. We discussed it over the phone.
Apparently, my request was very common. The fact that he got away with it, clients being
underage, was remarkable.
Tipsy, we went up to Jennifer’s apartment, bottle in hand. Both mine and Jennifer’s parents
were at the apparent. Our parents actually bought a keg and some wine for the party. At least my
parents liked to say that we were all of age in Ireland! A lot of people already arrived, including
Bobby and Sarah, who were acting a bit more than friends by that point.
I snuck off to the bathroom. When I finished, I opened the door to Jennifer’s mother
handing something to me. “Jennifer said you left this here the other day.” It was a credit card. I

took it. “I noticed you didn’t sign the back,” she observed. I looked, though the alcohol was
blurring my vision. “Got a pen?” I blurted out. She smiled, and handed me one, before walking
away. I scribbled my name on it, and pocketed it.
I glanced at my watch to see how late it was. “11:45!” I blurted. Jennifer then took my
arm. “There you are!” she said sweetly.
“Hey, there’s something I always wanted tah ask ya,” I said drunkenly.
“What, Jack?”
“All this noise. Underage drinking. How do we always get away with it?”
She smiled slyly. “Thick walls … Come on.”
We walked into Jennifer’s bedroom, and she locked the door behind us. She sat me on her
bed, and placed her flower on her desk. I glanced at the clock: “11:55.” She sat next to me, and
said, “We were both thick headed. Things would be very different now if I didn’t realize that,
Jack.” I asked dizzily, “What d’yah mean, Jen?” She replied, “Ask me again tomorrow.”
She leaned over, and we began to lovingly make out. Our motions held a slow yearning.
There was no rush. In many ways, we always had each other. We rolled around the bed,
wrinkling fancy clothes, which we may never wear again.
In time, our clothes flew off our bodies. The way we kissed and felt each other felt more
right than anything in the world. When I entered her, the feeling was beyond bliss. Time passed
like wind. In the distance, I heard a small clock chiming. When we finally came in glorious
orgasm, another sound could be heard. I think it was a scream, but I wasn’t sure.
We held each other, and lightly kissed. “Did you hear that noise a few moments ago,
baby?” I asked.
“It’s nothing to worry about anymore,” she answered with a deep sadness …
****
Jennifer and I found ourselves on a house boat on the ocean. It was a bright and peaceful
day. Jen already told me the whole story, and we were both pleased that the cosmos brought us
together. The sacrifice was harder on Jennifer than she admitted, though. Us completing our act
of love after midnight not only prevented us from becoming powerful Sibling Lovers, but also
caused her mother to pass into nothingness instead of power itself.
I later walked out on deck with the credit card to see my love glistening in bright sun.
“I did a silly thing, Jen,” I said while presenting the signed card. We would later find out
that her now unpowered father, who resisted fading like her mother, searched for the card in a
vain attempt at siphoning what little power it had.
“Oh, Thick Strap, by the Great Simelinis of Love, you should know that card has no power
over us now.”
We tightly, lovingly embraced, while I tossed that card over the rail.

Universe: Ray

The Sex Ray
It was an awkward day at work. Jack’s boss (well, one of them) put herself in a position
that really excited him. The more he thought about it, the more mundane that position really was:
kneeling down to restart a computer. The blonde wasn’t even necessarily his type. It was made
more awkward by him working with a customer. It took all his concentration to keep himself
from having a massive erection!
Jack came home to a package on his doorstep. He didn’t know where it came from. Plain
brown wrapping, no return address. He felt compelled to open it, either out of curiosity or
something more. Or maybe, he just wanted to have his mind on something other than work.
When he saw what was inside, he thought it was all some joke a friend of his was playing on
him! It was essentially a carbon copy of a ray-gun from one of those old serials from the thirties
and forties!
Of course, he thought it was a toy! He knew he’s seen similar things at random gift shops.
The way he examined it reminded him of that movie with a bizarre puzzle box, which summoned
angels of sexual torture and disfigurement. It didn’t take him long to figure out what his “puzzle
box” was. After screwing around with it, he literally zapped himself, making himself a guy with
an insatiable foot fetish! At the same time, it somehow downloaded information on how to use it
into his mind. The joke was that the foot loving part was an accident! It didn’t matter how he
used it for the first time. He was now more intertwined with the thing’s retro circuitry at that
point than he yet knew …
“Hey, how was your day … What’s that, Jack?” his girlfriend asked, while she walked into
the apartment.
“A joke gift from a friend, Nancy,” he said smiling.
“Looks like something from those fifties Sci-Fi shows.”
“Wanna see it in action?” he pointed the Ray at her.
“What is it going to do? Stun me? Go ahead!”
“More than that!”
He pulled the trigger. Waves of pleasure rushed through Nancy. She tore off her clothes,
and jumped on top of me, moaning in her near orgasmic state. Nancy was beyond a doubt
beautiful. She had long dark hair, C-cup breasts, a subtly dark skin tone, and deep blue eyes. He
always secretly wanted her to become a horny nymph, and the sight of her transforming into
such was beyond arousing. She tore his clothes off with a wild look in her eye, and humped him
wildly.
She came at least twice before he did, but she still wanted more. He switched off the Ray,
still clutched in his hand, assuming he made his point. With a confused look in her eye, she
unmounted him, and sat next to him breathless.
“Fuck … It never felt that good before!”
Jack gave her a surprised look.
“Humph … Huff … It’s not what ya think, baby … You’re a great lover …”
“Do you want more?”
“… If ... I’m tuned to jelly! But, if that thing can wake my body back up, then sure.”
Jack snickered, and picked up the Ray. First he set it so that she would simply cum.
“OH, GOD … OF MY FUCK … OHHHH!” Her body spasmed wildly.
He then set it to enhance her sex drive.

The look in her eyes tuned more wild. “Wow … I feel different … Good, Jack,” she said
sexily.
He then did the rest in a convenient package. She was made bisexual, a voyeurexhibitionist, sexually narcissistic, and a foot fetishist. Her feet weren’t very nice (veiny,
spidery), so he had those improved as well. He even went as far as increasing her breast size to a
firm DD-cup.
She recoiled at all that. She held her head, and closed her eyes tightly, squeezing her
growing chest. Her bra straps audibly gave way under a now form fitting blouse. “You made me
sexually attracted to women, Jack? How Cliche! … Fuck! That thing can to anything! … Hey, I
just got an idea. Lets watch each other fuckin’ jerk off!”
Jack placed the Ray on the end table. They then lay back, and watched each other pleasure
themselves. She was very different, while she rubbed her wet snatch and erect, oversensitive
sensitive nipples. The way she laughed and moaned at the same time showed how much fun she
was having. “Great tits!” she mumbled.
Clearly without much conscious thought, she began to push his hand off of his already
free, throbbing cock with her now beautiful bare tens. “Lets get kinky!” she said with her tongue.
She then jerked him off wildly with her soft arches, and fingered herself with equal vigor.
“Watch me! WATCH ME FUCKIN’ CUM!” she screamed in orgasm. Her feet moved more
wildly, and practically forced the cum out of him.
She picked up her feet, and licked the hot cum off of them. She licked her cum covered
lips, and said, “Feet are so fucking good!”
****
They decided to take their vacation days to reacquaint themselves. Though they were
exactly how they wanted to be, or at least how Jack wanted them to be, they were now almost
completely different people. It’s not like Nancy masturbated to herself in the mirror before! They
got to know each other all over again, and found themselves more deeply connected. At the same
time, they used the Ray on each other more and more. It wasn’t even just for the sex. The rush of
pleasure that the Ray gave was addicting.
Then one night, Jack saw his sleeping lover, and knew he had to do something else to her,
for her. He quietly picked up the Ray on his end table, and set it just right. He pulled the trigger,
and his naked lover began to squirm orgasmically. By morning she would know that she was
now a secondary user of the Ray, and would soon discover Jack’s other gift …
****
Jack suddenly woke up to a now familiar noise. It was Nancy masturbating to herself in the
mirror. She lustfully felt her naked self from her head to the arches of her feet, while she
squatted. Every time she did this, it was clear that she corrupted herself perhaps more than the
Ray ever could. From her giving into her own passions, she loved herself ever more. It would not
matter in the long rung though, since passion was her driving force.
There was a look of surprise on her face, which excited Jack. Her orgasm was unlike
anything she ever experienced. She fell to the floor in her epic orgasm, vainly grabbing at the
soft, blue rug. Her eyes rolled back into her head, and she began to drool. Amongst her endless
screams of passion, he thought he heard one tangible thing: Ulia’athos. Yet, even that sounded

like gibberish. After more than five minutes, her beautiful orgasm began to subside.
“Fuck …” she barely whispered, “That Ray can really do anything!” Before she passed
out, she blurted, “I think it’s time I had a turn…”
****
It took Nancy nearly the whole day to recover from her now normal orgasm (her recovery
time lessoned considerably later). Jack went to the grocery store, and when he returned, Nancy
was with their two attractive neighbors. He wasn’t surprised; he knew others would join their
escapades eventually!
“After you left, Jack, I got the craziest idea to have fun with Laura and Christal,” she said
seductively. They were roommates since college. Laura was a sexily slim, light skinned brunette,
while Christal was a sexily slim, tanned blonde. They both had healthy, firm C-cups.
“But, they’re just sitting there.”
“Yes. I had them sit there unconscious, so you could see my show.”
Jack was excited, and sat on the chair next to Nancy.
Nancy then pulled the Ray’s trigger. The roommates suddenly began making out like
lustful lovers. They tore off their clothes, and passionately groped their quivering bodies. With
Laura still sitting upright, Christal positioned herself so they could sixty-nine. Like
knowledgeable pornstars, they made out with each other’s dripping snatches, while feeling up
their legs and feet. Their epic moans and coos soon came to a loud crescendo.
They unwrapped themselves, and sat next to each other. “OOO, that was fun!” Laura
cooed.
“You two wanna go at it again?” Jack asked curiously.
“No. No,” Christal stated. “We understand that your little ray gun made us do all that.
We’re not lesbians”
“It was fun, though!” Christal cooed.
Nancy then put on a devious smile, and shot the two again with the Ray. They lay back,
eyes rolling into their heads, and moaned in ecstasy. Nancy sexily whispered in his ear, “Now
they will see each other as sisters. Laura will to everything within her power to be like Christal,
while Christal will do everything in her power to have Laura be like her. They will become
lesbian lovers, but not until the Ray directs them to be. Before then, they will learn of their
intense foot fetish. Their only secret from each other will be this foot fetish, because they refuse
to consciously accept true attraction toward their own gender. Still, they will work to stretch their
pussies to accommodate larger objects, which will turn out to be their own feet. And, you wanna
know what else I did?”
He nodded with a big smile.
“Christal will now continually produce breast milk. Christal and Laura’s favorite food is
now breast milk (an addiction in fact), but they currently only know that unconsciously. They
will discover that milk very soon, and probably by accident. The special thing about Christal’s
milk is that it contains enzymes specifically designed to alter Laura’s DNA to make her
Christal’s biological sister. When Laura’s DNA is fully altered, she will produce milk as well.
The feeding will not be sexual until they are lesbian lovers.”
They stopped their orgasmic moans, and dressed themselves. “Thanks for the fun!”
Christal stated. “Yeah, thanks for the fun!” Laura stated in almost the exact way as her friend.
They closed the door behind them. Nancy later explained that their initial programing ensured

that they would come around almost every day until she removed that programing.
The next day, Jack was in the middle of fingering Nancy’s G-spot on the couch, when
Laura and Christal walked into the main room. Christal chuckled, followed almost immediately
by Laura. “Laura and me can come back later. I see you two are enjoying that Ray again!”
Jack answered, “Just have a seat anywhere. We’ll be done in a sec!” The beauty of the way
Nancy programed them was how they would enjoy everything having to do with the Ray.
“OH … HUMPH!” Nancy blurted out. “You know it’ll take more than … OOOOO …
that!”
Jack then fingered more wildly until finally Nancy screamed, as a fountain of her juices
spewed out of her. Her screams of ecstasy continued long after she sprayed Jack. After her
extended recoil, she leaped up, and lapped up her drying juices on him. She lusted over every bit
of herself after all!
Nancy and Jack sat onto the couch with the two women sandwiched between. “So how
have things been since last night,” Nancy asked breathlessly.
Christal looked over to Laura and said, “Laura amazed me last night, and it wasn’t the
great sex you had us do! Well, it started when I realized how, umm, firm my breasts felt. Long
story short, I’m lactating for some reason, and we both love my milk! Right after, Laura admitted
that she feels like I’m her long lost sister, and that she wanted to be just like me. Maybe for a
second, I thought it was all strange, but I realized I felt the same way about her. I feel like I’m
her sister, too, and I’m honored that she wants to be just like me.”
Laura smiled, and continued, “I really do wanna be more like her.” She sounded subtly
different, and indeed more like her friend. Plus, she almost never said “wanna” before, as
Christal usually did. “I can’t believe I never realized it before! From head to toe, she’s more
beautiful than me. Her personality is even better … Christal is exactly the person I always
wanted to be, but never realized it.” Laura did an excellent job of emulating Christal’s look of
sisterly love.
“Tomorrow, me and Laura are headin’ to my spa. They’re really good over there. She’s
gonna look just like me when we’re done!” They both looked so excited.
****
Over the next month, Christal and Laura became incredibly close. They looked and acted
so alike that one could easily mistake them for actual sisters. Laura even began to spread her new
nickname “Chris.” Though, the truth was that they both wanted to be called “Christal.” They
were also very open about their new love of fisting, while secretly glancing at theirs and other’s
feet. It was obvious that one secret was hard on them.
Hearing them finish each other’s sentences, while acting identically made it clear to Nancy
that it was time make them lesbian foot lovers. Not to mention that Laura herself was lactating.
Nancy pointed the Ray at them, and they both said in unison, “Fuckin’ do it!” The line
almost struck Jack as odd, because “sisters” are usually not into fucking each other. He knew that
this was all according to Nancy’s plan, and that aroused him all the more.
With a pull of the trigger, the sister-like women threw their clothes away, and began to
fuck each other. They knew just where to touch and when. It did not take long for them to start
fisting each other. Indeed, no one finger could stimulate their clearly stretched pussies. The look
in their eyes as they fisted was of both love and lust.
Suddenly, Christal glanced down at her lovers curvy, silken foot. She immediately stopped

fisting her lover, and grabbed the foot. Her lover did the same. With Christal clearly in the lead,
they lubed their feet until they dripped with spit. They then passionately inserted their feet deep
into each others pussies. They thrust and cooed with utter joy! They soon screamed in orgasm,
with confirmation in their eyes. They were now lovers forever.
****
The Christals were but the first of Jack and Nancy’s fun with the Ray, outside of
themselves. They let themselves grow mad within the sexual ecstasies they created. In their sex
crazed madness, they could feel the Cosmic Entity Ulia’athos of Technology bleeding through
the Ray’s unearthly casing. Eventually, they felt an intense pull to seek out others as sexually
corrupted as they, who indeed were the ones that made the Sex Ray…

Universe: Driven
Sex Drive
“Here with me now is the renowned and controversial independent filmmaker Jackson
Roberts!” The host of Entertainment Nightly sounded. She was in her typical, revealing red dress
and cliche heels.
“Hello. Thank you for having me, Jennifer,” the filmmaker responded. He was in his
“artist” garb: sunglasses, turtleneck, and sport jacket, which barley matched his pants.
“So here’s the Nightly Burning Question: Why did you decide to make the pornographic
film ‘Sex Drive’?”
“Well, Jennifer, you know I’ve been hearing that a lot lately. This being my first true
interview for this, I’m glad you asked that first …”
“Idiot!” I interjected, watching him on my TV.
He continued, “… It was something I felt I should do. I,” he paused for affect, “conquered
the other genres. Then I asked myself: ‘what next?’ I answered: ‘Pornography’…”
“This is my employer …” I said while shaking my head.
The host continued, “… You make that sound like a simple conclusion, Jackson.”
“Not as easy a you may think, Jennifer. I had to go through several movies beforehand,” he
quipped.
I let out a large sigh.
“Then, Jennifer, I got myself a real star, and casted a good mix of movie and pornographic
actors.”
“And, he finally mentions me!” I said to the TV sarcastically. Actually, I wasn’t that big a
star. I had a good supporting movie role or two, and was the lead of a still popular sitcom, which
was on a channel crushed by reality TV before the show could end naturally. The problem with
having a good role for several years was that it usually brought the actor to a crossroads:
Obscurity Boulevard or Typecast Way. I found myself on the former all too quickly. Sure, my

name was out there; the paparazzi were proof enough! I almost killed one once out of their own
desperation, but that’s another story. Anyway, a couple of years after the sitcom was canceled
just before its network was erased, Jackson pitched his film to me. With assurance that it would
be released theatrically under the “NC-17” banner, I accepted. It wasn’t like I was employed at
the time. Besides, I had to make the mortgage payments on my small yet cliched Hollywood
home!
I clicked off the TV, so I would stop my bitching at nothing. I had to get to sleep early,
anyway. We started filming early tomorrow, and I was never much of a morning person. I have
to admit that the plot was interesting. It was set in the near future, and involved a fast acting drug
called “Sex Drive,” which enhanced people’s, well, sex drives at least tenfold. It was highly
addictive, illegal, and a lot of people were on it. My part was the sexy private detective Jackie
Styles, who was hired to find some woman’s hopelessly addicted sister. Spoiler alert! I find the
sister, we all get addicted, and finally have a massive orgy. Jackson Roberts, the master of
predictable!
****
Scolding hot coffee in hand, large sigh held back, I walked into the studio. Before me was
the expected filming crew: Bob Reily (cinematographer), Roberta Bradleys (Associate Producer,
AKA the Gal-That-Always-Found-a-Distributor), Doug Reynolds (Co-Writer), Daren Pico
(Producer), and finally Jackson Roberts (Professional Hack, Director, Co-Executive Producer,
Co-Writer and Screenwriter), etc, etc. The odd man out was Larry Sampson (Co-Executive
Producer), who regularly produced pornographic films. There was much speculation on why he
chose to work on this particular film, but he was notorious for being tight lipped until Production
was completed.
I walked up the oblong studio, hot coffee still in hand, and sighed. This role had a high
chance of destroying what was left of my career, but I reminded myself that I didn’t want to get
evicted by a damn bank, tomorrow! Composure regained, I walked up to the director.
They were finishing up the first block of filming for the day. Two recognizable porno
actors were going at it like rabbits. I didn’t remember their names, but I didn’t care. Though,
even I found myself growing aroused by the sight of a man and a woman 69‘ing.
After a very realistic orgasm from both parties, Roberts screamed “CUT!” The two actors
stumbled away, visibly exhausted.
“One-hundred percent real!” Roberts suddenly said to me.
“What?”
“Those two really did just screw each other. I am going for realism here, you know that.”
I did, but didn’t fully believe it until then. I wasn’t exactly looking forward to having real
sex in front of the camera, so I kept telling myself that none of it would be real. “That’s what you
brought me in for!” I confirmed convincingly.
He smiled. “Now, we are starting you off with a sexless scene, and once we get that, we’ll
do yours and your character’s first erotic scene.”
I of course knew all this, but if I learned anything about this director, he liked to repeat
himself a lot …
After a rush of makeup and wardrobe, I suddenly heard, “ACTION!”
“You know how dangerous the Sex Drive cults are, Ms Jendrick,” I said in character. The
set was of the Spartan office of my character.

“I … I know …” the woman overacted.
“If your sister is indeed a part of one those cults, then there’s not much that can be done.
We all know what Drive does to brain chemistry.” The obvious nickname of Sex Drive was
“Drive.”
“I’ll just … I’ll just feel better knowing.”
“All right, I’ll take the case, but I’ll say again that there may not be much we can do.”
“Thank you, Detective Styles.”
We did two more takes before we moved on to the next scene. In this scene, I’m snooping
on the Sex Drive cult, and it goes as expected.
The exterior, to be spliced in later, was a strip club, which was closed for the night. I was
looking through a small window to the back room taking pictures. It looked as if I, the detective,
found the client’s sister, but I wasn’t yet sure.
A scantily clad, striking woman walked in with a boll of oblong red pills: Sex Drive. She
passed the boll around the room, with each taking one pill. There were five women and three
men. The woman with the boll popped her pills ahead of everyone else. After only a few
minutes, she fell to the floor, ripping off her clothes. She groped herself wildly in what seemed
like permanent orgasm. After a sea of screaming ecstasy, she came in a kind of super orgasm that
could have smashed windows. It was all breathtakingly realistic.
With their apparent leader passed out on the floor, the others popped their pills. It did not
take long for the orgy to commence. Drive had its share of side affects, like giving men erections
for far more than five hours, but what it did to women was something far more profound. After
only a single use, there was a fifty percent chance of women becoming bisexual, and repeated
use brought that to one-hundred. Indeed, prolonged use could make them complete lesbians.
There was no way to reverse the changes in sexuality.
The moans of ecstasy were deafening, and I had to admit to being a little aroused by the
sight. There was something so empowering about seeing women alone achieve such apparently
real sexual ecstasy, while the men desperately pleasured themselves in the sidelines.
Suddenly, someone took my arm, and brought me inside by gunpoint. The one thing I did
like about this director was his obsession with continuous filming. It takes away the often
cumbersome fades, and makes scenes look more realistic. This made it possible for the audience
to see the drama of my capture seamlessly lead to me being strapped to an exam table in a
windowless room.
The leader, still clearly affected by the double dose of Drive, walked into the room naked.
She held a syringe filled with a deep red liquid. It was obviously Drive. With a big smile, she
injected me with the addictive fluids. Of course, nothing actually penetrated my skin (the camera
does cut away).
I counted down thirty-seconds in my head. After, I began squirming erotically. What
surprised me was that I really felt turned on, while I was supposed to be acting. I went with it,
assuming it was all just the heat of the moment.
I was so impossibly aroused that I didn’t even realize that I was no longer strapped to the
table. The awakened, now naked, voluptuous leader (brunette pornstar Julia Cummings) ripped
off my clothes. The look in her bright green eyes were beyond lustful. It was the first time in my
life that I was truly turned on by a woman. I couldn’t believe it, yet couldn’t deny it!
The next thing I knew, we were hungrily 69‘ing. The taste and feel of it all drove me so
wild that my coos were louder than Julia’s! When we finally came, our screams of passion could
have broken eardrums.

The naked pornstar turned herself around, and we made out. I could taste my cum in her
spit, as I’m sure she could taste hers in mine. She pulled back, and feistily said, “Now you’re one
of us!”
The rest of the day was filled with both straight and lesbian sex. It was my “indoctrination”
scene, and good God, I actually loved it! I never tasted cum before in my life (male or female),
but now my belly was filled with it …
****
That night, I was lying in my bed. My head was mush from the day’s activities. The more
my mind came back to me, however, the stranger I realized it all was. Seriously, I never even
looked at a woman sexually in my life, but I could swear that I still tasted pussy juice on my lips.
Just thinking about all that sex made my now well used pussy twitch. Something was seriously
wrong here. It should be impossible to change someone’s sexuality. It was supposed to just be a
sick fantasy of the director’s! I vowed then that I would find out what was happening, while
trying not to arouse suspicion.
****
As the filming went on, so did the sex. I soon found that I loved it so much that I had
trouble concentrating on much else sometimes. I often had to cum several times at home just to
gain any sort of composure!
However, some things slowly came into focus. Perhaps quite literally. In Robert’s office
and trailer, which he never locked, I found a memo from Sampson. It stated that he convinced
the cinematographer to use an experimental digital camera. The production was to be paid to use
them, provided that continual feedback was given. It was all part of a scheme to keep the money
stretched project form going over budget, and Jackson Roberts was notorious for that.
After a few more days of crazy, hot, filmed sex, I was able to locate the company that
owned the cameras: NewAge DIGITAL. They were in the Yellow Pages. The company was a
small startup, and had no problem showing me around. Being a celebrity, they fully knew who I
was, and they received my autograph on a group shot poster of my sitcom. They said the poster
would now be mounted in their lobby.
I may not have been a grizzled detective in real life, but I don’t think one could have found
anything suspicious at NewAge DIGITAL. I went home frustrated.
Sitting on my couch, my eye caught my jacket. I suddenly remembered that I shoved
another paper in my pocket before climbing out the trailer’s window to not be caught. I took out
the crumpled piece of paper. It was a printed email from Sampson. It stated that he would be
unavailable from the twentieth to thirtieth, which was in a couple of days. No reason was given.
‘Sampson, Sampson, Sampson!’ I thought before stating, “Who the hell is Sampson?” I
had a gut feeling that I needed to find out where he was going, and perhaps had to even follow
him there. Coincidentally, the twentieth fell on a Saturday, and we weren’t filming on weekends.
I just had to grind though another few days of crazy sex, which a part of me was happy about …
****
Since that scene I had with her, I’ve been having lunch with Julia Cummings. We were

becoming fast friends. At the end of Tuesdays filming, we had dinner together. I knew the
rumors were starting, but we didn’t care about that. Besides, there was probably truth to them! I
really was sexually attracted to her.
“So, I’ve been wondering, Julie …” I started cautiously, while we were eating our meals.
We ate at a deserted cafe not far from the main set.
“Yes?” she asked sweetly.
“Do you do the ‘gay for pay’ thing, or are you really bi?”
“I should be asking the same of you!” she laughed. “Actually, I am bi. How ‘bout you?”
“You know, I never thought I was until I started Sex Drive. Now, I’m not sure …”
She put on her trademark feisty look, and said, “Would you like help finding out?”
I then heard her flip flop slap onto the tile floor. Her soft foot began to slide up my
exposed led. My breathing became deep and uncontrollable. Her glorious foot slid under my
skirt, and onto my moistening pussy. “Oh, yeah!” I deeply cooed, while she rubbed.
She then said quietly, “Lets get out’a here and fuck!” She tossed some cash onto the table,
grabbed my hand, and we all but ran out.
We quickly walked to the closest hotel we could find, and checked in for the night. We
made out, while peeling off our clothes and groping our hot bodies. “I never do this!” I barely
said. Julia shrugged, and said, “Me neither!”
Clothes piled onto the floor, we fell onto the springy bed. We playfully kicked off our
footwear, and rubbed our soft feet together. “You know,” Julia said seductively, “I’m well
known for my fetish stuff.” I gave her a confirming smile.
She crawled down my quivering body, kissing and licking all the way. “Oh, fuuuuck!” I
grunted, when she began to worship my feet. Drool poured out of her mouth, while she rubbed,
licked and sucked. “Oh, fuck, Julie, I’m gonna cum!” She then took turns deep throating each
foot until I screamed in orgasm without even touching myself.
She swung herself around, and presented her smooth, high arched feet to me. “Now show
me what you’ve just learned, baby!” she cooed. Instantly, I began to worship her sexy feet. I
rubbed and slobbered desperately, while she cooed in appreciation. Their taste and texture was
utter perfection. I then deepthroated each foot in turn until she came wildly.
I crawled up her hot body, and we made out with intense passion. “I love you!” I screamed.
“Oh, I love you, too!” she affirmed.
We fucked for hours after. She even squirt into my mouth. Her squirting was apparently
her best kept secret! She never did that in front of the camera. By the time we finally ran out of
energy, our bodies were covered with sweat, spit and cum. We fell asleep in each other’s arms …
****
We were very open about our relationship afterwords, and I think Roberts was pleased in
more ways than one. I was now so distracted by both the filmed sex and sex with Julia that I
almost forgot about Sampson! I told Julia that I had a prior engagement for the weekend. It went
without saying that we’d be chatting and texting almost the whole time. She even hinted at some
phone sex, too.
After the end of Friday’s shoot, and Julia’s long kiss goodby, I kept close tabs on
Sampson. I ultimately followed him to what could best be described as a “witch shop.” He
disappeared inside. I waited for some time before following.
I saw no one inside the dimly lit shop. My heart was racing. There was a bell at the

register, but I decided not to attract attention to myself. I then heard muffled noises coming from
behind the curtain behind the register. I cautiously pulled back the curtain to find an old wood
door left ajar. Behind it was a long, torchlit, downward staircase. A part of me wanted to escape
before it was too late, but an impossibly strong need to see what was beyond overrode my fears.
Quietly, I pushed open the ajar door at the bottom of the steps. I moved forward several
paces in the very dark room. The chanting was louder than ever. A golden light was piercing
though the deep red curtain before me. Peering through, I was mesmerized. There was a large
torchlit room lined with ancient tapestries of wild, bacchic behavior. In the center, ten robed
people sat in a closed circle, with a stunning, long raven haired woman suggestively dancing in
the center. She wore a see through black gown, which gracefully brushed the floor, and nothing
underneath. The men and women surrounding were masturbating to the sight. I found myself
wanting to do the same.
“The Book Bearers are missing,” the man in black robes stated behind the mahogany alter
to the left.
The alluring woman in the center ceased her infinitely arousing dance, and spoke in an
inhuman, genderless voice, which confusingly pleasured my wet pussy. “One is lost to us. The
other is trapped in a hopeless quest. The youngling chose to follow the Great Simelinis of Love
instead of I, the Great L’sothot of Potions.” Her voice suddenly changed to a more inhuman,
sexually arousing pitch. “I, the Great Zalatoth, who binds all Witchcraft, chose not to intervene.
The Truly Great One, who binds us all, saw no importance in the defection … The Book is
destined to return to you. I have made that certain. For that was the deal we made with the Great
Simelinis.” She then resumed her erotic dance.
“We thank the Great Zalatoth and the Great L’sothot for the information via the Avatar.”
The black robed man stated.
Suddenly, I found myself again walking without consciously telling myself to do so. While
I walked in, the robed man put down his hood. I didn’t recognize the old man. “Welcome,” he
said to me. He turned his head to someone else in the room. “Larry Sampson, you have done
well. You didn’t tell me that a new follower of the Great L’sothot was recruited though your
efforts.”
How did I not notice Sampson was there! Sampson then corrected, “Two new followers, at
least! This actress, and Jackson Roberts. He should be along once his film was complete.”
The robed man stated, “Excellent! Your drug has done well. Remind me of its
implementation.”
“The coffee, primarily. It took some doing, but who doesn’t drink coffee in the
entertainment world?”
It was then that I realized that my pants and panties were gone, and was pleasuring myself
like the main group. My mind melted away, while my soul bowed to the Great Cosmic Entity
L’sothot. I could feel it metaphysically pass through my soul at the same time. By the Great
Gods, I was one of them …

Universe: Mirroring

Artist’s Rendition
I always wanted to do a portrait. Before now, I did mostly landscapes. My claim to fame
was how quickly I could put an image onto canvas with incredible accuracy. That was why many
called me the “Photopainter.” I was hesitant to accept Ms Julia Kends’ commission at first,
because of my lack of expertise in painting people. Even worse, this middle aged, wealthy
widow wanted me to make her look younger in the portrait. She even wanted it to be done while
she was nude. Still, a commission is a commission!
After studying pictures of her younger self, I had her sit down for the portrait in her
bedroom. I decided to paint her from the bottom up. She wasn’t unattractive for her age. Indeed,
she was only forty-five. Her size eight feet were far easier than first glance would suggest.
Removing signs of age like veins made the image simpler. I continued upward using the same
methods. I was most pleased with my choice of flesh colors. They made her seem more vibrant
on canvas than any of her pictures.
Time flew by, while our awareness of it faded into nothingness. When I reached her hips
and stomach, I ensured that any apparent weight gain did not exist on canvas. She had a slim yet
healthy figure when she was younger, and that needed to be reflected. I continued upward,
firming up the breasts, tightening the arms, flattening the spidery hands. The head and overall
face took the longest (whatever that meant without a concept of time). I made her dark brown
hair so vibrant, face so elfin.
Days could have passed; there was no way to know. I sat looking at the nude, arousing
goddess on the canvas. The image was more beautiful than any of her pictures. I suddenly found
myself rubbing my eyes in exhaustion …
“You done already?” a familiar voice stated in the distance. I then heard strange noises
ahead of me. They were a cross between ecstasy and shock. The noises aroused me to no end.
‘Am I dreaming?’ I asked myself. The familiar voice the screamed, “Oh, Fuck … Guah! …
SOTOS … OHHHHHHH!”
I looked up at the goddess on the canvas, and then looked past to the actual person. To my
shock, they were identical! “What … What happened?” Julia asked breathlessly. ‘Am I
dreaming?’ I asked myself again, knowing that I was impossibly awake.
“How do you feel?” I asked curiously, while realizing my massive arousal. While I asked, I
realized how subtly unique she looked. It was the fact that she looked identical to her portrait. I
somehow made her impossibly perfect.
“I feel … really good. I have’t felt this good since I was eighteen!” The perfect goddess
walked over to me. She suddenly caught her reflection in her tall mirror, and her jaw dropped.
“This is a fuckin’ dream!” She began to passionately feel herself, giving in to an arousal as deep
as my own. She looked over to me with passion in her eyes, and stated forcibly, “Your pants are
about to fucking explode. Let me help you with that!” She ran over, and pulled off my pants. She
lightly touched my solid cock while drooling, and grunted, “My pussy feels tight again. Wanna
fix that?”
I nodded, and with catlike speed, she mounted me. Her humping was wild and insane. I
couldn’t believe how tight she was! She soon came wildly, while her juices gushed out onto my
crotch. I somehow didn’t cum then, but Julia seemed happy about that. She crawled down to my
crotch, lightly scraping her fingernails on my chest, and began to suck me off. Her wild sucking
did the trick, and I quickly exploded down her throat. She happily swallowed.

Julia then said, “I hadn’t tasted cum in years!”
****
With our wits returned, we actively tried to understand what happened. We obviously
weren't dreaming. Julia, being the aggressive businesswomen she was, saw a lot of money in my
work, regardless of how I really changed her. There was something more to her ambitions. It was
as if she was driven by something beyond herself. I tried to convince her that I wasn’t sure if I
could do it again, but she didn’t care. I honestly did not really want to exploit my work. I am an
artist! She convinced me to the contrary, though, because her outward perfection broke down all
who would look.
So, went forward with her, our experiment; I had no strength against such beauty, albeit beauty
that I seemingly recreated. She decided to have me paint a “better” picture for her slowly
declining corporation, which she inherited from her father. I decided to paint an image of the
corporation’s stock rising with tomorrow's date on it. Though I felt the same fleeting feeling
while I painted, it was different somehow. The feeling was far more overwhelming, and so much
so that I found it hard to breath. I passed out almost the moment I finished …
****
“You did it!” I heard a familiar voice say in the distance.
While the voice echoed through my soul, I began to feel something: pleasure and passion. I
slowly opened my eyes to the wild businesswoman humping me madly. She began to orgasm,
while I fully came to consciousness. She then crawled down, and finished me off with her sultry
mouth.
She playfully lay next to me. “Our stock did exactly as it did in your painting: UP! I just
got the call from the Board. Everything’s looking positive now.”
It was in that moment when something clicked. It wasn’t just the paint on canvas; it was
the intent and rendition of that intent. I even understood that there was something more to it, but
that higher level of understanding was still clouded to me. Yet, somehow that didn’t matter,
because the thrill of altering and manipulating reality was almost as good as sex with the goddess
next to me. Power most certainly corrupts, and I was already corrupted.
“Now we will truly invigorate my company, Artist!” Julia stated excitedly.
****
My canvas was our reality. The next image I painted was of my abilities of altering people
becoming well known, and that I was under the employ (contractually) of Julia’s corporation.
Julia was of course the first to experience my technique, if only to make things easy to explain
on her part. While not necessarily understood, my talents were seen as nothing more than trade
secrets. Indeed, most articles published on me later assumed I was just some glorified plastic
surgeon, who was as skilled with the brush as with the knife. Clients were soon not paying us
boatloads of money, but luxury liners. A lot of me regretted that this Rabbit Hole already went so
far, that I even allowed myself to fall down it, but I was so damn clouded by the passions I
received from the descent …
Our most unique client was fetish model Briana Bee. Her commission was for a week. She

was about five feet and two inches (she looked taller), had DD-cup breasts, and had dark brown
hair. She was primarily known for her latex modeling, but did just about everything else in the
pornography world. She wanted to do something special for her upcoming latex series. Her
request was to have her skin naturally be latex. She gave particular specifications on how she
should look, including making her hair naturally red. There were further directions for later
adjustments, which could change depending how her series went.
I knew Jackie was probably jealous by me having a naked pornstar sitting on the chair
before me within my studio, and rightfully so. I could not help but have a massive erection!
Deciding to start at the top, I made her long, free flowing hair a deep red. To ensure her
skin was fully latex, I painted her face with her eyelids partly closed, and mouth partly open. For
the latex skin, I mixed my usual flesh colors with actual latex paint. Latex had a very distinct
shimmer, which I decided not to duplicate artificially. I continued down her voluptuous body. It
took all my effort not to jerk off to the sight. Per her orders, I ensured that her fingers were
separate, while removing her fingernails. At her crotch, I pained the latex skin flowing deep
inside her already clean shaven snatch. The intent was that her ass would have the latex doing the
same thing. I continued down her firm legs and high arched, size five feet. Unlike her fingers,
they were not to be separated, but like her fingers, they were not to have nails. The last part was
to paint black lines in the same manner as fishnet pantyhose from her hips to her toes. It took
more effort than I anticipated to make the lines realistically flow into her snatch. Tiredly, I
finally placed the paintbrush down.
I looked up to hear and see the fetishistic woman began to transform before me. She
moaned and grunted in ecstasy, while she groped her changing skin. Her hair changed so quickly
to the deep red that the change was almost instant. Her skin changed far more slowly. First, the
texture changed from silky smooth to sleek and glossy. Then, it began to gain the very distinct
latex shimmer. Almost at the same time, the fishnet design from her hips to toes faded into view,
while her nails were consumed by her latex skin. In a massive, glorious orgasm she screamed.
Her transformation was complete.
Breathing deeply through her mouth, she examined her new form. She licked her latex lips,
and like an addict, she started to slobber all over her latex skin. “FUCK! I even taste like latex!”
she said ecstatically. It was well known that that she legitimately had a latex fetish, among
other’s.
“How do you feel?” I asked curiously. She certainly didn’t look normal anymore.
Drooling and licking her lips, she replied, “Amazing! Thank you.” She walked over toward
me. The slap of her latex feet was more than audible on the wood floor. She then began to make
out with me. Her wet, latex lips felt admittedly strange. I quickly adapted to it, and found it
incredibly arousing. I put one hand behind her head, and the other on her back. The sleek, glossy
nature of her transformed skin drove me wild. She then pulled back, slowly licked her lips, and
said, “You did such a fuckin’ good job, I think I’ll give you something a little extra!”
She ripped off my clothes. The feel of her latex hands gliding against my skin gave me
goosebumps. She then mounted me, and humped wildly. The feel of the latex walls of her pussy
were so wonderfully different! “HUMPH! … I think I’m more sensitive than ever!” she
exclaimed. She humped more wildly, while I made out and groped every inch of her that I could.
I can’t say I had any opinion of latex before, but I know I had a fetish for it now.
It was truly remarkable to see my spit being absorbed into the latex skin. Despite its look,
feel, and taste, there was little doubt that it was still real skin. It was a counterintuitive sight, but I
already gave up on trying to understand it all.

When she intuitively sensed I was about to cum, she dismounted me, and began to finger
her latex hole. “Only because you made me so happy!” she exclaimed. Getting the idea (she was
a well known squirter), I went to my knees, with mouth open wide, I positioned my head in front
of her shiny, wet pussy. Within moments, she screamed, and squirt down my throat. The
background flavor of latex enhanced my enjoyment. “I never squirt so much before!” she
excitedly exclaimed.
“Finish me off!” I stated, with her cum leaking from my mouth. “Suck me off, while
giving me a footjob!”
She smiled sexily, and lovingly licked her lips. “Oh, yeah!” We quickly sat adjacent to
each other on the floor. I almost came the moment her warm, latex soles clamped my solid
erection. The feel of her moist latex lips and humid mouth made me cum in seconds. The
rubbery woman forcibly milked me dry.
“If you’re upcoming alterations are this perfect,” she drooled, “then we’re in for a hell of a
ride!”
I made almost daily adjustments, while the week commenced. Each adjustment came with
considerable sex. Jackie was still secretly jealous, but we really weren’t in love, anyway.
Briana’s colors changed considerably: red, purple, blue, etc. Perhaps her most radical was her
“all black” look. Every visible inch of her was made pitch black, except for her brown eyes.
When the commission was finished she instructed me to return her to her original latex form,
minus the fishnet pattern. This was to be her default look, while she was to keep me in mind for
future concepts …
****
That night, I found myself in a dream as vivid at it was surreal. I sensed I was in a timeless
place, where I could witness many things. The place was obscured in the shadows. On one side
of me, I saw a figure mercilessly typing on a laptop, and on the other, there was a kind of
pantheon of beings. Some of the beings seemed to be silently at odds, and others in perfect
harmony. There was a definite leader above all the beings. Their images were so obscure that it
was as if my senses could not truly detect their full presence.
While I viewed them, I realized that one was observing me. Of course, that realization was
more out of feeling, because I wasn’t sure if it had a head let alone eyes! I knew its secret name,
too: a name uttered in the throws of ecstasy. The more we looked into each other, the more I
pleasured myself. The more I pleasured myself, the more I knew what was to come next.
My scream of ecstasy was accompanied by another’s. The walls of the dark reality
shattered, and I realized that Julia and I were fucking wildly on her bed. She was sucking off my
solid cock, while I hungrily ate out her melting pussy. We came to an orgasm that lasted for all
but an eternity.
We lay next to each other, with passion in our eyes. “I know what is to come next, Julia.”
“What?” she asked breathlessly.
“There is so much I know now. Yet, our story is all but done.”
“What are you talking about?”
“Come with me.”
I took her hand in mine, and brought her to my studio across town. With a bewildered Julia
sitting next to me, I first painted a picture of Julia and I as being no longer a part of this world.
At the same time, we were ascending to another. We were to be nothing more than a dream in

this world.
We let a wave of ecstasy fly through us, while the manipulated reality began to set itself.
Then, I removed our clothes, and grabbed my paint buckets. With intent well in mind, I poured
the paints all over our naked bodies. We fell to the floor, embracing each other tightly. The paint
consumed our minds, and soon all we cared about was the passion. Our reality faded into
nothingness, while we ascended into the cosmos, and beyond. We became beings of passion for
the rest of eternity.

Universe: Denticulo
Manifest
Farrah was quite an attractive woman. She was tall, with auburn hair, dark blue eyes, large
breasts, near perfect skin, and slim yet full figure. She did modeling while in college, but did not
continue that after she graduated. Still, that experience taught her the pluses of staying physically
fit, and regularly did pilates.
She was driving home from her dentist appointment. Her teeth were quite good, but she
needed new caps on her molars. She never really liked the dentist, and was especially hating that
gritty feeling on her back teeth from the new caps.
When she walked into her small house, her boyfriend Jason was not there to greet her. He
was out on a business trip, but said he would be back that night. She sighed. She had nothing to
do that evening, it being a Saturday. Farrah sat on the couch, kicked off her flip flops, and started
channel surfing.
The rest of the day was rather boring. She watched TV, had dinner, did her pilates routine,
checked her email, and finally went back to the TV. It was late after that. Farrah then stumbled
across late night softcore porn. She usually never watched porn, but she found herself intrigued.
“Fuck it! I am horny!” she said to herself.
Before Farrah new it, she was naked and masturbating on the couch. She thought it was
strange to be enjoying herself like that. She almost never masturbated before, but felt it was right
somehow. She was never against physical pleasure, and had a very healthy sex life with Jason.
Farrah then realized that she was paying less and less attention to the TV, and more on
herself. In her erotically induced haze, she didn’t realize her clothes fell away. The more she
touched her quivering naked body with her free hand, the more she rubbed her legs and feet
together, and the warmer and wetter her crotch became under her hand, the hornier she became!
She simply could not keep up at first. Her arousal had reached higher levels than she ever knew.
She eventually realized that the more she concentrated on herself, and ONLY herself, the more
she caught up with her arousal. At the same time, her breasts grew like balloons, and they felt
glorious! Sweat began to drip from every pore, while she breathed so hard that she began to
hyperventilate. This was perfection: she was perfection. Farrah screamed in blissful, wet orgasm.
For a long time, Farrah lay on the couch. She squirted in orgasm for the first time in her
life, and felt it begin to dry on her skin. The TV chattered away. Composure slowly came to her

garbled mind. “What the fuck just happened?” she whispered to herself. This was a life changing
moment for her. So life changing that her now massive DD’s were all but an afterthought. She
somehow unlocked the door for sexual attraction to herself, and other women. It was not that she
was in love with herself, it was more of an innocent lust and extreme narcism. Something else
was unlocked, too. She now had the confidence, no, the power to make others do as she so
wished in ways she did not yet understand. Perhaps it was within her all along, and finally burst
to the surface …
Her shower that night was long and indulgent. She touched herself in ways that only she
could. Her flexible body ensured that she would indulge in everything, including her beautiful
feet. There was no part of her body that she was not attracted to. She could simply think of her
nose, and bring herself to orgasm. She could cum to just the look and feel of her sole while
rubbing her snatch.
When she was sensually drying herself off from her passion charged shower, she heard her
boyfriend come into the apartment. She wrapped her towel around her naked body, slipped on
her flip flops, and walked out to him.
When Jason saw his longtime girlfriend, he knew instantly that something was different,
but in a very good way. Not unlike his own expression, Farrah looked at him with a look of
hunger for the passion they could create. The great love between then became part of an intense
lust in that brief moment. Jason’s mind was impossibly corrupted by the last person he expected.
They felt it down to their souls.
Farrah dropped her white towel to reveal her cosmically enhanced beauty, and Jason
lunged at her. As if they fell into a time warp, they were suddenly both naked and thrusting into
each other passionately on their bed. The passion was intense and hot. There was no way to
know if it was slow or fast, because time no longer seemed to exist in the normal sense.
Soon, they both found themselves in continuous orgasmic state. “TASTES SO GOOD!”
Farrah screamed amongst their cries of passion. Drool poured from her mouth. Farrah’s mind
was working just barely enough to comprehend what she was impossibly doing: She was
consuming their passion. It actually felt as if she was eating, while not eating at all. When their
all but endless cries of passion faded, Jason passed out, while Farrah drowsily looked at what
was essentially her meal.
“How could anything taste so good, and not be actual food?” she whispered to herself. She
somehow now knew that she no longer needed to eat much else but sexual passion, and
understood how her instincts changed accordingly. “Am I some kind of Succubus?” she
whispered to herself in bewilderment.
****
Farrah’s boyfriend left for work before she woke up the next day as usual. She found
herself starving, but there was no food in the apartment that could satisfy her. Indeed, she tried a
bowl of cereal, but it tasted of disappointment. She needed passion.
She found that fucking herself helped at first, but soon realized that she needed another to
fill her belly. That help quickly turned into a self tease, making her hunger worse. Suddenly, she
heard a nock at the door, and threw on her robe.
At the door was her neighbor Jessica. She forgot that they planned on going shopping that
day. The thought of consuming her passion overwhelming her mind, she opened the door to her
slim blonde friend.

“Woah! You look all sweated up. Feeling all right, Farrah?”
“I’m fine,” she smiled disarmingly. “I was just exercising, and was gonna hop into the
shower,” she lied if only partially if one considered self pleasure strenuous. “Come in. I have
something amazing I have to tell you about!”
Jessica felt strange, while her attractive friend led her to the couch to sit down. She was
breathless, and felt a warmth grow in her crotch. The more she looked at the robed women, the
less control she felt over herself. Sure, she noticed her greatly enlarged breasts, cleavage, but that
knowledge only corrupted her further.
Out of her great hunger, Farrah placed her bare feet on Jessica’s lap, and requested for her
to rub them. She did so almost automatically. The worship was a perfect appetizer. “UMMM! …
Something happened to me last night, Jessica: I changed. I don’t fully understand it yet, but all I
could do was embrace it … OOOOH! … You can almost feel it can’t you: The passion being
enhanced and slurped up by me. It’s was I eat now.”
“What?” she barely asked in her enthrallment.
“Your sexuality is twisted now just from being in my presence. I’m a sexual animal with
the perfect methods of seduction!”
Jessica suddenly lost control, and began to slobber over Farrah’s large feet. Her mind was
so gone she didn’t even realize that her clothes were gone by the time Farrah’s wrinkly sole was
rubbing her wet snatch. “God that feels so good!” Jessica gasped.
“It tastes good, too!” Farrah cooed, with drool escaping her mouth.
Before she knew it, Jessica was making out with the addicting woman, while rubbing her
body against hers. She then slowly worked her way down Farrah’s now voluptuous body, leaving
a massive trail of spit. She sucked on her tits like there would be milk, and continued to work all
the way down to her amazing feet, which were more delicious than any other part of this
Succubus.
Soon, they pulled themselves together into an erotic scissor. While their pussies made out,
Jessica could feel a kind of suction emanating from Farrah’s holes, which somehow enhanced
the pleasure. They soon screamed in passion, while Farrah consumed every bit of passion they
created.
Farrah looked down onto the passed out woman, drooling. It was now clear to her that
women may take longer than men to seduce, but they give ever so much more passion to
consume, at least for her. She even knew how to make Jessica hers forever. All that was needed
was to take just a little bit more from her before she recovered.
She then began to passionately rub Jessica’s wet snatch. Jessica moaned and cooed in her
semiconscious state. Yet more drool fell from Farrah’s mouth, knowing that she was about to
receive a kind of forbidden desert. A strong orgasm soon exploded out of Jessica and in to
Farrah. She instantly knew what that little bit extra was: a small piece a Jessica’s very essence …
From absorbing a piece of Jessica’s soul, they became like sisters. Well, incestuous sisters.
Jason of course had no problem with the addition of Jessica to their love lives, along with
Farrah’s new self. He admitted that he secretly wanted to do a threesome, and being in a
permanent one was beyond any straight male could hope for. Farrah had no idea that Jason was
such a cliche!
****
One night Farrah woke up, or at least it seemed like she did. Her lovers and perpetual

meals quietly slept to her sides. There was a mix of horniness and hunger, of which was beyond
her compression, yet she could not move.
Suddenly, she saw a shadow move on the wall facing her. She was not afraid, and felt that
her extreme hunger and horniness somehow was gifted from that shadow. It was then she
realized that her blanket and her two lovers disappeared, revealing her flawless, naked body in
the darkness. The shadow slowly moved toward her like flowing water. When it flowed onto her
feet, she screamed in an epic orgasm. The pleasure simply grew more powerful, while it flowed
upwards, aiming to smother her in an erotic darkness. Soon, she could no longer comprehend
anything, but for the cosmic pleasure …
In the erotic darkness, Farrah was no longer completely Farrah. Her mind partly existed
through another.
“You have done well, Plaotathis of Curiosity,” a genderless yet erotically corrupting voice
echoed.
“The Greater Gods called for aid, and I complied, Great Zalatoth, Binder of Witchcraft,”
Farrah stated in a genderless voice not her own. “It is ever so fun to give Humans the curiosity to
do ever so much more. To make them so curious that they become our mouthpiece, is but icing
on the moist cake!”
“You have always been so full of yourself, Plaotathis,” the Great Zalatoth stated with a
hint of annoyance.
Farrah suddenly felt a wave of unearthly Sexual Energy rush through her. Her powerful
orgasm shook the world around her, while bright white cracks formed everywhere. While the
walls of the dark reality shattered, another came into focus.
A large circle of both men and women surrounded her, masturbating to an impulsively
erotic dance seemingly of her making. She recognized one person in the circle as her dentist. She
somehow now knew that he was the one who initiated her transformation. The room was large
and torchlit, with a robed person separate from the group standing behind a mahogany alter. An
old yet new leather bound book lay before him: Liber Lubidinum (The Book of Passions).
“Welcome Farrah,” a huskily feminine voice stated from behind the alter, while now
rubbing her breasts and crotch. “We are worshipers of the Great Zalatoth, but you already know
that … OHHHH … We searched for one like you for so long. Those with such hidden lusts are
so hard to find. When our, your dentist came to understand your potential, there was nothing but
excitement for us. You are so, ummmmm, perfect! We truly envy you, one who is so close to the
Gods. Please, stay as long as you like!” The robed woman screamed in orgasm …
Farrah’s life now was not truly servitude to greater beings and their worshipers. Indeed,
she was above the worshipers. To become what she became was what she always wanted,
whether she knew it or not. Her will has always been her own, and has always been one of
passion. That is the reality of an Avatar of the Cosmic Gods of Passion.

Universe: Perennis

Eternity
I took a small sip of red wine. It was perhaps out of habit, because I had no taste for it
anymore. Jackie sat next to me on the other side of the couch. Though understandable, she did
not need to be concerned. Then again, I never had something so important to discuss with my
very attractive, longtime roommate. I relayed my story to her …
To start at the beginning would be to go back too far. No, I’ll start at two months ago in
August, when I landed my first big role in the film Eternity. It was the kind of role I’d been
yearning for perhaps my hole life. It was the kind of role that inspired me to do acting, and
achieve my degree in fine arts. The director, producers, and writers all agreed after some debate
about me being too perfect for the role.
I always had a thing for Vampires, and was very open about that to them. It wasn’t the
blood or S&M (I don’t think), it was the sex and eternal life. There was always something so
erotic about those fangs for me. I loved to watch Vampire movies, and explain how Vampires
should be. Consciously or no, I always did emulate Vampires: auburn hair, dark eyes, light skin,
rather voluptuous. I was always a night owl, and always tired during the day, while incredibly
energetic at night. Plus, I do have that rather odd neck fetish.
I remember how happy my roommate and I were, when I landed the role. My half of the
rent was usually from those silly commercials and occasional bartending, and I never had much
pocket money. The contract certainly wasn’t superstar pay, but it was substantial.
My boyfriend and I celebrated that very night. We had the loudest, most energetic sex I
ever had with anyone. I’m sure I woke up my roommate and others, but nobody complained
later. Though, my boyfriend did say that I was a bit too rough on his neck.
My roommate was chopping some vegetables for dinner the next day. It might as well have
been my breakfast, since I just woke up.
Hearing the crack made about it still being a little light outside, I quipped, “I thought I’d
get up early, Jackie!”
I was microwaving some leftovers from a restaurant I went to the night before with my
boyfriend, when I saw Alice’s cut thumb. She immediately ran cold water over it, before
dressing it. Seeing blood always me feel, well, different. Curiosity was often an associated
feeling, but this time there was something more.
“Are your all right?” I heard.
With a mask of normality covering my face, I responded, “I should be asking the same of
you.”
“Oh, I’m fine, Jen.”
A couple of days later, we started filming. It was more intense and rigorous than any of
those commercials. I was relieved when the director complimented me continuously throughout
the week. Though, I was worried that I was going too far. I more than just acted like a Vampire;
I thought like a Vampire. Instead of paying attention to the sickly sweet taste of the fake blood, I
pretended that it was real.
By the end of the month, I realized how much I was into the character. Even more
shockingly, I wanted to actually feed off of my fellow actors’ blood, and fuck them even more

than we were already.
Sure, anyone would say that it was all in my head. I know that non character actors would
just say that was the ultimate problem with character actors, but I wasn’t a character actor.
Whether it really was all in my head, I actually did find myself screwing my fellow actors (man
and woman) secretly off stage. I couldn’t explain it then, but it wasn’t out of sexual attraction. It
was out of the need for pleasure and passion.
That thirty day mark was the real turning point. Late one night, I came home with my
boyfriend after some clubbing. I know we were too noisy, but we were too drunk to care. While
siting on my bed, I partially confessed to him by discussing only the sapphic sex. He was
shocked at first, but then admitted to how turned on he was that I had sex with women.
We immediately began to drunkenly make out. I was downright surprised by how loud and
animalistic we became. Without thinking, I found myself in positions I never knew existed,
while learning how flexible I truly was. Fuck, I even jerked him off with my feet, and licked off
the cum. And surprisingly, it was my impulsive hissing that caught him off guard!
“Come on, Ben, MORE!” I pleaded.
“What’s gotten into you? You’ve never been so crazy before!” he stated breathlessly.
“I just have so much energy tonight! Come on, FUCK your Vampire lover!” I screamed.
We went for at least another hour, ever so loudly. His neck was my chew toy. More than
once, I came dangerously close to breaking the skin.
A part of me wanted my boyfriend to sleep with me the whole day (he would usually leave
after breakfast), so I at least asked him to hang around for the day. He eventually left my room to
grab a bagel late that morning. He had serious hickeys on both sides of his neck, and in other
unseen places as well.
“Hi, Jackie,” he said tiredly. “I hope we weren’t too loud last night.
“You were fine,” Jackie stated.
He replied with a subtly aroused look, assuming there was a double meaning. He was
obviously wiped out from the night before, and did nothing of importance for the rest of the day.
I met up with him soon after I awoke at dusk. “Thanks for being here when I woke up.” We
smooched. “Anytime, you sexy Vamp,” he replied lovingly. He left soon after.
After I had some dinner, well, breakfast I saw Jennifer doing some yoga in the living room.
We were pretty good at yoga, and it apparently contributed to my sex life.
In my black lace nightie, I leaned on the door frame. “Hey. Hope we weren’t too loud last
night!”
“You were fine,” she restated.
“Mind if I join you in a bit?” I asked kindly.
“Nah, yoga’s supposed to be a group activity!” she smiled.
I joined the yoga session, after pulling on the blue spandex.
While we went through our stretches, I began to notice how different I was physically. It
was hardly tangible, though, until I was doing moves far more advanced than I’ve seen even
some professionals do. I was a living pretzel!
“Since when were you so flexible, Jen?” she asked amazed.
I shrugged with my head past my ankles. I was too pleased with my newfound flexibility to
give a real answer I couldn’t yet give, anyway.
While I twisted my body in ways only a master contortionist could dream, I found myself

growing aroused, while our clothes melted away. Jackie’s hands then uncontrollably explored
her tingling body. Every time I glanced over to Jackie with my now penetrating eyes, I almost
witnessed an orgasm in my flexed state. And every time I nearly saw an orgasm, I wanted to see
greater indulgence. Her hand eventually just squeezed her wet crotch, while the other continued
to explore her now sweaty body. At the same time, I hungrily ate out my own delicious snatch
with lustful passion.
After we screamed in orgasm, I sexily crawled over, back toward the floor, and gave her a
sweet kiss on the lips. I then kissed down the willing neck, and commenced giving a wild kicky,
making sure to scrape my teeth on it. “That will be our little secret,” I impulsively hissed deeply.
In a single, elegant motion, I floated back to back to my feet, and walked out of the room.
Everything I did during that yoga session was out of impulse, but the strangest things were
yet to come. It didn’t take long for me to notice a new feeling, while I was filming. It reminded
me a lot of how I felt when I saw my roommate’s bleeding thumb. Still, it was unexplainable at
first, but whatever it was, it enhanced my performance.
The feeling was the strongest when I was bitting necks, or really any body part. It was as
though those moments were helping me to understand what it was: a feeling beyond life. Of
course, that wouldn’t make much sense to those who hadn’t experienced it. The more I fed on
the amazing feeling, though, the more I felt different on the inside. The more I felt, well, beyond
life.
The feeling soon became overwhelming. I was having a particularly erotic sapphic scene,
which called for both heavy sex, and blood sucking. It took all my effort to not actually do the
latter for real (my fake fangs were sharp for what they were). The most remarkable part was that
woman smelled absolutely delicious.
My boyfriend and I were particularly primal that night. All I had to do was look into his
eyes and say, “Lets fuck forever!” We were lotusing wildly, when I felt the coming orgasm,
which was somehow intertwined with the feeling that was beyond life. And, it certainly was! In
my endless screams of passion, I felt a total control of my pleasures. In that moment, I enhanced
the orgasmic pleasure by many hundreds of percent. When the powerful orgasm ceased, my very
real fangs were deep inside my boyfriend's beck. Through my utter joy at the taste of hot blood, I
heard, “Oh, God, Jennifer! … You’re actually …. ugh …drinking my blood!” I drank lovingly,
feeling my insides come alive to process the meal, until he passed out …
“Jess, you drank Human Blood?” Jackie asked shocked, breaking my all but complete
narrative.
“Last night,” I smirked, showing off my very real, undescended fang. “I know how you
feel: mind being overtaken by sapphic arousal. That’s my fault, actually. I had no control over
my powers over the Human mind until recently. Still, it’s exactly how I want you to be right
now.”
We then made out lustfully. Her warm heart raced, while she barely noticed how cold I
felt. “Why don’t you give me a foot massage; I’ve been on my feet all day,” I ordered. It was an
intentionally odd thing for me to say, because Vampires are in as much control over their own
pain as they are pleasure. “They taste so good, don’t they, Human,” I said deeply. “I can tell that
you crave them as much as I crave the blood coursing through your veins.” All she could think
about were the feet that she slobbered over. The more she felt and tasted them, the more addicted

she became. The fact that they were freezing somehow added to the delight. So soft!
My moans and coos soon turned into a glorious orgasm, beyond which any Human could
achieve. “Good … We’ll do more of that later.” I pulled my feet away, and she felt utter
disappointment. “Ever wanna fuck a Vampire?” I looked deep into her widened eyes.
Conscious mind dissolved, she stripped naked, and fingered herself to the sight of the
stripping Vampire before her. I then leaned over, and gave her a long, wet kiss. She came loudly,
while I pulled away. I then began to make out with her soaked snatch. I gave her orgasm after
endless, mind numbing orgasm.
There were no thoughts running though her mind, while I kissed and licked up her
quivering body. Her brain could not even process how horny she was!
“You’re in for such a surprise!” I excitedly hissed. I then slowly extended my bright white
fangs.
Suddenly, I plunged my fangs into her ripe neck. While her blood brought my deathly
body temporarily back to life, her tasty adrenalin rush brought her mind back just enough to
process the situation. I was actually drinking her blood, and loving it! To her surprise it did not
hurt, though it felt incredibly strange. A part of her wanted to push me away, but she found
herself enjoying my blood sucking too much. Indeed, it was orgasmic for her. I pulled back just
before she would have fallen into blackness. I was always such an expert!
I sat next to Jackie, licking my blood stained lips. I was pleasantly gorged. “I’m sure you
figured at least a part of it out already,” I hissed deeply. “I’ve always been a Vampire, not
counting my little sabbatical. I was born over five hundred years ago in what is now Bulgaria. I
was turned when I was only twenty. I was a devoted follower of the Great Luthuria, a God of
Vampiric Pleasure. Four hundred years later, I made a horrible mistake that got me destroyed.
“The Cosmic Gods of Passion deemed my soul worthy of resurrection. I was soon reborn in this
new body, which is not dissimilar to my old self. There was of course no conscious memory of
my true past. Well, that was until that glorious Vampire role. ‘Being’ a Vampire, my Vampire
soul was reminded of its true nature, and worked to make the body one with it. In time for
Halloween, no less! … I should mention that Vampire film will soon be in post production.
Maybe I’ll get an award for my ‘realistic’ performance … When I was fully restored, I drank too
much of my boyfriend's blood, but he should be all right. Then again, it had been far too long!”
While I laughed, my fangs glistened red with Jackie’s blood …

Universe: Shintath
Silken
The Amazon is as vast as it is dangerous. Even today, science hasn’t catalogued all that
lives there. My expedition team and I were on the search for the fabled Shintath Tribe. Myth
stated that they were group of primitive mystics, practicing powerful forms of magic. They were
feared by the native population, because of their powers over the mind. Science stated that they
probably didn’t exist, and were inspired by the fears associated with the jungle. I sought to find

the truth.
We were a week in, and already my team of five were groveling. They would have
continued to do so if I hadn’t made an important find. It was a silly accident, but I found that the
best science always was! I was taking a piss just outside of camp, and I saw something some feet
ahead of me. I zipped up, and walked over to it. My find was astonishing! I wasn’t sure of
course, but it looked like a rock carving with the fabled symbol of the Shintath …
“Look, we’ve all studied they myths. That IS their symbol!” I stated.
“It’s not hard for anyone to come up with a stick figure with large breasts,” Amazon expert
Ron James stated matter-of-factly, while with a hint of sarcasm.
“I agree with Ron. We know there are several groups in the area. Perhaps this was just
some teen,” fellow anthropologist Dr. Cornelia Reynolds stated.
“Probably even one who knows the legends,” Shirley Kends, Cornelia’s graduate student,
continued.
“Might not be anything more than that,” biopsychologist Dr. Roberto Sanchez agreed.
“Well, if it is something, what should we take from the carvings surrounding it?” Larry
Harrison, MD, asked tiredly.
I looked carefully at the seemingly random markings next to the stick figure, and took out
my GPS, which showed the map of the area. “It’s just a theory, of course, but maybe it’s a map.”
Perhaps out of quiet desperation for discovery, they humored my theory. I stroked my own
ego, when we came across a large group of people. We kneeled several feet back from the
clearing. “I knew I was right!” I excitedly whispered. “We don’t know who they are yet!”
Cornelia whispered angrily.
Suddenly, a hand grasped my shoulder. Scantily clad men and women sternly brought us to
the center of the clearing. My heart was racing. Whoever they were, there was no way to know
what to expect.
A voluptuous, dark skinned women, wearing only a small bra, panties, and sandals
(somehow less than everyone else) came before us. Waves of ecstasy flew through me. I had
never been more aroused in my life!
“Ah, there you are!” the woman stated confusingly in perfect English. “I was wondering
when you would arrive.” Her voice was deep and seductive, with a distinct air of authority.
“How do you know our language?” Roberto barely stated in total arousal.
“Your minds are not hard to explore,” the woman stated.
“You … you read our minds?” I forced out.
“True followers of the Gods of Passion have many powers,” the goddess-like woman
answered. “We usually don’t bother with the outside world. But, I’ve found myself bored of late.
The five of you aimlessly roaming the rainforest peaked my interest. I’ve never had the pleasure
of corrupting the minds of outsiders.”
“What?” I blurted out.
“The find of your career is not what you thought, Joshua. But, that is of no consequence.
Your corruption has already begun. That carving that brought you to us never existed outside of
your minds. Soon you will be devoted followers of the Gods of Passion!”
In that moment, I realized that I was jerking off to the goddess-like woman before me. The
more I jerked off, the less mental constraint I had. With my last ounce of will, I turned my head
away. It was of no help, though. Cornelia and her student were tightly making out and groping.
Ironically, they were rather close in age (twenty-six and thirty-two), while they were very
attractive for women of academia. The sight of the two brunettes fucking each other broke down

whatever will I had left. Soon, I could no longer remember why I was resisting. In that moment I
came harder than I ever had I my life, and blacked out …
****
“You spend a month in the jungle, and find nothing!” my fiancée Heather laughed.
“Well, we found mosquitos!” I quipped. We were driving home from the airport using the
relatively empty backroads. I was a little nervous about seeing her again, because of how much I
changed. My sexual needs were far more advanced than they once were, and I wasn’t sure if she
would fit my physical requirements anymore. I did breath a sigh of relief, when we embraced at
the airport. There was a reason why she did modeling in college! She had sleek dark brown hair,
hazel eyes, slim yet voluptuous body, and skin that simply always looked tanned. She was quite
surprised and amused at my massive erection, while we made out at the airport.
Driving the car, I mumbled a simple spell I learned back in the jungle to have a little fun.
“What was that?” she asked sweetly.
“Oh, nothing, Heather … Actually, I just thought of something fun we could do on the way
home.”
“What?” she blinked confused.
I glanced up and down her supermodel body, and offered, “You do anything and
everything to make me want to touch you. If I touch you before the time we step out of the car,
you win!”
She looked surprised at the request, but quickly put on a curious expression. “I can touch
you?”
“Yeah. I did say you could do anything, baby!”
She unbuckled her seatbelt, leaned over and airily whispered in my ear, making sure that
her soft lips brushed against it, “OK.”
She leaned back against the door and began to slowly touch herself. “It doesn’t seem fair
that only I can touch this sexy body.” Her breathing deepened, while she reached under her
clothes, and touched her bare skin. “Umm … OHH … Did I ever, err, tell you that I know how
hot I am? Hmph … A good model has tah know … OH YEAH.” Her hand forcibly rubbed her
crotch. “I’m masturbating to myself right now. I’M SEXUALLY ATTRACTED TO MYSELF
OHHHHH!”
She then sexily stripped naked, and proudly presented her naked body. Based on how well
toned her flat stomach was, I could tell that she didn’t loosen her strong excursive regimen.
“Now, we both know how much we love this body. NOW FUCKING TOUCH IT!” I came
incredibly close to giving in, but wanted too much to keep the tease going for even longer. She
looked almost disappointed, before putting on a devious smile.
She then started to pet my body with her sexy feet. “Silky aren’t they? I never understood
why so many have a dislike of them. They’re just as sexy as the rest of me. They turn me on just
as much as any other part of me.” She slid one size seven and a half down, and slowly rubbed my
crotch through my pants. The other foot slid into my drooling mouth. They felt good and tasted
delicious at the same time, but I didn’t react consciously. “Well, even if you won’t touch me, I
can tell you’re liking the attention,” she smirked sexily. Using both her feet, she dexterously
unzipped my pants, and freed my throbbing member. She then tightly clamped it between her
high arches, and stroked. Flexibly, she then bent down to suck my cock in a beautiful foot-blowjob

Deciding to finally give in, I pulled over the car, of which I was swerving drunkenly from
the attention. I brushed my hand through her silky hair. She pulled her head away from my cock,
looked up at me with a smile, and said, “I win!” She immediately resumed her mouth blowing
and foot stroking. I eventually blew a massive load down her throat, which she lovingly
swallowed. Never swallowed before!
When we arrived home, I was curious to see if my spell did anything permanent. It was
certainly possible! She said that it was all just the “heat if the moment,” though…
Over the next month, Heather came to enjoy the daily sex. The interesting part was that I
only rarely influenced her. She was clearly much more of a sexual being than either of us
realized.
As for those who were with me on the expedition, they returned like I did. The Shintath
had no intention of hanging on to us. We were simply an experiment for them. When we learned
all that there was to know about the Gods of Passion, they had us go back to our lives. It was
easier that way. We’d come back to say we found nothing, while no one would come looking for
us or the isolationist Shintath. We were all of course very different people now, whether anyone
realized it or not. Hell, Cornelia and her student are still lovers! And since she gave her student
the proper credits for her Masters via the expedition, they were together openly. It was quite the
surprise for Cornelia’s boyfriend at the time!
I eventually came to realize that I wanted more out of my relationship with Heather. Not
surprising really; she didn’t live on sex the way I did. Back in the Jungle, I learned of a
ceremony known as Fusion. It involved the fusing of the souls of lovers. They could never be
apart for too long, while their love for each other would literally be eternal. It was a rare
ceremony, but the concept fascinated me.
Her not having a clue about my plans, I needed to adapt the ceremony. I first bought a pair
of black silk pantyhose. Them being practically a single piece made them perfect. I then took the
day off from work, and waited for Heather to leave for her job. We had a good fuck before she
left, so my mind was clear. I laid out the silken pantyhose at the end of the bed, and went to my
knees. I held my right hand high, and forcibly stated, “Baccheiaos of Wild Sexual Behavior!
Lend me your powers of Fusion, I beg of you!” Breathing deep, I slowly descended my hand
onto the unsuspecting hose. When my hand made contact, a flash of Energy flew out of me. In
the same instant, I blacked out …
I came to hours later. The feeling I had was not unexpected. The way I felt perfectly
reflected what I had just done. I could feel that part of my soul was missing. That part was
infused within the silken hose. When the wearer of the hose accepts that part of my soul into
hers, I may step in and make love to the more than complete woman. Hose still worn, my
incomplete soul will latch on the other, and we shall share a single soul …
****
“Hey, Sexy
Thought, you might like these. Try them on. Should make things fun for later ;)
Your Horny Lover”
The hose was so soft and silky on my skin. My lover knew me so well! I always had a bit of
a fetish for silk. While I stared at my naked, feminine self in the mirror, I found myself growing
so aroused. It was the first time I was aroused by myself since that car ride a month ago. It was

so strange, narcissistic, but I couldn’t deny how arousing I was. I couldn’t stop myself from
squeezing my tits, and silk covered pussy. I was the only thing that mattered in the world. God,
I’m so fucking hot. I’m… I’m falling for myself! “Ohh, fuck!” I cooed.
I quickly adjusted the tall mirror so that I could watch myself on the bed. I moaned and
cooed, while I continued to make love to myself. With both hands, I felt down my silken leg. I
grabbed my foot, and worshiped it with my drooling mouth. I grabbed the other, and rubbed it in
my wet, hose covered crotch. It was as if something overtook my mind, but I quickly lost any
significant care of that possibility. I cared about nothing save for the growing yearning I felt for
myself. With my scream of ecstasy muffled by my silken foot, I came so hard, and passed out …
I fell into a dream of total ecstasy. The silken hose now covered my whole body. I couldn’t
understand why, but it felt as if the hose were trying to seep into my pores. And, I so wanted
them to. There was something holding the hose back, though. It was … It was me! I … I …
****
I came home to my sexy, naked fiancee sleeping deeply on the bed. The hose were draped
on the chair. I could sense that she was close to letting in my soul, but was not yet ready. Feeling
the part of myself I ripped away, I came dangerously close to touching the hose. I resisted,
luckily, because I would have instantly reabsorbed that piece of myself. There were no second
chances in Fusion.
I kissed her full lips, but she still slept. It was unsurprising, for the process of Fusion was
transformative in nature. I was too horny to leave the room, however. I stripped myself naked,
and started to hump her. She slightly came to consciousness, as shown by her coos. I
passionately kissed from her lips to her neck, tasting her delicious skin, while I humped. My
hands explored her quivering body. She came loudly not long before me. “We should do that
more often,” she tiredly stated, before falling back to sleep ...
****
I don’t know why I tried on my friend Heather’s silk pantyhose. It was as if they
called to me. ‘Impossible!’ I thought to myself. Even worse, I found myself growing
impossibly aroused at the sight of myself only wearing these hose. I was never so
narcissistic before, but I couldn’t deny how I felt! While I rubbed my silk covered snatch,
and squeezed my tits, even my blonde hair aroused me. I finally understood why men
would secretly gaze at me. The feminine form clearly reflected perfection.
“Amber, I found that blouse … you wanted … to looked at …” my friend stated in
confusion, while she walked into her room.
I turned breathlessly to look at my shocked, sexy friend. My hands continued to
grope my crotch and firm tits. “FUCK, YOU’RE HOT, HEATHER!” I cooed, while I
sprinted over to her. I impossibly felt like I was in love with her! She confusingly resisted
my kiss and touch until her hands slid down the silken hose.
“What the fuck is happening, Amber?” Heather asked breathlessly.
Our minds left us, while Heather ripped away her clothes. Soon, we only
concentrated on the sexy hose. We claimed a leg, and rubbed, licked, and fucked only
where the hose resided. If my mind was there, I would have been shocked by my newfound
flexibility. However, we cared nothing about what was underneath; only the silk mattered.

Orgasm after endless orgasm passed through our melting bodies. Our groping and sucking
and fucking intensified even as every orgasm ate at our energy, and maybe even our souls.
When our energy went to zero, we fell into a shared dream world, were our intense
loving of the hose continued. Now, our bodies were smothered by the silk. We gave in; oh,
fuck, we gave into the silk! Inside the silken prison, our skin became the silk, while our
bodies slowly, sensuously melted into a single, beautiful form. As a single entity, we
screamed in the most powerful orgasm I ever knew …
****
I came home from work with the feeling that a part of myself was finally one with another.
My hollowness was to finally end.
I walked into the bedroom to an unexpected sight! Heather and Amber were unconscious,
and groping each other with loud coos. The hose, instead of just smothering Heather, was also
smothering Amber! This could only mean one thing: By some accident, both gave into the piece
of soul within the silk, and Fused their own souls with it. Mistakes like this were the very reason
why Fusion was normally a private ceremony.
I still wished to share the same soul with Heather, and Fusion not being reversible, I had to
accept being one with Amber as well. She was conveniently single, so that wasn’t the problem.
The problem was that the ceremony only entailed the Fusion of two souls. However, they now
shared the same soul, so there did not seem to be a reason for my completing of the ceremony to
not work. Still, we were beyond that established ceremony.
I quickly removed my clothes, and crawled on top of the sleeping, Fused women. While I
slowly felt their silken skin, I knew that the process would indeed be successful in albeit an
unorthodox way. The women suddenly woke up, and automatically began to grope the one who
held the incomplete soul. The more we groped, the more their silken skin stuck to mine. And
every spot it stuck, my skin transformed into that same silk. Soon my skin became the same
black silk as theirs. Eventually, the more our silken skin touched, the more it Fused. And, we
were soon under the same silken skin. A massive orgasm grew amongst us, while we Fused into
the same entity. And finally, we screamed as one …
****
When we awoke, Heather, Amber, and I of course had three bodies. The physical
merging was simply a symbolic hallucination, while our souls were indeed made one. We were
truly naked now, because the hose dissolved into nothingness. Not sure why that happens to
such mediums exactly.
This wasn’t exactly what I wanted, but I didn’t regret it. This was every guy’s cliched
wet dream! However, it was not a true cliche. We loved each other to the deepest depths of our
soul.

Universe: Braided
Blue
“Blue …” my voice echoed, when I woke up from my already forgotten dream. Another
word was there, too: Florathiosis. I felt very strange. At first I thought I was just coming down
with a cold, but that wasn’t it. It was as if I didn’t feel quite like myself. I then saw something,
which made my heart jump! My fucking nails were blue! Upon closer inspection, I could tell that
it wasn’t polish. It was obvious that their normal pink tint was now a blue tint. Impulsively, I
tossed my blanket off of me. My toenails were the same!
I quickly sat up, and grabbed the phone. Something was obviously wrong with me. Before
I punched 911 for help, I realized how much I liked my nails, now. In that realization, I felt less
strange. I still didn’t felt quite right, but I wasn’t as bothered. Impossibly, I shrugged off the
worry of the feeling and of the nails.
I walked out into the kitchen to see my roommate Laura eating her breakfast.
“You’re up early Jessica,” she said with subtle surprise.
The clock on the wall said seven-thirty. “Didn’t realize how early it was!”
“Got work?”
“Nah, not until later.” I was an assistant bank manager, which I likened to a part time job
with greats benefits
“Hey, love the nails!” she observed.
In that moment I realized I had no idea how to explain them! “Thanks … Got ‘em done
last night.”
****
Everything seemed more or less normal for the next couple of days. Then, I woke up with
that strange feeling again. Or perhaps, it never left, and just became stronger. I hopped out of
bed, and stared at my naked body in my tall mirror. My jaw dropped. My body hair was clearly
gone, making my skin infinitely smoother. My skin now had distinct lighter stripes, which had a
subtle blue hint. My blue eyes also had a deeper, more striking tint. Don’t ask me why, but I
found it all so sexy!
While the strange feeling drifted into normality, I slipped on my flip flops and robe, both
of which seemed oddly small. I soon had my breakfast. Laura was asleep on the couch with a
book on her chest (we were on summer break from graduate school). The more I looked at her,
the more I truly saw how attractive she was. She was a tall, slim blonde, with a healthy body.
She taught yoga and pilates. I wanted to fuck her. There was no doubting that.
She woke up with me undressing her with my eyes. “What’s that amazing smell, Jessica?”
she asked breathlessly.
I instinctually sat next to her, and said, “I think that’s me.”
She uncontrollably buried her face into my skin to pick up as much of the scent as she
could. “Hmph … ohhh . What do you call it?”
I somehow knew the answer instantly: pheromones. Yes, that’s what they were. Her mind
was clearly corrupted by my scent. It was only by instinct, and I didn’t really want to corrupt her
mind. Still, my instincts were in control. “Fuck me,” I suddenly said.
Without a word, she licked and sucked every part of my body she could. I gave her more

territory by removing my robe and flip flops. I was surprised when she parked her sapphic
attentions at my feet. However, I had the feeling that my pheromones were the strongest there. I
rubbed my quivering snatch passionately, while she worshiped my feet. My orgasm was long and
glorious.
My epic orgasm brought with it some clarity. My pheromones could control the minds of
all those around me. I could make people think anything! I was also taller than I was. I was
always a few inches shorter than Laura, but my hight almost matched hers now. Those
pheromones could easily mask my physical changes. I knew that I should have been concerned
about what was happening to me. I strangely was not, however, and embraced them. I even knew
that I was going to love the reason for all the changes, while I wasn’t ready to know it yet.
Looking at the poor, mindless woman slobbering my feet, I decided to give her mind back,
or at least much of it. Having her as a mindless sex slave seemed silly, and I was never one to be
lazy! I reordered her mind. We were lovers now. Her memory now stated that she revealed her
bisexuality and love for me after I had my breakfast this morning. Well, after she complimented
my mind altering scent! At the same time, I made her love my changes as much as I have. Her
mind was already too forgone to make her handle my scent in any real way, so I simply toned my
emissions down.
That moment was a major tipping point for my physical changes. Every time I looked into
the mirror, I saw someone I didn’t quite recognize. I grew taller at an increasing rate. My nose
flattened. My skin shifted to a distinct, deep blue tone, with lighter stripes. My breasts grew to
almost double of what they were. My hair shifted to a jet back. Internally, my vagina no longer
connected to my uterus, while my throat developed a third passageway that replaced that
connection.
By the end of the week, I looked and felt nothing like what I once was, save, barely, for my
dark blue eyes. I even measured myself at seven feet and one inch. I was an Amazon! It was
always amusing to make people around me think I was still a tiny, light skinned woman. It was
an easier task to make people see a “normal” woman than make them think that my true form
was normal.
Laura and I were having sex every chance we had now. I was her “Blue Amazon.” My
scent must have unintentionally made Laura a nympho! I could not describe myself as a nympho,
though. It was more of an urge to mate. Of course, two women were incompatible (though, I
wasn’t sure if I was even Human anymore!), but there it was. I loved her deeply.
I came home to find Laura masturbating on the couch naked. She came loudly the moment
she saw and smelled me.
“MMMM! Right on time, my Blue Amazon … I’ve been thinking about you,” she said
seductively.
“Wanna massage my feet? They hurt real bad from holding up this massive, searing hot
body!”
She nodded, while she tried to lick up the drool leaking from her mouth in vain.
I let my clothes fall away, and sat on one end of the couch. I presented my beautifully large
feet to my hungry lover. She presented her tiny size sixes to me in kind. Our spit filled worship
went on for what felt like an eternity. It turned me on more than anything to see Laura try to
shove my massive foot into her mouth. I, of course, could shove both her feet in my large mouth
at once!
Eventually we rubbed our lubed feet on our dripping snatches. I always loved to shove her
tiny foot up to her ankle! We humped our feet harder and faster as we went. My little lover didn’t

have my sexual stamina, so I liked to bolster it with my Scent. When we finally came, our
screaming orgasm felt as if it lasted longer than the lead up to it.
****
Over the next week or two, not much else significantly changed. My body seemed to have
ceased transforming. My jet black hair remained; my tits were now a DD; my height was now
seven feet and four inches. It all felt good and normal.
Then one morning, something else had finally changed. I hadn’t even opened my eyes yet,
but I knew. I opened my eyes to a world that was both knew and old at the same time. I could
identify everything around me, including my lover, in ways no Human could. The colors I could
now see were beyond Human language.
I quietly slipped out of my bed to see myself in the mirror. I literally was seeing the world
with new eyes! With my transformed vision, it was hard to say the color of my eyes, but I was
sure they were still their deep blue. I could feel that my transformation was nearly complete. All
I needed now was for Laura to make me orgasm.
I woke her up with a massive kiss. Instinctually, my Scent permeated the room. Our minds
were pushed aside for the sake of mind altering pleasure. We smoothly went onto our backs, and
worshiped our sensitive feet. I then shoved both her tiny, sexy feet into my hungry snatch. In and
out, in and out, they went. My G-spot, or whatever it was now, was more than stimulated. The
closer to cumming I came, the more powerful my Scent became. There was no control. I could
tell that Laura was as close as I was, and she wasn’t even touching herself!
A strange, erotic haze washed over me once we came. We then came harder than we ever
had in our lives! Out of that orgasm came amazing clarity. I knew and understood what I had
become. And, I knew what I had to do with the now mindless woman before me.
I recovered her mind with the very thing that nearly destroyed it. She was almost too
forgone, but life slowly came back into her eyes. There was only one way, however, to truly save
her from oblivion. “What’s happening?” she barely asked, while drool dripped down her cheek. I
began to braid my long, black hair, and said, “I’m going to make you like me now. The Renjuki
are indeed compatible. An alien race with a single gender. Their gene pool has grown old, and all
but rendered them unable to reproduce. Unexpectedly, their DNA tends to near overwhelm the
Human. My Human side barely even exists anymore, physically. We shall be the first of the
reborn Renjuki!”
My braided hair merged into a soft, black tentacle. Laura’s mouth opened wide to accept it.
The braid went down to the back of her throat, while individual strands penetrated their way into
her spine, brain, and nearly every crevice of her quivery body. The changes were swift, and
while she felt every bit of it, there was no real pain. Her blue eyes darkened to a color similar to
mine. Her nails then became a familiar blue. Her skin tone shifted to deep blue, with lighter
stripes. Her blonde hair became black as pitch. Her breasts grew faster than her body. She
squirmed and contorted, while she morphed. When I removed and unfused my hair, she was
taller and fuller than myself.
We looked into each other’s eyes. I immediately caught her beautiful Scent, and answered
her call in kind. We breathed deep our Scents, while we connected our minds. We no longer
needed language. We were something new.

Universe: Feline
CatWomen
“I don’t think how I used to,” I told the all too fascinated biologist before me. “I mean, I
think as well as I ever did, but my mind is just different now.” I continued to tell my story …
A contract lay before me. It was for a five day minimum fetish shoot (movie and pictures),
involving me and two other women being bisexual “CatWomen.” There was to be one scene per
day, due to the makeup requirements. We were to have our bodies painted, wear special contact
lenses, and have fanged false teeth applied. We were to act as much like cats as possible,
especially while having sex. I may not have been a cat before, but I did fetishistic work in the
past. I also knew the other two women: the blonde Whitney Cummings, and the raven haired
Lindsey Star. I even briefly dated Lindsey once. That’s right, I’m not gay for pay.
It took a couple of hours for our bodies to be fully painted. Whitney was painted like a
tigress, Lindsey a cheetah, and myself a panther. We put the teeth and contacts in, and we were
the CatWomen. We all felt a little strange despite how standard it ironically was. We shrugged it
off, and went on with the day’s scene.
I lay on the bed naked (minus the extensive makeup job), and began to clean myself. I’d
lick my hands and rub them on my face, and lick my breasts and legs. The paint was very
special, and I was unable to lap it up or taste it. It was designed to simply peal off after about five
hours.
Very quickly I realized how much I liked cleaning myself in this way. Sure, I licked
everything from head to toes in my carrier, but this was a very different feeling. Wanting to
make this look good, I went with the feeling. Eventually, my fellow pornstars joined in, and we
were cleaning each other. Intimate was the wrong word for how it felt, when we cleaned each
other, but it was the closest that came to mind. Spit flowed from our mouths like rapids.
When the scene was over, I felt so different about myself, and my coworkers. It was a kind
of satisfied closeness, which was out of the simple fact that we made each other clean.
“So what did you think about today’s scene?” Lindsey asked me. We were having dinner
in our modest suite. Without thinking, we were all stealthily cleaning ourselves like we did
earlier, but never admitting that we did so. Even more strangely, I had the urge to forgo
silverware, and just lap up my food.
“Kinda weirder than I expected, but gotta admit to liking it.” I smiled oddly.
Whitney then said, “I liked it, too … This is one weird ass gig!”
On the second day, we went through the same preparation. This scene consisted of us
acting catlike in other ways. We’d walk around just on our toes. We’d walk on all fours
(crawling really). We’d chase after large, yet proportional, cat toys, and play with each other.
We’d even clean ourselves and each other, which was out of impulse rather than direction.
In many ways, I found myself doing almost everything out of impulse. I WANTED to

chase and chew on the toys; I WANTED to lick myself and the others clean. I didn’t really know
or understand these wants, but I followed them to improve my performance. And the more I
followed them, the more right they felt.
“I don’t know about you guys, but I’m really enjoying this CatWomen gig!” Whitney said,
while obsessively, unabashedly licking her hands, and wiping them on her face. We just ordered
room service.
“I guess, I’m liking it all, too,” Lindsey stated, while also cleaning her hands with her
tongue, “but I’m not sure about all this. I mean, look at us. I know I haven’t actually showered
today, and every time I want to clean myself, I automatically use my spit! I think this is going
too far!”
I finished cleaning my hands with my tongue, and stated, “Don’t worry about it, Lindsey!
We’re SUPPOSED to be acting like cats. This is really great experience. Just imagine all the
downloads this is gonna get, because of how good it’s gonna be. I’m goin’ with this until the
end.” While I said that, a part of me worried just like Lindsey …
That night, I know I dreamed I was a cat, but not a normal one. In many ways, I still
looked Human, yet my eyes and teeth were catlike. Plus, I would walk around on my toes, while
my feet were permanently pointed downward. All the instincts of a cat were there, too, including
the instinct to mate. After bathing myself with a flexibility I never had, I hunted for a mate. I was
only able to find my fellow CatWomen Lindsey and Whitney, who were both also hunting. I
knew them by scent long before I saw them. Out of our horniness, we fucked each other in ways
beyond the dreams of the writers of the Kama Sutra. Our orgasms were swift and plentiful. When
we finished, we purred and bathed each other with our tongues. The felling of comfort soon
washed over us, while we felt a Great Cosmic Entity watching over us.
The next day held the first true sex scene. I walked to the bed on my toes, and crawled onto
it. I lay on my stomach. On the end table sat three bowls of catnip, which smelled far more
amazing than I remembered. To call my friends and lovers, I let out a very convincing meow. It
was so good that I obviously surprised my costars as much as myself. Just to see that I could do
it again, I called out again. It was even better the second time.
Seeing the other two walk over in their toes, I felt myself grow very happy. The knowledge
that they were about to be with me on the bed made me feel so pleased. Suddenly, I realized that
I was purring! It made my throat feel very strange from the strong vibrations. We were all clearly
shocked by my newfound ability, but we kept character. Indeed, the other two began to purr once
on the bed, and we all acted like it was normal.
They crawled next to me, and I handed out the bowls. Like addicts, we lapped up the large
amount of catnip. Perhaps one might think that it was some ground spice like basil, but it was
high quality catnip. I had no idea it was so damn good! I even began to feel extremely drugged
after a couple of minutes. I did smoke pot on occasion, but this was far better!
I was so high at that point that I no longer remembered what we were directed to do. I
simply gave into instinct. Lindsey then licked my face clean, and then sat on it with her warm,
comforting pussy. At the same time, Whitney sexually cleaned out my pussy with her tongue,
and I naturally knew that it was sexual instead of necessary. Though I always liked it anyway,
sex with women never felt this good. Eventually, we all came loudly. We lay next to each other,
and purred.

When we were bathing each other naked on the large bed, I realized something strange
(other than the fact that we were licking each other clean). My teeth seemed sharper somehow,
and very much like the fake ones I was wearing during the shoot. My eyes also felt strange.
Normally, such things would never be ignored, but my urge to clean overruled all else. We
happily purred all the while. There was something so satisfying to clean my friend’s deep pussy,
while the feeling of another’s wet tongue carefully cleaning between my toes was beyond
pleasant.
That night I dreamed that I was hunting for food. My fellow CatWomen and I were sadly
only running on two legs, but we were still faster than any living Human. We were of course
naked. We never felt more alive. The thrill of the hunt was almost better than the taste of fresh
meat, which inevitably passed our lips. After cleaning ourselves extensively, we huddled
together for warmth, and fell to sleep with a Great Cosmic Entity again watching over us.
The next mourning, I woke up feeling identical to how I felt in the dream. Even more
strangely, I felt perfectly normal. I opened my eyes to a room that was much brighter than I
expected. I thought we left the curtains open, but we didn’t. Our neighbors were also very noisy
sleepers! I then carefully crawled out of bed, so I wouldn’t wake up my friends curled up next to
me. I looked back at them sleeping peacefully on their stomachs, and quietly purred.
Naturally walking on my toes, I went into the bathroom. Automatically, I closed the door
and turned on the lights. The light was so impossibly blinding, I squinted for a couple of minutes.
I eventually focused my eyes to a sight, which almost made me scream. In the mirror, I saw that
my green eyes now had a black vertical slit down the center instead of a round dot, while my
teeth were distantly catlike with long fangs. My vision was distinctly different, too. I saw far less
colors clearly in that lighting, while everything was far more vivid. Above all, I somehow knew
that all the new catlike feelings I’d been developing were now permanent.
In utter shock, I walked back to my friends, whose “friendly” scent I could identify
through the door of the bathroom. Indeed, everything had its own distinct scent. Briefly, I tried to
walk flatly, but I couldn’t do it comfortably. My feet and ankles were clearly altered as much as
the rest of me. My friends were clearly altered as well. They were looking at each other with
literally new eyes, as was I …
“Well, that’s my story, Doc,” I stated, lapping up the last of the fresh meat in my boll.
“You know the rest. That director really being some crazed scientist inspired by some ancient
and forgotten book. Him holding us captive for his twisted studies on genetics.” I then smelled a
woman coming toward the lab.
An attractive woman then walked into the room with a file. The doctor thumbed through it
fascinated, but not altogether happy. “Well, this is the report on your DNA.”
“Yes,” I smirked, showing my fang. I knew what he was about to say.
“Your DNA was indeed altered by that body paint. It spliced altered Feline DNA into
yours, while simultaneously altering yours. I suppose altering your own Human DNA better
enabled the Feline DNA to fuse. Simply put, you’re not Human anymore. I’m not sure if we can
reverse this.”
The all too wonderful scent of the doctor before me finally began to overwhelm me. I
quickly cleaned off my face. Instinctively, my pheromones excreted. They overwhelmed the
scientist’s mind. An erection quickly became visible. I crawled onto his lap, and barely said
before I let instinct take over my higher brain functions, “I don’ wanna be … Human … I want

… fuckin’ MATE … YOOOOUMEEEEYOW!”
His pants were quickly undone, and I humped wildly until my insides were filled with that
which I desired.

Universe: Victorian
Lost Road
It was my suggestion to my college roommates to go on a road trip for our summer
vacation. The idea came out of my New Year’s Resolution to be more spontaneous. Sammy and
Jessica almost pulled out last minute, but adjusted their schedules. We had no real aim; we just
drove on the back roads, while taking in the sights.
Within the first week after we left our college in Boston, MA, my car decided to break
down on some deserted dirt road in rural New Hampshire. Being the dumb blonde Sammy
tended to be, she suggested to just pour water into the radiator, but overheating wasn’t the car’s
problem. It was likely either the battery or alternator.
There was no cell signal, so we couldn’t call anyone. We walked up a ways to find an old
Victorian Style mansion. It almost came out of nowhere. The cliched brick walls and iron gates
of a wealthy American estate just weren’t there, while the tall, aged hedges surrounding averted
the eyes. I rang the doorbell next to the large oak doors. A squirrelly looking man in an
expensive suit opened the door.
“Yes, how may I help you?” he asked stately.
“Hi, I’m Cassidy, and these are my friends Sammy and Jessica. Our car broke down a
couple of miles back. Do you mind if we use your phone?”
The man stared questioningly for a moment, and then answered, “The phone has been
down for some time, ma’am. However, the lady of the house has a satellite phone, which she
may allow you to use. She will not be back until after dusk.”
“May we stay until then, sir?” I asked, feeling that he was subtly trying to shoo us away.
The man suddenly looked conflicted. He was difficult to read, though. “You may …
Please, come inside.” He motioned.
The heavily aged, carved wood in the main hall gave the area a very dark appearance,
despite how tasteful it all was. There were old tapestries, and portraits lining both sides. A
feeling of lingering grandeur permeated the aged air.
We eventually found ourselves in a well lit sitting room with similar decoration to the main
hall. The man motioned for us to sit on the red leather couch.
“Is there anything that you ladies require while you wait?”
“Just some water, please!” Sammy said all perky. Jessica and I shook our heads no.
With a cocked eyebrow, the man nodded, and walked out of the room.
“He’s a quiet one,” Jessica observed.
“Just the butler, clearly. I don’t think he likes guests,” I stated.

We made quiet small talk for the next hour or so, by the time dusk finally came. A stately
woman suddenly walked into the room. She was a highly attractive, voluptuous woman with
auburn hair. Her dark eyes strikingly contrasted with her very light skin.
“Hello, I’m Bianca Vallimor. I was told your car broke down,” she said disarmingly, but
with a distinct air of authority. Her accent was difficult to place, but very formal.
I walked up to shake her hand, which was surprisingly cold. “Yes, I think the battery went
on it. Your butler said you had a phone I could use?”
“Yes, I have it right here.” She took the large satellite phone out of her black purse, and
handed it to me. “Just look in its phonebook for ‘Jackson’s Auto Repair.’ He knows me, so just
mention my name. My … butler will wait for the toe truck. I saw your car on my way back, so
he knows where it is.”
“Thank you.”
She welcomed with a pleasantly bright, toothy smile.
I did as she instructed, and everything was set. The man on the other end said that he
would call after he looked over the car.
We all had dinner soon after, while Bianca noticeably ate very little. After we finished, we
were led to our rooms by the friendly Bianca. She apologized for not being a good hostess,
because she had other matters to attend to. The first thing I saw in the room was my luggage. I
was surprised at first, but quickly found myself relieved. The butler must have brought it from
the car. I completely forgot about it, and was glad that I had the foresight to leave the tag with
my name on the handle.
I grabbed a book from the bag, and lay down on the comfy bed. After reading for a while, I
passed out …
****
I suddenly woke up to the door opening and closing. The lamp was left on, and I saw who
it was. It was Bianca! She was totally naked. Her voluptuous body truly was flawless. She was
unmistakably different now, though. Her auburn hair had seemingly natural, bright red streaks.
Her now strikingly blue eyes were wild and fiery. And, her toothy grin revealed something that
made me shiver: fangs.
The shiver was short lived, while I fell into her alluring eyes. I couldn’t think. Other
thoughts invaded my mind. Thoughts of arousal and sex overwhelmed me.
I was suddenly naked, with someone eating out my wet snatch. It felt so good and
knowledgeable. I glanced down to see the Vampire Bianca’s eyes. She then began to hungrily
lick and kiss up my quivering body. A part of me was appalled, but the more I felt her sharp
fangs teasingly brush my skin, the less I cared.
When she reached my neck, she passionately made out with it. I nearly orgasmed at how
good it felt! Suddenly, I felt her fangs plunge into my jugular. It surprisingly didn’t hurt. In fact,
the only discomfort was the brief pinch associated with the initial entry. Even more surprisingly,
the more she drank my blood, the more pleasurable, orgasmic it was. It was as if she excreted
some kind of drug into me through her fangs.
While she drank, I felt her body grow warm, and through my blurred vision, I saw her skin
subtly darken. At the same time, the holes she created in my neck began to feel like two mini
pussies, with her fangs like two mini dildos. I moaned and cooed in the growing ecstasy. My
vision then blurred totally, while I let loose a massive orgasm. All faded to black …

****
I woke up late the next morning feeling very tired. The events of the night felt like a
dream, and that’s what I decided to believe. Besides, there was no visible wound on my neck!
While I got dressed, I realized that I was rather pale. My skin was a bit on the darker side to
begin with, so it was quite noticeable. Somehow, it just didn’t bother me. I walked out of my
room. Following the smell of breakfast, I found myself in the dining room. A healthy spread of
food lay on the table. My stomach growled.
Sammy and Jessica were already at the table eating. They were acting strange, though, and
it wasn’t just their subtly paler complexions. They were almost intimately feeding each other,
while sitting hip to hip.
“Morning, Cassie!” Jessica said in a tone that was subtly different.
“You two seem …” I trailed.
“Closer,” Sammy said sensually, while she stroked her friend's nose.
“We had quite the night last night, Cassidy,” Jessica continued.
“Really?” I asked in disbelief.
“Well, we woke up in the middle of the night,” Sammy explained, “and, well, we bumped
into each other in the hall. We went back to Jess’ room. I had some whisky in my bag, and we
had a few drinks.”
“We got really drunk. Almost black out drunk.” Jessica continued. “We joked around
about lesbian sex, and, well, we stopped joking, and just fucked!”
“What?” I muttered.
“We fuckin’ loved it! I think we’ll be doing it again real soon,” Sammy said, while
seductively looking as Jessica.
I couldn’t believe it! My two best friends became lesbian lovers overnight? Something was
horribly wrong, but my mind was oddly hazy.
****
We did not hear a word about the car the whole day, but I just assumed that Bianca would
update us on that whenever she came back from wherever she worked. She had the working
phone after all. The butler looked to our needs efficiently, so we were theoretically comfortable.
Though, I was constantly weirded out by Sammy and Jessica! They were simply all over each
other the whole day. Right in front of me, they would unabashedly make out and grope like
lustful lovers. At one point I asked them how serious it all was, but they weren’t sure.
Like the day before, Bianca appeared after dusk. She said that her mechanic had the car,
but didn’t have a chance to look at it yet. He apparently had several cars ahead of ours, and his
shop was small.
I eventually found myself alone in my room. I could clearly hear my friends loudly fucking
each other through the wall. It was then I realized that I didn’t remember being woken up by
them the night before. Perhaps they were quieter, but they gave me the impression that wasn’t
the case.
Before I could put any more thought into it, Bianca suddenly walked into the room. She
looked as wild and animalistic as she did in what I thought was last night’s dream. Her vampiric
blue eyes were like endless seas of eroticism. Uncontrollably, I removed my clothes, and waked

up to her. She then plunged her fangs into my exposed neck. It again felt like tiny cocks in two
tiny, super sensitive pussies. I orgasmed loudly, and she pulled out.
I was impossibly drowsy, while she led me to the room with my orgasmic friends. She sat
me on the chair, and had me masturbate to the sights. Much of me was disgusted, but I had no
real control over myself.
Sammy was wildly making out with Jessica’s pussy, when Bianca plunged her fangs into
Jessica’s inviting neck. Jessica’s screams of ecstasy made me cum, while my hand continued to
grope my now dripping pussy.
Then, Bianca had Sammy mount her wet crotch over Jessica’s wide open mouth. Sammy
wildly thrust her hips, while Jessica made out with the pussy lips. Bianca groped Sammy’s
breasts, while she plunged her bloodied fangs into Sammy’s delicious neck. We all soon came in
one glorious orgasm …
****
I woke up the next morning feeling less drained than I did the day before. I was confused
about the events of the night. They felt like a dream, but were almost too vivid. I didn’t know
what to think either way. Was having a wet dream involving lesbians and a Vampire any more
normal than witnessing and masturbating to lesbians and a Vampire? I was so damn confused!
I dressed myself, and walked out of the room. I was relieved that I wasn’t any paler than
the day before, while I clearly had no wounds on my neck. I heard noises in my friends’ room,
and walked over. The door was open a crack. Before I nocked, I saw what they were doing. They
were deepthroating each other’s feet while scissoring. It was slow and passionate.
While I watched their loving motions, I found myself growing aroused. My breathing was
deep and as uncontrolled as my hands groping my breasts. I had no control over myself. My
body moved on its own, while my mind pushed itself aside.
Though so much of me did not want to, I barely regained control over myself, and sat on
the floor next to the door. I was totally out of breath and flustered. Fuck, it took all my will to not
get back up and finish myself off while watching them!
The rest of the day was even stranger and more awkward than the last. They were actually
arousing me! Every time they started to make out, it took all my effort to not join them! What
shocked me was how I felt no disgust toward it all. It felt natural. The only thing that enabled me
to resist this newfound lesbianism was how I knew that it could not be natural. I just knew that
Bianca had something to do with it, regardless of what really happened that past two nights.
I confronted Bianca after dinner, when Jessica and Sammy went to their rooms to have
their “dessert.”
“Bianca, have you heard anything about my car?” I asked with a hint of annoyance.
“No,” she answered with a subtle slyness.
“What’s going on, Bianca? Look at my friends, none of this is right!”
She grinned toothily. “Not right? I don’t think you felt that way last night.”
“What?”
“Your resistance is amusing, Cassidy.” She leaned over and deeply sniffed my neck. When
she looked back at me, I saw a familiar fire in her eyes. “Your heart is racing, my dear. And, I do
love how adrenaline enhances the flavor!”
Before my very eyes, she transformed into the wild Vampire, and plunged her fangs into
my exposed neck. Her deathly cold body grew so warm! The feel of her fangs in my neck, with

her inhaling the escaping blood, was truly orgasmic. I lost control of my mind, and gave into the
pleasure …
The next thing I knew, I was waking up in my borrowed bed. Like before, the vampiric
events of the past night had a dreamlike tinge. It was insane, but I knew that those events could
not be dreams. Bianca was turning us into lesbian food bags, and I had to keep resisting that!
I searched the mansion the whole day, in the hope of finding where Bianca slept. Jessica
and Sammy were too buried in their new sapphic desires to be of any use (they admitted to being
horny and in love). I couldn’t find anything, though, let alone a landline phone.
Should I have been trying to escape instead? Probably! But, my mind was fixed on
stopping Bianca. Besides, she probably would easily find us if we escaped.
When our Vampire hostess finally appeared after dusk, there was no veil between us. We
sat on the couch in the now familiar sitting room. She made no effort to hide her Vampire self.
My friends were too enthralled with each other to notice anything but themselves by then.
After Jessica and Sammy retreated to their room to make love, Bianca lovingly drank my
blood. I came so hard …
“Your resistance is so delicious!” she hissed through blood drenched teeth.
I reclined on my chair woozily.
“I haven’t been that forthcoming with you, Cassidy.”
“That’s an understatement,” I barely whispered.
“When I first saw you three, I just saw pleasure and fresh blood. I never had any intention
of keeping or killing any of you. I first turned your friends into nympho lesbian lovers, and
fucked and drank from them. It’s easier to make women into lesbians if a female Vampire is
going to drink from them, you know! And, that’s not to mention the sex that I always plan to
have! Then I had you. You knew the moment when my mind touched yours that you would be
more than just food and pleasure and company.”
“What are you talking about,” I grumbled.
“I can turn anyone I want into a Vampire, but I’m very picky, as all Vampires should be.
Only certain bloods truly have the soul for it, and yours is more than willing!”
I was confused. I was resisting!
“Your resistance was amusing, because it showed the ripeness of your soul! You resist me,
because you subconsciously want to do what I can do.”
My mind was still jumbled, but her words made sense, somehow.
“You remember the past night like vivid dreams, because I altered your memories. I had to
communicate directly to your soul to do it. Your soul was quite willing!”
A haze started to lift in my mind. The dreamlike memories of the nights before became the
real …
The Vampire Bianca walked into my room naked. I was terrified by the woman before me,
yet secretly enthralled. She entered my mind, and began to tinker. She tried to turn me into a sex
loving lesbian, but only partially succeeded. The look in her eyes was one of surprise and joy.
I was so horny that I ripped my clothes off, and lunged at her. We made out wildly, while I
made a conscious effort to feel her sharp fangs with my tongue. I then slit my tongue on her right
fang, and she lovingly drank the few drops.
We then flew onto the bed. She made out wildly with my wide open clit. Before I could
cum, she crawled up my quivering body, licking and sucking and nibbling as she went. I nearly

orgasmed every time her fangs brushed up against my skin. She was so deathly cold, yet that
somehow added to the pleasure. She finally made out with my neck hungrily, before plunging
her shining fangs into my flesh. It was truly orgasmic! I loved how warm her body became, as I
did her improved complexion. When my seemingly endless orgasmic screams subsided, she
starred right into my eyes. I felt her invade my mind, and converse with my soul. I soon passed
out …
The next night, the Vampire Bianca barged into my room, interrupting my train of thought.
The want of my soul overwhelmed my mind, while temporarily returning my true memories. I
quickly removed my clothes, and lustfully lunged at her. I embraced her so tightly it was as if I
was trying to absorb her! She then plunged her fangs into my willing neck. After my wild
orgasmic screams subsided, she removed her blood stained fangs.
While she led me to the room with the orgasmic lovers, I felt a powerful hunger rise to the
surface. That was more out of blood loss than anything vampiric at first. Bianca placed me at the
side of the creaking bed on the lovers.
Sammy was wildly making out with Jessica’s pussy, when Bianca plunged her fangs into
Jessica’s inviting neck. Instead of drinking, Bianca removed her fangs, and beckoned me over to
the violated neck. The hunger overwhelming my mind, I lunged at Jessica’s neck. Her blood was
the most delicious thing I had ever tasted. I never felt more alive! I gorged myself on her blood,
while still wanting more.
Then, Bianca had Sammy mount her wet crotch over Jessica’s wide open mouth. Sammy
wildly thrust her hips, and Jessica drowsily made out with the pussy lips. Bianca groped
Sammy’s breasts, while she plunged her bloodied fangs into Sammy’s delicious neck. Bianca
again beckoned, and wanting more, I lunged at her neck. Her blood was as good or better than
Jessica’s! Our orgasms were loud and wild …
On the third night, I confronted Bianca, who responded with her fangs in my neck. I was
so woozy that I nearly passed out. That powerful hunger from the night before reemerged, as did
the true actions of the night before. Bianca all but carried me to the room of the lesbian lovers.
The actions of the lovers were erotic and orgasmic. All they wanted was each other. They
cared nothing about my emergence with a wild Vampire.
Like the night before, Bianca punctured their helpless necks, so that I could feed on their
blood. Everything within me wanted to gorge, and I did so. My stomach was so filled with blood
that I felt nauseous. Yet, I felt totally satisfied.
I felt more alive than I ever had in my entire life! And, I all but understood the irony in that
feeling. In my satisfaction, Bianca led me to another room in the mansion, which I somehow did
not find prior. It was a room of the Cosmic Gods of Passion. The walls of the torchlit room were
covered with fanged women committing legendary debaucheries. An alter, which also served as
a bookcase, sat in the center of the room, while a strange book, which looked old and new at the
same time, lay between two candles. There she worshiped the Great Luthuria, who was the
Cosmic God of Vampiric Pleasure, and the Truly Great O’unidiathicosis, who was the Cosmic
God that bound all others.
She explained to me that the Great Luthuria shall be my deity as well. I shall soon be a
Luthurian like her! There were also other Vampire Gods (Great Domorios of Consumption,
Great Phil’iantathis of Power), who I must develop a healthy weariness. For, the Great Vampire
Gods were always feuding. I did not fully understand it all, but Bianca did not yet expect me to.

She led me to my room soon after …
“You feel it now don’t you, Cassidy,” the Vampire hissed. “You feel your soul, body, and
mind falling into line.”
She was right! It was all becoming so clear. Even if I wanted to, I could not go back. The
juice excreted from her fangs did so much: pleasure, healing. It also added the genetic template
for being a Vampire like her. My having drank so much Human Blood over the last few days,
after having my own drained, ensured the acceptance of that template. Yet, she was playing with
me. Bianca could transform a Human in far less time. There were still elements left to receive.
“Young and beautiful forever!” I hissed.
Bianca smiled, blood stained fangs fully exposed. She the plunged her fangs into her own
wrist, and presented it to me. I cradled the bleeding wrist in my hands, and lovingly drank her
ancient blood now infusing with mine to ensure transformation. It wasn’t like my friends’. There
was a sharp bitterness, while I could feel it forcibly paint itself on my insides. It was
uncomfortable, but not painful. The more I imbibed, the more I felt myself change. Suddenly, I
felt my body go limp, and I fell to the floor …
The next thing I knew, Bianca was helping me up from the floor. I felt so strange, yet
incredibly horny. “You’re transformation is not yet complete,” she deeply stated.
With a large smile, Bianca led me to the lovers’ room. I could feel their minds long before
we entered. They were passionately scissoring, while deepthroating each other’s feet. It was a
deliciously erotic scene.
I grasped both their minds at once, and commenced my own tinkering. I just had to see
what I could do! Bianca of course did a fine job of turning them into lesbian lovers, so I did not
touch that. I made them fully aware of what Bianca and I were, while giving them a sexual fetish
for Vampires. I then had them orgasm, and walk up to me.
I could almost taste how full their bodies were with blood, despite drinking so much from
them the nights before. Still, the food was technically theirs to give. “I’ll have you first, Jessica.”
I looked to Sammy, licking my lips. “Pleasure yourself to the sights. I’ll have you soon.”
I somehow knew just what to do! I lay on the rug, and had Jessica passionately finger me,
while stimulating my G-spot. My body began to quiver violently, while I quickly came close to
orgasm. The approaching orgasm was unlike anything I had ever felt before. My still barely
beating heart slowed to a stop, and I felt myself grow rather cold. My rather dark complexion
grew almost as light as Bianca’s. All my senses were heightening. I suddenly had total control of
my body and mind. In that revelation, I amplified the pleasure to as far as I could fathom. When I
finally screamed and squirt in orgasm, my fangs suddenly jutted out, while my eyes became as
Bianca’s. Above all, I further developed a very specific and familiar kind of hunger.
I then happily looked to Bianca. “Drink with me, Bianca,” I hissed. She nodded. “Oh, fuck,
yeah!” the lover’s screamed in unison. Sammy sat on the bed, and lustfully masturbated, while I
lay Jessica onto the red rug. She exposed her neck to me. Juices dripped down from my virgin
fangs onto her willing neck, and almost lost control in the excitement. While Bianca plunged her
fangs into her inner thigh, I plunged mine into the plump neck. The perfect flavor of her blood
overwhelmed my mind so much that I could barely hear her orgasmic throws. My heart suddenly
throbbed mercilessly, pumping the fresh blood through me. I grew warm, while my skin
darkened back to its original tone.
After drinking a massive amount of blood from the orgasmic Jessica, Bianca and I pulled
back. I was such a natural!

We left the semiconscious Jessica, and lunged onto the more than willing Sammy. I drank
from her neck, while Bianca took the thigh. Sammy’s screams of ecstasy here so loud, while her
flavor did not disappoint! We pulled back right before we drank too much.
Bianca and I looked at the squirming, semiconscious women before us, and started to make
out. The taste of blood was strong on our spit, while our bodies were rejuvenated from that same
blood. We plunged our fangs into each other’s necks, and orgasmically shared the fresh blood
within us …
****
After that night, my old life didn’t matter. Sure, I tied up a few loose ends, so no one
would be too curious about me. I of course could walk in the sunlight without being destroyed,
but lets just say that it was no longer my natural time. Sammy and Jessica went back to college,
but now as Vampire loving, lesbian lovers. I would often visit my friends back at the college, for
the first drunk blood was always the best.

Universe: Diffusus
Viral
Viral: Relating to or caused by a virus; the rapid spread of a product, service or video.
I was driving home from work one day, when I heard a report on my car radio about viral
videos. Most examples sounded pretty ridiculous and probably fake: a “perfect” clip of a UFO, a
kid failing to jump his bike from roof to roof, etc. I was never much of an “internet surfer,” but I
was far from disconnected. There was my favorite online news blog and my emails, and that was
about the bare minimum these days. I was never one to watch mindless videos. I was supposed to
smarter than that!
****
I was scanning through my endless emails, when I came across an unfiltered piece of
spam. Well, I didn’t realize it was spam just then. It said it was from “Jack” from “work.” Since I
had a coworker with that name, I automatically clicked the link (the only thing in the email),
thinking that it was related to the recent robbery in our office building.
My browser came up, and loaded something that put me into shock! It was a naked blonde
having her sole and toes massaged by a vibrator. She moaned loudly from the attention. A part of
me found it repulsive, being a straight woman without a foot fetish, but I just kept watching! She
wasn’t even touching herself in her near orgasmic state. After nearly ten minutes, the woman
came from simply the vibrator rubbing her feet. The woman starred straight at the camera,
straight at me, and the clip faded to black.

I quickly closed my browser, and erased the email. I tried to forget about the clip, but I
couldn’t. It was as if it had burned itself into my mind. My dreams that night were simply of me
watching the clip over and over. It wasn’t that I felt pleasure from it. It was more like it was the
only thing on my mind.
A name or a word echoed while I awoke: Ulia’athos. Waking up brought with it a powerful
urge to watch that clip again, but I resisted. I was so confused. Why would I even think about
watching that again? Even at work, I could feel the clip’s pull. It was so distracting that I got
very little done that day. More than once, someone walked into my cubicle just to find me
spacing out.
When I was finally home, I checked my emails as usual, while telling myself I would not
watch that video again. ‘I erased the email, but I forgot to erase the browser history!’ was what
the voice in the back of my mind kept saying.
I opened up my browser to a true surprise. The link to the porno clip was in my favorites
toolbar! Loosing control over myself, I clicked on it.
The video came up again. I felt little or nor repulsion, while I watched the blonde woman
absorb the attention to her feet. The more I watched, the more I liked it. The more I liked it, the
more aroused I became. And the more aroused I became, the less I could think.
Suddenly, I stripped naked, revealing my sleek, twenty-eight year old body. I rubbed and
fingered my moist snatch wildly, while I watched the near orgasmic woman. There was nothing
else in the world. “Fuck, oh, YEAH!” I cooed in orgasm with the sexy woman on the clip.
The blonde woman again starred right at me with her horny look, which likely mirrored
my own. To my surprise, it didn’t fade to black then. The woman pointed her sexy, left foot at
me. It moved closer and closer to the screen. Suddenly, it impossibly penetrated the screen into
the real world, becoming life size. I opened my mouth wide to accept the sexy foot. The
delicious foot easily slid into my mouth, while I felt up and down the soft calf with both hands.
I briefly glanced over to see my reflection in the widow. Maybe it was completely in my
mind, but I saw myself consuming the foot in the window’s reflection! The woman thrust her
foot in and out of my mouth, while we both moaned and cooed. The woman suddenly screamed
in orgasm, while her foot’s flavor subtly changed. It became sharp like static. A sharp pain then
flashed into my head, and I passed out …
****
I woke up the next day in my bed. My still turned on laptop was laying next to me instead
of on my desk. I brought it out of its sleep mode to see the browser still active, but on its home
page. I wanted to see the video again, but resisting, I closed the lid.
It was then that I realized how different I felt, and it wasn’t just the urge to watch that
video. The difference was hard to explain fully, because I felt normal at the same time.
“Damn!” I exclaimed, looking at my clock. It was nine in the morning: long past when I
was expected for work. Impulsively, I picked up my phone on the end table to call in sick. It was
Friday, and I saw nothing wrong with a three day weekend.
I had breakfast, and a vary long session of yoga. Perhaps it was the longer than usual
session, but I found myself doing moves more advanced than I ever did before. Even more
strangely, I did it naked! The urge to do so was uncontrollable, and ever so satisfying when I did
so.
Afterwards, I violently masturbated in the shower. My thoughts were only of the video.

There was no control. After a while, I sat in the tub worshiping my smooth feet with my hands
and mouth. It was better than any sex I ever had. It was … “OHHHHH … ULIA …. ATHOS!!” I
screamed orgasmically.
I felt so good, while I sat in front of my vanity mirror bushing my curly brown hair, naked.
The more I brushed, the more I realized how much I didn’t like my hair color. “Blonde,” I said to
myself. “I’d look so good as a blonde … My skin, my blue eyes. It’ll all look amazing.”
Soon after the realization, I got dressed, and went to the local spa for a complete makeover.
I paid for the signature treatment: manicure, pedicure, wax, tan, and of course hair straightening
and coloring. I felt so good by the time I came home that I stripped naked to look at my new self
in the tall mirror.
“Wow…” I said breathless, aroused. Looking at my moistening pussy, reality suddenly hit
me. “What am I doing?” I asked in shock. I more than resembled the woman in the video, of
which infested my mind. Something was wrong, horribly wrong, and I knew it had something to
do with that video.
I threw on a robe, and woke up my computer. Desperately resisting the video’s pull, while
searching the internet for an answer. It did not take me long to find other people, who had seen
the video. They, too, were changing, and didn’t know why. Suddenly, the video appeared in an
unblocked popup window. Automatically I started to masturbate to the orgasmic woman. My
robe melted away as if it was never there. Eventually, the woman extended her leg and foot
through the screen for me to enjoy. And, I did so. With a sudden burst of static energy, I
orgasmed, and the foot was deep into my mouth. With another burst, the foot disappeared into
my mouth. Several gloriously orgasmic bursts later, the woman’s leg was inside me past her calf.
My mouth was stretched inhumanly to accommodate it all. I couldn’t fathom where it all was
inside me, but couldn’t fathom much of anything at that moment.
My eyes then traveled up to meet the eyes of the now diabolical looking woman. A final,
massive burst of energy passed through me, and I passed out …
****
I woke up an indeterminate time later. I still sat in front of my computer. I felt more
different, and yet, more normal than before. There was just enough control left in me to assess
the situation, and do further research. I realized quickly that I now had a more intuitive
understanding of what was happening, and easily knew what to look for online.
I soon reached an impasse. Many women were changing, many were changing at different
rates, and some were even disappearing. A nagging feeling in the back of my head told me that
watching the video again would help me to understand. But, was this out of logic, or out of
addiction? I had no way to know.
I had to push the debate into the back of my mind for now. Whatever was happening to
me, I still had a life, or at least a job. I almost couldn’t believe how the weekend sped by! Indeed,
it was then that I realized how loosely I was perceiving time. Unsurprisingly, work was even less
productive than before. At the end of the day, my boss stopped by.
“Oh, hey, Laura. I see you changed your hair! I thought I’d stop by to see how you were.
You seem to be a bit off lately,” she said kindly.
Her voice slowly echoed in my distracted mind. I turned my head to look at the woman.
She was only a couple of years older than myself, and quite an attractive brunette. There was
little doubt that I wanted to fuck her brains out and more. I licked my lips and said, “Oh, it’s

nothing, Brianna. Just been sleeping funny lately.”
While I reached out to friendlily pat her forearm, a spark arched out from my hand and
onto her. I was not sure she noticed the tiny jolt, but I did see the look in her eyes change. It was
like seeing confusion, devotion, and lust all at the same time. “Excuse me, Laura,” she said
slowly, deeply. “There’s something I need to check on my computer …”
I immediately rushed home after that. I understood less about what, if anything, happened
to my boss than that damn video’s affect on me. After much internal debate, I decided call back
the video. Like before, I lost all control over myself. Nothing else in the world mattered, while I
forcibly felt down my neck and body. When her foot propelled out to me, I lustfully worshiped
it.
My eyes eventually caught the woman’s. Her eyes beckoned me to come to her. Lustfully,
I worshiped my way up the smooth leg. My heart raced with excitement, while my hand passed
through the static laden screen. A great rush of energy plowed through me the moment my head
touched the barrier, and everything went dark …
****
I woke up naked on the carpeted floor in front of my open computer. I did not know how
much time had passed. All I knew was that my old self was gone. I stood up, and lusted over
myself in the tall mirror. It was all so clear to me now. For all practical purposes, I was now a
carbon copy of the women in the video. Though, the video was no longer a video as we know it.
There was a signal, which made its way to Earth many years ago. It was not a signal a Human
would recognize easily. When it collided with a satellite, it unintentionally fused itself to the first
Human signal to come across it: a brief pornographic video. This alien signal soon lost its
original purpose, and made a new one with the help of the Cosmic Entity Ulia’athos of the
Digital Domain. I, and other transformed and soon to be transformed women, are the result. I
will soon go the step most will not, and become one with the right hand of Ulia’athos.
I sexily walked to the open computer, which was already playing the very special video.
The woman’s leg and foot jutted out to me, which I lovingly worshiped. I then worshiped my
way up the perfectly smooth leg, and with a rush of orgasmic Energy forced through me, I
climbed into the Digital Domain. We soon made out, and passionately groped each other with
every inch of our bodies. Suddenly, our lips fused, while our tongues became a single piece of
flesh. Soon, our bodies faded into to each other, turning us into a mass of digitized Sexual
Energy …
****
My feet were playfully being massaged by a small vibrator. It was all that was needed to
bring me to glorious orgasm. There was noting better. After I came, I saw a mesmerized, sexy
redhead staring back at me …

Universe: Lawrence Craft
Sexuality 201
Sexuality 201 was the newest course at Lawrence Craft University in coastal Maine. Being
a Liberal Arts institution, there was a central curriculum. Their current set up required students to
take one to three courses from each major. The spring academic semester of 2012 saw Sexuality
201 as a popular anthropology course for that and likely other reasons.
The newest professor at the college, Dr. Laura Lione, set up this popular course as a
stipulation of her contract. Ironically, the majority of the students, who signed up for her course,
had no idea what she looked like. She was quite attractive at forty: dark, smooth skin, C-cup
breasts, light blue eyes, brown hair, five feet and six inches tall. In spite of looking more or less
her age, she had a kind of ageless look to her beauty. It sufficed to say that most of her male
students had instant crushes on her, while her female students adored her. Well, everyone
developed a crush on her, and that is probably why no one dropped her courses! She had a kind
of unexplainable magnetism.
Her sexuality course had almost weekly “Late Night Sessions,” which typically involved
the students of that course watching a pornographic video to critique in a short essay. About two
months in, the course had yet another session, but Dr. Lione promised that one to be different.
All twenty of her students were to still do the standard critique, of course.
She was running a bit late for the session, and the students were murmuring.
“So what do yah think she’s gonna have us watch this time, Sandy?” Jack asked the
woman sitting next to him. The two were casual friends, and sat in the front as usual. This was
the only course where he sat in front.
“I dunno. It’s probably just another porno!” Sandy took the course more out of curiosity
than a requirement. She was never all that shy, but she knew that her friend and many others took
the course from all the promised pornography.
“She did say it was gonna be different this time, Sandy,” he said, unconsciously raising an
eyebrow.
“I don’t know, Jack, its probably some obscure European BDSM thing!”
“I got the impression that it wouldn’t be another porno, though.”
“What, you think she’s hired some stripper or prostitute?”
“Now that’s an idea! Maybe Laura will even join in!”
“I’m sure that’s been your jerk off fantasy since we started this class, Jack!”
He paused for effect, and stated flirtatiously, “…Or, something like that.” In truth, he had
multiple fantasies involving Lione, and that was merely one. His flirtatious tone was out of the
ordinary for him. He was normally very held back, and was a rare student to not take the course
for all the porn alone. Indeed, he was an anthropology major. But, taking the course affected him
in ways he never expected.
Dr. Lione then walked into the classroom. There was a subtle yet distinct difference about
her, which some did seem not notice at first. She was wearing a long green trench coat, which
went down to her knees (her legs were bare below), and flip flops, exposing her nice yet
somewhat bony, veiny, curvy feet. They never saw her wear a trench coat before, let alone flip
flips to any class, and unlike prior Late Nights, or really any normal class, she apparently
brought nothing with her. On top of it all, she was wearing a very nice yet light perfume of an
unclear type. She sat on the desk in the front, and crossed her legs, dangling a flip-flop.

“Good, I’m glad you all could make it to this mandatory session!” she said somewhat
lightly. Her humor rarely escaped people, but it was rather dry. “I’m sure you’re very excited for
the surprise I have for you this evening. To get right to it, I’m going to masturbate. And no, I
won’t be lecturing the specifics of how it all works; that’s for the regular class! I’m really going
to masturbate in front of all of you on this desk, naked, until I cum.” She looked around amused
at everyone’s faces. They all looked shocked and fascinated at the same time. “Well, you all
know I’m not one to waste time!”
She then let her flip flops fall to the floor, and began to unbutton her coat. In a single
graceful motion, she let the coat fall, blanketing the desk on which she sat. She was totally naked
now, save for a small sparkling anklet on her right ankle. Her well kept, naked body, though
showing some physical signs of age, was as good or better than they all imagined.
She licked her right hand fingers, and began to slowly, willfully rub her shaved snatch in
circular motions. Her other hand squeezed her breasts, while the associated elbow supported her.
“OOOH yeah … sooo … ah’yeah … errrr ….” she cooed.
Everyone’s jaw was dropped from the erotic sight, while totally mesmerized. Both man
and woman were equally as aroused, and made no effort to hide it. Even if there were some
conscious thoughts left in them, when she dropped her coat, they no longer existed. The only
thing that mattered was watching the wonderfully smelling woman before them pleasure herself.
Dr. Lione then rewetted her middle and ring fingers, and began to forcibly stimulate her gspot. “OOOOHUM … YES … Oh, fuck yeah!” she cooed, while sweat began to make her body
glisten, and drool began to escape her mouth …
Professor Robert Bellison, Head of Department of Social Sciences and the current Special
Advisor to the university’s Provost, was working late again. He was a well known workaholic,
and was always on the verge of a divorce, which will never happen. He left his office on the
offices side of the old building to finally head home, when he heard some suggestive noises from
the academic side of the building, and something sweet smelling. Curious about the smell and
noises, he brushed his bald head. He was fully aware of Dr. Lione’s special sessions, and was the
one who scheduled them. Instead of just heading home as usual, he felt compelled to check in
with Dr. Lione and her students.
While walking down the half lit corridors toward the in use room, he couldn’t shake the
feeling that the sounds weren't quite as he expected. Sure, it had all the audible characteristics of
their usual pornographic videos, but it was different somehow. The closer he came, the more he
realized that the sound was too good to be coming from one of the cheap old TV’s of the older
building. Rationally, he was sure that they were using some new external speakers, which were
probably attached to a laptop.
When he peaked through the crack of the ajar door, he saw the most unexpected sight!
Never before had he seen or heard of a professor, albeit one as attractive as Dr. Lione,
masturbate in front her students naked. Instead of being appalled or even alarmed as he should
have, he quickly found himself as mindlessly enthralled with the near orgasmic, sweet smelling
woman as much as the students.
“OH, Oh yeah … Tastes so DAMN good! YES, YES, AHHHHHOHHHHHH!” Dr. Lione
screamed in orgasm. At the same time, something remarkable began to happen to her physically.
Many visible signs of age began to fade: slight sagging of the breasts, wrinkles on the face,
boniness of the hands and feet. By the time her powerful orgasm ceased, she was as drop dead
sexy and tight as any thirty year old. At the same time, it was as if the air was sucked out of the
room, while everyone stopped breathing for a few moments.

Dr. Laura Lione sat up looking totally satisfied. She turned her head to her boss and
colleague at the now wide open door. “Robert … I’m so glad you decided to join us …”
Dr. Bellison and Laura’s Sexuality 201 students were not the same after that. For lack of
better words, they were total zealots toward Laura. It stemmed from how it felt as if that night
was the best sexual experience of their lives. It didn’t necessarily affect their work, but
everything they said or did somehow led back to Laura. Indeed, they were all now daily
masturbators, if they weren’t all already, and thought about Laura, while they did it (man and
woman). The increased sexuality actually proved to be beneficial to Dr. Bellison’s relationship
with his wife. All their lives were inexplicably improved.
Laura herself didn’t seem to have significant trouble shrugging off her now more youthful
appearance. She always dressed in a more or less conservative way, which usually left a lot to
the imagination, anyway. Most just assumed she used a new skin cream, while she would only
say that it was “her secret.” She was now also wearing the green trench coat consistently, which
her Sexuality students knew was probably a tease.
A few days later, a few of the more conservative and less liked professors worked to stir up
controversy toward Laura. They claimed that the showing of pornographic videos to students
were inappropriate in the higher leaning setting. This controversy was quickly turned upside
down, when the Spacial Advisor to the Provost requested to the Provost that he investigate the
accusing professors. It turned out that these professors graded their students based on favoritism
and their politics, which was a common rumor. That apparent revelation broke down the
manufactured controversy, and led to the suspension (pending further review) of the accusing
professors …
Almost immediately after everything settled, Laura set up another Late Night session. She
promised that there would be a similar show for everyone, while the session should still be
unique.
Unlike that last session, Laura was early, and watched everyone file in, while sitting on the
front desk. She was happily finishing up a sandwich. Her subtle perfume sweetened the air. She
again only wore the green trench coat and flip flops. This time, however, her subtly swinging
legs were set very wide.
Dr. Bellison then walked into the room. He was the last to arrive. Laura greeted him, “Glad
you could make it, Robert!”
“Um, yeah, not gonna miss any of these now!” he smiled excitedly.
“All right!” Laura sounded. She let her flip-flops drop, and unbuttoned her coat, while
letting it fall around her. She was gloriously naked now, save for her sexy anklet. “Now that
everyone’s here, I think we should get started… There’s a reason why I’ve been discussing
fetishes in our regular class. Now, I want all of you in turn to state what your fetish is, or the part
of the body you’re the most sexually attracted to. We’ll start at the back. Don’t be shy!”
Most men answered with the common ass, stomach, and breasts, while women were
mostly toward distinct musculature or the non physical features of personality. One of the few
that deviated from the norm was her student Jack. He liked feet, and it was the first time he
admitted it to anyone.
“OK!” Laura sounded happily. “The reason why I wanted to bring all that out to the open
was to uncover those outside the norm. In this room, Jack, for example, perhaps deviates the
most from the Western norms, with his sexual attraction to feet. There’s absolutely nothing

wrong with that, and I know he also looks at the more ‘common’ parts of the female form.” She
lifted up her smooth, curvy feet, and continued, “Now Jack, you find my size nine feet sexy,
correct?”
He nodded, mesmerized by that which he desired.
“Of course you do. Why don’t you pull up your desk, so I could place my feet on it?”
Without hesitation, he quickly walked his desk up to the large one where Laura sat.
She sensually placed her sexy feet onto the desk before him, and stated, “Now, don’t be
shy, Jack. Show the class the natural inclinations of a foot fetishist.”
He nodded in utter joy. Ever since the last Late Night, this was his fantasy, albeit without
anyone watching. He was many things, but he wasn’t an exhibitionist. Only really caring about
the remarkable woman and opportunity before him, he took Laura’s right foot in both hands, and
began to rub it tenderly from fleshy heel to long rounded toes, turning it into putty in his hands.
Laura licked her lips, and slowly blinked at the same time. “Humph … To a foot fetishist, a
foot massage is so much more than a mere massage … OOOOOOH … I can feeeeel his love of
feet flow into me, and it tastes sooooo damn GOOD!”
Everyone was totally mesmerized, while Laura arched her back and squeezed her firm
breasts.
“… I will now masturbate until I cum, as he worships my feet ….humph … Pay close
attention …” she breathed. She licked her fingers, and began to passionately finger her wet
pussy. Jack then began to slobber all over her toes and soles. Blobs of drool traveled down her
subtly wrinkled arches. “OHHH yeah … OHHH fuhuck …” she cooed. Jack was soon shoving as
much of Laura’s silken foot in his mouth as possible (almost to her ankle!). “OOOHHHH YEAH,
I’M GONNA FUCKIN’ SQUIRT ALL OVER YAH!” she cooed.
Laura then screamed in a massive orgasm. At the same time, Jack felt something strange,
though his mind was too far gone to process it. It was as if a massive wave of Sexual Energy was
flowing into him, mixing with his, and flowing out into Laura. The feeling he received from it
was better than sex, or even the last Late Night. When the Energy flowed out of him, he felt
Laura’s feminine juices spew onto him. He slowly removed the perfect foot from his drooling
mouth, and looked up to a smiling, warm Laura. He never felt closer to anyone in his life …
It didn’t take long for Jack to realize that he was developing strong feelings for Laura. To
his great joy, she was most accommodating. She soon hired him to be her Teacher’s Assistant
(TA), and spent every possible moment with her. It was not that he wanted to have sex with her
(he would’ve loved too, regardless); it was that he just could not stand being without her. It was
unclear if any of the other faculty even noticed or had an opinion of their obvious closeness. But
then again, Laura has such a positive affect on everyone now.
It turned out that being Laura’s TA had the added perk of being an active participant in
Laura’s Late Nights, which were now every weeknight. Simply put, he had sex with her nearly
every day. The goal, Laura stated, was to show various forms of sexual pleasure live, including
forms involving Laura’s feet. Indeed, much of their sessions involved feet in some way, and
Laura admitted to truly enjoying the attention to her feet. He soon became all but addicted to the
rush of Energy he always felt whenever she orgasmed. And in a way, they all orgasmed with her.
Though tiring for him, the two grew closer every time they had sex, and after a month of
consistent Late Nights, Laura was Jack’s life.
There was one week, however, which proved to have a slight change of pace. Laura was
running late for the first time since she first gave her own show. Jack was told by Laura that they

would meet at the school, and that she had something special planned.
Eventually, the sweet smelling Laura in her usual coat walked in with a stunning blonde in
tow. She had feet at about seven or eight in size, was about five feet and six inches tall, had
flawless lightly tanned skin, long legs, firm body, tattooed ankle, and brown eyes. She wore a
tight T-shirt, short shorts, flip flops, and a leather jacket. Every student in the room, including
Jack, knew that this woman was not just some random woman nabbed from the street, from
remembering the earlier sessions. This was an actual pornstar!
The two sat next to each other on the large desk, and Laura said, “You may remember this
wonderful woman as Sandra Vega. She’s from Hungary. Her real name is Bella Nagy, but she
goes by either Saundra or Bella these days.”
Saundra continued in her tasty yet light accent, “I met up with Laura about ten years ago. I
just finished my degree in marketing, and I met her at the place I used to bartend.” She looked
over to Laura with a horny look, and continued, “You didn’t hear this from me; Laura opened
my eyes to sex more than I could have dreamed. Fuck, Laura showed me some great things! It’s
all genuine: suckling on my own toes, fucking men and woman. It’s hard to explain how
narcissistic and how horny I always am. I really am sexually attracted to myself!”
Saundra then began to passionately rub her tits under her jacket, before sliding it off of
herself. She then lustfully licked herself from her forearm to fingers, and sucked each in turn.
She said deeply, “I love myself.” Her flip flops slapped onto the floor, while she pealed off her
only two other articles of clothes. The look in her eyes, while her tongue slid down her leg and
eventually her sole, was one of true passion. She shoved her foot deep into her mouth, while
forcibly rubbing her pussy. Her coos were loud and true.
Jack was the first to notice Laura’s heavy breathing, and that she was already naked. The
look in Laura’s eyes, while watching her friend, was one of hunger and lust. She lunged at the
women, who grasped Laura with her free hand and leg. Like hungry animals, they shared the
beautiful foot. Sandra then moved her foot away from their mouths, and clamped the now free
leg around Laura with the other. They loudly moaned and cooed, while Laura forcibly ground
her pussy onto Saundra’s. The table loudly lurched and creaked.
They ground for several minutes, before Laura unlatched herself. Laura twirled herself
around, and pressed her wet pussy into Sandra’s mouth. Laura then leaned downward to her
lovers equally soaked pussy, lustily licking all possible lips. They moaned and grunted ever so
loudly.
Laura suddenly looked over to me, and growled, “Suck her toes, Jack, she wants it!” At
that, he lunged at the pornstar’s feet. Not only did they taste delicious, but also the spit of both
women still lingered. Sure, he loved Laura’s feet a whole lot more, but how many times does a
regular guy even get close to a pornstar?
Just before it sounded as if they were preparing to cum, Laura sat up, and whispered into
the ear of the deeply breathing Saundra. Sweat was beginning to make their bodies shimmer.
They repositioned themselves with Laura on the bottom, and Sandra smothering Laura’s mouth
with her pussy. Laura gave Jack a hungry look, with her legs open wide. He got the idea, and
freed his cock to shove it into her moistened pussy. It didn’t take them long for the three of them
to cum all at ounce. Jack felt that remarkable rush of Energy, while they did. They had fun with
the pornstar for the rest of the week …
The next week, Laura offered Jack an extra credit assignment, to which he agreed before
he even heard what it was. Laura was to drive him to her house after the Late Night, were she
would then more fully explain everything.

Their Late Night session was especially remarkable. Well, they all were. Laura jerked him
off with her feet, while sucking him off with her mouth. She of course swallowed his cum. They
even did a standard missionary position, which now rivaled his original inclinations, because of
how he was able to kiss her far more. And with her, unlike any with other woman, kissing often
felt like there was an orgasm flowing through mouth.
Like usual, Jack couldn’t stop staring at the glorious woman, while she drove them to her
house, which unofficially became his place of residence recently. The fact that she was naked
under her coat made any control over himself impossible. He just could not keep his hands off of
her!
They immediately went to the couch, when they arrived at Laura’s home. Laura dropped
what little she wore even before they sat down. She seductively sucked on her fingers before
feeling down her body. She paid special attention to her feet, cooing the loudest whenever she
rubbed her fingers between her toes. Laura then lay back, and began to slowly, passionately rub
her soaked snatch. She rubbed her feet with her free hand, while she pleasured herself.
All Jack could do was watch. That was all he really needed: to be with her. Though it
wouldn’t have mattered to Laura right then, he didn’t need to pleasure himself to the glorious
sight. He almost came every time she looked at him with her perfect light blue eyes.
Finally, she began to rub his throbbing crotch with her silky foot. She dexterously removed
any obstruction to his penis with her feet. Eventually, she concentrated only on his cock. He
should have cum the moment her soft sole touched him, but that ability was somehow suppressed
to his fortune. She continued to rub his crotch with one foot, while she gave him her other to
worship. The feel and taste of her feet in his mouth made the feel of her soft foot on his crotch
mind numbing. She then gave him both feet to worship, which he did with a slobbering passion.
She eventually removed her foot from his mouth, and again concentrated on his crotch.
She used both her hand and feet to stimulate, before simply jerking him off with just her feet.
She knew just how to rub him; she was well practiced with him. She slowly the bent over to suck
him off at the same time. She hungrily consumed his crotch, while her feet seemed to propel it
deeper down her throat. Pulling back, she began to rub his crotch with her left foot and right
hand with great intensity.
Laura then began to make out with him, while lightly stroking his crotch. She lay back, and
grabbed his head with her soft soles, directing his toward her hungry pussy. He made out with it
lustfully, while she lovingly rubbed her feet all over him. He eventually lost control over himself,
and resumed slobbering her feet. After briefly enjoying the uncontrolled attention, Laura
redirected him back to her pussy with her feet.
Laura screamed in glorious orgasm, and then pushed him back to reposition herself. She
presented her front to Jack, which he lovingly kissed upward. They passionately made out, when
he reached her mouth. The orgasmic feeling in his mouth was always beyond remarkable! She
then lightly pushed him onto his back, and lay on hers. She clamped her soles onto his throbbing
crotch. Jack had the feeling that this was it: the release that which he yearned, yet still wanted to
have held back. She rubbed up and down with infinitely passionate motions. He soon felt a
massive build up, and finally exploded all over her feet and legs.
“So good,” she whispered orgasmically, before leaning over to lick clean the cum off her
feet and hands, and his crotch.
“I love you,” Jack said before he nearly passed out. Something was keeping him conscious.
‘I love you, too, Jack,’ he heard Laura somehow say in his head, with an accent that almost
sounded Greek. She normally spoke in a generic North American accent, it was only then that he

realized how generic it truly was.
She then began to moan and coo. Her age began to reverse itself again. Every visible sign
of age (wrinkles, veins, bones) disappeared. It was so fast that in almost a blink of the eye she
looked as if she was now twenty or younger!
‘This is what you truly want,’ she said in his head. ‘You want some young virgin. Well, I
can do that for you. Or at least, outwardly young, with a virgin pussy.’ She looked downward to
her now very tight looking snatch. ‘The truth is that I am a six-hundred year old Succubus. I was
artificially transformed by some lost coven of followers of the Cosmic Gods for reasons I no
longer care about. That coven lived on what is today known as Crete. They used the anklet I now
forever wear out of vanity to transform me.
‘I’ve learned to sustain myself by syphoning Sexual Energy out of naturally excreted
passions, while pure sex is always best. Fetishists can provide the best nourishment from how
they are forced to suppress their desires. I can turn fetishists into a kind of antenna to focus
Sexual Energy into me. I would have loved to do the same to Saundra, but her request for me to
soon make her into a Succubus more than made up for it … I know full well of the side affects of
what I did to you, which you more than sense. The side effects go both ways, of course. Our
souls have become intertwined; we can never be apart for too long while you live. So I will now
live two lives: the eighteen year old daughter of Dr. Laura Lione (Lauren), and the forty year old
Dr. Lione… It’s all for you, Jack.’
Jack’s mind was barely processing all the insane data. He had fallen in love with an ancient
Succubus through her powers. That Succubus truly loved him back. All he wanted to do was to
prove his love to her, to make love to her, to feed her.
‘Yes, FEED me, Jack! Age reversal takes up so much Energy,’ she pleaded in his head.
Only one thing held Jack back. Knowing that her pussy was now virgin, he was worried
about hurting her.
‘Don’t worry, Jack, I have perfect control over my personal pain and pleasure. Besides, it
is your pleasure that is important to my survival.’
Jack leaned over, and they passionately kissed. His hand slowly slid down her body to her
virgin snatch. She cooed, and pressed against it. “Feed me, Jack,” she whispered out loud in the
strange accent. He then straddled her crotch, and exploded through her cherry. She audibly
grunted. He quickly began to hump the super tight pussy wildly. “Oh, yes, Jack, FEED ME!” she
cooed. Laura placed her perfect, ageless feet on his face, which he lovingly slobbered over. Jack
then felt Laura within him, focusing all his Sexual Energy she could. He suddenly exploded into
her. Amongst her wild orgasm, she visibly glowed lightly with the focused rush of Sexual
Energy.

Universe: Latice
Latexification
I always found moving an awkward thing to do. I hate to generalize, but moving to a

strange place always seems to equal meeting strange people. It all goes back to me moving that
one time, when I was in high school, and I never could adapt. Going to college was a welcoming
change. Perhaps some called it a “move,” but I called it a “rebirth.” While I quickly lost contact
with my friends from my high school years, I made lifelong friends in college, bolstered by my
love-hate relationship with online social media. After I graduated, I married my college love
Karl, but that ultimately ended in divorce. We stayed friends, and still have casual sex (our
relationship was always more lust than love).
Well, afterward, I moved to where work was in the city. My accounting degree was not
initially flexing quite as well as I hoped, but I recently launched the site iAccount.com, which is
what turned everything around for me. I was pleased that my web design minor paid off! That’s
what helped me move from the city to the strange suburbs with strange people. Luckily, my
former roommate, Jackie, lived on the same street, but we rarely saw each other due to her work
schedule. She actually moved in a mouth prior to me, and suggested to look at the small house I
bought.
The most bizarre part is how I’m finding myself in the role of peeping tom! I’m not
normally a voyeur, but what I saw through those windows across the lawn was completely
insane. My neighbor (I didn’t know her name yet) was doing some work in the kitchen. She was
a very attractive brown haired woman, who had healthily tanned skin. She was wearing black
latex boots, skirt, and gloves, which went almost completely up her arms. At the same time, she
wore a green latex corset. The latex was so skintight that “second skin” wasn’t the right
description. Her firm breasts were hanging out for all to see, along with her vagina.
She moved to the living room, and sat on her couch. Then, she began to finger her wet
pussy, while squeezing her plump breast. Occasionally, she would liberally moisten her latex
covered hands. Her actions were so simple, yet so elegantly applied. I breathed heavily at the
sight that should have repulsed me. Eventually, she exploded in a powerful orgasm, which she
somehow prolonged for several minutes. I felt a rush myself, but couldn’t admit to it!
****
That night, the images of my orgasmic neighbor filled my dreams. I found myself joining
her after she came. We were both totally encased with black latex. The rubbery taste of our
bodies enhanced my pleasure beyond anything I ever knew. The sex we had was a blur of sexual
ecstasy. And, that was all that was important. We both knew that others were watching us with
great joy. That joy reflected back onto us in the form of a somehow greater bliss …
****
The next day, I found myself trying desperately to forget about my neighbor’s fling with
herself and the dream that followed. By the time lunch came and went, I almost succeeded. The
aberrant thoughts were still in the back of my mind, though …
I was out watering the plants, when I saw my latex loving neighbor walking over to me
from her property. She was, at least outwardly, wearing normal clothing: striped pink and red
blouse, pink skirt, sandals. My heart raced.
“Hi, I’m Sally Corothers! Don’t think we had a chance to meet yet,” she stated cordially.
“Would you like to come inside to have a drink, and get to know each other?” She pointed back
to her house with her thumb.

“OK,” I muttered. She friendlily grabbed my hand.
Her house was much bigger and brighter than mine, but had the same bland, modernist
architecture. She sat me on her infamous couch, and walked into her kitchen. A few minutes
later, she walked back into the room with two tall glasses of iced tea. We chatted cordially, while
we drank. Well, she did most of the talking.
It turned out that she was a biochemist for the skin care company BeautySkin, inc., and was
currently on her vacation. She was also president of the neighborhood Women’s Club, and
invited me to join. I said that I may stop by if my schedule allows. We chatted for what must
have been an hour! When I left, I was glad that she was much less of a strange person to me, not
counting the latex thing.
****
For the rest of the day I felt strange. I just couldn’t put my finger on what it was. All I
knew was that I couldn’t stop thinking about my neighbor fucking herself in latex. I tried to get
my mind off of all the weirdness by watering the plants (yes, again), which seemed to work for a
while.
Suddenly, I noticed something strange in my other neighbor’s window. I quietly walked
over. Inside, I saw a tight blonde woman (Suzie, I believe her name was) in an all black latex
outfit: short dress, stockings, elbow high gloves. Another blonde walked in wearing a pink latex
corset, and black latex stockings. I don’t believe I ever saw the slim woman before. The third
woman caught me totally off guard! It was Jackie, and she was wearing a blue latex corset, and
black latex gloves and stockings. Jackie had dark brown hair, light skin, and a full body. All
three had their breasts and pussies hanging out for all to see. The two woman touched themselves
like animals in heat, while all three stared at each other hungrily. What struck me most was that
their latex was just as impossibly skintight as Sally’s was earlier.
Jackie and “Pink,” as I called her in my head, soon converged on the just as horny Suzie.
They each made out in turn, while desperately groping their latex smothered bodies. The more I
watched, the more fascinated I became. There were times where I could have sworn that their
tight embraces briefly caused them to melt into each other, but that must have been an optical
illusion from their similar textured, shiny attire. I was so damned turned on, but refused to admit
that then.
They then retreated to the couch. Pink was lustfully playing with Suzie’s breasts, while
Jackie was making out with Suzie’s pussy. Suzie’s moans of passion were clearly audible
through the window. Eventually, both Pink and Jackie made out with Suzie’s very wet pussy,
while occasionally wrestling their tongues in playful competition. The attention on the woman’s
pussy evolved to both fingering and liking, and grew more and more energetic. Soon, Suzie was
in a state of perpetual orgasm, causing her to visibly squirt.
After the orgasm ceased, Pink mounted her pussy over Suzie’s mouth, which Suzie
lustfully consumed, while Jackie was shoving a rubber dildo up Suzie’s pussy (I’m not sure
where the dildo came from). The grunts and moans from Suzie and Pink might as well have been
rattling the windows. Soon, both Suzie and Pink were in an intense state of orgasm, with Jackie
inhaling the cum.
They then repositioned, with Jackie on the couch, and Suzie making out with and fingering
her pussy. Pink kissed and groped both of them, while ultimately settling on fingering Suzie’s
pussy. When Jackie finally came, Pink had already been fingering Jackie’s pussy with Suzie.

What this orgasm lacked in length, it made up for with verbal intensity.
Pink then positioned herself on the couch, while Jackie brought up a massive rubber dildo,
seemingly from nowhere. Suzie lubed both the dildo and Pink’s pussy with her spit. Pink deeply
shoved the dildo in and out, while Jackie aided with her latex hands and spit. Pink cooed loudly
in what must have been a continuous orgasm, which ended in a massive fountain.
After, Jackie and pink sat next to each other on the couch. Suzie grabbed two further
rubber dildos to shove in her partners’ (seriously, I could never tell where they were all coming
from!). She shoved the didos forcibly in and out. Jackie and Pink held their latex legs and feet
high and wide, while they groped their legs and feet without abandon. Their screams of intense,
wet passion lasted for so long.
“Hey!” a familiar voice stated behind me.
I quickly turned around to a smiling Sally. My heart raced more than it already was.
“I was gonna again formally invite you to the Women’s Club meeting tomorrow night,
since I forgot to mention day and time earlier … But, if you’re busy …” There was something
more than suggestive about her tone. Her blouse was unbuttoned just far enough to reveal her
more than skintight, black latex bra. The sight actually excited me.
“I … I never do this…” I was embarrassed. Yet, what struck me more than my voyeurism
or even arousal was how much of a whirlwind those sights were. My mind simply could not
process the events in a cohesive manner.
“Don’t worry about it! Come on. Let’s talk about the Club.”
She grabbed my hand, and led me back to her house. A part of me expected to talk about
other things, but it really was just about her Club. Embarrassingly, I was totally distracted by her
latex covered breasts, and wondered what other tight latex she may have hidden underneath …
****
My ex came by that night for some fun. We fucked, but for the longest time, I just couldn’t
get into it. He was having fun, sure, but I just wasn’t. It was almost as if I lost my attraction to
him. Suddenly, my mind shifted to the latex filled, sapphic sights I had been seeing. Those
thoughts excited me so much that I came three times before my amazed Karl! What the fuck was
that?
“Woah, baby!” he said laying next to me with a big smile. “What got into you?”
“I dunno. Once I got into it, I just … yeah!” I could not deny how horny I still was, or how
it was thoughts of those latex smothered women that were exciting me so …
****
The next day I found myself again spying on my sapphic latex neighbors. I simply loved it,
and could no longer deny that. At lunch, I went to see if Jackie was home, and she was. I almost
couldn’t recognize her in her shiny black latex outfit. She was totally covered from head to toe in
latex. The strangest thing about it was that I could see not seams, along with how her hair
seemingly grew through the latex. What truly shocked me, as it should have earlier, was how she
was supposed to be allergic to that stuff.
“So how long have you been into … this latex thing?” I asked barely hiding how aroused I
was.
“Not long after I moved in. The neighbors love it. Well, the women love it; the men seem

to just drool.”
“Do any of the men wear latex around here?”
“Nah. That’s our domain!” She lightly brushed my hand.
The feel of her latex encased hand made me breath excitedly. With it so close, I could see
the more than skintight nature of it. I could see her bones and veins subtly protruding as if the
latex was her skin. I was even sure that I saw her blackened nails above and growing through the
apparent rubber.
“I can tell you love it, too. I’m sure Sally will fully indoctrinate you before the Women’s
Club meeting tonight.”
We continued to chat, while she refused to reveal anymore about the latex. All the while, I
wanted to fuck her, to feel her latex on my skin again, to engulf my senses in her rubberiness.
Sadly, we didn’t, but I had the feeling that option would present itself soon enough …
****
I walked home to find Sally waiting for me at my front door. She was holding a very
discrete, large brown bag. Her clothes were conspicuously normal, but I had a feeling that there
was plenty of latex underneath. Indeed, she subtly smelled like rubber. I invited her inside
without a second thought. The intoxicating smell of the rubber within the bag excited me.
We sat next to each other on my couch. “What’s in the bag?” I asked breathlessly, already
knowing the answer.
“Soon,” she answered. “As I’m sure a part of you already knows, there’s no turning back.
You see, five years ago I came up with a radical idea for an anti-aging project I just started. My
husband and I were painting our living room with a latex based paint. He accidentally knocked
over the paint bucket, and I was totally covered in the blue stuff. Then it hit me: What if I could
make Human skin more like latex? Crazy right?” she asked with a big smile and raised
eyebrows.
I nodded mystified.
“After a year, I had a breakthrough. I was so confident in my work that I secretly had
myself as the first test subject by infecting myself with the retrovirus. What happened to me was
totally unexpected. Instead of transforming my skin into latex or something close, my soul
became latex. I became sexually attracted to latex, and anything within it. I quickly found myself
in some fetish shop buying natural latex stockings, gloves, and the rest. When I put it all on,
something remarkable happened. My skin fused with it. And, I came to understand things that
only fusing with the latex can reveal. I called the process ‘Latexification.’ Not long after, I taught
myself how to fuse and unfuse at will, while my skin now requires at least brief instances of
fusion …” She sexily licked her full lips, and continued, “With my intimate knowledge of latex,
I created Latexica, which is the basis for the popular ‘Shimmering Skin’ line. It of course doesn’t
truly transform anyone, it being so watered down. It isn’t even a pure enough latex to fuse with!”
“But … how do I and everyone else fit into all this?” I barely asked.
“Curiosity, Jennifer. Curiosity is what makes for the correct brain chemistry for the
conversion to work … You’re not a stealthy voyeur … You see, I’m still a scientist, and the
experiment continues. Just before we properly met, I fused my hand with a square cutting of
latex, and cut extraneous parts off. It wasn’t unlike cutting our nails. I ground it up, and put it in
your drink. I’m surprised you didn’t even notice an odd aftertaste!”
My eyes uncontrollably traveled back to her large bag. My neighbor smiled, and first

pulled out black, thigh high, latex pantyhose. I desperately removed my clothes, yearning to be
one with the latex before me. I presented my legs to her, and she easily rolled on the glorious
stockings. Such things should have been harder to put on, but my skin seemed to be made for it!
As a sign of the fusion beginning, I could see my “dunk tattoo” of a snakelike dragon on
the side of my calf becoming visible though the latex. It was like all the air was being sucked
out, while the stockings molded themselves around my legs and feet. It was made truly
remarkable with the fact that it was my body inhaling the latex instead of the other way around.
She then lifted my arms to pull down the latex shirt before pulling on the gloves. It instantly
began to mold itself, while melting into the rubber hose. There was a distinct feeling of tightness,
but it felt truly amazing! Indeed, it was improving my figure. Finally, she pulled on the hood.
I lay back in utter ecstasy, feeling the latex grow tighter and tighter over my obsolete skin.
I could feel it melt through my blond hair, into my eye sockets, into my mouth, and everywhere
else to the smallest pore, while it slowly become one with my skin. The pleasure became beyond
anything I ever experienced, when it melted into my pussy. I soon came in a blindingly powerful
orgasm, with a fountain of my feminine juices.
A shiny blackness surrounded me. It was the very essence of latex. I felt simply amazing
being smothered within it. I somehow now knew that the essence was connected with something
far greater than myself. It’s erotic power stemmed from the Great L’sothot of Potions, with the
aid of Florathiosis of Transformation. Plaotathis of Curiosity played an early hand as well. I
could feel that powerful energy of the blackness around me seep into me, and I so wanted it to be
within me. The more I let it into my own essence, the more alive it became. Soon, it was fully
alive, aware with thoughts I could sense. The more clear those thoughts became, the more my
own echoed them. Before I even realized it, I was the latex that which engulfed me …
****
When I finally awoke, the feeling was indescribable. I was latex. Sure I could remove the
exterior shell at will, but that wouldn’t change what I became.
I looked over to my fellow Latexified Woman. Perhaps I didn’t notice it before, or perhaps
she “dressed” while I completed my transformation, but she was now totally encased in flesh
colored rubber. Breathing deeply, tasting the latex that I was, I began to make out with her. The
rubbery taste of her spit was beyond anything, while the very feel of her rubber skin nearly made
me cum.
Soon, I could feel my latexified hands and lips melt into hers. The feel of our skins passing
through each other was an indescribable bliss. While our bodies melted into one, my mind
melted into hers. Her mind was infinitely stronger than mine, and I let it take over. Soon, I was
encased by the latex that was Sally.
It was like a constant orgasm being within her. I had some conscious knowledge of what
was happening outside, but I didn’t care. I felt to good to care about anything, let alone simple
thoughts. Soon, I was vaguely aware of lying on a bed or padded table. The feeling of separation
became overwhelming, and I found myself uncontrollably trying to push away. Before I knew it,
I was budding off the glorious Sally. It was inconsistent, though. Parts like lips and fingers
sometimes stuck longer than other parts.
Budded off and a little jumbled, I looked at the woman I was a part of and still am. Her
mind grafted itself onto my own, and the result was a perfect mix of the two, albeit not fully
settled. I somehow knew that my mind was copied into hers, but it had little bearing. The mental

merging was poorly represented by our rubber exteriors. While her flesh color was ever so subtly
darker, mine was now a distinct yellow-grey.
Sally then sat up, and extended her latex hand to me. I grasped it, while she pulled me onto
my rubbery feet. Through my still blurred vision, I saw a large gathering of Latexified Women in
a large, brightly lit room. Some I knew from my old life, and some I knew out of Sally. There
were far more than were in the neighborhood. Black was the most popular coloring, but every
other color was represented as well. Above all, we were all extensions of Sally.
“Sisters!” Sally exclaimed. “Welcome this new soul into our Coven!”
Looking at all the women, my new mind finally began to settle, and I began to understand
even more than before. Sally was always a Witch of Potions, who led the Coven before them
(AKA “the Women’s Club”). She integrated herself into society as a biochemist, while always
truly working for the Great L’sothot. Her breakthroughs in latex technologies were indeed
unexpected, but they now shaped her future. The powerful Sally now calls upon us to latexify the
world!

Universe: Sundry
The Return
‘Ten years,’ I thought to myself, while I brushed my long black hair in front of my mirror.
‘Ten years since my sister Carla disappeared.’ I was her younger sister; only by two years, in
fact. She was on the fast track toward taking over our father’s company, and just received her
degree in business. And then, she was gone. No one knew where. Sure, there was an
investigation, but they didn’t even find her car! The fact that I looked even a little like her always
made me miss her more.
My doorbell suddenly rang. I opened the door to a man in a cheap, poorly matching suit.
“Hello?”
“I am Detective Sundry of the Brenton Police. May I speak too Anna Mercedes?” He
flashed his badge.
“That’s me. What’s this all about?”
“I think it’s better you come with me.”
“I’m free right now. Detective, what’s going on?” I was starting to become nervous.
“It’s best you come with me.”
Twenty minutes later, I found myself at the Providence, RI, city hospital. The detective led
me to a room on the fifth floor. It was like a dream. I barely felt control over my actions. He
opened the door to a sight I never thought I’d see again. It was Carla! She quietly lay in hospital
bed in all her latina glory. In a wave of emotion, I ran to give her a tight hug. The detective
quietly left the room. We embraced for the longest time.
Carla explained what happened, or at least, what she could remember. She was driving one
night to grab something at the store, and the next thing she remembered was waking up in the
hospital a few days ago. She was told soon after that she had an accident, and fell into a coma

after being rushed to the hospital. Her ID was misplaced. It was due to a simple clerical error.
I was so overwhelmed with joy that I didn’t even realize then that she didn’t look a day
older than when I last saw her ten years ago! It was as if she was frozen, perfectly preserved for
all those years. She had such an amazing body: dark latina skin, dark brown eyes and hair, large
breasts, five feet and nine inches tall. I was three inches shorter, had smaller breasts, a more
circular face, and just lacked her glow.
****
Over the next few months, Carla reclaimed her old life on her own terms. She effortlessly
gained control of our father’s company. Our father stepped into retirement to let Carla replace
him, and Robert Jameson, the company’s cofounder and Vice President, retired as well.
Her control over the company was considerable. Everyone seemed to hang on her ever
word, including Rebecca Summers, who was the head of public relations. Rebecca was an
attractive blonde, and a friend of mine. Her closeness to Carla was very strange. They now
shared adjoining offices, while she even spent the night at our house, occasionally. Everything in
Rebecca’s life seemed to revolve around Carla, but I didn’t think their relationship was sexual. I
knew for a fact that at least Carla wasn’t a lesbian, or even curious!
Through it all, there was a nagging feeling that something was wrong. Carla simply wasn’t
ten years older body or mind! And, what was going on between her and Rebecca?
I desperately wanted to confront Carla about it all, but I couldn’t somehow. Perhaps it was
because we were spending a lot of time together, and sometimes even without Rebecca. I was
just so happy to have a sister again, when I was around her, that everything seemed worth it. We
sunbathed, we swam, we got our nails and hair done. I never felt closer to her, and I just didn’t
want to damage that.
While I had a rare moment alone at the house, my cell phone suddenly rang. It was a
somewhat nervous sounding Detective Sundry. “Anna? Ms Mercedes?”
“Yes.”
“This is Detective Sundry … I, ah, was hoping to discus something with you before it’s too
late.”
“What’s this about, detective?” I asked concerned.
“We think we’ve found out more about your sister’s disappearance. I would like to discuss
it with you … alone.”
“What’s this all about? I thought everything was clear?”
“Yes, hopefully,” his tone was falsely disarming. “Please, can we meet?”
I grudgingly agreed to meet him at a nearby cafe in an hour. I wasn’t sure what to expect,
but I still had that nagging feeling about Carla.
To my surprise, I saw old Robert Jameson sitting with the detective inside the cafe. His
elegantly carved cane hung on his chair. When they greeted me, they had the same nervous look
on their faces.
I sat before them. “Now, what’s this all about?”
Robert started, “I guess, I’ll start at the beginning, or as close to it as I can, Anna. Your
sister was always in line to take over the company, as you know. Just before Carla disappeared,
we were ready to draw up the contract for her become Chairwoman and President of the
company. Your father and I didn’t expect her to take over, when she returned, or at least so soon.
Her rise forced me into retirement, because I was contractually obligated to step down whenever

your father did. Our retirements weren’t what concerned me in and of themselves. What caught
my attention was the lack of communication I had with your father afterwords …”
I didn’t have much communication with him either, since he went to live in Bermuda. That
fact is what drew me into Robert’s story.
Robert continued, “I discretely looked into that matter, well prepared to apologize to your
father for possibly shaking up his retirement. I found nothing strange on his end. But almost by
accident, I came to realize strange things relating to the board of directors at my, well, former
company. The oddities all lead to your sister.”
“What sort of oddities?” I quickly asked.
He answered, “Well, the board of directors seem to be exhibiting a kind of zealotry toward
Carla. The company always functioned relatively well, but that kind of cohesion never existed
before. Your father and I always worked to ensure some kind of debating occurred. We always
valued opinion. Now, it is only Carla.”
The detective started, “That’s when Robert came to me. I didn’t think much of it at first. I
mean, what the hell do I know about business besides fraud? Still, I looked into it. On a hunch, I
reviewed all the files we had on Carla. That’s when I found it.”
“Found what?” I asked breathlessly.
Detective Sundry continued, “Inconsistencies between the coma story and the
disappearance. There simply is no police record of that car accident, let alone whoever
investigated. And when I went to look into hospital records, I was told that there was a fire in
their achieves department a couple of days before your sister woke up, and that their record
keeping will not be one-hundred percent for at least a year. That fire destroyed more than a
decade’s worth of files! But, I didn’t stop there. I ultimately discovered that there was an odd
astronomical event the night your sister disappeared, likened to a ‘cosmological cloud.’ That
event was located on the exact path your sister would have taken the night she disappeared.”
“But, what does that all even mean?” I asked concerned.
The detective responded, “We’re not sure yet. That event was considered an anomaly, and
they’re not sure what it was. All Robert and I know is that we should be very concerned about
Carla, until everything’s straightened out …”
****
I wanted to discuss everything with Carla, but the moment I saw her that night, I decided
not to bother her with uncertainties. Later that night, I had the strangest dream. I woke up with
Carla’s size nine feet next to me. She was totally naked. The scent of her luscious feet had
already overwhelmed my mind. I was so turned on by it! When I looked down, I so desperately
wanted fuck my own sister.
Out of my control, I placed her left foot in my mouth. I was able to fit it in deeply. The
smooth taste was perfection. I wanted nothing else in my mouth ever again. Suddenly, I found
myself shoving her foot deeper into my mouth. I soon realized that her foot was physically
changing to better fit itself. When I felt began to feel my mouth and throat also unfathomably
reshape themselves, I felt her silken foot impossibly bend upwards into my head. I could feel her
foot melt into my brain, throat and mouth. My lips soon fused to her calf. Once my breathing
slowed to a halt, I felt my mind fuse with Carla’s. I became merely an extension of her body. I
understood everything! The dream was a blur after that ...
I woke up the next morning like any other. Everything was perfectly normal except for my

queazy stomach and an off feeling ...
****
Before I knew it, I was spending nearly every waking moment with Carla. Sometimes we
even slept together. There was nothing sexual about it! Sure, we were never so close before, but
we openly admitted to each other that we were making up for lost time.
I took my usual shower, and dressed myself. For some reason, all my clean bras were too
tight on my breasts. I shrugged it off, and almost decided to forgo any underwear for the day.
Carla offered one of her bras. To my shock, it fit perfectly! ‘My tits are smaller than Carla’s,
right?’ I thought.
“You don’t remember how we always wore the same bras, sis?” she asked innocently.
“Same bras?” I was confused for a moment. “You’re right, Carla! We always had the same
size breasts.”
Carla smiled, and handed me one of her perfectly sized bras.
While I put it on, I remembered how we often used to share the same set of bras. Our tastes
were always similar. I couldn’t believe I forgot that!
****
After that day, I started having these strange, erotic dreams involving Carla. More overtly
erotic than the first. I never remembered them very well, but the fact that I was having them
worried me a little. I mean, erotic dreams about my sister? There was nothing normal about that!
Still, I always shrugged them off the morning after, and never bothered discussing them with her.
Other strange things started happening, too, which I also somehow ignored. Specifically,
all my clothes, like my old bras, shrank. Since Carla and I wore the same sizes, I just borrowed
her clothes. I at first had the strangest notion that I wasn’t always her hight and size, which was
ridiculous. I even had the strangest notion that I only recently had a foot fetish, while I only
figured that out a year or two after she disappeared. One day, I even had the strangest notion that
we weren’t twins!
****
Carla and I were sunbathing in the nude at our pool. It was a rare moment were Rebecca
was elsewhere.
“Tell me your deepest, darkest secret, Anna,” she suddenly said willfully with a smile.
There was a pause, while I looked into my twin sisters eyes. “All right, Carla … This is
one of the few things I didn’t even tell my ex … I have a foot fetish.”
“A foot fetish?” she asked seemingly surprised.
“Yeah … Kinda a relief to get that out there …” The questioning look on her face
surprised me. I suppose I always assumed my twin sister had the same alternative desire.
Though, I sensed that she was playing with me.
“For women?”
I laughed. “For men, silly! You know I’m not into girls.”
“What would you say if I told you that you were wrong?”
“What do you mean, Carla?”

“What if I told you that women’s feet were so much better that they could make you forget
about your attraction to men, and only want women? Feet like your own, or mine.”
I felt strange. My sister’s words resonated in my mind. The words impossibly made sense.
“I don’t believe you,” I said, while doubting my words.
“Lets take off our shoes and socks so you can examine our feet. It’ll just be an innocent
experiment between two sisters; some innocent fun,” she smiled.
I shrugged, “Why not?”
We removed their shoes and socks methodically, and I began examining the two pairs. I
started with my own feet. Image, feel, scent, taste. I found myself growing aroused. Yes, I loved
feet, but I avoided seeing my own in a sexual way. Nervously, I took my sister’s feet, and
commenced the same examination. My arousal shocked and awed me. “How …” I whispered.
“How did you know, Carla?”
“I know you. Now, knowing that I’m always right, I’m going to reveal something else to
you. You are bisexual, but your love of women’s feet of course makes you forget your attraction
to men. Your type of feet are yours and mine. Therefore, you are sexually attracted to me. I want
to tell you right here and now that I have no problem with your sexual attraction to me. In fact, I
am sexually attracted to you. We’re twins. How could this be any other way? I want us to
experiment with our feet; I want us to make love.”
Carla leaned over, and passionately made out with me. I felt confused at first, but I soon
kissed back with even greater passion. We then sprinted to Carla’s more comfortable bed. Naked
and on our knees, Carla worshiped my large tits. It felt invigorating! We then slowly, lovingly
made out, while exploring our identical bodies. The fact that I was fully aware of the incestuous,
narcissistic nature of the acts only aroused me more. Eventually, I lay back, and spread my legs
for my sister to eat out my wet crotch. With one hand, she squeezed my tits, and with the other
she felt up and down my leg and foot. Not able to hold back any longer, I screamed in orgasm!
She then crawled back up my body for a long, wet kiss. I wrapped my legs around her
impulsively. We sat up before Carla grabbed my foot, and sensually lubed it with her mouth. She
then guided it down to her wet pussy, making sure it lightly touched her erect nipple. I soon
pressed up and down her snatch with my silken foot. The warmth and softness of her pussy made
me coo, while my motions made Carla grunt like an animal. Before she came, she grabbed my
pussy soaked foot, and worshiped it with her mouth, while she took the other to rub on her plump
tits. She then worshiped both my sexy feet at once, making sure large globs of spit smothered
them, before guiding them both back to her pussy. This was it! I rubbed her pussy so hard with
both feet, while we lustfully stared into each other’s identical eyes. She came so hard and loud,
while her warm juices smothered my soft feet.
While we licked our tasty feet clean, she had me remove her toe ring with my teeth, and I
unexpectedly swallowed it. I didn’t choke; I found it as delicious as she was! When I began to
consume her wet snatch, instantly she moaned and cooed and screamed for me not to stop. I
knew just how to love her pussy. We were identical twins, after all! I then began to finger her at
the same time, stimulating her G-spot. Minutes later, she came with a massive fountain of squirt.
I caught much of the delicious liquid in my mouth, and on my face. I crawled up to her face, so
she could lick my face clean.
We then leaned back, and rubbed our still willing pussies with our hot feet. I was somehow
not surprised, when we easily slid our feet deep inside them. We forced our feet in and out like
large cocks. It was in that moment where I realized that I wanted my sister’s foot to penetrate me
more than anything! When I stared into my sister’s eyes, I could tell that she felt the same way.

We soon came with lustful passion. At the same time we screamed, “I’M IN LOVE WITH YOU!”
****
After that night, we spent all our free time together. We made love every day. We were
lovers, sisters, soul mates. It was strange, but the more time we spent together, the more I felt
incomplete without her. I even wore a toe ring identical to hers and the one she now wore. We
were more than lovers.
Because we were identical, we decided to share the stress of running a company. No one
knew the difference, including Rebecca, and that amused us. Then one night, my sister walked
up to me with a look like she wanted to tell me something. We shared everything, so I had no
idea what it would be.
“Anna there’s so much I haven’t told you.” There was a look of sisterly love on her face.
“What do you mean?” I suddenly remembered the conversation I had with Detective
Sundry and Robert. It felt like it was from another life.
We sat next to each other on the couch, and she continued, “I don’t wanna lie to you
anymore.” She lightly stroked my cheek. “I’ve gone too far. I was never instructed to do
everything I did, especially to you. I’m so sorry, Anna.” She was teary eyed.
“What do you mean? Who instructed you?”
“I know about the detective and Robert. They were right about me. They just didn’t know
what that meant. Their inquires have ceased thanks to me.”
“What?”
“On the night I disappeared, there was no accident. A strange cloud engulfed my car, and
the next thing I knew, I was in some generic stainless steel room. Or at least, I think it was metal.
I never met any of the aliens, but they changed me with the transformative power of the God
Florathiosis. I can get into people’s heads, and transform them physically through my feet. I
made you into my twin with the power of Florathiosis’ cousin Sotos to lesson your curiosity
about me.” She sighed deeply. “I am the aliens’ agent on Earth. The aliens poorly altered records
to make my return easier. We communicate telepathically. My only directive was to ‘gather
information in secret.’ And, I have, but I didn’t understand the power I had until it was too late.”
I sat there in shock. It just didn’t make much sense! I had no idea what to think.
“Don’t worry, Anna, I don’t think they’re malevolent. They’re just curious about us. It’s
probably hard to find intelligent life in such a large cosmos.”
I grabbed hold of her, and said, “I don’t care what they did to, or what you did to me. I
love you, and I will do anything for you.”
Carla looked at me lovingly, and said, “I know…”

Universe: Amatoria
The Passion Out of Space

Part I
Life Lovers Zia and Sen were preparing for the main part of their mission. They worked to
study sexual practices of other life forms. Earth was their project from the start, and the day the
Greater Association finally allowed them to begin their studies was a glorious day.
After many, many centuries (their time), a government change, and more than a few
reforms, records of the original studies were lost. Present studies indicated that Humans are a
bigender race unlike theirs, and come in great variety in terms of personality. To more easily
interact with the Humans, the plan was to transform into their “females” (the closest to their
single gender).
They already spent many months gathering information from a distance. Now, they were
about to commence direct contact. For several weeks, they floated in tubes of transformative
juices, which worked to temporarily alter their DNA to be Human. Unaltered DNA was placed in
a hidden, suspended state in their bodies. The liquids eventually drained from their tubes, and the
doors slid open. After seeing the beautiful Earth through the window before them with new eyes,
they walked out, and examined their wet, naked Human bodies.
Zia was a slim, fit blonde with blue eyes and flawlessly light skin. Sen was slim with jet
black hair, dark skin, and dark green eyes.
“I’m gonna get used to this fast, Sen!”
They smashed themselves together, using every inch of their new bodies to reintroduce
themselves. It didn’t take long for their hands to reach their soaked snatches. “I’m gonna get
used to this fast, too!” Zia screamed in ecstasy.
After reveling in their new, temporary forms, they scoped out a strong location to establish
their base of operations on Earth. They needed to leave orbit soon, because Human technology
was already sophisticated enough to detect long term jamming. They chose a distinctly average
suburban town in what the Humans currently called New Hampshire, USA. Real Estate records
indicated a large house up for sale comfortably nestled in the woods. They would have preferred
to “purchase” the house by proxy, but they feared that would set off some alarm bell.
The two aliens in Human form soon found themselves in the office of real estate agent
Reginald Barker. They new their attire was slightly off, but it couldn’t be helped. Both wore
form fitting, silken dresses, which showed perhaps more than usual cleavage. Zia wore blue,
while Sen wore red. The dresses were made from a poorly replicated silk, which sparkled more
than shimmered.
“So you want the asking price of 500,000 dollars?” the real estate agent asked curiously,
failing to hide his attraction.
“Yes, it is what they are asking for,” Zia replied. They would later learn the concept of
negotiation and bartering, and how the house was intentionally overpriced.
“Oh, well, I see no problem there!” He smiled largely. “Now, we have some options to
close this deal. The most common option, and the one I suggest, is to pay only a part of the price
now as a down payment. Then we will set up a mortgage contact …”
“Mortgage?” Sen asked.
“Yes … Umm, mortgage,” he looked at them confused. “… I forgot you two said you
recently immigrated from Canada. I guess you two are first time buyers, too! Different countries
different laws … Well, we have the house looked over by our preferred bank, and they’ll
essentially give you a loan with an amount based on the value of the property.”
Zia and Sen glanced at each other understanding and thinking the same thing. They were
amazed that Humans had no problem with putting up what was essentially their life as collateral

just to borrow money. Zia then said, “We’d prefer to bypass the mortgage if that is possible. We
can afford the asking price.”
The agent was taken aback. It was very rare for buyers to not set up a mortgage. However,
there was a little known company policy, which ensured greater commission if the buyer paid for
the property completely up front. “Well then! I don’t get to meet such big spenders so often!” He
opened up the folder on his desk. “I apologize for not asking this before, but are you two legally
married?”
They may not have studied up on mortgages, but they had studied the legal and cultural
aspects of marriage, especially since they would be living together. Sen finally said, “Yes, we
decided that would be easiest, since we share everything anyway. We were married in this state
on the day we were granted citizenship.” There was some truth to what she said, because the day
they hacked government computers to make them citizens, it was the same day they hacked the
same computers to give them marriage licensees.
“Well, that’s just fine,” he said. He was obviously one of the many men who liked the
concept of lesbian couples. “I have the contract for joint ownership here. Much less paperwork
without the mortgage! I’ll also have to ask you for the check to be made out to Huffington Real
Estate.”
Sen signed the contract as “Sandra Richards-Parker,” while Zia signed as “Zoe RichardsParker.” Sen wrote the check after.
“We also have wonderful insurance deals for your new home, if you two are interested,”
the agent offered.
They assumed insurance would just be another inconvenience like a mortgage, so they
claimed that they would look into that on their own. The agent always received kickback for
pushing such insurance on his clients if they bought any of it, but the enhanced commission he
was about to receive would more than make up for that lost bonus. The deal was soon complete,
and they all shook hands.
Part II
It was fairly easy to mesh with Earth’s society, albeit awkward. They never experienced a
bigender race before, and though they were temporarily a part of it, they wanted very little to do
with the gender other than their own. They decided early on that they would experiment with sex
at first between themselves, with the aid of the internet and videos.
“Oh YEAH … err ah…” the woman on the TV cooed. Zia and Sen mimicked the woman’s
actions, and adapted them. They rubbed each other’s wet crotches, while passionately making
out. It wasn’t that experiencing Human pleasure was better; it was that it was new and different.
They eventually stopped watching the TV, and began tumble on the carpeted floor in each
others arms. They forcibly ground their pussies on any part of their bodies they could. They
moaned and cooed wildly, feeling every party of their body from head to toes. Soon, they
screamed in orgasm in a mass of sapphic passion.
“We should start trying this with others,” Sen requested breathlessly.
“I suppose you’re right, Sen,” she breathed heavily. “Where should we start?”
“Any social gathering place, I think … A bar, or maybe even a hardware store.”
“Good … I will observe and report first. I’ll make sure they have no diseases to pass on, or
some crazed serial killer from out of town!”

They went to the bar known as “O’Brian’s Pub and Grill.” In spite of it’s foreign sounding
name, it was a very generic American bar with an attached restaurant. Zia super charged a touch
screen cellphone with enhanced hardware and software. The rebuilt phone would provide fast
biological and background checks. It amused them both how that style of phone was supposed of
have an app for everything, and how that alone made their cover much easier.
To Zia’s surprise, Sen nabbed both a woman and a man. The couple (Jack and Liza)
decided that, instead of buying each other expensive gifts for their anniversary, they would each
enact their fantasies, which made their anniversary last two days. What made it really work is
how it kept them just that much more honest with each other. The scanner showed that they were
just a marred, middle class couple with regular jobs.
“So you’re just gonna … watch?” the gruff Jack asked in amazement.
Zia nodded with a smile.
“Pay no attention to him!” the slim brunette Liza stated, playfully jabbing Jack’s forearm.
“He said he just wanted a threesome. If your just gonna watch, Zoe, that’s fine. Just don’t give
‘em any more ideas!” Liza wasn’t bisexual, but she could never say no to something fun.
Not too long after, they found themselves back at Zia and Sen’s house. Sen was all over
them both, while they all made their way to the main bedroom. Zia sat on the chair, and carefully
observed. There was also a special camera hidden in the room, which recorded everything from
different angles to brain activity. That data was to be sent with the weekly written report to be
transmitted to the Greater Association.
Zia was simply caught off guard by how ravenous Sen was with them. She had no idea
where it all came from. The other two simply could not keep up! Zia was more than aroused by
the sight, but her scientific curiosity helped her to maintain composure.
In her impulsive lust, Sen initiated positions Humans may not have named yet. Zia simply
couldn’t believe her eyes, when Sen sucked Jack’s cock and scissored Liza. They moaned and
cooed madly. In the crescendo, Sen lay on her back with Jack cock deep inside her pussy and
Liza’s crotch straddled over her mouth. They all soon screamed in glorious orgasm …
“Where did all that come from, Sen?” Zia asked the next morning. Jack and Liza stumbled
out the door a few minutes prior.
“I dunno. Just came naturally, I guess. Are you concerned?”
“No, I don’t think so. Maybe Humans naturally come up with these things. Their
imagination does rival our own ...” Zia stated ponderously.
Sen sipped her coffee, subtly reveling in it more than usual. “That would explain last night!
The two continued with their sexual experiments, picking up primarily women at various
locations. They were careful not to pick people from the same location more than a few times, so
they would not easily draw attention to themselves. Plus, they only conducted that experiment
once a week. Of course, not every prospect found themselves in Sen’s bed. Most Humans didn’t
want sex all the time! Though, there were most certainly repeat customers.
Zia really enjoyed herself quite a bit, which made her into a consistent masturbator after
the fact. She consistently wrote in her reports about voyeurism, and how common it was as a
sexual fetish. However, she really could not wait to switch roles with Sen, or even join her in the
sexual escapades. Physical contact can be very important to Humans.
Despite how much Sen was enjoying her watching, there was something bothering her
about Zia. There was something just too ravenous about her, especially in her obsession with
neck hickeys. She always said how it just came naturally to her. But if it came so naturally, why

was Zia so surprised by Sen?
After coming back with some groceries one evening, Zia quickly realized that Sen was not
home. After seeing a large amount of blood on their bed, she quickly went to the basement,
where they hid their ship in a “spatially compressed” state. The moment she entered the central
operations room, she saw that the communications panel was smashed, and after a quick systems
check, the whole communications system was shown to be beyond repair.
She then accessed the ship’s sensor array, which functioned as something synonymous to
security cameras. It was also connected with the special camera system in the bedroom. The
whole system was shut down, but still operable. Audio and video were all that was available,
though. Not long after Zia left to do errands, Sen left and brought back two women to the house.
There was a hungry look in her eye, which was way beyond anything Sen already witnessed.
Both women were wildly eating out Sen’s wet pussy in the bedroom, when something
almost indescribable began to happen. Sen closed her eyes and tightly clenched her fists. She
grew deathly pale. Suddenly, her eyes and mouth sprung open. Her eyes were like two onyx
stones. A moment later, she screamed in orgasm. At the same time, two long, bright white fangs
jutted downward. Like a wild animal, she lunged at the unsuspecting women, and messily drank
the blood from each in turn. Disturbingly, both victims just let it all happen. Color quickly
returned to her lover’s blood soaked skin.
She lay for a few moments, reveling in what she had just done. Bloodied, she wetly hissed,
“I have a message for you, Zia.” Her eyes slowly regained their white surrounding, while her
once green eyes stayed a pitch black. The video then went blank.
Zia was in shock. What she whitened most definitely happened, but she couldn’t
understand how or why. Zia dragged herself to the console, which held their personal logs,
assuming that was were Sen recorded her message. The most recent file listed had Zia’s name,
but it was recorded by Sen. She opened it.
Sen’s face appeared on the screen. Her eyes were still their Human green color. “You were
right all along, Zia. Something was not quite right about my sexual actions. I secretly checked
myself in the ship’s medical bay, and discovered … My DNA was becoming corrupted, and the
likeliest cause was the all the sex. Whether it be all the adrenaline, the endorphins, the little
known Life Energies, or a mix of everything, the Human DNA was somehow mixing with our
own. The corruption is causing very specific things to happen. I seem to sense it. My mind, my
soul is beginning to access things I never thought possible.
“You know the myths on our world about powerful Cosmic Gods of Passion? It turns out
that they are no myth, and that these Cosmic Gods affect the Humans as well!” She sighed almost
joyfully. “Because of the corruption, I am becoming something rather special. It is something
that Earth has seen only once before, while similar beings already existed. I am becoming a
Vampire. Not a Vampire of the Great Luthuria of Pleasure, Domorios of Consumption, or even
Phil’iantathis of Power, but a Vampire of all three indivisible! And, you know what, Sen? The
first Trifold Vampire was originally one of us! Perhaps that is why all the records of the first
expedition are missing. We may never know … You can join me, Zia. The joy I feel is beyond
anything, and I cannot resist it. The process does not take long, and I must and will be
completing that process very soon.” Her smile was of seduction and hunger, before the video
ceased …
Zia sat for a while, starring at the blank screen. Her mind went blank with shock. What
could she possibly do? How could she not resist? It may take months for her people to send a
rescue vessel, while the mission was most certainly a disaster. Zia’s well ordered mind slowly

started to settle. One very important detail in Sen’s message became prevalent: Other Vampires
existed, and that there were at least three types. They may know what to do, provided they are
not as crazed as Sen. But, the next question was how to find them ...
Part III
The passing week proved difficult. Sen was leaving a trail of dead or missing bodies in her
wake. Even worse, the found bodies were like lifeless husks. Their eyes were milky, while
everything that once flowed within them was gone. The news outlets dubbed her the “Savage
Leach” or worse. Sen’s actions forced Zia to lie low, lest any of the murders led back to her. At
the same time she extensively researched Vampires. Like all “mythological” creatures, there
were many overlapping and contradicting legends. What helped her search was Sen’s mention of
“Cosmic Gods of Passion,” and the Vampire Gods within that pantheon.
There was an ancient book called Liber Lubidinum (the Book of Passions) written by the
Mad Minoan Itra Eleutherios. Genuine copies of the Book were impossibly rare, and she did not
have time to find one. However, there was extensive research on the subject, including the
research of Mythographer Zane Mallords. His work was easy to find, and heavily cited amongst
mythological studies.
Though the Book itself is in a language that is not yet translated, many legends had direct
and indirect connections to it. In the end, though, all Zia’s research on Vampires and the Cosmic
Gods seemed to indicate that Vampires will find the ones searching for them …
Zia was siting in an all too familiar private library room, with books sprawled out around
her. The sun was almost set. She soon passed out hunched over the table … Zia suddenly woke
up with a jolt. She slowly picked herself up to see a dark brooding man in a black leather jacket.
His eyes are what caught her attention. They seemed to span all possible colors at once, in an
almost hypnotic dance. That dance somehow made it difficult for her to truly ascertain his true
appearance.
“I gather you’ve been looking for us, Zia” he said. His voice somehow echoed in her head
in a wholly different accent, which resembled Bulgarian. “We have been looking for you.”
She rubbed her bleary eyes. “What? … Who are you?”
“I am Aldrik. I am a Vampire of the Great Phil’iantathis of Power. I am one of the few that
is old enough to remember the first Trifold Vampire three-thousand years ago,” he echoed.
The timing Aldrik stated at first didn’t seem right, but then she remembered a quirk of
space travel. Those who are traveling from point A to point B experience time differently from
those at point A or B, especially when traveling in wormholes or speeds near the Speed of Light.
Her race’s recent advances in artificial wormholes had partially negated that issue, though. She
could never fully wrap her head around concepts like that!
“What did you do?” she pleaded.
“You must first understand, Zia, that Vampires are the least organized compared to
Witches or even Succubi. It’s a kind of ancient Cold War amongst the three Vampire Races. We
never fight each other directly, while we rarely talk directly. That is why Trifolds are insane:
They are feuding within themselves. Three-thousand years ago, the most powerful of the three
Vampire Races convened, including my Maker, to discuss the threat of the Trifold. We could not
agree on a course of action, nor would our Gods via Avatar Succubi. We then pleaded with the
Greater Gods of Witchcraft, who refused conference. We finally pleaded with the Truly Great
O’unidiathicosis, who only, unsurprisingly, gave us wisdom. ‘The Trifold is a being that cannot
be bound by the Gods, and that only the race the Trifold originated has the material power to

cease the Trifold’s terror’.”
“But, that doesn’t make any sense!” Zia stated frustratedly. “How can any race of beings
do what a God can’t?”
“Because the Cosmic Gods are really aliens themselves! Haven’t you figured that out yet?”
“My race is more powerful than them?” Zia asked confused.
“Of course not! But, the power of the Cosmic Gods is not truly of control, but of
manipulation. The Great Zalatoth is the ‘Right hand of the Truly Great One’ for a reason.
However, a Trifold cannot be manipulated; it can only be controlled. Though, control of it is next
to impossible. Only a space faring race like yours can hide a Trifold in a forgotten sector of the
universe.” The wizened Vampire deeply sighed. “The world has changed much in three-thousand
years, Zia, even though the Gods’ recommendations have not. I cannot, however, let the Trifold
reap its horrors again. There are more Humans, Witches, Succubi, and Vampires alive now than
in all of Earth’s history. Our Trifold will kill so many more than the last before your people
finally come! All Humans may learn about us through the Trifold. If they all learn the truth of us
and the Cosmic Gods now, it may mean the end of us all.”
“Then, what do you suggest we do, Aldrik?” she pleaded.
A subtle smile appeared on Aldrik’s face. “Only the race that the Trifold originated has the
material power to cease the Trifold’s terror,” he reiterated. “The last Trifold did not come with a
companion.”
Zia felt the weight of a world not her own fall onto her Human shoulders. Her analytical
mind automatically sprung to life. At first she thought that becoming a Trifold herself may stop
Sen, before realizing that there would be nothing to control her after. But then, another
possibility came to her: “Can you read the Liber Lubidinum, Aldrik?”
He smiled almost deviously. “Better than I did, when I was a Human child.”
Aldrik led Zia to the Gray Witch Ariana, who owed him a favor. She led a Coven of the
Great L’sothot of Potions. She stubbornly didn’t want to let them borrow the Book at first, but
she relented, when it was agreed that it would not leave her home, let alone her library.
They soon walked into the small yet full library to see the leather bound Book sitting
casually on the center table. Zia felt invigorated just by looking at, while her pussy twitched
distractingly. “How could something look so old yet so new at the same time?” Zia asked
breathlessly.
Aldrik smiled toothily. “Good! I can tell it likes you. It never affected me so strongly.”
Zia sat before the baffling Book. When she placed her hand on the edge to open it, she felt
a rush of Sexual Energy fly through her, and nearly passed out from the mind crushing orgasm.
“I always love to see how it affects different people,” Aldrik said quietly with a subtle
chuckle.
Zia found herself turning through page after page. It was as if she was instinctually feeling
her way though the Book. “How many self aware, intelligent beings are there on this world?” Zia
asked curiously. Her old assumption that Humans were the only highly intelligent beings on
Earth was obviously, utterly wrong.
“That is a hard question to answer, Zia,” he replied slowly. “Four would be the easiest
answer. Humans, Vampires, Witches, and Succubi are the most common. But, there are other
rarities, whether subject to the Cosmic Gods or not.”
“Tell me about the Succubi, Aldrik,” she requested impulsively.
“Page 324: The Succubi live by consuming the Sexual Energy of other beings. There are

multiple types …”
“Tell me about their allegiance to the Cosmic Gods,” she interrupted.
He smirked. “The average Succubus has no real allegiance to any of them.”
Zia found herself on the part of the Book about Succubi. “What do you think would
happen if I were to become one, with me having DNA that isn’t Human, Aldrik?”
He found himself taken aback by the question. “I’m not sure, Zia … Assuming your true
DNA is not properly shielded for such a transformation, the mixed DNA could make such a
transformation impossible, or…”
“… Or create a Succubus that this would has never seen?” Zia completed breathlessly.
Aldrik remained quiet for a few moments, before stating, “They say the Truly Great One
speaks in riddles and double meanings … While a Trifold feeds off of blood, death, and fear, a
Succubus feeds off of passion, pleasure, and joy. It is settled then. You will become a Succubus,
and be this world’s Champion against the Trifold Vampire!”
Aldrik knew that summoning a Succubus was next to impossible, and even though he and
Ariana personally knew Succubi, the mortal danger of a natural transformation for all involved
makes it hard to convince any Succubus to become a Maker. Plus, the natural transformation,
which she could enact, may take too long. So, he made a deal with Ariana. She would artificially
transform Zia, while Aldrik would now be indebted to her. Witches may not have the extreme
longevity of a Vampire, but they always ensure debts are honored.
Ariana never personally created a Succubus before, but she knew the process far better
than anyone, who didn’t have the Book. Being a Witch of Potions, she adapted the process
accordingly. The Book does suggests to adapt the process to one’s abilities. She created a red
protein pill about the size of the average pinky, and infused the power of the Cosmic God, who
grants the power to create Artificial Succubi, Plaotathis of Curiosity. While the pill is slowly
digested, its focused power will transform Zia. Ariana predicted that the transformation would be
faster than average, but she admitted that she was not sure due to the likely inevitable mixing of
Zia’s Human and alien DNA.
Zia sat on the examination table in Ariana’s lab. Potion Masters were often master
chemists for obvious reasons. Ariana presented the sterilized tray with the pill in a white paper
cup and water in an opaque plastic cup.
“Are you sure about this? I’m not sure what’s going to happen,” the middle aged, yet still
attractive Witch stated uneasily. She did look rather cute in her white lab coat.
Zia sighed. “I may be the only one capable of stopping the Trifold -- Sen -- on this planet.
The Book led me to this solution, and I will follow through.”
Ariana uncertainly raised her thin eyebrow.
Zia tossed the pill in her mouth, and took a large swig of water, before lying down. Ariana
brought her a blanket to make her feel more comfortable. Unsurprisingly, nothing happened right
away. Felling very warm and comfortable, Zia found herself falling fast asleep …
A darkness shrouded Zia for a long time. It was a comfortable darkness; not unlike the
vastness of space. Then she saw something in the distance. She swam toward it. It was a large,
red cylindrical object. Before she was even halfway to it, the object faded into nothingness.
Replacing it was a flowing stream of bright energy. She sensed that it was her own Life Energy,
happily lighting up the darkness. The flow and color then began to change. She could feel and
see her Life Energy begin to fuse with her Sexual Energy, coming at the stream at all sides in
smoke-like ribbons. The flow and color changed erratically, threatening to break down the dark

universe around her. Yet, a part of her wanted her transforming Energy to break through the
walls of everything to prove its power. The more erratic her Energy became, the more aroused
and hungry she became.
Then in an instant, the wisps of Sexual Energy dissipated and the ribbon of Energy was not
longer erratic, yet it was still growing ever stronger. Her now Sexual Life Energy glowed
brighter and brighter. The light soon surrounded her, and made her explode in a massive orgasm,
making her one with her new essence. Large cracks in the fabric of the dark reality began to
appear. Wanting to prove her power, she forced herself into yet another devastating orgasm. The
dark universe exploded around her in large shards of fabric.
She floated naked in apparent nothingness, reveling in power. Suddenly, she heard a
powerful, inhuman voice, whose vibrations constantly brought her to the edge of orgasm. “Zia,”
I called.
“I am beyond such a simple name now!” she responded.
What almost appeared to be a face slightly came into view. A dim red outline surrounded
my image. What little was visible of my form was of a monstrosity something the size of a sun,
with thousands of tentacles stretching out into infinity. Zia felt no fear. “I know,” I echoed. “I am
beyond names, too, but there are those who call me O’unidiathicosis, the Truly Great One. You
are a rare being to have come so far.”
“I never would have believed that this was in my future!” Zia exclaimed, further reveling
in her power.
“You are the only one now that can stop the Trifold,” I sounded. “Through its blood lust, it
is already more powerful than the first Trifold. It’s parasitic nature has no boundaries …”
“If it has no boundaries than how can I stop it?” Zia screamed.
“Use my vast power; become more than what you already are!”
“I will not bow down to anyone!” Zia defiantly exclaimed.
“No Succubus has to bow down to anyone … I grant you my power … AS AN EQUAL!” I,
the Truly Great O’unidiathicosis, screamed.
A massive wave of blindingly bright Devine Sexual Energy bombarded Zia. She flew back
toward the edge of my reality, absorbing every drop of my Divine Energy surrounding her. Her
orgasmic scream echoed across the Multiverse, briefly filling all subconscious minds with lust
and passion. Her back suddenly smashed through the walls of the false oblivion …
Zia suddenly opened her eyes. She found herself breathing deeply under the blankets of the
exam table. She slowly sat up to see both the lab coat wearing Ariana and the brooding Aldrik
keeping a distance from her. There was actually fear in their eyes.
Zia tossed the blanket away, and sat at the edge of the bed. “I guess you both felt my birth
cry!” She laughed playfully. Looking at the two of them, she found herself fully aware of her
vast power. She saw right through Aldrik’s powerful hypnotic field, revealing his generically
pale, average Vampire appearance. She could absorb all their knowledge in a single swoop,
while twisting their Sexual Energy to her ends. She could make them into puppets by consuming
a piece of their Soul Energy, with her holding the strings. She could bombard them both with
mind destroying pheromones, while that would be too easy. She could do so much to anyone,
while understanding them better than themselves. The world was wrapped around her fingers.
“Are you OK, Zia? You, you were in a coma for three days.” Aldrik asked shakily.
‘Perhaps a little hungry from my journey,’ she said in their minds. The ancient Vampire
didn’t like the thought of his Sexual Energy being consumed, while the Witch was intrigued. Zia
removed her clothes, knowing that they could prove an annoying hinderance to her feeding. She

then implanted her will into their minds, and motioned for them to come to her with her hand.
Aldrik uncontrollably leaned in for a long deep kiss. The Succubus then began to lovingly
drink his plentiful Sexual Energy, until he fell to the floor in shock and embarrassment, while
secretly liking what she just did to him. How could anyone not like the feeling of orgasm in their
own mouth? “Don’t worry, Aldrik, I won’t tell your friends that a Succubus fed on you,” she said
reveling from the delicious feed.
She then looked over to the amazed Ariana, and pulled her in for a passionate kiss. As a
reward for how successful her pill was, Zia blew a specialized burst of Devine Sexual Life
Energy into her to reverse her age dramatically. Ariana stumbled backwards, moaning and
cooing, while her youth returned to her in dramatic form. Every wrinkle, every gray, every sag
faded like dust in the wind. She leaned on the counter, reveling in her returned youth and beauty.
Her natural golden blond hair flowed gloriously.
“Now,” Zia said with determination, “we find the Trifold!”
Part IV
It did not prove difficult for Zia to locate the Trifold Sen. Zia’s telepathic powers were
vast, and given deep meditation, she could sense every being on Earth. However, Sen was still
close, or at least, within one-hundred miles. Sen felt Zia’s mind even before they touched, and
Sen could not wait to feed on Zia’s blood and Devine Sexual Life Energy.
The two agreed to meet alone halfway. Zia sweetly kissed her Witch and Vampire friends,
liberally drinking their Sexual Energy for her upcoming confrontation. They both enjoyed it,
whether they admitted to it or not. She promised them both that if she retuned she would give
them a night to be remembered until the end of time.
The two powerful beings found each other soon enough. They met in a room at a nearly
empty motel naked. The moment Zia saw the hungry, wild eyed Sen, she knew that there was
nothing left of the Sen she loved. To Zia’s great pain, the darkness was always within her lover,
she now knew, and Sen merely shed all else. Sen was always the Trifold.
“You have changed much, too, my love,” the Trifold hissed, showing her long and proud
fangs.
“Yes, but it was what I had to do to save or stop you,” Zia stated, eyes turning bloodshot
from held back tears.
“Save me?” she hissed. “Why would you? How could you? You know the truth of my
soul. After I consume you, I will consume this world, and our former race, who has nothing that
can stop me now. And after consuming them, I will seek my predecessor, whose fear still
lingered like a spice in the ancients I’ve already consumed. Then, we will make our way to the
Cosmic Gods themselves, and feed on their ancient Cosmic Blood and Energies!”
They lunged at each other at virtually the same time. Briefly gaining the upper hand, the
Trifold plunged her venomous, life sucking fangs into Zia. She was barely able to throw her
away. The Trifold genetic template within the venom burned in her veins, while her hand failed
to hold in the blood leaking from her violated neck. The pain was blinding.
“You know how to make a Succubus hungry!” Zia exclaimed, before lunging at the
Trifold. While she forcibly ground her pussy on the other, Zia willfully inhaled the Trifold’s
Sexual Energy. The Energy quickly negated the poisons in her blood, along with healing the
deep punctures in her neck.
“OH errr …” the Trifold cooed. “That’s too bad! OHHH yeah… I was looking forward to
seeing a Succubus with fangs!”

Zia then locked her lips onto the Trifold to forcibly suck every last bit of Sexual Energy
out of her. ‘If you ever find yourself fighting another Succubus,’ Zia said loudly in the Trifold’s
mind, ‘you must remember to never be face to face!’
They humped each other wildly, causing a picture to smash onto the floor. The divinely
orgasmic nature of the Succubus’ kiss slowly began to overwhelm the Trifold. Zia felt a
powerful orgasm forming in her foe, and actively worked to consolidate the building Sexual
Energy, which Zia naturally controlled. And then, EXPLOSION! All the remaining Sexual
Energy flew out of the Trifold and into Zia, causing Zia to cum at virtually the same time.
After a few minutes of savoring, Zia slowly brought herself to her feet. The Trifold was
perhaps the only being that could survive having all their Sexual Energy sucked out. She lay at
Zia’s feet semiconscious. In that moment, Zia understood why I, The Truly Great One, made her
so much more powerful. The Trifold can still survive, and ultimately continue to feed its
exponentially growing blood lust. Now, Zia must use the power that no other Succubus had. My
gift, which she just then ascertained.
There was great pain in what Zia had to do. The Sen she knew and loved died the day she
became the Trifold, but that did not make it any easier. That was merely what she was forcing
herself to believe. Doing what must be done, Zia then concentrated all the Devine Sexual Life
Energy within her, and blasted it onto the Trifold in a blinding light. Everything in the room
burned and charred from the apparent Cosmic Ray. She bombarded the Trifold with the Ultimate
Energy until she sensed that the Trifold faded into nothingness. Zia fell to her knees in incredible
weakness and sadness …
Part V
Zia stumbled her way back to her Witch and Vampire, thinking of the foresight of her
promise. They helped her inside. She could not keep her hands off of them in her great hunger.
The three of them ultimately fell to the carpeted floor of the main hall.
The Succubus automatically drank their energy, while they tore their clothes away. She
barely ensured that she would not take too much at any given moment, feeding in intervals. They
aggressively kissed and groped all over their adrenaline filled bodies. Though she instinctually
knew it all along, Zia now knew that the greatest joy of a Succubus is the sex and the joyous
pleasure derived form it.
Zia soon found herself straddling Ariana’s mouth with her dripping pussy, while Aldrik
wildly humped Ariana’s pussy. At the same time, Zia and Aldrik passionately made out, sipping
at his Energy. ‘You love it, admit it!’ Zia said in Aldrik’s mind. In response, Aldrik grabbed the
back of Zia’s head, and kissed her more tightly. Aldrik even considered tasting Zia’s blood,
which was also a Vampire taboo, but held back then. When they all screamed in orgasm, Zia
joyously absorbed the Energy flowing out of them.
In a sprint, they made their way to Ariana’s more comfortable bed. Sandwiched, Zia
soaked up the other passion. At the same time, Aldrik and Ariana sucked Zia’s tits without
abandon. They then continued to make their way downward, until they stopped to mercilessly eat
out Zia’s pussy. She soon screamed and squirt all over them.
Zia screamed for more, so they continued down her legs, and ultimately worshiped her
goddess-like feet. They then repositioned themselves with Aldrik eating Zia’s pussy, Zia eating
Ariana’s pussy, and Ariana sucking off Aldrik. They were in a kind of glorious circle of passion.
They moaned, they grunted, they cooed. Then in a massive orgasm, causing Zia to slightly glow,
they screamed in a fountain of passion …

Sandwiched between the unconscious Aldrik and Ariana, Zia found herself not only totally
recovered, but also totally satisfied. Thinking about the first day she and Sen first lay eyes on
Earth with Human eyes, she shed a tear …
Part VI: Epilogue
It was the Greater Association’s policy to send a rescue vessel, whenever contact was lost
for more than one month (their time). The rescue crew ultimately arrived on Earth disguised as
Humans.
Zia told the crew the whole story, and the crew commander relayed the information back to
their homeworld. Their superiors were overall pleased with Zia’s actions, given the
circumstances. Indeed, they were pleased that the threat of the Trifold was more than neutralized,
while it was not yet clear how knowledge of the Cosmic Gods would affect them, though. Zia’s
request to locate the first Trifold was ultimately denied, if only because all records from that time
were truly lost. They admitted, though, that there was evidence that all records pertaining to that
creature were intentionally destroyed. Zia forced herself to be happy with the first Trifold being
lost forever.
In the end, the only issues for those from the Greater Association were Zia’s “corrupt”
DNA, and how she would no longer answer to anyone. Indeed, they were very much aware of
her indomitable power. Any deals in the favor of the Greater Association could not truly be
made. However, they and Zia agreed that there was no need for disputes. Zia’s deal, which was
agreed upon out of necessity, was that she would stay on Earth for as long as it pleased her,
while she would pose no threat to her former race. If destiny still had plans for Zia, she would
not bow down to it; however, she looked forward to facing it on her own terms.

Universe: Randolphville
Witchcraft
“In 1851, a witch learned how to follow all four Great Gods of Witchcraft without going
insane. Her mastery of such powers made her unable hide her true nature within the village,
which was only settled a year before by prospectors and their wives. Many tried to resist her
power, but all soon fell under her spell. The whole town came together in a massive orgy, and
disappeared.”
“And, that’s the legend of the Randolphville Witch, Jessica?” the slim blonde Sally asked
her raven haired friend Jennifer. The three women were doing their final preparations before
venturing into the woods before them.
“Plenty of lost towns with silly legends, especially in Middle-of-Nowhere, New
Hampshire!” Sally’s brown haired sister Sarah laughed. “A friend of mine just went to one over
in Hollis I think.”
“Actually, I don’t think we’ll even come close to finding that village. I don’t think
Randolphville existed. Seriously, Jen, we’re not even out to find that place. Why do you even

bring it up?” Sally asked.
Jennifer smiled. “It came with the map!”
The all laughed. The three college students wanted to do something they never did before,
and a summer hiking trip fit the bill. There were no other plans …
They lost their map after only a half an hour into their hike, and decided to head back to
the car. Unfortunately, they started late, and it was growing dark. So, they altered the plan to set
up camp, and head back to the car the next morning. There was no real concern, because the trail
was clearly marked.
They set up camp at dusk. Sarah was out gathering some wood for a fire.
“So, I keep forgetting to ask you, Jen … How did you find this place?” Sally asked.
“You know, kinda by accident! You remember, we’ve been wanting to do this college
roommate thing for a while. Last month, I went to the Town Hall in Cambridge, and grabbed a
few state hiking maps. I plopped them all on my kitchen table, and Randolph Woods in Gregg,
New Hampshire, was right on top.”
“You’re never that simple!”
“I know. Crazy, right?”
They continued to make small talk, even after Sarah returned. When they went to sleep that
night, they somehow shared the same dream. It was a dream of the past …
Jennifer and Sarah watched as if that was their only purpose in life. Sally found herself
reading a book in the forest, but she was not Sally. She was Mary. The woman there now was a
natural blond. She was so horny, but resisted out of decency. Unfortunately, her horniness grew
out of her control, and she gave into the uncontrollable passions.
She touched herself sensually, while she removed her white dress and undergarments. She
never did anything like this before, yet it all felt so good and natural. She moaned and cooed,
while she squeezed her tits, and buried her hand into her moist snatch. Her erotic motions were
not just for the sake of pleasure, but also for the celebration of the female form. She was
beautiful, she always knew that, but for the first time in her life, she understood that. Her beauty
was all that was needed. She soon learned that her silken feet were what she loved the most,
while her firm legs were a close second. She eventually found herself in a state of perpetual
orgasm, and enhanced the mind numbing pleasure by continuing to grope her glorious body.
Jennifer soon found herself walking over to the orgasmic woman. Yet she was no longer
Jennifer. Her name was Elizabeth. She was infinitely horny, yet she had total control over such
things. Indeed, she was remaking the blonde before her through such control.
There was no end in sight for Mary’s screams of passion, but she no longer cared about
anything but the pleasure. Suddenly, Elizabeth lightly touched her shoulder. Mary’s orgasm
instantly ceased. Elizabeth’s hand was gloved in a substance she never saw or felt before.
Strangely, a new word came to her mind: latex.
Out of breath, and still horny, the woman resembling Sally turned around. The beautiful
raven haired woman, which she knew from the village, was wearing what most would call truly
indecent. She wore a purple velvet robe. Underneath, she wore only a black bra, panties,
leggings, and elbow length gloves, while all those undergarments were made of the same strange
material.
“Fuck me, PLEASE!” Mary begged, using a vulgar word otherwise foreign to her.
The raven haired woman tossed off her robe, and sat next to her. “As the first Priestess of

the Four Great Gods of Witchcraft, I shall!”
They then passionately made out, while forcibly exploring their bodies with their curious
hands. The Great Erotic Witch removed her strange bra and panties, and lay the quivering
woman down. Mary moaned and cooed at the Great Witch’s perfect touch. The feel of her
“latex” gloves was perfect on her skin. The Great Witch kissed and groped her way down,
pleasuring every inch equally. She nearly orgasmed, when the Great Witch’s lips kissed her
pussy. The Great Witch continued passionately down her legs, and eventually worshiped her
feet. She came loudly, echoing across the forest, but the Great Witch had far more in store.
The Great Witch then passionately made out with her pussy. Mary’s endless orgasms
merged into one. All that was left of Mary’s old self slowly melted away in the ecstasy. Her
memories stayed sharp, while they would serve her well in her new purpose. She was now a
devoted disciple of the Great Witch …
The three woman woke up the next morning incredibly horny, but gained composure
quickly. They all remembered the erotic dream vividly, but chose not to discuss it. Maybe out of
distraction because of the dream, or because they simply lost the map, they realized how lost
they were. They were totally baffled, because they knew they did not hike more than a mile into
the woods yesterday. Plus, the clearly marked trail was simply gone! Tensions grew quickly,
while they roamed around the forest. Sure, they had a compass; though, it was quickly apparent
that they weren’t using it right. They periodically checked their cell phones, but they continually
had no service.
The day passed quickly. More quickly in fact than seemed normal. They talked very little,
after the three of them had a heated argument about their situation. It actually wasn’t that dire
yet, because they had supplies for several days. What was really happening was that they were
experiencing intense sexual frustration. They had no idea why, while they weren’t sure how to
deal with it, other than yelling at each other. They fell asleep quickly in their tent not long after
dark …
In the continued dream, the Great Witch’s influence spread like wildfire. Mary was her
most loyal disciple through it all. Though unexpected, the Sexual Energy that was being created
in the village caused men to fade from their reality, because it turned out that only women were
capable of handling such powerfully growing Energy. Soon, all the women of the village were
transformed into devoted disciples of the Great Witch.
In the forest, they all fell into an orgy that warped time itself. The Great Witch, with her
latex stockings and gloves, was at the center of it all. From their soft hair to their silken toes,
nothing was off limits. The more they kissed and groped every inch of each other, what little was
left of their old selves quickly melted away. They became beings of pleasure and passion alone.
Even the Great Witch felt her already passion filled soul begin to melt into the passionate
Energy.
In her last moments of individuality, the Great Witch screamed, “Great Gods of Witchcraft
here me,” the Great Witch’s voice echoed. “Great Zalatoth of Manipulation, Master of
Witchcraft, hear me. Great Simelinis of Love, here me. Great Shurath’cas of Domination, hear
me. Great L’sothot of Potions, hear me. Baccheiaos of Wild Sexual Ecstasy, I beseech thee to
supplement the power of the Greater Gods of Witchcraft by giving me the power of Fusion …
Great Zalatoth, make our soul the want of all Humans. Great L’sothot, make our soul infectious
like disease. Great Simelinis, make those infected by our soul eternal lovers. Great Shurath’cas,

make the spread of our soul overpowering!”
This was all planned by the Great Witch from the start: Soul Fusion on a mass scale.
Through her mastery of Witchcraft, she implanted a part of her soul into her latex clothing, while
being in perfect contact with it. Normally, the soul would automatically reintegrate itself upon
such contact, but she was able keep that piece of herself dormant. This essentially enabled her to
be more “complete” and clear headed, while she implemented her plan.
The piece of her soul within the latex was now reawakened from the building passions, and
the passion filled women, including the Great Witch, could not help but forcibly grope it. The
more they groped, the more the latex stuck to their soft skin; the more the latex stuck to their soft
skin, the more their skin transformed into latex. Soon, their skin was truly latex.
Reality began to blur, and the latex smothered women melted into each other. Without any
second thoughts, they accepted each other’s souls, for that was what the Great Witch was
preparing them for all along. As a single, beautiful, feminine entity, a massive orgasm grew
within her, and her orgasm shook the feeble world around them!
Amongst the great passion, the feminine entity ascended into the forest surrounding her,
and melted into its Life Force. While time straightened itself, time was all that was left. There
was no way to know how long it would take for the Great Gods of Witchcraft to make the Fused
Soul into the incurable disease of passion …
The three hikers woke up the next morning felling different. They could not fully describe
how they felt, and like before, they refused to talk about their dream. At the same time, they were
infinitely distracted by how different they felt. That distraction ate away at their frustration of
being lost. Indeed, they barely paid attention to where they were going, while not even fully
aware of that fact.
With the sisters walking hip to hip ahead of her laughing about something, somehow
Jennifer began to understand how she felt. The strangeness was turning into arousal, or maybe
that’s what it was all along. She slowly began to realize that something was inside her, but had
no idea what that meant. Her arousal, she came to realize, was intricately connected with
whatever was inside. It was changing her. That should have been terrifying, but her arousal had
overwhelmed such negative emotions.
“Lets set up camp here for a while,” Jennifer suddenly said on impulse.
The sisters agreed, and thought it was good time for lunch, anyway. They quickly laid out
their blankets, before they started to munch on the dried fruits.
“OH gha…” Jennifer suddenly cooed, with one hand on her breast and the other on her
burning pussy.
“Are you OK, Jen?” Sally asked breathlessly.
“I feel … OH … I feel alive!” Jennifer cooed.
Sarah suddenly observed in shock, “My God! Your eyes are changing, Jennifer!”
Jennifer’s eyes were slowly changing from an emerald green to a dark brown. “OHHH
yeah … FFFFFUCK!” she screamed in ecstasy. She ripped off her clothes, and lustfully groped
every inch of her body.
The sisters soon realized that they could not keep their hands off of each other. At first they
tried to resist, but their powerful arousal broke down all bearers. Their sisterly love turned into
sisterly lust, while they tore the clothes from their sweaty bodies. The fact that their slim bodies
were so similar enhanced the erotic joy of their forceable touch.
While the sisters became lost in their new lust for each other, Jennifer’s body continued to

pleasurably transform. She slowly grew several inches in hight, while her somewhat circular
facial structure became more ovular and elfin. Her skin became subtly lighter, while all physical
flaws and body hair faded into nothingness. Her overall firm body became fuller and incredibly
voluptuous. Her C-cup breasts alone inflated to a DD. She could not help but grope them
joyously, while they grew.
Jennifer lay back breathless, while her new body settled into its new form. The orgasmic
screams and slurps of the lustful sisters were distant. She slowly came to realize that she was no
longer Jennifer. Yes, Jennifer was still within her, but she was far to integrated with the person
she became to be distinguishable. She was the powerful Great Witch Elizabeth reborn!
The sisters suddenly came in a powerful orgasm, which echoed across the forest. Elizabeth
crawled on top of the lustful sisters. “Nothing ever quite leads to what you’d expect,” Elizabeth
essentially stated to herself airily. “All I really wanted was infinite pleasure after I mastered the
Four Great Powers. That is what led to my idea. The virus I created ultimately needed a carrier,
and long before she even subconsciously knew it, the Great Gods of Witchcraft chose Jennifer,
who happily still resides within me. Those Great Gods made my soul and consciousness the
guiding force of the virus I created. Who better to spread a virus than the one who created it?”

Universe: Praenotio
An Idea
The crystalline sky had its usual green tint over this desert world. The geology turned out
to be insanely erratic, so it proved difficult to explore our usual erotic desires. Instead of our
usual experiments in pleasure in the local form, we found ourselves running to wherever the
desert wasn’t sinking. In a finally quiet moment, I turned to look at my lover …
I suddenly found myself lying comfortably in my bed five minutes before my alarm as
usual. I lay back thinking about the dream I just had. Though it was obviously only a fragment of
the whole, it was the most vivid dream I ever remembered having. The feeling of extreme
arousal from the dream was so intense that I jerked off in my usual morning shower ten minutes
later! Of what I was jerking off to, I had no clue.
The session in the shower only proved partially successful, however. Indeed, it only made
me think clearly, while I continued to be horny. Being so horny before even arriving at my office
would prove to be problematic. Julie my “side-boss,” as I liked to call her, was incredibly
attractive. I called her that because she was really more my superior than actual boss. While she
originally died her hair blonde, she more recently washed it out to reveal her sleek, super dark
brown hair, which I liked far better. Her body was also wonderful: dark green eyes, creamy skin,
slim, long legs, and only slightly shorter than my average hight. And yes, I did ask her out once,
but she didn’t believe in workplace relationships.
I went to the floor’s kitchenette for a cup of cheap coffee, which I usually avoided. Almost
serendipitously, there was Julie, alone, pouring herself some coffee. It was more inconvenient,

though, because of how horny I was. Her form fitting black pants and blouse made her look so
damn good ...
“Hey, Jack,” she said nicely.
“Uh, hi, Julie. Anything left in that pot?” I asked barely hiding my arousal (physical and
mental).
She glanced down at my crotch, perhaps noticing the crease that may have been forming.
“Humph, nothing good!”
“I usually avoid the crap Bob puts out, myself,” I said trying to keep everything from
turning into a sexual harassment suit. Boring Bob was our less than influential Chief Operating
Officer.
“Me, too,” she sighed. “Don’t drink coffee much either, but needed a boost today.” She
handed the half full coffee pot to me.
When I grabbed the handle of the pot, my fingers innocently brushed against hers. At the
same time, I less than innocently thought about her “loving” to give me blow jobs and “loving”
my cum. I quickly shook the interesting idea, and poured the cup …
The day went more slowly than usual in my large, bland cubical, in spite of the caffeine. I
inputted the data, made the TPS report, made the copies. Boring as all hell, but I was moving up
the ladder fast, and was assistant managing my devision, albeit without a secretary or office. The
slowness of the day, coupled with overt ambition, made me forget about my brief encounter with
Julie, while the arousal was all but quashed.
Right before I left for the day, Boring Bob was knocking at my cubicle entrance. “Jack,
what’s happening? I was just on my way out, and thought I should mention that Lou Richardson
will be leaving us.” Lou was the manager of the devision that did practically the same project as
mine.
“Oh, sorry to hear that,” I said with false regret. Lou was always antagonistic with
everyone but the CEO.
“Yeah, he claimed he just got tired of the ‘climate’ here or something. Got a job on the
other side of the country!”
“So, what will be happening with his devision, Bob?” I asked with genuine curiosity.
“Nothing’s been decided yet. He’ll still be here for another two weeks or so. But, I’ll keep
you informed, Jack,” he smiled knowingly, and left.
“That’s one way to get a promotion!” I mumbled to myself.
****
The rest of the week went as usual, if albeit a bit more boring than usual. However, that
was until Friday. Julie caught me before I walked out into the parking lot. She had a look in her
eyes that I never saw before, while she kept looking down at my crotch.
“Hey, Jack. What are you doin’ tonight?” she asked with a deep, airy tone.
“Nothing spectacular. You had something in mind?” I was confused. I never saw her so
forward before, or at least like this.
“Yeah, I do, Jack.” She was definitely staring at my crotch now, of which a crease was
becoming noticeable.
“You wanna come back to my place … Maybe, that restaurant up the street?” I was testing
the waters, I guess, to see where this may lead. This was a woman who refused workplace
relationships, but no longer seemed to care.

“Your place,” she said slowly, deeply.
She normally took the bus home, so we took my car. While I drove back to my small
house, Julie was constantly staring at my tented crotch.
“What’s gotten into you?” I asked breathlessly
She breathed heavily, while drooling. “I don’t know. All I wanna do is suck your cock, and
drink your cum!”
Enough blood drained from my head in that moment that I almost swerved off the road! I
regained just enough composure to keep driving home, in spite of her hand squeezing my crotch.
“Lets save it until we get to my house!” I pleaded breathlessly. No matter how much I wanted
her to suck me off, I really wasn’t into car sex. Call me crazy!
A few minutes later, we were sprinting into my cozy house. On my couch, I made out with
the drooling woman. Her full lips and moist tongue were what made wet dreams possible.
Though, we both knew that wasn’t what she really wanted.
We forcibly helped each other peel our work clothes away. I sat on my soft couch naked,
which was something I had never done before. The naked, elfin goddess kneeled before me, and
spread my legs. Without hesitation, she slid my solid cock into her humid mouth. She briefly
gagged, before hitting her piston-like stride.
While I lay back soaking in the pleasure, I thought about how I never had a blow job
before. Yes, I had sexual relations other women, but the idea never came up. And now, here I
was getting one from a woman who I rarely talked to. There was something else, too …
Before I could put more thought into it, the pleasure Julie was giving me became
blindingly good. I knew I couldn’t hold out for much longer, while I knew that Julie didn’t want
me to. Seconds later, I exploded into her mouth. She worked so hard to milk every last bit of
creamy liquid out of me. When I had nothing left to give, she crawled onto the couch, and
savored the flavor.
“Wow, Julie, that was somethin’ else! Want me to return the favor?” I asked out of breath.
She looked up at me with a look that can only be described as ferocity. “All I need it your
cum!”
With that, she lunged at my still limp cock. It didn’t take long for her to reenergize it with
her mouth and hands. While she again bobbed up and down with great vigor, that something else
began to come into clarity. It was the memory of me wanting Julie to give me a blow job at the
start of the week. I then somehow sensed that Idea within her mind. It had taken over, for lack of
a better phrase. It was intricately connected with nearly every part of both her conscious and
subconscious mind. I could see the almost literal roots of the Idea in the core of her
subconscious. Indeed, I could even see new growth, which was likely due to her enacting the
Idea. I couldn’t believe it! How was this possible? Had I unknowingly done this to others?
Before I knew it, the pleasure again became blinding, and I exploded into the wanting
woman. She lay back onto my couch to savor her second helping. I didn’t sense the Idea again
until she stretched her firm leg out far enough so that her soft sole touched my bare leg. Again,
there it was! I dove right back into her mind to further study what should not have been
impossible. I wasn’t sure how long I had until Julie was ready for more, but it felt as if time
slowed somewhat, while I was in her mind.
After examining the “roots,” I came to the conclusion that it would be too dangerous to
remove the Idea, due to my ignorance of the situation. I didn’t really want this woman to just
want to eat cum for the rest of her life! So, I quickly decided to plant a new Idea, in the hope of
counteracting the matured one: a foot fetish. The new Idea simply bounced off. I then decided to

tinker with the Idea itself by placing related “thoughts” at the roots: stroking my cock with her
feet, while sucking me off. The Idea absorbed the thought like a sponge.
I pulled out of her mind to see the ultimate reactions. Seconds later, she was stroking my
hardening cock with her soft soles! “Ummm, MORE!” she exclaimed, while she bent over to
suck me off with her feet still stroking. The mix of her soft soles and humid mouth was simply
incredible! I came in half the time.
With her again savoring my cum, I made physical contact, and reentered. I placed more
thoughts into the Idea, ultimately reshaping her all but lost mind: penetrating her pussy before
cuming in her mouth may make me cum more; wearing things like hose and latex would also
arouse me and herself; a third woman may also increase satisfaction. I soon realized that the
thoughts became a part of the Idea, and I could therefore implant new thoughts based on the
revised Idea. Before moving beyond sex, I added a strong sexual narcism. I then implanted the
appropriate thoughts so that in public (ie the office) she would act normally around me and
others, unless we deem it appropriate to do otherwise. We would be open about our relationship,
though. I implanted other thoughts as well, ensuring that her mind was still fully accessible past
the Idea.
I pulled out. Looking at the euphoric Julie, I realized I never felt closer to anyone. The
reasons were obvious: I somehow reshaped every thought process! A part of me felt terrible for
screwing with her mind so extravagantly, even if it all started almost innocently. Never in my
wildest fantasies did I ever really wanted this, or in any I could remember. Yet, another part of
me was invigorated. In the weirdest way, there was little doubt that we would forever be lovers,
and I really did feel a deep love for her.
She was passionately reinflating my cock with her silken feet, when I requested, “How
‘bout we sixty-nine?” She quickly responded with a devious smile, “Kinky!” I sat up, and she
repositioned herself on the couch. I then walked to the other side, and straddled my crotch over
her head, inserting my well used member. She started her expert sucking instantly, while I fell to
her tight, well kept snatch. We savored our pre-cum juices with equal ferocity. I came several
minutes later, just before her. It was my largest orgasm yet that day, if only because it was her
first, while she also came in my mouth.
Still holing in the sixty-nine, I dove back into her mind. I just had to try something else! I
wondered if I could expand the Idea into her physical form. I didn’t want to do very much more
to her mentally; she was just about perfect for me as she was. The thought I implanted was of her
mouth being almost exactly like her pussy. When aroused, her spit would become the same as
her pussy juice, while her mouth (lips, tongue, gums, etc.) would be equally as sensitive as her
pussy. The sensitivity of her mouth will naturally dull for regular eating and speaking. She would
be fully aware that this is something completely new, while it fits perfectly well with her love of
blow jobs. Her speaking may be a little slurred at first, while she gets used to the changes, but
her speech should return to normal quickly.
The Idea then began to spread itself into previously untouched areas of her mind, before I
pulled out. My partly deflated cock was still in her mouth, while I felt her mouth changing. Soon,
minus the teeth, it felt almost exactly like a pussy! Indeed, it was better, because of the fleshy
tongue. I was soon humping her pussy-mouth wildly. I wasn’t sure how long it would take for
her mouth to cum, but her joyful moans and coos stated that it would happen soon enough.
“Hmphhh … Oh, Gah!” she mumbled with her mouth full. “AHHHHOHHHHH!” Her first
mouth orgasm was loud and wet, while the feel of it all made me blow a massive load down her
throat.

I turned myself around to lay on top of her, trying to catch my breath. “I have a confession
to make, Julie.”
“Wah?” she asked, pussy juice leaking from her mouth.
“I did this all to you, Julie. Your love of blow jobs, my cum, your mouth. It was an
accident. I had no idea that I could do this to anyone. I’d feel pretty bad if you didn’t know …”
She seemed confused at first, and almost shocked. I could sense that the matured,
configured Idea ensured that she would not hold any ill will toward me. She slowly licked her
full, sensitive lips with her even more sensitive tongue, while her feminine juices leaked from
her mouth. “I love wah ya dhidh tah me!”
She then began to forcibly make out with me. The way she swirled her tongue everywhere
and the way she pressed her lips against mine, I could tell that she wanted me to make her cum
through her mouth. I obliged by pressing my lips harder onto hers, and more aggressively
swirled my tongue in her mouth. Her mouth tasted exactly like her pussy! She then moaned and
cooed loudly in orgasm, while her feminine juices spewed into my mouth …
****
I had a lot of mixed feelings toward what I did to Julie. Yes, I was utterly invigorated by
the power I apparently had, but my original draw to Julie was, well, Julie. However, she was
forever changed now, and I found myself capable of living with that. I had the woman of my
dreams, who I transformed through a tasty Idea. How could I not live with that? Besides, it
wasn’t like she was chained to a dog collar! My manipulation of the Idea ensured that she had a
mind of her own, or at least, in most circumstances.
Not too long after, we adjusted our work schedules. My recent promotion made my
schedule easier to manipulate. We decided to go on a long vacation together with beach,
relaxation, alcohol, and super hot sex. We set up the trip with a travel agent in person. The
agency we went to was owned by a company primarily operating on the internet.
The woman sitting on the other side of the desk was a somewhat older yet still attractive
blonde. “So, you are looking into something tropical for a week?” she asked pleasantly.
“Were not too picky, as long as there are no bed bugs!” I half joked.
“Well, a young couple like you may like the sound of Fiji,” she requested pleasantly.
“That sounds great!” Julie agreed happily.
I agreed as well, and we set up the trip. We agreed so quickly, because the reality was that
we didn’t care where we went, as long as we were together.
When we all shook hands, Julie suddenly asked, “I’m sorry, but may I use your
bathroom?”
“Sure. It’s through the door behind me, and first door on your left.”
Julie quickly left the room.
“So,” the travel agent stated in a distinctly more sultry tone, “how is your little vacation
going, my love?”
“What?” I asked confused.
“Oh, I forgot! You let yourself forget, too. After that desert planet, you were so tired of
everything. You didn’t even talk to me about it at first!”
“Desert planet …?” I suddenly remembered the strange dream I had a while ago.
“It’s all right, my love. It’ll all slowly come back to you, eventually, fellow
O’unidiathicosisian. I sense that you’ve already used your Great Power of the Idea on Julie.

Even without your wisdom, you are truly remarkable!” she said with intensity.
“OK, is this some kind of joke you like to play on clients sometimes?” I said, while feeling
oddly defensive.
She laughed loudly. “It doesn’t matter, my love! I’ve only come to tell you that I’ve sensed
a coming change that will affect us all. I don’t think we’ll know what it is until we’re smothered
by it, and I know we cannot stop it … I won’t bother you again until it is necessary.”
Julie walked back into the room a few moments later. “Ready to go, Jack?”
“Yeah…” I answered ponderously.
“What’s wrong, Jack?” she asked concerned.
“Oh, it’s nothing!” I looked over to the strange travel agent, and asked, “Everything will be
mailed to us, when it’s all set, right?”
The agent smiled innocently, and pleasantly corrected, “Emailed. You’ll be able to pick up
the plane tickets at the airport.”
“Right,” I said to her, before turning to Julie. “Wanna get some lunch, baby?”
Julie nodded, and we left.
I really didn’t know what to make of what just happened. All I knew was that there was no
way she could have known about what I did to Julie. And then, there was that damn dream of
that unstable desert planet. My sexual stamina was always just that much more, too … Whatever
the truth was, or whatever was to come, I just wanted to fly away with Julie …

Universe: Martel
Tin Can
>>MARTEL RESEARCH CORPORATION, ONGOING INVESTIGATION FILE 26627
(V)
>> --MAXIMUM CLEARANCE REQUIRED FOR VIEWING->>DERIVED PRIMARILY FROM THE PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL LOGS OF
THE CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICER AND OTHER RECOVERED FILES FROM THE
ALEXANDRIA DSR-C
>>SEQUENCE INITIATED
“Come on, Doc, fuck me! You know you want touch true sapphic desire!” Dr. Leena
Jacobs cooed at me, even though she was supposed to be heavily sedated. The attractive Hong
Kong native had been in isolation for a week now, while I, the Chief Medical Officer, had been
working to understand her apparent sex madness. She almost fucked Bob Jackson into a coma
before they isolated her. Bob Jackson was the second in command of the Alexandria Deep Sea

Research Station - C (Alexandria DSR-C or “Tin Can”). No one else seemed to be affected,
luckily. Even Bob didn’t seem changed, though he admitted that it was the best sex her ever had.
I was not sure when this all started. However, a meteor with reportedly unusual attributes
was found and brought to Leena’s lab not long before she changed. It was theorized by several
that the reason the communication system was down was a direct result of Leena’s illness, which
was also after the rock was brought to her lab. It is true that several components were missing,
but after some investigation, no direct evidence was found to link Leena to the incident. It was
comforting that a team will be sent by the Company to investigate the loss of communications in
a week if we don’t fix our radio beforehand.
Still, I had made progress on my front. Leena appears to be infected by an unknown virus.
It primarily affects the mind, while having no uncovered negative physical affects other than
increased adrenaline. The virus doesn’t appear to be airborne (everyone was tested), while there
are large concentrations of it in her various bodily fluids. Bob not being infected was baffling,
but he was being checked periodically.
“Anything new, Doctor?”
I turned quickly to see Laura Flex, ore expert. “Oh, Laura, you startled me!”
“Sorry, Doc.”
“It’s all right. Haven’t found too much more since you checked in earlier.”
“You sure it’s not contagious?”
“If Bob’s not infected …”
Laura looked through the large window at the passionately masturbating Leena. Laura
smirked, “You know, you’re both attractive, young women. Maybe you should give her a go.”
I looked over to Laura surprised at her aberrant comment. Laura quietly left the room. A
few minutes later, I decided to do the same. It was about time for dinner in the mess hall,
anyway.
On my way, I heard loud noises in one of the crew quarters. It was Roberta Smith’s room.
She was one of the interns studying deep sea microbes, and their affect on the local minerals.
The door was left ajar, and I pushed the door open slightly more. Ron Stokes, one of the stations
electrical engineers, was on his knees in front of a standing Roberta. They were both completely
naked, while Ron Stokes almost seemed mindless. Roberta was wildly fingering herself, until she
squirt and screamed in orgasm. Ron hungrily drank as much as he could. Roberta then looked
over to me.
“Hey!” Roberta said lightly, breathlessly. “Whatever happened to privacy?”
“Oh, sorry! I heard noises …” I was embarrassed.
“Close the door, doc. Unless you wanna … examine us,” she said seductively …
I soon found myself eating a half decent sandwich alone in the commonly empty mess hall
(the crew were usually a solitary bunch). The normal yet unnerving creaking of the station
quietly bellowed down the corridors. I hated this place. I consistently asked myself why I was
there whenever I was alone, while partly knowing the answer to that.
I was a brilliant medical scientist, while not necessarily the luckiest. While working
independently, I moved to Human trials of a new hair rejuvenation drug. An error in the drug’s
processing led to horrific results, including the near death of several of the subjects. It was later
found to be the fault of a lab technician, who lied about his credentials. I still blamed myself for
not performing a fuller background check. My career was ruined after that, even though I was
cleared of any wrongdoing. For five years, I barely even found work as a lab assistant. Then,

Martel Research decided to give me a chance by dropping me into the ocean …
****
“Chief Medical Officers Log,” I typed on my computer. “I have made a terrifying
discovery after a second look at Laura Flex’s blood work. She is indeed infected. Though, it is
affecting her at a much slower rate than it did Dr. Jacobs. Upon second examination of the
sample, Bob Jackson’s blood work now also shows signs of the virus, but he exhibits no outward
symptoms. Testing my blood as well, I’ve found that the virus in not within me. Though, it is
possible that I am infected, anyway, due to the virus not appearing in early tests of other subjects.
Laura Flex indeed did not initially show signs of the virus as well.”
I rubbed my eyes, and continued to type, “My best theory or guess is that the virus initiates
a kind a ‘genetic alteration’ in its female victims. Male victims appear to simply carry the virus.
That could suggest that this is a kind of retrovirus. I still need blood samples from the whole
crew. I also need to uncover the true source of the virus, but I am almost positive that it came
from the strange meteor. In such close and often unsterilized quarters, a virus does not need to be
airborne.”
“Oh, fuck YEAH, Doc!” Leena suddenly screamed through the isolation room intercom.
She was naked on the medical bed, and masturbating wildly, stimulating her G-spot. “Oh, fuck,
Doc! You’ll feel so much better once you taste my cum!” Her motions were wild and erotic.
Soon, she orgasmed, while her squirt splattered all over the large window. I quickly left the
medical bay before Leena drove me crazy.
I decided to head over to the gym to possibly blow off some steam. When I walked into the
locker room, I caught Laura passionately humping one of the male researchers on a bench. He
looked totally mindless, while lying there and grunting. His face looked as if it was smothered in
a mask of feminine juices. The liquid was so ridiculously thick on his face that it almost
resembled a kind of slime.
Neither seemed to know or care about my appearance, jaw dropped. Laura humped him
wildly, while gorging herself with the feel of her own body. I was totally mesmerized by the
aberrant sight. Though it was somehow made subtle by the man’s cum mask, he came inside
Laura very hard. Laura then straddled her apparent lover’s face with her dripping crotch, and
fingered herself wildly. After a few moments, she screamed wildly like an animal, and spewed
yet more thick cum all over the hapless man’s face.
Laura sat next to the mindless man, now breathing erratically. She turned her head toward
me, and asked deeply, “Wanna join me, doc?” The lights then strangely flickered, before Laura
was lightly touching the man’s cum covered face. The lights flickered a few more times, before
going out entirely. Under the dark emergency light, the man was no longer visible. Only the
naked Laura was visibly sitting there, beckoning. I slowly backed away on impulse, and rushed
out into the well lit corridor.
I eventually walked into Leena’s lab hopping to find that damned cosmic rock, which I
was sure was the cause of it all. Not long after I walked in, I found myself dazed and confused.
Through my blurred vision, I began to see Leena siting at her exam table. The meteor was before
her. The more my vision cleared, the more frozen I was. Soon, I was not much more than a
camera peering into the past …
“Mission Geologist’s Research Log,” she exclaimed into the microphone. “Further
analysis notwithstanding, the meteorite is primarily made up of iron and nickel. X-rays indicate

what appears to be a hallow center with a very thin shell. A hollow center could suggest this is
some form of geode, but obviously not one from earth!” she quietly chuckled. “I will now
attempt to open the meteorite.”
She then picked up the rock hammer lying next to the meteor, and after a single strike, a
massive amount of semi-clear liquid spewed out into her mouth, face and body. “Umm …” she
stammered. “There’s apparently … liquid … hot, sexy liquid … under high pressure … It’s …
It’s all over me … Inside me. Changing me … Feels so DAMN good … I’m so hot I’m sweating,
now! Oh, my fucking God! … I can’t think … I’OHHHHH!”
Her flats fell to the floor, revealing her sexy feet, while her little toes curled. She then
ripped open her lab coat and blouse. Buttons went flying. She moaned and grunted in ecstasy,
while passionately rubbing her full breasts. Soon her right hand found its way down her pants,
while her left concentrated on her aroused tits. Her coos and motions were now beyond ecstasy.
She then stumbled to the flat exam table next to her, forcibly clearing it. Expensive
instruments shattered on the metal floor grating, before she fell onto the table on her back. She
writhed on it in her ecstasy beyond ecstasy. Her clothes slid off like leaves in autumn. All she did
was happily writhe and moan.
Amongst her deafening coos, an almost indescribable sound was heard. The sound was
almost like gel being stretched and squashed. At the same time, her body began to change. A
new layer of skin grew to cover her face, and seemingly whole frontside. Her moans of passion
became muffled, while she continued to writhe in passion. Her whole frontside began to bulge
upward. Long dark hair quickly began to grow over what was her face. Soon, her frontside
contorted and bulged further until it resembled her backside. Half of the head then pulled itself
upward, while the head slowly split into two. The lips and tongue separated last, before there
were two distinct, identical heads. The sight of another, identical woman pull and peal herself off
of her was as grotesque as it was at the same time arousing.
Soon, everything was doubled, while there was no longer any doubt that the passionate
motions were working to pull the two bodies apart. In a massive orgasm, the identical bodies
were fully separated.
Now, the apparent wet twins lay on top of each other, breathless. Every motion, every kiss
was identical. It was as if they were discovering each other. At the same time, they cooed, “Truly
Great O’unidiathicosis …”
Everything then began to blur. My head was swimming in an invisible ocean. When
everything slowly came back into focus, the lab was empty. Even the meteor wasn’t there. I
suddenly felt a hot breath on the back of my neck. Instead of shock, I was impossibly aroused.
“That scent …” I muttered. A naked Leena walked around to face me. I then barely stated, “But,
you’re locked up in medical …” Leena corrected strongly, “Yes, one of us is.” She leaned closer
to me, mouth open wide, tongue out ever so slightly, and we soon passionate made out. Her spit
was sweetly delicious. Then in a flash, Leena was gone.
I recorded the experience in my log. At first I thought my recent experiences in the gym
and geology lab were some hallucinations brought on by stress and cabin fever, but the more I
typed, the more it all made sense. What scared me was the possibility that there was somehow
more than one of Leena …
****
Feeling confused and hazy, I stumbled down the corridors aimlessly. I soon heard

orgasmic, sapphic screams in one of the rooms ahead of me. The door was left wide open. In the
center sat Leena, with almost all the other women in the station pleasuring her. I at first didn’t
recognize some of them, before realizing they were all changed into supermodel versions of
themselves, physically. Smothering them all, was a thick layer of what appeared to be feminine
cum.
Impulsively, I walked into the moist room. The powerful musky scent was almost
sickening. Several woman at once fingered themselves to the joyous Leena. “Oh fuck … ERRR!”
Leena cooed. “I’m soooo glad you could JOIN us, doctor!” I found myself somehow naked and
on my knees before Leena’s very wet, dripping snatch. My mouth was automatically open wide.
Suddenly, the women pulled their fingers out of themselves, and perfect streams of sapphic cum
flowed into my mouth. I swallowed all of it, as if I just walked out of a desert.
Feeling very strange and breathless, I lay back onto the floor. All the moaning women,
including Leena, squatted around me, and fingered themselves wildly. I could not think. All I
wanted was more delicious feminine cum! “Ohh …” I could barely grunt, while the other’s
moans and coos increased exponentially. Then at the same time, they again screamed and squirt
all over me. I drank whatever fell into my mouth.
Feeling the layer of juices somehow congeal on me, Leena made her way around to my
twitching pussy. She squatted down, and began to finger me wildly. No one ever stimulated my
G-spot before, and nothing felt better! I soon screamed wildly, feeling a rush of liquid
uncontrollably spew out of my crotch.
I lay for a few moments breathlessly mindless. Leena slowly crawled up to my face, and
spilled my thick cum from her mouth and into mine. I automatically drank the delicious goo …
The next thing I knew, I was lying fully clothed in an empty room. Though I was dry, the
smell of female cum was pungent. While I stumbled back to my lab, I found it difficult to think.
Almost haunting echoes of orgasmic sounds permeated the corridors. Walking into my lab, I saw
a very pleased looking Leena starring at me naked from behind the glass.
“Chief Medical Officer’s Log,” I typed, hands shaking, “I dare not think about the
possibility of being rescued now. No one is immune to that damned virus. I can feel it within me,
taking over my mental processes, making everything so clear. I so want to give in, but logically
know that I must hold out longer in the hope of finding a cure based on my own slight immunity.
Yet, I cannot be sure of anything anymore. It is all so unreal, yet so vivid. All I can hear and feel
are the screams of ecstasy of the other improved women. I can’t explain why ‘improved’ is the
word that comes to mind, but we (the women) are indeed far more attractive than ever.
“Despite wanting to put all that’s left of the scientist within me toward finding a cure, I
find myself overly pessimistic. I can both pity and congratulate the world if my logs are being
read now on the surface. Pity in that your life prior will no longer matter; congratulate in that you
are about to enter a world of total passion!”
“Alexandria. Alexandria. This is Rescue Vessel One. Do you read me … Alexandria.
Alexandria. This is Rescue Vessel One …” SEQUENCE TERMINATED<<

Universe: Bacchic
Bacchic Passions
Part I
I never understood why even my most devoted followers of antiquity thought of me as
male. Even my Human given names (Bacchus, Baccheios, Dionysos, etc), with some of which
inspired by my true name, all suggest masculinity. Though, how can a “God” hold a normal
gender in the eyes of Humans? Of course, I was neither truly a God nor a Human!
Despite my power being assured thanks to pleasure being a part of the Human experience,
I found myself growing bored. I had been feeding off of Human pleasure for thousands of years,
and have experienced seemingly every orgasmic nuance. What I had decided to do was expressly
forbidden for the lesser beings of my race, and that is why I had never done it. There would be
no turning back once I started. Regardless of the consequences, it shall be the crowning jewel in
my studies of Humanity …
I soon found a college party in a secluded cabin in he deep woods. It was the kind of party
that normally annoyed me. All beautifully capable of enacting the most extreme of sexual
desires, but they always held themselves back.
I walked into the cabin naked as a slim yet full bodied woman, while I had them all
hallucinate me wearing what they found the most attractive on a woman. It mostly came to me
wearing a tight T-shirt, short shorts, and flip-flops. Some of the sexier variations included
stockings (even with the flip flops), and a tight, short crimson dress.
Searching for the right person to enact my plan, I quickly became the life of the party. My
very presence permanently freed most of them from inhibitions. There was already an erotic
game of truth or dare in the main room. It always fascinated me how women cared very little
about gender when aroused beyond their wildest dreams, while men generally never budged.
Well, pleasure was pleasure!
While sensually making out with an attractive blonde, my eye caught a sexy redhead on the
couch. She was definitely as aroused as the rest, but was separate from the others. I left the
blonde with another woman, who I knew also wanted to explore her unearthed desires, and
walked over to the redhead with two glasses of red wine in hand.
“What’s your name,” I said softly amongst the growing coos. I handed her a glass.
She shyly took the glass, and answered, “Oh, umm, Diana … Yours?”
‘Diana,’ I thought. ‘Excellent.’ I took a sip of wine. “You know my name. You all know
my name … Did you know that wine is my favorite drink?”
Diana looked at me confused, and took a small sip.
“You’re very held back. I can tell.”
She cautiously nodded. “What’s happening?”
I smiled seductively. “Do you want to let go? I can see in your eyes that you do.”
“Please!” she said desperately.
I finished both glasses of wine, and led Diana to a free bedroom. The sounds and scents of
pleasure permeated the cabin. The two of us were the only ones left to have thoughts beyond
pleasure, perhaps with some irony.
I closed the door behind me, and we sat on the bed. “Your mind is filled with more passion
than anyone here. It even rivals my own. That is why you’ve held yourself back your whole life.

However, you desperately want to be set free.”
“Yes,” she said with a deep sigh.
“Look deep into my dark eyes, Diana.”
She did so. Her blue eyes were like rare jewels, which symbolically represented her
passionate soul.
I reached deep into her mind, and forcibly ripped away every last barrier she created over
the years. The more barriers I ripped away, the more passion I felt from her. Eventually, I
realized that her passions were impossibly beyond my own. I chose better than I thought
possible!
When I pulled out of her mind, she was no longer the same person. The look in her eyes
was full of total passion. She was now as she was always meant to be.
Suddenly, she lunged at me, and we passionately made out. Her clothes fell away like they
were as fake as my own. We celebrated our bodies from head to toe. Eventually, Diana
concentrated only on our feet. There was to be nothing secret about her anymore! Orgasm after
endless orgasm passed through our quivering bodies.
We fucked for hours, days, years; there was no way to tell. Eventually, we fucked every
last ounce of strength out of ourselves. The taste of healthy feet was a seemingly permanent
resident in our mouths. We deeply starred into each other’s eyes, while we held each other. I
latched myself onto her soul, and melted it, Fused it into mine. The merging of such passions
automatically made us transcend our physical forms. Nothing mattered anymore save for the
pleasure …
Part II
“So, why did you choose this cabin, Jennifer?” The brown haired Jackie asked as she
drove.
“I dunno … Seemed like a good idea at the time, Jackie,” The raven haired woman
answered lightly.
“Maybe it was that rumor about that crazy party last year!” the blonde Mya stated.
“You mean that one that supposedly turned into a massive orgy, while one of the women
there ran off or something?” Jackie asked. There were even other parts of the rumor, including
how they all became pornstars.
“Yeah, that’s the one,” Mya replied.
“You two don’t believe a word of that, do you?” Jennifer laughed.
Jackie shrugged.
“Hey, I heard from Bobby that his friend was invited to that party, and that most of them
were from his university … Umm ... Brenham College,” Mya said.
“Oh, then it must be true!” Jackie cooed.
They all laughed.
They were more than pleased with the cabin when they arrived. It was far nicer than the
brochure from Robertson’s Vacation suggested. It was larger than they were assuming, and
tastefully furnished. There were two floors: The first had a kitchen, dining room, living room
with a fireplace, etc; the second held the bedrooms. There was also a well looked after pool, with
an attached hot tub. Jennifer switched on the hot tub to see if it worked, and they all decided to
go for a dip in it.
They quickly claimed their bedrooms, and refitted their sexy bodies with tight bikinis.

When the others scurried down, Jennifer grabbed some of the wine. They were college party
girls after all!
Glasses of wine in hand, they lay back, and enjoyed the bubbles.
“Hey, are you sure we don’t wanna find any cute guys to bring over?” Mya asked.
“This trip’s just for us girls, remember?” Jackie said matter-of-factly.
“You two know what I wanna do right now?” Jennifer asked playfully.
“What, Jen?” Jackie responded.
Jennifer put on a smile, which was a cross between seductive and playful. “Truth or Dare,
ladies!”
“Without any guys?” Jackie asked subtly nervous.
“What, you scared of a little fun, Jackie? Just gulp down some more wine.” Mya looked
over to Jennifer, and matched her playful smile. She was always the competitive one. “Lets do
this, Jen!”
“Why don’t you go first, Mya,” Jennifer requested.
“Ok, umm, Jennifer! Truth or Dare?”
She smiled seductively, “Dare!”
“Wow, OK!” She thought for a second, and then knew what to dare her to do. “Get one of
the bottles of whisky, fill all the shot glasses we brought, and drink up!”
With a smile, Jennifer hopped out, slipped on her flip flops, and went inside. Not long
after, she returned with a large brown bag.
“You better have everything in there, Jenny!” Mya said.
Jennifer simply smiled. Placing the bag down, she slipped out of her flip flops, and fell
back into the bubbly water. She then removed the contents of the bag: whisky, three shot glasses.
She opened the bottle and poured, and then chugged each in rapid succession. They all knew she
was a bit of a lightweight, and were not surprised about how sloshed she looked right after.
“WOOOO! … Jackie! Err, Truth or Dare?”
Jackie looked uncomfortable. “Truth.”
“Umm … When did you loose your virginity?”
Now, Jackie looked real uncomfortable. She never talked much about sex. Plus, she was
still a virgin at twenty-two. “Well … Truth … I didn’t, Jen. I’m a virgin.”
The other two looked surprised, while Jennifer suddenly thought of the strap-on she
randomly brought with her. She didn’t know why she brought it, and only just then realized that
she wasn’t sure when she bought it, while she could not even remember anything about it until
after they arrived at the cabin. The confusion quickly came and went.
“Well, I’m glad it’s out there now. Guess you two aren’t! … Whatever. Mya, Truth or
Dare?”
“Dare!”
“OK, hrmm,” the idea suddenly came to her, “take six shots of whisky.”
“That’s not inventive,” Mya said glancing at Jennifer. She then poured, chugged, and then
poured and chugged again. She seemed to hold her liquor well. “Jennifer, Truth or Dare?”
“Dare! What else?”
“OK,” Mya decided to take things to the next step, of course, “make out with Jackie, and
give her neck a good hickey!”
Jackie was shocked, while Jennifer motioned over. She quickly decided to go with it. This
was just for fun, anyway. She took a large swig of her wine, before Jennifer’s soft, full lips
collided with hers. The smooching was really strange at first. She had done so with guys, but

never with women. To her shock, she started to like it!
Jennifer was surprised that she liked kissing another women, herself, but she attributed it to
the alcohol. She was more than pleased when Jackie started to kiss her back, and was downright
turned on, when their tongues swirled in each other’s mouths.
Mya couldn’t believe how much her two friends seemed to be enjoying each other. She
was even more shocked by how warm her crotch was becoming. Uncontrollably, she started to
touch herself.
The two women weren’t sure how long they had been kissing. No matter how much
Jennifer loved it, she knew she had to complete the Dare. She then broke off the wet, passionate
kiss, and smooched her way down her friends pretty cheek and neck. She sucked and nibbled like
a Vampire, leaving a very distinct mark.
Jennifer pulled herself away out of breath, and hornier than she ever was in her life. “Truth
or Dare, Mya?” she asked deeply.
“Dare,” she requested breathlessly.
Jennifer then propped herself on the ledge, and to her friends’ surprise, she removed her
top and bottom. “Lick my fucking pussy,” she stated breathlessly. “Eat me out, Mya!”
Mya shook her head with a smile, took a swig of wine, and swam over to her impossibly
horny friend. While she stared at the woman’s moist, shaven pussy, she felt herself grow hornier
than she ever felt in her life. She licked her lips, and threw herself into the crotch. The smell,
feel, and especially taste was better than anything she ever knew. Nothing else mattered, but the
pussy she now was loving.
Jennifer lovingly cooed, while her friend hungrily ate her out. Mya’s soft lips and tongue
impossibly knew just what to do. Mya’s hands suddenly began to grope down her leg. The closer
to her delicious elevens she got, the closer to orgasm she came. When Mya finally groped her
cooing friend’s feet, she came harder and longer than she did in her life.
Mya breathlessly watched her satisfied friend slide back into the water. They starred at
each other briefly, before Jennifer passionately made out with her. “That wasn’t part of the Dare,
Jen,” Mya stated breathlessly. Jennifer replied, “I know … You deserved it!”
Mya wanted Jennifer to return the favor, so she dared her to do so. This time, however,
Mya wanted her to make her cum with those amazing eleven sized feet! She wasn’t sure why she
wanted it done that way, but was too horny to care. Under the water, Mya stripped her swimwear
away, while Jennifer automatically started in with her foot.
Instantly, Mya found herself in a perpetual state of orgasm. All she could do was scream
and moan. And the more she screamed and moaned, the closer she came to something more
powerful than she ever dreamed. Her ultimate orgasm soon proved too much for her, and she
briefly blacked out.
Amazed and pleased with herself, Jennifer looked over to Jackie, who was apparently
masturbating the whole time. She was only now cuming. They lay back, desperately trying to
catch their breaths …
A couple of hours later, they were eating some dinner. On the surface, everything seemed
to return to normal. Though, none of them were ashamed by what had happened. They even
talked about how fun it all was. Of the three of them, only Jennifer’s newfound sapphic desires
were still there, and she secretly wanted to explore them further.
That night, Jennifer found herself starring at the mysterious strap-on. She wanted so
desperately to use it to take away Jackie’s virginity. It was her hands that grasped it really, and
she merely obliged, while it was her feet that brought her to Jackie’s room. It was as if her body

wasn’t hers anymore.
When she quietly closed Jackie’s door, she realized that she only wore flip flops and the
strap-on. All she wanted to do was fuck Jackie. She was totally committed.
She sat next to Jackie, and slowly bent down for a loving kiss. Jackie instantly woke up,
but to her surprise, she kissed her back. Jackie then lightly pushed Jennifer away, and removed
her blanket, revealing her healthy, naked body. Jackie opened her legs wide, and taking it as an
invitation, Jennifer slowly inserted the dildo. Jackie let out an audibly grunt, while her hymen
was destroyed. The grunt made Jennifer hump her wildly until Jackie came.
It was in that moment Jennifer realized something strange. It felt as if something was
slowly Fusing with her. She then slowly came to understand that it was what Diana and I
became. We, well, I found her to be the most receptive of what I can give. She was simply the
most lustful of the three.
Jennifer, while I began to Fuse myself with her soul, shoved her large feet into Jackie’s
mouth and tight snatch. The more she thrust, the more she felt the warmth and sensitivity of her
pussy transfer to her feet. Combined, they would be more sensitive than any pussy. Thus, was
Diana’s and later our fantasy, which was to go farther than we dreamed.
Prematurely, Jackie came, and Jennifer automatically jerked off her now super sensitive
feet. She screamed in a massive orgasm, while thick juices spewed from every pore of her feet.
Laying back, she let the strange liquid slide up her legs, torso, chest, and finally her head. The
strap-on dissolved completely. While the juices flowed from her feet, they flowed into every hole
of her body. Soon, she was totally smothered in the thick liquid inside and out.
Jennifer slowly transformed within the shell, while the amazed Jackie watched. Within the
shell, her pitch black hair gained natural red highlights, all her body hair withered away, her dark
eyes turned into a jewel-like blue, her very scent became corrupting, and her feet would now
permanently be her center of pleasure. The shell of Fusion slowly dissolved, and we were now
one …
I sat up with new eyes, and looked at Jackie, who was now mindlessly pleasuring herself
with her foot. I stated with authority, “I am Pleasure!”
Mya suddenly walked into the room in total disbelief. The commotion woke her up not
long before, and she assumed something was wrong. The moment she picked up my scent, all
her cares, worries, and inhibitions melted away. All she could think about was the pleasure that I
could give. Jaw dropped, she walked onto the bed, while letting her clothes slide off her firm
body.
The two women soon found themselves passionately worshiping my bare legs and feet like
addicts. The more they worshiped, the more lost their minds became. Soon, pleasure was all that
they knew.
I moaned and cooed loudly as I came closer to my wet orgasm. My feet were already
growing moist. I then had Mya lay back, and pleasure herself with her own feet. Jackie then
shoved my feet deep into her mouth and pussy. In and out my feet forcibly went. The pre-cum
quickly transformed her holes to fully accommodate my feet. Soon, my footcum spewed into her
quivering body, transforming it as it went. When it filled her, the cum began to leak from every
orifice. The liquid quickly converged. Soon, she was smothered within a shell of footcum. I
removed my feet from her mouth and pussy, and let her complete her transformation.
My sight then turned to the mindlessly passionate Mya. I quickly shoved my now always
willing feet into the hapless woman’s mouth and pussy. My feet soon came, and smothered her
with footcum inside and out.

I lay back to watch the cum covered women, while they slowly emerged from their
cocoons. They became almost, but not quite, like me. Though, I was truly amazed to see that
Mya was now a natural blonde!
In true reverence of our new selves, we passionately rubbed our legs and feet all over one
another.
Part III
I quickly learned about my new self, if only out of necessity. Though most of me was still
what most Humans called Bacchus or Baccheiaos, I was an amalgam of three once separate
beings. Our, well, my life now was completely different. I now could control the minds of others
around me through the very scent of my feet. And, my feet became my pleasure center, while the
thick juices they excreted transformed others into something like me. The problem was that my
very scent easily corrupted the minds of others. After some experimentation, I found that nylon
did the best at masking the scent, albeit not one hundred percent, and the blacker the better. My
favorites were a pair of pitch black nylon stockings with a floral pattern running up the sides.
I was a bit unhappy about what happened with my first two Disciples Mya and Jackie,
though. From my lack of control back at the cabin, they became complete nymphomaniacs, with
only me having any influence over them. They fucked each other every chance they had, while
they constantly fucked and converted others. I continually told them to at least wear nylon
stockings, but they didn’t care. The original albeit loose plan hoped for at least some subtlety!
Within only a month, thanks to my first two Disciples, every woman at our university was
converted. Proudly seeing all those women parading around in their black nylons did make me
care less about subtly. It was in perhaps that moment where I realized the beings I were faded
away. I was simply Pleasure now.
At the start of spring break, my Disciples and I spread out into the world. The more women
I fucked and converted, the more I became like Mya and Jackie. The pleasure I gave onto others
and myself was utterly addicting.
I eventually came across Daniele, and wanted to try something a little different. She was an
attractive brunette in her mid twenties, and just out of college. I was her friend the moment I
stoked her bare leg with my stockinged foot.
We sat on her couch in her apartment, and sipped some wine.
“So, I’ve been wondering, what gave you the idea for stockings and flip slops?”
I answered, “Well, nylons are in! Haven’t you noticed? And, I just love flip flops; so
revealing!”
“I guess you’re right. They are very … attractive …”
There it was! My scent may be partly masked, but it changes people eventually. The way
she was looking at my legs and feet were proof enough. “You can touch them. I don’t mind.”
Gingerly, she brushed her fingertips down my legs. She put on an aroused smile, and
began to grope my stockinged legs with both hands.
I suddenly adjusted myself so that my legs were draped over Daniele’s lap. The more she
groped my legs, the lower she concentrated. Eventually, she only groped my feet. I moaned and
cooed as she passionately massaged them. If only she knew that she might as well have been
rubbing a pussy!
Then I willed her to lay back. She did so. I jerked off my right foot until it came. The
juices seeped through like the nylon like wasn’t even there. I then brought my cum covered hand

to her face to have her lick it clean. She consumed my cum with such intense want! “So …
good!” she cooed. “MORE!” I answered, “Soon.”
I repositioned myself, removed my nylons, and began to jerk off her right foot with my
feet. I moaned and grunted as I went. I came loudly and wetly. While my cum smothered her
foot, it became like mine. I did the same to her left.
“More, PLEASE, more!” she begged. I always enjoyed the need to be fully converted after
a single taste of footcum.
I then placed my rather moist feet on her face, and gave her mind and body the proper
instructions …
Daniele woke up the next morning with no memory of me. Though, she had the feeling
like she just had a very erotic dream, which already faded. While the morning progressed, she
found herself giving more and more attention to her feet. This caused her to give herself a
pedicure with her deep blue nail polish.
The pedicure simply made her think of her feet even more. ‘What the hell’s the matter with
me,’ she kept thinking to herself. ‘God! My feet!’ Eventually, she decided to figure this out
directly. She sat on her couch, bared her feet, and examined them.
“They are nice,” she mumbled to herself. “That blue makes them so fucking hot! … They
smell so good … So soft …” She realized she was touching herself, and didn’t want to stop. Her
hand plowed into her pants, while she watched herself rub her feet together. She couldn’t believe
what she was doing. She was masturbating to herself, her feet! Somehow, she knew that this was
the most erotic moment of her life.
After a while, she realized that she was deriving next to no pleasure from her crotch, and
that her feet was now the source of her pleasure. She ceased rubbing her now useless snatch, and
grabbed her feet. She rubbed them both at the same time. She moaned, cooed, and grunted
loudly. “Humpphh … OHHHH …. YESSSSSS!” She screamed in glorious orgasm.
To her shock, juices spewed forcefully from every pore of her feet. The liquid traveled up
her quivering body, transforming her as it went. She purred loudly until the cum poured down
her throat. Soon she was smothered in her own footcum inside and out …
She was a new woman thanks to me, and reveled in that fact. Like all my Disciples, she
wanted to give the gift of pleasure to other women. Perhaps because of the way I remade her, she
wanted it to be experimental and fun. She pulled on the nylon hose I gave her (I left several in
her dresser), and drove herself to her spa.
“Daniele … you’re looking … radiant today,” the attractive, auburn haired receptionist
stated. She was obviously confused about being attracted to a woman.
“Thank you, Katy. You’re not looking bad yourself.” Daniele then impulsively sat on the
desk in front of the confused receptionist.
“What’re you doin’?”
One of Daniele’s flip flops slapped onto the floor. She then brushed her nylon clad foot
with naturally blue toenails on the breathless woman’s face. “Come with me. This won’t take
long,” she said slyly.
They hurried into a nearby private changing room, and locked the door behind them. Out
of her control, Katy slipped out of her clothes. “What’s happening?” she barely asked. “I’ve
never been so fucking horny!” She then lay on the padded bench. Daniele sat next to her, and
removed her nylons.
Instantly, Katy was rubbing her moist snatch at the sight and smell of the exposed legs and

feet. Daniele then shoved her enhanced feet into the woman’s mouth and pussy. Thrust after
pleasurable thrust she went until they both screamed in orgasm. Daniele’s foot juices poured into
and around the woman without abandon. Soon, she was within the cocoon of footcum.
While Daniele watched the woman transform within the cocoon, she happily licked her
feet clean. The shell soon evaporated, and they passionately made out. Daniele then fished out a
new pair of nylons out of her pocketbook for the receptionist. After pulling back on her hose,
Daniele left the room.
The sound and feel of her flip flops aroused Daniele so much that she almost didn’t notice
the two women sitting alone in a private hot tub. She walked into the room, and quietly locked
the door behind her.
“Hey! Who are you?” the blonde asked, with a confused look.
“I see you’re into the ‘hose-flip-flops’ fad!” the raven haired woman observed.
“Yes,” Daniele smiled. She then removed all but her nylons in front of the surprised
women. “We’re all adults here, right?”
The aroused yet confused women nodded.
The Disciple then walked into the bubbly hot tub. To her surprise, she quickly found that
her power over them was negated. She could not will them to do anything. Curious, she removed
her nylons under the water, and placed them on the ledge behind her. After a few silly tests (head
scratch, random giggle, etc.), she knew what she was to do with them.
“So what’s your names?” Daniele asked.
“I’m Sammie!” the blonde stated almost automatically.
“I’m Meghan!” the brunette stated in similar tones.
“What if I told you, Sammie, that I could make you a real blonde?”
“Impossible!” Sammie replied.
“Dunk your head in the water for a few seconds. Come on! Play along.”
The fake blonde shrugged, and dunked herself.
Daniele quickly jerked off her foot underwater with a confused Meghan witnessing. With
the water affecting Daniele’s abilities as a Disciple, she wasn’t sure if the cum’s transformative
properties would act as expected. Still, she grunted roughly in orgasm, and happily found herself
able to direct the cum at only the “blonde.”
A few moments later, Sammie emerged a changed woman, while not yet a Disciple. She
was now a true blonde, as proven by her eyebrows. It was even clear that her hair dye was gone.
The friends examined the hair in amazement. “This has gotta be an allusion!” Meghan stated in
her amazement.
“Sure,” Daniele smirked. While the women were ogling the changed hair, she then jerked
off her other foot, and first used the swirling cum from it to make them lesbian lovers, whose
thoughts were only of each other.
“I really love your hair, Sammie,” Meghan said deeply.
“I love yours more,” Sammie answered lovingly.
Their lips slowly met, and they passionately began to make out. Their bikinis were soon
floating on the foamy water, while Sammie had her legs wrapped abound Meghan. With one
hand they rubbed their pussies, and with the other they explored their new desires. After a while,
they simply stared into each other’s eyes. Their orgasm was passionate and true.
“I’m in love with you!” they both stated in unison.
Then, Daniele went the next step. She willed the still lingering footcum to make their DNA
so close that they were practically sisters. Unexpectedly, their eyes suddenly changed. Sammie’s

light blue eyes changed to turquoise, while Meghan’s green did the same. They were still
wrapped in each other’s arms and legs like lovers, but they looked at each other differently. They
knew that they were sisters now, and that they were deeply in love.
Daniele then had them both submerge themselves. She jerked both feet off at the same
time. She came hard and fast. The water around them was soon overwhelmed with the footcum.
When Daniele pulled herself out and shut off the jets, the sisters were in one large,
transformative cocoon.
In a seemingly unprecedented sight, the cocoon went up in a large puff of steam, leaving
only the water. The Twins of Pleasure slowly emerged from the water like goddesses. They
beckoned Daniele back into the hot tub. They worshiped each other’s feet for hours, filling their
bellies with each other’s footcum.
Part IV
The conversion of women into Disciples was exponential. Long before we hit critical mass
after not much more than a year, the world could sense our coming. The world became distinctly
matriarchal, making our destined ascendency easy. Indeed, the vary DNA of the Disciples
overwhelmed the old. There was no man or woman who was not addicted to the pleasures of feet
and the cum of Disciples. Even the Succubi, Vampires, and Witches were lost in the pleasures.
And Jackie, Mya, Daniele, the Twins, and I found ourselves at the center of it all.
We more than relished this transformed world of sexual ecstasy. In our ultimate pleasure,
we did not immediately realize how the six of us were drawn to each other. The draw was
beyond the addiction to sexual ecstasy. The pleasures that we created were beyond the largest of
orgies. Together, we no longer wore the protective nylons. Soon, all we wanted was to fuck each
other and eat …
Jackie, Mya, Daniele, and myself finished our dinner after the Twins. We walked in on the
Twins passionately making out, while forcibly rubbing their sensitive feet together on the
carpeted living room floor. We voyeuristically sat on the floor, and jerked off our feet to the
sight.
The Twins moaned loudly, while they fucked. They grew louder and louder until they
screamed in glorious orgasm. Their cum mixed together, and began to travel up their quivering
bodies. Soon, they were covered in a shell of their own footcum. The milky gray shell squirmed
in at first an amorphous shape. Eventually, it morphed into a more feminine form.
The shell finally dissolved, and revealed a single woman. She held physical properties of
the two women she once was: Sammie’s tall stature, Meghan’s large breasts and feet. She of
course had turquoise eyes, but her hair was the most intriguing. It was jet black, with natural
blonde highlights.
The woman, who was once the Twins, looked over to us and stated deeply, “We are one
now in body and soul.”
It was obviously possible for the souls of lovers to be Fused, but I never thought it was
possible for Fusion to applied in this way!
The truly Fused woman crawled to us seductively, and pushed us onto our backs. In a mass
of ecstasy, we kissed and groped each other. Our feet rubbed on one another without abandon.
What was left of our minds faded the closer we came to orgasm. When we finally came, pleasure
was all that there was. Our footcum mixed together, and traveled up our bodies, making us a true
mass of pleasure.

Soon, our bodies melted away within the cocoon. Our very souls became malleable, and
began to Fuse. We became one. Our combined Energy forced me to ascend into the cosmos.
Within the great Pantheon of the Cosmic Entities of Passion, I was something new. I
became the Truly Great Baccheiaosis of Ultimate Sexual Ecstasy. Even the Truly Great One of
Ultimate Pleasure, O’unidiathicosis, whose power was based on wisdom, could not bind me. It
was not my ultimate goal to rule my kind. All I wanted was to sooth a growing boredom. I,
however, do not regret what I became …

Universe: Old Edge
In the Madness of Passions
And thus, the end came to pass …
“A good author affects the world” is what I always said. When I met Giana Gershwin, I
knew I found a great author. I had been an editor long enough to see greatness. She was
incredibly versatile, and did a variety of genres. Her most vivid was erotica, going by the pen
name Ms Pura Laetita. Per her contract, she had only one editor: myself. I was even the one she
requested. She claimed that she did some research on editors ahead of time. Plus, we were fast
friends.
After a few years, she dropped all genres save for Weird Erotica, as she and others called
it. There was no explanation given, but her work in the genre all but made it mainstream! She
treated the genre differently from her other works, actually. Though all standalone works, they
were all set in the same universe or sometimes Multiverse.
Recently, she had become reclusive, or at least, more so. Yes, she had consistent contact
via phone and email with me and the publishers from her home in Randolph, NH, but no one
would see her. If she weren’t talking with us, she might as well have dropped off the face of the
Earth.
Her publishers and I were very much concerned by her present behavior. Yes, it was partly
motivated by the fact that she was a major source of revenue for the publishing company, but at
least I had some genuine concern. It was ultimately decided that I see her in person to find out if
anything was wrong. I suggested they send a private investigator instead, but they wanted to
keep the possible issue under tight wraps. I always had a strong positive relationship with her,
anyway.
****
It was already proving to be a long, tiring drive form Providence, RI. I expected it, but my
work as an editor rarely required me to go on long road trips. Not to mention that fact that I
never drove to Randolph before. It was made longer from highways in Northern Massachusetts
being closed for reasons that were unclear.
I was only about twenty minutes from Randolph, when my energy levels hit a brick wall.

Being in the middle of nowhere with no signs and few lights, I just pulled over. I just didn’t want
to literally hit a brick wall! I lay down in the back seat, and passed out …
****
I suddenly awoke to a light tapping sound on my window. Sitting up, a police officer
slowly came into focus. “Are you all right ma’am?” the officer asked. There was a look of
legitimate concern on his face.
I casually walked out onto the street, and stretched. The morning sun was bright on my
bleary eyes. “OOOH! … I’m fine officer. Just had to get off the road last night before I passed
out! Didn’t think I’d sleep the whole night, though.” I then noticed the police car on the other
side of a large, old painted sign stating: “Welcome to Randolph NH / A Peaceable Community /
Pop 587.”
“I’m glad to hear that ma’am!” he said with a welcoming smile. “More people should
follow that policy. It’s actually State Law to not be sleep deprived while driving. Not that we can
really enforce that!” he laughed.
“Believe it or not, I was actually heading to Randolph. I had no idea I was so close!” I
stated mesmerized.
“Well, sounds like the old bulbs probably finally burned out on that sign! I’ll make a note
of it, when I’m back at the station. Would you like me to direct you to the local Inn, Ma’am? I
can give you the address if you’ve got a GPS.”
“Yes, I’d love that! I do have a GPS,” I stated with a pleasant smile.
He gave me the Inn’s address, and drove back into the town soon after. The police car
disappeared down the road long before I started my car. Five minuets later, I was in the heart of
the quiet town, parking at Randolph Inn. Inside, I met a pleasant yet distant old woman behind
the desk.
“I’d like a room, please,” I requested.
She less than stealthily looked me over. “And, how long will you be staying, miss?”
“I’m not sure exactly. I’m hear to meet up with a friend of mine. Her name’s Giana
Gershwin. She’s a writer.”
The old woman then put on a look of confusion with other hard to decipher elements.
Then, her distant pleasantness suddenly returned. “Humph, never heard of her. Well, if she’s
some big shot writer, she may not come to town much, or at least, not here!” She smiled, and
stated, “I’ll set you up for room five. Very spacious. You city folk never get enough of that!”
The old woman was definitely not all there. I had an uncle who acted like that sometimes,
while he was likely to get far worse in the future. She took my credit card, and checked me in on
her decade old computer. I soon found myself in the room looking at the town map the old
woman gave me with the old fashioned room key.
I knew Giana’s address in the town, and it was walking distance from the Inn like almost
everything else. It proved to be a pleasant walk. It was a warm, early fall day, and the leaves
were just starting to change. Rhode Island has nice aesthetics, but nothing quite like that.
Giana’s house was rather large, and had a rustic, cabin-like appearance, which fit very well
with the old New England scenery. My knocking was in vain; no one answered. I was about to
call her, but my cellphone had no signal. I shook my head, and decided to ask around town about
Giana.
Perhaps I wasn’t much of a detective, but no one I came across even heard of Giana. Many

just gave me now unexpectedly familiar confused looks. There were some that were even
annoyed by my presence! It was frustrating. All the while, a strange feeling was nagging at me in
the back of my mind. Something just wasn’t right about this town, yet it was something I could
only see with my mind’s eye. I was beside myself …
****
That evening I made my way to the local bar. It was a crowd scene, and no one seemed to
care about my presence. I walked to the bartender and ordered a Scotch.
“Hey, has a Giana Gershwin ever come by here?” I asked the bartender, while flashing her
picture.
There was that odd confused look on his face. He answered, “No.” He walked away to
attend to the other customers. There was something so two dimensional about him ...
I took a good swig, before a striking brunette sat next to me. She had a full, healthy body
with sun kissed skin and hypnotically beautiful, dark eyes. She wore a form fitting, short red
dress, which showed one-hundred percent cleavage.
“Hello there,” she greeted seductively. “I’m Jessica. I like to see new faces in town.” She
looked over to the bartender, and raised two fingers. He walked over with two more glasses of
Scotch. She looked around, and said, “Bunch of neuters here. They might as well be pages in a
book!” She picked up her glass, and took a slow, savoring swig of all that was in it. Her only
reaction was a sultry smile.
Her sweet smell, her seductive nature, and impossibly strong animal magnetism reminded
me of something I knew all too well. Though it should have been impossible, I knew what she
was! “My God, you’re a Succubus aren’t you?”
“An Avatar Succubus,” she clarified with a proud smile.
“… No other Succubus has more insatiable hungers …”
She licked her lips, and kissed me deeply, while taking a large swig of my Sexual Energy.
“UMMPH, was that good for you?” she asked hungrily.
“Oh, wow …” I breathed. It was as if an orgasm flew through my mouth, while my pussy
twitched.
She chuckled playfully. “You perhaps know as much as me, but don’t want to believe it.
You’ve read all the erotic stories. And, do you want to know why they are all so vivid? It is
because they all happened either in our universe or another.”
I somehow knew the truth in the Succubus’ words, but forced myself to stay skeptical
almost out of habit. Yet, her mere presence broke that down. “There’s, there’s something that
always confused me about your breed.”
“And, what is that?” she smirked, probably already knowing what confused me.
“You’re a Succubus that can directly communicate with the Cosmic Gods, Entities, yet you
still don’t really give a damn about them like the rest of the Succubi.”
She smiled sexily. “A guy randomly comes up to you on the street, and asks where the
nearest ATM is. You guide him to it. Do you then bow down to Mr. ATM?”
She was partly toying with me for her own amusement. Succubi are known to enjoy a good
tease, especially with those they like. Or at least, that was my interpretation of what I read.
“You want me to tease you more? I know your future. I’m not even supposed to tell you
anything!”
“You know what’s in store for me?”

“For a price. You said it yourself: My hunger is insatiable!”
She was right. That was what I was feeling. I truly had no idea what was happening, and
felt lost. “Tell me. I have to know what’s happening!”
The Succubus smiled toothily, and hopped on my lap, facing me. She lightly put her arms
around me, and whispered in my ear, “The Gateway and the Gatekeeper.”
She then grabbed my head, and kissed me deeply. While a mind numbing orgasm flowed
through my mouth, she plowed her hand down my pants. Her touch was almost as orgasmic as
her kiss!
‘We are two of the only three real beings left in this town!’ her voice echoed in my head.
Her fingers were so perfect, so knowledgable that I knew I would not last much longer. My
mind was growing ever more numb. All I cared about was the rising orgasmic bliss. Then, a
great orgasmic then rush flew out of me …
I screamed in orgasm, before I realized I was no longer in that bar. I was in my hotel room
bed. It was now morning. ‘There are only three real people left in this town, including us…’ the
Succubus’ voice echoed in my head. I shook my head, trying to shake off what I thought were
remnants of a dream. I tried to remember how I came back, or if there was anything real about
last night. I felt like I had a hangover, so at least some parts of last night were real.
Turning my head to the clock radio, I saw that it was past eleven-thirty. I popped a couple
of ibuprofens, and set out to see if Giana was finally home. Her house was just about the only
evidence of her existence in Randolph!
I soon found myself at Giana’s door. When I knocked on the door, it opened like it wasn’t
even latched. I walked inside. Suddenly, a wave of ecstasy flew through me. I screamed in
orgasm, and blacked out …
The next thing I knew, I was standing in a dark room with no windows. Nothing else was
in the room but me. Behind me I heard someone mercilessly typing away on some plastic
keyboard. I turned around, and saw the voluptuous brunette Giana Gershwin typing on her laptop
naked with one hand and masturbating with the other. She then screamed and squirt in orgasm,
while feeling down her full body with her typing hand.
“I’m finally done,” she said quietly, before turning around.
“Gi … Giana?” I barely said. I felt very aroused.
“I made you into quite the woman!” she said proudly.
“What?” I asked breathlessly.
“When I started writing erotica, I thought I was making it all up, but someone was always
whispering to me. The Truly Great Baccheiaosis ultimately brought me into its bosom. I
physically touched Ultimate Sexual Ecstasy, and now no longer have a Human gender. Indeed,
I’m not Human anymore in the traditional sense. What you see is what I’ve written everyone to
see.”
“But, that doesn’t make any sense. There can’t be any Cosmic Gods. It’s all fiction!” I
screamed cynically. At the same time, I thought back to meeting the Succubus in the bar, which I
somehow knew happened. I was so confused, while I felt a total lack of control. It was as if I was
being propelled down powerful rapids.
“Your heart and soul always knew the truth. Those are things I could never rewrite. Think
back -- far back. You were once a nameless secretary, lost in a corporate sea. You were blonde
then. The Gods called me to transform you, and make you part of their grand design. You will
soon be rewritten again, but this time with full knowledge of who you were, are and will be. You
will bring my final book onto our world. A book that will herald the opening of the fabric of our

reality.”
“I can’t believe it …”
Confusingly, she suddenly stated, “Yes.”
“I didn’t ask you anything …”
“Your subconscious did. And yes, this is a dream. However, life is but a series of images of
both dreaming and waking, and thus, reality is but a compendium of both,” she said excitedly.
“I now call upon the Cosmic Gods of Passion to bear witness: Florathiosis if
Transformation, Plaotathis of Curiosity, Sotos of Mimicry, Ulia’athos of Technology, Great
Vampire Phil’iantathis of Power, Great Vampire Domorios of Consumption, Great Vampire
Luthuria of Pleasure, Great Witch L’sothot of Potions, Great Witch Shurath’cas of Domination,
Great Witch Simelinis of Love, Great Witch Zalatoth of Manipulation … TRULY GREAT
BACCHEIAOSIS, accept this woman into your immense power, your bosom; accept this woman
as the GATEWAY and the GATEKEEPER!”
Forcibly, she placed my hand on the suddenly visible manuscript next to her laptop, and
quoted from the book now being downloaded into my mind. “It will not be Cosmic Horrors that
are meant to consume us; it will be Cosmic Passions. With the Final Book, the walls of our
reality shall break down. The Gods will infect us all in the madness of passions. And with the
Sexual Energy of our reality absorbed by the Gods, they shall move on to the next. The
inhabitants of the next reality shall see it all bleeding into their own stories, even before a special
author is chosen!”
During the download, I glimpsed things that were images from the future. Or at least,
things that the book predicted. There was a world being consumed by extravagant passions of all
sorts. Minds were ripped apart and pulled back together in new forms, while others were merely
enhanced in the most erotic of ways. Society broke down, and the world was remade into an
orgasmic form. Many of the images more than resembled how other universes once met their
erotic apocalypse, but there was far greater intensity. Above it all, the Truly Great Baccheiaosis
reigned supreme!
When the download was complete, I felt utterly different. My now crimson hair was a
symbol of what I became. All my true memories returned to me, while there was little doubt that
my purpose shall be fulfilled. I was now the Avatar of the Truly Great Baccheiaosis of Ultimate
Sexual Ecstasy. I was now the one who was to bring the Truly Great God of Ultimate Sexual
Ecstasy onto my world. I was now a Human infested with Erotic Cosmic Energy, who shall
unlock the gates that I now am to bring forth an end and a beginning!
“My story is over for now,” she said proudly. “Go forth, Bacchic Avatar, and bring my
herald of limitless passions onto our world. You know how.”
I nodded. Somehow now naked, I placed one hand on the manuscript, while I wildly
rubbed my crotch with the other. I soon hit an orgasmic state, and through my new power, I
prolonged it. My powerful screams of ecstasy slowly smashed through the walls of the dreamed
reality …
****
In a massive orgasm, I awoke in the back seat of my car. The morning sun shown brightly
through the windows. I felt confused. I never had a dream like that before. Indeed, it was the first
dream I remembered since childhood. I walked back to the front seat. I then pulled down the
visor to examine my face in the mirror, and perhaps remove some sleep from my eyes. My heart

skipped a beat! My once vibrant brown hair was now a fiery crimson. In that same instant, I
realized I was naked, and that there was an oblong package on my lap. I opened it. The cover
page stated, “In the Madness of Passions.”
I suddenly began breathing wildly, but not out of shock. The feeling from the end of the
dream began to engulf my mind. All my true memories again came into focus. I could feel the
Truly Great Baccheiaosis’ fingers plunging deep into my very being. I was its Avatar. I was
always its follower, yet I never realized it. Slowly licking my lips, I passionately groped my
glorious, naked body. I quickly brought myself to orgasm, and prolonged it indefinitely … Soon,
we shall all be followers of the Cosmic Gods of Passion …

Beyond the Madness of Passions
Universe: Edge

Succubus Hunter
And thus, a new beginning arose …
Lana Richards was the least likeliest to be a private investigator in the eyes of her
colleagues. Thirty years old, black hair, dark eyes, five feet and four inches in hight, sun kissed
skin, and physically fit. She had a lot to prove in the eyes of her sexist male colleagues, who saw
her more as an underwear model or at best assistant, in spite of the fact that she had a bachelors
in history and masters criminal psychology. She always successfully saw her cases through, and
though it did take a few years, her male colleagues learned to respect and admire her.
She only had two more clients to deal with this day, and one was already across her desk.
“That’s some impressive work, Lana!” exclaimed Detective Smitt of the local Brenton Police of
Rhode Island. He was thumbing through the case file. Lana often consulted with the police.
“Thanks! I was just as surprised as you to find out it was the CEO’s special assistant all
along. But, she was sloppy. She simply stole too much money, and then pinned it on her boss!”
Lana was genuinely pleased with herself and her coworkers.
They both stood up and cordially shook hands across the desk. The detective stated, “Since
your statement’s in this, you can consider your check already in the mail!”
“Good.”
“Now, I still haven’t gotten you that drink,” he requested yet again.
Lana did like the wizened old detective, but she just did not want a relationship then.
“We’ll just keep that raincheck available as always, John.”
He left looking subtly disappointed.

Lana hit the intercom, “Is Roberta Smith here, Bob?”
“Yes, Laura,” the voice sounded. Being new, it was not surprising he made the common
mistake of calling her “Laura” sometimes. It amused her, but she planned to start correcting very
soon if the mistake continued.
“Send her in.”
A middle aged, yet still attractive blond walked into the room. They shook hands, “Hello,
Ms Smith. Please sit. What can I help you with?”
“Well, it’s my younger brother Rick,” she forced out. “He’s missing.”
“Did you call the police?”
“Errm, well, it’s not that he’s missing, per se.”
“Yes?”
“He went up to this town called Brookbridge in New Hampshire. He’s a photographer, and
he was doing a series on old stone bridges in New England. For reasons none of us understand,
he decided to live up there. Sent for all his things; sold his house by proxy. That was a year ago,
and he never contacted us after. We called the Brookbridge police, and through them he said he
was fine.”
“Hmm, I’m not sure what I can do for you. It’s not illegal to change your surroundings,
and not call your mother enough.”
She was becoming teary eyed. “I know… I just have a terrible feeling about it. Could you
at least look into it. We just need to understand what happened …”
Lana sighed. At least once a year she received a case like this. The last “missing” person
simply fell in love. The difference there was that he was only gone for a month. Her actions did
restart communications, though. “OK, Ms Smith. I’m sure he just found a girl or something, but
I’ll find out the truth for you.”
Roberta Smith thanked her profusely, and set up the contract with the secretary. Though
she normally worked with her associates on most cases, Lana quickly decided to take care of this
case on her own, especially since Brookbridge was a small town with a small old university.
Sure, it was the middle of nowhere, but she grew up in Middle-of-Nowhere, New Hampshire.
She found herself looking forward to that cool fall air …
****
It was a pleasant drive into New Hampshire. Brenton was such an urban environment, and
seeing more trees than people was more than welcoming. One problem with looking for a small
rural town was how difficult it can be to find, in spite of the fewer roads. Her GPS luckily had
the little known town of Brookbridge, if only because of the old university there.
It was late when she arrived in Brookbridge, so she decided to check into the nearest
lodging: Greater Brook Inn. Lana rang the bell at reception.
A seemingly frail old lady walked out of the office. “Yes?”
“Ah, hi, I’d like a room.”
The old lady was very unwelcoming in the way she looked Lana over. “And, how long will
you be staying, Miss?”
“Richards.” Lana often would give a fake name, but seeing she had no way to invoke cash
right then, she needed to charge her way. She was sure she wasn’t chasing some psychopath,
anyway. “Only a couple of nights, I think. Doing a road trip. Used to live in the area, and thought
I’d get back to my roots,” she said with a friendly smile.

“Roots?” she asked with subtle disdain. “… Cabin five is free. It’s private, and I’m sure
it’ll help you get back to your … roots … It’s seventy a night. I’ll need your credit card to set
you up.”
‘So much for hospitality!’ Lana thought. She finished checking in, and soon went to the
rather bland two room (bed and bath) cabin. She soon found herself fast asleep in the bed …
The next morning, she did her usual jog, shower, and breakfast (in the inn’s small
restaurant) before beginning with the investigation. She started with casual inquiries at the local
bar, but it led to nothing. The locals were just as unwelcoming as the innkeeper. She was an
outsider, in spite how she spoke the local dialect.
What bothered her the most was how no one even seemed to have heard of Rick Smith. Of
course, someone must have, because of the message his family received. She came very close to
talking to the police, but decided to wait until she had more information.
She later went to the college. Though they were far more welcoming, none of the students
there knew who she was talking about. I met up with Lana right before she left, noticing her
causally questioning everyone.
“Nice car you’ve got there,” I complimented innocently. “Red convertibles always looked
fun to me.”
She turned around surprised, not noticing my approach. “Oh, thanks … Just here to see the
sights. I’m Lana.”
We shook hands. “I’m Felicia. I teach here at the college, but I’m really more of a
researcher. I like old myths, and their bases in fact.” Lana was definitely caught off guard,
unsurprisingly. Even if my work clothes were rather conservative for the time, most professors
aren’t incredibly attractive redheads! “I noticed you were talking to a lot of people about
something. And, since you were a new face and all …”
She presented a picture to me, and said, “Oh, yeah, a friend of mine is supposed to be
living in this town. We hadn’t talked in a while. His name is Rick Smith. Ever hear of him?” She
tried to put on a strong, innocent poker face, but I always could see through such things.
I smiled disarmingly, and held the picture. “Humph, not sure. If he does live around here,
he doesn’t get out much, let alone come here … Look, I can tell you’re not really here to just see
the sights, Lana. The locals don’t really like outsiders, and that’s why the students rarely go into
town and vice versa. If you need any help trying to get through to the local idiots, just talk to me.
I’ve lived here long enough for them not to hate me. Here’s my card, you can call me whenever,
Lana …”
****
Lana was sitting at the desk in her cabin looking at aerial photos of the town on her laptop
that afternoon. The study was going nowhere, not because there was nothing to see, but because
she couldn’t stop thinking about me. There was something about me that stirred her up on the
inside. She just couldn’t figure out why.
Suddenly, Lana heard a knock at the door. She opened it to a man in a half decent suit
without a tie. “Lana Richards?”
“Yes?”
“I’m Deputy Sheriff Gregg Holiston. I was wondering if I could have a word with you.”
He flashed his badge.
“Sure, come in. What’s this all about?” They sat on the mini couch in front of the bed.

“A new face in this town always sets off alarm bells. I don’t usually care. I’m an outsider,
myself. Transferred here a few months ago. Had to get out of the city … I only came here
because of who you were asking about. I’m the one who sent Rick’s message to his family. Rick
is here, or was.”
“But, where is he?” she asked amazed.
“You’re a private investigator aren’t you? You don’t look it, but who else would be
looking for Rick if you’re not family? … To answer your question: I’m not sure. I did see him on
that one day we made contact. Without any apparent laws broken, I have no authority to go
looking for him. But, the whole issue bothers me. This whole town is just strange. It’s like they
all hold a dark secret, and they feel I’m not ready for it.”
Lana sat back and sighed. “I was hired to find him, and that’s what I’m gonna do.” Her
mind went back to me. “Have you heard of a Felicia that teaches at the college?”
He briefly went wide eyed. “Yeah,” he breathed. “… Dr. Felicia Alden. If you haven’t met
her in person, you will soon. She’s very forward. It amazes me that all the locals don’t seem to
mind her!”
“She wants to help in anyway she can, but there’s something about her …” she trailed off.
“Yeah … she has that affect on people,” he said assuming Lana felt the same kind of
attraction most felt toward me, sexual or not. “… I’m sure she can be a reliable source of
information … I was, ah, planning to head to the bar to unwind. I came here off duty. Would ya
like to join me?”
“Sure,” she smiled pleasantly.
****
At the bar, everyone kept their distance, while most pretended they weren’t even there.
Only the bartender talked to them, and that was only to take their orders.
“I used to live around here, and we never acted like that!” Lana observed.
“Old town, old secrets,” he said almost sarcastically, taking a sip of whisky.
“I only want to uncover one,” she said stubbornly, while nursing her red wine.
“I’ve been here long enough to understand that it all comes down to one secret; whatever
that is. What’s strange is they seem to be warming to me. The last time I was here, the patrons
didn’t pretend I didn’t exist, and I made small talk with the bartender. It’s almost as if …”
“Hello, detectives!” I suddenly said, standing behind them. It always amused me how
easily I could sneak up on people. Then, there was always the shock of my radiant beauty, while
tonight amplified by my shiny red blouse and tight black skirt!
Lana looked at me annoyed that I may have blown her cover as a tourist.
“Don’t worry, they don’t give a damn about either of you right now!” I observed. Well,
they knew I wasn’t there for them. I teasingly leaned in close, and offered quietly, “Do you
wanna know a secret?”
Lana nodded cautiously. “What secret is that?”
“They keep it back at the college. A secret that is no secret,” I said quietly. “I think it’ll
help you two out a lot. Come on!”
I paid for their drinks, and drove the eager couple up to the university. I explained to them
on the way that the university archives was perhaps the best funded department, while that was
never something discussed openly. My position at the university gave me unlimited access to
those archives, and that was one of the main reasons why I worked there. Of course, it didn’t

take me long to find out that all public information relating to the archives was heavily filtered
by the administration. The head of the archives department does nothing he isn’t told.
We soon made our way down to the archives department in the basement of the library.
There were many secrets down there, but only one had any real importance. I led them into one
of keypad locked rooms, and soon opened up the sealed cabinet containing an ancient leather
bound book, which looked brand new at the same time. I carefully placed it on the desk in the
back of the room.
“This, my friends, is the Liber Lubidinum,” I said deeply, stealthily licking my lips. My
unblinking eyes never left the Book, while I explained, “It is the Book of Passions written by the
Mad Minoan Itra Eleutherios. Myth states that he was driven mad by sex and passion, and wrote
this book.” The Book has a profound affect on everyone, while it always made me so very
hungry. “It details the … myths of the Cosmic Gods of Passion, and their affect on humanity
across the Multiverse.” I breathed deeply, working to keep control over myself, and leaned on
the desk. My accent subtly was changing back to its natural form. “The great crush of time has
made elements of it out of date … but it is still so very important …”
“Are you OK, Felicia?” Gregg asked concerned.
“Oh, better than you know, detective,” I said deeply. “… Look through it, Lana. You won’t
be able to read it, but it still holds so many answers.”
Lana wasn’t sure of what to make of it all, but it was a chance to lead her to Rick. She
placed her hand on the edge of the closed book to open it. Suddenly, she felt a great rush of
Sexual Energy fly through her, and passed out …
Dreams of memories of ages past were revealed. Over five-hundred years ago, her ancestor
Alphea was born with the soul of a Succubus Hunter in the Kingdom of England. Many centuries
prior, several warrior women set out to destroy all Succubi with the power of the Great Zalatoth
of Manipulation, Binder of Witchcraft, but many died in their quest, only to be reborn. Whether
it was destiny or coincidence, Alphea found an “evil” Succubus by the name of Felicia. They
fought, but Felicia came out as the victor, having drained all the Sexual Energy out of her. But,
the Hunter Bloodline is difficult to sever, for she already had a daughter. Three-hundred years
later, her descendent Bianca became the next Succubus Hunter of that line to fight Felicia in the
Kingdom of Italy. However, Felicia was too crafty for her, and she fell prey to the same fate as
her ancestor. But, Bianca, too, already had a daughter, and the Bloodline eventually led to the
next Hunter: Lana…
****
Lana slowly came to consciousness with Gregg’s hand tenderly on her shoulder. She was
lying in what looked like a hospital bed, but she wore no special gown. “Where, where am I?”
she slowly asked.
“You’re in the college clinic,” Gregg quickly answered. “You fainted back at the archives,
and Felicia and me brought you here.”
“Felicia? … Where is she?” There was a look of intense determination in her eyes.
“She … said she was going back to lock everything up at the library…” The unexpected
look in her eyes through him off.
Lana tried to sit up, but was held back by Gregg.
“The doctor said you should take things easy until morning. He and Felicia think you
fainted because of possible mold in the archives. There’s a lot of old documents in there with

stubborn mold, apparently, and it’s not the first time someone had a bad reaction.”
“Felicia isn’t who you think she is, Gregg,” she said shaking her head.
“What are you talking about?” he asked confused.
“When I touched the Book, it showed me who my ancestors were, and who I am… She’s a
Succubus, Gregg, and it’s my turn to try to stop her,” she interpreted.
“But, that’s crazy, Lana! She’s incredibly smart and attractive, yes, but no one ever really
goes missing here or washes up on the banks of the Great Cantook Brook! It’s a quiet town,” he
pleaded. No matter how strange the town was to him, he wanted it to become his home.
“Except for Rick.”
Gregg went slightly pale, and looked out the window passed the college campus …
****
The next day, Lana’s sense of determination overwhelmed her. She knew what she had to
do, but she needed Gregg’s help. She barged into the Sheriff’s office asking for him. They talked
in the lobby.
“You have to understand, Lana,” he said quietly. “I’ll help you in any way I can, but there
isn’t even a record of Rick’s disappearance. The Sheriff already told me to let the matter go long
before you got here. Everything I do for you must be unofficial.”
“I need to see the Book again, Gregg.”
He sighed, looking around to see if anyone was possibly listening. “Meet me at the college
after ten. That’s after the library closes. I can’t guarantee our mutual friend won’t be there. She
has all the keys. But, it’s the best time.”
Lana smiled sexily and left.
****
At five after ten, Lana found herself standing at the half lit steps of the old library. It was a
cold fall night. Her breath flowed out of her like smoke. Suddenly, she heard footsteps. Her heart
raced wildly until Gregg stepped into the yellow half light.
He put his hand on her shoulder, “You sure about this?”
“More than you know, Gregg.”
He sighed, and shook his head. “Here’s Felicia’s address. I knew you’d be asking for it
sooner or later.” He fished out a note from his inner pocket with the address, and handed it over.
He then fished out a small fabric case from his outer pocket. Inside held a variety of lock picking
instruments. “The last time I did this, I was trying to catch a serial killer,” he mumbled, while
kneeling before the locked door. With an audible click, the door suddenly swung open. He stood
up, and motioned for Lana to go ahead of him.
After one more successful lock pick, they eventually found their way to the correct room
within the archives. A moment of panic hit Lana, when she realized that she didn’t know the
right key-code to open the archive door. “Do you remember what Felicia typed?”
He answered quietly, “I was New York City Detective; I remember everything …” He then
typed the proper code, and opened the door.
Lana quickly removed the Book from its case, and placed it onto the desk. She was glad
the Book didn’t cause her to pass out this time. She sat down, and flipped through the book,
intuitively feeling for the right page.

“What language is that?” Gregg asked.
“I think it’s Ancient Minoan … I can read it …” She would be amazed at her newfound
ability if she didn’t feel so determined. She soon found the page she was intuitively looking for,
and removed the ring she wore on her right index finger. Ring held high, she chanted, “Great
Zalatoth of Masterful Manipulation, grant me the power to infuse this ring with a part of my
soul, so that I may use it to protect myself in the destined battle!”
A flash of Cosmic Energy blasted through Lana, forcing Gregg to the ground in orgasm.
After an indeterminate time, their minds settled. Lana held the ring tightly in her hand, and
slowly opened her fist to look at the enchanted ring. It glowed ever so subtly in the dim light.
She placed it back onto her finger. Very weak, she tumbled onto the floor.
Gregg, still in shock from what he just witnessed, helped Lana to her feet, and walked her
out. He drove her back to the cottage at the Inn, and lay the beautiful woman on the bed.
He sat at the edge, and finally asked, “What did you do to yourself?”
She slowly sat up, and placed her hand on his. “A part of my soul is now within my ring. It
will make it more difficult for Felicia to suck the life out of me, if it comes to that.”
Gregg shook his head. “If this is what your ancestors did, something tells me it didn’t help
them enough.” His eyes became glassy. “I … I don’t want to loose you, Lana.”
Lana motioned toward him, and they kissed long and deep. They willfully removed their
clothes, before again kissing each other. Gregg kissed down her cheek and long neck, while their
hands explored their bodies. Lana audibly grunted the moment the moment Gregg penetrated her
quivering snatch. They each took turns passionately humping, rolling around the barely large
enough bed. When they both came, they looked deep into each other’s eyes …
****
While Gregg slept, Lana quietly prepared herself for what destiny was rapidly pulling her
toward: me. Before leaving, she stole Gregg’s standard police issue, semiautomatic pistol, and
placed it in her jacket pocket. She also found his switch blade hiding in his sport jacket, and
carefully wrapped it around her ankle under her pants. The Succubus Hunter lightly kissed him
on the cheek, and left to find me …
I left my house door ajar for her. I knew she was riled up enough to bash through anything
just to get to me, so I decided to save a few dollars in the weaker economy. The moment she
walked inside, I called in my now muddled, true English accent, “Please come upstairs, Lana, we
have much to discuss.”
Gun in hand, Lana cautiously walked up the steps. She soon found her way to my
bedroom. I stood at the other side of the room naked, goddess-like.
“That smell …” Lana barely stated, almost dropping the gun.
“Only to sooth your nerves, my dear. You Hunters become ever so worked up,” I said
calmly.
“Oh, Gods … the pheromones …” Lana was so incredibly aroused by my tight, slim body,
due to my scent.
“You should have prepared yourself more before coming to me. But, we both know how
impatience runs in your family,” I smiled.
Lana leaned on the dresser next to the door. The latest volume of my diary lay on it, among
other things. “I’ve … I’ve come to destroy you once and for all …”
I shook my head and chuckled, before casually siting on my bed. “You don’t live a

thousand years, or even half that, without learning some things. I suppose I look pretty good for a
one-thousand and fifteen year old!” No one said vanity wasn’t common amongst my kind!
“I must avenge all those you’ve killed…” She was so dizzy from my barrage.
I shook my head. “You have it all wrong, Hunter Lana. In some ways, I’m not even
incognito here. I really am a university professor, while all the Witches here know what I am.
The truth is, since before those warrior women transformed themselves, us Succubi as a race
decided that we do not normally need to kill to survive. A dead or missing person is ever so
much louder than someone missing a single day of work, especially these days. And as a smart
woman like you should already know, you may never make roots by killing, especially within
yourself. The Vampires enlightened us to those facts, ironically enough, and we gave it a name:
The Symbiotic Philosophy…”
“… But, you killed my ancestors…”
“Yes … They were the only two people I killed across the millennium, and I will carry the
pain of their deaths until I grow weary of the this world. They wouldn’t listen to me, as you
would not. But, the world does change. So much of the world’s culture now is infused with the
understanding of science instead of superstition. That is why you didn’t know what I was, when
we first met, or at least, I made a successful gamble. Humans are no longer trained to expect
some scary monster around every dark corner. But, the irony of that is Succubi, Vampires, and
Witches are all as scientifically classifiable as anything in the Multiverse …”
Lana finally dropped the gun onto the soft white carpet, totally mesmerized by my scent
and more. “But … what about … Rick?”
“Oh, right, Rick! He was rather forward with me, and, well, we a had a little too much fun.
He decided to stay a while, and accidentally discovered the truth of this town. Not counting your
cop lover, most of the locals are Witches, and the locals usually keep that secret well. Rick
quickly joined the High Cult of the Great Zalatoth, if only out of necessity. I warned them that
someone would miss him if they didn’t push him to talk to his family directly, but they didn’t
care. Arrogant idiots! So, I guess, I must admit to some fault in the appearance of my own
Hunter!” I chuckled sarcastically. “Anyway, I was able to shape our destined confrontation on
my own terms, finally.”
Lana was red hot with desire, and starting to uncontrollably touch herself. “So fucking
horny …”
“And, here’s some more truth, my dear Hunter. I am a Natural Succubus, in that another
Succubus naturally transformed me, rebirthed me. There is another kind of Succubus: an
Artificial Succubus. The Book of Passions details how it is done, and most if not all Succubi
know the process. Those who’ve had Hunters on their backs learned how to adapt the process to
their ends. It is very difficult to sever the dangerous Hunter Bloodlines. You see, when I shook
your hand, I infused your ring with the power of Plaotathis, who grants the power to create
Artificial Succubi. When you, like a good Hunter, invoked Zalatoth to put a piece of yourself
into that ring, you also unlocked the power I placed within it … You, my dear Succubus Hunter,
are becoming a SUCCUBUS!” I smiled diabolically, wide eyed, in my glory.
Lana didn’t want to believe it, but she knew it was truth. Pheromones alone should not be
enough to subdue a Hunter. A part of her deep inside could feel her Life Energy now rapidly
transforming into the Sexual Life Energy of a Succubus.
Smiling, I sat up, and walked over to the transforming woman. I gave her a long, deep kiss.
Lana moaned. “You’re so close, Lana, let me help you along!” I again kissed her deeply, and
blew some of my Sexual Life Energy into her. She came so hard! I then effortlessly threw her

onto my bed. I pushed her pants and panties down to her calves, and began to grind my hungry
crotch on hers. All the while, I was feeding her my Energy at regular intervals, causing her to
cum just as regularly.
Lana’s hand then slid down my smooth back, while she clamped a leg behind me. She then
quickly grabbed Gregg’s hidden knife under her pant leg. I grabbed her hand a moment later.
‘You forget your blood memories. Wizened Succubi can read minds, Lana,’ I said in her head,
before speaking out loud, “How admirable. A Hunter till the end!” I took the knife from her
hand, and forcibly threw it away.
I then recommenced my grinding and feeding, after tearing off what little she still wore.
Her transformation was inevitable the moment she activated her ring. All I was doing was
hastening the process, and having a little fun! Plus, I needed to break her down sexually, so she
wouldn’t kill me, anyway. Now that her last bit of resistance was gone, she ground along with
me, while instinctually trying to suck my Sexual Life Energy out herself. She wanted to
transform now, and that ensured her survival. Our mouths were then seemingly glued together
open, while her half closed eyes rolled to the back of her head. She was so close now. I could
sense her growing new hunger, while her Life Energy was nearly completely sexualized like
mine.
I then sensed another presence in my house. It was Gregg here to save Lana. Not that she
needed saving! ‘Perfect timing,’ I thought. Remarkably, his secretly broken emotional state tied
him to Lana. Back in New York, his wife was killed by a serial killer he was investigating. He
found that killer, and killed him in what was officially called “self defense.” That is why he
exiled himself to Brookbridge. Now, he fears loosing yet another woman he loves to what he
thinks is a murderer.
I then gave Lana a final massive blast of my Sexual Life Energy, causing her to scream
wildly in orgasm, and rolled myself off of her. My hunger for Sexual Energy was powerful then,
but I had more than enough will to still do what needed to be done.
The Deputy Sheriff walked into my room in shock, while our screams of passion obviously
didn’t prepare him. We both lay before him moaning and squirming in our hunger for sex. “Fuck
her, detective. Lana needs it now!” I cooed.
My lingering pheromones affecting him, Gregg leaped onto the ravenous Lana. She
clamped onto him with her firm legs, and made out with him tightly. She may not have started
feeding instantly, but when she did, she drank his Sexual Energy more forcibly than she ever will
again in her now very long life. At the same time, he shoved his solid member into her hungry
snatch, and they humped each other wildly. They moaned and cooed mindlessly, while my bed
shook and creaked. After an enthralling buildup, Lana soon screamed in orgasm, while Gregg
exploded into her. She naturally absorbed whatever Sexual Energy he had left, before he
collapsed on top of her.
As quickly as I could in my weakened state, I pulled the dead Gregg off of her, and
breathed a small amount of my Energy into him. I brought him back, even though he will sleep
deeply for a while. I then crawled on top Lana, my thousand year triumph. She looked up at me,
while her mind and body were rewiring themselves to her new state of being. “You are at the
cusp of a new and beautiful world, Lana!” I said to her lovingly through my hunger and tiredness
…
Unlike her predecessors, Lana had no children. Even more importantly, she was no longer
a Hunter. But if she died a Hunter without children, her soul would be reborn into another
woman centuries from now, and I would have yet another confused woman come after me, while

probably with some ray gun! Instead, she will live for thousands of years, and when she finally
grows weary of this world, she will die with the soul of a beautiful Succubus.

Curiosity
“So, did you declare your major yet, Cindy?” my brunette roommate asked casually.
“Yup, Trina!” I answered happily, casually moving my blonde bangs from my face.
“What was it again? Chemistry?”
“Biochemistry,” I corrected. “Did you?”
“Uh, not yet, but I’m leaning toward marketing or theater arts,” she answered indecisively.
We were about halfway through our first semester at Brenham College of New Hampshire
in Brookbridge, and there was a big push by our imposed, temporary advisors to choose a major
sooner than later. It tended to make or break students far more than the transition into university
life at this college. Regardless, we were handling the transition and that push better than some,
while at least I knew exactly what I wanted to do from a young age.
I was the latest in a long line of Witch Potion Masters, who worshiped the Great Gray
L’sothot. There was no absolute rule to wield Cosmic Energies in the same way as my parents (a
Witch is a Witch), but us Witches do tend to have a traditional streak. Or maybe, I was just
happy I was not from a bloodline of Sibling Lovers, which would have pushed me to make the
love of my life into my brother to continue a growing legacy of remarkable power! I never really
wanted such power, though, and most Sibling Lover Bloodlines worshiped the Great Gray
Binder of Witchcraft Zalatoth of Manipulation.
“You really do like playing with those chemicals don’t you, Cindy?” she asked, breaking
my chain of thought.
I smiled back at my strikingly beautiful roommate, and answered, “Yeah, well, my parents
did a good job making me interested in their work, like I’ve told you, Trina.” That was an
understatement. By all accounts, I was much better than my parents at Potion Making, which
made them very proud. The reason I was going through higher education, or any Human
education, was the same as any Witch: to better blend in amongst Humans, as recommended by
the Great Gods of Witchcraft.
We talked casually for a while. It was a quiet weekend on campus. There was talk of some
Game somewhere off campus, but no one seemed to know when or where it was happening.
Still, I really liked talking with Trina. She was smart (if she felt like it), super model sexy, and
very friendly. My only problem was that I am an Erotic Witch at a university with an average sex
quotient, not counting a professor that just happened to be a Succubus. Us Witches don’t exactly
live on sex like a Succubus, but our genderless libido is generally much higher than the average
Human.
I looked Trina over, while she failed to notice the lustful nature of my stare, like always. I
wanted her so damn bad, and saw no problem with making some minor adjustments to make that
happen. Like I always said, it’s more fun being a Gray Witch! We’ll screw around for our own

amusement, but no one really gets hurt.
****
“Dr. Felicia Alden!” I stated in the central courtyard. It was a colder day (snow was
expected later), so we were the only ones in that spot at that moment.
A shockingly beautiful redhead in a thick green trench coat turned around. She carried a
leather bag in one arm, while she looked more subtly annoyed than surprised. Still, there was a
definite glow of joy from something else entirely, which overrode any annoyance. “Oh, I didn’t
know there was a young Witch on campus.” Her voice carried very subtle British English tones,
which made her that much more alluring.
“Yes, Succubus … I wanna see the Book,” I said directly, while blatantly looking her over
lustfully. I already knew that the main reason why she was there was the Liber Lubidinum (our
“Book of Passions”). In spite of the Book’s presence, ironically, Brenham was not a popular
school for Witches, and I was the only one there, currently. It’s seemingly nil affect on the
campus’ sexual activity was also quite ironic. However, the Book was mostly just used by the
local Witches, who usually avoided the university.
She sighed, while obviously sensing thoughts I didn’t bother to hide, and stated dryly, “Are
you sure you really want to chemically mess with her head like how you’re thinking, Cindy. You
barely know her. You could unlock the reborn soul of Jack the Ripper.”
Succubi often feed on those needing very little convincing, while they were careful to not
spend a night with an utter nut job. An already willing, stable subject often led to a more quality
feed for them. Plus, sex wasn’t always the main thing on their minds, like how dinner wasn’t
always the only thing on Human minds. That was why she did have genuine concern about what
I wanted to do to Trina. I really was going to chemically mess with Trina’s head.
Sensing that I was going to see this through with or without her easy access, she again
sighed, and looked at her watch. “Let’s get this over with.”
I soon found myself taking the proper notes from the Book for a very potent concoction.
Felicia patiently leaned on the wall next to me, not bothering to hide how hungry the Book was
making her. Her arms and legs were crossed. In a way, the book made me sexually hungry, too.
However, this copy didn’t seem to like me as much as the one held by my parents’ Coven.
I closed the book happily, and looked over to the hungry Succubus. “Done!” I stood up in
front of her, and requested, “You wanna satisfy that hunger, Felicia? Never tasted a Succubus
before.”
Licking her full lips, she hungrily looked me over, and airily answered, “Maybe next time
… You would survive what the Book is influencing us to do, but I just don’t have the time right
now …”
****
Even though Felecia didn’t let me taste her abundant spit, let alone her pheromones, she
gave me a good tease Succubi are known for giving. The arousal I felt from that will make the
final potion just that much sweeter.
While Trina was out shopping, I efficiently set everything up in the small dorm room. The
door was of course locked, while the shades were pulled. I didn’t bring all my potions and

equipment (freshmen dorms are almost never spacious), but I had more than enough to make
due. I chuckled thinking that someone might think I set up a kind of meth lab, not only because
my set up had nothing to do with illegal methamphetamine, but also because I could create
something far better and safer than any Heisenberg! Still, no matter how good I was, I had to
work fast. I had no idea how long Trina was going to take, but I assumed at least an hour.
The concoction formed smoothly, as if it wanted to form on its own. While the sickly
sweet steam rose, I opened my window a crack. Luckily, the steam was virtually dissipated by
the time in reached the outside air. The last thing I wanted was to arouse anyone’s suspicions.
The last touch was the invocation of Plaotathis of Curiosity, which should open mental and
physical doors in a more controlled fashion. Admittedly, that was a bit of a cheat inspired by
Felicia’s concerns. Instead of altering Trina’s mind outright, I decided to make it a slow and
steady process, which meant that I could more easily reverse it if I do see the reborn Jack.
I corked the precious pink liquid in the pocketable bottle, and quickly cleaned up all my
materials. All that was left was to have Trina unknowingly ingest my creation …
****
“How was the shopping, Trina?” I asked.
“Fine. Got some drinks, too, for later. You should’ve come along,” she stated friendlily.
“Yeah, but I really did want to catch up on some reading.” I must admit that I always liked
bending the truth. Though such acts were necessary for Witches amongst Humans, my parents
always said I enjoyed bending the truth too much …
“Shit, that crappy beer went right through me!” Trina exclaimed. She hopped out to the
hall’s bathroom.
We were lightly drinking for a little while now. There were no plans to make ourselves
drunk; we just had nothing better to do. Of course, this was my chance to “spike” her half empty
beer with my potion. Trina came back moments later, and slowly finished her drink.
“Ya look like the cat that ate the canary, Cindy,” she slurred, using an annoying cliche.
“I’ve been drinking, Trina,” I corrected slyly.
There were no immediate changes to Trina’s behavior that night, while none were
expected. I didn’t exactly create an “instant bimbo” potion! Patience was the key with the potion
Trina was ingesting …
I suddenly awoke to the sound of moaning next to me. It was not of pain, but of pleasure.
In the dim moonlight, I could see Trina writhing, sweating in the midst of a very erotic dream.
Her blankets were slowly sliding off of her in her passionate motions.
I repositioned myself to my side, and pushed down my pajamas. My hand teasingly
plowed into my warm pussy. It was so fucking hot to pleasure myself to Trina like that. Though I
secretly masturbated to her before, I never did it while she was in a wet dream.
Trina moaned loudly, while I forced myself to stay as quiet as possible, so I would not
disturb whoever she was loving in her mind. I still breathed wildly, though. It felt so damn good
to watch her like that. She soon came to a wonderful, if not subdued, orgasm, while I happily
came soon after, pillow muffling my coos. I happily licked my juices off my hand.
My smile toward Trina was large. The potion was beginning to make the prescribed
alterations. Through her dreams, she shall now find wondrous, uninhibited sexual passion, for

her subconscious is slowly being corrupted with such passion. Those new subconscious desires
shall slowly bleed into her conscious mind through curiosity, and I shall happily watch it happen
…
****
The next day, Trina was ever so subtly different. It was as if she just had a really good
night of sex, which wasn’t far from the truth. We were eating breakfast in the main cafeteria.
“Oh, man, Cindy, I had the craziest dream last night!” she exclaimed.
“Really?” I asked with false ignorance.
“Yeah! Well, it started with Brad from that mandatory bio class coming on to me. It
doesn’t make much sense to me know, but he somehow convinced me into a threesome with his
blonde girlfriend Angie. We’ve both seen her. Anyway, we all fucked each other silly!”
“Wow!”
“You have no idea, Cindy! It was the most intense and vivid dream I ever had. I gotta
admit I’m curious about how good something like that would be in real life …”
I slowly realized how flirtations Trina was becoming, while it sometimes seemed more like
a joke. She was especially flirtatious to Brad and Angie for reasons more or less clear to me. The
three of them were becoming good friends at the same time, while I was becoming just as
friendly to Brad and Andie, if only by proximity.
She was also having nightly wet dreams since the first. I happily found myself
masturbating every night to it as well. I must admit, though, in spite of her blatantly flirtatious
behavior, I wasn’t sure how much she actually wanted sex. It was almost as if she was teasing
me …
****
Two weeks after I “drugged” her (one month before the end of the semester), I walked in
on Trina watching lesbian porn on her laptop. Her foot was draped over her knee, while she was
lightly stroking her soft sole under her blue flip flop.
She casually turned her head to me with a smile, and offered, “Pull up a chair, Cindy! This
is great shit.” The clip on the browser was of a slim yet full bodied blonde and brunette, not
unlike the two of us, energetically fucking. They were currently in an intense scissor.
I quickly pulled up a chair, and sat. My arousal was epically intense. Was this the moment
I’ve been yearning for? “That IS some great shit, Trina!” One of my hands uncontrollably rubbed
my moistening snatch under my jeans, while the other casually made its way to Trina’s soaked,
shorts covered crotch.
Trina teasingly smiled at me, while I more than friendlily rubbed her warm pussy through
her short shorts. “UMMM,” she cooed. “A couple of weeks ago, I was kinda curious about this
online porn thing. This site offered a great introductory deal, so I hopped into it … They do
fetish stuff, too. I like how they’re sucking their toes like that,” she said deeply.
“I think I do, too, Trina,” I sultrily stated, while leaning in for a passionate kiss.
“Well, I gotta run, Cindy!” she suddenly exclaimed.
“What?” I asked breathlessly confused.
“Class! We’re supposed to be gettin’ an education here remember?” she said casually,

before hopping off her chair. She quickly redressed herself in warmer clothing right in front of
me, grabbed a binder and some books, and left.
Her teasing was almost unbearable! I was so fucking horny that I almost finished myself
off to the still running video, but that was before I noticed another tab on Trina’s browser. It
stated “Application Form.” I curiously clicked it, and my jaw dropped. The form was apparently
for becoming one of the porn site’s models. It required at least one video and picture, while the
rest of the form was like a standard online job application (name, background, personal
statement, etc). After scrolling down, I saw that the page read, “Application sent / Thank you! /
You will be contacted if you fill the needs of the posting. / No phone inquiries, please.”
Seeing that application, while I only just discovered her watching porn, made me wonder
what else I didn’t know. I sat back on the cheap chair, breathless and unsure …
****
Another week passed. Sure, I was masturbating nightly to Trina’s now very wet dreams
(the nights she still spent in the room), but my balls were still quite blue, if I had any. I wanted to
fuck her so bad, but every time we came close to even kissing, she would have some random
excuse. Trina would not even let me touch her as much as I did when I first caught her watching
porn! Her porn watching, by the way, was now daily, and often while I was in the room …
Sitting alone in the room reading for a class, I heard Trina’s cell phone ring. She
apparently forgot it once she ran off to a class. The caller ID said it was our friend Angie, so I
casually answered it.
“Hello?”
“Oh, uhh, is this Cindy?” Angie asked surprised.
“Yeah, she forgot her phone in the room, Angie. What’s up?”
“Um, well, just tell her that last night was fantastic! Just the two of us was magic. Much
better without Brad, but don’t tell him I said that! Oh, and tell her I wished her good luck on that
phone interview tonight.” She was talking as if I somehow knew all of Trina’s escapades, which
I now was sure I didn’t.
“Phone interview?” I asked confused.
“Yeah, she applied for some job online, probably for the summer. I keep forgetting to ask
her what it is, but we didn’t do much talking last night …”
“I ah, OK, I’ll tell her you called, and everything. See ya.”
“See ya!” We ended the call.
I had a feeling that phone interview had something to do with that porn site, while I was
sure Trina and Angie fucked like animals. Why wasn’t Trina telling me anything? Was this all
some part of some cosmic tease? Even if it wasn’t, my mind may be turned to mush very soon if
Trina and I don’t hump our brains out soon!
****
I slept a dreamless sleep after passing out studying for a particularly useless course before
Trina suddenly woke me up by sitting on the edge of my bed. “Oh, ah, Trina what time is it?” I
was as surprised as I was groggy.
“Eleven,” she said casually, but with a hint of arousal. “That interview went great, by the
way. They have a satellite office over in Boston, Mass, and I’ll be doing a preliminary erotic

shoot for them this weekend. If that sells well online, I should be on my way to becoming a
hardcore pornstar!”
“Pornstar?” I asked breathlessly, now fully awake.
“Yeah,” she confirmed happily. “I’ll still get my degree -- business, I decided -- so it’ll be
easier to better my career. I’m gonna minor in theater arts, too.”
“I’m so fucking horny!” I exclaimed impulsively.
“I know,” she said, while teasingly stroking my cheek. “I’m pretty sure you’re the one that
opened my mind to new and wonderful ways. Not sure how you did it, though, but I thank you!
I’ve been so held back sexually, and I needed to be freed to explore. After I realized it was you, I
wanted to thank you with some hot sex that I KNOW you wanted, but I wanted some lead up. I’d
been unconsciously teasing you already, so I decided to make it more conscious and active.
Giving you little snippets of my path of sexual discovery instead of you fully knowing was part
of it. Did you think I left that browser open or forgot that cellphone by accident?”
Trina then lunged at me, and we went nuts in a frenzied french kiss. She tasted and felt like
everything I ever imagined.
In one final, mind numbing tease, she pulled back, and stated, “I need to warn you how
epic I am. Fuck, I’m so dirty, I’ve licked my squirt off my own feet!”
With that, we literally tore off our clothes. We excitedly wrestled on the too small bed,
while our torn clothes piled on the floor next to us. We then plowed out hands into our twitching
crotches, while we humped wildly, pushing our hands deeper into our holes. I screamed, “Oh,
Gods, I’m CUMMING!” There was no need to tell the impassioned Trina, for she timed herself
more than well enough to scream in orgasm along with me.
We were even more horny now, so we began to scissor wildly. At the same time, Trina
hungrily slobbered all over my feet. I never had anyone worship my feet before, but I fucking
loved it. Oh, my Gods, I loved it! At that revelation, I thrust my hips even harder into Trina’s.
She did the same in kind, and our grinding was more intense than I thought possible. Juices
flowed freely from our pussies in our yet more powerful orgasm.
At the same time, we breathlessly leaned in for a long, passionate kiss. The smooth taste of
our feet was striking in our flowing spit. Trina then playfully pushed me down to my back, and
mounted my mouth with her wet crotch. I automatically began to eat her out. I drank her free
flowing juices; she tasted so damn good. I played with my breasts wildly, while she brought
herself down to my wet crotch. We soon felt up and down our sweaty legs in our animalistic
sixty-nine. Our moans were almost as loud as our recent orgasms. If there were noise complaints,
we were deaf to them.
Trina then began to finger my G-spot widely, while she licked. I knew she was working to
make me squirt. I began to finger her even more wildly, wanting her to squirt all over my face,
too. It didn’t take long to come close to an even greater orgasmic state. Well, I’d be lying if I
said I was keeping track of time! Suddenly, in powerful, guttural screams of passion, we spewed
our feminine juices all over ourselves and the bed. Trina squirt at least twice as much as me! We
happily swallowed whatever found its way into our hungry mouths.
She unmounted me, and twisted herself around to lick the remaining juices off my body. I
would have done the same, but our powerful orgasms were actually beginning to put a strain on
me, an Erotic Witch!
We soon made out with great passion. Trina pulled back, and offered, “Lets hit the
shower!” I nodded in awe of her sexual stamina …
We legitimately washed ourselves: shampoo, body wash, etc. It wasn’t so much a tease as

it was blatant eroticism. Then with seemingly no warning, Trina lunged at me, and we began to
kiss passionately, while we rubbed and fingered each other’s humid crotches. We moaned and
cooed so loudly. It was a miracle that no one caught us in that four footed shower.
“My Gods, I never knew a Human could have so much Sexual Energy!” I cooed
impulsively.
Trina smiled deviously at me, and stated, “I had a feeling you weren’t exactly Human,
Trina. I mean, you opened me up better than some stage hypnotist. You’re gonna have to tell me
all about it!” She kissed down my quivering, wet body, while I found myself in awe of the
woman I remade …

The Game
“So, Jessica, ever hear of this ‘Game’?” Jessica’s blonde roommate Laura asked casually.
The two were freshman at Brenham College of New Hampshire in Brookbridge. Unlike many
freshman roommates, they became fast friends over the past few weeks. They had quite a lot of
fun together, especially while decorating the generic dorm room where they were relaxing after a
long day of classes. It all helped to relieve the stress of adapting to university life at Brenham,
where they were also put under tremendous pressure to choose their majors sooner than later.
Jessica laughed, while brushing her hand through her full, long brown hair. “Oh, yeah, I
have! How does it go? The Game is but rumor, yet everyone wants in. Everyone wants in, yet no
one is a part of it. Or something like that!”
They both laughed, and Laura said, “Well, my boyfriend was apparently curious about it.
Says he thinks he knows where it’s happening tonight.”
“Tonight?”
“Yeah. He wants me to come along as ‘backup.’ I’m not as curious as him, but I’m not
doin’ anything tonight, anyway! I guess, you can come along if you want, Laura.”
“Nah, you two have fun, Laura. It’s probably one of those unofficial Gamer’s Club
meetings. I don’t understand how they are recognized as a Club by the Student Government; they
take nothing seriously!”
They playfully laughed.
****
Jessica was sleeping soundly, when she was suddenly woken by the dorm room door being
unlocked and opened. She switched on her end table light next to her, and saw Laura closing and
locking the door, after walking into the room. Laura looked both incredibly worn out and
satisfied.
“Are you all right, Laura?” Jessica asked drowsily, while sitting up under her blanket.
“Oh, fuck, I feel great, Jess!” she stated with a big smile. She was all sweated up.
“Did … Dxid you find that Game, Laura?” she asked curiously.

Laura smiled sexily, and stated, “Of course not! There is no Game, Jess.”
“What were you doing all night?”
“You’re asking a lot of questions, Jess,” she said almost deviously. “I’m gonna get some
sleep; got an early class.”
****
Jessica walked back into her dorm room after she had a quick lunch at the school cafeteria.
She caught her roommate masturbating on her bed. Her hands were burrowed under her black
clothes.
“Oh … I can come back later!” Jessica said quickly while blushing.
“Don’t leave on my account, Laura!” she said while removing her hands from her slick
body. She looked over Laura lustfully.
Laura awkwardly sat before her computer.
“I just couldn’t help myself. Did you see all those hot woman sunbathing? UMM, I’m so
fucking glad its been a warmer September than usual! That hot blonde from art history drives me
so nuts … ” she said breathlessly.
“What?” she asked confused.
“Can’t a girl like women, too?” she asked sexily.
“I didn’t know you were bi … Does your boyfriend know?”
“Of course, Jess! We plan on doing a threesome with a hot woman tonight. It’s Jen from
Bio.”
“Oh …” Jessica was confused. Though Jessica only knew her for a short time, Laura was
never that open about sex. Plus, she never even hinted at liking women.
“I also saw a really hot and mature redhead, today, Jess,” she said excitedly.
“Oh … Who was that?” she barely asked, desperately hoping the conversation would tun
away from sexuality.
“A professor! I couldn’t believe it. My boyfriend has a friend that took one of her classes.
Her name’s Dr. Alden. Apparently, she’s officially a ‘research professor’ or something, and does
very little lecturing.”
“What does she do?”
“History, I think. Doing a class next semester called ‘Myths and their Roots in Reality.’
I’m fuckin’ taking it!”
“Oh, good. Sounds interesting,” she said while avoiding eye contact with her clearly
changed roommate.
“Do you mind if I finish masturbating, Jess? I’m real close. I really can’t get those women
outside out of my head!”
“Whatever, fine,” she quickly answered, wanting to believe she was joking.
Laura then pushed her black skirt downward, and buried her hand into her crotch, while
kneading her shirt covered breasts. She wore no underwear. “OHHH …. OH yeah …” she cooed.
Jessica had trouble averting her eyes, because Laura was looking lustfully at her. It was
very awkward for Jessica.
“ERR … humph … OH FUCK YEAH BABY,” Laura screamed in orgasm. “Oh, yeah, that
was great …”
After Laura reveled in her clearly very satisfying orgasm, she pulled up her skirt, and
hopped out of bed into her flip flops. “I’m throwing out all my bras and panties, Jess. Anything

you need to throw out?”
I shook my head “no,” amazed…
****
Laura, her boyfriend, and Jen were out on their “date,” while Jessica found herself eating a
half decent dinner in the school cafeteria with people she barely knew.
“You know, Jessica, I’ve been hearing the weirdest rumor,” the redhead Brianna stated.
“Yeah, what is it?” Jessica asked.
“Uh, something about this ‘Game’,” Brianna stated.
The blonde Adriana added, “Oh, yeah, that one that everyone wants to join, but no one
plays!”
“Kinda creepy if you ask me!” the brown haired Jennifer stated lightly. Though they
looked similar, she was obviously not the same Jen that Laura was apparently wooing.
“You know what’s really crazy?” Jessica asked. “My roommate Laura said her boyfriend
actually found out about it, and she tagged along hoping to find, I don’t know, a ‘Game’
meeting.”
“Yeah?” asked Brianna curiously.
Jessica continued, “When she came back that night, she was all worn out, but said she was
totally satisfied. And, she said there was no Game. Now, she’s really different …”
“Now, that’s weird!” Adriana stated, clearly not as concerned as Jessica.
“Oh, I got an idea, Jessica,” Brianna offered. “How ‘bout you tag along with her. If there
really is no Game, maybe she got into something like drugs. Maybe you can help her, or
something.”
“How heroic,” Adrianna cynically said with a big smile.
****
Laura came back early the next morning, waking Jessica. “Fuck! I had a great time last
night, Jess!” she exclaimed.
“Oh, good,” Jessica said, while rubbing her eyes.
“Jen is so fucking soft and tasty. If I didn’t have a boyfriend, I’d just give up men for her!”
she exclaimed.
“Oh …” Jessica really wasn’t against sex in any form, but it was still awkward for her to
have her roommate only talk about sex.
“I think my boyfriend’s gettin’ jealous about how much I enjoyed Jen least night,” she said
happily, while falling onto her bed. “Either that, or he’s so turned on by it that it’s frying his
brain!”
Jessica forced out a laugh.
“Hey, Jess, you can fuck me and my boyfriend anytime. Don’t wan’t you to feel left out or
anythin’,” she said seriously.
“I’ll keep that in mind,” she said quietly. She was trying to be sarcastic, but it didn’t come
out that way.
“Cool!”
****

Jessica was glad she didn’t see Laura for the rest of the day. Her changed behavior was just
making everything so awkward for Jessica. Something definitely happened to Laura, and Jessica
was determined to find out what that was …
After coming back from her last class that evening, Jessica found herself at her metal dorm
room door. Behind it, she could hear loud grunts and moans. Jessica knew that Laura would not
mind her walking into the room. Indeed, she would have likely loved a witness in her present
state of mind. However, that was just not Jessica’s thing. She patiently waited outside for them to
finish.
Luckily, the muffled sounds soon came to a shockingly loud orgasm, and the room fell
silent. Jessica sheepishly made her way into the room. Laura and her boyfriend happily lay on
their sides naked on the small bed (blanket on the floor). They greeted her with a big smile.
“Hey, Jess!” Laura greeted. Her naked body was slick and shiny with sweat.
“Hey, good to see you, Jess. You look real hot today!” Laura’s boyfriend complimented.
He was just as moist.
“Uh, thanks …” Jessica said quietly, while sitting at her desk. She was trying to avoid the
sight of their shameless display of nudity.
“We’re gonna be goin’ out in a bit, Jess. I won’t be back till later, again, if that’s all right,”
Laura stated with a knowing smile.
Hoping to find out something of what happened to them, Jessica asked, “You two mind if I
tag along?”
The two on the bed looked at each other and shrugged. “Sure, why not, Jess!” Laura
answered.
The three of them drove up to a large, white Victorian house buried deep within the woods.
The long gravel driveway was well kept in spite of its excessive length. They drove up to the
front entrance. Laura gave her keys to the apparent valet, and he drove off with the car.
“So, what kind of party is this? Jessica asked innocently.
Laura knowingly smiled, and rang the doorbell. A tall, naked woman opened the door. She
had long, vibrant brown hair, large breasts, flawless skin, and dark eyes. “Laura, Bobbie, great to
see you again,” she said happily. She lustfully looked over to Jessica, licking her lips, and said
deeply, “Always love a new face.” After Jessica shook her soft hand, the woman guided them
inside, and disappeared into the house.
“Who was that?” Jessica asked, confused about the arousal she felt toward her.
“A demigoddess of Sexual Energy, Jess,” Laura stated seriously. “She lives because of the
sex of these parties.”
“Is this the Game?” Jessica asked breathlessly.
Laura smiled knowingly, and answered, “There is no ‘Game,’ Jess! But, these parties are
what that rumor is based on.”
Jessica looked at the two of them in disbelief, while ascertaining the muffled sounds of
sexual ecstasy echoing through the large corridors.
“Come on, Jess,” Laura offered. “We know our way around.”
They walked down the main hall, before Laura opened a door on their left. Inside was
group of ten women excitedly having sex on the carpeted floor. They were clearly concentrating
on their soft feet. “This is one of the ‘Sapphic Rooms’,” Laura stated. “This one is clearly geared
toward feet. Every room here has their own concentration. One type is ‘Pure Sex,’ which

involves nothing but the Human body. Another is ‘Hypnosis.’ And, yet another is ‘Truth or
Dare,’ which my boyfriend and me will join later.” She closed the door, and continued, “There’s
a whole bunch of different rooms, and the best part about it all is that there are no consequences.
The BDSM guys love that!” she laughed. “The two rooms at the end of this hall are very special.
One is the ‘Physical Alteration Room,’ where you can do anything you want to yourself
physically, without the use of obvious plastic surgery.”
Laura opened another door on her left. Several naked woman were lying on what
resembled dentist chairs. Mirrors were mounted on the wall in front of them. One familiar
woman in particular caught Jessica’s eye. She was totally covered in a semi-clear liquid, while
her hair was totally soaked with it. There was a completely mindless look in her dark blue eyes,
while her body was morphing dramatically. Her still barely dark hair was lightening to what was
likely a blonde color, while her breasts, hips, lips (becoming naturally bright pink), and ass, grew
dramatically. Her skin was also darkening, making her look like some beach babe. Even her dark
eyes were visibly turning to a baby blue. She happily rubbed her growing breasts, while drool
fell down her cheek.
“One of the ‘Bimbo Specials,’ I believe. The Physical Alteration Room sometimes works
together with the next I’ll be showing you. Almost nobody’s so mindless and sex crazed!” She
closed the door, and opened the one across from it. “This room is the ‘Realignment Room,’ and
all new Members come here first. Here, you can change anything related to your mental
processes. This is were I was made bi and a nympho. That’s what happens, when you let a guy
choose how to alter a woman!” she laughed, while looking over to her very happy boyfriend.
“And, you’re gonna make more, err, realignments?” Jessica asked breathlessly.
“Yeah! If we learned anything about these parties, it’s that you can do whatever the hell
you want! Me and my boyfriend wanna do more stuff during sex (we’re nymphos, now!), but
we’re just not into that much.”
They walked into the dark room. A sexy, naked brunette walked up to them inside, and
asked, “So, what are the orders today?”
Laura answered excitedly, “Fetishes, Allie! Feet, latex, leather, stockings of all sorts. All
directed toward woman, of course. We also want genius level intelligence. That’s what me and
my boyfriend want!”
Allie turned to Laura and asked, “And, for the new Member?”
Laura shook her head in disbelief, jaw dropped.
“Let me choose for her, Allie,” Laura said slyly. “She’s kinda overwhelmed.” Laura leaned
in, and whispered something in Allie ear.
“OK!” Allie said happily. “Back in a minute. Make yourselves comfortable.” She walked
through a door within the room.
They casually sat on one of the big, gushy chairs. “I’m, I’m not sure about this …” Jessica
said nervously. She felt like she was uncontrollably falling down rapids.
“You wanted to find out what happened to me and about the mythical Game, right, Jessica?
Once you’re fully indoctrinated, you’ll understand. Besides, you already met our hostess. There’s
no turning back now.”
Somehow, Jessica knew the truth of her friend’s words. She actually wanted to be a part of
all the sex that was surrounding them. It made so little sense to her, but she somehow knew that
her mind was already altered by the apparent demigoddess she met inside. Her will was still her
own, but felt that it was forever altered.
Allie soon walked back with four clear, tall glasses of oddly colored liquid. She placed two

of the glasses on the small table next to Jessica, while she placed one each on the tables next to
her friends. She then picked up one of Jessica’s glasses, and presented it to her. “The liquid in
this glass, Jess, is for initial induction,” Allie explained. “You will not need to drink it again. It
will ‘wirelessly’ connect you with our hostess. The other glass contains what your friends
ordered for you.”
“What did they order for me?” Jessica asked breathlessly.
Allie smiled, and answered, “It’s a surprise! One-hundred percent satisfaction guaranteed,
because, well, it will be you.” With a pleased smile, Allie left to the other part of the room.
Jessica nervously held the warm glass in her hands.
“The stuff tastes fuckin’ great, don’t worry, Jess!” Laura’s boyfriend sounded, before he
started chugging his glass like an addict.
“Fuck, yeah! Bottoms up!” Laura exclaimed, before happily chugging her glass.
The two looked at each other with drunk smiles, and passed out.
Almost impulsively, Jessica brought the glass to her lips, and began to drink it. Its sweet
flavor and smooth texture allowed it to easily slide past her tongue, while its warm nature
soothed her on the inside. She could see the glorious liquid flow down to her stomach in her
minds eye. Soon, that was all she could see. It was easily processed within her, and soon found
its way into her warm bloodstream. When it reached her brain, everything went black …
Jessica awoke an indeterminate time later. Her friends were no longer there. It did not take
her long to realize how different she felt, and how “normal” it somehow was. She could not feel
the connection she now had to the demigoddess, but knew it was there. She felt free and open to
anything. She fully understood that she could now experience anything beyond her wildest
imaginings. It was beyond liberating! She then looked over to the other glass of oddly colored
liquid. Feeling incredibly curious about what it contained, she willfully chugged it down, and in
the sweetly warm glow of the thick liquid, she passed out …
When Jessica awoke, she didn’t necessarily feel different. Indeed, she felt perfectly
normal, or at least the “normal” she felt after the first glass. She looked down her body, and felt
her pussy twitch. If it didn’t feel so normal, she would have been surprised by how sexy she
found her cleavage! She continued downward, lustfully. Just seeing the bare skin below her short
shorts made it clear how sexy things like nylon, pantyhose, and latex could enhance her radiant
beauty. She looked at her flip flop clad, size eight feet, and thought about how tasty hers and
other women’s feet could be. She now knew she was a lesbian, just as much as she once knew
she once craved men.
Looking at her rather veiny, bony, flip flop clad feet, Jessica now understood why the
Physical Alteration Room often worked together with the Realignment Room. Yes, she loved her
imperfect feet just as much as the rest of her, but knew she and others would love them more if
they were perfected. She also knew that she was not particularly flexible, while she needed to be
to fully enjoy herself.
Jessica hopped off the gushy chair, and sprinted to the Physical Alteration Room. The
room was now empty like the last before a slim, natural platinum blonde woman appeared from
behind the curtain at the far side. She walked up to her, and said lightly, “Oh, I thought I was
done for the night!”
“Sorry!” Jessica smiled. “One more for ya!”
“I’m Lauren. So what’ll it be?” she asked sexily.
“Flexible like a contortionist. I just have to make out with my own pussy! Smooth,
streamlined feet, with wrinkly soles. Oh, fuck it, make them a perfect size nine, too!” She paused,

thinking about what else she could do now that she was there. “Don’t want body hair either.
Don’t wanna shave or wax again!”
The woman looked her over with a professional smile, and said, “No problem. Please, sit
anywhere you like, while I prepare myself. I also need you naked.” She went back behind the
curtain.
Jessica sat in the middle chair, and casually removed her clothing. She stared at her
wondrous naked body in the mirror before her, before she began to lightly rub her breast and
pussy. She picked up her feet so she could see her soft, wrinkly soles. “Oh, yeah … Jess …” she
cooed lightly.
The woman then walked over to her, and placed a steaming, grayish bowl liquid on the
small table to the right. “Ah, I’ve been thinking about making myself a narcissist! How do you
like it?”
Jessica put on a big smile, and said, “I fucking love it! What did you think? I was just
realigned with it; Allie knows her shit!”
“I know, right?” she smiled.
“You should just do it. Your so fucking hot!” Jessica exclaimed.
“Maybe I will,” Lauren said suggestively. She then submerged her hands in the thick
liquid, and an impossibly thick layer of the stuff stuck to her hands. She then began to rub the
liquid into Jessica’s head and face. Her hands were like magic, while she worked the soothing
liquid into her skin. She continued her way down to her neck and shoulders, periodically
refreshing the liquid on her hands, subtly cooing as she went. Everywhere she touched, while she
worked her way downward, felt incredibly loose and warm, including her jaw. As a test, she
opened her mouth as wide as she could, and was overjoyed seeing it open easily twice as much
as it did before (her lips were like rubber). Her first thought was shoving hers and Laura’s feet in
her mouth at the same time.
Lauren, noticing Jessica’s joy, happily, sensually continued downward to her firm thighs.
“Wow! Fuck, Lauren. Are you some kind of masseuse?”
“Actually, I am! It’s my day job,” she said happily, deep. “I’ll give you my card after
we’re done, if you want some personal sessions.”
“How … OOOO … How personal are we talking?” Jessica cooed.
Breathing deep, Lauren stopped rubbing her knee joint, and brought her face to her
client’s. She licked her lips, and said sexily, “For a fellow Member, as personal as you want.”
She leaned in, and kissed her deeply, before she knowledgeably rubbed the liquid into Jessica’s
back and ass. Lauren then refreshed the liquid on her hands, and began to work on her shins and
calves, teeth clenched in apparent pleasure. The work on the ankles was exquisite.
Lauren then lifted up the chair’s foot rest, and placed the bowl of liquid on it, before
placing Jessica’s feet into it. Her deep breathing and coos reflected her clear sexual ecstasy.
While submerged, she forcibly rubbed Jessica’s feet. The warm, comforting feeling of the liquid
and knowledgable hands overpowered the discomfort of her morphing feet. After several
minutes of submersion and rubbing, Lauren took her feet out of the bowl. The sensations were all
but orgasmic for Jessica, while Lauren soon reached a clear state of orgasmic bliss. Breathless,
she placed the bowl back onto the counter, before placing the transformed feet carefully on the
foot rest.
“Done already?” Jessica asked breathlessly, jokingly.
Lauren chuckled, and answered airily, “Well, you do wanna have some fun tonight, right?”
“You wanna join me?” she offered.

“No, no!” she said with a look of total bliss. “I’ve realigned myself so this can satisfy me
just as much as sex. I may hop into one of the rooms later, though, if no one else wants some
alterations.”
She helped Jessica off the chair. Her now highly flexible body and enlarged feet made
standing rather awkward at first. “Thanks a lot, Lauren! I’m sure I’ll call you up later to keep my
body nice and loose!” Lauren smiled in a kind of orgasmic afterglow, and handed Jessica a towel
from under the counter, which she used to dry herself off. The toweling alone helped her adapt to
her more flexible self. Jessica then slipped into her now too small flip flops, and held her clothes
in her arm. Before she left the room, Lauren handed over her card, which Jessica shoved in her
shorts pocket.
Though it felt strange to walk in her altered body, she made her way to the Truth or Dare
room, where she hoped to meet up with her friends. She often leaned on the wood paneled walls
in her currently inconsistent stride. She soon opened the door to the correct room, and saw
several welcoming faces sitting in a circle. Five women, including Laura, and two guys. They
were all naked save for the odd pair of shoes or T-shirt. Laura’s boyfriend was not there.
Laura looked over her roommate lustfully, and stated, “I was wondering when you were
gonna show up, Jess! But, now I see why you took longer … Lauren did a fuckin’ sexy job with
those feet! She’s a God damned artist.”
“Thank you, baby! I’m flexible like a contortionist now, too!” Jessica exclaimed. She then
placed her clothes on one of the chairs next to the now closed door, and sat next to the
welcoming Laura, who now made her pussy twitch. “So, where’s your boyfriend?
“You know Jen, the one he and I fucked recently? He’s out with her in one of the Private
Rooms now,” Laura said with a big smile. “Jen was the one who first brought us here. Turns out
Jen was the one becoming a bimbo earlier. She apparently liked sex so much that she wanted to
devote her life to it. So now, she’ll live here, and what little of her intelligence is left is geared
toward fucking (men and women) and eating, or well, mostly fucking! Our hostess is apparently
very good at tying up loose ends,” she and the others lightly laughed.
Jen was highly intelligent, and originally had raven black hair, small breasts, light skin,
and dark eyes, all of which made her transformation that much more remarkable. Laura
continued happily, “If you remember, I did the opposite mentally. I’m a downright genius now,
so I can get straight A’s, while fucking all the time! Anyway, my boyfriend never fucked a
bimbo before, let alone Jen in her new body, and they’ve been at it for a while now!”
“OK!” the dark haired man sounded. “It’s my turn to go, so I choose the newbie!”
“Truth!” Jessica teased.
“Oh, OK! Uhh, so what are your realignments?” he asked almost disappointed.
She answered, “Lets see. I’m a lesbian. I LOVE feet. I love stockings of all sorts: latex,
nylons, silk, and the rest. Oh, and I fucking lust for myself!”
“OOO, narcissist! That’s been very popular lately with women,” he cooed.
Jessica sexily smiled, and said to Laura, “Truth or Dare?”
Laura licked her lips, and answered sultrily, “Dare.”
Jessica smiled lustfully. “Pleasure me Laura!”
Laura happily leaned in, and passionately began to make out with her. She then kissed her
way to Jessica’s ear, and whispered, “Jess, you’re so fucking hot; you’re so beautiful. Even
before I was made bi, I would have made love to you!” Jessica impulsively cooed, before Laura
made her way downward to Jessica’s wondrous breasts. Laura lovingly worshiped each in turn,
happily nibbling the erect nipples, and then moved her way down, liking and kissing everywhere.

When she found herself at Jessica’s pussy, Laura passionately made out with it. Laura’s sexuality
and massive intellect ensured that she brought Jessica to the brink of orgasm without her cuming.
All but lost in the ecstasy she created, Laura continued by licking and kissing Jessica’s silken
legs.
Everything changed, when Laura finally reached her breathless friend’s feet. She removed
the ill fitted flip flops, and like an addict, licked and inhaled the soft, pink pads. Drool escaping
her mouth, Laura carefully placed her friend's footwear on the floor next to them. Holding both
wrinkly soles inches from her face, Laura wetly exclaimed, “Lauren does a hell of a job!” She
then passionately licked each from heal to toes. “Thank you for letting me be the first to taste
these delicacies, Jess!” Jessica smiled back at her friend with lustful joy.
Laura then buried her face into the soles, inhaling deeply, before worshiping both at the
same time with her hands and mouth. She then gave one foot back to Jessica, who lovingly
worshiped it. “I tastes so fucking good!” Jessica exclaimed, before madly deep throating it. They
soon repositioned themselves to scissor each other with feet in hand. Happily wiggling toes in
even happier mouths, they madly ground their wet pussies together. After what almost felt like
an eternity of ecstasy, they screamed, “JESSICA!” in great passion with drool dripping down
their legs. Removing their feet from their mouths, they leaned in for a passionate kiss …
****
Jessica and Laura sat next to each other eating lunch in the school cafeteria. As a tease,
they were pretending not to lust for each other, while often failing. They’d look down each
other’s shirts, while playfully brushing up against each other. Jessica especially loved stealthily
looking at and feeling herself. She was all that she needed, while Laura enhanced her pleasure.
Their friend then sat next to them with a large plate of chicken salad.
“Hey, Brianna!” Laura greeted happily, while less than subtly looking her over.
“Hey …” She looked at the two of them, who were acting strangely in her eyes, and
thought of Jessica’s “Mission.” She then asked curiously, “You two ever hear of this rumored
Game?”
Jessica smiled knowingly, and answered, “Oh, Bri, there is no Game!”

Ageless
“Though still considered fringe science, the Human Energies Theory has a strong
following amongst younger scientists of neuroscience and related,” the science article stated.
“The postulation on the surface is easily defined. The theory states that there are three distinct
‘Levels’ of energy types within the human body. The Base Level is that of the ‘Soul’ or ‘Soul
Energy.’ The Soul, like its theological counterpart, is the core of human consciousness, while
also the human connection to the ethereal. The Mid Level is ‘Life Energy,’ which essentially
functions as the power source of life. The Tertiary or Top Level is a set of emotional and

instinctual energies, which range from sexual to luck. Not counting Soul Energy, all these
energies are easily replenished after use, which is as continuous as any biological function.
Replenishment may be achieved through regular food consumption. The implications of this
theory are far reaching, and there are of course many critics of it …”
Diane sighed. Perhaps the “Fringe Magazine” article was interesting, but science bored her
more than usual of late. Sure, the magazine was widely accepted in the scientific community for
at least showing opposing viewpoints, but it just did not keep her attention. It was turning into
another boring day for the scientist’s wife.
She knew what she was doing when she married Frank Stone after he graduated with a
PhD in Bioscience. Or at the very least, she enjoyed how his equally as geeky friends drooled
over her red hair and firm, light skinned body. Science was simply Frank’s mistress, and she was
OK with that. He was smart and funny, and in some ways, that’s all she ever wanted. But when
she hit forty a month ago, something in her changed. She was still very attractive, but time was
starting to bear down on her. The more she looked back on her ten year marriage, the more
unfulfilled she felt …
****
“Almost ready, Diane?” Frank asked nicely. They were preparing for his research firm’s
yearly gala, which functioned as their primary fundraiser. He was their Chief Researcher, so he
was automatically front and center.
“Just about, Frank,” she answered with a false smile of fresh lipstick, trying desperately to
ignore the lines on her face. Yet, she could not. All she seemed capable of, whenever she looked
in the mirror now, was falling into the depths of any signs of age.
Diane signed deeply. She did enjoy the event in the past, but didn’t really want to go this
time. What really depressed her, on top of her lines, was the fact that Frank was flying to London
on business early the next morning, and they might not even kiss before he left. Knowing that
Frank’s career relied heavily on this night’s gala, she forced herself through the motions.
The event went by more swiftly than in past years for Diane. Everything went as planed:
hands were shook, checks were signed, government finding was promised, etc. Though, she was
drinking a bit more than usual …
Diane woke up the next morning with a pounding but bearable headache. She sighed, when
she looked at the empty side of the bed. He was going to be gone for a week. If her niece wasn’t
going to stop by in a couple of days, she would not have had a clue what to do with herself.
She casually tossed on her silk robe, and woke up the computer at the other side of the
bedroom. As usual, Frank forgot to close out his profile. It always amazed her how he forgot to
do such simple things, especially when much of his firm’s research isn’t exactly public.
An email was displayed in front of her. She read it out of curiosity, having no intention of
telling anyone about what it said:
From: E.Fredrick@VolutusResearchLabs.org
To: F.Stone@VolutusResearchLabs.org
Subject: Ageless Project Update
Dr. Stone

We are now progressing with the human trials phase of the project. We are already lining
up candidates. In total, I plan for twenty candidates for the single-blind trial, and another twenty
for the double-blind trial. The two trials will be evenly split between genders. Will update once
trials commence.
Dr. F
Feeling more curious, Diane searched her husband’s emails and computer for more
information on the project. She knew it really was an invasion of her husband’s privacy, but the
projects were never supposed to be illegal. Plus, her husband never talks to her enough about
what he does, whether she was interested or not.
She ultimately found a file on the computer stating that the goal of the Ageless Project was
to create a drug that could reinvigorate someone past the age of forty. It was to function as a nonsteroid for older athletes, while it could also be used as a means of reawakening one’s sex drive.
It was called “Ageless” because of the revitalization goals, while there were hints of alternate
goals of age reversal. The files possibly containing more specifics were password protected.
The project peaked her interest. She knew Dr. Ernie Fredrick very well, and he was close
friends with her husband. It would not take much effort to call the bachelor to her house, and ask
him about the project. And if possible, become one of the subjects. Though she knew her
husband would not be comfortable with his wife becoming a test subject, it was the first thing
that truly excited her in a long time.
****
“So, your sink looks fine now, Diane,” Ernie stated bewildered. Diane claimed there was
something wrong with the food dispenser, while Ernie only found a full garbage cache. He was
an engineer (biological and electrical) before shifting to biomedical science for his doctorate, and
it was not the first time he helped her and her husband out around their house.
“Thanks, Ernie! That thing has a mind of its own. With Frank in London, I think I
might’ve bashed the thing with a sledge hammer if you couldn’t come over,” she joked. She
wore a casual, form fitting, blue dress, which broke most men down.
He laughed, failing to hide his small crush on her. “Well, n-nothing’s designed to last
forever!”
‘Perfect,’ she thought. “That reminds me, Ernie. Before Frank left, he mentioned
something about the ‘Ageless Project.’ He said he wasn’t supposed to tell me anything; it just
slipped out,” she smiled innocently.
He looked a little nervous. “It’s not like it’s top secret or anything. But, it’s not public yet
…”
Diane leaned on the counter next to him, continuing to innocently smile. “I’m just curious!
Who am I gonna tell? The last thing I want is to damage Frank’s career.”
He signed, slowly looking up and down the beautiful woman, and said, “Well, all right …
You didn’t hear this from me … There was an independent film released a while ago that
revolved around this highly addictive pill called ‘Sex Drive.’ That was the name of the film, if I
remember. Well, anyway, it inspired me and some others to look into what makes people
vigorous, and why that fades. Well, the what and the why was the easy part. Only took weeks.
There have been many studies along those lines, already. So over the past year, we developed a

kind of gene therapy drug, but it goes deeper than that. You see, our genes are not dissimilar to
burning candles, and at the end of each is what’s known as a telomere. It caps and buffers. Every
time our genes replicate to replace old cells, some of that buffer is lost. Once that buffer is gone,
the gene unravels. It’s all part of the aging process.”
“I think I aged five years just listening to all that!” she joked, while understanding the gist
of it.
“Well, umm, those telomeres can be replenished, and that’s what our drug does, or at least,
in mice so far! So, what the drug does to make that replenishment possible is fool the body to
think it’s younger. The younger you are, the more easily those telomeres are replenished.
Therefore, vitality. It’s even more complicated than how telomeres work, but like I said, it works
on mice!” He was very excited about his work.
“And now, you want Human trials?” she casually asked.
“Exactly!” His excitement partly left him, when he realized were this was likely going.
“You know what your husband would say if you put yourself into any of the trials. There’s still a
lot we don’t know …”
“You got me! But yeah, Frank wouldn’t let it happen … if he knew.”
He smiled excitedly, before impulsively stating, “You are dangerous!”
Diane just smiled, white teeth and all.
“Well, it is all volunteer, albeit from a general volunteer pool. Results are anonymous,
too.” He deeply sighed. “If you’re sure about this, I can still fit you in. We haven’t started yet.
All I have to do is transfer a volunteer to another project. Not a big deal; happens all the time for
various reasons. It’s just … I’ll never forgive myself if something goes wrong …”
She kissed him on the cheek, and said, “I trust you.”
****
That night, Ernie set up Diane as an anonymous volunteer in the single-blind test. Usually,
subjects came to the lab for testing, but they didn’t have to. “House Calls” weren’t uncommon
depending on the volunteer and project.
The next day, I found myself at Diane’s door, case of materials in hand. I knew who she
was, and especially who her husband was, but I did not care. That’s why Ernie had me do this
House Call.
“Yes?” the intercom sounded.
“Hi! I’m Dr. Lisa Sloan, lab assistant and geneticist from Dr. Fredrick’s lab. I have the
project materials with me, and I can start you up with the project,” I offered pleasantly.
“Oh … I didn’t know we’d be starting so soon. I’ll be right down!”
Like most people when they first met me, Diane was pleasantly shocked. Natural blonde
hair, sun kissed skin, and a more than healthy body always turned heads. I may not have always
turned heads so easily, but I rather enjoyed it now.
We sat on her couch, and I opened the air tight case. Inside was paperwork, and the first
month’s worth of the drug organized in bottles of ten pills each. I handed over the paperwork.
“I’ll just need you to look through that, answer the questions, and sign it. Then we can get this
started.”
“But, I thought this was anonymous?” She looked at me nervously.
“It is; don’t worry, Diane. Only I and Ernie know everyone’s real name here.” Another
volunteer acted the same way earlier! I continued, “Just look at it this way, Diane: Only you and

your husband can read your signature scribble, and he doesn’t look at these forms. For this
project, we are not legally obligated to release names.”
Diane sighed, and ultimately signed her name. She really wanted to do this. I didn’t need
empathy to see how depressed she was becoming. For whatever reason, this simply excited her.
I took the paperwork. “Good. Now, let’s get started … First, I’ll take a blood sample. As
for the red pills, these are the real deal. You may take two a day whenever it suits you. I suggest
taking it with a tall glass of water; there is evidence that acidic drinks make the pill harder to
stomach. I’ll stop by every week here or wherever you wish to receive a full exam. If you notice
any side affects, report them immediately. You know Ernie’s number, and you should already
have a text with mine. You may stop taking the pills at any time for any reason.”
There was a big, excited smile on her face. “Would you like a drink or something, Lisa?”
“Oh, no, I gotta take a raincheck on that. Most of the other volunteers are starting at the lab
today, and I need to get back.”
Diane suddenly hugged me in her excitement. She was such a sexy woman, whose subtle
wrinkles did little to hinder her beauty, and I almost changed my mind about rushing out … I left
a few moments later, after wishing her good luck.
Diane picked up a pill bottle, and happily walked to her kitchen. She filled a tall glass with
water, and popped two of the large red pills. After a long jog on the treadmill and some lunch,
she passed out on the couch …
She suddenly awoke to an extreme horniness she never felt in her life. Her body was hot
and steamy, while her breathing was fast and deep. Her mind was consumed by it. She literally
ripped off her clothes to feel her seething body. Every part of her body of her body was
sensitized. The mere touch of her dripping, burning snatch gave her multiple orgasms. Scream
after orgasmic scream, coo after coo. There was no end in sight, yet she did not want it to end.
Then she felt it: a kind of growing super orgasm amongst her orgasmic writhing. She fingered
and groped herself wildly. Before, she did not want her pleasure to end, but now, she wanted to
explode atomically. Faster and faster. Harder and harder. Her mind melted. Suddenly, in a
massive fountain, she screamed in a final epic orgasm, and fell off her couch into a pool of her
own sweat and cum …
Diane lay there in a semiconscious state for minutes or hours. She was not sure. Everything
was so fuzzy. Eventually, her mind began to solidify. Diane slowly brought herself to her bare
feet, feeling incredibly weak. She stumbled into her bedroom, where she left her cell phone. She
found my text, and called my number.
“Diane, hello! You have a question?” I had just finished filing all the volunteers’
paperwork for the trials. It was well past ten at night, and I was ready to head home.
“… I … Humph … Something happened …” Diane he could barely speak.
“Diane, what’s wrong?” I asked with concern.
She breathed heavily for a few moments, before answering, “I … I took the pills … A
while later, I woke up … My whole body was alive with passion!”
I sat there for a moment, not knowing what to think. Had my suspicions about the drug
been true? But, why was no one else yet affected? “Are you all right, Diane?”
“I … I’m … ” In that moment Diane realized how amazing she felt. Her growing
depression was simply gone. She felt alive and happy. “I feel amazing!”
“I’m coming over to check on you. No one else has experienced this kind of reaction,” I
said seriously.
“No, there’s no need.” She was no longer breathing so heavily. “I’m past whatever that

was now.”
I sighed deeply. “I recommend to stop taking the drug now, but it doesn’t sound like you
will. If that happens again, you must stop taking it.”
“Everything will be all right. I wanna see this through …”
She hung up, and I sat for a moment in deep thought in the lab’s office.
“Hey, Lisa, good work today,” Ernie peaked into the office. “Wanna, um, go see if there’s
a bar still open?”
I admired his forwardness. He was such an inward person, and there was so much just
under the surface. “Maybe,” I teased, “but first, do you have Diane’s DNA results?”
He was taken aback. “Yes … I haven’t looked at them yet. Was she the one you were just
talking to?”
“Yes. She’s fine. Reporting on feeling a bit more energetic after taking the drug earlier.
We’re not sure if that has any connection with the drug.” Yes, I lied, but with reason. If I was
right, I knew far more about what the drug could do than he did.
“Oh, OK. She is the boss’ wife! They’re in my office.”
Him leading the way, we soon found ourselves digging out Diane’s file. Looking at the
results, Ernie stated, “Humph … There’s some abnormalities. Never seen anything quite like it
…”
I stood for a moment realizing that my theory about the drug may have only been true in
spirit. “Well, obviously, they’re not negatively affecting her, Ernie,” I said calmly. “I don’t
recognize anything there that could pose a threat to her. Nothing worse than an extra hair
follicle.” That was truth. I’ve seen those “abnormalities” before, and there was nothing negative
about them. It was what they implied that was important, and that was something Ernie did not
need to know, at least for now.
“All right, well, you’re the expert, Lisa.”
I then suggestively wrapped my arm around his. I needed to have his mind on other things,
and no one said he was a bad guy. And maybe, I was a little hungry, too. “Now, you offered this
girl a drink!”
****
Diane woke up the next morning feeling refreshed and happy. Though her depression
didn’t start that long ago, she almost forgot what being happy felt like. Whatever this drug was
doing to her, it made her feel too good to care.
Diane took a long look at her naked self in mirror. Yes, the signs of age was still there, but
she didn’t care as much as she had. After dressing herself for her workout, she popped two more
pills, and a had a filling breakfast. After, her mourning routine proved more rigorous than usual.
An extra mile on the morning jog, more aggressive yoga stretches, faster stomach crunches. It all
cumulated in a very long, very hot, very passionate shower.
Right as she was dressing herself, someone buzzed the doorbell. “Yes?” Diane asked
through the intercom in her bedroom.
“Hey, it’s Laura! Finished finals earlier than I expected.” It was her niece. She was a
literature major at college. Laura had been wanting to vacation at Diane’s for a while, and
wanted to give her aunt company, while her husband was away.
“Oh, OK, be right down!” she answered excitedly.
When Diane opened the door, her jaw dropped. Sure, she saw the twenty year old many

times (she was her sister’s daughter), but now she really saw her. Laura was a tall, thin brunette,
with creamy skin and deep blue eyes. She wore a loose yet still form fitting yellow shirt, with
short jean shorts and flip flops. Diane could not deny how turned on she was by the woman, no
matter how wrong that was.
“You OK, Diane?” she asked confused.
“Oh, yeah, it’s just good to see you. Come on in. I’ll take your bag.”
Diane made them both sandwiches for lunch, and they sat munching on the couch.
“You sounded a little depressed, when I last talked to you, Diane. Are you OK?”
“Oh, yeah. I hit a bump, when I hit forty, but I’m all right now.” She innocently brushed
her hand through her nieces soft hair.
“You look happy,” she smiled.
Diane found herself very horny sitting next to the bombshell. It wasn’t even close to the
horniness she felt the day before, but it was significant. “Yeah, I feel real good …”
Alone in the lab office, I was comparing Diane’s DNA with my own. What I found did not
shock me. Always the investigative scientist, a while ago, I examined my own DNA. Diane’s
DNA helped to confirm my past theory relating to myself. Though, that DNA was active within
me, while it wasn’t active within her, yesterday. None of the other subjects had the unique
genetic markers we had. I now understood so much from what lay before me. I was probably the
first to truly care! My theory relating to the drug was now revised based on the now confirmed
past one, and it suggested so much.
“Hey, Lisa, wanna help me out with some of the subjects?” Ernie casually asked at the
door. I could tell that I tired him out from last nights escapades.
“Sure, I’ll be out in a minute. Just have to make a phone call … Personal,” I smiled cutely.
“OK.” He shyly walked back into the lab.
I dialed Diane’s number on my cellphone …
Laura and Diane were actively making out on the couch. Diane was not one-hundred
percent sure how this was accomplished. They went into talking about her ex-boyfriend, and
eventually started joking about “experimenting” with roommates. Laura said she never kissed a
woman before, and Diane offered “education.” What started as a joke, now may go all the way.
Diane’s cell phone started to ring on the coffee table, but she didn’t care. Laura pulled back
and said breathlessly, “Don’t yah wanna get that, Diane?”
She answered, “No,” and reattached her lips to Laura’s.
When Diane started kissing down Laura shapely neck, Laura asked, “What are we doing?”
Breathing deeply, Diane answered, “Education … there’s nothing wrong with me teaching
you some things.” Diane was amazed by her words, not just because of the fact that Laura was
her niece, but also because Diane never even kissed a woman before …
I grunted, when I hit Diane’s voicemail. “Diane, I’m coming over after five to give you a
full exam. I’m a little concerned about how the drug may be affecting you,” I sighed from my
understatement. “I’ll see you soon …”
Diane’s phone was quietly flashing to notify it had a voicemail, while they pealed off their
clothes. She then began to kiss down the young woman’s cheek and neck. Laura cooed loudly,
when Diane sucked and rubbed her breasts like there would be milk. Diane continued downward,

leaving a shining trail of spit as she went. She then passionately made out with Laura’s pussy.
Laura’s flowing juices were so delicious that she almost didn’t want to continue her journey
down her niece’s tight body. Slobbering, Diane continued down her tight inner thigh, savoring
every deep kiss and lick down to her ankle. Diane then passionately slobbered her shapely feet
from silky heal to wrinkly sole to long toes.
Laura could not stop squirming and cooing in pleasure. Diane then looked to Laura’s other
foot, and lovingly worshiped it from toe to heal. With dripping drool preceding her, Diane
continued up Laura’s twitching leg. She then forcibly flipped Laura over to lick and kiss her ass
cheeks, before licking up her spine.
“You wanna learn how to squirt?” Diane whispered in her ear. Only Diane’s ex boyfriend
from college made her squirt, but she remembered every detail now. “Fuck yeah!” Laura cooed.
They briefly made out with passion, before Laura pushed her down onto the couch. She spit a
massive blob of saliva onto her niece’s already wet pussy, while she had Laura wet her fingers.
With far more lube than what was necessary, Diane began to finger Laura’s pussy in search of
her G-spot. The moment she found it, she stimulated it wildly.
“OH FUCK … OH GAWD DIANE!” Laura cooed, while uncontrollably squeezing her
breasts. Audible squishing noises soon came from Diane’s wild fingering. “It’s coming, Laura.
Don’t fucking hold back!” Diane picked up speed in anticipation. “OH FUH … OHHH DIA
DIANE OHHHHHH!” she screamed and squirt in orgasm, with Diane working to catch as much
of the fountain in her mouth as she could. Laura felt rather numb.
Mouth visibly full with a substance she found truly delicious, Diane crawled up to Laura’s
face and visibly swallowed her cum. She lightly laughed, with her mouth open wide in
presentation. “That’s … That’s fuckin’ sick, Diane!” Laura said with a big smile. Diane began to
passionately make out with her, ensuring that she tasted her own cum. At the same time they
teasingly ground their soaked pussies together. “So fuckin’ weird, but I love it!” Laura cooed.
“My turn!” Diane exclaimed. She lay back almost casually in anticipation. Laura’s warm
spit falling on her pussy lips made her moan. After slobbering on her fingers, Laura felt her way
into her aunt’s warm pussy. It didn’t take her long to find her G-spot and start attacking. “OOH
… You ARE a fast learner, Laura,” Diane cooed. “OH, oh yeah … FUCK, that’s gooood,
Laura.” The great warmth and moisture slowly build. In the back of her mind, she wondered why
she never taught Frank how to do that! “OH FUCKING GAH … I’M GONNA BLOW …
LAURAAAAAH!” Diane spewed a massive load onto her niece's face and into her mouth. Laura
lovingly swallowed …
While Laura was preparing the shower for them (they felt a little sticky), Diane caught her
image in her tall mirror. It did not take her long to realize how good she looked. Yes, she was a
beautiful woman, but it was more. She looked ten years younger! All her wrinkles and her tired
eyes were simply gone, while her body was most certainly tighter. She realized in that moment
that thirty was the age she loved the most …
****
I was driving to Diane’s house with the proper equipment for a medical exam that night. I
still could not be sure that the drug was doing what I thought it was doing, let alone how to
explain everything to her. Ten years ago, I don’t think I could have verbally explained it all to
myself! When Diane opened the door in her white robe looking ten years younger, along with a
subtly sweet scent, I was almost certain that the drug had begun to activate her dormant DNA.

“Come on in, Lisa! Didn’t know you were coming over.” Diane happily guided me to her
bedroom.
“I left a message on your phone.” I briefly noticed that her couch had a few towels on it.
“Oh, sorry, I was a little distracted entertaining my niece this evening. She’s here on
vacation from her college.” A big smile rested on her smooth face.
In her bedroom, Diane’s niece was lying on the bed with a similar robe reading “Fringe
Magazine.” It was pretty obvious to me what happened. That didn’t bother me, because shunning
that kind of behavior would be hypocritical in light of my own sexual escapades. I lay my
medical bag on the bed. “Laura, I’ll be examining your aunt …”
“Oh, we don’t care,” Laura said almost playfully. “What’s she here for, Diane?”
She answered, “I’m doin’ a drug trial, Laura. Supposed to help me get more active. But,
don’t tell Frank!”
Laura slowly licked her lips, and said, “It’s working!”
I stealthily sighed, and prepared a needle for a blood sample. Sequencing her DNA will
prove empirically my theory and observations. With her naked, I did a complete physical
examination. Not my expertise, per se, but I easily learned how to do it for my current posting.
“Well, you’re looking as good as ever, Diane!” Well, to be honest, she could now sneak into
everyone’s wet dreams, including mine.
“You’re so sweet, Lisa,” she said before giving me a pleasant kiss on the lips. Under any
other circumstances, a sapphic threesome would have been quite tasty. Sadly, I had other things
to do …
I quickly drove back to the now empty lab, and sequenced and examined Diane’s DNA.
The results showed that everything was happening as I theorized. The transformation the
activated DNA was causing was rapid. Indeed, the process was nearly complete. However, that
meant great danger for her and all around her. Only I can save her and her niece now …
While speeding back to Diane’s house, I thought about how to explain everything. But,
how does one explain that she is becoming a Succubus like me? Regardless, unless some greater
power is pulling the strings, Diane will fatally suck all the Sexual Energy out of Lisa, because
Diane’s Life Energy will be sexualized (fused with her Sexual Energy). When Life Energy
becomes Sexual Life Energy, it needs to be bolstered, or death will likely occur for the new
Succubus. Indeed, a Succubus will always require Sexual Energy, but it can take time to learn
how to control feeding. That is why it is usually vital for another Succubus to be present, so that
other Succubus can breath Energy back into the victim.
I eventually barged through Diane’s door, breaking through the locks like they weren’t
there. With the feel of growing passions and scent of powerful pheromones, I knew that Diane’s
transformation was racing to completion. The orgasmic screams were growing louder and louder,
while I sprinted to the bedroom. I was just in time to witness Diane’s birth cry: her pleasurably
sucking and absorbing every last bit of Lisa’s Sexual Energy. Diane soon fell back in confusion
and ecstasy.
I ran over to the lifeless Lisa, and kissed life back into her, causing her to loudly orgasm.
Her breathing was deep, while she will now sleep for many hours. I crawled on top of the joyous
yet confused woman. “What …” Diane said breathlessly. “What are you doing here … What
happened?”
With a large smile, I kissed her sweetly on her full lips. “You are like me now. We are
Succubi. You are perhaps the first Natural Born Succubus to have transformed artificially.
Normally, Natural Borns are Succubi from the moment they are born, unlike my breed. Natural

Borns just don’t need Sexual Energy until puberty is completed. You had the inactive Succubus
DNA within you, which means that a female descendent of yours could have become a
Succubus. You may even have Succubi already hiding in your family tree; it may not be hard to
find out. Now, I don’t fully know how that DNA becomes active (the DNA of my breed is
transformed artificially), but that drug certainly can activate it!”
“I’m so confused … But, I feel so amazing …” Diane knew the truth in my words, but her
mind was still a bit jumbled from her first feed.
I sighed, “I might as well tell you the rest. We can’t really hide much from each other,
anyway … I’m not really a lab assistant. Ten years ago, I was a geneticist in a Crime Scene
Investigation lab. Fate can come quite suddenly to what I was: a Succubus Hunter. Long story
short, my Hunter nature was awakened, and I tried to kill the Succubus that my ancestors tried to
kill … The only way to end the Hunter Bloodline is to artificially transform a Hunter into a
Succubus. The Succubus I hunted obviously beat me!” I chuckled, and continued, “I still liked
investigating, so I turned myself into a private investigator, specializing in science heavy cases.
A decade later, I found myself investigating your husband for fraud. He is squeaky clean, but the
Ageless Project kept my interest. And, I’m glad it did, because I got to welcome a new sister into
a new and wonderful world!”
Like with all Succubi, Diane’s destiny was now her own to face and influence. I and others
will of course help her to understand what she is, while she and her husband will grow closer
than they ever dreamed. The only issue left was that damned drug. Even if only one woman in a
thousand had the proper dormant genetic traits, that could theoretically mean so many more
Succubi would populate this world. Succubi and even Erotic Witches simply do not go out and
transform women into Succubi every day! So, the best choice I had was to ensure that the
Ageless Project would not make it passed the first phase of Human trials. It will hurt Ernie quite
a bit for his project to fail, but I’m sure I can think of something to cheer him up.

Sweet Nectar
I often found myself in a bar for a quick drink after work with some friends. It was a nasty
habit, but I was no alcoholic. I found this particular bar online a while ago, while my usual place
was just down the street. My “work buddies” and I have a tradition of having one of us try out
another bar, and report back on how it was. It was my turn.
“Sweet Nectar,” as the bar called itself, was not as busy as most bars of the area on Friday
nights, but it was definitely busy. Even though the majority of the clientele of the tasteful
establishment was female, I was fairly sure it was not a lesbian bar. Strangely, most of those
women had massive breasts (D, DD, etc), as apposed to my admittedly small B-cup.
I sat at a free bar stool, finding myself amazed at the sheer size of the bartender’s
impressive boobs now starring at me. The otherwise slim brunette wore a tight black dress,
which showed off her devastating cleavage. “I’m Sally. Haven’t seen you here before. See

anything you like?” the bartender asked in a sweet sultriness.
“Just scoping out a new place for some friends,” I replied innocently. “Got anything
special for new faces?”
She blatantly looked at my tiny chest with a subtle frown, and offered, “Not exactly, but
we do have a special drink you may like. We call it the ‘Sweet Nectar,’ like the bar.”
“What’s in it?”
She smiled, and replied, “That’s our little secret, and I’m giving you a special variant. It’s
basically just a creamy Mai Tai. No food allergies, right?”
“Nope!”
Sally put on a big, toothy smile, and did the usual dance for drink mixing. She acted more
like a magician, though. I found myself not quite sure what she was doing at every given
moment. Her back was to me at one point, and I could swear that she was squeezing one of her
massive boobs at the same time. I assumed it was just a trick of the dim lights, intentional or no.
“Here yah go!” Sally suddenly stated.
In the scotch glass swirled a creamy brown liquid with ice cubes. I sniffed it, and clearly
smelled rum, milk, and some kind of citrus. The first sip of it was truly remarkable. Its creamy
texture easily slid past my tongue, and flowed down my throat. The flavor was sweet and milky,
while I barley could taste the alcohol. It still hit me strongly, revealing a high alcohol content.
“Wow! That’s some great shit, Sally,” I complimented happily.
“Thanks!”
I slowly chugged the rest, savoring every little bit that flowed into me. After only one
glass, I was practically addicted to it, and all but begged for more. Each succeeding glass seemed
even better than the last. I was sure it was because I was simply getting drunker. I had at least
five of them, when a sexy, massive chested redhead sat next to me. Her image was rather
blurred, admittedly.
“Hi, I’m Lexi. You seem to really like this place’s special drink!”
“Oh, fuck, yeah! I love it,” I slurred. “So milky …”
“It is great shit. So, what’s your name?”
“Sarah … HIC!” I barely stopped the strong hiccups in that moment.
Sally placed another glass on the counter, and I happily drank it down. Soon after, I found
myself happily starring at the full cleavage of Lexi’ DDs. “Like my boobs?” Lexi asked lightly.
“I love your boobs! Are they natural?” I was finding myself aroused. I was becoming red
hot with desire, and was too drunk to realize how aberrant the thoughts were.
“Oh, yeah, Sarah. They are all but bursting with milk, too!” she exclaimed, subtly
squeezing her devastatingly large breasts with her hands.
“Really?” I asked, oddly wanting to suck them dry. If I was sober, though, I would have
assumed she was joking about the milk part.
She took my arm, and stated, “Come on, I’ll let you drink every last drop!”
In a haze, Lexi guided me to another room in the building. I barely made out the plate on
the door stating, “Lexi Mulctra, General Manager.”
“You’rah the manager …?” I barely asked.
“Yeah, Sarah.” She all but carried me inside.
Lexi then pressed her soft fingers passed my lips. They were wet with a sweet, milky
substance, which I licked off without thinking. I was then carefully laid down on a squishy
leather sofa, before I witnessed Lexi undoing her stressed blouse. Underneath was the most
wonderful pair of breasts I had ever seen. Milk was dripping out of them at the erect nipples.

She leaned in, and playfully teased my lips with her wet nipple. I automatically latched on
to it, and sucked vigorously. I soon realized that all the sweet flavors I tasted that night was
breast milk. No matter how strange it really was, I just couldn’t see anything wrong with it.
Consuming the milk like an addict, I felt kind of strange. It was a good kind of strange,
though. It was the kind of strange one felt while trying something knew that they didn’t expect to
like, while absolutely loving it.
Lexi then forced her hand down my pants, and passionately rubbed my surprisingly wet
pussy, making this the most deliciously erotic moment of my life. Like some kind of Vampire, I
started to suck and bite her boob even harder. The more I sucked the sweet nectar, the more it
seemed my only purpose in life. When the boob ran dry, I soon found my lips around its twin.
There was soon nothing but the pleasure filled milk. All I could see, feel, smell, hear, and
taste was the milk. THE MILK! It was filling me. It was filling my body and soul! I then
EXPLODED in milky orgasm …
****
I woke up the next morning felling incredibly refreshed in my bed. Confusion then hit me.
I remembered being horrendously drunk the night before, and even drinking another woman's
breast milk until I came in orgasm! It just didn’t make any sense. I mean, I never even
experimented in college, let alone have some immunity the dehydrating effect of alcohol.
My phone then quietly buzzed on the end table. I picked it up to see a voicemail was ready
to be heard. I opened it: “This is Lexi Mulctra, the owner of the club you were in last night. You
were pretty dunk, so I drove you home in your car. You were passed out through most of the
drive, and it looked like you were having some intense dreams! I called for a taxi for myself at
your house. I don’t suggest to get so drunk again, but feel free to come back anytime!” Click.
I lay back in my bed, less confused. I never had such intense drunk dreams before, but it
did explain what I remembered. Still, that lack of hangover was odd, but it somehow bothered
me very little. After a quick shower, I dressed myself. Oddly, my bra felt a bit tight, but I
shrugged it off. I had some cereal and milk for breakfast soon after. I often didn’t have cereal,
but just had a hankering.
Having no plans for the day, I decided to just relax. My friends called at one point asking
about that bar, and I told them that it was fine. I oddly forgot to mention their special drink,
though.
While the day went on, the more I noticed how uncomfortable my breasts felt. It wasn’t
just the tightness of the bra. I walked over to the mirror in my room, and was taken aback by the
sight, while it may have been just a trick of the light. I was practically pretending that they
weren’t noticeably larger just to allay further necessary concern. I quickly removed my shirt and
tight bra. They didn’t look it, but my breasts still felt uncomfortable! It was like there was a
growing pressure inside them.
Automatically, I began to rub my uncomfortable breasts. It helped. I concentrated on the
right, rubbing harder. Suddenly, what appeared to be milk squirt from my nipple onto the mirror.
In shock, I scooped some of it up with my finger and tasted it. DELICIOUS! I may not have
known why I was suddenly lactating, but my instant addiction to my own milk quashed my
wondering.
I then took the other breast, and forced milk into the palm of my free hand. I slurped it up
savoringly. A devastating wave of arousal hit me, and I fell to the carpeted floor, ripping my

clothes away. I rubbed my dripping clit, while squeezing milk from my breasts, scooping much
of it into my mouth. The more I squeezed, the more easily the milk flowed. My breasts were
visibly growing at the same time. It seemed that I was just barely prolonging their sudden growth
by releasing the milk. I soon screamed in a mind numbing orgasm, covered in my own sweat and
milk …
In my fever dream, I was smothered in my own milk. It spewed from my nipples, while
being reabsorbed by every other hole in my body. Orgasm after orgasm flowed through me. My
mind faded from the onslaught. Everything that I am became the milk that spewed from my
pointing nipples.
Every pore, every hole on my body was soon overwhelmed by spewing milk. All the
produced milk on me began to congeal. A thick, off white film soon began to smother me. I
couldn’t breath, but I didn’t care. I was too consumed by my milk to care about anything.
Everything soon faded to black …
I suddenly woke up on my floor naked. I had shown myself that it had been hours later, but
it had felt like days. My breasts were now devastatingly large, and leaking with milk. Indeed, my
whole body was wet from that milk. The tight fullness of my boobs made my mouth water. I was
starved, and all I wanted was to drink my own milk!
I then grabbed a milk jug, and drank the free flowing milk lovingly, orgasmically. I barely
even had to touch them to release more milk than I could suck normally, while I did so to spew
my milk down my throat more vigorously. The more I drank, the more I wanted. I just couldn’t
get enough.
Someone suddenly walked into the room. I didn’t pay any attention to who it was until she
asked sultrily, “Save some for me?”
Squirting nipple still in mouth, I looked up. It was Lexi! Her white T-shirt had blatant wet
spots over the nipples. She pulled it off, before pushing down her tight pants. She wore no
underwear, as her voluptuous body was free of all body hair.
Lexi then crawled onto the floor, and positioned her massive breast over my full mouth. I
let go of my own to let hers enter. Her milk flowed into me far faster than mine. I had no need to
suck. I only needed to swallow. At the same time, Lexi had positioned herself to drink from my
laden breasts at the same time.
Our bodies came alive with passion, while we filled our stomachs with our natural, sweet
milk. In the blur of milky passion, we mindlessly switched between tasty breasts. Lexi soon
sucked mine dry, and sat up. “More … PLEASE!” I whimpered like a baby. I knew she still had
so much more. The outside of my mouth was sticky from the small of amount of milk that
escaped.
“You’re all out, sweet Sarah. I can fix that,” she smiled with a subtle deviousness.
“What?” I barely asked.
She straddled my waist, and pressed her wet nipples onto my own. Her solid nipples
suddenly penetrated my own in my shock and horror. I could feel her liquid spew out of her, and
into me. The shock and horror was soon completely supplanted by how good it felt. It was
almost as good as when we were drinking our milk at the same time! The pleasure was powerful
even when my boobs were beginning to swell with more liquid than they could clearly handle.
Lexi pulled her aroused milk jugs away, allowing my depressed nipples to quickly shoot
outward. Milk that was not my own leaked from my boobs. “How … What are you?” I asked

breathlessly, realizing that my now regenerating milk was beginning to force Lexi’s out
noticeably. I could not help but capture it, and drink it from my hands.
“We, Sarah, don’t really have a name for our species. Never thought one up; we only care
about our milk,” she said, hungrily licking her lips. “Though, there are some that call us ‘Breast
Milk Vampires,’ but that could not be more misleading. We care nothing about the milk of
others, for it is only our milk that sustains us. Of course, our milk does affect Humans like a
libido enhancing beer! Anyway, while our milk may keep us alive forever, we occasionally need
to replenish ourselves, for lack of a better description. I let Sally choose who to remake. Her milk
will forever flow through you, as will mine, mixing with your own to create a fresh blend. In a
way, we are all sisters. Sisters in love, who shall always be together, sustaining each other.”
“What happens now?” I asked amazed, thinking about my old life.
“Your old life doesn’t matter anymore, my sister; you are one of us now.”

The Dildo
“Hey, Sally, look at this!” the chestnut haired woman exclaimed to her roommate with
amazement.
“What, Amanda?” the dirty blonde haired woman asked walking over.
The two were roommates in college, and decided to share an apartment together after they
graduated. They were unpacking, when Amanda found something in her bedroom closet.
“A dildo!?” Sally exclaimed.
Amanda was holding and opaque, pink double sided dildo. It was at least twelve inches
long and quite broad. “Just found this thing in the closet. I think it’s made of PVC or rubber or
something …”
“Can’t believe you’re holding that thing! You don’t know where that’s been …”
“Oh, I think I have a pretty good idea!” she chuckled. “I’m not gonna put it in my mouth,”
Amanda said lightly. It actually wasn’t the first time either of them saw a dildo in real life.
Indeed, they would be lying if they said they never used one.
“What are you gonna do with it, Amanda?”
“I dunno. I’ll deal with it later. I mean, we haven’t even unpacked the trash can yet!”
“Yeah, Amanda … Wanna help putting my mattress on my bed?”
“Sure.”
While they progressed their unpacking, all Amanda could think about was the dildo.
Where did the prior owner buy it? How much did the prior owner use it? What did she think
about while using it? Did she ever use it with another woman? Why did she forget it? Why was
thinking about it making Amanda so horny?
They were finally taking a break for lunch that afternoon. Sally finally noticed how
distracted her attractive roommate was. “You OK, Amanda? The move gettin’ to ya?”
“Oh, no, it’s nothing, Sally … I just …” A thought of having the dildo in her pussy, while

sucking on the other end, just crossed her mind.
“Just what?” she asked, while noticing an odd grin on her friend’s face.
She sighed, “I dunno. I guess I don’t know what to do with that double sided dildo.”
Sally was subtly taken aback. She never knew Amanda to be distracted by such a thing. “I
was assuming you were just gonna throw the thing out!” she exclaimed lightly.
“It just …” Her pussy suddenly dripped at the thought of it penetrating both their wet
snatches at the same time. The thoughts were as aberrant as they were powerful. “ … Just seems
like a waste of money to throw it away, you know? Probably kinda expensive, Sally …”
“I don’t really care what you do with it!” she exclaimed truthfully. “Do you have the
number of the prior renters? Maybe they’ll want it back.”
For reasons she could not fathom, she could not bring herself to give it up to anyone.
“Maybe …”
****
Sally was coming home from work exhausted the next day. The move was tiring, while the
job was utter crap. Yes, her marketing degree had connections with putting up flashy, misleading
retail banners full time, but it was by far not her calling. She wanted to be an ad executive in
some multinational conglomerate as far away from retail as possible. Still, the retail job was the
best she could find.
Amanda, on the other hand, was not set to start her new job for a couple of weeks, so she
was apparently in vacation mode. It was to be a half decent social working job, which fit her
career goals well enough. However, not only was it bottom rung, but it was also not quite what
she was looking to do. Her goals lay more in community organizing, whose budgets were choked
considerably in their state that year.
She suddenly realized moaning and grunting in the direction of Amanda’s room. “Amanda,
you OK in there?” she called out.
“Hmph … err …” the muffled noises sounded.
“Amanda …?” Sally opened her friend’s door to a surprising sight. Amanda was naked in
bed with that pink dildo in her drooling mouth and wet vagina at the same time! “Amanda!?”
The sight of Sally watching made the fit Amanda grow even more energetic. Amanda soon
screamed in a spit and pussy juice filled orgasm.
The dildo flopped out of Amanda’s mouth with thick strings of spit trailing. With the dildo
still in her pussy, she huffed, “Uhh … You’re home …” She quickly began to realize how much
that orgasm changed her. It should not have been possible! She wanted to fuck Amanda’s brains
out with the dildo. There were no more idle thoughts seemingly inspired by the rubbery member.
They were all actions she sought to do.
“Yeah! I can come back later …”
“It’s OK, I’m all done for now, Sally!” she said happily.
“Is that the same dildo?”
“Yeah, Sally. I cleaned it off, don’t worry! It more than gets the job done. Wanna borrow
it?” She then thought to herself, ‘Or maybe, just join me …’
“Uh, no …” she said with a dry mouth. She had certainly seen her naked before, but was
lucky enough to never catch her masturbating. “I’m gonna go eat something, Amanda.”
“Great! I’ll join you in a minute.”

****
While idly sucking on one end of the dildo that night, Amanda suddenly had the urge to
show her roommate how amazing the dildo was. Without thinking, she snuck into Sally’s
darkened room naked, member in hand.
She then felt something in the pit of her stomach. ‘What the fuck is happening,’ she
thought to herself, looking at the sleeping, vulnerable Sally. She looked at the floppy dildo, and
thought, ‘What are you doing to me?’ It of course gave no tangible answer. ‘This can’t be right!’
A moment later the dildo had somehow found its way back into Amanda’s drooling mouth. The
smooth rubbery-ness of it broke her down. It was more than delicious and arousing. She quietly
moaned.
Amanda then slowly lowered one end of the rubbery member onto Sally’s slightly open,
full lips. When it made contact, instead of waking up, Amanda’s mouth opened wide to accept
the apparent offer. Sally slowly slid it in and out, while her friend automatically sucked and
moaned in her sleep.
Impulsively, Amanda then placed her mouth on the other end, and sucked along with her
friend. Neither of them could think in that moment. Their purpose in life right then was to only
suck and blow. Drool liberally leaked from their mouths.
They both then felt strange, but only Amanda was conscious enough to process it. It was as
if something inside her was changing. Perhaps something was changing all along, but the feeling
was too blatant now to deny. When the feeling began to overwhelm, Amanda removed the dildo
from their mouths, and went back to her room, before falling into the deepest sleep of her life …
****
Amanda was eating her cereal the next morning before work, pondering her deep dream
the night before. It was a dream that had more truth than she yet knew. It was of her and Sally
holding each other tightly. She could no longer remember if they were somehow lovers or
sisters. Regardless, the connection she felt to her roommate was more than profound.
“Morning, Amanda!” Sally sounded in her long robe and flip flops.
“Oh, morning, Sally,” she replied quietly. The feeling of closeness from the dream was
back with a vengeance, now that she saw Sally. The closeness was accompanied by almost
embarrassing arousal.
Amanda was feeling the same way, but she embraced it. Impulsively, aberrantly, she
kissed her roommate on the soft cheek, before setting up a bowl of cereal for herself.
“You look sunny this morning, Amanda,” Sally observed, realizing how much she liked
the kiss.
“Thanks, Sally! That dildo’s fantastic. You really gotta give it a go. Fuck we can do it
together!” Amanda said happily.
“Uhh …” Sally secretly wanted to take her up on her offer, but suppressed the thought.
“You won’t believe how good it feels inside yah! You’ll forget about men!” Amanda said
truthfully. She no longer denied that the dildo somehow changed her sexuality, and that was
basically her admission.
Intending to be a more “message received” than “confirmation,” she stated, “Uh, OK …”
****

That night, Sally was finding herself amazed with Amanda. She was in the shower for the
past half an hour, while loudly masturbating for at least the last twenty. Sally assumed she had
her new friend with her, and decided to watch some TV with the volume very high.
The moment she walked into the room, Sally saw Amanda’s new friend casually lying on
the couch in its pinkish, snakelike grandeur. Sally shook off the thoughts of using it herself,
before grasping it to bring to her friend’s room.
Instead of walking out, she sat down to examine it. It outwardly seemed like any double
sided dildo anyone would see on the internet or in a porn shop. It was not unlike the dildo she
once had! Carelessly, she put it in her mouth. “UMMMM!” she cooed. Its rubbery deliciousness
was beyond overpowering. She commenced blowing it away for a few moments before
impulsively pulling off her clothes.
With one end still in her mouth, Sally pushed the other end into her remarkably wet snatch.
She then pumped it up and down with both hands, stimulating both holes at once. Her eyes rolled
back into her head from the pleasure. Drool and pussy juice squirt out of her, while the orgasmic
pressure built wildly. Suddenly, she exploded in the wettest orgasm of her life.
Mindlessly, breathlessly, she lay back onto the couch, dildo still in crotch. Drool dripped
from her mouth, as pussy juice dripped from her crotch. She felt utterly different, while her mind
was not there to process what that meant. She closed her eyes, and fell into a black sleep …
****
“I see we now have a mutual friend,” Sally heard in the distance.
Sally slowly opened her eyes to see Amanda essentially making out with the other end of
the dildo, whose other end was still within Sally.
“Amanda, you’re so fucking hot!” Sally exclaimed truthfully. The whole of her sexuality
was now geared toward Amanda. The feelings were so different that she had no idea how to
control them.
“I know … UMMM … You are, too, Sally. Let’s fuck!” she exclaimed, before mounting
the free end. They moaned and grunted wildly, while they almost violently thrust their hips
toward each other, forcing the large dildo deeper into them.
If their love filled eyes weren’t lustfully locked onto each other, they would have noticed
the dildo’s color change to a deep blood red. It was preparing to finish the process it started
between the two of them the night before. Its fake veins slowly came to life, obscuring the ones
within the supposed rubber. The veins began to fill with their blood, rewriting their DNA,
making them as close as any sister. The process was nearly complete once the blood flowed
freely through the dildo into each other’s bodies.
At the same time, their sapphic, sisterly passions grew more powerful than either of them
thought possible. They didn’t want to cum; they wanted hold onto that near orgasmic state for all
eternity. It was a moment of perfect love and passion. It destroyed their minds, before their
minds reformed into a state of perfect longing for each other. The passion eventually became too
great for the two of them, and they exploded in a deafening orgasm.
Breathing unsteadily, they leaned in for a long, passionate kiss. They knew they were
sisters now, just as much as they knew they were deeply in love. The sisterly bond they felt made
their love grow deeper than any average lover. Their lives would no longer be the same, but that
was the wonderful part about it. A part of them will always wonder about the origins of that

wondrous dildo, which they now sensed had otherworldly attributes, but they will forever be too
deeply in love to care … They soon passed out on top of each other’s sweaty bodies from pure
exhaustion …
****
“Hey, Barbara, look at this!” Whitney exclaimed in amazement.
“What?” Barbara's jaw dropped at the sight of the thing apparently found in the closet. It
was an opaque, pink double sided dildo held in her roommate’s hand …

The Dark Detective
I bashed my way through the old wood door. A searing pain flashed through my shoulder,
but that did not matter. I had but one purpose: to finish what my ancestors started. Standard
police issue pistol held tightly in hand, I made my way through the dark house. My superiors told
me that my negative obsession with this “innocent” woman clouded my judgment, and that I
needed to let it go. The weight of time would never let me do that. While I quietly walked up the
steps, a wondrous scent hit me …
I suddenly opened my eyes. The all too familiar dream quickly began to fade. I glanced at
the clock: 7:30am. I still had an hour until breakfast was served in this aged mansion. I was never
much of a morning person, but I occasionally would wake up early from a shot of adrenaline.
That is who I am, or at least partly.
I crawled out of the bed, and opened the curtains to a picturesque view. I slowly twisted
my innocuous heirloom ring on my right ring finger. Its twisted gold and silver subtly glistened
in the clouded light. Whatever dark secrets this place held, it was held within a beautiful forest
valley, with high bluish mountains in the distance. It was breathtaking. I rubbed my bleary eyes,
and made my way to my suitcase to dress myself.
My cellphone suddenly rang, while I pulled up my pants. It was my partner Andrea
checking in on me. I enacted my breathing techniques before answering. “Hey, baby, finally
wrap everything up with your investigation?” I asked almost lightly.
“I keep telling you to stop calling me that, John!” she said frustratedly in her subtle Irish
tones. “Finished everything up on the plane. I’ve landed in Zurich, and about to go through
customs. I’ll call you when I make it through the airport, and then we can make the usual
arrangements to meet up.” I was about an hour away from Zurich, Switzerland, in some forgotten
town.
I breathed deeply, trying to control my racing heart. “… See you soon, Andrea.”
We ended the call.
My respiration slowly came down, and I finished preparing for the day. ‘A good cover
should be second nature,’ I repeated in my head. It was such a damned cliche, but it was true.

Indeed, I was undercover under the guise of freelance investor Lawrence “Larry” Chesterton. I
was a private detective for the past five years, and was a police detective before that. Andrea
changed my life those five years ago, and now, we work together privately on all sorts of cases,
including those considered strange and bizarre.
My current case was that of what I always liked to call “Unmissing Persons.” People
sometimes are kidnapped, while the twisted kidnapper ensures that a steady stream of
communication is fed to friends and family. In this case, it was the family of young Meghan
Smith of Rhode Island. Someone in Meghan’s family eventually figured out something was
wrong, and continued to badger the local police, who contracted me onto the case. Now, I
believe I am very close to finding the “unmissing” Meghan. All false communication ultimately
led to this mansion, directly or no.
Over breakfast, I strategically conversed with the owner of the vast estate: Frederik
Wilhelm. His son was interested in starting a new medical research firm. Yes, Wilhelm had vast
amounts of old wealth, but he claimed he wanted his son to search for investment deals on his
own. The “medical research” upstart was a major clue for me. It would not be the first time I
came across some deranged scientist playing Dr. Frankenstein under the guise of medical
research.
While I talked with the old patriarch, I came to see the falseness in almost everything he
said. Some call it “cold reading,” but I just call it educated observation. All masks require
breathing and eye holes, and in the end, its always the eyes telling all. Last night, he gave me the
grand tour of the grand estate, and there were specific locations where his pupils visibly dilated.
Those places are where my investigation will be the heaviest.
Eventually, Wilhelm left to do whatever he does outside his estate. What he did elsewhere
seemed to have no current importance. He said that I was free to enjoy the estate, while he was at
work. Of course, he forgot to mention to stay away from a particular door I planned on walking
through after he left.
I assumed that the door may be locked, so I pocketed the appropriate tools from my
suitcase’s secret compartment. I soon reached “my” door. It was locked, but I quickly removed
that obstacle before any of the servants walked by me.
My jaw dropped in shock, when I saw what was there. It was the beautiful, curly brown
haired, slim Meghan. Her scent was more glorious than her flawless body. She was standing next
to the bed in pink nightgown, with her ankle chained to the bed post. The shock did not come
from seeing her chained, but from the adrenaline now coursing through my veins. I was
becoming worked up in way that Andrea taught me to control or tolerate years ago. “My Gods,
Meghan … you’re a Succubus!”
Five years ago, I was walking up the steps in a dark house. It was the first time I was
subjected to Succubus Pheromones. My urge to destroy the woman in that house was
uncontrollable. Adrenaline burned through my veins. The Succubus’ pheromone scent was of
course wonderful, but that did not even come close to slowing me down.
At the top of the creaking steps, several rooms lay before me along the moonlit hall. The
first door was locked, so I bashed it open, further damaging my shoulder. No one. I went to the
next door. It was unlocked. The yellow-white light burned brightly within the bulb, but no one
was inside that bedroom. Suddenly, someone came at me from behind …
“A … a Succubus?” Meghan looked at me confused. “I’m not some kind of demon!”

I knew exactly what she was, and that she was very rare amongst her kind. I worked to
unlock her shackle, and asked, “You can trust me, Meghan. My name’s John Madock. I’m a
private investigator. Detective Robinson was on the case of you and your boyfriend, whose death
was never connected to you. False messages were sent back to the States, making it seem like
you weren’t kidnapped. Your mother knew something was wrong, and continued to badger
Robinson until I was brought onto the case. Now, what happened before you were brought here,
Meghan?” The shackles clicked open, and I stood up to see the deeply worried hostage.
She sighed, and went glassy eyed. “I was … I was with my boyfriend. We just went to the
prom, and were getting really drunk with all our friends at the abandoned quarry in my town -Copperton, Rhode Island. Me and my boyfriend snuck back to his car … I know I wanted him
more than he did. I was more ready than he was. We put so many plans together to make our first
time truly special, but none of those plans seemed to matter then. We … we made love. It felt
truly special to loose our virginity together. Then … something happened. I felt so wonderful, so
alive, but when I looked down to him … He was, he was …”
“It is all right Meghan. That is the Curse of the Natural Borns,” I said airily. The
adrenaline was making my hands shake.
Meghan continued with a tear rolling down her cheek. “I ran off. Someone jumped me
from behind. I thought it might be the cops, because of what I ran from … But, I was injected
with something, and the next thing I knew, I was here.”
“Now, this is very important, Meghan. Did you have any contact with anyone, since
you’ve been here? Have you fed since your prom night?” I asked forcibly, breathing deep.
She looked at me confused again. “People have brought me food, but they left the moment
they put the tray down. What struck me was how they were wearing those surgical masks,
advanced ones …”
“Because of your pheromones … It’s been a week since your first feed, and based off your
instinctual pheromone excretions, we only have a couple of days, maybe even hours, before your
new hunger becomes overwhelming.”
“New hunger!? What are you talking about?” she pleaded.
My phone suddenly buzzed in my coat pocket. I answered, “Andrea, Meghan is much
more important than we thought.”
“What? Is she …” She could hear how worked up I was.
“Yes. There’s much more going on here than we thought. You need to get here as soon as
you can. I can’t do this without you!”
Behind me a light Swiss-German voice suddenly said, “And, who vould you be talking to,
John?”
I quickly turned around to see Wilhelm and two other brutes I didn’t recognize at the door.
I ended the call. “Only a Dark Coven of Witches would even think about capturing such a rare
treasure as a Natural Born Succubus!” I stated angrily. I would have leaped at him if he didn’t
suddenly pull out an old revolver.
“Our Great Shurath’cas didn’t seem to mind … I never thought I’d ever see a male
Succubus Hunter, let alone one that actually protected a Succubus!” He happily sniffed the air,
and said, “She vill be hungry very soon.” He then snapped his fingers, and the two henchmen
behind him walked into the room. Wilhelm then said, “A gift from a very Gray Potion Master
friend.” The henchmen then blew a white dust into our faces, and we passed out …
Behind an unlocked door was a well lit bedroom. No one was there. Suddenly, someone

came at me from behind. With great strength, the soft feminine hands violently smashed my
wrist onto the door frame, smashing both my wrist and the wood frame. My hand opened on
reflex, and my gun fell to the carpeted floor. The powerful woman threw me onto the bed like I
was a small doll. The strikingly beautiful, raven haired woman leaped on top of me, and kissed
me deeply. It was like an orgasm in my mouth, while she sipped at my Sexual Energy.
She then tore all my clothes off, along with my dagger and small revolver around my
ankle. “You Hunters have been around for far longer than me,” the Succubus stated sternly in her
subtle Irish tones, “yet you gain no wisdom!” She shoved my hardening cock into her warm
snatch, and began to hump.
“Oh, oh gah … You must be destroyed, Andrea!” I said firmly.
“UMMM OH, you Hunters have been confused since before the moment of your creation!
We don’t kill unless we have to. None of us are demons! … OH err, we are beings of passion
and pleasure! … YEAH … I never thought a male Succubus Hunter was possible. EERR … You
must have had a twin sister, who died before you were born. The Hunter Cycle is so much
craftier than the Hunters themselves!”
I was soon lost in her knowledgeable humping, while she sipped yet more of my Sexual
Energy. Her sweet smell grew ever more hypnotic.
“ERR … I thought a male Hunter would prove a challenge, but you are just as foolish as
your ancestors!”
In her deep kiss, she inhaled my Sexual Energy deeply, while humping me wildly. She
could not drink too heavily, because of my enchanted gold and silver ring, which held a part of
my soul. It only slowed her down, though. It would not matter much longer, because she already
won. I knew I was ready to explode, which Andrea would pleasurably absorb, likely leading to
my death. Then at the moment of orgasm, time stopped. I found myself frozen inside my dark
mind, with an image of the naked Andrea before me.
“The pain of killing scars a peaceful Succubus,” Andrea’s image echoed. “I killed only
three people in my long life. They were all your ancestors, all Hunters. I tried so hard to turn the
last into a Succubus, which is the only way to sever both the Hunter Bloodline and overall
Hunter Cycle. But, she would not yield. She was just crafty enough to never let me inject any
object of hers with the transformative power of Plaotathis of Curiosity. Then, there was you. A
male Hunter, let alone male Human, cannot be transformed into a Succubus … I cannot live with
the death of another on my soul. So now, I will do what no other Succubus has ever done: I will
tame the soul of a Succubus Hunter or die …”
I suddenly awoke to the sound of a loud crash in the distance. Meghan and I were strapped
on a large table before an alter. The musty, torchlit stone room appeared to be underground. It
was probably where this Coven worshiped the Great Shurath’cas of Domination. The
instruments of torture and BDSM (whips, collars, chains, straps, etc) lined the dark stone walls.
It was all becoming clear to me now. Most Covens have an Avatar Succubus to speak with
the Gods, but Succubi are no prizes in their rebelliousness. Indeed, their Avatar likely left not
long after learning of their plans, while it’s not clear what influence she had over my coming.
Regardless, the forbidden dream of all Dark Covens was to tame a Succubus. The only possible
way to do that was to find a Natural Born Succubus. They never know what they are until it’s too
late. And, in their confusion and horror, their will may possibly be bent in very specific ways. A
controlled Succubus is theoretically the most powerful weapon any being could have in
dominating the minds of others.

I then heard gunshots outside the room. Barely adjusting my head enough, I saw two
nervous guards at the closed, wood double door. ‘I’m coming, John, hold on!’ Andrea said in my
mind. The door suddenly smashed open, knocking out the two guards. Andrea ran into the room
with barely any sweat on her brow.
“You are amazing, baby!” I exclaimed.
“You know I haven’t been a baby for over two-thousand years, John!” she said with a big
smile, while undoing our tight leather straps.
“All incapacitated, I hope,” I said with a subtle lightness.
“Well, you know how I feel about killing!”
The moment Meghan and I were freed from the straps, I gave Andrea a huge embrace,
while deeply kissing her.
Andrea pulled back, and stated, “We’ll have time for that later, John. Now, we have to get
out of here!”
Suddenly, Wilhelm casually walked into the chamber. He flashed his hand with a gold
ring, which apparently blocked telepathy. He was ready sacrifice everything to tame Meghan. A
murderous look was in his eyes. He quickly drew his gun, and I leaped at him with my great
Hunter Agility. Wilhelm’s head bashed onto the stone floor, and he fell unconscious. But, that
was not before he fired a single bullet into my chest. I could barely breath, rolling onto my back.
Andrea quickly ran over, and put her arms around me. In a moment suggesting a partial
understanding of what she was, Meghan asked, “Can you save him, Andrea?” Andrea looked
down on me, and empathically knew that it was a fatal wound to the heart. “I cannot heal a fatal
wound with my Sexual Life Energy alone …”
I looked up at Andrea, and for the first time, all I could feel was comfort. Her presence
finally did not cause adrenaline to bleed from my pores. I then brought my hand to my face. I
looked at my ring for a moment, before throwing it away. It bounced and slapped unhappily onto
stone floor. The ring would have bound my soul to my body, so that I could not be reborn as
another Hunter. Andrea and I remade the already enchanted ring together, after she tamed my
soul. “Oblivion … won’t be the same without you, Andrea” I sputtered quietly. “You know I’ll
find you again … You’ll probably have to sort me out again, too …”
“Just don’t take too long in your search for me,” she said glassy eyed.
“Andrea … I, I lah …”
She placed her soft finger on my lips, and said, “I know. I love you.”
Andrea leaned in for one last sweet, loving kiss, while I fell into oblivion …
Nothingness surrounded me. I could not think, yet I still knew who I was. It was almost
comforting, albeit lonely. A ball of blueish light then appeared in the distance. Possibly in vain, I
tried to swim toward it. I could not tell if I was moving, but the light kept growing larger and
larger at an exponential rate. Soon, I was engulfed by the warm comfort of that light. And then, I
was breathing …

Immortality

I didn’t know why Jennifer chose me then. Maybe it was sheer luck. Maybe she just liked
the way I looked. There was yet no way to know. We bumped into each other at that corner
convenience store two minutes walk from my lab.
“Is that a lab coat?” Jennifer asked innocently.
I turned around to see a beautiful auburn haired woman. Her body was very healthy and
full, and did not look more than twenty-five years old. I was thirty-five myself, and not too bad
looking, either! “Oh … Err, yes. I’m a geneticist at Volutus Research Labs down the street,” I
answered awkwardly.
“Really,” she smirked. “Huh, I’ve always wondered if that was the main place or one of
their satellites.”
“Yeah, this Providence lab is the main one. We of course have one satellite in this state,
Rhode Island, over in Littleford, and five others dotting the country.” I sometimes came off as a
touch pompous self promoting like that, but Jennifer still looked interested.
“Wow! You guys do some cutting edge stuff. Always wanted to meet one of you! What are
you researchin’ now, if I may ask?” she asked with genuine curiosity. I realized then that her
accent was subtly off, as if she traveled extensively throughout her life. There were Gaelic tones,
yet I could hear a touch of Russian and even Bostonian.
“Well, umm, I’m actually between projects right now. Won’t start a new one for a week.
Just went to my lab to check emails. Automatically put on the coat, and forgot to take it off!
She smiled pleasantly.
“I didn’t catch your name. I’m Dr. Julia Johansen.” I extended my hand.
She shook, and answered, “Jennifer Smith; you can call me Jen.”
I was always a good judge of character (I was a psychology minor in my undergraduate
days), and Jennifer’s curiosity was purely innocent. I should have sensed ulterior motives then
beyond that true innocence. At the same time, I began to realize that I felt an aberrant draw to
this women. “Is there anything you’re curious about? I mean, I’m not doing anything top secret!”
She blinked in a way that was almost seductive, before saying, “Well, I’ve never seen the
inside of a lab before …”
The visitor’s badge was easy to receive for her, even though I may have been lying saying
that she was a friend. There was simply nothing normal about this. Sure, I’ve walked out wearing
my lab coat before, others have noted the error, but I had never brought any of them back to my
lab! I technically should not have even agreed to show her around. I barely knew her; if she were
some corporate spy, I would never forgive myself. Indeed, my career would be over if that was
the case! Yet, I may not have been lying saying that she was a friend …
We soon found ourselves in the currently spartan lab. Jennifer casually lay on an exam
chair. There were beakers, microscopes, a computer, etc. The lab was scrubbed clean a few days
before in preparation for the next project, which held very little interest to me.
“The place is even cleaner than I expected!” Jennifer casually observed.
I caught myself oddly looking at her crotch, before stating, “Sterilization is standard
procedure once a study is completed.”
Jennifer smirked, obviously seeing where my eyes kept falling. “What do you usually
study, Julia?”
For the first time in my life, I felt arousal toward a woman. I couldn’t explain it, and
desperately tried to shake it off. “I, ahh, I study genetic factors in immunities …”

“Interesting, Jen … It is beautiful isn’t it? Even hidden under tight jeans, I know how
alluring my crotch can be to other women.”
“What?” I really was mesmerized by her crotch.
“Coincidence or not, I have been hoping to find someone like you, Jen. You see, ever since
they fully mapped DNA, I’ve been curious about what could be seen within my own.”
“I don’t understand.” I shook my head, regaining some composure. “Is something wrong
with your DNA?”
She chuckled, “No. But, I’m sure it would be a bit different than the average Human’s.
Test me, if you don’t believe me. Do that cheek swab; take a blood sample. I’d love to see the
results!”
In a weird, almost empathic way, I could see the truth in her words. “What are you?”
“Something unique, I guess, but evolution would suggest otherwise. I’m over five-hundred
years old; been this way since I was twenty-five, I believe.”
Though my eyes could not look at much more of her than her wondrous pussy, I was still
able to reason. “Are you some kind of Vampire?” A part of me always wondered if such a
creature existed.
“No, but I suppose I am a bit like them. I do also delude myself with belief that I will live
forever. There are three major breeds of those I personally came across: the highly sexualized
ones of the Cosmic Gods of Passion. There are supposedly others, but those are very rare …”
My scientific brain sprung to life, and I quickly grabbed the proper equipment for
biological samples.
“You resist me better than most in my present state … Anyway, I suppose I am more like
the Succubi …”
“Succubi?” I asked breathlessly, placing they tray of tools on the end table next to her.
“Yes, but not the mythological demons you’re thinking of. In some ways, they are just very
long lived women trying to be a part of ever changing society, like me.”
I took a sample of her silken hair, swabbed the inside of her cheek with a Q-tip, and took a
sizable blood sample.
“You’ve done this before,” she teased sexily. “Now, I’m most like a Succubus not really
because of a love for sex, which I do enjoy, but for the love of the Energy flowing within you.
While a Succubus feeds on Sexual Energy for serious sustenance, I feed on Life Energy. Both are
as renewable as apples from an apple tree!”
“How do you do that?” I asked breathlessly. I placed the tray on the lab bench along the
window. I turned around to face her, and all I wanted to do was burry my face in her warm,
comforting pussy. Well, I imagined it was warm and comforting.
“You sense it already, you tasty thing!” she slowly licked her lips. “My wonderful pussy
isn’t quite like yours. It may look ‘normal’ on the surface, but what it can do!”
“I bet it tastes fucking good …” I stated impulsively.
“Yes, I’ve been told it tastes great! It’s also quite, well, welcoming. You will definitely
burry your face into it. As you do, it will open wide, and the muscles will pull you into me. Quite
a shock the first time I let that happen! Anyway, as you are pulled into me, your body will be
deconstructed, and brought down to its pure Energies. As I consume your Life Energy and
temporarily merge with your other Energies, not counting your soul, we will be one in the same.
My body will temporarily morph into yours, while our minds will become one. I’ve learned how
to make it a pure mental sharing. Some of my personality may graft onto yours, while you’ll
know everything I know for as long as you live.”

“I come back out, right?” I asked, barely able to think beyond plowing into her.
“Well, yeah! You’ll pop back out the way you came in. You’ll technically be reborn and
perhaps improved a touch, physically. Well, it will take you a few days to recover all the Life
Energy I will have consumed!”
I started shaking my head at the insanity of it all. Was I really in the same room with a
being above me on the food chain? Could she really be over five-hundred years old? Why was I
so turned on by it all? “This has gotta be some kind of joke … None of this is possible!”
She laughed lightly, and said, “Of course this is possible! A good scientist like you never
dismisses hard evidence, whether it’s making you horny or not. Anyway, you will very soon
experience what I have described. You’ve already been around me for too long in my present
state of hunger. I can feel my pussy muscles pulsing at the thought. I want you inside me as
much as I need you inside me!”
She was right. Good God, she was right! It was as if my mind, my body, my soul wanted to
be within her. Her pussy looked more than inviting, encased by the tight jeans.
“You’re drooling a little. Would you like me to wipe off your face?” she offered
seductively.
I walked over to her like a mindless zombie, drool poring from my mouth. She grabbed
hold of me, and lapped the drool off my face.
She liked her lips, and deeply, almost inhumanly said, “You taste good! I’ve always found
Human drool to be a good indicator of how great this is gonna be.”
“I want … inside you!” I barely exclaimed with spit splattering. My mind was so gone that
I could no longer swallow properly!
While she efficiently tore our clothes away, any semblance of Human nature melted out of
her. All I could see was hunger for me, and that made me want to be inside her even more!
I soon found myself staring at the naked being I had to be inside of now. She was then my
image of perfection. I no longer had comprehension, while I stood staring at her utterly bald
body.
Her perfect size nine feet tightly grabbed hold of my docile head, and pulled me toward
that which I desired. Her legs bent in subtly odd ways to propel me toward her hungry snatch,
while I cared little about that then. The moment I reached her perfect hole, I began to make out
with it. To my shock and joy, her pussy lips moved with mine, while her aberrant muscles within
knew just how to massage my joyous tongue. At the same time, her delicious, lubricating pussy
juices splattered all over me and down my throat.
The more I kissed, the more I pressed my head into her. The more I pressed my head into
her, the more I simply slithered my head. Before I knew it, my head was buried inside her hole.
Her juices were soon pleasurably pouring right through my pores. While her pussy muscles
strongly massaged my head, I could feel them pulling me deeper inside her.
Suddenly, something strange began to happen. It was like a kind of double vision. I could
see myself being pulled into her through her eyes, while seeing the comforting darkness through
my own. I could only feel the comforting warmth and massage from her pussy muscles, though.
If it all didn’t feel so damn good, the exterior view would have been utterly shocking. Her
hips were moving in tandem with her pussy muscles, while I was already in passed my
shoulders. Her pussy was opened very wide to accommodate the excess width. Deeper and
deeper I pleasurably went, while her pussy juices were spewing out of her to further lubricate
me. It was in that moment I realized the obvious: Her pussy juices were breaking me down,
physically. I no longer had a head or a neck, and very soon, I would no longer have an upper

body!
Deeper and deeper I went. It was all I wanted or cared about. Once I was passed my hands
and ass, my wetted legs and feet slid into her quickly. Soon, my body was gone, and I only
existed within her. Because our souls did not, could not merge in this circumstance, our merged
Energies were like that of a two headed snake, while there was no better way to describe it. My
mind melted into hers, and we were soon one …
I knew everything she did, while that was as obvious as it was wonderful. Her intelligence
far surpassed mine, while the merging ensured mine would be permanently something close to
that. We, I soon walked over to the lab bench, and grabbed a needle to take a blood sample. I
smirked seeing the face of a naked scientist, while I took the sample. The puncture wound healed
instantly.
I felt so wonderful, but knew that meant this feeding was nearly done. I glided back to the
chair, and closed my eyes …
In the darkness, I saw a bright, inviting light. All I wanted to do was swim toward it. The
light grew brighter and brighter, and I was soon totally engulfed by it …
While the light slowly faded, everything came into focus. I was lying on the floor naked,
covered with glimmering pussy juices. I felt totally wonderful, renewed, albeit tired and hungry.
All of Jennifer’s knowledge was held safely behind a new door in my head. A door I could go
through at any time.
The naked Jennifer squatted next to me, and extended her hand. I grasped it, and she pulled
me to my feet. She handed me a towel, which I promptly began to use. She already morphed
back to her prior form, but with subtle differences. Most of the red in her hair was gone, and was
closer to my brown, while her facial structure changed in ways almost too subtle to explain.
I was definitely changed myself, on top of the gift of knowledge. My sexuality was now
open to any gender or proclivity, while I felt half a decade younger. “You didn’t tell me I would
become five years younger!” I exclaimed happily, before confirming the physical change through
the reflective tray.
“Younger, improved, same difference,” she said sweetly. “I always make sure it’s a fair
trade: Life Energy for physical and mental improvement. You might even live longer now. I
don’t know!”
I was totally amazed by all that occurred. I had all the evidence of what Jennifer is and
what she did to me (a final set a blood samples were taken). That wasn’t counting the Life
Energy part of it, though. I had no way of measuring that! I had the choice of bringing all that out
to the world, and she would even support it. However, I felt protective of her, even if I knew she
would not stay for long. A part of me knew the world was not ready for her or all else she could
reveal. So, I shall protect her as a valuable secret, while preserving all my data, so it would be
there once the world was ready …

The Tattoo

The displeased scientist shook her head at the inconclusive results. Her work as an
independent scientist was far too often poor compared to her consulting work. The artificial
retrovirus held the appropriate DNA sequence, which originated from a rare Amazonian orchid.
A secret, pleasure worshiping society used the flower in their sexualized rituals, while they could
use it to control much of their physical form.
The scientist’s goal was to use the plant in commercial dermatological applications. Her
normally agreeable retrovirus was to take the plant’s DNA and insert it into a host. In her mind,
it was not unlike the nanotechnology already present in many dermatological products.
However, her controlled experiments, which were far from Human trials, were not working in
any consistent way. She was not ready to call the work a failure, but was not yet sure how to
proceed …
****
I was very suspicious of my blonde roommate Brianna, while we walked up to my
apartment. It was my twenty-first birthday, and that seemed to be the last thing on her mind.
Admittedly, we were struggling a bit, since we graduated from the Brenham College accelerated
business program. Even though the economy was a hell of a lot better than it was a year ago, the
best I could do, at least, was a floor manager position at some crappy retail store. Brianna
worked as a part time sales associate at a somewhat less crappy retail store.
Still, by the time we reached our door, Brianna’s big blue eyes showed clear excitement.
Almost afraid of what was probably going to happen, I unlocked my door, and walked into the
dark apartment. The moment I turned on the main lights, everyone jumped from their hiding
places for the cliche “SURPRISE!”
Brianna friendlily kissed me on the cheek, and guided me to the couch. Several bottles of
whisky and beer were placed before me, along with a hefty sized cake. Sure, I drank before, but
it was legal for me to do it now! Well, we all indulged.
It did not take long for the night to become very fuzzy and silly. We all took pictures with
our cell phones, which would inevitably be thrown online later, regardless of embarrassment
factor. I didn’t exactly want the world to know that I randomly started making out with Suzie!
Still, it was all part of the fun …
****
I woke up the next morning that Sunday with a blinding headache. After an hour or so into
the party, everything was blank. I pulled myself out of bed before realizing I was totally naked.
The moment would have been cliche if I woke up next to someone, stranger or no.
Suddenly, I caught my bare chest in my tall mirror. “Now that is a cliche!” I exclaimed
breathlessly. Between my perky B-cup breasts floated a Tattoo of a naked woman resembling
me. It was almost a caricature, with the breasts multiple sizes larger than mine. The face
contained almost devious arousal. I then realized I was feeling rather aroused …
“Janice, you alive in there? It’s past noon,” my roommate said lightly through the door.
“Yeah …” My chain of thought was totally broken. “Be out in a sec.”
“Want an aspirin or something? I know you drank a lot last night.”
“Yeah …” I said, confirming both sentences.
I walked out in just my gushy robe, which was admittedly out of the ordinary for me. I

choked down the pills Brianna handed to me, and quietly sat at the kitchen table. “Brianna?”
“Yeah?”
“I don’t remember everything I did last night … Did I leave the apartment at any time?”
“No, I don’t think so. Why do you ask?”
“I, uh …” I almost didn’t want to say it. “I woke up with a Tattoo on my chest …”
“Oh, come on! It’s probably some wash off next day temporary thing. I mean, those things
take a while to heal!” she said truthfully, not seeing a large bandage peaking out from the robe.
She had a small heart tattoo on her right ankle.
Without much thought, I walked into the bathroom to try to wash the aberrant thing off. I
was remarkably not surprised that it didn’t! It was simply there … and bigger? Maybe it was a
trick of the light, but it really looked bigger in the bathroom mirror. Not by much, though.
I then realized the arousal I felt minuets before was returning the more I starred at the
familiar woman on my chest. My hands began to rub my breasts in an unconsciously decided
attempt to massage the woman between them. I quietly moaned happily. The pleasure of it
somehow overrode the shock of seeing the Tattoo woman writhe in pleasure herself, while
rubbing her own massive breasts! The more I gave into the pleasure, the more she grew, and the
more she grew, the more pleasure I felt. She soon spanned my neck to my abdomen, almost
completely covering my breasts.
“Hey, you OK in there?” Brianna called with concern.
I shook my head in confusion. Mind an utter blank, I walked out of the bathroom naked.
“Woah!” she exclaimed, and unconsciously stepped back. “That does look like a real
tattoo!”
I stepped closer to her. My actions were not completely my own. “I’m not really sure what
it is …” I said breathlessly. “Want a closer look?”
“What? … Humph!” she breathed into my Tattooed chest, after I plunged her face into it.
In an implausibly pleasurable act, the Tattoo pleasurably copied itself onto Brianna, moving
down and resting between her breasts. Brianna stumbled back, and opened her blouse to see the
new “decoration.” It then morphed itself into a deviously horny version of herself. The breasts
were oddly not larger, though. She stumbled onto the couch in her wave of pleasure, passing out.
I followed her, but fell to the carpeted floor next to her in my own arousal. I passionately
rubbed my breasts and crotch. I soon began to feel the Tattoo engulfing my body, happily feeling
my breasts ballooning under my tingling hands. When it finally engulfed my head, I screamed in
a powerful orgasm, and passed out …
****
I woke up a while later feeling as different as I felt the same. The Tattoo was now me as
much as I was now the Tattoo. Well, not counting my full DD-cup breasts and totally bald body!
I understood very little, but I had the feeling the answer to it all was within me through barely
understood instinct.
“Ja … Janice, what happened? What did you do to me?” Brianna barely asked, while I
stood. I then realized how much she was arousing me. My sexuality had somehow changed, too.
“I gave you the Tattoo, I guess. It’s not all yet clear to me. You are not fully transformed,
but I think I know how to accelerate the process.”
“Wha … Oh, fuck!” she exclaimed, while I violently began to finger her. She automatically
began to squeeze her breasts.

The closer she came to orgasm, the more the Tattoo engulfed her body. Drool dribbled
down her cheeks, while the Tattoo grew around her head. She soon exploded loudly in orgasm,
squirting just as wildly. She passed out.
I happily sat next to the transformed woman, feeling an immense power within me. It
became clear to me that I now had control over the Tattoo that I now am. Obviously, the woman,
who gave me the transformative Tattoo, had control, as evidenced by my enlarged breasts.
Then, a totally crazy idea hit me: make my skin latex. I somehow knew that appearance
equalled reality in however I made myself look. Concentrating, I willed my skin to become a jet
black color and have a rubbery texture. I moaned and grunted while the whole of my epidermis
changed to the new paradigm. Barely keeping my eyes open in the almost painful pleasure, I saw
my whole body darken, and gain a wondrous luster.
I walked over to my tall mirror in my bedroom to see the results. All my skin really was
latex! “Oh, my fucking God!” I heard behind me.
I turned around to see Brianna’s skin now replaced by tan colored hose, which matched her
now natural blonde hair perfectly. She was in total amazement.
“I see you’re learning quickly, too, Brianna!” I happily exclaimed.
“I, I dreamed about wearing pantyhose, and woke up like this!”
“It’s not permanent. Watch this!” I then concentrated, and morphed my skin to match
Brianna’s. “UOOOOH, yea!” I grunted at completion.
I lunged at her, and began to make out. On impulse, I melted my skin on hers, while she
automatically did the same. Soon, we were one sensuous, hose covered mass. The pleasure was
beyond anything we ever knew. It was as if our very minds were making love. We soon
exploded in wet orgasm.
We slowly melted apart, and lay next to each other semiconscious. I then impulsively
requested, “I wanna be you for a day, Brianna.”
“Really, you think we can do that?” Though she accepted the transformation as I did, she
still could barely believe it.
I concentrated, and lighted my dark hair to the golden blonde of hers. “Oh, yeah!”
“Do it!” she stated lustfully.
I concentrated and morphed myself into the slender blonde. I grew slightly taller, while my
eyes turned a distinct blue and skin subtly darkened. A perfect replica of the normal tattoo on her
ankle appeared. To her surprise and mine, I grasped her head, and absorbed her mind. Albeit
temporary, we were now twins in mind and body. We smiled happily, identically …
It was remarkably easy being someone else, and quite freeing. I didn’t do anything stupid,
because consequences had new meaning. Admittedly, I didn’t go to her job, but I did have a
successful conversation with her mother. After I bought some new shoes for her, I changed back,
while I let Brianna also have a day as me after.
****
After I stripped naked for a shower, I found myself looking at my now naturally darkened
skin, and I wondered what else I could do. Physically becoming another woman was a hell of a
ride, but I wanted to explore my new power further. I ultimately decided to adjust my skin in a
way that was inspired by a red tabby cat a friend of mine once had.
I first adjusted my skin tone to a distinct reddish orange. The resulting appearance was
almost but not quite like some cheap fake tan. I then started to make subtle adjustments to the

base color. Subtle touches of white and black appeared on my inner thighs and arms to give my
silken skin a softer appearance, while my palms and soles became lighter shades of the reddish
orange. Subtle black striations also were made apparent. Next, I lightened my chest to almost a
complete soft white, with the base color subtly bleeding through. I then made a broad black
stripe appear along the length of my spine, with soft black stripes of uneven width encircling my
waist and chest. Then finally, disconnected black stripes soon horizontally lined my outer arms
and legs, failing to connect on the inside.
I looked at myself in the mirror very pleased. Though I only went from memory, there was
little doubt that I was the Cat Woman form of that proud old tabby, and an undeniably sexy one
at that! “MEEE-YOW!” I cooed sexily, while wildly throwing my dark hair back.
Suddenly, I started to feel strange. I stumbled and leaned onto the wall next to my mirror.
My thought processes slowly became more simplistic and impulsive. I wanted to run for miles,
and hunt down an unsuspecting animal. I drooled slightly at though thought of warm, raw flesh
passing my lips. Uncontrollably, I found myself scratching down the wall in my frustrated
confusion, digging into the soft plaster. My nails had grown longer, and had become strong and
sharp like claws. My emotions were far more vivid, and all but uncontrollable. At the same time,
I was lifting myself onto my toes (feet and toes slightly lengthening). “GERRRROW!” I spewed
angrily, feeling so right and wrong at the same time. Suddenly, my vision blurred, while my eyes
felt like they were suddenly under a tremendous pressure. I growled loudly.
Hands holding my hurting eyes, I turned my back to the wall, and leaned against it. The
confusing discomfort slowly faded, and I lowered my hands. The room before me was somehow
different. It was almost too bright to look at, while my eyes adjusted, and ultimately still
remained brighter than I ever knew it. Though the room was far more vivid than it was, colors
seemed somewhat dulled, but I had a feeling that dulness would not be as much of an issue in
dimmer lighting.
Walking on my toes, I positioned myself in front of my mirror again. Ironically, it was not
the black vertical slits of my pupils that startled me. I instinctually hissed at the “other” Cat
Woman in the mirror, while I aggressively swatted with my long nailed “paws.” I could see my
sharper teeth and proud fangs. I soon forced myself to again understand that it was my reflection.
My claws retraced into my fingers, before I realized I could control that at will. I then realized
that my instincts now were on equal footing if not higher than my understandings. Instinct told
me to like the “purer” thought processes, and in that moment, my instincts were higher than my
understandings.
I purred loudly, reveling in my new self, before the urge to clean was blatant and
overpowering. After making a few “toe steps” toward my bathroom, I felt saliva build
extensively in my mouth, and realized I wanted a tongue bath instead. Slightly overpowering my
instincts, I drew my shades and closed my bedroom door to see better, and I then laid out clean
towels on the floor.
Finally giving in, I crawled onto the towels, and began to methodically lick clean my front
paws. My taste buds were all but shut off, because taste mattered little in cleaning. After I felt
they were clean enough, I filled them with spit, and stroked my paws through my black hair. I
often just my put hair in my own mouth for cleaning. I then worked down my body, and what
ever I could not reach with my tongue, I made up for with my hands. I was now quite the
contortionist, though.
I was carefully cleaning between my toes with my tongue, when I heard the front door
close. I automatically sniffed, and somehow knew it was my roommate, while every move she

made was vividly loud. Though I was essentially done cleaning myself, my mind was still in
cleaning mode. So, I decided to clean Brianna. I toed into the living room, after she sat on the
couch. She was most pleased with my physical alterations.
Before I sat next to her, Brianna stated, “I didn’t know we could change our eyes, too!”
I sat, and stated, “Mewoow … I’mmma Cat Wommman neow.” Though I most certainly
still could understand and speak, language was not as easy as it once was. “Weee can change
ourrrselves mmmore than just simmmple color …” Briefly loosing control I licked the surprised
yet willing Brianna’s hair, before continuing, “The mmmind rrrreflects the body, and mmmmakes
it rreal … Mmmy mmind rrewrrrote mmy DNA to conforrmm with the outside … mmeee-yoww,
wroww” I briefly lost control again, and resumed cleaning her golden hair, often working it with
my teeth. “Mmmmeow … I cannot alwways contrrol my instincts neow, and I don’t really wwant
to … mmerow … I HAVE to bathe yyou neow!”
I let go of what little control I had, and continued to clean her hair with my hands and
tongue. The amount of spit I was excreting was incredible, while her hair began to mat from the
moisture. Brianna then stated, “You sound like you really like this. Are you gonna stay this
way?” I barely answered, “Mmyyes!”
She obviously was more than willing for a tongue bath, and quickly pealed off her clothes.
While I began work on her face, I could just barely taste her light makeup. I sensed that my
stomach could handle such stuff, while all I cared about was cleaning it off her face. When I was
cleaning her lips, she started to make out with me, confusingly. I let out an annoyed meow, and
began work on her neck. After finishing with her neck, I lifted her arms, and starting at her
armpits, I worked up, cleaning each portion in turn. I paid extra attention to her hands, slowly
working out the day’s grime with my spit.
Before I began work on her chest and overall frontside, I aggressively flipped her over, and
happily cleaned off her back and ass. I then flipped her back, and worked on her chest. If I
wasn’t so obsessed with cleaning, I would have been turned on by her magnificent breasts in my
mouth! After, I continued down her flat stomach to her hips. Then with my hands, I opened up
her pussy to clean deep inside her. She happily moaned.
I of course felt no arousal whatsoever, and continued down her thighs and calves. After I
finished with her ankles. I cleaned her feet very carefully, making sure my tongue reached
between each toe.
Satisfied with my work, I crawled up her body and cuddled. I loudly purred, feeling the
need for a good nap. “Can you show me what it feels like to be you now?” she asked curiously,
while petting my hair and back. I smiled at her, and instinctually placed my front paws on her
head. I forced my Tattoo partly onto her. Her eyes went wide, while her skin turned an orangey
red, and darker stripes subtly appeared. At the same time, her toe and fingernails grew longer and
sharper. “Myoww!” she suddenly cooed. I removed my hands, and she slowly recovered.
“Wow!” she exclaimed. “So free! Not quite what I want, but I can see why you’re sticking with
it!” While her skin returned to its color prior, her nails would stay longer until she trimmed them.
I purred loudly, and fell asleep in her arms …
My dreams were truly wild and animalistic. I ran naked in a darkly lit woods, looking for
prey or pleasure. I soon found myself before an unsuspecting squirrel. I leaped at it, and in the
excitement, I suddenly awoke.
Brianna was still asleep. Hungry, I pealed myself away from her and toed over to the
freezer, which held a small slab of steak. I removed it, and lightly warmed it in the microwave.
Admittedly, it was strange to eat such bloodily rare beef, but it was exactly how I wanted it.

I was happily cleaning the steak juice off of myself, when Brianna walked over. She said,
while teasingly petting my hair, “You made me so horny, Jan. No one’s ever cleaned me like that
before!” I purred, and replied, “UMMroww … If you wwana currl up in bed, I mmay follow!” I
was glad that my weakened grasp of language was slowly fixing itself. Though, I rather liked my
“meowing” speech style for obvious reasons.
I soon toed my way into Brianna’s bedroom. She lay in her bed naked, lightly touching
herself. It made me quite horny, but my urge to clean her recently walked on feet took over. I
crawled onto the bed, and commenced the mandatory cleaning. I was very thorough earlier,
while we kept our floors relatively clean, so my work did not take long.
Brianna was happily moaning and cooing at my attention, while I looked up her body. I
understood why she found the attention so erotic, even though I was helping her cleanliness.
Easily giving into my own sexual needs, I aggressively licked and kissed my way up her
wondrous body, purring all the while. It was interesting to note that the sexual intentions made
my sense of taste very sensitive.
While we lovingly kissed deeply, I felt that this position was somehow wrong.
Instinctually, I flipped her onto her stomach, and began to fuck her from behind. “Kittyy styyle!”
I whispered in her ear, while I rubbed my crotch on her ass and fingered her crotch. I
uncontrollably growled and purred in my ferocious excitement, while I playfully licked and
nibbled at her back. Brianna moaned loudly from excited attention, before screaming in wet
orgasm.
I was so close to orgasm, while I had to mark her as mine! Impulsively, I flipped her onto
her back, and fingered myself wildly, while I squatted over her. “OH … OH WROW!” I cooed.
“EERRR … MERROW!” My squirt spewed all over her chest and stomach. Uncontrollably, I
licked my way up her body to thoroughly clean my juices off of her. We kissed deeply, while I
purred loudly. “Neow, we’re rrealy loverrs!” I exclaimed …
****
The next day, I began to realize that my more powerful instincts were leading me to an
inevitable fact faster than I would have originally. Brianna and I were technically a part of what
was thought to be a failed retrovirus experiment of the scientist Dr. Cornelia Reynolds. How the
experiment escaped the lab is still a mystery, while the others of my kind have not yet decided to
reveal the success of that experiment to Reynolds. We must ensure that our race is both secret
and preserved. Yes, Brianna and I were no longer Human in the strictest sense after we were
infected by the Tattoo, while I made myself even less. Soon, Brianna and I shall find the few
others of our kind, and join in the greater consciousness of the Tattoo.

The Succubus
Dr. Andre Jackson

Brenham College of New Hampshire
Library and Archives Department
Brookbridge, NH
Dear Zane Mallords
Your request to borrow the Liber Lubidinum for your doctoral research is a difficult one.
The book has not been removed from its case for several years, and our archives are normally
for reference purposes only, unless under special circumstances. I did personally examine the
book, and came to the conclusion that it is in sufficient condition for travel. It is inexplicably in
better shape than anything else in our archive. It is university policy that if a book or document
is borrowed from the archive that the borrower must take it themselves. There is also
documentation that must be signed in person on the same day. I look forward to seeing you, Mr
Mallords.
Sincerely,
Dr. Andre Jackson
Archives Director
Brenham College Library and Archives Department
****
I was always fascinated with the concept of Vampires and Succubi. The latter recently
became my ultimate focus for doctoral research. Though mythology does not really have a degree
to its name, there are many disciplines that make such research possible. My bachelors and
masters are in anthropology and history, respectively. My doctoral research at Randolph
University is again under the anthropology banner, but part of the self designed degree program,
where my research is officially called Mythological Anthropology.
Recently, my research hit an impasse. Randolph may have had, if their PR is to be
believed, a “world class” library and research network. They, however, are on the weaker side
for my specialized work, so I had to go outside their prized network. Liber Lubidinum, or the
Book of Passions, is an exceedingly rare item. Myth states that a Mad Minoan by the name of
Itra Eleutherios made many copies due to an infinite stamina, while most are now lost with time
like its true name. However, myself and others in my field theorize that there was really only
one, but the other apparent forgeries are of near equal age, making it impossible to distinguish
the original.
The relatively nearby Brenham College had one copy, and I was overjoyed to have a
chance to even see it. I quickly wrote back to say the time I would arrive next week to retrieve
the Book …
“Ah, Mr Mallords, it’s a pleasure to meet you!” Dr. Jackson said welcomingly while
firmly shacking my hand. He was a bit of a gaunt old man with a very grey mustache.
“You, too. Is the book prepared?” I asked, wanting to move things along. I was never
much of a people person. There’s a reason why most people never heard the silly, downright
sarcastic things I said in my head.
“Oh, not yet. I thought you might want to see it before we fill out the paperwork in my
office.” There was a subtly defensive tone to his voice. It was as if he expected me to inspect it

automatically. I trusted him, if only because there were very few people who knew about it
outside of the weird academic circles.
“Well, lead the way.” I put on a false smile.
He lead me to the steps. The elevator was out, and they kept all their archives in the
climate controlled area in the basement. My imagination was getting the better of me right then.
It was like I was traveling to another world, of which held the secrets of the Multiverse.
Preposterous, of course, but such imagination was at the core of so many myths.
I soon found myself in a somewhat dimly lit, brown hall with several locked rooms
budding off. In that moment, I wondered what other secrets they protected in this ancient library
…
“Well, here we are, sir,” he stated, breaking my chain of thought. He entered his code on
the security pad next to the door.
When the door opened, a rush of cool air brushed my face. And then, I saw it sitting on the
desk on the far end. White gloves and a lamp lay next to it. Walking up to it, I understood what
he meant about its remarkably pristine condition, and why I may want to inspect it. But at the
same time, it looked far from new. It was as if it was written and immediately placed in some
tightly sealed capsule for thousands of years.
Almost shaking, I slipped on the one size fits all yet none gloves. My heart raced. It was a
thing of beauty, even if it there was a chance it was an ancient forgery.
“Do you know Ancient Minoan Script, Mr. Mallords?” I heard behind me.
“Eteocretan? Enough … You do know it was only recently deciphered?” I said with
breathless authority.
“No, I’m only an archivist.” It sounded like he’d said similar things many times.
“I was on the team that helped crack it,” I stated quietly, while ignoring the oddity of his
tone. “History and myth are very much connected to linguistics, you know. The trick was always
the Ancient Greek Linear B text. But, that alone never worked. The origins of Minoan Script
(Linear A) are still a mystery, and the script is not directly related to Linear B. The key, the
secret was this book. It was written after Eteocretan and its script fell out of use on Crete. What
that means is that it has influences from the contemporary script: Linear B. Of course, we don’t
have a clue about how it was spoken, let alone how accurate our translations are.”
“That’s quite the accomplishment … I was under the impression that you’ve never really
seen one of these Tomes.”
“And, you would be right,” I stated airily. “We were never able to borrow a copy. We only
used scanned images. Nothing like the real thing … There is something … riveting about it …”
“Um, yes, I suppose … Why don’t we head to my office to fill out the paperwork? I’ll have
someone prepare the Book.” There was a subtly nervous inflection to his tone.
I nodded, slowly removed the gloves, and pulled myself away.
In what seemed like no time at all, I was walking out the door with the carefully packaged
Book. Looking back, I was not acting normal, and still wasn’t. There was a kind of excitement
within, of which I never felt before. It was like I was standing on a mountain top for the first
time. I felt like I was ready for anything …
****
After retrieving an unpublished index of the Book from the dissolved translation team, I
tirelessly began searching for any and all references to Succubi in my home office. They were

mostly confined to a single section. Perhaps with some irony, it was a very well organized book.
The section had everything from abilities to their creation. The part that I found the most
remarkable is that it suggested a kind of societal conflict amongst the Succubi, in that many
didn’t see the point in taking every ounce of Sexual Energy from their victims. A then new breed
of Succubi, the Artificials, were a key part of the cultural shift. There were most certainly
conflicting myths on feeding, but very few of them suggested there was a physical conflict.
The other section that referenced Succubi concentrated on summoning. They were the
most difficult to summon, because they held no allegiance to any of the Gods of Passion, which
this Book and others adhere to. Summoning is very difficult, anyway, with most conscious
entities having free will, and many recognizing such a spell. Such a thing isn’t much better than
using today’s cell phone or yesterday’s pager. “Wouldn’t that be something,” I mumbled to
myself. “Summoning a Succubus.” I wrapped the Book up, and placed it in my top desk drawer.
****
The next day, Sunday, I found myself wanting to go to the local bar. I rarely did so, but
couldn’t see why not then. Just one drink, I told myself. I needed to escape my apartment,
anyway. I soon found myself sipping on some half decent Irish Whiskey after another day of
study that night.
Halfway through my drink, an amazing woman came to focus on the other side of the
circular bar. Her beauty was ageless. She had dark hair and eyes, flawlessly creamy skin, firm
and full body. She wore a form fitting, black dress, which was rather tasteful in its own way. She
was looking right at me, smiling in a sexy yet unassuming way. She walked around the bar and
sat next to me, glass of red wine in hand. My heart raced.
“I know I’ve seen you before,” she said in a full yet airy tone.
“I don’t think so,” I barely said. “What do they call you?” She had a very intoxicating
perfume. Indeed, it was a rare perfume scent that didn’t make me cough and gag.
“Liona.”
“I’m Zane … What, uhh, what brings you here, Liona?” I found myself uncontrollably
looking down her perfectly aligned curves. My eyes didn’t stop until they reached her creamily
soft feet, one of which dangled a medium length heal.
“Sometimes you just have to get out, right?” She sipped her drink, and slowly placed it
down.
“Yeah …” I found myself totally breathless. Normally, I’m a very internal person, breaking
everything down to the smallest of detail, but every possible, positive emotion was so amplified
that I could barely think. But then again, a woman such as Liona never sat next to me at a bar
before, let alone that fact that I so rarely went out for a drink.
“You’re not much of a talker are you? Maybe, I’m not either.”
“I don’ even know you …” God I loved her perfume!
“Why don’t you pay for your drink, Zane?” she requested sweetly.
I put the appropriate bill on the counter without much thought.
She grabbed my arm. Her soft skin was remarkable on my own. “Let’s go,” she said.
Before I knew it, I was in my bedroom aggressively making out with Liona. I barely
remembered driving home, but had a feeling I was speeding. I stepped back for a second, almost
vainly trying to catch my breath. “This never happens to me!” I barely said. “Then let’s make the
best of it!” she said before lunging back at me, making us fall onto the bed.

Her lips and tongue alone trumped the few experiences I had! While I humped her wildly,
she clamped a leg onto me, and rubbed her soft sole on my back. We were wild, dirty,
animalistic, almost inhuman. I was going on instinct alone.
My hand then traveled down the leg with the massaging foot. I grasped her flawless foot
and stroked it. “Oh, I knew you liked feet!” she purred airily. I almost came at that, but somehow
held composure.
Suddenly, she pushed me onto my back, and began to rub her wrinkled soles up my
heaving chest. I passionately rubbed and slobbered over every inch of them, when they reached
my face. “OH, YEAH, never get this!” she cooed, while rubbing and fingering her snatch. With
many toes in my mouth, I began to wildly jerk off. That didn’t last long, though. She pushed my
hand away with her moistened feet, and jerked me off with her silken soles. Still stimulating her
wet snatch, she bent over and sucked me off in time with her feet. I soon squirt massive loads
down her shapely throat. My orgasm was more powerful than I thought possible, and probably
erased memories! Almost immediately after, she fell onto her back, and screamed in an epic
orgasm, which made my ears ring.
I lay back vainly trying to catch my breath. I felt quite a bit drained, but still there. Liona
sat up on her elbows, and licked her lips with a big smile. “Still awake? Good!” The look in her
eyes was of lustful hunger. She then lunged at me, and we made out with more intensity than
when we started. I was pleasantly relieved that I couldn’t taste a hint of salt on her tongue!
Liona began to kiss and lick downward hungrily. My cock was still somewhat limp, but the
moment it passed her luscious lips, that was no longer a problem. Liona then sat up and walked
up my body on her knees, before straddling my mouth with her dripping snatch. I automatically
ate her out. Nothing tasted better. Then in a move I only dreamed, she bent backwards, and
aggressively sucked me off. Her back was arched more than I thought physically possible, even
for a professional contortionist. We moaned and growled, while she humped and licked.
Adrenaline coursed through my veins. My hands automatically rubbed her accessible, smooth
feet. Time no longer seemed to exist in the building ecstasy. Our muffled screams of orgasm
soon shook the room. I think we went at least one more time, but everything was so hazy after
that. She smelled so good …
****
I slowly opened my eyes. I was so tired after last nights escapades. Sex like that should not
have been possible! After a few blinks, my eyes slowly came to focus on the naked Liona. She
was standing at the chest high dresser flipping through something. I was almost disappointed that
her smell didn’t last the night. Even through my bleary eyes, she was so fucking sexy, anyway!
“Humph, you’re up sooner than I thought. Most people take longer after a night with me,”
she said in her subtly airy tones, barely turning her head.
“What? … What are you thumbing through?” I asked tiredly, rubbing my eyes.
“I always like to stay overnight if I like who I’m with. I’m glad I did.”
My bleary eyes focused a little more for me to see her smirking through the mirror.
“Never seen one of these before. So rare.”
“You, you were in my office?” A small shot of adrenaline finally brought me back to my
senses, more or less. She was thumbing through the Liber Lubidinum!
“Called to me, I guess. Someone once told me they can do that sometimes.”
I sat at the edge of my bed, not sure about what to do. Sheets covered my legs and waist.

“I don’t think you were that forthcoming with me, Zane. I didn’t think I could be
summoned.” She finally turned around, and leaned on the dresser, crossing her arms and ankles.
She obviously put the obvious evidence together. There was a questioning look on her face, but it
did not detract from her blinding beauty.
“I didn’t mean to…” I said in confused shock. “I only read it, and thought it would be
amazing … Then, I just had the urge to go to a bar … But, it’s all myth, legend. You can’t be …”
“A Succubus? … I knew I recognized you last night. You’re one of the team that translated
this thing. The first ‘normal’ Humans to do so. Saw your picture online. Not a good one. I have
some friends that would love debating your interpretations.” She slowly licked her full lips.
“Translator, accidental summoner. You are definitely more than meets the eye, Zane.”
“Uhh … this has gotta be a dream…” I rubbed my eyes. I most certainly had similar
dreams, from my obsessions with myths.
She slowly uncrossed her arms, and seductively walked over, smiling. “Does this feel like
a dream?” She kissed me fully, while I felt a rush of Energy flow out of me. It felt so good.
I almost laughed in my amazement. “Maybe?” I was breathing so heavily then that I knew
I would have had a panic attack if I didn’t feel so drained.
She sat next to me, arm pleasantly around my waist. “Well, it’s probably Zalatoth’s work.
That is the Greater God of Manipulation after all! It may manipulate for amusement, but never
without reason.”
I didn’t want to believe, but I think that was out of habit. “All my life I was convinced it
was all myth, no matter how compelling. Sure, a lot of it has bases in fact, but … Your perfume
last night, or everything last night. I, I guess I should be glad you guys don’t suck everything out
anymore.” I shook my head in my amazement.
Liona laughed, and playfully shook me. “Me not have another round with my massaging
Summoner?” She sat up, and stated, “Come on, I’m hungry, Zane!”
“Oh, no …”
“Not that, unless you want to! We eat eggs, too.” She almost playfully walked out of the
room, still completely nude.
I sat there for a moment. Maybe I wanted it to be a dream. It was all too good to be true. A
researcher of myths has sex with one? Or, maybe I went crazy, and hallucinated. Yeah, that must
be it! My downstairs neighbors and landlord would have complained last night about the noise,
right? Then it hit me that the neighbors were on vacation, and the landlord was out of town on
business …
I pulled on some clothes, and walked to the kitchen-dining room. I never felt my knees so
shaky before! Liona was there already munching on cereal. I never dreamed of having a naked
woman eating breakfast at my table, let alone a Succubus. “But, you had so much last night …”
“Yeah, I did,” she smirked, looking me over. “No one eats just one thing.”
I stood there staring at her in confused amazement.
“You should really sit down and eat something, Zane; I really took a lot out of you.”
I sat in front of her, and grabbed an apple from the fruit boll between us. I slowly munched
on it.
“You probably wanna ask me about a thousand questions.” She playfully nudged my shin
with her toes. “I’m a little new at this. Never really revealed myself to a Human before.”
“Are you gonna get in trouble?” I barely asked, feeling genuine concern.
“No, I don’t think so. We kinda follow your laws, since we live more or less side by side.
There’s no secret societies, really, if you don’t count Witch Covens. Us Succubi, we usually

avoid all that; at least most of us. I have a regular job!”
“What do you do?”
“I bartend at the bar we met last night for some spending money. That was one of the few
nights I felt like having a drink after my shift!”
“The Book didn’t really prepare me for all this…” I shook my head.
“Well, what does it say about Succubi? I can’t read Minoan.”
“Just about everything you did to me …”
“Yes, I can sense exactly what you want. Give me half a century, and I’ll get into your
head!” She raised her eyebrows, while feeling up my leg with her bare foot. “You’ve got a lot in
you, even after last night.” She slowly licked her lips.
I felt myself growing more and more aroused. Her other foot joined in, and dexterously
freed my ballooning cock. I was lost in ecstasy, when she began to stroke.
“You were too lost in my pheromones last night to really feel what I do.” Her tones were
airy and hungry. “You can feel it build more and faster, and even last longer. I can inhale it right
out of your mouth any time, or absorb it right through my skin at the eruption of your passion. It
builds and builds unlike anything you’ve ever dreamed. And before you know it, your Sexual
Energy explodes out of you … and into me.” She licked her lips, with her eyes closed.
“...UMMM so damn good!”
I had exploded all over her feet and ankles. I was totally breathless, and more tired than
before. But, it was that damn good.
She flexed herself to lick my cum off her feet, resting them at the edge of the table. “Umm …
You fetishists are always so good.” She stood up, and walked over to me, leaving a half eaten
boll of cereal. “I’m gonna take a long, hot shower. You can join me, but you look a little tired.”
She lightly brushed her soft hand down the side of my head, before she left the room.
Perhaps out of desperation to better understand the situation, or out of nothing better to do,
I dragged myself to my bedroom to retrieve the Book. I brought it to my office. With the page
open to the section on Succubi, I sat back on the gushy pleather chair, and passed out …
I slowly came back to consciousness with the feeling of gentle kneading on my shoulders.
It was welcome, and felt very relaxing. I looked behind me to see Liona knowledgeably working
the stress out of my muscles. “I can’t believe how much I work you up!” She came around to sit
to the right of me on the desk, legs crossed. She was wearing a soft white robe I never saw
before. I assumed she received it from wherever she lived (nearby probably), since she had
ample time to do so. She was so hard to look at straight on (straight and up, in this case), because
of how striking she was. Succubi are built to attract others.
“It almost seems incomplete after meeting you,” I stated, looking at the Book.
She leaned over and said, “It was written by a sex crazed lunatic thousands of years ago.”
“The Book says that you can drain as much as you want at will, and suggests an impending
cultural shift toward not feeding too much.”
“Well, a dead or missing body creates more questions than someone sleeping in. But, most
of us don’t wanna kill anyone, anyway.” For the first time I saw the sparkle in her eyes weaken.
“Did you?”
“I’m a rare Natural Born; born to Human parents. We’re usually smarter and more
powerful in the long run … I learned about myself by accident at eighteen. There’s no conscious
need for Sexual Energy until during our first time, for Succubi like me. Didn’t even know I was
sucking it out of her! You see, there’s an uneven balance of Energies within all living things, and
if too much of one is taken … I took too much from her, freaked out, wandered for a while.

Fellow Succubi eventually found me. We stick out when we don’t know what we’re doing. Like
I said, a dead body is always much louder than someone calling to take the day off. They helped
me to understand what I am, control my hunger, and how to reconcile with my past. Now, here I
am, twelve years later… Never told a Human that.”
With that, it was somehow easier to handle her blinding beauty. She revealed a piece of her
core self. “No one knows who they are, until they figure it out for themselves,” I said quietly,
looking up to her.
“I guess not.” There was a curious look on her face. “There’s really much more to you. I
can sense it.”
“No, I’m actually pretty dull,” I said with a sigh. “Behind closed doors looking at old
books all the time. You’re the most exciting thing that’s ever happened to me!”
“I usually am!” she laughed, before sweetly pecking me on my cheek.
****
The week that followed was informative in every possible way, albeit a little tiring. She
told me just about everything she knew, don’t ask me why! To start, Incubi were ironically myth,
or at least none were ever known to exist. The Life Force of Succubi is Sexual Life Energy,
while they have no true Sexual or Life Energy, and that is why they need the Sexual Energy of
others to survive.
They have few natural powers, but what they can do with them can rival Witches and
Vampires. Their pheromones and empathy alone easily can overwhelm Humans, and sometimes
even Witches and Vampires. From a huntress’ standpoint, empathy can be used to determine
another’s sexual appetites and Sexual Energy levels, and is developed into strong telepathy.
Though increasingly avoided, it is even possible for them to consume other Energies besides
Sexual Energy, which is typically for purposes of procreation or long term control, but the latter
can prove detrimental to the health of all involved, if not done knowledgeably.
Them all being individuals, well practiced Succubi can apply their abilities in numerous
ways. One application, for example, is that they can expel the consumed Energy back into
someone, which is normally done to prolong the passions, or if they simply took too much.
Unlike Vampires, they can feed on any living humanoid, including other Succubi. Vampires
usually won’t let themselves be fed upon by others, while Succubi may derive amusement if
another feeds on them. Also, being far less inclusive than the average Vampire, Succubi far more
often can go as far as becoming the lovers of Witches and Humans.
There are four types of Succubi: the rare Natural Borns (e.g. Liona), the Naturals (Succubi
created by Succubi), the Artificials (usually created via the Book), and the Avatars (Artificials
who converse with the Gods). Succubi don’t really believe in immortality, but they can live for
thousands of years, using Sexual Energy to control their physical age (related to its use in
accelerating healing and enhanced physical strength). Most importantly, they usually hold no
true allegiance to any of the Gods of Passion, including the Avatars, ironically. Though,
Plaotathis of Curiosity holds the power to create Artificial and Avatar Succubi via the Book, and
though very difficult, Arificials can be given further powers during their transformation.
As the week went on, our relationship became mostly sex: really, really hot sex. She
occasionally would glow, when she drank and absorbed my Energy, and explained that it
suggested a “quality feed.” Though, she said that I should never be disappointed with myself if

she didn’t glow, because it was uncontrollable and inconsistent. Regardless, we did everything I
ever imagined, and that was only by Tuesday! What amazed me was how well I came to handle
it. I assumed that I either became used to having more Energy being “used,” or the Book
bolstered me in some way. I leaned toward the latter, because the Book was rumored to have a
profound affect on those possessing it, at least subconsciously. Then again, Liona made it very
clear that she would never intentionally take too much.
I was taking a nap on my couch that Saturday. No matter how well I came to handle having
relations with a Succubus, I still found myself needing far more food and sleep than usual. Her
shifts at the bar were always a great excuse to catch up on that!
I was sleeping on the couch, when the door to my apartment suddenly closed. I heard
Liona’s airy tones, along with another’s I didn’t recognize. Her and a striking, dark brown haired
woman walked into the room. For a brief moment, I thought she nabbed some random woman,
but I didn’t smell Liona’s “perfume.” Still, I always had the impression that Succubi weren’t
exactly monogamous. I stood up to greet them, not sure what to expect.
“This is my friend Eliana, Zane,” she said sweetly, holding her friend’s hand.
“She not …” I trailed off assuming the answer.
“Oh, yes, Zane,” Eliana smiled sexily, before looking over to Liona. She had a light
English Accent, whose more precise origin I could not place. “I see what you were talking about,
Li. He doesn’t look it, but he is something else!” She pulled me closer to her, and her holding my
head tight, we passionately kissed. It was like an orgasm flew through my mouth. “Wow! You
may have to let me borrow him for a night, Li,” she said starring right through me with her deep
blue eyes, holding tight. I realized right then the obvious: “animal magnetism” is perhaps the
best and only way to describe Succubi.
I briefly thought about how incredible a night with the two of them would be, before
realizing that it would probably kill me.
‘But, you’d love it! … Your dirty mind is so tasty, Zane,’ Eliana said sexily in my mind,
before speaking out loud. “I’ll see you two later. Would love to stay and chat, but I have a date
tonight.” She let go of me.
The two of them then did something that made my jaw drop: They passionately made out
right in front of me. I had a feeling it was all for me (a kind of consolation prize), because I
really did want them both. “See yah, baby!” Eliana said deeply to Liona, before looking over to
me with a lustful look on her face. Liona sweetly replied, “See yah, Eli!” Eliana walked out, and
I soon heard the door close.
I fell onto the couch, and Liona followed. “Did you two ever...?” I asked.
“It’s a great way for someone as young as me to get pointers, but it was only that once,”
she smiled sexily. “Besides, everyone has Sexual Energy or Sexual Life Energy, and that’s what
we are most drawn to, Zane.” She then requested, “How ‘bout a good foot rub. Been on my feet
all day.”
I started rubbing the moment her feet hit my lap (her pants were already rolled up in
anticipation). Though I doubted they were at all that uncomfortable, they did have that stood on,
reddish look on the soft soles. Such things always amazed me in a weird way, because it showed
me that, in spite of the wonderful things that Sexual Energy did for them (healing, longevity,
etc), Succubi were not invincible.
“OOOOH Yeah! You give the best foot rubs!” she exclaimed, lightly touching herself. I
often wondered if she would still get off on a foot massage from someone detached from it.
I then began to lick and suck each foot in turn, leaving no part untouched by my tongue.

When she was satisfied with my attention, she dexterously freed my rock solid cock, and stroke
it with forcible passion. We both moaned and cooed, while she reached under her tight pants and
shirt to play with herself. Even before I exploded all over her feet, I could feel my ecstasy
flowing out and into her. She came while she consumed.
“UHMM … Rub your cum into my feet, Zane,” she requested airily. I did so happily.
****
After dinner, we simply fucked like animals. She didn’t have to egg me on; all I ever had
to do was look at her in her feeding frenzy. There was always something so inhuman about it, yet
so incredibly erotic. When we finally finished, I was more drained than usual.
“You OK? Didn’t take too much did I?” she asked with a little concern.
“… No, I’m fine. Just started off a bit more tired than usual.” My breathing was deep, and
hard to catch.
“Oh, yeah, Eliana probably took more than you realized. We always tell her she eats too
much! And, maybe I did, too, earlier …” I could see how much she cared by the look in her
stunning eyes.
No matter how true or even expected it was, comments like that were always weird to me.
“We all have our hungers …” I stated quietly. Then, the craziest, seemingly random idea came
mind. “Hey, how ‘bout I sleep with your feet next to my face tonight?”
She looked at me at first surprised, but then intrigued. “That should prove to be
interesting.” She repositioned herself with her head and pillow on the other side of the bed, and
pushed back her side of the blanket so her head wouldn’t be under it. She lay on her side, and I
lovingly nuzzled her soft, wrinkled soles. “Uhmm, I’m liking this idea, already,” she cooed.
The image of her feet stayed with me, while I fell asleep. The dream that followed was
vivid and bordering on lucid. I was in a dark candlelit room. A familiar leather bound book and
feather pen lay before me. Voices came into my head one after another. They were deep, erotic,
inhuman voices. I couldn’t actively understand them. All I knew was that I was jerking off with
one hand, and writing with the other. It was as if my hand translated for my mind. The script was
Ancient Minoan, a now all but dead language. I somehow knew that I needed to use that, and
that I was one of the few that still knew it. I even knew something else: Ancient Minoan was
given to the early inhabitants of Crete by the Great Gods of Passion. They waited until its death
was certain, and had me use it to write their Book. It was all the Great Zalatoth’s idea, and
therefore all about manipulation. Throughout the Multiverse, the Book was manipulated into
existence to sway just the right amount of beings to know and understand at least of fraction of
the influence of the Great Gods of Passion.
So many copies of their Book now lay before me … Thousands of years then passed, and
the great weight of time slowly brought forward new destinies. The Lesser God Baccheiaos, the
Rebellious one of Wild Sexual Behavior and Soul Fusion, chose to transform itself and a world,
and it was that transformation that led to an even greater, unintentional one. By Fusing with the
souls of some of those it changed, it morphed into the Truly Great Baccheiaosis of Ultimate
Sexual Ecstasy, making the Truly Great O’unidiathicosis of Ultimate Pleasure bow down
without a fight. Why the Gods did not intervene was due to complacency.
The new Truly Great One tore through universe after universe, remaking them in its image
of Ultimate Sexual Ecstasy. However, the Truly Great O’unidiathicosis had insurance policies it
did not realize existed. With the Multiverse being rapidly transformed, souls of the past were

being reborn and reenergized in a hitherto unchanged sector of the Multiverse for destinies not
yet revealed, and the Bacchic Expansion came to a sudden halt …
I suddenly woke up with an uncontrollable horniness. No thoughts other than sexual
passion passed though my mind. “OHH GODS!” Liona slowly screamed in ecstasy. I insanely
rubbed and licked her feet with intense ferocity, while I dry humped her legs. I came, but it
wasn’t enough. I threw the blanket away, and saw my Succubus in a feeding frenzy to end all
frenzies. With one foot deep in my mouth, I humped her twitching pussy wildly. She grabbed her
other foot, and began lick and suck it like candy, just as I wanted her to. Massive amounts of
Sexual Energy flowed out of me and into her in a seemingly perpetual state of orgasm. Even if I
could have exercised rational thought then, I would not have yet known where it all came from!
The more Energy she absorbed, the more she began to visibly glow. It was a brilliant
bright gold, swirling across her silken skin. “OH GAWDS … TOO MUCH … OHHHHHHHH,”
she screamed in passion, while her eyes rolled back into her head and drool poured from her
mouth. The light she emitted lit up the room like day. I suddenly exploded into her in a massive
super-orgasm, causing her screams of ecstasy to become deafening.
I fell back onto the bed, mind rewiring itself. Liona lay there twitching and deeply
breathing erratically. There was a look of ecstasy on her spit and sweat soaked face. When she
recovers, she won’t be quite the same, in that she absorbed more Sexual Energy than any
Succubus in her lifetime could ever dream. The Energy, I now knew, came directly from the
collective power of the Great Cosmic Gods of Passion, and may make her into the most powerful
Succubus to have ever lived …
I was more right than I ever knew. No one ever knows who they truly are, until their true
selves decide to surface. I am the Sex Crazed, Mad Minoan Itra Eleutherios REBORN!

The Next Level
Ideas
She was perfection. I loved her from her mind to her glorious body: five feet and four
inches, C-cup breasts, long legs, darker Sicilian skin, black hair, and dark eyes. I didn’t think
perfection existed until I met her. Farrah and I had been going out for years, and recently moved
in together. I thought we did everything short of marriage, which we didn’t really think was
necessary yet.
I found myself waking up earlier than usual, and looking over at my sleeping supermodel. I
never wanted to keep secrets from her, but I did have them. They were all crazy sexual fantasies
I knew or thought we would never do. I can’t speak for women, let alone her, but guys can have
quite elaborate sexual fantasies. To a small extent, we satisfied some of mine, but the most
elaborate were never seen outside my mind’s eye.
I kissed her on the neck, and up to her mouth. She slowly came to consciousness, and
kissed me back with plenty of tongue. While our bodies intertwined, we melted through our
skimpy night clothes. I penetrated her moist snatch with ease, and thrust passionately. My hand

felt up and down her firm legs, which showed her physically active nature. We soon came
together, with our juices becoming one …
We were eating breakfast, when I decided to talk to her about what I was thinking before
we made love. “I don’t wanna ever keep secrets from you, Farrah.”
She chucked sweetly, and said, “Of course not!” She playfully kicked my shin with her
flip-flop clad foot. She popped her contraceptive pill, and chased it with some orange juice.
“I think we should go the next step in this relationship,” I stated cautiously.
She looked confused. “What, marriage?”
“No …”
“What are you trying to say, Jack?” She batted her deep eyes.
I deeply sighed, and continued, “Guys can have some pretty sick sexual fantasies.”
“You know, us girls can have pretty elaborate ones, too. You wanna spice up the sex,
Jack?”
My heart raced. “I guess that’s what I’m getting at. Don’t get me wrong, we have great
sex, anyway; I just have so many ideas!”
Farrah smirked, suggesting interest.
“I’d feel bad if we did just my own fantasies …”
I could tell by her subtle yet distinct smile that she was interested, and indeed thinking it
all through. Her job as a psychologist working as a social worker entailed a lot of project
management, so in a way, this was her thing. “We could trade off fantasies. One week we do
yours; one week we do mine.”
“Are you sure about this, Farrah. I’ve got some fantasies that could end marriages!”
“You think I don’t either!” she laughed. “Look, Jack, if we’re gonna do this, we should
expect anything. No ground rules. You may want to have sex with another woman; I may want
to have sex with another man. To be honest, Jack, I think this is an amazing idea. Were gonna
learn so much about each other. If we’re gonna be together for the long haul, then we’d better get
all this out in the open, and soon!”
I leaned over the table and pecked her on the lips. “You’re amazing!”
She answered cutely, “I know ...”
We finished readying ourselves for our respective jobs, and left for work.
The First Fantasy Night
I shouldn’t have been surprised about Jack’s “idea,” but I was a little, anyway. His mind
was dirty, even for a guy, so he naturally held himself back, not counting the internet. We set the
date for next Saturday for our first “Fantasy Night,” while we flipped a coin to see who’ll start it
off. He was a little too happy that he won the coin toss!
The week passed quickly in anticipation for the Saturday. While there were no ground
rules, he wanted to keep his fantasy a surprise. After dinner, he said he was ready, and he sat me
on the living room couch. He left the room.
He came back with an average sized paper bag. I was more anxious than nervous. I had no
idea what we were about to do, but this fantasy night was his. I was to just go along for the ride.
Jack placed the paper bag on the coffee table before us, and sat next to me. “My first
fantasy is that I’m putting in an investment for the future.”
“What is it, Jack?”
“First let me say that I put some god research into this. You’re on the pill and all, and I
wanted to make sure there were no interactions.”

I blinked in amazement, not following what he was saying at all.
He took a box of over-the-counter pills out of the bag, and handed it over to me. “Yeah,
this may sound sick, but it IS a fantasy. I want you to lactate. To do that, I got you these pills
(can’t pronounce the name), and coming fantasies notwithstanding, we’ll concentrate a lot on
your breasts. I did a lot of research … You’re OK with this right?”
‘No ground rules,’ I thought to myself, while I looked at the box. Normally, this was used
to help with motion sickness. I vaguely remembered how this stuff was recently cleared by the
government to be used for induced lactation with small doses. The box had directions for both
motion sickness and induced lactation. The weirdest bedfellows! Anyway, it suggested no more
than one pill a week for lactation purposes. With a smile, I opened the box, opened the bottle,
and easily swallowed the small blue pill.
Induced Fetish
It was Farrah’s fantasy night. I was so excited, and a little nervous. She promised that I
was definitely going to enjoy it. She instructed me to sit on the bed naked, and wait for her. A
few minutes later, Farrah walked into the room wearing only a blue silk patterned robe, emerald
necklace, and flip flops.
“You look fuckin’ hot, baby!” I exclaimed.
She deviously smiled in response, before placing a chair in front of me and sitting in it. Her
emerald neckless sat comfortably, distractingly between her breasts. She then stated, “Look deep
into my emerald. It is so clear and shiny. Look deep into its beauty.”
I did so.
“There is a center, but it is not possible to find unless you know what it looks like. It is
perhaps as beautiful as I am.”
I so desperately wanted to find the center, and cared very little why.
“You remember its beauty, don’t you? It is as beautiful and arousing as I am. Do you see it
in your mind, Jack?”
“Yes! It’s turning me on!” I breathlessly exclaimed.
“Good, Jack. Now that you can see the center with your mind, you can now find and see
the real center. Look for it, Jack. Look for it with all that is your soul!”
I looked so deep and hard. It was my only purpose in life. Then I saw it! I nearly came at
how beautiful it was. “I can see it!”
“Excellent, Jack! Now, have I ever told you that I sexually liked feet. Well, women’s feet
… my own feet.”
“No,” I barely said quietly. “That’s kinda icky.”
“It started out as a love of shoes, but I eventually realized that it was always what they held
… Now, everything I say is truth. Do you understand, Jack.”
“Yes,” I breathed.
“Good. Now, Jack, I’m going to give you a foot fetish. You’re going to want to lick, suck,
rub, and be fucked by my feet. Feet won’t overwhelm your mind, but they will be an integral part
of your sexual desires.”
I nodded.
“I will now place my bare feet on your face. They will melt into your very mind. You will
love them as much as you love me.”
I nodded.
She slipped out of her flip-flops, and carefully placed her soft soles on my face. Every one

of my senses was smothered by her feet. Everything that my mind processed was her feet. I
could feel them walking into me. Without any resistance, they became a part of my very sexual
identity. They then went further, if only to prove a point. They walked into my very soul, and
smothered everything that was me. For the longest moment, I was her feet …
Lesbian Cheerleaders
A week before the next Fantasy Night, Jack decided to explain his fantasy involving the
cheerleaders at our old university Brenham of New Hampshire. This was one of his voyeuristic
fantasies, where he would simply watch all the cheerleaders have sex with each other. On the
surface, it sounded pretty simple, but it was rather elaborate. They would all be bisexual, while
the sapphic side of themselves would only be directed toward cheerleaders (themselves). They
would only work out together, due to their lust for each other. While still liking men, they liked
sex with each other far better, which was their secret. Their lust for each other has made them
sapphic nymphomaniacs. And finally, thanks to me giving Jack a foot fetish, he wanted them to
like women’s feet. That love of feet was a little more than mere sexual attraction, in that they
also wanted to “take good care” of their “precious” feet as cheerleaders. Indeed, they had a love
for their feet instead of a lust like the rest of their bodies.
Jack was not sure how I could make this reality, but I explained that it was possible with
my abilities as a hypnotherapist and (retired) stage hypnotist. He was so overjoyed! I soon set up
a special “talk” with the Brenham Cheerleaders. There was already a talk planned on Social
Work as a career, and I easily took it over. I made the proper adjustments to it: mandatory, only
for the women, Saturday night, etc. After the “talk,” I explained that I would hypnotize them all
to come back to our house, and he would then witness me make all the adjustments he asked for
me to do. An orgy for us both to enjoy should ensue, while it would be all recorded for our future
enjoyment. It was years since I did group hypnosis, and could not wait to give that another go!
Saturday soon came, and the women all eventually filed into a the group therapy room of
my office in Ashford. The town was minutes from their college. We were the only ones in the
building, save for the security guards. None of the women seemed particularly happy to loose a
Saturday night.
Being from a smaller, lesser known college, the squad only had eight members currently,
while four of those were women. Two female members recently quit for personal reasons. ‘Their
loss,’ I thought. The four of them were very fit and attractive. Three were fake blonde, while the
fourth had sleek brown hair with blonde highlights. They were wearing T-shirts, short shorts, and
flip slops. I thought it was very convenient that they wore similar attire, because of what I was
about to do to them.
“Well,” Farrah exclaimed, sitting at the top of the room with my special necklace out for
all to see, “I think this whole talk wasn’t fully explained to all of you.”
“Damn right!” the brunette stated. “Are we gonna get some kind of credit for this?”
“Yes,” I answered. “The details haven’t been completely worked out yet. Everything is
being adjusted last minute. Anyway, this talk is all about women in the social work field. I am a
listened psychologist, and I provide therapy to the clients of this office that require it. It is a very
fulfilling job, and there are never enough women in it.”
While not necessarily hanging on my every word, all their eyes were on the clear emerald
resting comfortably above my cleavage. They were already ripe for the picking.
“If any of you choose this career path,” I continued, “you may find yourselves sitting on
this very chair, with this very emerald necklace, speaking to wayward students. The most

important aspect of this discussion is the emerald itself. The only thing that matters is finding its
opaque Center. This being one of the clearest emeralds you can buy, finding that Center is very
difficult. So, you must first visualize what that opaque Center may look like.”
They were all unblinking. I could tell that they were all but ready. Just a little too good at
this.
“Are you all visualizing the Center?” I asked
They all nodded and mumbled, “Yes.”
“Good. Now that you all can see the center in your mind’s eye, it is now possible to see the
Center of the real crystal. Once you find the Real Center, you will find yourselves within it. It is
the most wonderful place you have ever been.”
The look of total joy and ecstasy on their faces told me that they were fully hypnotized by
my very special neckless.
“Everything I say to you all now is truth, and you will listen because hearing my voice
allows you to stay in the emerald’s center. To not understand or deny, would force you out of the
center. Do you all understand?”
They all nodded and mumbled, “Yes.”
“Now, what I am about to say is very important, so pay close attention. Whenever I say
‘Sappho was a Cheerleader,’ you will find yourselves back in the Center of the emerald. Do you
all understand?”
They affirmed like usual.
“Good. Now, did you all drive yourselves here?”
They all affirmed.
“Excellent! When I am done with this talk, you will all feel compelled to go to thirty
Sparrow Drive in Southbridge, the next town over. I will be heading there myself, so you may
follow me if you do not know the way. You will all be incredibly happy to be there; almost as
happy as you are within the Center of the emerald. While there, you will be unable to perceive
any other person besides yourselves and me. Do you all understand?”
They all affirmed.
“Very good! OK, when I count down to one, you will all find yourselves back in the room
you started in.” The cliche was for them to forget about all about being hypnotized. However,
occasionally my subjects would also forget all the commands as well. So now, I just ensure that
they enjoyed the experience. “Three. You will miss the Center, but feel comforted in the
knowledge you will be within it again. Two. You will enjoy the rest of my talk. One.”
Consciousness almost instantly came back to their faces. They did not fully understand
what I did to them, but they were very happy about it. They listened to the rest of my talk on
social work very intently for the next half an hour.
After some very well thought out questions by my guests, we were ready to leave. Not
knowing the way, they all decided to follow me back to my house, because they not did leave
their campus much, like most of the students there.
Back home, Jack was amusingly amazed at my conditioning, as he always was. I grabbed a
few beers for our guests now sitting on the couch. They happily sipped, while I placed a chair
opposite them. The hidden cameras were already running.
“Now, lets continue our discussion about how Sappho was a cheerleader!” I said happily,
with my emerald visible over my shirt.
A look of joy hit all their faces at once. They were unblinking.
“Did you all find the Center again?” I asked with a smirk.

At the same time, they all said, “Yes.” They practically were connected in a hive mind
now, as I ensured they always will now be subconsciously.
“Everything is truth, while in the Center, of course. Present all your bare feet to me.”
They quickly bared their feet, and presented them.
I breathed a sigh of relieve. Though not all perfect, they all had arguably sexy feet, of
which they clearly took great care. “You are all bisexual. You want to and will fuck each other in
your sapphic lusts. The squad must be very close. While you lust for each other, you love each
other’s feet. As cheerleaders you know you must take incredibly good care of your bodies, while
your feet are the most important part. There is no doubt that your feet are well taken care of,
while they are an integral part of the sex you must have with each other. Do you all understand?”
“Yes.”
“Now, you know full well how closely knit you must be as a squad and the sex and body
maintenance that entails. So, every new member must come to understand this, and I will always
be available to help them. Do you understand?”
“Yes.”
“Now, I read that your coach is a woman. Is she attractive?” I asked. I had talked to her
over the phone, but didn’t remember seeing a picture.
“Yes. She is a very fit thirty-five year old brunette. She is single. We’re not sure if she
likes women, but we know the team must be close.”
“Do not worry, I will take care of her … Now, give into your new sapphic desires!” I
cooed.
Less than a moment later they stripped themselves naked, and began to kiss and grope each
other. The dichotomy of their actions were fascinating from a scientific standpoint. Every
motion, every coo was of pure lust everywhere they made contact, save for their feet. The
rubbing, the licking, the kissing of their feet were so tender and loving that it was downright
breathtaking. I happily masturbated and felt myself to them, as I was sure Jack was. I was paying
no attention to him.
Soon, they all had a foot in their mouths at the same time as their wet pussies. The love
was so tender and perfect. We all passionately came in a powerful orgasm …
Another Woman
Farrah’s fantasy was now to have her hypnotize me into thinking she was another woman.
It excited me, if only because one might think that was my fantasy! Plus, I loved it when she
hypnotized me. She took out her amulet, and everything was blank after that …
I woke up the next morning alone in bed. From my altered perspective, I was single, and
enjoyed traversing bars for one night stand. However, there was never that much success in that
endeavor. That afternoon, I went to my usual bar on the other side of town, regardless of
perspective.
A full bodied, dark woman sat patiently at main bar table. There was a kind of
otherworldly, cosmic passion surrounding her. It was as unexplainable as how it was somehow
directed at me. I casually sat next to the woman, fighting vocal paralysis.
“Waiting for someone?” I barely asked.
“Maybe,” she teased. “You have a poison?”
“Irish Whisky, I suppose,” I muttered.
“Excellent! The Irish are as fun as their drinks.” She ordered us two of their best.

I sipped along with her, and greeted, “I’m Jack. What’s your’s?” The whisky partially
cured my weakened speech.
“Farrah,” she said with a seductive smile.
We made small talk, while sipping our drinks. It was clear fairly quickly that we were after
the same thing: a night filled with sultry sex. All we were doing was teasing each other. After we
finished our glasses, we made our way out. She took a cab there, so I offered to drive her back to
my place for another drink. To my repressed joy, she agreed.
By the time we walked into my home, it was clear that she no longer wanted another drink
that wasn’t my spit. We made out with and intense passion. In a blur, we found ourselves naked
on my bed. We humped with vigorous, noisy passion, which gave me the impression that she
was somehow holding back for my sake. Her breast milk leaked all over me, while it somehow
added to our passion. For me, it was all utter perfection. That perfection turned our lusting into
pure love making of a passion most lovers may never know. We soon exploded in perfect
orgasmic unity …
Latex Lady
“So, you want me to dress up in latex?” I asked Jack.
“Yup, completely encased, Farrah! I know we gotta find the outfit first, but I don’t think
that’ll be hard.” He was so excited, while he happily drank a cup of my sweet breast milk.
“I didn’t know you had a thing for latex, Jack,” I observed bewildered. He never
mentioned such things before, while I only recently gave him a foot fetish. No one said I wasn’t
open to such … perversion, though.
“Yes and no, Farrah. I was always kinda latex-curious, and that foot thing you gave me a
while ago made me even more curious.”
“Latex footjob?” I asked lustfully.
“To say the least!”
After some research, we decided to go to a nearby “sex shop.” We bought a complete,
black latex suit (virtually seamless head to toe). It was designed so that the wearer walked into it
from the back. The matching holes for the ass, pussy, and mouth had latex designed to flow
inwards. The man at the shop sized her, and gave her the appropriate suit. Though it was
designed to be breathable, the shopkeeper recommended that she not wear it for more than a few
hours. The information within the packaging said the same thing.
Once we were home, we immediately began to put on the latex, using the provided
lubricant. She pumped the milk from her remarkably firm breasts prior, so she would not lactate
within the suit. Though skin tight, as it was designed, it went onto her with surprising ease (her
hair was pulled through a single hole behind the latex head), while she ensured the latex went
deep into her lower holes. Soon, a shiny black, latex encased woman sat before me.
“How do you feel?” he asked breathlessly, aroused.
“Fucking horny, Jack!” I cooed ferociously.
We then passionately kissed. My latex covered lips were as arousing as the rest. I removed
my clothes, and pushed him back onto the bed. My latex feet quickly began to passionately jerk
him off. He moaned, he writhed, hands grabbing at the sheets.
“I’m gonna fucking blow!” he screamed, unable to hold out as long as I normally could. I licked
my tasty latex lips, and cooed, “Excellent!” I arched herself forward, and sucked him off at the
same time. He quickly exploded down my throat.

Still very much aroused, I mounted him, and humped wildly, feeling my encased body
with my encased hands. He came prematurely, but I didn’t stop humping. His cock quickly
reinflated. He finally came with me in a massive, wet orgasm. We cuddled breathlessly …
Reality
I woke up earlier than Jack a few weeks after our first latex escapade. I loved the latex so
much that we made it a part of our regular sexual escapades, and bought plenty of latex
stockings! That was included in the recent fantasies of a threesome with another woman and
making love while watching lesbian porn. I never had to tell him I was bisexual. My libido was
always bordering on the insatiable, to understate, and our enhanced escapades ensured
satisfaction more than ever before.
While pleasantly pumping some of the milk from my now perpetually flowing breasts (I
always made sure there was some for Jack to feed on directly), I came to realize something.
Enacting all those sexual fantasies brought us ever so much closer together. There was so much
he did not really know, and I didn’t want to hold it from him any more. Once, a part of me felt
bad for not telling him everything, and now, all of me felt terrible over it.
Jack walked into the kitchen in his robe, and said tiredly, “Hey, leave some for me!”
“Always, Jack!” I put the pump down. I only half emptied my right boob, so my left was
still enticingly dripping and plump. My ancient amulet comfortably lay in between.
Jack sat next to me, and automatically latched onto my plump left boob. Ensuring the
erotic association with the more than pleasant release, I masturbated, while drinking the milk I
just pumped from myself. I was always amazed how it was as arousing for us as it was
satisfying.
“Jack,” I called breathlessly.
He looked up with a loving look in his eyes, while still feeding.
“Ohhh … We really went the next level. I love you more than ever. That’s why I won’t
hide anything from you any more …”
He detached, and looked up at me confused. “What are talking about, baby?”
“When we first met, you weren’t quite the same person you were once we moved in
together. Well, relationships change everyone a little, but I went one step further. You see, I’m
an independent Witch of the Great Zalatoth of Manipulation, as is my family. That makes my
libido far more than the average Human. I guess that’s why a lot of us fall for own kind and
erotically charged Vampires and Succubi! Anyway, I knew you couldn’t satisfy me, when we
met, but I still wanted to be with you. So, I used my amulet to make you capable of satisfying,
not that you remember accurately! Then you went the next step with our fantasies. If you are
willing, I want you to become Witch, too; maybe even go as far as Fusing your soul with mine.”
“I … don’t understand …” he said breathlessly, feeling the truth of her words.
“You will, Jack. Everything will be clear to you, finally, truthfully, just look deep into my
amulet …”

The Old Camera
I was rummaging through the attic of my family’s old summer cottage, when an old trunk
caught my eye. It had the initials “J. L. M.,” which meant that it was probably my grandfather’s
(Jack Lorentz Milano). He was a successful photographer, whose career was suddenly cut off by
a heart attack in 1970. That was before he married my grandmother, then model Lisa (Andrews)
Milano in 1955, and started his still in existence company Million Color Milano and Co (MCM)
in 1965. They do everything from art, weddings, and to fashion, and more recently created the
subsidiary Moving Milano, which concentrated on artistic digital filming.
My grandfather’s company was recently handed over to me. Though, I’m more of a
figurehead as “President,” while essentially my own employee, and that’s how I wanted it,
anyway. From growing up surrounded by artistic photography, I was inspired to become a
photographer myself. It was only five years ago I received a degree in fine arts from Brenham
College of New Hampshire, and set up shop within MCM. I did both artistic and clothing shoots.
And now, I’m known across the world, in the right circles, as “Laura ‘Million Color’ Milano.”
Not that anyone really called me that in real life, but it made for a great Trademark!
I opened up the old case. It was mostly old clothes, and semi-fancy wood boxes. I figured
the case was used for general storage. One of the boxes I opened brought a smirk to my face. It
was a high quality camera from about fifty years ago. The brown leather strap stated “Arripio
Photographic No - TCRM1.” I was pretty sure that it was the same company as Arripio
Electronics, which still sold plenty photographic equipment. Not my preferred brand, though. I
remembered that they were in the news recently for hiring a Dr. Cornelia Reynolds to consult
with them on some unstated special project.
Under the old Camera was a set of likely expired film and a heavily aged paper. Most of
the paper was unreadable, but I was able to read at the top: “Test Camera, Reality Manipulator
1.” It was likely some extravagant code name for a “new” device like how tech companies give
their in development projects animal or musical names.
Seeing the artistic value of “classical” photography, I took the Camera to our old
photographic scientist Dr. Bob Jones, who had experience in refurbishing old cameras.
“So, this was Jack’s?” the gray haired Bob asked with amazement, examining the Camera
closely.
“I guess so, Bob. It was in one of his old trunks.”
“Humph … Never seen this model before, or at least, whatever produced cameras were
based on it. It’s really rare to find test cameras like this; I wonder how Jack got it.”
I shrugged.
“Well, I am tempted to take it apart, but it does look in working order.” He looked through
the viewfinder and took a snap. A flash came through the very modern looking flashbulb. “I
think I can clean this without taking it apart. That seems to be one of the advantages of this
special model.”
“That sounds great, Bob! And, the film?” I was excited.
“Yes, I’ll examine what came with the Camera, and get back to you. Film hasn’t changed
as much as some like to think. I like to say that’s one of the reasons why digital became so
popular with consumers!”
****

A few days later, I received a call from Bob, who said he made a remarkable discovery
about the Camera, and wanted to tell me in person.
“So, what did you find out, Bob?” I asked curiously.
“You’re not gonna believe this, Laura, but this is a digital camera!” he said excitedly,
pointing to the Camera on his lab table.
“What? Are you saying it’s just some novelty made a few years ago?”
“No, no, it really is fifty to sixty years old, making it one of the oldest cameras of its type.
What little the restoration techs and I found on the paper -- a memo, it turns out -- suggested it
was some kind of experimental digital imager. Further investigation proved it. The ‘film’ is
actually a kind of magnetic memory core, which existed as early as the fifties. The technology
here makes it have much more in common with present USB thumb drives! Still don’t know how
it processes the images, but it does seem to use an old, self recharging photocell as its power
source.”
“And, it all works?” I asked amazed.
“The short answer is yes. The long answer starts with the fact that we were lucky. For data
storage and transfer, the device utilizes the earliest serial communication first used back in the
sixties. We have one compatible cable, and one adapter party later, we successfully transferred
test pictures to the computer!” He motioned to his computer showing crisp images of various lab
equipment and one waving tech.
“That’s amazing, Bob! What’s the resolution it’s pumping out?”
“It’s raw res is about, oh, ten-thousand pixels. Not even close to its great grandkids, but
more than enough to get the job done!” There was a big smile on his wrinkly face. “With the
right software upgrade, it should be capable of a theoretical million or one megapixel.”
“I’m really itching to do a few artsy shoots with it, Bob. So, unless you wanna study it
some more …” I intentionally trailed off.
“Yeah, it should be all right, Laura. The next step is taking it apart to study its processing
hardware, and I don’t want to do that until I contact Arripio. That’s of course assuming they are
the same Arripio that made this Camera.”
I happily picked up the black Camera, and said, “Thanks a lot Bob. Oh, and there’s one
more thing.”
“Yes?”
“What’s the storage capacity?”
“Just a sec.” He took a calculator out of his pocked, and punched in a few numbers. “Now,
this is just an estimate based on the kind of memory in there and how much memory our tenthousand pixel pics took up … About, one-hundred.”
****
I soon found myself with model Rea Lee, who has worked for me before. It was in the
personal photography studio of my Los Angeles home overlooking the ocean. Rea was a sexy
woman, whose southern Asian ancestry showed clearly on her face. She had dark skin and black
hair like me, while she was taller. She simply wore a tight red night shirt with matching panties.
“Now, act casual … good,” I said, while she knowledgeably posed. “Give me feisty …
Excellent! Hold your breasts … just fine.” I snapped away with the old Camera.
Then, an unusual thought entered my mind. I wanted Rea to flash her excellent C-cup
breasts. I never did nude shoots before, even though I wasn’t really opposed to them. I did know,

however, that Rea’s contract with my company stipulated no nude shoots, or at least, no nude
pictures could be made public. Suddenly, she teasingly flashed her very firm breasts.
“Rea?”
“You said act natural, so I thought I’d tease you!”
“Yeah …” While I continued to flash, I realized how turned on I was. I wanted to fuck her
brains out, and I never even considered experimenting in college! Suddenly, I felt dizzy, while a
white haze surrounded me.
Rea then pulled off her opaque top, happily showing off her washboard tummy and healthy
breasts. She squeezed her breast, and deeply stated, “Is this what you want?”
“Oh, yeah, Rea,” I responded even more deeply. Whatever control I had over myself was
now gone; I was going to fuck Rea’s brains out. I took a few more excited shots, while she
removed her bottom. The Camera softly rolled onto the floor, before I walked up to her.
I worshiped her breasts with my mouth and hands. She moaned happily, while I sucked her
erect nipple so hard. I wanted to suck them until milk flowed out. And suddenly, it did! Was she
always lactating? Her delicious milk flowed down my throat, regardless. I actually sucked her tit
dry, before I did the same to the other.
Rea then pulled my top off, revealing my larger breasts. She happily worshiped them until
we found ourselves in a deep passionate kiss. I then worked my way down her very fit body,
making love to every inch. The closer I came her feet, the more passionate I became, and by the
time I reached her silken feet, I was worshiping. Her feet were almost as sweet as her milk,
especially when I had her toes tickling the back of my throat. My drool dripped down her legs.
We soon found ourselves worshiping each other’s crotches in turn, before falling into an
energetic sixty-nine. Sure, we had multiple orgasms, but all they did was grow more powerful
with each burst.
While we scissored wildly, slobbering all over our soft feet, I began to realize our
remarkable orgasms were mere coos in the face of the coming epic orgasm. We soon screamed
so loud in our super orgasm that we quickly lost our voices …
The next thing I knew, a white haze shrouded us. It quickly dissipated, and I soon found
myself fully clothed, pointing the Camera at the sexy, clothed Rea. I felt like I just had that epic
sex, but there was no physical evidence of it. Indeed, I certainly didn’t see Rea lactating in that
moment.
“OK,” I said out of breath. “I think I got all I need for now.”
“You OK, Laura? You sound tired out,” she asked concerned.
“Just fine,” I smiled, realizing how sexually attracted I still was toward her. “This thing
doesn’t hold that many pictures!”
“OK, that was nice and quick! Call me if you wanna do another special shoot, OK?”
“Sure.”
****
“What the FUCK!” I exclaimed toward my gray laptop. I was skimming through the
images I just took of Rea. Somehow, everything that happened with her was real, even though
she did not seem to have any memory of it. Indeed, I asked “how she liked her nude shoot” over
the phone earlier, while she laughed about how she “wasn’t nude at all.”
Starring at the Camera, I was total disbelief. How was it even possible that Rea didn’t
remember the hot sex we had? Was she still lactating? Why was I still so turned on by that hot

sex? Why was I sure that I was a lesbian now, while I never even considered screwing a woman
in my life before that session?
I lay in my soft bed that night with those questions racing through my mind for hours.
Eventually, sleep found me …
“Reality Manipulator? What that hell did I get myself into, Dr. Reynolds?” professional
photographer Jack Milano asked almost lightly … My grandfather.
“You asked for a new edge in your work, Jack, and I obliged!” Dr. Tony Reynolds, recent
father of Cornelia, replied matter-of-factly. “But, I must warn you that there are variables. To
make this thing for you and Arripio Photographic, I tapped into powers no layman fully
understands. It’s science, but Cosmic Power relating to the digital seems very loose somehow,
while overall Cosmic Power is highly bound.”
“What do you mean? How did you learn how to apply that ‘science’?”
“My sources asked they not be named, and I don’t think I’ll be experimenting with their
science again. It’s too much for me to grasp fully without going in further, which I am unwilling
to do. I was lucky to succeed with this one Camera.”
Jack sighed, and asked, “Have you tested it yet?”
“Not to its fullest extent. I can assure you that it will make the most advanced pictures
anyone will see for decades. However, I’m not, well, objective enough to test it fully. You came
by at the right time, right place at that conference on photography, so it will be you to be the first
to see what this thing can really do …”
****
The vivid dream rattled in my head the next day. I never dreamed like that before. It was
like memory, but it was no memory I ever made. Did it answer my questions? I wasn’t sure. It
was just a dream! Right? With all the questions I had about myself and the Camera, I decided
that further experimenting with the Camera would best answer my questions. I wondered why
old Bob didn’t discover the unique property, but I think all his wants and dreams were fulfilled
through his job and family. Regardless, I really did enjoy using the thing!
I called two of my contract models over to my house for an artistic, “vintage” lingerie
shoot. There was the unenthusiastic Lorena, who was healthily toned with poofy, curly brown
hair. And, there was the professional Janice, whose jet black hair and dark skin showed off her
latina ancestry, while she had a slim figure. Lorena was dressed in a lacy blue nightgown top
with matching opaque blue stockings, and Janice was wearing a red and black nightgown top
with matching opaque black stockings.
Good God, I wanted to fuck them both! It was so strange, because I platonically knew
them for years. What made it all stranger was how there was clearly no resistance in me toward
my impossibly altered sexuality. I impulsively took a few shots of them sitting naturally on my
steps before they noticed my approach. Assuming taking their pictures was enough to control
them, I thought to myself, ‘You both will complete whatever is started.’ I then impulsively
wished that Lorena forgot her panties. A barley noticeable haze passed over me.
I walked between the two of them, and stated, “Now, I’m going for realism in this shoot. I
want you two to portray characters that feel animalistic in the clothes you’re wearing. Lorena, I
want you to run up the stairs and pin Janice to the wall. That’s just the beginning. Lets start this
while we’re still feeling fresh …”

“I forgot something, Laura!” the still unenthusiastic Lorena stated.
“What?” I asked surprised.
“I forgot my panties!” she exclaimed. “If Janice is wearing some, I should, too, Laura.”
“Oh, OK!” My mind was racing. “Here, take mine, Lorena. They’ll match, and I think
we’re the same size.” I quickly removed my blue panties, and handed them to Lorena.
She took them and remarkably pulled them on with seemingly little thought. Walking
down the steps, Lorena then asked, “So, why do I wanna grab her?”
I took a few playful shots of the not very happy woman, and replied, “You, your character
wants to fuck her, but doesn’t quite know it yet. The character just has to grab her.”
They both looked somewhat surprised; neither did “erotic” shoots normally. Still, there
was no verbal protest. Apparently falling into the role, Lorena sprinted back up the steps, and
forced the surprised Janice to the wall. She erotically felt up and down Janice’s body. All the
while, I snapped pictures.
“Good, Lorena, transfer all that energy from your frustration toward your want of Janice,”
I stated. “Janice, you’re loving the attention, even though you didn’t think you would.”
The models’ breathing subtly increased, while they actively groped each other.
“Yeah, I bet you two don’t hate this at all,” I loudly exclaimed, snapping away. “I can see
how turned on you two are. Lorena, all that bitching is so obviously a lie now, you being so
fucking turned on. Janice, you love it, lust for it so much that you can’t be professional about
this.”
Lorena then pushed Janice onto the steps, while licking and kissing began to outweigh
their intense groping.
“Good, excellent!” I excitedly exclaimed, feeling that I was loosing myself in the moment.
“You’re gonna fuck each other; there’s no doubt about that. You two are hornier than you’ve
ever been in your lives! Everything around you, including your pictures being taken, only
enhances your arousal!”
While Janice passively absorbed the pleasure, Lorena yanked her friend's panties to the
side, and briefly made out with the dripping crotch underneath. Lorena then kissed up Janice’s
stockinged leg, and began to passionately slobber all over the silk covered foot.
“Oh, wow!” I exclaimed. “Don’t fucking stop till you’re done!” I then thought about how
much money was in online porn, and wanted these two to be a part of it. Yes, that will be
amazing! I just have to finish this ride, though.
They then passionately, needfully removed their tops, before they worshiped their shapely
breasts. They happily rubbed each other’s pussies through their panties at the same time. Then,
Janice kissed her way down to Lorena’s burning hot pussy, and began to passionately make out
with it. “UMM, yeah, fuckin’ lick my pussy,” Lorena happily cooed, while playing with her
breasts.
“Startin’ to enjoy your work now, Lorena?” I asked impulsively, while I snapped away.
“Oh, yeah, Laura … OH … This isohhh my kind of job … I love work …” Lorena cooed
in response.
Saying wide eyed toward Lorena’s dripping snatch, Janice barely stated, “I love it more!”
Lorena then grabbed her lover’s head, and forced it back onto her yearning pussy. Janice
happily resumed, before she started to finger the hungry pussy, as ordered by Lorena. At the
same time, Lorena forced Janice’s head into her pussy in more strongly than before. “Bury
yourself in me, Janice. I fucking LOVE it!
“No romance here, OK,” I stated breathlessly, “you just lust for each other. Get nasty!”

Janice happily obliged by forcibly shoving her hand deep into Lorena’s tight crotch.
Lorena loudly cooed in her apparent ecstasy. “Oh, yeah, Janice! Fuck me with your hand!” she
cooed, while pulling the hand in deeper herself. At the same time, she humped it wildly, while
Janice lustfully sucked on Lorena’s upper pussy lips.
I constantly licked my lips, while I exchanged long, lustful glances with Lorena, who was
now in an epic orgasm. I would have done the same with Janice, but her job seemed to be just to
make lust Lorena then. “OH fuck!” I exclaimed breathlessly. “Now, it’s Janice’s turn for a good
cum. Her job is to fuck you, Lorena, and she deserves a reward for such a good job.”
Lorena then forced Janice onto all fours, and began to lick and suck her pussy from
behind. The site was so fucking hot! I then realized that I was excitedly rubbing my wet pussy to
it all. I didn’t know how long I was doing so, while snapping pictures, but I didn’t care.
After an eternity of moans and coos, Janice screamed in a long, guttural orgasm, and I
happily cooed along with them. I then decided that I had enough for the day, or at least, I was
sure my brain would turn to mush if I let this go on for longer! “All right, I think we got it.”
The two women happily felt each other on the steps, while lightly kissing. “We’d love to
do more of that!” Lorena exclaimed.
Amazed, I responded, “Maybe I could start a spin off company to film porn?”
The two models happily smiled back and me, and then lustfully to each other …
It was surprisingly easy to set up a pornographic arm of MCM called “Porno Milano.”
There weren’t even questions about how pornography could ruin the legitimacy of MCM. It was
clear that my “wish” to create what became Porno Milano became a reality. The only thing that
was really interesting was how Janice and Lorena remembered everything that happened vividly.
I knew then that Rea’s shoot was meant to be a fantasy, and would not be remembered as
anything more than a passing thought on Rea’s part. So, I assumed that them becoming pornstars
required them to remember such lust …
****
Porno Miliano made my experiments with the Camera far easier, along with the fact that
Arripio lost all files on it, save for a bug eaten record of the project’s budget allocation, as Bob
told me. Then again, I found that I didn’t care about lying to the models very much now.
Anyway, I had myself named as “Imaging Chief” of the porn subsidiary. It was quite ironic
considering how I once blatantly avoided any serious management within MCM. Bob was
probably quite amazed with me, but I think he was more amazed that I refused to let him take the
Camera apart just yet.
In a hot tub before me bathed two super hot pornstars (Kim and Kat). The duo apparently
abruptly ended contracts with their formers companies to join Porno Milano. They billed
themselves as “Blonde Bimbos,” and visually fit the bill: long blonde hair, sun kissed skin, super
voluptuous bodies. They looked and acted so much alike that one could mistake them for sisters.
I snapped the Camera generously, while they made out and groped their naked bodies.
Though not stated within their contracts, they specifically told me that there would be no
fetishistic material between the two of them. I was about to change that.
“Good, you two, that’s hot. Show me your lust for each other!” I exclaimed.
They moaned and cooed happily, while they rubbed their crotches and kissed.
“Now, Kim’s right foot is the focus of all your lust. Kat, it is utter ecstasy to be fucked by

it, and to fuck yourself with it. Kim, it is utter ecstasy to have someone fuck your foot, and for
you to fuck someone else with your foot. As you experience these facts, your intelligence, your
memories become worthless. As you fuck, you epitomize the Dumb Blonde. Only the orgasm
will save your minds, but never completely. Even being aroused dumbs down your intelligence.”
There probably was that odd haze associated with my experiments, but I was too in the moment
to notice.
Likely without a second thought, Kat took Kim’s right foot and passionately worshiped it
with her hands and mouth. They both orgasmically cooed. Kat then leaned over the edge of the
hot tub, with her full ass toward Kim, who automatically rubbed Kat’s pussy with her foot. Kat’s
screams of ecstasy were as wild as Kim motions.
“You like that?” Kim asked lustfully.
“Oh, fuck yeah!” Kat cooed, before bringing the foot up to her mouth, while straddling her
lover smooth leg. She humped Kim’s leg wildly, while she kissed and sucked off Kim’s foot.
They were both shaking from the near orgasmic power, while Kat concentrated on the toes with
her mouth, and concentrated on the rest with her hands. The motions and coos were wild and
animalistic. They soon reached a powerful orgasm, shaking my windows …
****
The hot tub pictures were selling well. Indeed, the pornography was already starting to
rival the more mainstream video and photography. I even read a report that said it was
extensively downloaded illegally, which I left to the company’s legal team …
“I can’t believe you turned to porno!” my long time friend Dr. Sally Sanders stated lightly.
We were roommates at Brenham College (her time as an undergraduate). She was now a
practicing psychiatrist, who my company often sent emotionally troubled models to see. Her skin
was sandy in complexion (her skin could darken easily), while she had dark hair and eyes. She
wore a fairly conservative white blouse and gray skirt. Though, she was not really that
“conservative,” while she liked the generic T-shirt and jeans. She just came from work.
“Well, not completely, Sally! That’s just an offshoot,” I smiled, glancing at the Camera. It
sat on the coffee table in front of the couch where we sat.
“So, that was the thing that started it?” she asked, motioning toward the Camera. Sally was
genuinely curious.
“Oh, yeah!” I said excitedly picking it up.
Sally was amazed by my excitement. It was of a brand she never saw in me. She was
curious as both a friend and a therapist.
I took a few snapshots of her with a big aroused smile.
“What’s gotten into you, Laura?” she asked amazed. Her curiosity was turning into
concern.
After a few more snaps, she was under my power. I didn’t want to do too much to her, but
my arousal overrode that issue. “You are a bisexual voyeur and exhibitionist, while your libido is
that of a controlled nymphomaniac. It is the core of who you are. This was uncovered during
your graduate studies.”
I then felt a little fuzzy, while subtly different memories formed next to the old ones. At
the same time, a freer, subtly lustful look appeared in Sandy’s eye. The subtly changed reality
was soon clear to both of us, while I was the only one aware of the change. I placed the Camera
back on the table.

In graduate school, Sally did a thesis project on sexual voyeurism and exhibitionism,
instead of the affect of social media on the mind. It awakened her true sexuality, while it was
only near the end she realized her buried desires were the roots of her thesis. The prized thesis
was ultimately published and expended, giving her great respect amongst her peers. Though her
openness about her personal discoveries did cause unofficial controversy over objectivity, her
indisputable conclusions overrode such issues. Indeed, the fact that she references herself as an
example actually further cemented her conclusions. Now, she still sees patients for general
issues, including my company’s employees, but her true focus is the psychology of sex.
“Hey, now don’t release those pics of me, Laura!” she said almost ironically. The idea of
others enjoying her quite sexy, well maintained body was clearly quite enticing for her, but such
pictures could damage her career.
“Oh, don’t worry, Sally, they’re just for me!”
“I can live with that,” she said sultrily. “Lets watch each other.”
In the revised reality, I happily indulged her sexually. I smiled sexily, and stripped naked.
She did the same in kind, while breathing deeply through her open mouth. Lustfully starring, we
masturbated and felt our bodies. I didn’t like to be watched and show off as much as her, but it
was still awesome! We rubbed and groped ourselves for so long, trying to prolong the pleasure
for as long as we could. With eyes open wide, we watched ourselves explode in lustful orgasm
…
****
Polly was a very attractive, light skinned brunette. She was a contract model, so she
basically did whatever was asked of her. I wasn’t sure what I was going to do with her through
the Camera, but I thought a blue latex bra and panties should give me ideas once we started.
“Thanks for doing this artistic shoot for me, Polly!” I didn’t plan to have this on the porno
site, so this was arguably to be “artistic.”
“No problem, Laura. Nice change of pace from the boring shoots for department stores.
Never wore latex before, either.” Her very subtle Romanian accent bled through in her
excitement.
‘Interesting,’ I thought to myself, while Laura sat on the couch. “OK, Polly, I think we’ll
also record audio to this picture set.” I quickly rummaged around to find the audio recorder I
liked to use for job interviews in this room. I plopped it on the table next to me, and hit the
record button. “Now, I want you to say everything that comes to mind. Don’t hold back.”
“Umm, OK, well, like I said, never wore latex before. Kinda like it, though. More
comfortable than I thought it would be.”
‘Excellent,’ I thought, while I clicked away. ‘You love latex.’
“You know, I think I … kinda love it!” she exclaimed, while unabashedly feeling the latex
bra and panties.
‘You don’t just love the latex; you are in love with the latex. It turns you on more than
anything. Every bit of your skin touching latex it is more alive with passion than you ever
thought possible.’ I was already on such a role that I didn’t notice any disorientation from my
actions.
“Oh, my God. Oh, my fuckin’ God,” she cooed deeply. “I’m in love with latex! I never
knew anything could make my skin feel so alive!” Her had forcibly rubbed her warm, covered
crotch, while her other squeezed her covered breasts. “OH …”

‘You are wearing forearm high latex gloves, and high latex stockings,’
Her arms, legs, hands, and feet began to turn the same blue as her latex attire. The latex
practically grew out of her! “Oh, fuck … OOOH … was I always wearing these … FUCK IT,
I’m in love with this shit!” She continued to loudly moan and coo, while she rubbed her crotch,
and felt her body with the latex hand.
‘You are as flexible as the rubber you deeply love. Don’t be afraid to taste the latex
encasing your feet.’
Polly then reached down, and grabbed her foot, before shoving it deep into her salivating
mouth. “UMPH … ERRR!” she grunted, before removing her now wet foot. “I FUCKING LOVE
IT!”
‘You are in love with anything within latex.’
“It makes me love myself!” she cooed.
‘You are actually wearing a complete blue latex bodysuit. Head to toes with latex. There
are no seems or zippers. You can’t get out of it, but you, of course, don’t want to. There are, of
course, openings for your eyes, nose, and mouth, while your now blue hair grows right through
the hood. There are no holes, per se, but it goes deep within your pussy and ass and the rest.’
“OH Gah! Oh Fuck, what’s happening?” she cooed breathlessly. “Oh gahwd, fuck, all over
-- everywhere! No zipper, no seams …” Almost all she was able to do was moan and coo loudly,
while she forcibly groped her essentially completely encased body. “Oh, gah … I can’t stop
cumming!”
‘The latex will now replace your skin. There will be absolutely no separation between the
love of the latex and yourself.’
“Oh, gah … It’s … It’s … It’s my skin!” she screamed loudly in her continuous orgasm.
‘The latex shall now become one with your body completely. It shall replace your blood
with liquid latex, your bones with hard rubber, your hair with rubber bands. You shall be living,
conscious latex!’
“UHAAA …. OHHH …. LATEX …. I AM!” she deafeningly, orgasmically screamed. She
was completely blue latex now. Though, her mouth, tongue, and crotch had their own distinct
lighter shade. Most remarkable were her still changing eyes. There were becoming like two light
blue stones. Here pupils were still there, but their ever so subtly darker tone was next to
impossible to distinguish.
‘When I stop taking pictures, you shall be Human again, while wearing a fully removable
latex body suit. You will remember bringing yourself to orgasm in the suit, and will be proud of
that fact. Subconsciously and even spiritually you will forever be the latex creature you are now.
So, your love of latex will still be there, albeit more or less controllable.’
I stopped, and in the blink of an eye, she was simply encased in blue latex. With a massive
smile, she walked up to me, and stated, “Thank you so much for turning me on to latex! I really
wasn’t sure about being in a full latex suit like this, but I’m so glad I am. This is totally my thing.
Can I keep the suit?”
“Sure …”
****
After seeing such physical and mental control over a person, I then wondered if I could
pull a Dr. Frankenstein. Well, pulling a Frankenstein in a metaphorical sense. I wanted to make
myself a woman. Sure, I knew that I could remake any woman to satisfy my growing sexual

needs, but completely building a woman from sheer imagination was what I wanted to do.
I ultimately decided, however, to create a woman based on a computer generated image of
a beautiful woman I found online, who would be called Mya Preston. With the image now full
screen and black leather desk chair now facing me, I began to take pictures.
The image of the slim woman on the screen was still not quite what I wanted, so I
embellished in my mind. My goal was to make her physically and mentally better them me in
every way, so that she would be a kind of ideal. Physically, the woman was to be highly athletic
and super flexible, with highly toned legs and rock hard stomach. The muscles were to be quite
blatant from head to toes, but would not detract from her beauty. Her smooth feet would be a
wondrous size ten, her skin a sandy sun kissed shade, breasts a full C-cup, lips a natural light
pink and full, eyes a painted blue, hair a dark brown, and her hight five feet and eight inches.
Her mind was to be quite spectacular. The IQ was to be genius level, while she knew
exactly what she was. That was to ensure that she could process all the information on physical
exertion and sex, both of which I assumed the Camera would make possible, because I certainly
didn’t know everything about sex and exercise! She was also to be highly narcissistic, which
would connect with her obsession of exercise, and being a nymphomaniac. Above all, she was to
love me as much as I already loved her.
Well, all right, the last part was on impulse. I had no idea if it was even possible to create
love like that, but the Camera changed me enough that I would need to completely remake a
woman to fully satisfy me, regardless.
I snapped picture after picture at the empty chair and stoic computer with so much want to
create my perfect woman. At first, nothing happened, but I kept going. Suddenly, my vision
began to blur, and I could almost feel history change. Yes, I’ve felt reality change before, but not
to that degree. I nearly fell over, hyperventilating. While the weight of the changes slowly
settled, so did my vision. I soon saw a naked woman sitting legs crossed on the chair: my perfect
woman.
I placed the Camera down next to me, and she stood up with a knowing smile. At the same
time, her history before we met became clear “as she told it to me, prior.” I couldn’t believe how
elaborate it was! She was born in 1988 to parents who died just after she entered college. Starting
after she was five, her parents pushed her into being physically active, which she did not take all
that seriously until she discovered swimming at fifteen. She excelled in the sport, mastering
every swimming style, and cross trained extensively to stay strong in the sport. Though not
considered the most serious competitor, she received a partial sports scholarship from her
college. Pushed on by her college friends and teammates, who saw her as talented as she was
beautiful, she soon found herself as a competitor in the 2008 Olympics in Beijing. She won
Golds in the four-hundred meter freestyle (Olympic Record) and two-hundred meter team
freestyle relay (World Record Split), while consistently forth in the other swimming
competitions she qualified.
Not long after she returned home, she officially retired from competitive swimming. Her
fans and teammates were disappointed in her, because she was seen as a major candidate for the
recent 2012 Olympics and other further championships. However, her friends and teammates
were not that surprised. They always knew she was never that competitive, anyway, while she
only swam for personal fulfillment and enjoyment. Indeed, she was virtually unknown until her
successful Olympic outing.
However, she did make an appearance in the 2009 swimsuit issue of a popular sport
magazine, which was doing a special section on decorated 2008 Olympians. That was where I

met her. My company was contracted to do the special photos for the issue, regardless of
timeline. We were mutually interested in each other, and I was overjoyed that she was a lesbian
and secret nymphomaniac, while sexually narcissistic. Only her friends knew her sexuality,
while she always said she was a lesbian to anyone who asked. Though, she specifically avoided
doing interviews during her Olympic Run.
She soon received her dual degree in 2010 in General Exercise Science and Anthropology
(Human Sexuality concentration). She had to take a brief sabbatical from college to compete in
the Olympics. With my recommendation, my company hired her as the “Fitness Manager,”
which was recreated for her to “aid in the physical heath of the full time employees and models.”
Her predecessor was just a consultant, but with Mya’s proposals for reforming the position, it
was turned into a full time office. At the same time, we grew very close, while she worked to
transform me into the sexual monster she was. Remarkably, everything I did with the Camera did
not change.
Mya sensually walked over, and tightly embraced me. There was only perfection in it. She
knew just how to touch me, and swirl her tongue in my mouth to make me moan. She pulled
back with a loving smile, while I was in utter shock and amazement toward what I had done.
“Surprised?” she asked with a subtle chuckle. “You made me! But I guess, this new reality
hasn’t fully processed in your mind yet. Well, let’s go do our swim!”
“What?” I suddenly noticed diamond encrusted gold rings on our ring fingers. I finally
processed that we were legally married the day before (the day some legislation was signed),
while the ceremony for our families was next week. There were several commentators “shocked”
by the marriage, but we and our friends just laughed. Seriously, no one ever asked either of us
about our sexuality in our interviews!
“Yeah, wifey! We jog in the morning, swim in the afternoon, ride bikes or do the gym after
dinner, and fuck like crazy before bed, and I somehow find time to do the job your company
hired me for! Well, I guess that’s what it all is now, right? From your perspective and technically
mine, I didn’t exist until a few moments ago,” she laughed heavily. “Come on! Your not gonna
believe how strong and sexy you are in this reality!”
The remarkable fullness of the rest of the day was both remarkable and familiar at the same
time. I was by far not as finely sculpted inside and out as Mya, but there was little doubt that she
worked to sculpt me in her goddess-like image. I was definitely tighter and more energetic in this
reality, while Mya’s stamina was almost inhuman. Strangely, I sensed that her stamina was more
than usual in this reality, but I was still processing it all.
We had our “usual” bike ride after a tasty, wholesome dinner, and found ourselves all over
each other in the shower. Whether it was the first or the trillionth time I felt her tight body, I
knew of nothing better in the world. After teasingly washing every inch of ourselves form head
to toes, we made out and ground our hot pussies together almost violently. We moaned and
grunted loudly, kissing and nibbling everything in mouth’s reach. Mya gave me an epic hickey
above my right boob! We soon screamed loudly in orgasm together.
I was blatantly out of breath from the more than active activities, while Mya was
completely unfazed. We soon dried ourselves off, and hopped onto our bed naked. We made out
like animals, while feeling our sculpted bodies with everything that could. There were no
civilized thoughts, nor were there ever. This was how we fucked: lesbian animals in perpetual
heat. In the end, that was the only reason why Mya sculpted my body. I could never even come
close to keeping up with her otherwise. Indeed, she always wiped me out with sex!

We were grinding our crotches so hard we could only cum loudly. We then scissored with
our silken feet shoved deep into our drooling mouths. No, we didn’t necessarily have a foot
fetish. However, we had a severe body fetish, which Mya instilled in me the first month we were
together. That soon led to another powerful orgasm, and then to another and another. After a
while, Mya was just fucking me so that she would cum. This happened a lot (almost every time,
originally), but I never minded.
While I was sweating like a pig, and Mya exploding with her twelfth orgasm without
breaking a sweat, I finally began to realize something was different for this reality. She soon
fucked me long enough for another five glorious orgasms, for a total of sixteen! She always had
numerous orgasms, but this was the most. She didn’t even look tired, and seemed ready for
more! I lay back physically and mentally drained.
“How … how are you doing this?” I barely asked Mya.
She smiled knowingly, and picked herself up, while still straddling me on her knees. “I’m
thanking you, lover.”
“What?” I whispered.
“I’m not exactly what either of us once thought. I have a real soul. In this reality, I am a
real person for all intents and purposes. When I was very young, I began to suspect how
different I really was. The older I got, the more I understood. You made me a genius! Not long
before me met, I began to understand the Camera without technically having seen it yet. In a
way, I am a physical manifestation of that Camera. That gives me the power to do whatever I
want, within reason. I could have won every swim competition for the next fifty years, smashing
all records, but I held back to not draw too much attention to myself. I even held back with you.
Now that I am at the point of my creation in the last reality, everything is clearer to me than I
ever thought possible.”
“I don’t understand, Mya …”
“Watch what I can do!” she cooed in yet another orgasm. She then began to feel herself,
while rubbing her crotch hard. Her knees never left my side. In rapid succession, she came over
and over, with each more powerful than the last. Her pussy juices dripped all over me.
“THIRTY!” she screamed deafeningly. After only a few moments to catch her breath (only barely
sweating), she leaned down and kissed me lovingly. “You made me to love you, and I do with
every ounce of my being!” The naked goddess climbed off of me, and left the room. She quickly
returned with the Camera in hand. Standing over me, she said lovingly, “I fucked you almost into
a coma tonight for a reason … Every time you use the Camera to alter reality, there are
consequences for the user. Sometimes imperceptible, sometimes devastating. The more you use
the Camera, the more extravagant the alterations, the more likely you will experience devastating
consequences. Your grandfather, Jack, experienced that through his sudden demise. So, I will be
that consequence for you. No, you will never loose me, but I love you too much to loose you to
the addiction of changing reality.”
Mya then began to take pictures of me, making me fall into the Camera’s power. I found
myself in a powerful arousal, and touched myself to enhance it.
“To change everything back to its original state would be too risky on both our parts, so,
my love, I shall sever your connection to this Camera. You will remember all you did, but you
will never have the urge to do more. You will never see the Camera again. Only I will know
where it is. It shall be safe, and it shall never be used again.”
After several more flashes, the Camera disappeared. Mya, the goddess I could not love
more, was making out with me. She whispered in my ear, “Now, we can be together without

consequence.”

Web Cam
Something strange happened. Though, I kept telling myself that it wasn’t my doing. I was
chatting online with an old friend from high school Jenny. We dated briefly before we realized
that we weren’t compatible on “that” level emotionally. Still, our friendship was well maintained
over the years thanks to social networking. What initiated the strangeness was totally innocent
while we were instant messaging each other.
So you said you were gonna move back in with your parents after college? I typed.
Yup. Like every other grad!
That sounds familiar … I moved in with my parents myself, which I mentioned to her a
while ago. How was the move?
About as smooth as it couldve been. You? she typed, omitting “unnecessary” characters.
A bit awkward but not that bad.
I know what you mean! For the first time since I moved back my parents are out having
some business dinner. Finally alone!
Yeah, me too! Mine went to see some chick flick that I know my dad didnt want to see. I
rested my hand on the keyboard, and realized that I hadn’t actually “seen” her in a while. I
wondered if she had a web cam.
You know I have a web came I never use. Do you have one? Ive never done a video chat
before.
My heart jumped! I shook my head thinking it was just a coincidence. Sure.
After a few clicks we were talking “virtually” face to face. Even the audio was working. I
always forgot how attractive she was: slim, brown hair, full breasts. I was lucky to even be her
friend. Leaning on the laptop, I stated, “You look good, Jenny.”
“Thanks. You’ve matured well yourself,” I heard her state clearly.
I was honestly aroused. I never told her how much of a dirty mind I had. It was usually
under control, but I think I lost my last girlfriend over it. I so wanted her to be as aroused as me.
She put on a kinky look, and said, “You know something I’ve never done before?”
“What, Jen?”
“I’ve never, you know, done it over the internet before.”
“You wanna cyber?” I asked breathlessly amazed. I no longer cared how strange this all
was!
“Fuck, yeah. Let’s do it!” she exclaimed.
‘Oh, fuckin’ be an exhibitionist!’ I thought, while we undressed ourselves. As I jerked off
to her touching her tight body, she suddenly cooed. “I think I’m a fuckin’ exhibitionist. I love
you watching me!”
There was little doubt anymore that I was somehow controlling her. Now matter how
impossible it seemed, I simply loved it!

“Never done this before … OOOHH! … Tell me what to fuckin’ do!”
“Concentrate on your legs and feet. They’re what we like the most. At the same time,
stimulate that G-spot, and make yourself squirt for me!”
And, she did so. Sexy feet at center stage, and almost violent masturbating. I then thought,
‘All that is your being is for this exhibition. You don’t wan’t your mind to return, because it feels
that damn good. Your mind will not return until you have your squirting orgasm.’
Her eyes then became filled with lust, while her actions grew more and more passionate.
The frame rate simply couldn’t keep up with the speed the fingered herself. She tried a few times
to suck her toes, but was only flexible enough to lick the big one. The attempt alone made her
look so sexy! Her eyes then rolled back into her head. I knew she was close. With a massive
scream, she let out a massive load, with much of it smothering the camera. I squirt quite a bit
myself!
She wiped off her camera, and stated out of breath, “That was the best sex I ever had!”
“You will now put your clothes back on, and forget all that happened after we set up the
webcams. However, while not beyond your control, you will now forever be a squirting
exhibitionist.”
She nodded, and clothed herself. “Wow. Where does the time go!”
“I guess I lost track of time myself, Jen.”
“Yeah, I better get going. I’m meeting up with some friends later.”
“See ya!”
****
For the next week, I couldn’t stop thinking about what happened with Jenny. It made me
incredibly horny, while I yearned to try it again. I knew the horniness destroyed any control over
myself, while I wondered what control I really had before. Eventually, I stumbled upon a
webcam porn site. I don’t know why I never thought of joining one before! I spent so much
money on online porn already.
Through the seemingly endless list of performers, I found one that fit my tastes very well.
Her stage name was Sexy Maxie. Assuming I could change the woman to whatever I desired, I
only cared about appearance. She was of average hight, slim and full chested, subtly tanned skin,
dark brown hair, and blue eyes.
Ready for private, Sexy? I typed.
“I’m waiting!” She said through her computer’s microphone.
After the appropriate clicks, she was mine.
“So, what do you want me to do?” I heard her ask.
Strip completely naked, and then …
She slowly, sexily stripped her self.
I then thought, ‘You, Sexy Maxie, shall only tell me truth.’ After I typed, Are you lesbian
or bi?
“Straight as an arrow, baby! You got a web cam? I wanna see your cock!”
In a bit … You are bisexual. You just never admitted it to yourself, I typed
She looked confused for a moment, and said, “Maybe, you’re right …”
You are also highly narcissistic. You are your own type of woman. Show me how much you
love yourself!
With her hands and mind, she sensually felt herself. She sucked each finger in turn, with

drool dripping from her mouth. Eventually, she fingered herself wildly, while continuing to
touch herself.
‘You squirt massively. For you, no pleasure is complete unless you squirt,’ I thought.
Her fingering grew more wild, while she attacked her G-spot. She eventually squirt and
screamed wildly. “Wow … I never came like that before. I really do love myself!”
Are you flexible? I typed impulsively.
“… Not so much,” she frowned.
I wasn’t sure if the next command would work. Oh, but you are. You are perhaps more
flexible than a master contortionist. You crave that kind of physical exertion, while it turns you
on when you do it.
She looked amazed, yet fascinated at the same time. She then stood up, and easily slid
down into a perfect split. She looked amazed an aroused, while stretching down one leg, and
then to the other.
Eat out your own pussy.
She looked up at the camera, and smiled erotically. She sat up, and looked down at herself
to figure out how to do it. Then, she effortlessly placed each leg behind her shoulders, and arched
her back to the extreme. Soon, she was making out with herself lustfully. There was so much
drool and pussy juice that there was no way to tell where either began or ended. After a few
minutes of near orgasmic moaning, she began to wildly finger herself at the same time.
Eventually, she squirt massively down her own throat. She then lay back, amazed with herself.
Drool and squirt escaped her mouth, while she lightly touched herself. “What’s happening to
me?” she barely said.
You’re improving, and love it, I typed.
“I do FUCKING love it!”
Good. Now let me tell you about your feet.
“My feet?”
Yes. While you of course love women’s feet, you love how yours feel more than anything
else. Their endless curves are sometimes all you think about. You want to take good care of them
to keep their beauty mind numbing. So you only wear comfortable shoes, when you know you’ll
be walking around. You love things like hose and latex because of both the tease and erotic
comfort. Your love of your own feet threaten to consume your mind, and yet you want them to.
The only way you can squirt now is with your toes down your throat.
Her eyes lustfully traveled down to her luckily quite attractive size tens. Drool dripped
uncontrollably from her open mouth. She suddenly grabbed each leg, and draped them over her
shoulders. Her feet were positioned perfectly so she could lick and suck each in turn. Drool soon
dripped down her feet in massive blobs, while she fingered her dripping snatch. Her orgasm was
powerful and wet. She went on a much needed break soon after.
Right before her break, I sent her my email, which was allowed on the site, with the
unstated instructions to send her usual picture through the company’s email and then to use her
personal email to set up something for free. OK, that was perhaps selfish of me to want to have
free cybersex, but her bosses might have been suspicious about the elaborate show she just gave!
Anyway, I received her emails minutes later with all the appropriate data, including her Instant
Messaging account. I replied to her personal email with a time I wanted to set up a “personal”
session with her (one that didn’t overlap with her regular shows).
They next day we were to be face to face, well, cam to cam on our personal accounts. She
told me her real name was Maxine. We had great cybersex, with her doing most of the work, but

I decided to do something more.
“This is so much fun!” she exclaimed, with drool and pussy juice dripping down her face.
“You want to know what would make this even better?”
“What?” Her eyes went wide.
“Another woman.”
“Sure! I got a friend that I’ve worked with before. She would be great. Not really my type,
though.”
“She’s as much your type as you are yours.”
She slowly licked her lips, and said, “Yeah, your right! I can’t fucking wait!”
“She may not fully understand our arrangement at first. Here’s the plan: You have a shift
with her on your site, and I come in and make her understand. I’ll be in and out, so you might not
even notice I was there. Sounds good, right?”
“Yeah!”
We set up a time for our next session, and logged off.
****
A few days later, she and her friend Jackie Glory, whose real name I later learned was
Bobbi, were doing a show together. They were in private for much of the time, but I eventually
caught them between private shows. She looked quite a bit different from Sexy Maxie: slim with
small yet perky breasts, raven hair, green eyes, porcelain skin. I silently embedded the
commands into Jackie’s mind. She was to join Sexy no questions asked in our personal sessions,
and enjoy it, while I also ensured that her mind was equal in terms of eroticism.
Not long after, I linked up with them on the private accounts. They were already naked,
and rubbing their feet, moaning.
“Hello you two!” I said excitedly.
“Hey!” they said in unison.
“You feel no love for each other,” I stated. “You feel a deep lust for each other. You are in
lust with each other. You can feel your powerful lust building deep inside your souls. You
desperately want to confirm this. And when you cum to each other for the first time, you both
will become lustful soul mates!”
They looked at each other with almost confused looks on their faces, before lunging at
each other. Their kiss was deep and wet. They briefly pulled back to look at each other. Their
look was beyond lust, while they uncontrollably drooled at the sight of their bodies. They slowly
worked down their quivering bodies, ensuring to cover every part with thick blobs of spit. Soon,
they were munching on their wet snatches with loud moans of ecstasy. But, the moment was
brief, for they were not done celebrating their bodies. They repositioned themselves to worship
up their hips, thighs, calves, and eventually their succulent feet. They lustfully worshiped their
feet with their spit and faces, while uncontrollably fingering their dripping pussies. Their orgasm
was powerful. The lust-filled soul mates embraced breathlessly.
Now that their souls were mated, they had control over their intense lust for each other.
They lightly kissed and squirmed around their sweaty bodies. “I lust for you,” Sexy stated with
passion. “And, I lust for you,” Jackie stated with equal passion.
****

The two lusters permanently had shows together after that, while quickly becoming the top
rated show on their site. Maxie and Jackie were simply amazing now that I fully remade them.
At least once a day we’d have amazing cam to cam sessions on our own instant messengers for
free (not counting regular access fees), while I at least took an hour of their time on the pay site,
when I could catch them. Now that they were totally uninhibited exhibitionists, they were
making far more money for themselves and their company. But, I wanted to do more with
Maxie.
We linked up at the usual time on our private computers. I ensured that Jackie wasn’t there
this time. What I was to do would be a surprise for Jackie “So, what do you want to do today,
baby?” she asked sexily. Their was subtle disappointment in her tone from Jackie not being
there. She was wearing a tight red dress, opaque stockings, and nothing else.
“Something very different.”
“OOOO! What?”
“There is one fetish of mine I never told you about, Sexy.”
“I’m listening,” she said sexily, with excitement.
“I have a fetish for sexy Succubi.” This was true, while I was not sure if I could do what I
was thinking.
“OOOO! We better buy some horns and tails for you!”
“I don’t think that’ll be necessary. Succubi should blend in better than that! You see, mind
over matter, baby. Not only do you want to feed my love of Succubi, you want to be a
Succubus.”
She looked down, shaking her head confused, and said, “I do … I want to be a Succubus
…”
“Good. Now that you want to be a Succubus, you will become a Succubus … Here are
some specifics, in no particular order. You will essentially look exactly as you do now, while
your natural aging is slowed essentially to a halt. What enables your longevity and what keeps
you alive is your hunger for Sexual Energy, while your Life Force is fused Sexual Energy. You
have no separate Sexual Energy. You can feed by inhaling it through the mouth, and absorbing it
through your skin. Control over feeding is improved over time,” I stated on automatic. This was
mostly how I always imagined true Succubi.
I continued, “Along with longevity, consumed Sexual Energy can be applied in other
ways, including increasing physical strength, controlling of physical age, bringing others back to
life, and other applications may also be developed with practice. You have a natural empathy,
which can be used, among other things, to determine how much Energy someone has to give and
exactly what they want. With practice, you will morph that empathy into full scale telepathy.
You excrete pheromones at will to more easily attract and control others, and will naturally
excrete them if you wait too long to feed. You will learn more precise control over these
pheromones over time. You have no need to completely drain a Human, as that would usually be
pointless. You don’t kill an apple tree to feed on its apples! Finally, you have the power to
transform other women into Succubi, the process of which shall come naturally to you. Do you
understand?” It all remarkably flowed out of me, while much of it was far more elaborate than
my old Succubus fantasies.
“… Yes … it’s a lot, but yes. I shall be glorious!”
“You are already changing. You will likely sleep the day away. Your birth cry shall be
tomorrow night. I’m sure the lust of your life won’t mind being fed upon.”
“I can’t wait …” she said drowsily.

****
Her mouth was glued to her Lust, sucking out the woman’s Sexual Energy, while she
hungrily plowed the woman with the dildo. “Yes, feed on your Lust’s Sexual Energy! You’re a
Succubus! Give into your need for what flows within her!” I screamed through the microphone.
Eyes rolling back into her head, the Succubus absorbed a massive blast of Energy from the
powerful orgasm. She drank and absorbed it all lovingly. The Succubus lay back gorged, while
the other woman lay back unconscious.
“I … I almost took too much from her … She’s very weak …” she said out of breath, yet
more alive than she ever was.
“You have done well, Sexy Maxie. You remembered the apple tree.”
“Yes,” she smiled happily, relievedly.
“Now, it’s my turn …”
****
We set up a half decent hotel room for us to meet. I more than suggested she bring along
Jackie, but she suggested she wanted to be alone with me. Indeed, I wasn’t sure what control, if
any, I had over her now.
On the drive over, I thought about Jenny, who I forgot all about in my crazed
experimentations. I unexplainably gave into my power without a second thought after it all
started with my session with her. It wasn’t just the lust filled sessions I should be having with
her, but how she was now. I messed with her head significantly, albeit not as extravagantly as
Maxie. In the strangest of ways, Jenny represented what little normality was left in me. Whatever
was to happen with Maxie, I knew I needed to talk to her again …
I ran up to the room to find the naked Succubus seductively laying in bed alone. She patted
the bed next to her in invitation. I quickly stripped naked, and answered the invite.
“Where … Where’s Jackie?” I barely asked. Her sweet scent was beyond mind numbing.
She smiled suggestively. “I thought it best it be just the two of us,” she said in deep
seductive tones.
I leaned over for a deep kiss, but she held me back.
“… There’s something you should know: a Succubus is a Succubus. I am not the first or
the last. The reason why you somehow knew everything, when you worked to artificially
transform me, is because your power stems from the Cosmic Gods of Passion. I may not be
connected with them, but I can certainly sense them. It allows me to understand all that has
happened. Perhaps that ‘sense’ is a rare extra power you unintentionally gave me.”
“I don’t understand …”
She lightly stroked her hand through my hair. “Of course you don’t. Your conscious mind
isn’t ready to accept your full potential as a Witch. Ulia’athos is the powerful Lesser God of
Technology, and through that God, that entity, I can sense the power you can wield. Indeed, you
unknowingly invoked a whole other God to transform me. The one of Curiosity, oddly.” She
breathed deeply, and continued hungrily, “While alone, I can sense the Sexual Energy you can
give.”
None of this made sense to me. But then again, I never understood what I was doing
consciously. I again wondered what kind of control I could still have over the Succubus next to

me.
“None at all!” she exclaimed. “The birthright of all Succubi is freedom!” She then lunged
at me, and kissed me deeply, pleasurably drinking large swaths of my Sexual Energy …

The Church
The Haunted Detective
… I looked over the balcony into the deep open space. There was something so utterly
haunting yet mesmerizing about it. I then thought I saw a sudden flash, but assumed it was just a
trick of the light or some helicopter reflecting sunlight flying above. I soon realized how strange
I felt. The haunted feeling was replaced by mesmerizing arousal. The air seemed too thin to
breath. A horrible weakness washed over me. While my eyes uncontrollably fell closed, I felt
like I was falling into oblivion …
I suddenly awoke with a cold sweat in my bed. I only could remember fragments of the
otherwise vivid dream, but the associated emotions of mesmerization and arousal fully remained.
I shrugged it off, and looked over to my digital clock: 6:30am. I didn’t have to be at the police
station for a couple of hours, because I currently had no open cases. Still, as a grizzled detective,
I thought I should make an example of a sterling work ethic, and punch in early.
An hour later, I was sipping coffee in my office, while glazing over some old unsolved
case files. My mind started to wonder back …
“So, how are you feeling today, Detective Sundry?” The pleasant, attractive clinical
psychologist asked. I met her before. She often worked with police officers for both therapy and
consulting.
“All right, I suppose,” I answered. There was a feeling of confusion and even loss. “I feel
like I’ve lost something. Not quite sure how to describe it … How long have I been here?”
“Four months tomorrow. Now, could you elaborate on that feeling?”
‘Four months?’ I thought to myself. I almost couldn’t believe I was in a sanitarium for four
months! “I’m having trouble remembering why I’m here. It’s like a part of my life has become a
giant blur. I seem to remember some missing persons case; I remember something about getting
soaked in a river, I think; and I even just barely remember coming here.” I felt comfortable with
her, and I was sure we talked in some capacity since I arrived.
“Yes, one of the reasons you are here has to do with memory issues,” she said calmly.
“However, that issue has evolved. This is the most lucid you have been since you first came here.
It is not surprising that you feel a degree of confusion. Now that you are capable of these normal
sessions, we will work to recover what we can, before we get to the real reason you are here.”
“Why am I here?” I asked, feeling a great discomfort.
“One step at a time, Detective Sundry,” she stated with a hint of worry, while brushing her
silken black hair from her face. “I know your instincts as a detective are pushing you to the core
of the matter, but we must be careful. You do not want a relapse.”
She was being very direct with me, and knew that directness was something I respected. I

nodded in agreement …
Suddenly, I heard a knock on my office door, breaking my thoughts of that life saving
psychiatrist Dr. Julia Barrows. My bald station commander walked inside with his own case file.
“Hey, chief. You have something for me?” I asked.
“I do, if you feel up to it, Detective Sundry,” he said with concern in his tone.
I actually did not have a case in several months due to my nervous breakdown. It involved
the case of the missing Carla Mercedes, and her subsequent reappearance ten years later. I was
only put on the case after she reappeared. Even now, I don’t remember everything that caused
the breakdown. All I do remember was that the case had numerous oddities, and was all cleared
up, while I spent months under intensive psychological care after the breakdown. I only returned
to active duty a week ago. I then finally answered, “Well, what do ya have, sir?”
He sat on the chair opposite my desk, and handed over the file. “Supposedly simple case of
fraud, but we just can’t get enough evidence.”
I glanced over the file. “The St. Zalotos Orthodox Church over in Providence, Rhode
Island?” It was only half an hour from where I was in Brenton.
“Yes, detective, the Orthodox Metropolitan Council has been tasked to ascertain certain
irregularities with both worship and monies in the apparently progressive St. Zalotos. After their
own internal investigation did not come up with anything conclusive, they asked the city’s police
for some ‘quiet’ aid. No one wanted to touch it, due to the potential controversies this kind of
investigation could cause. So, it eventually found its way to my desk, and if you’re up for it, I
think this fits your talents best.”
“It does interest me, but how quiet are we talking here?” I asked. “Do you want me to go
undercover?”
He nodded, “I think that is best, detective …” He then continued with genuine concern, “I
want you to be absolutely sure, Robert, that you are ready for this. You’re one of the best
detectives we’ve got, and I don’t want you on that bridge again.”
“Don’t worry about me, chief,” I said with confidence. “I’m ready.”
Undercover
I did not go undercover much in my career, but I had a set method. So, I decided to draft
four others. The first being young officer Diane Brown, who worked undercover with me once
before. The other three I hand picked from the recent graduating class at the local police
academy: officers Doug Smith, Roberta Bradley and Lisa Crowley.
Per my usual procedure, we were working almost independently. Communications and
strategizing would come through generic email accounts, which we created for this purpose. At
least for the first few days, I was to go to the church directly, while the others will do research
from without.
Walking up the church building, I had the sense that it was not a typical design for its
religious discipline. However, I’d be lying if I said I knew all the quirks about church
architectural design! While not necessarily spooky, the structure had an otherworldly feel to it.
The imposing, Romanesque structure was almost out of place with the surrounding buildings,
while it was likely older than all of them. It had four distinct spires: three in the back, and one
front and center. The three in the back were square with pointed but shallow roofs, and had
subtle variations, which were difficult to ascertain from the ground. The one in the front was
considerably taller, rounded, and had a steeply sloping roof.
The ground just outside the front entrance was covered with polished slate slabs, and had

multiple benches. There was also a ten foot high monument with many names and organizations
written on it. The names appeared to be of those who donated large sums of money to the church.
Suddenly, a striking woman caught my eye. She glanced at me with her dark red hair and
come hither eyes. Her red outfit, though conservative, businesslike, showed off all her luscious
curves. I followed her inside. Instead of the woman, I was immediately greeted by large, bright
red tapestries lining the side walls. The entryway and primary worshiping hall was divided by
large stone columns before me.
“Hello, I’m Allie. Always like to see a new face,” she smiled pleasantly behind me, while
extending her hand.
I immediately turned around to the alluring woman. She came almost out of nowhere! “Oh,
hi, I’m Robert. Just interested in this church.” I shook her silken hand.
“It is an interesting place,” she smirked almost slyly. “You must excuse me, Robert. I have
a meeting with the event planning committee here in a few minutes, and they’re not ones for
tardiness!”
“Err, OK …” I said breathlessly, before she disappeared into the dimly lit building.
I then noticed pictures on the stone wall before me. The one right in front of me was a
group picture set just outside dated 1878. All those in the picture were identified on the brass
plaque to the left, including the young, long bearded Bishop Jason Hawthorn, who was very
prominent front and center.
“My grandfather,” a wizened, commanding voice said to me from behind.
I quickly spun around to see a darkly robed priest, who looked almost identical to the
Bishop in the picture. The man before me did look a bit older, though. “I’m sorry?”
“Everyone asks if they see the picture before they see me!” he laughed heartily. “Well, I
suppose you’re interested in my church, sir. I’m Jason Hawthorn the Third, the Bishop here.” He
extended his hand.
We shook firmly. “I’m Robert.”
“Is there anything in particular you’re interested in learning? No one knows the history of
this place better than me, Robert!” He was oddly likable, in spite of his almost comical
pompousness.
“Well, sir, the architecture doesn’t seem normal for an Orthodox Church …” I stated
innocently.
“Oh, yes, everyone asks about that, too!” he said with a big smile. “This was originally a
Congregational Church back in 1658. The building was much smaller then, less imposing. It
functioned under that discipline until 1780. The Minster then by the name of John Coopersmith
was a Loyalist in a highly Pro-Revolution neighborhood and city. He held on adamantly, before
he was forced out by his flock in 1778. They were unfortunately unable to find a permanent
replacement, partly due to the turmoil of the Revolutionary War. So, they officially disbanded in
1780.
“The property was not used again until 1855. The influx of Irish Catholic immigrants
called for a new Catholic Church, and enough of them came together to sanctify the property as
such. The building you stand in now was essentially built around the original, which now
functions as a function room in the back of this building.
“That incarnation of worship lasted until 1870, when they decided to build the larger and
still in operation St. Joseph’s on the other side of the city. There was a small but growing
Orthodox Community at the time, and we were preparing to settle on a permanent building.”
“Your grandfather?”

“Yes, of course. Strong leadership runs in the family. Anyway, after sanctifying the
property in 1878, we’ve worked hard to preserve the structure, and the only alterations we’ve
made are climate control and electricity!”
“That’s quite a remarkable history …”
He suddenly glanced at his watch, before I could ask him about present operations. He then
stated apologetically, “We must continue this conversation another time, Robert.” He friendlily
patted his hand on my shoulder. “I said I would peak my head into an event planing meeting
earlier. They’re probably wondering where I am!”
“That’s quite all right, sir.”
“You are free to stay as long as you like, Robert!” He again patted my shoulder, and
walked into the quiet building …
I hung around the general area for the rest of the day. I didn’t even bother trying to go
through any possibly locked doors in the church, because I didn’t want to look suspicious. I was
lucky enough to meet the Bishop, which was a good start …
The Dreams
Though not necessarily surprising or indeed mandated, I received only one report that
night. Roberta and Lisa opportunistically hopped into a volunteer painting project in the church
that day. I was surprised I didn’t see them, but I wasn’t at the building the whole time, while it’s
likely they used another door of the aged structure.
It took me several hours to find sleep that night at the motel. When I found it, the dreams
were deep, vivid, and beyond my control …
Doug Smith just ended an uneasy call on his cellphone, while sitting on a bench outside the
church. Unbeknownst to anyone, he had a serious drug problem. It started one month after he
graduated from the police academy, when he was assigned to a special investigative unit focused
on illegal drug trafficking. He had a masters degree in chemistry, and had a special talent for
identifying chemicals, including narcotics.
He now knew that he had an addictive personality, and that his recent problem was a long
time coming. Indeed, he had lost girlfriends over his love of sex. Alone in an evidence room one
night, he removed a large brick of cocaine, and accidentally dropped it. The tight plastic
wrapping split open, and a large amount of the drug flew into his lungs and brain. The feeling
was better than sex for him! He knew it was wrong, but found himself unable to live without the
drug.
Soon after, he learned how to make it himself. His recent call was from his source of coca
leaves. The shipment was delayed due to poor weather, and he finished his last batch a few days
before. He didn’t know what he was going to do, having barely gained enough control over
himself to only have weekly doses.
“Everything all right, sir?” a strong female voice stated behind him, while placing her hand
on his shoulder.
He turned around to see it was one of the priests. He recognized her from files he
examined. Danielle’s outfit seemed incredibly out of character. Though, he was learning about
Orthodoxy as he went. She was wearing a deep red, wraparound dress, which clung to her full
body as much as it enlivened her vibrant red hair. He sighed, and answered, “I’m a hypocrite …”
He didn’t know why he opened up just then, but she was the kind of women that broke down all
barriers just by being in the same room.

She sat next to him, placing her hand on his shoulder, and asked, “Why?”
“I’m on cocaine. I make it myself, while I sell just enough of it to pay for making more.”
There was an oddly knowing look in her eyes, and she stated, “Yes, it’s illegal, and you
obviously need help, but why does that make you a hypocrite.”
“I’m a cop,” he said, blowing his cover. He needed someone to talk to, and he knew that
lying would not help him here.
“Really?”
“Yeah, investigating you guys for fraud, but I haven’t seen anything much worse than your
dress tonight,” he said, barely not revealing the rest of the team.
She kissed him lovingly on the lips, and offered, “I can help you, if you’ll let me.”
“How? Coke is the thing I love the most, no matter how wrong I know that is!”
She then kissed him with even greater passion, tongue swirling in his mouth.
She pulled back, and he stated, “Oh, my God …” The kiss was unlike any other he ever
had.
She took his hand, and guided him into the church. He soon found himself at the end of a
large stone hallway. Danielle moved a large red tapestry aside, revealing more ancient stone.
“Once we go through, there’s no turning back.”
“Where are we going?”
She smiled knowingly, and said, “Your destined salvation, Doug.” She then brushed her
hand through the stone wall, which quickly faded. Before them was a torchlit spiral staircase
flowing downward. Bewildered, he walked down with her, oblivious to the fact she knew his
name without him telling her.
They were soon walking down an ancient hall, before stopping at an archaic tapestry of
men and women drinking various substances in a wild orgy. Daniele moved the tapestry to the
side, revealing a near pitch black room. She explained, “This is where we worship the Great
Gray L’sothot of Potions. I personally make the High Priest’s longevity potion. Jason Hawthorn
is one of the oldest Witches now, because of me.”
“Great L’sothot?” Doug asked bewildered, while oddly caring less about the apparent
secret of longevity.
“A Great Erotic Witch God, whose disciples worship through the use of potions, drugs. I
am a Priestess of Potions!” she said excitedly, unsurprised by what he wondered about most.
Daniele was clearly very amused by his bewilderment, and led him on to the end of the
hall. She opened the door to a well lit room (florescent lighting, ironically), which held a vast
array of modern equipment geared toward the creating of various chemicals. It was not unlike his
own secret lab in his basement’s secret room.
She picked up a goblet filled with a steaming grayish liquid, and stated, “I know
everything about you, Doug. Your love of sex. Your addiction created by that accident in that
evidence room. I know how broken you really are. Yet, you now have it within your power to
choose … a new path. A path well prepared for you.” She handed him the warm goblet.
“What is this?” he asked, while he grasped the warm goblet.
“Your salvation. It will transform you into a Witch far faster than simply wielding Erotic
Cosmic Energies. You, if you so choose, shall be free of all vices save for one.”
“Yes?”
“Passion. Pure, unadulterated, sexual passion,” she said sultrily. “There is nothing better!”
Doug breathed in the potion’s fumes deeply. It aroused him beyond anything he ever
knew. The only thing keeping him from humping Danielle’s brains out was that fact that

drinking the potion could bring him to something even greater. His addictive nature could not
resist. He then gulped it down, savoring every sweet drop.
Danielle then grabbed Doug before he fell over from the implausibly powerful horniness,
and lay him on the bed conveniently on the other side of the lab. “You’re transforming!”
Danielle proclaimed madly. “Let me help you along.”
Before he knew it, all their clothes were nowhere to be seen, and Danielle was humping
him wildly on top. The passion beyond passion he felt was almost not even sex anymore. It was
something more. His mind was soon completely filled with lust and passion, not just toward the
frenzied woman on top of him, but for any woman. Once he enacted the cliche of thinking of
manly sports, but nothing could now stand between him and the cosmic passions.
Then at the moment of orgasm, time seemed to stop, while blackness surrounded. There
was a dark figure before him. While the image was next to impossible to make out, he somehow
knew that it could represent everything he ever found erotic and more. “Welcome to my flock,
Doug Smith,” an infinitely erotic, yet inhuman voice whispered.
The image of the Great L’sothot moved closer and closer through layers of darkness. He
had no idea how he knew what it was, but that didn’t matter. It then smashed into him, causing
his body to violently spasm in an epic orgasm only an Erotic Witch can know. Through the
divine passion, he could sense his very DNA being rewritten. He was becoming like Danielle: an
Erotic Witch of Passion …
Diane Brown was finishing up a cigarette across the street from the church, where she
thought she saw Doug an hour ago, but he was long gone. It was her first cigarette in months,
which meant that she just failed to quit for the third time. She didn’t really know why she was
still brooding out there, but she just wasn’t tired enough to head back to her motel.
She suddenly heard the door to the bar behind her close. Virginia Connors was walking
out. Her report’s picture did not do her justice! She was wearing a tasteful blue dress, which
accentuated her curves. Diane was most pleased with the visual.
“I didn’t know you priests could wear something so normal!” Diane exclaimed, partly as a
joke.
She smirked with an odd slyness, and replied, “You know we’re a bit progressive! …
Failed to quit smoking again? Finally quit for good myself not too long ago, Diane.”
“How did you know?” she asked without surprise toward the observation, but with surprise
toward how the priest knew her name.
“Had that look myself whenever I failed. That was until I realized that smoking kinda went
against the fight against fire and brimstone thing!”
Diane was finding herself very much drawn to the eccentric priest. She wanted to fuck her
brains out until she begged her to stop! And, since Diane was a woman accustomed to receiving
whatever she wanted … “So, where you off to, Virginia?” Virginia gave her a look that somehow
saw right though her. It was as if her mind had invaded Diane’s, while they both loved the
sensuality of it.
“I’m heading back to my place,” she said with a powerful sultriness, which would make a
eunuch hot and bothered.
She then grabbed Diane’s arm sternly, and in a bizarre blur, she soon found herself in the
priest’s bright apartment. Virginia was making them drinks in the other room. It was a yellow
themed apartment, with just about everything from the walls to the rug yellow or orange. It was
odd, and didn’t seem quite fitting of the woman she was with that night.

“Here we are!” Virginia exclaimed, while walking into the room with two large goblets.
“Did you get those two silver monstrosities from the church?”
“Yeah, actually!” she replied as if everyone knew.
She took a goblet, and looked inside. It was not wine. A warm grayish liquid happily
swirled within it. “What is this?”
“A little concoction a friend of mine likes to make. It’s quite enlightening, Diane. Drink
it,” she stated with an odd sternness.
The sternness of the voice reminded her of much of the trainers at the police academy.
Still, she wasn’t bothered, while she saw no reason not to accept the apparent hospitality. She
then drank the sweet liquid down quickly, while savoring. If there was any alcohol, it was well
hidden within the sweet nectar.
Suddenly, Diane knew something was wrong. Or perhaps, something was more right than
she knew possible! Her body was becoming alive with passion. Drool escaped her mouth in the
sudden onslaught. At the same time, Virginia happily walked into her bedroom.
Diane gained just enough composure to follow the erotic woman after several minutes, if
only out of the need to fuck her host’s brains out! Through the blinding horniness, Diane was in
total shock to the room’s nature. It was dark with black and red flooring and walls. The ceiling
had hanging leather straps for purposes beyond her imagination. A series of whips and chains lay
organized on a table on the left side of the room. The otherwise normal bed on the other side had
been altered to accommodate leather straps, hand cuffs, and ropes.
“Oh, you don’t like it, my Zealot?” Virginia hissed, while walking out of the connected
bathroom. Whip and collar in her black latex encased hands, the woman was now dressed like
some extreme dominatrix: ass high latex boots with very high heals, red leather corset, and the
forearm high latex gloves. Her hair now flew back wildly.
Diane stumbled over to the bed in her mind numbing horniness. “What … What’s
happening …?”
“‘MISTRESS’!” she forcibly corrected. “I am your mistress, now, my Zealot. Now, lay
down on that FUCKING bed on your stomach!”
“What … no …” she barely uttered, while uncontrollably touching herself. She naturally
fell into the bed on her back.
Virginia shook her head angrily, and stated, “‘NO MISTRESS’ … You new Zealots never
have discipline!” She then strutted over, and forcibly flipped the mind numbed woman onto her
back. Sitting on top of Diane, Virginia grabbed a rope from the head of the bead, before grabbing
the defenseless woman’s wrists, and tightly tying them behind the whimpering Diane’s back.
Virginia then turned herself around, and tightly tied the woman’s bare ankles to the cold metal
bed post. She again turned around, and sternly whispered in Diane’s ear. “You were always the
alpha, wanting to dominate others in all things, including in fucking. I shall give that to you with
divinity on your side. But, you must first learn your place as subservient to the Great Witch God
Shurath’cas of Domination and I, a Priestess of Domination!”
After applying the black leather collar almost so tight on Diane’s neck it hurt, Virginia
violently tore off all of Diane’s clothes. Diane lay tightly bound for a few moments in utter
arousal, after Virginia unmounted her.
Suddenly, giant vibrators were being forced into Diane’s ass and crotch. While they were
so large it was painful, her arousal somehow made it pleasurable. Thrust after endless thrust they
went. Her mind melted away, and soon a massive orgasm flew through her.
In the infinite darkness that followed, a domineering figure stood before her. She could not

fully make out the image, but she knew what it was. Before her stood the image of her new God
the Great Shurath’cas. While it moved closer, it whispered in a forcible, inhumanly erotic tone,
“Welcome, Zealot. Have faith in Virginia, for she shall do well in teaching you your place
amongst your new kind, Witch!”
The dark image then collided with her, causing her very soul explode in orgasm. Diane
then screamed, “YES, MISTRESS!”
Roberta Bradley and Lisa Crowley were helping to paint one of the old rooms in the
church, when one of the other volunteers accidentally nocked over a paint bucket above them.
Blue latex paint splattered all over their toned bodies.
They were ushered into a communal shower not far from the room. At first, they thought
they would take turns for privacy, but quickly decided it would be faster to shower together. It
wasn’t the first time either showered with other women; however, they never showered together
before.
The blonde Roberta was clearly the more athletic of the two, with thighs that could crack
walnuts. In spite of her musclebound curves, however, Roberta was still incredibly attractive.
The brunette Lisa, though not a lesbian, could not help but notice.
“Wow, you’ve got quite the body, Roberta!” Lisa complimented, especially envious of her
happy D-cups. Lisa’s were a full B-cup.
“Thanks! You take good care of yourself, too, Lisa.”
Suddenly, the hot water felt thick, while looking quite gray. At the same time, a small
amount of the sweetened liquid fell down their throats. The aberrant liquid dissipated quickly,
and instead of being concerned, they found themselves incredibly horny.
“Can I …” Lisa began to ask breathlessly. “Can I wash your boobs?”
“Sure,” she answered, confusingly wanting her to do so even more.
Lisa quickly lathered up her hand, and began to grope the boobs now making her pussy
twitch. Roberta leaned her back against the wall, and absorbed the attention. “Oh, God … I love
your boobs!”
“Thanks … OHHH!” Roberta automatically began to rub her wet snatch.
“Gods, I feel like a horny teenage boy!” she cooed. Lisa was so damned horny. She would
have been rubbing her snatch, too, but her hands had been occupied.
“Nothin’ wrong with that, baby!” She leaned in, and began to make out with Lisa. They
then pressed their thighs against their burning pussies, and humped each other passionately.
“I love how your firm thigh feels on my ….OOOOAAAH … MY pussy, Roberta,” she
cooed.
“I ERRROO love your body, Lisa!” she cooed back.
“I LOVE YOU, ROBERTA!” she screamed in orgasm. At the same time, Lisa came, “I
LOVE YOU, LISA!”
Hot water running down their healthy bodies, they tightly embraced. It was unexplainable
to them, but they really were in love with each other. At the same time, they felt different in
other ways, too. They sensed something greater than them. They could feel it move closer and
closer to them, and when it moved through them, they screamed in a deafening orgasm. The
orgasm was of pure love.
“Lovers,” the priest Craig Jackson called outside the shower, “you need to come with me.”
In a haze of love, Lisa and Roberta soon found themselves in the apparent office of the
priest.

“As you probably already figured out, you two are now Lovers of the Great Similinis. It
was not intentional for you two to become lovers yourselves, but I see that you have. It is
glorious!”
They were lightly kissing, while lovingly caressing their still naked bodies. The whole of
their sexuality was only toward each other. They only barely acknowledged the Priest of Love.
“How deep do want your love for each other to go?” he asked lovingly.
“Deeper than anything,” Roberta cooed.
“As deep as our very souls!” Lisa cried, before passionately locking lips.
“As Witches, you clearly sense the power you can now wield. What you two seek is Soul
Fusion.”
Roberta then straddled her lover on the chair, while they began to make love. Their hearts
raced at the joy of each other’s touch.
He knew they were not completely ignoring him, so he continued happily, “The soul is
partly independent of other Energies. It is essentially the core of who we are, while the body is
but its vessel. It bridges the material and ethereal, while often described as split in two parts to be
less confusing. The reality is that it is in both places at once. That makes the soul quite dynamic,
especially in the context of love.”
The lovers cooed happily, while they passionately rubbed their moist pussies and made
out.
“Soul Fusion is eternal. Your souls will literally be made one, while you can never be apart
for two long. The depth of your intimacy can go no deeper. Is that what you two want?”
“OH FUCK YES! MAKE US ONE FOREVER!” they screamed in orgasm in not so perfect
unison.
The priest then guided the women, who could not keep their hands off of each other, to the
bedroom behind the office. He then went to the dresser in the room, and removed a pair of black
silk pantyhose. “The medium must be organic, natural. Now, you must separate each other. I
know it is difficult, but it may be the last time you will ever be truly apart.”
They nodded, and after several sweet kisses on the lips, they lay separated. Though, they
could not keep their loving eyes off each other.”
“Good,” he said softly, and placed the hose between them
“Damn, you’d look sexy in those, Roberta!” Lisa cooed. “I’ll encase you in it later!”
He smirked, again knowing how they sensed what the procedure entailed. “Truly Great
Baccheiaosis, grant me the power of Soul Fusion, so that I may Fuse the souls of these two
Lovers of the Great Similinis!” He slowly lowered his hand onto the unsuspecting hose, and
channeled a blast of specialized Devine Energy into them.
“Roberta, touch the hose,” he softly ordered. She did so, and gasped, before quickly
removing her hand. A piece of her soul was ripped away into the hose, and she felt sick in ways
she could not understand. She quickly passed out.
“Lisa, put on the hose,” he softly ordered. She did so, while concerned about Roberta. She
then felt the soul fragment of her lover fly into her. She accepted it into her own without
question. She then deeply felt the enlivened hose, allowing it to merge with every inch of her.
“Come to me, Roberta!” Lisa cried.
Roberta did so, and groped her lover without abandon. Soon, their skin was totally
replaced by the silk. They then fell into a dark dreamworld, where their bodies melted into each
other, symbolically representing their souls Fusing. The sensuality melted their minds. When
they screamed as a single being, the hose evaporated, and they were one …

The Forgotten Room
I decided to go back to the church the next mourning. The disordered dreams were vivid
and heavy, but I threw them into the back of my mind. There seemed to be no one around by the
time I walked inside the old church. Though, there was likely someone watching the security
feeds. I soon went through an open door near the back of the main worship hall, planning on my
silly “Where’s the bathroom?” excuse if caught.
Behind the door was a long, upward, spiral stone staircase. I cautiously walked through an
ajar door at the first landing a ways up. It lead into a disused room, brightly lit by large, clouded
windows. To my shock, my compatriots were sitting on the musty table and chairs. They all
seemed rather distracted, with Roberta and Lisa specifically with each other.
“What are you all doing here?” I asked in quiet shock.
Diane answered with a sternness that threw me off guard, “Opportunism. We are … We
are volunteering.”
“Volunteering?” I asked confused.
“Sure,” Doug answered slyly, while unabashedly looking at the others with lust in his eyes.
“What did you guys volunteer for?”
“We are helping to restore some old rooms,” Lisa answered breathlessly, while starring
deeply into Roberta’s eyes. “You got the email from us, right?” Roberta continued, with her hand
lightly stroking Lisa’s cheek.
“Uhh … You didn’t say you would all be helping out …”
Doug chuckled, and stated, “Opportunism is kinda addicting!”
I suddenly noticed an odd, blueish glow emanating from the other door in the musty room.
“What’s behind there?” I pointed to the door.
“A balcony,” Diane answered with a stern matter-of-fact-ness.
I walked over, and opened the creaking, old wood door. Behind was indeed a balcony. The
large, enclosed area had a depth plunging into darkness, while a bright blueish light surrounded
above that darkness. There were other balconies, while there were staircases connecting openings
throughout, all but evoking the art of M. C. Escher. It somehow didn’t make any sense. Nothing
about the size or the shape of this tower seemed to match anything on the outside. I had the
disorienting sense that I had seen all this before in some near forgotten dream. Indeed, I almost
thought I was dreaming, but I knew I wasn’t. I was hauntingly mesmerized by the site before me.
I walked back into the room, heart racing from what I just saw. “I uhh … Why don’t we
meet up later?” I breathed.
“You may come back here at nine tonight,” Diane ordered.
An Undercover Detective Walks into a Bar
I found myself walking into the nearby bar. Though I always considered local bars to be a
source of information, I rarely made them my primary source, if only because I was not that
much of a drinker. That balcony was unsettling, though …
There were less people there than I expected that afternoon, but a “knowledgable”
bartender was really all I was hoping to find. I casually sat on one of the stools, and ordered a
glass of Irish Whiskey. The present bartender was not talkative, so I casually made note of the
others in the room. An older, somewhat heavyset man sat on the far end of the bar with his own
glass of whiskey; a young couple were munching on some burgers and drinking dark beer in one
of the booths. One person in particular caught my eye. It was the more than alluring Allie sitting

in one of the booths with a glass of red wine. It seemed as if she was waiting for someone.
I knew this was a good chance to finally have a conversation with her, so I stood up and
picked up my drink. After making only a couple of steps, the older man from the far end of the
bar intercepted me.
“Oh, excuse me, I was just heading to one of the booths,” I stated calmly.
The man looked very nervous, and said quietly, “Yes … that is a good idea.”
Though I still wanted to speak with Allie, this man was clearly ready to spill some kind of
beans. So, we made our way to one of the empty booths in the back.
After sitting in the booth, I sipped my drink. “You have something to tell me?”
“Yes, I do,” he said almost whispering. “I’m Dr. Theodore Stokes. I’m a professor at the
State University. I’ve noticed your curiosity about that Orthodox Church, but I can tell you’re
not interested in joining. You’re not the first cop that place has drawn.”
“A cop?” I said, holding my cover.
He sighed. “Cop, detective, soldier, it doesn’t matter … If you want to really know what’s
going on, I have some important information for you.”
“Like what?”
He looked around, paranoid, before replying, “This isn’t a good place to talk. Meet me
later at eight.” He took out his card, wrote his address on the back, and left.
I pocketed that card, and sat sipping my drink. This was obviously the break we were
looking to find. Or at least, it could have been. As far as I knew, this Stokes was some paranoid
crackpot, who watched too much TV, or at best, a real professor fired for being a crackpot.
Suddenly, I noticed Allie standing next to the booth with a pleasant smile. She was holding
a large glass of red wine, which matched her attractive, businesslike attire. “Is this seat still
taken?”
“Oh, no, please!” I motioned politely.
She sat before me, and happily sipped her wine. “It’s good to finally talk to you outside
that musty old church!” Her light perfume was even more soothing than her voice.
“Yes.” She was such a breathtaking woman. With her now sitting before me, I realized that
she really was “everyone’s type.” I stated almost shakily, “It looked like you were waiting for
someone.”
“Not exactly,” she said almost teasingly. She took a large swig of her wine. “You were
looking for someone. Stokes perhaps?”
I took a swig of my whisky, barely hiding my shakiness.
She laughed, and stated, “Don’t worry about him! He really has that PhD. Of course,
‘PhD’ often stands for ‘eccentricity’ these days.”
“… What do you know about him?” I stammered.
She shrugged. “Not as much as you might think. He likes unofficial histories, myths,
legends. Used to hang around the church some years ago, before he found more interesting
things, I guess! They do have quite a bit of history, so it’s no wonder he was interested.”
“What’s your connection with the church?”
“You do like gettin’ into the heart of things, don’t yah, Robert?” she smiled sexily. “I’m
just a curious onlooker, so to speak, while almost what some would call a consultant.”
“A Consultant?” I asked, while her sexy perfume started to make me dizzy.
She raised her thin eyebrow with a sultry smile, and asked, “Not holding your liquor well,
Robert.”
“I … umm …”

“It’s all right, Robert. Let me help you out.”
She walked over, and gently took my arm. Me leaning on the wonderfully sexy woman, we
walked toward the exit.
“Not much of a drinker, Jack!” she called out to the bartender, who took cash from Allie’s
soft hand.
My mind in a great blur, I realized I was in a car with Allie driving. “Where … where are
we going,” I barely asked.
“My place, Robert. Didn’t tell me where you were staying, and I think you need to lie
down for a while … among other things.”
Not long after, I found myself falling into a gushy bed with Allie looking down at me
almost hungrily. “I fucking love your perfume!” I exclaimed breathlessly.
She licked her full lips, and said with definite hunger, “I bet you love other things, too!”
My haze oddly lifted more than enough for me to clearly observe her erotically removing
her blouse and skirt. Without thinking, I sat up, and grabbed hold of the naked, full bodied
woman. The kiss we shared was unlike anything I ever experienced. I nearly came from how
good it felt!
A few moments later, she lightly pushed me back onto the bed, and mounted my solid
cock. She humped me wildly. Her red hair flowed like fire. I could barely think. The passion was
building to levels I never even dreamed! I then suddenly exploded in an orgasm that dangerously
eschewed my vision. Almost immediately after, Allie screamed in an even louder orgasm. I
could have sworn she glowed slightly, but it must have been a trick of the light. I few moments
later, I passed out …
The next thing I knew, I was comfortably lying alone under silken sheets naked. I glanced
at the clock: seven in the afternoon. I no longer felt that dizzy horniness, but I was definitely a bit
tired from the escapades hours before. I was a bit thirsty and hungry, too.
A few minutes later, the apparently perfume-less Allie walked in with a tall glass of water.
She was only wearing a colorful kimono robe. “You read my mind!” I exclaimed jokingly. She
smiled, and handed over the glass. I chugged it down.
She then said sympathetically, “You are so haunted, Robert.”
“What?” I asked, breathing deep.
“It doesn’t take someone as observant as me to tell. I can tell you’ve lost a part of your life
… Look, Robert, I know you’re not who you said you were, but I don’t care. All I know is that I
can help you bring back what you’ve lost. It’s the least I can do after all the fun you gave me!”
I was speechless. How could she do what a sanitarium couldn’t?
“Please, let me help you. I need you to be whole,” she offered almost cryptically.
She then took my head in her hands, and sweetly kissed me on the lips, before looking
deep into my eyes. My mind flew back to just before I had my breakdown, and just before the
mostly lost memories. A Robert Jameson had just come to me about the once lost Carla
Mercedes. He had suspected apparent oddities relating to the company he originally co-ran with
Carla’s father. That company was now being run by Carla.
What I was now beginning to remember was that there was possibly something wrong with
Carla Mercedes. Everyone save perhaps for her sister was developing a strong zealotry toward
her, while no one apparently acted that way toward her before. There were also strange issues
related to her disappearance, like how all hospital and police records relating to the
disappearance were lost. There was also an unexplained astronomical event the night she
disappeared.

After further investigation, Carla herself confronted me. She seduced me with her feet, and
I soon found her foot deep inside my mouth, merging with me. I became a part of her; I learned
everything instantly. She was abducted by aliens she never saw, and was remade by them to be a
kind a researcher. That research was, of course, to be secret, while no harm was to be inflicted on
anyone, unless deemed necessary.
Not long after it was all made clear to me, she tinkered with my mind. All my suspicions
were erased, while I was to leave Carla and her family alone. That latter part was the seed of my
breakdown. From being attached to her, I was uncontrollably drawn to her, at least temporarily. I
had to be with her with every ounce of my being, but I was forced not to. The conflict ripped me
apart mentally. I eventually jumped off that bridge into the Providence River. I hesitated just
long enough for a Coast Guard ship to arrive at the bridge before I jumped. I was in the city
sanitarium soon after (they found no evidence of the kind of physical connections I claimed to
have with Carla), while the vast majority of the memories that destroyed me eventually became
deeply buried …
Allie pulled back with a deeply sympathetic look on her face. “I had no idea …” she said.
“How … how did you do that?” I said with a tear rolling down my cheek. She had
somehow brought the memories back in a way so that they wouldn’t destroy me, while I was
unsure about what to do with them.
She kissed me sweetly, and answered, “I’ll let you keep your secrets about why you’re
here, if you’ll let me keep mine …”
Arcane Revelations
I just finished a surprisingly large dinner with Allie, and my mind was still partly on the
amazing woman, while I walked up to the professor’s apartment. I never had sex so good in my
life, while her psychiatric skills were unmatched. I now felt as whole and stable as I did before
the breakdown. That was in spite of how bizarre the recovered memories were.
The professor politely invited me inside, and I sat opposite him before his desk in his
office, which reeked with the scent of his many books.
“So, Dr. Stokes, you said you may have some important information for me,” I stated
neutrally.
“Yes, um, more than you need, I think … I’m a professor of folklore, well an emeritus
professor. That church you are so interested in is no church, but you know that. They are
worshipers of the Cosmic Gods of Witchcraft, who function as four of the Greater Gods of
Passion: Great L’sothot of Potions, Great Shurath’cas of Domination, Great Simelinis of Love,
and the all important Great Zalatoth of Manipulation. The Bishop there, from what I’ve gathered,
is their leader, and has somehow prolonged his life. He may be hundreds of years old, and
Witches usually only live a few decades longer than the average Human!”
“What makes Zalatoth the most important?” I asked curiously.
“Great Zalatoth serves multiple purposes within the Cosmic Gods’ hierarchy. It is
foremost the Binder of all Erotic Witchcraft. Thus, that Cult functions as the High Cult, when
other Cults are present. It is also considered the second most powerful of the Cosmic Gods of
Passion, immediately under the Truly Great One. Interestingly by some accounts, the Truly Great
One has changed quite recently. Anyway, being so important has given Great Zalatoth the
alternate title of the ‘Right Hand of the Truly Great One.’ Under that banner, it functions as a
kind of enforcer of written and unwritten Cosmic Laws. What is truly fascinating is how it will
allow anyone to wield Erotic Cosmic Energies, including its own. However, if any of the Cosmic

Laws are broken, or not interpreted to Great Zalatoth’s liking, then there is no hope for the
infractor, while the punishment is often poetic.”
There was something unsettling about the lecture. I could tell that he truly believed what
he was telling me!
“You haven’t seen enough yet to truly understand the truth of it. Or at least, you’re not yet
aware of evidence you’ve already seen,” he said oddly.
I shifted in the chair nervously, and stated, “Well, in this case, it doesn’t matter what I
believe. If that is what they believe, then it holds importance.”
Stokes shook his head, and said sternly, “Yes, there is power in belief, but sometimes,
belief is based on something wholly material. And, that material does not have to be of our
world.”
I uncomfortably stood up, and extended my hand. “Thank you for the information, doctor.
I need to get going, now.”
Instead of shaking my hand, Stokes warned, “Most Witches are born as Witches, but all
Witch Bloodlines started as Human. A Witch can be created by another Witch, or by actively
wielding Erotic Cosmic Energies … Magic is but misunderstood science. Tread very carefully,
sir, if they have an Avatar, then there’s very little they don’t already know …”
The Awakening
I was back within the church not long after my meeting with Dr. Stokes. I waited patiently
in the disused room for the others. I nearly passed out on one of the gushy chairs from how tired
I still was from the amazing sex I had with Allie. My mind went back to my recent dreams of my
compatriots. I rationally could not bring myself to believe that they were real, but my gut told me
otherwise. If they were true, then all that mattered to them now were their new Gods and maybe
themselves. I sighed, and walked out.
By accident, I didn’t walk through the door to the stairs. I looked over the balcony into the
deep open space. Like before, there was something utterly haunting yet mesmerizing about it. I
then thought I saw a sudden flash, but assumed it was just a trick of the light or some helicopter
reflecting light flying above. I soon realized how strange I felt. The haunted feeling was replaced
by mesmerizing arousal. The air seemed too thin to breath, and I felt horribly weak. While my
eyes fell closed, I felt like I was falling into oblivion …
“Are you sure it is he?” a familiar patriarchal voice stated in the distance.
“Yes, I am sure, Jason,” a familiarly soothing feminine voice stated.
I slowly opened my eyes. The Bishop and Allie stood staring at me from behind the
Bishop’s large oak desk. I sat up on the old leather couch, still feeling woozy. A fire
comfortingly crackled on the opposite end of the room.
“You have been brought here to accept your part in the Great Zalatoth’s plan of
unification,” the Bishop, who was clearly a High Priest of Manipulation of the Great Zalatoth,
stated sternly.
“What?” I barely asked.
“Well, Robert Sundry, I should say manipulated!” he said happily.
“I don’t understand …” I shook my head.
Allie looked over to the High Priest, and placed her hand on his forearm. He almost
literally melted before my eyes. She soon sat next to me. Her light perfume was still more
soothing than her voice. It was by far not as strong as it was earlier, but was enough to sooth my

anxiousness. She lightly stroked my cheek, and asked, “You trust me, right, Robert?”
“Yes!” I said breathlessly. She brought back a part of my life I thought I lost. How could I
not trust her?
Allie then said:
A new Being shall be begotten,
An unlikely union of a warrior Witch and Natural Born Succubus,
A Protector shall come forth to protect her and her begetters,
The new being shall have a great hunger for power,
That hunger shall be out of progressiveness,
Out of that progressiveness, she shall come to lead a Power of the World,
Once power is assured, she shall reveal herself
And the Great Cosmic Gods of Passion onto Humanity,
She shall ensure smooth transition to new destinies …
“That is the prophesy that Zalatoth said though me,” she concluded.
“A Protector?” I asked confused. The confusion was all but false, because I somehow
understood, even though I should not have.
She smiled knowingly. “Yes …” She licked her full lips, and continued, “You see, even
though a few are born to Humans (Natural Borns), Succubi do not have children like Witches or
Humans. I should know; I’m an Avatar Succubus! Succubi only can naturally transform other
Human women into Succubi for ‘natural’ procreation. Except, apparently, for one impossible
possibility.”
“You’re a Succubus?” I asked amazed, knowing the truth in her words.
She smiled very happily. “The prophesy was given nine months ago to this day. Through
the proper channels, we know the child was recently born, and where she and her parents are …”
“Where?”
“A wooded village near the city of Yellowknife in Canada,” she answered. “They are just
as confused as they are protective of the child. The mother, in particular, won’t let anyone near
the baby girl, save for the father. Yet, a baby is still a baby, no matter what species. They will
need all the help they can get. You, a Human, are a perfect third party. Zalatoth chose you, the
now wizened detective, to protect the three of them. It must be of your own free will.”
For the first time in my life, I now knew what the weight of the world truly felt like. It was
a heavy burden, but I could not say no. I suppose, I was always searching to be part of something
far grander than myself, and I secretly didn’t find that with the police. “If you guys smell that
good naturally, you should bottle that up and sell it!” I exclaimed.
Allie looked over to the concerned Bishop with a happy nod …
Destiny
My chief back at the station was very much taken aback by both the report clearing the
church of fraud and my request for paid leave (paid vacation). He granted it reluctantly, not just
because of all the paid medical leave I recently had, but also because he hated “having my office
empty again.” He knew we were to never meet again. The others, well, as Witches of Passion,
they stayed with the police, albeit with different goals. With my past literally behind me, I soon
found myself driving to the small village near Yellowknife …

Latexified
“Glad to hear that grant came through for your tip, Lindsey,” my psychiatrist stated. She
was a tall brunette with blonde highlights in her late thirties, and had a very attractive slim frame.
Her skin had a healthy sandy complexion, while her dark eyes completed her physical perfection.
I was seeing her for the past year, and was a bit embarrassed by that. I mean, I was a doctor
myself, albeit of Ecology! Dr. Sally Sanders knew all that the moment I first stepped into her
office, of course. “I was truly relieved. Funding’s been much tighter lately, and I wasn’t sure they
were going to give it to me.”
“Now,” she said seriously yet softly, “I feel we’ve hit an impasse, in terms of your therapy,
Lindsey.”
“Impasse?” I was caught off guard.
She crossed her fingers professionally over her lap, and continued, “To be blunt, which I
know you respect, we can talk for years, and not get to the heart of why you are here. Your
spoken reasons for coming to me are true, but they hide the underlying reason.”
She was right, but I was barely able to admit that much. My heart raced.
“I have a new therapy I am developing. No drugs, just you and me. If you are willing, we
can schedule a special session. It must be nine at night at the earliest, due to its likely
controversial nature.”
“… All right,” I barely answered …
The next night, I found myself in my shrink’s office. We were the only two in the building.
I was a bit uncomfortable, not only because I was not sure what was going to happen, but also
because I suspected the session would be about sex. Sex was what I was always the most tight
assed about.
“So,” she stated professionally in her chair, “I know you’re wondering all about this
session. You would not have come if I told you what we were going to do!” She was sexier than
ever in her cleavage exposing, red pant suit, and very short skirt. Flowing tightly passed the skirt
were black, tightly woven fishnet stockings. Her heals were highly exposing, and easy to
remove. The image was like a wet dream of her come true.
“I guess. This is just some new therapy, right?” I asked innocently.
“This is a very experimental therapy we are about to do if you agree. I’ve been carefully
developing it, and it has helped other patients. My ultimate goal is to publish a whole book on
it.”
“But, what is ‘it’?”
“Well, back in grad school, I did a successful research project on sexual voyeurism and
exhibitionism. The results were published, and gave me significant respect among my future
peers. Now, I may do regular therapy sessions, but my true focus is the psychology of sex. I
guess you never looked me up, as I’m very well respected in that area.”
“Sex?” I asked breathlessly.
“Yes, Lindsey. To tell you the truth, that project in grad school sexually enlightened me. I

don’t let it overwhelm me, but it is at the core of who I am. I’m generally open amongst my
peers about my openness toward sexuality. Indeed, I am bisexual, and like to watch and be
watched for sexual purposes. That’s why I did that project; I just didn’t realize that at first.”
“But, what’s the therapy?” I asked almost defensively.
“Sex,” she answered bluntly. “This therapy, if you agree to it, Lindsey, will allow you to
have sex with me. My body is yours tonight. I know you won’t hurt me, but I know you want
me.”
I was as speechless as she was serious. Still, she was more than right. I wanted her. I
wanted her so bad that I knew a wet spot was forming on my pants over my crotch. She then put
her feet up on the coffee table before me, and crossed her ankles. I tenuously leaned forward, and
felt up her warm stockinged legs. My heart raced.
Something snapped in me, and I gave into her offer. Oh fuck, I wanted her! I quickly
removed her heels, and began to lustfully grope her stockinged feet. She curled her toes, and
moaned happily at the attention. I was so turned on then that there was nothing that could stop
whatever was this was leading to.
I slobbered all over her delicious feet, before ripping open her stockings. The taste of her
bare feet alone almost made me cum! “I’m gonna have to charge you for that!” she joked
breathlessly. With that, I practically leaped over the coffee table, and lustfully made out with her.
The chair dangerously bent backwards, while it creaked in protest.
Caring very little about the suffering chair, we tossed our clothes away. To my surprise and
fantasy fulfilled joy, my doctor wasn’t wearing a bra or panties! We then excitedly made our
way back to the gushy couch, and began to wildly scissor, while we sucked on each other’s
wiggling toes. We soon screamed in ecstasy …
****
It felt downright good to be back in the field within the Amazon, especially after that
freeing session with my doctor three weeks ago. I was always looking for something new, while
rainforests were always home to me. The bugs, the humidity, the rain somehow never bothered
me.
“So, you think it’s about time to call it a day, Lindsey?” my very plain looking intern
asked. She was the only one of my students willing to come with me on this trip.
I sighed, “Just about, Tina.” Something aberrant then caught my nose. “Do you smell that,
Tina?”
She sniffed, while looking around, and answered, “No … What is it?”
“Humph! Well, whatever it was it’s gone now. Let’s get back to the camp.”
We did the usual checklist of things back at the camp: unload the samples into the research
tent, lock the collection materials safely in their cases, etc. I could tell that Tina was secretly
bored by it all, and enjoying the trip far less than she anticipated. Rainforest Ecology always put
people to the test, as did all studies within extreme climates …
I woke up the next morning barely remembering my very dark dream. I remembered
walking through the dense rainforest, shockingly enough, and finding, well, something. Then,
there was something about some black substance being delicious yet mind altering and erotic.
That substance seemed to want me …
“Hey, Lindsey!” Tina casually peaked into my tent. “Feeling all right? It’s past ten, and I

know you wanted to get back out by nine …”
“Oh, sorry, Tina! The jet lag finally hit me, I guess. I’ll be ready in a little bit,” I said
subtly bewildered …
After another long day of study, we were ready to head back to camp. Suddenly, that scent
from yesterday hit me again, but far more strongly, now. “Tina … Do you smell that?”
She sniffed, “Rubber?”
“I knew it was real!” I exclaimed.
Curiously, they followed the scent. It led them to a large tree with leaves resembling that
of a rubber tree. Surrounding it was a pool of shiny black goo. It was not necessarily unheard of
for a wild rubber tree to have some of its sap surrounding, but the blackness and sheer size of the
pool was unusual. Indeed, rubber tree sap was normally a milky white! The tree itself was also
far taller than average for a rubber tree.
We prepared to take as many samples as possible of what could have been a new tree
species. Though, Tina was somewhat pessimistic, in that the color could have had more to do
with local minerals in the soil and rocks. All the while, the odd fumes were making me a little
dizzy, and perhaps in ways other than scientific.
We carefully took as much data as possible: approximate depth and size of the pool, liquid
and soil samples. I would have liked to acquire living samples of the tree, but the size of the
surrounding pool made that impossible in that moment. Ladders and other related equipment
were back at the camp.
While Tina was packaging all the equipment and samples, I found myself squatting at the
edge of pool, starring deep into the black abyss past my eschewed reflection. I was totally
mesmerized. The fumes were making me so dizzy … I don’t know why I did it, but the next
thing I knew, I dipped my two fingers into the warm sap. I placed my fingers in my mouth and
savored. It definitely tasted like rubber, but not like any rubber I ever tasted intentionally.
Somehow, it was the most delicious thing I ever put in my mouth! The warmth was truly
soothing, while it slid down my throat. The warm dizziness finally overwhelmed me, and I fell
into the pool of liquid latex …
The shock of falling in shot enough adrenaline through me to partly bring me out of the
fumy haze. The liquid was almost like quicksand, but I was just able to push my head above the
surface. My mouth opened too soon, and a mass of delicious black goo flew into my mouth and
down my throat. Through my clouded vision, I could see Tina quickly chopping down a thick
vine to use as a rope.
The warm latex within and without me began to overwhelm my mind even more so than
the fumes. I stopped trying to keep my head up, and let myself sink deep into the black pool. A
shiny blackness surrounded me. The warm goo ate right through my clothes, and pleasurably
seeped right into me. When it reached my brain, I could no longer think …
Suddenly, I felt a rope-like object tap against me. I grabbed it, and soon found myself
leaning on Tina, walking to the camp. The thick liquid latex encasing me would not stick onto
Tina, but that didn’t bother us right them. Indeed, I was barely there mentally.
“What happened to your clothes?” I heard. It sounded as if she repeated herself.
“I … I don’ know …” I barely answered. I was breathless, while my spit was thick and
gooey.
I soon found myself lying on a mobile exam table, with my eyes shut. Tina was trying to
wash off the latex.

“I don’t understand it … It won’t come off!”
“It wouldn’t, Tina,” I said deeply, impulsively, while opening my eyes.
Tina stepped back, gasping in horror. “My God, Lindsey, your eyes!”
“What’s wrong with them?” I asked almost casually, while sitting up on the table.
“… They’re … They’re totally black, onyx!”
I grinned toothily.
“Your teeth are black, too!”
“I supposed they would be, too,” I said, while it was all becoming clear to me. “A small
meteorite smashed into the rainforest long ago. That meteorite is a kind of seed, which can take
over all life on a planet. A rubber tree’s roots ultimately came in contact with that rock, and
mutated. That’s why it’s larger than average; that’s why it produces so much extra sap, creating
the black pool around it. Unfortunately, the base DNA of life on this planet is not fully
compatible with the meteorite seed, or perhaps something unseen, unknown happened before a
susceptible Human came to it. Regardless, the urge to conquer is gone …”
Tina stood distantly in shock, while listening.
“That sap was actually partly conscious yet soulless, and liked my somewhat freed self. It
drew me in. I could not fully comprehend what it was doing to me at the time, but it would have
terrified me! It ate though me, inside and out, braking me down almost completely. That
consciousness then took over my soul. After making the material part of it latex, the
consciousness rebuilt me from the soul up. I am one with that consciousness; I am latex now. It’s
all thanks to the God Florathiosis of Transformation!” It was all vivid to me now, even some of
the truth of the unseen events of the Gods of Passion in our universe. That was all currently
unimportant to my future.
My intern stood there in total shock not knowing what to do. It looked like she wanted to
run as much as she wanted to satisfy her scientific curiosity.
A touch of black latex drool escaped from my black mouth, and I said, “I have no plans to
transform the Human race, but I want to explore the latex that I am.”
The moment I stepped onto the ground, Tina stepped back. I then lunged at her, gluing my
wide open mouth onto hers …
****
“Now, Lindsey,” the psychiatrist said seriously, “I know this is only our second special
session, but like I said over the phone, I don’t know all possible ill effects this experimental
therapy may have. We should not make a habit of this.”
“Don’t worry, I’m sure this will be out last one,” I stated. My companion and I returned
from our trip a month ago, not long after we found that special tree. Let’s just say that I forgot to
mention that tree in my final report.
Something about my tone worried her. “I would like to talk about your trip first, Lindsey,
but I don’t think you want, too.”
“No,” I answered, “but it is connected with what is about to happen.”
“What’s about to happen?” She looked genuinely uncomfortable.
“What you see before you is a completely changed woman, right down to the cellular level
and deeper.”
“Your not making any sense …”
I smiled slyly with my falsely pink colored lips. “We found something. It made me into

something else: latex. My bones are hard rubber; latex sap runs through my veins. I can even
alter my external appearance to appear Human,” I stated seriously.
I stood up, and removed my clothes. Externally, I looked as I did before: dark hair, blue
eyes, light skin, B-cup breasts. I then let go of my concentration holding that appearance
together. My body quickly shifted its color to its natural, shiny pitch black. At the same time, my
eyes became like two onyx stones, while my breasts ballooned to a full DD.
My thick black spit leaked from the corners of my rubbery mouth, while I looked over the
shocked doctor. “None of this would have been possible without you. Now, I must reward you!”
I then lunged at the shocked woman, and deeply made out with her, while my transformative spit
flowed into her wide open mouth. My spit did not have to be transformative; I had perfect
control. I pulled back to watch my black spit latexify her mouth and saliva glands. She moaned
in ecstasy and shock.
A small amount of still unchanged spit leaked from the doctor’s mouth. I leaned over, and
licked it up, latexifying part of her cheek with my own spit, blackening the area. She moaned and
gurgled loudly, while a small amount of latexified, transformative spit leaked from her mouth,
transforming, darkening her skin as it went. Her transformation was inevitable now, but her own
transformative juices would take a while to fully transform her. I stated, “I can latexify you
completely so quickly, like what I did with my vastly improved intern, but I’ll slow things down
for you. I wanna have fun!”
She tried to say something, but her mouth was now too different for anything coherent
until her transformation was complete. Her near orgasmic state did not help much either.
I then ripped her clothes off, and began to lick and kiss down her quivering body.
Latexified, rubbery black splotches of skin were left behind from the attention. I teasingly
avoided her dripping pussy (I had something special planned), before I continued down her leg.
When I reached her foot, I stared at it for a moment, and then knew exactly what I was to do. Her
bloodstream was already partly latexified from her own transformed spit being digested, as
evidenced by the white of her eyes slowly turning black. That made what I was to do just barely
possible.
I slowly forced her soft foot into my drooling, rubbery mouth. Like a dildo, I moved her
foot in and out, while pushing it inward more than pulling it outward. The more latexified her
foot became, the easier it was to contort it down my stretchable throat. Soon, my rubbery lips
were wrapped around her ankles, with her foot totally consumed. I obviously was unable to
breath, but no longer being Human had its advantages.
While she wildly orgasmed, I grasped her ankle with my hand, and slowly removed the
latexified foot from my mouth. It was now rubber right to the bone. The only thing keeping it
from being a true shiny black like my color was her only partly transformed blood.
I then leaned downward to her dripping pussy. I let loose massive amounts of my thick,
transformative spit onto her pussy lips. She quickly exploded in continuous orgasm. Her now
rubbery mouth opened inhumanly wide in her epic scream of passion. I happily rubbed my black
spit into her hole, making it more than flexible enough to handle what I was about to do. Seeing
blackened pussy juices leak from her snatch, I knew she was ready.
Transferring all my current, intense arousal into my mouth, my tongue rounded, and began
to grow outward quickly. Soon, a massive, liquid latex soaked dildo protruded from my mouth.
Thousands of sensitive nerve endings formed within it. I then fused my mouth around it, so that I
no longer had a mouth. That part of my head simply became the strong base for the black latex
dildo, while my spit glands became intricately connected with it. I can transform myself in any

way I can imagine, while I wanted to try something special to aid in the latexification.
I then plowed my massive dildo tongue into her leaking pussy, stretching the rubbery lips
almost too much. Every thrust was like an orgasm for both of us. I would have screamed in
passion even more loudly than the partly rubber woman before me if I currently a mouth! I was
still able to grunt, though, and while not easily visible, my onyx eyes rolled back. My pleasure
was building at an exponential rate, and I suddenly lost control, before I exploded my
transformative juices into her.
I pulled out, and let my dildo deflate back into a tongue, while reforming my mouth.
Looking at the writhing, slowly transforming women before me, I called out to Tina with my
mind. Though technically individuals, we were of the same consciousness, and we could know
exactly what we were thinking and feeling at all times.
She walked into the room, and we wetly licked our lips at the sight of the doctor writhing
pleasurably in her leather chair. Tina’s body was now as voluptuous as my own. Her
subconscious need for such a body was far more than any image of a woman I adhered to. That
was why we both were now so voluptuous, with massive, bulging breasts.
Tina wanted to complete the doctor’s transformation as much as I did, obviously, but it
was technically my show. I lunged on top of the changing woman, and forcibly kissed the
willing, rubbery mouth. I then spewed my latexifying spit down her throat, as if it were a
firehose. Her blackening eyes rolled back into her head in the ecstasy she felt. Soon, her entire
body (the parts that weren’t transformed already) became a shiny black latex from the inside out.
The doctor was physically latexified, but there was still one more step. To be latex, one’s
soul must be at least partly latex to survive. Tina and I carefully placed her on the carpeted floor,
and forcibly groped our bodies all over one another. The more we pressed onto our bodies, the
more we literally melted into each other. The doctor more than played along. Soon, we were a
massive mass of quivering, shiny back latex. The image would have been terrifying to curious
onlookers, who would not know the true sensuality of it. Tina and I then began to Fuse our
rubbery soul and consciousness with hers. It all melted together seamlessly, and we were soon
one …

A Miraculous Program
Part I
When I found Click to Covert in a Lost-and-Found bin several months ago, I didn’t predict
how much it would change my life. I first made a woman I had a crush on at my office have a
one night stand with me. On myself, I increased my penis size, and increased my sexual stamina.
I then went all out with my ex-girlfriend Jen. Physically, I gave her hair have a natural red streak,
made her eyes blue, and gave her larger breasts. Mentally, I gave her a porn addiction,
bisexuality, sexual narcissism, a love of cum, and a healthy sexual appetite. I also made her super
flexible so she could perform cunnilingus on herself. And when she did, she would be totally
infatuated with herself until she came. For the past several years, we’ve never been happier.

I was at my computer after a long day of sex. Jen decided to take a quick shower before we
went out for dinner. Though, we were somewhat full from our respective cum. I brought up the
old Click to Convert program on the aging computer, and typed in my lovers name. Jen’s naked
image flashed onto the screen with various options vertically laid out on the right. The
holographic imager next to my computer fizzled to life with the naked image of my lover. I knew
exactly what I wanted to do.
I decided to tell Jen about the program, and all I did to her. Of course, I would ensure that
she would love it all. I called up the “Mental” section, and started typing: When made aware of
the program Click to Covert, she will absolutely love the idea. Being made aware that it
physically and mentally changed her, only makes her love the idea more. I clicked the OK
button, and then the “Click to Convert” button. A widow popped up stating, “Approximate
conversion time: 5 Hours.”
‘I’ll reveal everything tomorrow,’ I thought.
We came home from work around the same time the next day, and instantly started making
out. For whatever reason we were hornier than usual. We barely even made it to our bed! We
threw ourselves into our favorite position: the sixty-nine. It was hot, it was frenzied. When we
came, we came loudly with gushes of our cum.
I turned around, and looked into my lover’s beautiful eyes. We made out passionately,
mixing our cum laden spit.
“I have something I wanna show you, baby,” I said airily.
“Yeah?” she smirked sexily. She probably thought it was a new pair of latex stockings!
I took her hand, and brought her to my computer. I opened up the Click to Convert
program, and typed in her name. “You may not believe this, Jen, but this program can change
people mentally and physically.”
“How?” she asked sounding amazed.
“Not sure, I think it uses the internet, and the more connected someone is, the more easily
someone can be changed. I works a bit faster than it used to, I think.”
“That’s sounds amazing! Can you prove it?”
“Well, remember how you thought my dick was bigger than you remembered when we got
back together? My amazing sexual stamina now?”
“I love it!” Her instant belief almost threw me off guard.
“Its get’s better.”
Jen had the biggest smile.
“I changed you. I made your breasts bigger. I gave you that natural red streak. I changed
your eyes from brown to blue. Your love of cum. Your flexibility.”
Jen looked very surprised. “That explains a lot, I guess. I thought a lot of people were just
confused, when they said I changed. I mean, everyone asked me if I was wearing blue or gray
contacts … I guess, I should be appalled, but it kinda all turns me on!”
“Do you wanna alter yourself?” No matter how corrupted that program made me, I felt
much better that we were now on equal footing with it.
“Why not!”
“I’ll leave the room, so I’ll be surprised later!”
I walked into the living room, and watched some hot lesbian foot porn on our big HDTV.
Don’t look at it the wrong way; I’m not that obsessed with feet. Lesbians are always fun!

By the time Jen walked into the living room, I came at least three times. I was surprised by
the look on her face. It was a look that suggested that she may have gone too far.
“How’d it go?” I asked curiously.
“I went all out. I don’t know if it will do everything I requested,” she said, clearly amazed
at herself.
“How long did it say it would take?”
“Four weeks.”
“Wow! You really did go all out … What did you do?”
“You’ll find out soon,” she said with a suggestive smile.
For the next week, everything seemed normal. We fucked in most of our spare time. We
lovingly consumed each other’s cum. Since nothing changed visibly, I would poke her about
what she did through Click to Convert, but she kept saying that it would be a surprise. “We’ll
know soon enough,” she kept saying.
At the two week mark, Jen started acting different. It was hard to put my finger on it, but I
could tell. We were eating dinner, which I prepared, when I really started to notice.
She was enjoying her steak, but not necessarily as happily as she normally did.
“Everything all right, Jen?”
“I don’t know, it tastes fine. I’m just not that hungry I guess.”
She began to rub my crotch through my pants with her bare foot.
“Maybe I’m hungry for something else?”
She rubbed my cock more forcibly. “Maybe I am, too,” I said with a cocked eyebrow.
Jen freed my cock with her dextrous toes, and stroked it wildly with her feet. There was a
hungry look on her, while she grunted. I grabbed onto the edge of the table, feeling light headed.
I came much sooner and harder than I expected, but good God, it felt fantastic!
She flexibly pulled both feet to her mouth, and hungrily licked them clean. “UMM,” she
slowly liked her lips. “Just what I was wanting!”
I was amazed at her. Yes, this wasn’t exactly the first time she jerked me off under the
table, but the hungry look on her face was so new and different. Was this what she changed, or at
least, a piece of it? What really surprised me was how she seemed to be holding back. It looked
as if she really wanted to jerk me off more.
That night was a kind of tipping point, for whatever she did to herself. From then on, her
sexual appetites were more than I could handle! We still talked, but sometimes all we seemed to
do was fuck and eat. And when we ate, she often jerked me off! I loved every minute of it, don't
get me wrong, but the growing hunger in her eyes for sex was beginning to disturb me. What had
she done to herself?
During the fourth and supposedly final week, she was almost a completely different
woman. Her beauty was somehow enhanced by a kind of agelessness I could not understand.
Sex, pleasure, passion, lust, and joy all radiated out of her more than I ever knew. The most
remarkable thing was how much more emotionally connected I felt with her. It was like a kind of
reverse empathy she emitted into me.
By the end of the week, Jen took my hand, and brought me to the mirror in our bedroom.
Her grip was tight.
“You wanted to know what I did to myself, Jack?” she asked airily.
I nodded in my continued amazement of her.

“I can’t believe it worked! Or, is going to …”
We looked into the mirror. Jen pulled me close, and we made out deeply. The kiss was
unlike any other she ever gave me, let alone any kiss I ever had. It was like an orgasm flew
through my mouth, which she lovingly inhaled.
“UMM, wow. So glad I figured out how to do that!” There was utter joy in her face. “…
When you left the room to let me change myself a month ago, I found myself looking into this
mirror,” she said with a distinct hiss to her tone. “I’m so beautiful, but that won’t last forever.
When I was younger, I had a thing for Vampires and Succubi. I told you about it once. I thought
I outgrew it, but I didn’t really. So, I decided to see if your little program could do the
impossible: turn me into a Succubus. I thought about becoming a Vampire, but the idea of
drinking Sexual Energy seemed more appealing than drinking blood,” she chuckled. “I’m not
demon, per se. I can eat normal food, but it won’t sustain me like it used to. I, of course, need
Sexual Energy to survive, for that is my Life Force now.”
She smiled, while taking a deep, refreshing breath. She happily continued, “I thought I
made my own adjustments to the Succubus ‘concept,’ but now that I am a Succubus, I now know
that I made no real changes. There are many Artificial Succubi like me, albeit ones made by
other means. Succubi are Succubi, well, generally. There are higher powers at work, when it
comes to Succubi, Vampires, Witches and others. I know that now. Indeed, all I really did was
refine the transformation in a way that helped me to better understand what I have become.
Above all, I am far and above that simple program now.”
I was speechless. My lover turned herself into a Succubus!
‘The transformation is complete. Now, I need to finish bolstering my Sexual Life Energy
… I am rather hungry. Can’t you feel it, Jack!’ she screamed in my mind.
She suddenly grabbed me, and we passionately made out. The orgasmic feel of her kiss
was better than regular sex. She also emitted a powerful, beautiful scent, which overwhelmed my
mind. ‘Those are my pheromones … You’re not gonna believe how good this is gonna feel,
Jack!’ I heard her voice in my mind.
Jen threw me onto the bed with a strength I didn’t know she had. She tore our clothes
away, and gave me an intense blow job. I came within moments, with a powerful rush of Energy
flowing out of me. Well, I couldn’t feel the Energy flowing out, per se, but they way she arched
her back open mouthed showed me it did. She even subtly glowed!
‘So tasty! I can sense quite a bit more in you!’
With drool dripping from her mouth, she flew to my exposed neck, and playfully nibbled.
Her soft lips felt good on my neck. She then impaled herself with my solid cock, and humped me
wildly. Her lips locked onto mine, before she vigorously continued to inhale my Sexual Energy.
Everything began to grow fuzzy, while she continued to feed on me. There seemed no
hope of her stopping, but I didn’t want her to! If she was to kill me, I could think of no better
way to go! I then noticed her body began to glow more blatantly than before, while her body felt
subtly warmer. I then exploded into her, while her orgasm was far louder and vigorous. I almost
passed out, feeling the massive Energy loss.
“If you didn’t improve yourself, Jack, I don’t think you would've been able to handle me!”
she said out loud, while lovingly feeling down her perfect, ageless body with her finger tips. I
slept like the dead that night …
Part II
I could not help but love her new form. Jen explained that it came from a strong animal

magnetism (the “reverse empathy”), which Succubi passively emit on an unconscious level via
their souls. She fed on me daily, while it was tiring at first. I was used to it quickly, because she
never fed on me too much.
Jen eventually wanted to start diversifying her diet. Succubi do have polygamous
tendencies. So, Jen came to my office, and easily convinced Sammie to have a round with the
three of us. For fun, Jen felt like spending a few hours to get to know her before coming home
with her.
That night, Sammie and Jen came to our door.
“Want another one night stand?” the blonde Sammie asked seductively, jokingly. They
were in each other arms. Jen’s scent was so enhancing that Sammie’s own supermodel beauty
was almost meaningless.
Jen then said in my mind, ‘I breathed a little bit of my Sexual Life Energy into her, too.
She is so horny!’
“Wanna try out a threesome?” I almost laughed in my joy, while finding myself curious
about how Jen’s Energy felt.
An intrigued look projected onto the blonde’s face, while glancing at Jen “With another
woman I hope!” she laughed playfully.
“Come on in!” I stated overjoyed.
I led the horny women to my bedroom. Jen let her clothes fall away, and lay seductively on
the large bed. Mesmerized, Sammie excitedly ripped her clothes away, and crawled on top of my
Succubus lover. While they made out, I stripped naked, and joined them.
The three of us wetly made out. Drool dripped freely from Jen’s mouth, while she lightly
sipped at our Sexual Energies. Jen then pushed us both onto our backs, before she mounted me.
Sammie positioned herself perfectly, so that Jen could lean over to eat out her wet pussy. We all
moaned wildly, while the Succubus pleasured us.
Sammie then made orgasmic, loud yelps, while she was pleasured, and I could almost see
Jen drinking her Energy right from her dripping crotch. I came massively while watching. Jen
came, too, the moment Sammie’s epic orgasm coalesced. Jen glowed from the wholesome feed.
Jen then suddenly kissed me, and blew a little bit of her Sexual Energy into me. I came
almost instantly, feeling sexually energized at the same time. ‘You wanted to know what it felt
like didn’t you?’ she said in my mind. I nodded wide eyed. She looked over the passed out
Sammie, and subtly shook her head. ‘You never did bolster her like you did with yourself.’ She
glanced at my old computer, and smiled …
After that night, Sammie was a regular at our house. Jen and I, of course, made the proper
adjustments to Sandy. It all made Sammie and I more than close friends at work, and everyone
there thought we were dating, which wasn’t far from the truth. Though, Sammie and I mostly
just talked about Jen, unsurprisingly. Jen, of course, told Sammie about how she was a Succubus,
along with telling her about the program. Letting Sammie assume otherwise seemed silly to her!
Sammie could not find a good reason to be angry, if only because of how great Jen made us all
feel.
While our “relationship” progressed, it was clear that it was not what I expected. Sure, we
had our threesomes, and sure, Jen fed on us both. However, there was more. I found myself
growing strong feelings for Sammie. Those feelings slowly reached equal footing with how I felt
for Jen.
After laying back from a particularly aggressive evening, I looked over to the two beautiful

women next to me. Jen was happily sandwiched between us, reveling in her meal. Jen ever so
slightly glowed from yet another quality feed. Sammie and I were gloriously wiped out. “I really
love you both,” I said quietly. They both smiled at me and each other, and we all lovingly made
out. Our love for each other was so deep that we all sensed that our souls were now intertwined
with Jen’s, thanks to her Succubus Nature.
Sammie then asked, “I’ve been wondering, Jen. Can that program make me into a
Succubus, too?”
“You wanna be a Succubus?” Jen asked intrigued.
“I don’t know. I’m just curious!” she said.
“It can, but I’d prefer to do it naturally. I can transform you into a Succubus myself, if you
are truly willing,” Jen said seriously.
I then stepped in, and said, “I don’t think I can handle another Succubus!”
Jen smiled almost deviously, and said, “Click to Convert is a miraculous program …”

Possession
What I experienced over the past five weeks was so unbelievable that I cannot remember it
all. All that is there is a week’s worth of poor discovery, and whatever happened just before. The
experience changed me, and may change me further, if my eyes are not deceiving me in this dark
place. It may even change whomever is reading this in ways unfathomable. For the Multiverse is
vast, but our own universe holds secrets no Human is ready to know …
****
I woke up that morning five weeks ago from a highly emotional dream I could not
remember clearly. Only emotions lingered: emotions of longing and desperate need for
fulfillment. I shook it off, more or less, and took a quick shower.
It had been a month now since my civil break up with my boyfriend, and I found myself at
a loss of what to do with my weekends. We would often go on long walks on the something,
even when we knew our relationship was over. I always fought the need to call him, because we
both knew that such contact could open wounds we desperately tried to heal. No, I instead opted
for long walks on my own. Lonely perhaps, but it helped me to move on to whatever future was
waiting for me.
An hour and a half later, I found myself walking on Newbury Street in Boston’s aged Back
Bay. It was a cool late morning thanks to the ocean breeze, and a jacket could be needed later. I
had no particular focus: There was that new shoe shop; there was that aging yet still popular
clothing chain. No focus, no interest.
Then I saw it. It was as if I was unconsciously walking toward it the whole time. I barely
even registered that fact that I was in some near forgotten off shoot just off the main strip. The
apparent antique shop was like a relic of an age dying in memory. Newbury Street had strong

roots in local, independent shops, but was becoming dominated by the larger retail chains. Yet,
there the old shop was.
I cautiously walked into the dim, old shop. A charming bell chimed above the door. Inside
was a wide variety of used merchandise one might expect: old clocks (some working), rocking
chairs, mirrors. A glass case of old jewelry caught my eye. It held a large variety of necklaces,
bracelets and rings.
“See anything you like, ma’am?” an aged voice suddenly said from behind.
I quickly turned around. “Oh, you startled me!”
“I apologize ma’am. Just had the floors redone, so they’re not creaky anymore!” the old
man exclaimed lightly yet honestly.
I smiled pleasantly.
“Looking for anything in particular?”
“That’s an interesting jewelry box.” I pointed into the case.
He smiled, and quickly brought the box out onto the top of the case. He opened it, and
said, “This mahogany jewelry box was hand made a century ago by a local craftsman by the
name of John Mandrake, who worked and lived on Newbury Street, I believe. The descendent of
the woman who owned it decided to part ways with many of the old items of the inherited estate
a year ago, and moved out of New England. I have many of those items.” He took out the tiny
shelf in the box to further present it. “You can conveniently hold many items on this tiny ledge,
as you can see with these rings and earrings. Inside the box, you can hold quite a bit more.” He
took out one small toe ring. I was surprised there wasn’t some immaculate diamond neckless or
anything else deep within, but he may sell the more expensive items separately.
“How much are you asking for it?” At first, I thought I was faking my interest, but I was
now truly interested.
“One-hundred fifty dollars for the box and the items within,” he said with an expectant
smile.
I knew he was expecting to haggle, while only shop owners like him and car salespeople
were knowingly the only ones good at that anymore. “Would you take one-twenty-five?”
He nodded happily, and answered, “Sold.”
The rest of the day went quickly after that. Aberrantly, I met a very nice woman, while
having my lunch in a nearly deserted restaurant. She had a similarly slim body type like mine,
while her hair and eyes were a darker. There was an odd quality to her jet black hair and dark
brown eyes I could not place. I shrugged it off, and let it slip my mind.
The woman’s name was Atra. She claimed her family was from Eastern Europe, and was
born in Cambridge, which is just outside Boston. Her muddled accent suggested she traveled a
bit like me, though.
We hit it off, as was the best way to put it. Atra even came to my house that dark
afternoon. This was beyond out of character for me, but I guess, I was looking to do something
out of character for a while.
We sat in my living room sipping some wine with the jewelry box sitting on the coffee
table. A fire happily crackled before us.
“Why don’t you try on some of that jewelry, Sandy?” she casually asked.
“Yeah, sure! I bought it, right?” I opened the box, and placed the shelf to the left of it.
Looking at the few choices, I went with the only item I never wear: the toe ring. I lifted my
already bare right foot, and put the ring on my second toe. It fit perfectly!

“Very sexy,” Atra said sultrily, outside my line of sight.
“It is, isn’t it,” I said, feeling unexpected arousal.
“Let me have a closer look, Sandy,” she said slowly.
Without a second thought, I presented the ringed foot to my new friend. She looked it over
with a subtle look of cautious fulfillment in her eyes. After slightly feeling from toes to heel with
her fingertips, she complimented, “You have very beautiful feet, Sandy.”
“Thank you … oooh …” Atra began to rub the foot knowledgeably, and I continued, “I
always liked to take good care of my feet.” It had been too long since anyone massaged my feet.
My ex was a generic breast man, and ignored my otherwise glorious feet.
Atra began to suck on my long toes. I moaned happily. She then specifically put her mouth
around the ringed toe.
“Fuck, Atra, I love this.” My hand rubbed my crotch through my skirt, while the other
squeezed my aroused breasts. I was falling down uncontrolled rapids, and longed to see the
beautiful waterfall at the end.
Atra began to kiss up my bare legs. My vision blurred by extravagant arousal, I saw that
my new friend was already naked, and helped her to ensure my own nakedness. Soon, we were
passionately making out, exploring our so similar mouths. At the same time, she ground her wet
pussy on my hip, while she rubbed her hip on my even wetter pussy. We passionately ground
until we joyously came. The light from the fire happily reflected off our glistening bodies.
My new lover sat up, and oddly moved her hand passed her mouth. She then presented my
now wet toe ring in her hand with an almost dark smile, before putting it back into her mouth.
With a deep kiss, she deposited the ring into my mouth, and I swallowed it …
****
I opened my eyes, lying comfortably in my warm bed. It felt as if I had just woken up from
a very long, very deep sleep, yet I could not remember falling to sleep. I looked around the room.
No one was there, while I oddly didn’t expect anyone to be, in spite of my last memory of me
having sex with Atra.
I hopped out of bed naked, which was aberrant for me, and slipped into flip flops I never
knew I had, as if I had done it many times. I took my usual morning shower after I did some high
impact pilates I never knew I could do, and masturbated wildly under the hot stream of water. It
felt as amazing as it did normal, while I wasn’t supposed to be a regular masturbator.
Save for the flip flops, I oddly, automatically had my breakfast naked, before I woke my
computer up to see my email. My first true shock was seeing a naked woman as my background
picture. It was of a slim brunette masturbating on a beach. The background was cycling through
various erotic images of women. I was without a doubt turned on, in spite of the fast that the first
time I felt any arousal toward a woman was with Atra.
Then, my jaw dropped. The date on my calendar was whole month ahead of where it
should be! Assuming there was something wrong with the app, I woke up my cellphone. It
corroborated with the computer.
I sat for a while feeling very confused. How could I loose a month? Why was I so
comfortable naked? Why did women turn me on so much? Why was I more physically fit? Is
that ring on my toe the same one I swallowed?
Not knowing how to answer any of those questions yet, I first thought I should call by
doctor. However, he would just tell me to commit myself in some asylum. I mean, lost memory?

Aberrant behavior? No, I would call people I know to casually talk about the last month, while
doing the same at my job. That seemed to be the only option short of having some panic attack,
which did not seem like a possibility.
****
It did not take me long to learn how different everything was, including with myself.
Within the first day, I learned that I had not gone to work for the last month, because of a leave
of absence ending soon, while much of my time was taken up by what felt like habitual exercise
and sapphic masturbation. I even learned that I apparently threw out all my bras and panties.
There was a great confusion within me …
“Hey, Robin,” I said through my cellphone, “this may sound strange, but, err, how was I
over the last month?”
“Oh … I, ah, you’ve been different,” she answered uncomfortably.
“What do you mean?”
“I know we’ve been friends since college, but this is the most normal you’ve sounded for a
while …” She sighed, and continued, “It was like you weren’t you. You came on to me; you
came on to and had sex with a lot of women. I assumed you were bi all along, and gave up men.
You just went through a break up and all …”
“Is that everything?” I asked, sensing yet more.
“No … I mean, you were there; I almost don’t want to sum up all your actions. But maybe,
it really wasn’t you … Besides the lesbian sex I know you were having, you were also studying
heavily. I remember one time catching you in the library with books on advanced physics,
engineering, history, and even philosophy. It was like you were back in college, but were
majoring in everything.”
“Don’t get scarred, Robin, but I don’t remember any of it, I don’t think. The whole month
is a big blank!”
There was a long pause, before Robin finally stated, “If that’s true, you really need to see a
doctor. Hell, maybe even a priest!”
****
Not long after my conversation with Robin, I found a strange list in my desk drawer. Well,
“strange” was about the only real way to describe it simply. It was a list of forty-two names with
contact information. The concept of a gene pool came to mind, but I didn’t know why. Biology
was my weakness in public school and college, but I still knew that it was a bit small. However,
it may have been enough. The strangest part about this aberrant knowledge was how every name
on the list was female.
Looking at the list more carefully, I saw a mark next to every name. There were three types
of marks: a check, a question mark, or an X. The latter sent a chill down my spine. I already
knew the sampling was small, while each X likely meant they were no longer valid in some way.
It was all so confusing, because the chill wasn’t caused by the list itself. Indeed, the check marks
gave me an odd relief: twenty-five had checks, while another ten had question marks. A part of
me wanted to contact the names of the list, while another wanted to forget it completely …

That night, I had a bizarre yet vivid dream. It was like viewing myself through the TV’s
digital video recorder. I was in the local library studying Human Genetics. Such studies never
came across me before, but that was not on my mind. Worry was on my mind. The list was
representative of the precious few that … made it through? I then sensed that the list may not
have been complete, while it could still grow.
I kept screaming “what’s happening!” but one cannot change prerecorded images like that.
Then, the images of the library began to fade away, and I found myself falling into … a
memory? It was unlike any memory I ever had. There were beautiful colors beyond what the
Human Eye could see, while other colors of the Human Spectrum were nonexistent. I was high
above a slowly charring world on what appeared to be a space station. There was a deafening
mix of arousing chanting and hand waving with inhuman hands. The latter was not mystical: we
were moving bright white holographic images of which I could not comprehend.
“My” head quickly glanced to the right. What I saw made me want to scream, but nothing
was to change the images before me. The image I briefly saw should have been beyond my
comprehension, but unlike the technology, I had comprehended it! The “body” was held up by
three tentacle-like legs, yet it was hard to tell if they were contacting the dark, metallic floor.
Above was an almost amorphous body, which I sensed could change somewhat to better function
in different situations. Its current form was of a kind of conical slug, reflecting the unseen lights
in broken ways. Near the top was a set of several more tentacles functioning as arms, while those
fast moving arms held a large set of further, smaller tentacles functioning as fingers manipulating
the holographic screen.
Suddenly, all motion and chanting stopped. What appeared to be eyelids blackened my
vision …
****
I slowly opened my eyes that morning with an intense arousal. I rubbed my crotch wildly
with one hand, while feeling up and down my seething body with the other. It was the most
powerful lust I remembered feeling, yet I sensed I once felt greater. I grabbed my foot with the
omnipresent toe ring, and lustfully sucked off my toes. Falling to my second toe holding the ring,
I sucked wildly until the ring flew into my mouth and down my throat.
Inhumanly, I then arched my back, bending over to make out with my own dripping
crotch. I sensed it was not the first time I had done so. It was utter perfection to feel my lips on
my own, more sensitive ones, while my tongue explored my delicious insides. The more I
frenched myself the less I cared about anything. All that mattered was the coming orgasm. And
then, I exploded into my mouth …
****
The next thing I knew, Atra was standing before me naked. I think I was still in my room,
but it was too dark and indistinct to be sure.
“You …” I barely stated in my confused arousal. She no longer didn’t just resemble me;
she looked exactly like me!
“We are a but a question mark on paper. You are so strong willed, yet so willing.”
“What? What are you?” I barely asked.
“Not very much of anything anymore, I’m afraid. My race does not exist anymore in the

material sense. We were of the material once, but we became sterile. So, our Witches, Vampires,
Succubi, and others came together to create a new race through their mastery of Erotic Cosmic
Energies. It worked, for a while. However, the sterility of the old race returned, eventually, and
we wielded Erotic Cosmic Energies again to prolong what little time we had left. We were in
such denial …”
“Then you turned yourselves into ghosts possessing other races to destroy other worlds!
That doesn’t make any sense!”
“It doesn’t, because you are so wrong. The charred world you saw was mine! Our sun hit a
solar maximum beyond anything we ever imagined. A few of us escaped into the horribly small
array of space stations. We knew we’d be long gone by the time our world could again support
life, long gone before we could physically find another habitable world in our technological
state, so we enacted a final sanction. We ripped our souls from our bodies, and traveled almost
instantaneously to the closest inhabited world: your world.”
“The rings …”
“Yes, those. I don’t fully understand how we became trapped in them … Well, so many of
us faded into oblivion before we began to inhabit your beautiful bodies. Dying race, dying souls.
We couldn’t conquer you even if we wanted to! We will live on through you, if you let us
become one.”
“You want my body?” I asked in terror.
“You have changed more than you yet know, after you made love to my ghostly self. Only
your race’s female form is compatible to Fuse with the soul you see before you, and that form is
capable of transcending into its own race …”
It was all up to me. She could never have power over a body that was not her own. I never
in my wildest dreams would have imagined a ghost pleading for new life before me. There was
no way I could say no. I would still be me, I sensed, as much as she would still be her. Her race
could not be resurrected, but it’s knowledge could still survive.
I embraced the beautiful soul before me, as if it were my own …

The Magic Limo Ride
The Magic Limo Ride, inc.! An affordable, convenient choice for all your formal needs.
Available for Proms, formal on the go meetings, or that spontaneous night on the town. Call or
Email today!
Raven haired Rachael, platinum blonde Jessie, natural blonde Lauren, and brown haired
Bianca jubilantly walked into the black stretch limo. The windows were so darkly tinted that no
one could see through them from the outside. Their reasons for hiring the limo were never stated,
while it was not mandatory to state any, but their revealing, high healed attire said enough. They
were likely planning to do bar and club hopping. An epilogue of sex was probably on their
minds, too. It was very doubtful that this was their first time doing this kind of trip, but it was

their first time chartering Magic Limo.
They laughed and drank the complimentary alcohol, taking silly pictures they may regret
later, while posting them online. A destination was given, but with the flip of a switch, that no
longer mattered. An aberrant humming noise was audible, but they were too drunk to care or
notice, even though they all felt subtly different.
Not much changed at first. They just seemed to drink more heavily, laugh much more
loudly, and take more embarrassing pictures. The tone of the snapshots soon began to change.
Though it seemed to be played off as a drunken joke, they began take pictures of them kissing
each other. Soon, a kind of spontaneous ferocity began to envelope the playful kisses. They were
obviously enjoying what started as a sapphic joke far more than they expected!
In that revelation, they found themselves laughing like playful nymphs, while the
snapshots slowly subsided. They were very drunk, but perhaps that drunkenness was different
from their prior experiences. They felt too good to worry about anything in that moment, though.
Rational thought was long gone. All they wanted to do was ride the wave of erotic joy washing
over them.
After an intense round of joyful laughter, they resumed what they still thought was a
sapphic joke. This time, tongues and hands joined in the fun. The more they playfully kissed and
groped, the more the playfulness was consumed by sexual passion. None of them went so far
with sapphic passion before, but all they now wanted to do was see how far it could go.
An intense sexual need began to wash over them, while they let all their inhibitions fly
away. There was no love amongst them in that moment; their was an intense, growing lust for
each other. In their lustful joy, they began to remove their clothes to better explore one another.
They soon paired off with Rachael and Jessie on one end, and Lauren and Bianca on the
other. The look on all their faces was of the lustful joy for themselves and each other they whole
heartedly embraced. Their lust was for every warm body in their sights.
Now beautifully naked, Rachael and Jessie starred at each other, while lustfully
masturbating. Lauren and Bianca lustfully glanced at the other two, while they preferred the
more direct approach. The feel of Lauren’s quivering body especially drove Bianca wild with
ecstasy. The two paid the most attention to their twitching, sleek snatches, for the warm wetness
was more wondrous than either thought possible. The two on the other end essentially agreed
silently with them.
They all began to moan and coo wildly in their respective methods. All love within them
was gone, while it was now completely replaced by the lust they embraced. At the same time,
their minds began to change. All that was their intelligence became an integral part of their
enhanced lust. They could not stop it, nor did not want to. Indeed, their minds no longer seemed
capable of processing language beyond their sounds of lustful passion. They fully embraced the
new paradigm of ultimate sexual ecstasy as who they must be.
Even though their clean shaven pussies, whose fingers freely slipped into, were the core of
their lust for each other, nothing of their bodies were off limits. In a way, they now had a fetish
for the whole of the female form. They lusted from their silken feet to the hair on their head, and
proved it to each other. Lauren lustily fingered Bianca’s wanting pussy, while she sucked on
Bianca’s toes with equally as fervent lust. They cared not why Bianca was now able to contort so
conveniently; their lust for each other grew via the possibilities it suggested.
Their moans and coos already sounded orgasmic, but they were barely even halfway to
that! Indeed, none of them wanted to cum yet, while they all lasted far longer on that front than
they ever thought possible. Lauren and Bianca’s lust making soon completely took the attention

of Rachael and Jessie, who were still lustfully fucking themselves to the sight of each other.
Lauren soon brought her lust Bianca to a powerful near orgasmic state, which otherwise sounded
like one epic orgasm. When she did cum, the lust of it reverberated down the limo, causing the
others to cum with near equal ferocity. Bianca’s seed orgasm far harder than all of the preceding
others.
The other three looked at Bianca, while still wildly rubbing their dripping crotches. It was
as if Bianca became a kind of Queen of Lust. Lauren passionately kissed the woman in her awe,
before Bianca made her way to the other two. They were already drooling from the orgasm she
somehow gave them, while her kissing them both lustfully did little to help that.
It was as if Bianca was establishing a kind of lustful dominance over the others, even
though that was technically unnecessary through the lust that now consumed them all. Soon,
Bianca was making out with Rachael’s soaked pussy, and dexterously rubbed Jessie’s with her
perfect foot, while Bianca fingered her own pussy. At the same time, Lauren rubbed her pussy
and now sweaty body wildly to the sights.
The way they all were reacting to her, and the way she lustfully gave pleasure, made it
seem like Bianca was the only one capable of achieving and giving orgasms. The apparent
Queen of Lust was more than willing to oblige with all the physical tools at her disposal.
Through Bianca, Jessie, and Rachael were already at near orgasmic levels they were not
achieving with merely each other. With Bianca’s toes and fingers deep within her lusts’ and her
own pussies, she created an orgasm more powerful than the last, forcing the masturbating Lauren
on the other side to cum almost as hard.
The three women lustily looked over to the still masturbating, moaning Lauren, and
crawled over to her. They soon found themselves in a pile of ecstatic lust, with Bianca giving the
most pleasure with every part of her body. Sweat, cum, spit might as well have been all one
sapphic liquid staining the leather seats. Soon, Bianca brought them all to a final, epic, lust filled
orgasm …
“I love my job!” I proclaimed behind the wheel of the limo. The wall between me and the
main cabin was specially shielded, while there was no way to open it. I had driven them back to
where they started, which was standard procedure. After savoring a few extra moments of the
women’s moans and coos on the screen before me, I looked over to the dashboard. I flipped the
switch labeled “Resonator.” The aberrant noises of the limo slowly ceased, and the women left
the limo, happily waving goodby to me. Their minds essentially returned to them, but they will
likely continue to be twisted by lust with Bianca guiding them. I could not wait to give the raw
data to my boss Dr. Cornelia Reynolds. The latest experiment in stimulating Sexual Energy was
most certainly a success!

The Costume Shoppe
Jackie was driving her friends Hanna and Becky to the mall. They were looking to grab

some costumes for their friend Laura’s twenty-first birthday. Laura said she wanted her twentyfirst to be a costume party, and no one complained. The only problem was they were lost.
“I told you to bring the damn GPS, Jackie!” the blonde Hanna stated annoyed.
“You’re the one that wanted to take that ‘short’ cut!” the brunette Jackie rebutted.
“Guys!” the raven haired Becky raised her voice in the back. “My phone has a GPS! Give
me a minute.”
Jackie grunted, before seeing a bright, neon highlighted, backlit sign approaching up the
road. It stated the various businesses: DiRossio’s Groceries, Well Bred Pet Shop, Premier
Timepiece Repair, and most significantly, Frederick’s Costumier and Party Shoppe. “Looks like
there’s a costume shop in that plaza up there,” Jackie grunted. “I’m gonna go check it out if
anyone wants to join me.”
A few minutes later, Jackie parked in front of the building. The three of them audibly
sighed with relief, when they saw the place didn’t close for the next two hours. Inside, it was
brightly lit, and had a generic array of party-esque merchandise: costumes, candles, candy,
disposable tableware, balloons, etc. They appeared to be the only customers that night.
After browsing the costume section for a few minutes, a very pale though very attractive
woman in all black attire walked up to them. “Anything I can help you ladies with?” she asked
pleasantly with a subtle lisp, showing her white fangs. Her name tag said her name was Julia.
Jackie stated lightly, batting her dark blue eyes, “Nice fangs!”
“Thanks!” Julia said happily.
Jackie then answered, “We’re going to a costume party in a few days. It’s our friend’s
twenty-first.”
Julia smiled toothily, showing off her almost too realistic fangs. “We’ve got some special
deals for birthday parties. I can get my manager if you three are interested.”
The three of them nodded.
A few minutes later, a tall man with wavy gray hair walked up to them. His attire was what
could be called “Edwardian” or “turn of the last century.” He wore a three piece suit with a stiff
collar and a puffy tie. A pocket watch chain was clearly visible above the waist, twisting around
the vest button. “I’m Robert Jones, the store manager. So, Julia told me that you ladies are going
to a birthday party with costumes,” he said stately. He shook their hands politely.
“Yup, in a couple days,” Becky stated happily.
“Well,” he stated with a bright white, toothy smile, “We have some very special Back
Room Deals on costumes …”
“All the stuff out here, you mean?” Hanna asked innocently.
“No,” he answered with a knowing smile. “Actually, ma’am, we have an actual back
room. That’s where we keep our best costumes.”
“What kind of deals do you offer?” Jackie asked.
He answered pleasantly, “Because it’s for a party, I can take twenty-five percent off the
current price, and if you wish, there is no need to pay the final price up front. Also, if you do not
wish to keep the costume, or are unhappy with it, a full refund is entitled. I should also mention
that these costumes may be custom fit, and can be ready by the time we close tonight. Our store
tailor left for the night, but my old hands can still do the job.”
“Following a stranger into a back room? Isn’t that how every other slasher movie starts?”
Hanna asked dryly.
The manager laughed.
After having tapped away on her phone, Becky stated, “They have a website, guys!

They’re pretty well reviewed, too.”
“I would hope so!” the manager said happily. “Please, ladies, follow me.”
The three woman almost excitedly followed the manager to the back room. The well lit
room was more like a small tailor’s shop or clothing store. There were several circular racks with
a vast array of clothing. On the opposite end, there was what appeared to be a dressing room, and
four mirrors and tables attached to the wall. The tables likely held various makeups for costumes
in the drawers underneath. Gushy chairs lay before the tables.
The manager handed over thick catalogues to them, and stated, “We have numerous
recommendations for whatever you had in mind for a costume. Please, take your time. I will be
back in a moment.” He walked out.
The three of them decided to have a seat on the other side of the room, and browsed the
catalogue. Jackie soon found a picture of a “Succubus.” It caught her eye, because of the subtly
of it. The thin brunette model was simply wearing sexily revealing, dark clothing: low healed
boots, tight jeans, blouse, and a leather jacket. Remarkably, there were none of the cliche horns
or pitchforks or tails. The almost supernatural beauty of the image was easily more than enough
to attract either gender.
Jackie then felt strange and dizzy. In her blurred vision, she looked over to her chuckling
friends. Her vision quickly became sharp and clear. She soon began to realize how different she
felt. There was a growing hunger in her unlike anything she never felt, while she could feel her
friends amused thoughts.
Her friends stopped laughing, and looked over to her. “You smell so good, Jackie” Hanna
said deeply. “Fuck me, PLEASE!” Becky begged. Somehow now naked, Jackie stood up, and
walked over to them. The growing hunger she felt was somehow intricately connected with her
arousal. The moment she stood between them, her friends lunged at her, making her the meat of
a sapphic sandwich. Jackie leaned on the table behind her, while Hanna hungrily ate her
twitching pussy, and Becky ate out Jackie’s mouth. Suddenly, Jackie found herself inhaling the
most delicious thing she ever tasted from Becky. She drank the passion until Becky fell to the
floor unconscious.
Hanna then kissed all the way up to Jackie’s drooling mouth. They made out hungrily,
while Jackie wildly rubbed and fingered Hanna’s dripping pussy. Jackie drank all the while.
Soon, Hanna screamed in ecstasy, while Jackie absorbed Hanna’s escaping passion. Jackie’s
powerful orgasmic scream was beyond anything she ever knew …
In a flash, Jackie found herself sitting fully clothed on the chair next to her happy friends.
Everything seemed to be back to normal. “Yeah, that’s what we’re gonna do, Hanna!” Becky
stated, pointing to the catalogue. Seeing Hanna nod happily, Jackie tried to rationalize the
apparent hallucination. Sure, she was looking at a picture of a woman dressed as a Succubus, but
she never hallucinated before. She thought that the drive might have tired her out more than she
thought.
The manager then walked up to them, and asked, “How are the selections going,
madams?”
Hanna quickly answered, “Me and Becky will take ‘Lesbian Pornstar Couple’.”
“A good costume should make you the opposite of who ya are!” Becky exclaimed.
“Indeed,” the manager stated. He looked over to Jackie, and asked, “And, you, miss?”
“I, uh, I guess, I’ll take the Succubus,” Jackie answered, while her worry about the
hallucination somehow faded. She wasn’t sure why she chose that costume, but she could not see
herself in any other …

After they were all measured, they quietly sat back at the mirrors. They were told that
Becky and Hanna’s outfits won’t take very long to put together, due to their skimpy nature.
Jackie’s would take quite a bit longer, because it was a full outfit.
Not long after, the manager came back with Becky and Hanna’s outfits. The two scurried
into the dressing room next to the mirrors, and redressed themselves. Jackie heard them speaking
to each other, but it was too muffled for her to understand. They emerged in long dark trench
coats with big smiles.
“So, that’s it?” Jackie asked, almost disappointed.
They shook their heads, and opened their coats, letting them drop to the floor, with erotic
smiles. Hanna wore a tiny black thong, a tight black fishnet top (breasts essentially out for all to
see), matching fishnet stockings, and calf high latex boots. Becky wore black heals, waist high
pantyhose (leopard patterned), and a tight red demicup tube top. She wore no panties.
“Wow!” Jackie exclaimed. “You two really do look like pornstars …”
“Lesbian pornstar lovers!” Hanna corrected, before they began to hold each other and
make out tightly, wetly.
Though she was sure it was just and act, Jackie was impressed with how well they were
meshing with the costume. She almost believed that they were lesbians!
Still in each other’s arms, Becky explained, “After seeing each other in these outfits, we
decided to really get into the persona.”
“So, you two are gonna be, umm, lesbian lovers and doing porn for the next couple of
days?”
“Yup!” Hanna happily answered, before playfully grabbing Becky’s tight ass. “It’s all in
good fun, Jackie.”
“Good thing you two are single!” Jackie exclaimed in amazement.
“Not anymore!” Becky said sexily, before again tightly making out with her “lover” …
For the next half an hour, Becky and Hanna semi-privately traded secrets about each other
neither knew. It was all about gaining the kind of intimacy necessary for their faux relationship.
They didn’t really want Jackie listening, and she obliged by playing some silly game about some
unhappy birds on her phone.
The manager Jones finally appeared with Jackie’s costumed in hand, and she happily
brought it into the dressing room. Though tight and form fitting, all the clothing fit perfectly. She
was especially happy with the genuine leather jacket. Whether she ever really wanted a leather
jacket, they were always too expensive for her, but expense was clearly not an issue then.
Jackie stood admiring herself before the mirror. Even though she had no demonic wings,
tail, or whatever, she and others would call her a Succubus, or at least, a sexy seductress with
clear supernatural tendencies! It was most certainly an outfit greater then the sum of its parts.
She suddenly felt something in the right side pocket of the black jacket. Pulling it out, she
realized it was and gold anklet. She looked it over, and was downright mesmerized by the
attached amber and diamonds. Like with the jacket, it was something she could not then
normally afford, but expense again was no longer an issue. Unzipping the boot and removing her
bare foot, she realized that she was disappointed that it would be hidden. However, she quickly
realized that a Succubus probably wore clothes less than the average person. She then slapped on
the anklet, and put back on the boot.
Walking out of the dressing room, Jackie realized how great she felt, while perhaps a bit
horny for reasons unclear to her. Breaking her chain of thought, her friends caught her eye. They
were holding each other lovingly on their chairs. “I had no idea, Becky,” Hanna said before

sweetly kissing her on the lips.
“Umm,” Jackie was asking, “Are you two ready to go?”
The two slowly stood up, hands tightly clasped. Becky rubbed tears out of her eyes, before
Hanna stated, “Yeah … let’s get goin’, Jackie.”
“Are you all right, Becky?” Jackie asked with concern.
“I’m fine, now, thanks to Hanna,” she said quietly toward Hanna, while lightly stroking
Hanna’s cheek.
“You go find that manager, Jackie,” Hanna said quietly, “so we can fill out whatever we
need to fill out …”
Jackie nodded, while more confused than anything else toward how her friends were
acting. Not long after walking back to the main retail floor, Jackie caught Julia walking toward
the register with a blue sack in hand (probably to hold money).
“Hey, we’re all set, Julia!”
“Oh, OK …You look great!”
Jackie suddenly noticed a small drop of thick red liquid sitting on the corner of her mouth.
She seemed quite a bit less pale, too, but Jackie assumed it was just the lighting in that part of the
store. “Umm, you have something on your …”
“Oh!” she exclaimed, failing to hide embarrassment, before wiping the thick liquid with
her index finger. She sucked it off her finger, visibly savoring whatever it was. “Just some
ketchup! … Jones left for the night. Kinda a whipped husband,” she chuckled. “He left stuff for
yah in his office. I’ll meet you in the Back Room with it.”
Jackie walked in on her friend’s intimately massaging each other’s bare feet. “Err, Julia’ll
be back in a minute to finish everything up.”
Her friends barely acknowledged her …
Jackie was driving over to Hanna and Becky’s apartment the day of the party. Well, it was
really Becky’s apartment. That morning, Jackie found out over the phone that Hanna was
moving in with her. There was a different tone in Hanna’s voice, while it resembled the one
heard at the costume shop, which was the last time Jackie saw them, not counting the car ride
after.
When Hanna opened the apartment door, Jackie’s heart skipped a beat. Hanna changed her
hair to a dark brown. “You, you changed your hair, Hanna … I like it.” Jackie was indeed finding
herself sexually attracted to women. It was as unexplainable as her recently increased horniness.
“Glad you like it, Jackie. Wanted to go back to my natural color. Unfortunately, it’s still
dyed. Hair coloring can take a while to come out fully!” She was already wearing the outfit she
received from the costume shop, as was Jackie. Indeed, Jackie really liked the jacket, boots and
anklet. She liked them so much so that she was now wearing them consistently, while the anklet
had yet to be removed.
Becky walked into the room in a silk robe not long after they sat on the couch. “You look
really sexy, Jackie!” Becky complimented. “Oh, I’m glad you’re here to hear this, too, Jackie.
Just got off the phone with Sensuous Entertainment, and they liked our video!”
“That’s great, Becky!” Hanna exclaimed, before walking over to give Becky a deep kiss.
“What?” Jackie asked confused.
“Oh, that company makes porn. We sent them a clip of me and Becky making love, and
they just loved it!”
“Making love?” Jackie asked in increased confusion.

“Isn’t it obvious, sweet Jackie?” Becky answered. “We thought we chose a costume based
on the complete opposite of what we were, when it was really just something deep inside us. We
really are in love, Jackie, and we can’t wait to share that with the world!”
Remarkably, Jackie’s horniness jumped higher, before she gained some control over
herself. Whether it was right or wrong, she finally realized that something obviously happened to
them at that shop. Yet, she wasn’t sure of what to do about it. What really was remarkable was
how Jackie sensed the truth in their words. They were always very close friends, and Jackie
always suspected that they were secretly voyeurs and exhibitionists.
The apparent lovers tossed on their trench coats, before Hanna stated, “Come on, Jackie!
Lets get to the party.”
Jackie was loving the high energy of the party, and especially how sexually charged it was.
The birthday girl Laura was meant to be the center of attention, and Jackie saw no reason to deny
that. Well, perhaps there was, because of how much Laura was arousing Jackie. The strange part
was how it seemed as if Jackie was the true center of attention, and most just flocked around
them.
“God, you look fucking hot tonight, Laura!” Jackie complimented. Her new sexual desires
were becoming uncontrollable, but she assumed it was the few shots talking.
“Thanks! You smell good, too. That, like, costume shop you guys found was a great
fuckin’ suggestion! They, like, totally turned me into a stupid bimbo!” she giggled. Her hair was
a much lighter blonde now, while her skin was tanner and originally larger breasts were even
bustier. That was not to mention the fact that she didn’t sound all the smart anymore. “You know
I was lookin’ for a job. I’m gonna, like, totally start workin’ there next week. Maybe that vamp’ll
suck my boobies!”
“Sounds like a good idea, Laura,” Jackie said hungrily, while falling toward her massive
cleavage.
Before Jackie made contact, her friend next to her stated, “Who’s that?”
“Oh, uh,” Laura stated, “that’s Brianna. I met her, like, the day I, like, went to that costume
shop.” Many of the costumed party goers flocked to the newcomer.
“You asked her to come?” Jackie asked through her building horniness. Her recently
dirtied mind automatically turned “come” into “cum.”
“Kinda!” Laura answered, while Jackie seemed to sense that she really didn’t.
Though unexplainable and confusing, Jackie felt like Brianna was some kind of
competition or ally. Regardless, she could no longer deny how much she wanted Laura, and no
longer wanted to deny her new feelings. Or at least, she had to have her before the magnetic
newcomer. “I wanna see your new bed, and I wanna show you my sexy anklet under these
boots,” she quietly, hungrily whispered in Laura’s ear.
Jackie stood up, and walked to her friend’s room, while Laura remarkably followed. The
exhilaration Jackie felt was as unexplainable as it was unquestionable. That exhilaration
somehow enhanced her hunger for passion. Locking the door behind them, Jackie couldn’t
believe how easily she was able to bring her friend to a room for what was plainly going to be
hot sex.
They then began to uncontrollably make out. The kiss was unlike anything either of them
ever experienced. For Laura, the kiss itself was practically orgasmic, while for Jackie, it felt as if
she was consuming that passion. It was truly remarkable.
In total shock toward the aberrant feel of the kiss, Jackie pulled back, and barely stated,

“What’s happening?” Laura answered almost innocently, “I thought we were gonna, like, start
fuckin’ or somethin’…”
What little control Jackie had over herself melted away in her horny hunger. They resumed
their more then energetic kiss, and fell onto the bed. Save for Jackie’s anklet, their clothes flew
away in a blur of sexual frenzy. Jackie and Laura’s lips were then locked open mouthed in a kiss
to end all kisses, while they ground their dripping pussies wildly. In a kind of reversed echo,
Jackie’s following moans and coos were even louder than her near orgasmic friend’s.
Time seemed to slow for Jackie in the final moment of passionate orgasm. She could taste
every last wondrous drop of passionate Energy pour down her throat, while her body absorbed
every last wisp of expelled Energy, and could feel and see her body process it into her very
being. While her perception of time slowly returned to normal, Jackie then exploded in joyful
orgasm from the apparent feed …
Brianna suddenly rushed into the room, knowing exactly what she would find. She knew
exactly what was happening from the start, and knew it best not to interrupt the then
transforming woman. Jackie was still too overwhelmed by her first feed to fully understand what
she had just done. Brianna lunged onto the bed, and kissed Sexual Life Energy into the lifeless
Laura. The Energy was like a shot of adrenaline, bringing Laura back to life. Brianna breathed
out enough for her to come back to consciousness in a loud orgasm.
She looked deeply into Laura’s eyes, and stated, “You have no need to talk to anyone but
Jackie and I about the wonderful things that just happened here, Laura. Get dressed, and go back
to your party. Fuck, get drunk again, Human! You will sleep like the dead tonight. I recommend
a very large breakfast tomorrow after your long night’s sleep.” After a brief moment of
confusion, Laura happily hopped out of the bed, and left after quickly pulling on her clothes.
Laura’s enlarged breasts were more blatant than ever.
Jackie lay back as breathlessly satisfied as she was confused. She consumed the passion of
her friend!
“I’m so sorry you didn’t fully understand what was happening to you, Jackie,” the
apologetic Brianna stated. “I was never consulted about this; I would have tried to prevent it. It’s
clear that you did want this, but still …”
“What?” Jackie barely asked.
“Robert Jones is the leader of the Zalatoth Cult I currently consult with.”
“Zalatoth Cult?” she breathed.
“Zalatoth is the Witch God of Manipulation … Jones likes to pretend he’s a century and a
half old, but he’s only eighty-eight! What is it that recent comedy once stated? ‘He’s an asshole,
but he’s our asshole’.”
“What are you in all of this, Brianna? You saved my friend from … whatever I did to her.”
She smiled pleasantly, disarmingly and replied, “I’m an Avatar Succubus. The Cosmic
Gods can speak through me, while I can speak to them, but above all, I am a Succubus like you
are now, Artificial.” She sighed, and continued, “I had the easiest kind of transformation two
centuries ago, I suppose. Not that any transformation is exactly alike. A now disbanded Zalatoth
Cult made me into what I am through Plaotathis of Curiosity like Jones did to you (I briefly
worked with a L’sothot Cult after). However, due to my becoming an Avatar through a Zalatoth
Cult, Zalatoth ensured that I had a very smooth transformation, and even ensured a subconscious
understanding of being a Succubus before I was fully transformed. So, everything about my first
feed was uncomplicated.”
Jackie looked at her apparent sister in amazement. She actually could empathically sense

that Brianna truly cared and worried about her.
“Anyway, it all comes down to the fact that all of us need a helping hand for our first feed
and after, whether we get it or not. I had a God, but most of us are aided by others of our kind. I
suppose, we could even be aided by some artificial means. Human technology is always
advancing!”
Jackie shook her head in amazement. “I’m an Artificial Succubus? I almost can’t believe it
…”
Brianna lovingly brushed Jackie’s long hair with her fingers.
“Does that mean Julia back at the shop is real Vampire?”
“Oh, yes, Jackie!” she answered excitedly. “She’s a Vampire of Pleasure. Nicest Vampire
I’ve ever met; we’re good friends. More than friends, secretly. She had even let me feed on her.
A rare treat! Her flavor is so … exotic …” Brianna really did like her a lot, and was working
hard to make their relationship serious for a while. A sexual relationship with a Succubus is
taboo amongst Vampires (sexualized blood doesn’t taste right to them at first), but Succubi don’t
care much about taboos …
Jackie finally understood the meaning of being “hot for teacher” through Brianna, now that
her sexual proclivities were more than genderless. Brianna explained everything about the back
room to her in a single lesson. All that enchanted room ever does is reveal truths about oneself
otherwise denied or impossible, and then, Robert Jones makes those truths possible. Specifically,
Hanna and Becky, not knowing how, wanted to be more than friends, while they were secretly
exhibitionists and voyeurs. Becoming lesbian pornstar lovers made all that possible for them.
Laura also barely hid the fact that she hated being an A student, but liked sex, while becoming a
bimbo made it possible for her to be who she really wanted to be. Of course, Jackie always
wanted more out of sex, and becoming a sexual being was what made that possible for her. Now,
Jackie’s destiny will be forever her own to shape …

The Substance
She was on the hard floor, totally beaten. The naked woman before her was ready to do
whatever she was going to do to her in the dark warehouse. “You’ll feel much better once you’ve
eaten my cum!” the naked woman proclaimed.
The naked woman then screamed in orgasm, and let loose a massive spray of feminine
juices. The juices impossibly puled together into a large puddle, and began to move on its own.
The woman on the floor was paralyzed in fear and drugs, while it moved closer. When it reached
her face, it leapt onto her, and seeped into every hole it found. It seeped into her very mind,
causing her to scream in the wettest orgasm of her life …
****

Feet bared and crossed on my desk, I sipped at my lemonade, while finishing the chicken
salad on my lap. On the desk lay my tablet computer. It displayed the local Providence Chronicle
newspaper, which recently started a cheap paid subscription service for tablets. The article up
was an interesting one I had been following. It was of a new street drug that popped up within
the past month. While sometimes called “The Substance,” the reporters also liked to call it “Sex
Drive” to cash in on a popular independent film. The latter name was fairly accurate, because the
addictive drug was claimed to highly sexualize the user, often turning women into sex starved
lesbians. What interested me was an odd vagueness to the details: lack of names, locations,
overall police investigation. Sure, the police never released all the details of ongoing
investigations (I should know being a former cop), but the vagueness was somehow more.
“Jess, there’s a woman here to see you,” my intercom hissed.
“Jackie, tell her to come back in half an hour, or make an appointment,” I grumbled. She
knew I did not like to be disturbed during my lunch break, so the next line was unsurprising.
“She said it’s urgent, it can’t wait.”
I sighed. This was not the first time a potential client had what I liked to call a “Bathroom
Emergency.” I answered annoyed, “Send her in.”
An attractive, physically fit thirty something blonde walked into my room. She was
wearing a conservative gray pant suit, and had her hair tied in a ponytail. She seemed off put by
my casualness (bare feet up), even though I should be expectedly annoyed at the intrusion. I
brushed back my sleek black hair, and said, “Have a seat. And, your name is?”
She sat, and answered, “Saundra Jones. Have you been reading the news, detective?”
“Yes, just now.”
“Well, it’s my sister. I think she’s gotten herself caught up with that new sex drug,” she
said worried.
I found myself highly skeptical toward this woman. She was beginning to describe the plot
of that movie Sex Drive.
“I know how it sounds. It’s like that movie, but you know people are getting caught up in
this …”
I nodded, feigning interest.
I was about to ask her to leave, before she stated quietly, “I’m a special agent with the
CIA. There’s much more going on here than just my lost sister.” After glancing at the closed
curtains, she tossed her very real ID and badge in its leather case on my desk.
I quickly picked my feet off my desk, and picked up the wallet. “Why are you coming to
me with all this?”
A stern look was in her eyes. “I suspected something strange very early on with those
articles. I have fairly high clearance, but it wasn’t enough to get a full picture of what’s
happening. Once I found out my sister was somehow caught up in this mess, I knew I needed
help.”
“How did you find out about your sister?”
“We’re very close. She disappeared, and I looked into it the moment I found out. The
moment evidence appeared that the new drug may have been a factor, I was thrown off the case.”
“How do you know they’re not keeping close tabs on you now, you coming so close to this
apparent conspiracy?”
“That paranoia is less necessary than you think. I told you, I have very high clearance. I
am part of a special investigative unit, and that is as much as I told my sister. That may be too
much for you to know.”

“Still, I don’t understand why you came to me.”
“Well, I needed to choose aid at random. I decided to go with a private detective. You are
in the phone book, and I decided to believe the background information listed.”
“It actually holds back …” I mumbled to myself.
“Good!” she said almost sarcastically.
“What happens now?” I asked. This was the first time I may have found myself walking
the line of treason!
“I will leave. In thirty minutes, meet me Lundsguard Motel, room six. Do not tell your
assistant where you are going. I will be leaving the motel in exactly thirty-five minutes. I may
have high clearance, but I still must be carful. I will not wait …”
****
I was driving down to Lundsguard Motel. The whole thing bothered me. I’m not really
sure why I was letting myself become a part of whatever this is. Yes, her pretty face could throw
me off even if I wasn’t a lesbian. Yet, it was more than that. I’ve been a detective for too long
not to see something unusual in that new street drug. Whether she really did choose me at
random, she made a good choice. I may not fully understand why I was now a part of this, but
there was no way I would resist being pulled into it.
A grimy motel door stood before me, and I nocked quietly. It was just more than half an
hour after I first met the agent. The downright sexy agent opened the door with a car key in hand.
She handed it to me. “My car’s right behind you. I’m checking out. Be back in a minute. I’m
driving.”
I turned around to a generic, red American Sedan. I unlocked the passenger side door, and
awkwardly sat on the worn in seat. Examining the key, I saw the tag on it revealing it was a
rental from Jefferson Rentals, which was just down the street. Their wide variety of vehicles
were useful in many of my past investigations.
Suddenly, Agent Jones nocked on the driver’s side window. I unlocked the door for her,
and gave her the key back. I almost forgot what it was like to be in a car old enough not to have
power locks!
A moment later, we drove off. We were quiet for a long time, while on the bumpy back
roads. I finally asked, “Where are we going?”
“OK,” she sighed. “There’s a lot a couldn’t tell you. There was no way to know your office
wasn’t bugged.”
“You did still reveal a lot …”
“I know. It was at my own risk to get your attention. I was misleading, too. You were not
really chosen at random. I made a mental list of all private detectives that appeared in the news
over the past month. From that, I was capable of ascertaining which would help me the most.”
She probably had a photographic memory, and an exceedingly high intellect. “Help you …
with what?”
“Find my sister, and stop whatever is really going on.”
“Well, what is going on?”
“I’m not completely sure. However, the evidence points to the street drug not necessarily
being a street drug.”
“Interesting. All those news reports did seem off somehow …”
“Yes. This is not the ‘X-Files.’ The government is not as talented at conspiracies as some

like to think. It’s simply too bureaucratic. Now that all three branches of government are
essentially at odds, including Congress being at odds with itself, the churned out conspiracy is
very much watered down and obvious to anyone paying enough attention.”
“But, there’s another factor, isn’t there, Saundra?”
“Perhaps. It is the only way to explain the level of competence I did not expect. It may be
cooperate, I’m not sure.”
“So, where are we going?” I asked, a little annoyed at how she avoided my first question
earlier.
She laughed ever so subtly, and answered, “A secret government warehouse. It was in one
of the last memos I intercepted before I was thrown off the case of my missing sister. A lot was
blacked out, though, but I think it may also have stated the possible cooperate factor.”
“I still don’t see my part in this!” I exclaimed frustratedly. “Did you turn me into some
kind of pawn?”
“As much as you want to be one,” she answered almost cryptically. “The only way I’ve
ascertained to gain access to that facility is to have someone with me that I claim to be exposed
to the Substance.”
I shot of fear shot through me.
The agent glanced over to me with an amused smile. “No, I won’t infect you to gain entry!
I have no samples to even show you. I plan to say you seem immune to the affects, if asked.”
“Oh, wonderful! And, I thought I was gonna get a sexual high!” I sarcastically stated.
“Even though it is likely that there is no drug being distributed on the streets, it is very
doubtful that any of the guards would know that, if anything. I know that only the officer in
charge and the chief scientists know the purpose of their black ops facility.”
I sighed. “Do you at least have a layout?”
“No, but I have a good idea about that. Medical black ops facilities have a consistent
design, and are not normally mazes …”
****
After a while, I let myself pass out. I was paranoid enough to know that was probably a
bad idea. I really didn’t trust that Special Agent. If an agent went rogue, betraying everything she
once held sacred, then what am I to her? I should have been far more vigilant, but she had been
disarming in subtle ways, proving that she needed me for the facility. If she did not really go
rogue, and she was simply gathering a new test subject, she certainly would not do anything to
me while asleep … maybe. The thoughts ran through my mind at light speed in my half dream
state.
I slowly came to consciousness at the feel of the car slowing down. “Special Agent Jones
here with a subject. This is unscheduled: Code Harpocrates,” I heard. I opened my bleary eyes to
see we were at some main gate. A guard handed back her ID from his high perch, and a large
fence rolled open before us. The car slowly moved forward, before parking next to the main
entrance.
When Saundra Jones walked out of the car, I realized that my hands were handcuffed
behind my back. My heart raced. Jones walked around the front smoothly, and opened my door,
helping me out. “Just follow my lead,” she mumbled quietly.
Jones guided me toward the main door. There were two guards in green combat uniforms,
which did nothing to make them invisible. On the left was a masculine looking female guard

taller than all of us, and on the right stood a stoic, well built male. After the female guard opened
the sliding doors, Jones asked her, “Soldier, which way is processing?” She answered, “First
door on the right, ma’am.”
We walked into what appeared to be a bare freight elevator. I observed no buttons, while
the doors slid closed. We moved downward for far longer than I expected, before we finally
stopped. The doors slid open to a bare, bright white hall with unevenly spaced metal doors. What
looked like a domed security camera watched us exit the elevator from the ceiling.
After we entered the recommended door, Jones stated, “We can breath now for a few
minutes. There won’t be any security monitoring in here.”
“That doesn’t make any sense!” I exclaimed, while she undid the handcuffs around my
wrists. The brightly lit room had an exam table with various medical tools sitting on a table next
to it. On the far end was a computer consul and empty desk.
“It doesn’t, unless you know technology like I do,” she stated with a smile. At the same
time, she began to access the computer. “They obviously don’t want any of the operations here
getting out, and that’s why we haven’t seen many guards. A witty hacker with a five year old
computer can break into any file, assuming there is at least one exterior network connection,
while every person on the premises can represent a security risk. They probably just use some
handheld video camera for scientific studies … That’s it!”
“What?” I asked looking at the computer screen.
“Why we are here …”
An abstract of an unreported event lay on the screen:
>>MARTEL RESEARCH CORPORATION -- ONGOING INVESTIGATION FILE
26627 (A)
>>!MAXIMUM CLEARANCE REQUIRED FOR VIEWING!
>>Alexandria Deep Sea Research Station C is now shut down and quarantined beginning
06/01/11. A biological contaminant from a recovered meteorite infected the entire crew of the
station and rescue vessel. Males experienced minimal symptoms prior to coma. Females became
highly sexualized, and developed homosexuality. The virus is transmitted via bodily fluids.
Further study is required. Below are links to the recovered files from the station, and the
subsequent research …
“We don’t have time to linger here much longer,” the agent stated. She soon opened up a
file on the location of the recovered meteorite. She accessed other areas of the system. “I just put
the security monitors in a loop. We have about ten minutes of free access before someone notices
something is wrong with the system.”
Almost in a run, I followed her out. We quickly moved down the bright corridor, and made
multiple turns to the left and the right. I was completely lost in the vast array of bright sameness,
but Jones understood the layout, as she said she would. We finally entered a room. There were
two surprised male scientists in white lab coats reviewing several documents. On the far end sat
a darkly colored meteorite within a large glass case with capped glove holes. Holes were visible
on the meteorite from likely recent research.
“I am Special Agent Jones,” she said to them seriously. “Prepare the rock for travel, now!”
She flashed her badge and ID.
They did so without question. It was as if they wanted nothing to do with the meteorite,
anyway. “Are we finally done with this thing?” one asked.
“Just following orders,” Jones stated.
They nodded almost sarcastically, while putting on their thick gloves and face masks.

“What about the test subjects and the initial infected? Are they being moved out of here, too?”
the other scientist asked through his mask.
“Not right now, as far as I know,” Jones answered stoically. “Our orders are just for that
rock.”
The scientists carefully placed the heavy rock into the padded, sterile case. They carefully
locked it, and Jones had me take it. We quietly left without another word.
“What about your sister?” I quietly asked in the hallway. We were walking very fast.
“She’s not here.”
“What?” I asked confused.
“I’ll explain later. We have to get out of here first!”
****
Our getaway was almost anticlimactic. They just let us leave. Jones stated that it would
have been much harder if we lingered. We were lucky, quick, and efficient. However, it would
not take them long to realize what we stole. We ditched our car, pushed it into a reservoir, and
began to make our way through the woods to another vehicle.
“I think it’s time you explain yourself, Jones. I’ve waded though too many lies and halftruths, and now I’m holding some cosmic rock for you!”
“Fine,” she said in a subtly sultry tone. “My clearance is or was as high as it goes without
being voted on by Congress. That is because I was one of the agents assigned to the task force to
ensure no others were infected outside that facility and undersea lab, and other related tasks. A
clean up crew, as it were. I knew nothing solid about Martel, yet, but I suspected. The
Government and clearly Martel still don’t know much about the Substance, so there guard was
quite high outside that facility. We lack the technology to even replicate it! We still don’t know
when or where, but the Substance did escape. Men may be put into a coma, but women are
affected far more profoundly. They are finally beginning to understand why back in that facility,
I believe … There’s the jeep.”
We hopped into it, but Jones didn’t start the engine.
“There should be something to drink on the back seat.”
I grabbed a large plastic bottle, and chugged quickly. I was quite thirsty. “Wow, that’s good
stuff! It’s kinda sweet and smooth.”
“Yes, I know. Anyway, I eventually found that my sister became infected. On a lead, I
found her in some old warehouse. Well, she found me …”
My breathing was becoming heavy, while I could feel a distinct warmth between my
thighs. Without thinking, I drank the last drops of the delicious, thick liquid.
“You see,” she breathed deeply, while letting down her silken hair, “my sister knows me
very well, and is one of the few that can subdue me. She injected with a sedative, but not enough
to completely knock me out. She stood before me naked, and her infected cum kinda forced its
way into me. Well, ‘infected’ is the wrong word.” She licked her lips slowly, and continued
deeply, “I was transformed! It took many days to gain any semblance of normality, which is only
a convincing mask. We are no longer Human. While we think the original form of the Substance
would have had us transform this world, it changed by the time it was found. Now, we wish
peaceful coexistence, and to continue our new sapphic race.”
I was being consumed by a blinding arousal, and could not help but touch myself. Oh,
fuck! What was happening to me? What did I just drink?

“Not enough time passed for them to worry about me, so my job was to ensure the facility
was to be shut down. All of our kind still there should already be leaving. With the confusion of
me taking the rock that started this all, it will be easy to bring them to our private compound. I
am not the only useful one transformed … Isn’t my cum delicious?”
I was red hot with desire. My clothes were already torn away by my wild hands. “Fuck me!
OH MY FUCK, FUCK ME!” I Screamed, before lunging at Saundra Jones, who was already
tearing off her conservative clothes, revealing her taught, feminine body. She pushed the back
rest down, and we found ourselves in hungry sixty-nine. Our sweet juices leaked out freely. We
fingered and licked insanely until we finally spewed in orgasm, drinking as much of our thick
juices as we could.
We repositioned, and before we continued our wild mating, Saundra Jones whispered,
“Welcome.”

Obsessions
As a joke, my university roommate Laura and I found ourselves browsing in a so called
sex shop in some suburban town. Maybe it was out of character for us, but we were drunk from a
night of clubbing. We were so drunk that Laura didn’t even remember the shop afterwords, while
the whole experience is still fuzzy to me.
I eventually came across an out of place strap-on dildo on one of the racks. Seemingly out
of my control, my hand picked it up. It was especially long (perhaps twelve inches), yellowyflesh colored, and quite simply made to look like a veiny cock. The balls end had what looked
like the end of a small, hollow metal shaft flush with the latex. At the tip, a distinct, tiny hole
could be seen. The straps were completely clear, and felt strange to the touch. I didn’t know why
at the time, but I had to buy it. While I remembered buying it, I couldn’t find it the next day in
my bad hangover.
A week later, I was unpacking in my new off campus housing, and there it was in my
suitcase: the strap-on dildo. Don’t ask me to explain it, but it was the first time in my life where I
considered masturbation. The strangest part about it was that it wasn’t just masturbation with the
dildo, but also to the dildo.
My heart raced. I wanted to suck it, try it on, or do just about anything with it! While I was
desperately undoing my tight jeans, my roommate Laura called from her room. “Jackie, you
wanna help me with something?” I suddenly came to my senses, or at least partly, and tossed it
back into the top drawer of the dresser. “Be right there!”
I forgot about the dildo, while I settled into the new school year. Everything seemed
normal on the surface, while there was something subtly different. It was a feeling of horniness.
Sure, I’ve been horny in the past, but this was more! My boyfriend at the time had no problems
with it. After a while, we had sex daily. We did everything short of BDSM: stockings, latex, feet.
What was interesting was how I was the one who wanted the crazy, fetishistic sex. I truly loved

fucking with my feet!
While the months went on, I found myself growing more and more disinterested in my
boyfriend. Indeed, I found myself concentrating more on the women in the porn we watched
while making love. Sure, it was strange to derive pleasure from the female form, being a woman,
but it felt too good to deny.
I knew our relationship was over when I just couldn’t bring myself to cum while jacking
him off with my feet. The now pacifying taste of his cum on my feet was unneeded confirmation.
He was sensually suckling my breasts, when I came forward. “There’s something we need
to talk about.”
“What, Pornstar?”
“I … I just don’t think our relationship is going anywhere.”
“What?” He sounded subtly devastated.
“I’m just growing bored.”
“You wanna try bondage now, Farrah?” he asked seriously.
“No …”
“A threesome?” he asked, starting to plead.
“Maybe with another women …”
A large smile formed on his face.
“But, that’s not it. All we do now is fuck. There’s no real relationship anymore.” I wanted to tell
him how much he didn’t arouse me anymore, and that I just didn’t feel any love toward him
either. I just didn’t wan’t to hurt him more then he was going to be, though. “It’s just time we
move on.”
I knew he was devastated, but he took it better than I thought. From all the crazy sex we
had, I thought it would turn into my personal stalker! We more or less stayed friends, but I could
always see the regret in his eyes whenever we talked.
****
Being single opened a whole new sexual path for me. I learned to love masturbation, and
fully gave into my newfound lust of the female form, including my own. Lesbian porn was
especially glorious to watch. I began to spend so much on porn that I had to find myself a job. It
didn’t take my roommate Laura more than a single guess on where I found work: that sex shop,
which was actually called “The Big O.” The internet was a big help in finding it. I even started to
set up a porno site for myself, because I was seriously considering a career in lesbian porn.
My friendship with Laura, at least on the surface, changed very little, while I became ever
more addicted to pleasure. It was only recently that she would tell me to quiet down while
masturbating (I did become quite the screamer)! On my part, however, I was heavily attracted to
her now. She was slimmer than I was, more easily tanned, and had sleek brown hair and blue
eyes very much like my own. I knew all that before, but I only really saw it now.
“Are your clothes on? Can I speak to you?” Laura suddenly called through my door.
I had just started fingering my clit, while sucking off my big toe. Frustratedly, I answered,
“Just a sec, Laura.”
I hated clothes now (not counting stockings of all sorts), and especially underwear. It was
downright difficult now to go to my classes, because of that supposed necessity. So, I tossed on
my robe, and slipped on my flip flops. I walked into the living room to see my sexy roommate
sitting on the couch. I sat next to her.

She then stated, “Do you know how different you’ve been acting since we’ve been back to
college this year?”
“What do you mean?”
“I didn’t even realize it all until you broke up with your boyfriend. You masturbate all the
time now, based on what I’ve been hearing through the walls. All you talk about is sex. Hell,
even your voice is deeper!”
I didn’t realize I was speaking more deeply lately. “Look, Laura, I’ve just been discovering
a new side to myself. I feel so open now that I’ve come across it. I love pleasure, I’m bi, I love
women’s feet, I fuckin’ love my own body and yours. I’m just not afraid of any of that
anymore.”
“I don’t know what to say …”
“Just say you wanna experiment!” I quipped. “Just kidding.” A sly smile appeared on my
face.
“As long as you’re all right with it, I guess I am, too. You’ve changed so much, you
know?”
“Don’t worry about it, Laura! I’m more myself than I’ve ever been!” While I sat up, I
kissed Laura sexily on the cheek, and went back into my room to cum.
****
The next day, I was rummaging through my dresser to find something to wear while I was
out. I suddenly felt something I didn’t expect. It felt rubbery and bumpy. I took the thing out to
look at it. It was the strap-on! How could I forget all about it? An intense horniness flooded my
mind and body. All I wanted to do was fuck it.
I leaped onto my bed naked, with dildo in hand. While I deepthroated it, I realized how
odd it tasted, but that somehow enhanced the enjoyment. I then clamped the balls end with my
soles, and thrust it in and out of my dripping hole. My screams of passion were so loud that I
could barely hear Laura yelling through the wall to keep it down. “FUCKING JOIN ME,
LAURA! … FARRAH!” I screamed to myself in mind numbing orgasm.
My mind was mush after that. I slid off the bed, dildo in hand, and I breathlessly walked to
my tall mirror. “I’m going out, Farrah. See ya later,” I barely heard Laura call. Looking at myself
in the mirror, I realized that I was more attracted to myself than ever before. “Fuck men. Women
are all I want now!” I said to myself in the mirror in a deep husky voice.
I felt so different, while looking at myself in the mirror, strap-on dildo in hand. Yet, I
found myself wanting that difference, while I wasn’t sure what that actually was. I suddenly had
the urge to strap on the dildo. I quickly cupped the back of the dildo over my wet crotch, and
tightened the straps around my ass and hips. It fit perfectly, comfortably, and despite how strange
the clear straps felt in the store, they felt like they weren’t even there now.
I looked at myself now with the massive dildo attached to me. The straps were so
transparent, it was like they weren’t even there. It felt right being a hot women with the ability to
penetrate another hot woman with something so large.
Suddenly, I heard a slight mechanical noise coming from the dildo, and felt a slight
vibration over my pussy. Before I tore it off in my shock, I felt a small tube penetrate my pussy. I
felt it curve up and plow deep into my G-spot. None of it really hurt; it felt kind of good. The
dildo then changed to a more natural flesh color not unlike my own, while still looking like latex.
I lightly touched my makeshift cock. I shivered, actually feeling its sensitivity. Almost

naturally, I began to jerk myself off to my otherwise feminine body in the mirror. While I jerked
off, I began to realizing something: it was as if I was jerking off to someone else. More
specifically, it was as if I was someone else now, and was jerking off to who I was.
Yes, I was someone else. I was … I am so fucking hot! Who would have thought that
random chance could make me into such a super model, while paying no serious attention to it,
prior? ‘What’s happening?’ I said distantly in my head. “I’m becoming you, Farrah,” I said out
loud through will not my own. ‘Oh FUCK YEAH that feels so good!’ I thought, jerking off
harder. The pleasure was as mind numbing as it was powerful. “I am from within, unlocked by
the strap-on’s power. I am all you have ever wanted to be, and more. When you cum, we will be
one …”
I jerked off harder than ever, while exploring my amazing pornstar body. I suddenly
screamed in orgasm. My thick feminine squirt spewed out though the fake cock onto the mirror,
and I passed out onto the floor …
****
I woke up hours later completely changed, and stood up to look at myself essentially for
the first time. I was so sexy, and turned on by myself. I slowly, passionately began to stroke my
dildo, while I lovingly touched myself. The more I did so, the more the feelings of lust began to
change. I then felt down the length of my body from sexy head to even sexier toe. Looking into
my eyes as I did made me realize that I was truly in love with myself. I positioned my face right
over the dildo. “I love me!” I screamed, while I thickly, wetly orgasmed all over my face.
Not everything was yet clear, but more than enough was, while I swallowed my addicting,
sweet cum. I opened my dresser, before I decided to leave on the dildo, which still had some of
my cum on it. I then realized that my clothing absorbed its latent liquid after it was buried by
them, as my skin absorbed the juice in turn. It’s why I changed so much even before I put it on: it
was priming me. My ever so slight resistance was what caused the temporary extra personality,
which was now as much me as I was it.
I can remove the dildo at any time, but it is undoubtedly mine. I was sure it could no longer
work properly for anyone else. At the same time, I had to fuck Laura. It was like an
uncontrollable instinct, which I already could never resist.
It was already late that night, and she was fast asleep. Before I left my room, I jerked
myself off as quietly as I could, and came all over my hand. I walked out, cum in hand. Her door
was open, and I walked inside. She conveniently liked to have a glass of water on her end table
most nights, so dripped a few drops of my thick cum into her glass. My transformed cum would
change her far faster than the generic stuff that changed me. All I had to do was lick my hand
clean, and patiently wait until morning …
****
I was quietly sitting at the table sipping coffee with my sweet cum mixed into it. My gushy
white robe felt more sexy than ever. Laura in her red nightie walked out of her bedroom with an
empty glass in hand. I smiled uncontrollably at the woman now making me hornier than ever.
Laura placed the empty glass in the sink, and I asked, “How are you this mourning?”
“I felt pretty good when I woke up, but I’m feeling kinda weird now …” She sat down
before me, licking her lips, and looking lightheaded. “I’m … I’m really thirsty.”

‘Good,’ I thought, before offering, “Have some of my coffee, Laura.” I pushed the cup
toward her.
Without much hesitation, she took the cup, and started to chug. “Oh, God! That hit the
spot, Farrah! What was in there? I think I want more!” She was all wide eyed and curious.
My cum was highly addictive. Only I had some immunity to it, if only because it was my
own. However, addiction was only the first, short term phase.
“I need more!” she breathlessly exclaimed, drool escaped her mouth.
“I should tell you some things before we move forward, Laura. There is no turning back
very soon. The more you drink it, the more your body will require it. You will soon not be able
to consume anything else.” That would be the case for me, if it wasn’t my own cum.
“I don’t fuckin’ care! JUST GIVE IT TO ME!” she pleaded. I was not surprised how
addicted she was already, but it was almost unbelievable otherwise.
I stood up, and let my robe drop. All I wore was my dildo. While I walked toward her, all
she could do was hungrily stare at it. I suppose she instinctually knew the origin of her new
favorite food! I sat on the table before the amazed woman, and proclaimed, “You want my cum.
Suck my dildo, and you will have more than you ever knew you wanted!”
She licked her drooling lips, eyes wide, and began to suck like the addict she was! I felt so
fucking good. I now understood why men wanted blow jobs! While her sexuality definitely was
now lesbian, there was no holding back for her, no romance.
Soon, she simply wanted my cum. Oh, God, she really wanted my cum! Almost
prematurely, I exploded into her mouth. Laura more than happily drank it all …
****
Laura was not the same after she drank my cum directly. At first we were wild lovers, who
cared little about the happenings of the outside world. I technically had control over my passions,
but Laura took time to adapt. I was more than willing to help! I especially lusted fucking her
tight pussy, while in my latex body suit.
Still, I somehow knew this cum covered path was to lead us somewhere, and not long after
Laura gained any control over her new self, we received an unexpected package. It contained
another strap-on, which Laura automatically tried on to her surprise and joy, and a note. The note
was simple. The note was undeniable:
Dear Laura and Farrah
I’ve been following your progress from the moment you bought your first strap-on dildo.
Both of you have changed more than you yet know. I dare say Laura’s not truly Human
anymore, while Farrah will complete her transformation once she has another’s transformed
cum!
You both must already sense that there is still road ahead of you. That is true. Part of what
I did to you has some monetary motives. Science is not always well funded, while they say
pornography is an eternal treasure trove! Your new selves will not deny the pull you feel toward
me, whether you’ve consciously realized it or not. A limo will be patiently waiting for both of
you tomorrow morning. It will carry both of you to your new life.
Sincerely
Dr. Cornelia Reynolds

Reflections
The Gathering
Laura and her boyfriend Brad were happily stepping into their new apartment in AbbotPickman Towers for their first night. Sure, it was older and downright creaky, but it was a place
of their own, albeit a rented place of their own. Because they did not believe in marriage, moving
in together was the most important thing to them. To celebrate, they registered a party with their
new landlord so some of their friends can see their “new” apartment. The evening party was
planned to be in one week.
The next morning, Laura unsurprisingly woke up alone in her warm bed. Brad always
woke up early for his commute to his job at Anderson Architects and Co. Though his paycheck
more than supported them, she was looking into a job for herself (she had a marketing degree).
She wasn’t opposed to doing the dishes, but she was no homemaker.
She sighed deeply, and hopped out of bed and into the shower. In lieu of her usual morning
jog, she decided to explore the monstrously sized building. It’s style was considered Gothic or
Gothic Revival, and even after three-hundred years worth of refurbishing, there was no denying
that. It was simply called “The Castle” by the locals. It’s drafty, dark stone halls and aging red
rugs on mahogany floors were more than creepy, but Laura didn’t mind that, while Brad, being
an architect, loved it.
What really fascinated Brad was how both its 1705 construction predated most Gothic
Revival and how rare such architecture was in Rhode Island. It was a downright curiosity to
architectural historians. Though, most attributed that to the rumored eccentricities of both its
architect Gregory Abbot and its first owner Robert Pickman. Not much is known about either
figure anymore, except that Pickman had “untold wealth,” while Abbot retired after the building
was completed. The history of the building is far better known after the Pickmans’ ownership.
The Castle was always a place of lodging, or at least, unofficially. Many lived with Robert
Pickman after it was built, and after he died, his son converted a part of the Castle into a kind of
inn. One-hundred years after it was built, the Castle left the hands of the Pickman family for
unknown reasons.
The Castle fell into disuse for the next fifty years before entrepreneur and hotelier Gerald
Jones bought the property and renovated the entire holdings to turn it into a full scale resort,
which he called “Abbot-Pickman Towering Resort.” It was never the most successful resort, but
the business long outlived Jones. In 1935, partly due the Great Depression, the property was
ultimately sold to Jay Willard Properties, inc., (now Willard-Connant Properties and Co.), who
converted it into an apartment complex ten years later. With an eye toward its history, the
holdings company renamed it to “Abbot-Pickman Towers,” while rebuilding the old stables and
carriage house into the still in operation and largely independent Abbot-Pickman Museum. Since
then, the Castle has been successful at attracting young middle class upstarts. Now in 2013, most
of the locals like to call the place haunted, while it has a strangely special place in their hearts.

Laura soon found herself at the aged attic door. Like with the basement, all residents could
use the vast space as storage on a first come first serve basis, but were warned that it was not as
secure as any of their apartments. She unlocked the door with her key, and walked inside.
A blast of musty air hit Laura’s face, while she walked inside, before closing the door
behind her. She hit the light switch next to her, and florescent tubes flickered to life. The lighting
gave such an ironic feel to the otherwise creepy scene. A thick layer of dust covered almost
everything, while large cobwebs connected nearly every object before her. Due to the very few
newer objects, Laura wondered how much of what was before her was left behind by former
residents.
Laura walked in quite a ways, making a couple perplexing twists and turns, before one of
the florescent tubes suddenly flickered and died to her right. She tapped it a few times, and it
came back to life.
Something caught her eye in the revived light. Behind the entropy infected boxes and
furniture, was a crumbling red tapestry. There was an odd protrusion about waist hight, which
might not have been visible at any other angle.
Curiosity getting the better of Laura, she moved away the aging obstacles, sneezing and
coughing from the flying dust and possible mold. She then pushed the tapestry to the side. Its
metallic rings slid with a surprising smoothness across the tarnished brass bar. Behind was a
curious metal door, which was chained closed with an ancient looking padlock …
“Wow, Laura!” the aging landlord stated. He held bolt cutters to cut the chain. “I can’t
believe I didn’t notice this before. I was examining some of the lights in the area just last week
… I swear, the old plans of the place skip half the damn building!” The sense of happy discovery
deepened the wrinkles on his face.
“Well, I wouldn’t have found it if that light in front of it didn’t flicker … You probably
should give that light a second look,” she said lightly.
“I’m gonna call up the museum; see if they have anyone’s interested in joining us with a
whip and revolver!” he laughed, referencing a popular movie series.
Laura agreed with a pleasant smile.
“Hey, it’s Ron up at the Castle,” he said happily on his cellphone. “Whose in today? …
OK … Hey, Lisa, found a lost door in the attic. Don’t know if it’s half as good as that corridor
we found last month leading to that weird chamber in the basement, but … Yup, I’ll meet you at
the south attic entrance.” He ended the call.
“Weird chamber?” Laura asked.
“That’s an understatement!” he said raising his grayed eyebrows. “It’s like the ghost of the
Inquisition down there with all those torture devices. Don’t think they’ll put it on their historical
tours anytime soon … Just shows that the Pickmans were even more nutty than we thought, even
for today’s standards!” He then walked toward the south attic entrance.
A while later, Laura met Assistant Curator Lisa Summers. Hiding behind thick glasses, she
was an attractive, light skinned blonde. On her cellphone, she showed us our exact location on
the building’s blueprint. “Humph …” she stated. “On the other side of this wall is supposed to be
more attic.” She laughed lightly, and continued, “Well, Ron, Laura, let’s update that map.”
The landlord made a few strategic snips on the chain, and pulled it out. He carefully placed
the heavy lock on the floor. He then slowly opened the creaking door. Behind was a near pitch
black room possibly filled with more dust and grime than the rest of the large attic. The
florescent lighting poorly ate at the persistent darkness. He unhooked his flashlight from his belt,

and scanned the small room with it. Only one thing eerily stood in the room, quietly siting at its
center. The tall, thin object was covered with a discolored white tarp.
They slowly walked inside. The floorboards creaked and snapped under their feet. Laura
pulled off the fabric, and when the dust settled, she saw her reflection in a tall mirror. She was
somehow mesmerized by the site of herself.
“How old do you think it is, Lisa?” the landlord asked.
“Not sure,” Lisa answered. “We’ll have to bring it out into the light, first … Laura, wanna
grab the mirror at the center, so it doesn’t twist up? … Laura?”
Laura barely pulled herself out of an unprecedented state of arousal. “… Oh, sure, Lisa.”
They all gripped it tightly, and brought it out of the once lost room. They carefully placed it
down. In the artificial light, they could see the elegantly carved frame and support structure.
Lisa looked at it inquisitively, and stated, “I’m no expert on furniture, but this could easily
date back to the seventeen-hundreds, when the Pickmans owned the place. Even through all the
renovations, no one obviously knew about that room.”
Laura’s pussy twitched, while her hot breath slowly spread across the mirror’s surface,
obscuring her image.
“I can’t believe were still finding places like that room!” the landlord stated.
“Well, Ron, I don’t think there’s much left to find in at least the consistently lived in areas.
If there are any other lost rooms and corridors, the digital 3D map we’re making now will
uncover them.”
“Can I borrow it for a while?” Laura said slowly, impulsively.
“I suppose,” Lisa answered surprised. “A dollar out every one of your rent payments help
my paycheck. We won’t be able to study this right away, anyway. Just be carful with it …”
That evening, Laura was standing before the mirror in her bedroom. Her hands forcibly
squeezed her breasts and crotch under her clothes. She was totally lost in her own well formed
curves. Nothing else mattered!
The apartment door suddenly closed. Laura barely came to her senses, when Brad walked
into the room. “Oh, there you are, baby … Where’d you get that?” he asked noticing the mirror.
“I, uh, I found it up in the attic. It was in some lost room up there. One of the curators at
the museum said I could hang onto it until they have the time to examine it.”
“Oh … You OK? You’re all sweaty, out of breath,” he asked with some concern.
“I’m fine, Brad! I came back from a jog a few minutes ago.” She did not know why she
lied to him, but it somehow didn’t bother her.
They had some dinner not long after, all the while Laura could not stop thinking about the
mirror and herself. She was noticeably distracted.
“You’re very quiet tonight, Laura,” he stated with some concern.
“I’m fine, Brad,” she said reassuringly. “Just getting used to everything, you know …”
In the comforting, quiet dark of their bedroom that night, Brad began to make out with
Laura in their bed. She wasn’t as much in the mood as he was, but she obliged. Their night
clothes smoothly slipped away, and he soon entered her.
In Brad’s moans and grunts, Laura’s mind drifted to the mirror and her reflection in it. Her
brown hair flowing down past her full breasts; her physically toned, sleek body. Yes, that was
what finally excited her! “Oh, yeah ...!” she grunted, barely holding back calling her own name.
Laura then clamped her legs around his waist. He may not have been what was exciting

her, be he was enhancing the pleasure of her own narcissistic thoughts. She looked over to the
mirror, and just barely made out her own reflection. “Oh, yes … OH my fucking GOD yes!” she
exclaimed. ‘I can’t deny how sexy I am!’ she screamed in her head. ‘I’M SO FUCKING HOT!’
She then screamed in orgasm, “I … OH YEAH OHHHH!” Brad came a few moments later.
They lay next to each other, and lightly kissed. Laura then shifted herself to stare at herself
in the mirror. She smiled, and slowly fell fast asleep …
The next day, Laura tried to put serious thought into what was happening to her. She
orgasmed to only the image of herself the night before. She knew that wasn’t normal! In the end,
all she was really thinking about was the reflected image of herself.
She soon found herself staring at her own reflection in the mirror. “What’s happening to
me?” she barley whispered, while she pealed away her clothes. She uncontrollably began to feel
her naked self in the most sensual of ways. The attraction was one-hundred percent sexual, she
knew that, but it was different from how it ever was before. It was better and more vivid. It was
like all that was sexual passion within her was alive, and taking control of her mind.
In that revelation, she screamed in the loudest orgasm of her life, which somehow went
unheard by any other. She felt totally drained, and could not think. All that was left was impulse,
which propelled her toward the mirror.
Laura then touched the smooth glass, and slowly leaned in to kiss the image of herself.
While she kissed, she began to imagine that she was kissing a real person, herself. She soon
began to feel soft lips and hands on hers. Suddenly feeling a soft hand caress her arm and tongue
invade her mouth, she pulled back wide eyed. She saw the reflection of another woman in the
mirror! The woman had black hair, blue eyes, and subtly darker skin. The woman then smiled
excitedly, and pulled Laura’s head into the mirror. Their kiss was so deep that their faces
partially fused. Then in a rush of orgasmic energy, everything went black …
Laura woke up several hours later in front of the mirror. She felt incredibly different. It
was as if …
“A part of my soul is within you, now,” Laura heard a voice say before her. The voice
echoed in her mind. It had a rhythm resembling British English.
Laura looked up to the mirror. Instead of the expected reflection, she saw the black haired
woman. “Who … Who are you?” she asked in shock. The image before her instantly became
Laura’s image of sexual perfection.
“I am Isabelle,” she said with a look of joy. “I was the Avatar Succubus of the Dark
Shurath’cas Coven of the Pickmans.”
“Shurath’cas?” Laura asked.
Isabelle smiled. “A Cosmic Entity of Sexual Domination … Just before the Pickman
Castle was completed, Robert Pickman artificially transformed me. All Witch Covens need an
Avatar Succubus to converse with the Gods, Entities, and he was just starting his. Though, I
never gave a damn about their sexual escapades: whips, chains, masters, mistresses, slaves,
slavettes. Why would a Succubus need all that? All I need is Sexual Energy as my staple food,
and that’s easy to find!
“Anyway, I stayed with them because of the purity of their principles. There was a master;
there was a slave. They never actively sought members, because membership in Robert
Pickman’s Coven had to be earned. That all changed, when his son Gregory took over, after his
father died winter 1785. Under Gregory’s leadership, they actively worked to recruit new

members, while everyone save me became his sex slave. And in 1805, after one-hundred years
of assistance, I decided to leave. Not unheard of to do so. You see, no Succubus is obligated to
bow to anyone, and thus, my work for them was volunteered. Gregory reacted unpredictably to
my resignation. He decided that if he would not have me, then no one would … He tricked me. I
didn’t think anyone could. One of his ‘slaves’ was very forward with me, and I decided to feed
on her. At the same time, Gregory had another mindless slave roll in this enchanted mirror. It
somehow sucked me in, while it reflected the passions I fed upon.”
“This is insane! I must be fucking dreaming!” Laura suddenly blurted out.
“No, you’re not, Laura, but I wish I was!” Isabelle stated depressingly. “After I was sucked
into this mirror, Zalatoth, Master of all Witchcraft, was just barely able to whisper to me in this
small, artificial world. It is an unspoken rule to never kill or bind a Succubus, and Gregory
smashed it. So, Zalatoth severed Gregory and his Coven’s connection to the great power they
wielded, and ensured that their descendants would never even know of the power they could
wield, essentially making them Human. Zalatoth did not have the direct power necessary to free
me, but it promised that a secretly lustful, curious woman would be manipulated to find me,
while it said that time should pass quickly in here.”
“I am the one that can free you? How?” Laura asked amazed.
“I can still feed somewhat in my all but frozen physical state. Zalatoth whispered that a
massive amount of sapphic Sexual Energy shall give me the strength to pull myself out of this
terrible prison, while your plentiful Energy allowed me to literally bend some rules.”
“I do have some friends coming very soon …” Laura muttered, amazed at the apparent
coincidence.
“Zalatoth is a master manipulator,” she said virtually to herself.
“But, how can I convince my woman friends to all have sex with each other?”
“A part of my soul is within you, Laura. This mirror world somehow made that possible.
The soul of a Succubus is always sensed at least subconsciously, and that is one of the reasons
why we give new meaning to animal magnetism. Everyone will be subtly drawn to you, and not
even know or care why. Once I am freed, that piece of my soul shall fly back into me … Will
you save me, Laura?”
“Yes, Isabelle!” Laura said with all her heart …
For the rest of the week, Laura’s mind was completely on Isabelle, and therefore the party
that should bring enough women to free the Succubus. During each day, Laura lovingly, lustfully
fed as much Sexual Energy to Isabelle as she could through the mirror. Brad initially noticed the
strangeness of Laura’s behavior (her obsession with the mirror), but all she had to do was kiss
him, while saying everything was fine. He was easily wrapped around her finger.
Soon, everything was set: the food, the music, the new HDTV, etc. Brad was quite excited
himself, but Laura was sure at least some of that was because of her own excitement. Laura did
not like the zealotry Brad was enacting toward her very much (his independence was one of the
reasons why she fell in love with him), but it could not be helped until Isabelle was freed.
One by one, they all filed into the apartment. Of the women, there were five, and all
attractive in their own right. There was the tall and slim blonde Rebecca, who was her roommate
in college. There was the short yet full bodied Becky, who was the girlfriend of one of Brad’s
coworkers at the party. There was the raven haired latina Roberta, who was the wife of one of
Brad’s friends at the party. There was the physically fit, dark skinned Bianca, who Laura knew
from college. And finally, there was the mature, creamy skinned brunette Bethany, who was the

friendly assistant manager at Brad’s company.
Sure, Laura was on more than good terms with all the present women, but her increased
influence over them was noticeable on her part. The men, in a remarkable show of cliche,
lumped together in front of the HDTV to watch a football game in 3D with surround-sound. So,
Laura efficiently found herself with all the women in her bedroom, looking at the mirror.
“So, you said you found it in the attic of this place, Laura?” Bethany stated, while
impulsively feeling the edge of the mirror.
“Yup, Beth. It was in some forgotten room behind some dust and boxes!” Laura answered
innocently.
“And, they just let you hang on to this thing?” Roberta asked cynically, breathlessly.
“Yeah, sort of. I mean, everybody living here has some of their rent go to this place’s
museum, so we’re all automatically members. Besides, they don’t have the time to get to this
mirror for a little while.”
Only Laura understood why all the women were so aroused and mesmerized by both the
mirror and Laura. All the women were uncontrollably touching each other. The profoundness of
the potential sapphic energy within the room was more than enough to be triggered by Laura,
whose soul was infested by a piece of a Succubus.
Maybe at first, there was some resistance to the mind altering nature of that Succubus
Energy, but that faded quickly. Soon, they were all making out and groping whoever was closest
to them. While their clothes fell away, their minds filled to the brim with sapphic thoughts and
desires. They became lust filled lesbians before the hungry Succubus within the ancient mirror.
The wild moans and coos of the lust lost lesbians were loud and true, while they gained a
fetish for whatever was in their mouths at any given moment. Laura and Rebecca specifically
shared each others supple feet, while scissoring wildly. Others were lost in their soft lips and wet
tongues, or more than gaga for their firm breasts.
They were all so lost in their now insatiable desires that they did not even realize how no
one else outside seemed to notice the epically growing sounds of passion. Soon, they all found
themselves in a mass of interconnected passions, making them forever addicted to such lust and
passion, regardless of gender.
Within the mass of sapphic passion, a massive orgasm exploded outward, and visibly was
sucked into the mirror in what was like a wisp of steam. The reflections faded, while the joyous
image of the trapped Succubus faded into existence. After fully absorbing the mass of sapphic
Sexual Energy, she forced her way outward, while the glass became like liquid, destroying the
mirror’s artificial world. The Succubus Isabelle screamed in ecstasy within the real world, while
the mass of women let out yet another, more powerful orgasm. Within that Energy, held the
piece of her soul held within Laura. It was all happily absorbed by the naked, freed Avatar
Succubus. Standing over the still moaning women, with herself reflected in the disenchanted
mirror, Isabelle laughed and cried with joy …
The Reward
All the women involved in that orgy would never be quite the same again. What occurred
may not necessarily be beyond the skill of a wizened Succubus, but the mirror negated most of
Isabelle’s power. It was all the manipulation of the Great Zalatoth, and even brief exposure to
such power can change anyone mentally and physically with some permanence. All the women
knew that they would be happily seeing more of each other, and that was not to mention the
enhanced sex they were to have with their own lovers …

“I have but one reward to give, Laura,” Isabelle breathed. They lay on the bed lightly
touching each other. Brad and the other men and women had an urge to go for a walk thanks to
Isabelle’s wizened power over the mind.
Laura replied breathlessly, “Anything …”
“I can make you like me. Not an eternity of blood lust, but many, many lifetimes of true
lust, passion and sexuality. I cannot pass on the artificial power of conversing with Cosmic
Entities, but your beauty will be yours as long as you live, while I and others will be there at your
side. However, you must be totally committed to being transformed,” she said with total
seriousness. All Succubi had the power to naturally transform a willing, Human Woman into a
Succubus. However, no artificial power, like that of communicating with the Gods, would be
transferred.
“Yes, please!” she said with all the she was, teary eyed. “But, what about Brad, and
everyone else?” She looked around the emptied room, thinking about all that just occurred.
“Don’t worry, I’ll keep them occupied!” she stated reassuringly. “Now, the transformation
is dangerous for all involved, but I owe you so much … It begins with a kiss …”
They tightly embraced, tongues swirling in their mouths. A wonderful orgasmic feeling
flowed through her mouth at a great speed. After an indefinite time, the orgasmic feeling ceased,
but more flowed out of her. She felt herself begin slip away, and if it wasn’t for her total
commitment, she would have been in total terror. The loss of all her Sexual Energy alone was
enough to ultimately kill her. In her blurring vision, she could see the dislike in the Succubus’
eyes. Isabelle was feeding on something otherwise repulsive to her: Life Energy.
A great darkness shrouded Laura. She couldn’t think. She couldn’t feel. All that was her
was fading away. In true darkness, she saw a fading spark. She sensed that it was hers. Before it
faded into oblivion, she felt a rush of Energy fly into her. It was not normal Life Energy; it was
Sexual Energy retuned to function as Life Energy. Her spark of life came alive with great joy,
shown across the full spectrum. The darkness blew away like a thick fog. She soon could feel the
Succubus’ soft lips on hers again. Laura felt more alive than she did in her entire life! Isabelle
suddenly pulled herself away, and leaned onto the wall, looking deathly ill. She could not catch
her breath, while she fell to her knees.
Laura could not fully explain how she felt. On the one hand, she knew she was still her, but
on the other, she could feel the changed Sexual Energy within her. She almost but yet could not
quite understand how this was possible. Her Sexual Energy was now her Life Force: Sexual Life
Energy.
She looked over to the ill Isabelle concerned. “Are you OK?”
“I’ll be all right … as long as I feed soon, very soon,” she said very quietly. “And now, you
must be isolated … You will be given food and drink. You will always be able to eat what you
always have, but your new desire must naturally take form … Your body must be given time to
adapt to its new Life Force, to transform … or you may die.” She suddenly coughed and
sputtered. “I’ll be able to sense when your new desire has taken over. When your body has
completed its transformation. I will then bring you someone to feed on …”
Something then hit the pit of Laura’s stomach. “What if I have no control, and kill this
person?”
“Do not worry, youngling … I will be there.” Barely able to pull herself to her feet, she
dragged herself out the door. Leaning on the frame without turning, she quietly asked, “What did
you see?”

“A spark, Isabelle.”
No transformation is exactly the same, but there can be commonalities. She smiled, turning
her head back slightly. “Three-hundred years ago, I saw my heart.” She left the room and locked
the door behind her.
The first day alone did not feel particularly long for Laura. The others save for Brad left
the night before. A small fridge and cabinet stuffed with food and drink were deposited in her
room, while she deeply slept. It was, in the end, her room, and she felt comfortable there. Sure,
she was locked in her own room, but she understood why. Indeed, she didn’t feel like she could
exert herself particularly well. She had changed so much already that it felt like she was
beginning to experience the world in new and wonderful ways.
That night, she fell into a very deep sleep, while reading a book. There was blackness at
first. Soon, a familiar yet different kind of hunger became noticeable. It was accompanied by a
distinct horniness, which enhanced the hunger.
Suddenly, she woke up feeling incredibly hungry and horny. Having a pretty good idea
what it was, she gained her composure, and hopped into her shower stall. Feeling her hot, wet
body, she could not help but masturbate with passion. It made her yet hungrier, even though she
came so hard she squirt.
She grabbed a bagel and other items from the cabinet. They were good, but it of course
didn’t really satisfy her. How she felt reminded her of her friend with hypoglycemia (her friend
never used the more official medical term). Her friend always had trouble skipping meals, while
she did learn to tolerate the discomfort in those situations when she did. She described it as her
“annoying addiction.”
Laura then noticed that the window changed since last she looked at it. She examined it,
and noticed that it could no longer be opened, while the glass was very thick. It was only then
that it hit her that her hunger could grow so strong that she would want to escape …
While the days went on, her new hunger became less and less bearable. She would eat, but
it was never enough. The food eventually made her new hunger even worse by making her that
much more awake.
Soon, she found herself pacing day and night, trying to gain control of a hunger a part of
her didn’t want to control. Time was meaningless; there was only the hunger. THE HUNGER!
She thought about what it might taste like; what it would feel like; how much it varied from
person to person.
Laura suddenly found herself lunging at the door. It was firmly barricaded from the other
side. It wouldn't budge, but she had to feed. She kept trying and trying. The window was as bad
as the door! Her shoulders and hands were sore and bruised from her desperations, while her
thoughts were so clouded that she didn’t even realize the sore bruises were already disappearing.
She fell onto her bed breathing so deeply. The hunger! THE HUNGER!
‘It shall be all right, my youngling,’ Isabelle’s voice sounded in her head. ‘Hang on for just
a little bit longer, and you shall have that which you require.’
Laura soon found herself in a fever dream of hot sex. She fucked everyone: man, woman,
Vampire, Witch. They all had Sexual Energy. She just could not get enough of that sweet
Energy! They were under the spell of her pheromones, and were there for her alone. She was
ravenous!
She suddenly awoke to the empathic feeling of a Human’s nearness. She sensed Isabelle
was also near to her. Laura stripped naked in anticipation, instinctually knowing that she could

absorb Energy through her skin as well as drink it through her mouth. Her pheromones
uncontrollably filled the room.
The door to the room was unbolted, and her lover Brad walked into the room naked. Laura
could feel that he was ripe with that which she needed, in spite of how confused he looked. She
squirmed on the bed seductively, while he breathlessly climbed onto the bed. He licked and
kissed all the way up the young Succubus’ quivering body. Their ultimate kiss was long and
powerful. The sweet taste of Brad’s Sexual Energy was better than she dreamed. They humped
each other wildly at the same time. Their muffled moans and coos still could have deafened. On
top of the Energy she was already consuming through her mouth, Laura could actually feel the
buildup of Sexual Energy, which was the coming point of orgasm. Brad then tried pull his mouth
away from hers to scream in his orgasm, but Laura held his head tightly on hers with greater
strength than she ever had. A rush of Sexual Energy then flew into every open pore of Laura’s,
while she sucked out Energy even harder. Brad suddenly collapsed on top of her.
After a few moments of savoring, Laura was lucid again. A feeling of shock hit her, when
she realized that Brad was dead. The naked Isabelle then quickly ran into the room, and pulled
the limp man onto his back. With a sweet kiss, she breathed Sexual Energy back into him. That
little bit was more than enough to bring him back from oblivion, while he will sleep deeply for
many hours.
Isabelle positioned herself next to Laura and quietly said, “You are now a Succubus like
me, my youngling.”
“Will he be all right?” Laura asked with care in her tone. She felt her love for Brad go
deeper than ever before.
“Brad will be all right, youngling … He is your lover; it only seemed right that he would
be your first … There is so much I must teach you now. I have brought you into such a
wonderful world!”
“Brad better learn how to handle me now!” Laura exclaimed. With the now powerless
mirror happily reflecting, the Succubi passionately, lovingly made out, sharing the Sexual Life
Energy within them …

Beyond the Madness of Passions
In the Amatoria Universe …
“Are you sure this is a wise choice?” a feminine voice said quietly. “The First Truly Great
One could not control this creature.” The two beings stood in a universe now being consumed by
the relentless Bacchic Expansion. They had very little time do fulfill their orders before the
Bacchic Wave of the Expansion totally consumed everything in that universe, remaking it in
their Truly Great One’s image of ultimate sexual ecstasy.
“You know as well as I that our New Truly Great One is far more powerful,” a deep
genderless voice stated quietly. The ailing hum of the ancient space station was maddening.
“With this creature, OUR Truly Great One could end the ancient Vampire rivalries, which has

held us all back. The Trifold Vampire will be controlled!”
A metal door slowly slid open before them. It loudly ground against thousands of years of
dust and decay. Behind it, a blackened room lit up brightly from unseen sources. In the center lay
the lifeless, humanoid husk of the once powerful Trifold. It patiently waited to be revived with
the taste of fresh blood …
****
Across the Multiverse …
Four powerful beings awaken on a quiet field in a universe just beyond the madness of
passions. The sun shown brightly on a cool late summer evening. They know who they are, or
were about to know. Yet, they didn’t know how they were brought there. The beings felt safe
from something their somewhat jumbled minds could not yet register. They slowly stoop up in
confusion.
“This is not my universe,” the fit blonde Zia stated, looking somewhat lost. The last thing
she remembered was her world ripping itself apart with sexual passions.
The dark haired beauty Liona looked her over in amazement. “No, it is not, Zia.”
Zia and Liona knew what they were instantly. They were Succubi, albeit of different
breeds. Liona was a Natural Born, while Zia was an Artificial. Normally, a Natural Born is far
more powerful than an Artificial, but Zia’s strength and power were very close to Liona’s. Liona
more than sensed Zia’s hidden strands of alien DNA, which opened the doors to Zia’s great
power. They lightly touched each other in reverence of the remarkable power within them.
Lightly stroking Liona’s cheek, Itra stated, “The true power of a Succubus is hard to
describe in written form.” Of the four of them, only Itra and Liona were native, while they were
intense lovers.
“This isn’t my world either …” Jack stated bewildered, not yet sure why he knew that.
“The last thing I remember, I was with Julie in bed … And then, a wave of catastrophic passion
smothered us … Julie is lost in the passions …” Julie was the woman he loved in the last
universe he resided. His true memories then slowly, finally began to return to him. The weight of
millions of years almost visibly fell onto his shoulders. “… I have no true universe …”
“The power of a O’unidiathicosisian of the First Truly Great One, on the other hand, is
easy to describe,” Itra smiled slyly. Though, he knew very little of their origins.
Zia then realized who Itra was. “It can’t be! You are the Mad Minoan Itra Eleutheros. The
one who wrote Liber Lubidinum: the Book of Passions!”
“I was reborn as mythographer Zane Mallords, and regained the memories of my past life
as a result of the Bacchic Expansion,” Itra stated. “The First Truly Great One’s fragments of
power snowballed, while the Second Truly Great One ripped through the Multiverse in its great
hunger. This universe, the Edge Universe, is where that snowballed power hit critical mass. That
is why we are here.”
Jack then stated, “But, what are we supposed to do? Who brought us here?”
Itra smiled knowingly, “When we find out who brought us here, we shall understand our
destiny.”
“Destiny!” Zia stated defiantly. “The only solid destiny a Succubus bows down to is her
becoming a Succubus!”
Jack clarified, “There is no such thing as ‘set in stone.’ There is only a ball rolling down a
hill. We all have certainties, but we can morph what is to come.”

“Wisdom is the birthright of your kind, Jack,” Itra stated. “You will be so important in our
understanding of what is to come.”
The powerful Succubi looked at each other in horror, sensing the same thing. “The first
Trifold …” Zia barely stated. The first Trifold Vampire just arrived on the Earth of the Edge
Universe. In her universe, Zia knew and loved the second before it was transformed, and
destroyed it. The emotional price was devastating.
“A Trifold?” Liona asked, sensing the horror of it.
Itra then answered, “An anomaly whispered in code within my Liber Lubidinum, yet
should not exist …”
Jack continued, “It is a horrible mutation brought into existence by the right set of
variables in the right moment … All of us here know that there are three breeds of Vampires, and
three associated Gods. Those three breeds have always been at odds. However, a Trifold is a mix
of all three, and is therefore insane by being at odds with itself. It loves and requires blood like
all Vampires, while it is also obsessed with passion like the Luthurians, power like the
Phil’iantathians, and Life Energy like the Domoriosians. The more it consumes, the more it
wants. It is a parasite destined to consume the Multiverse if not stopped.”
“It has bowed down to Baccheiaosis for the moment,” Zia said terrified. “I can’t believe it
… The Trifold was supposed to end the ancient Vampire rivalries, but it liked the rivalries too
much to end them. Instead, it has made itself the Left Hand of the Truly Great One. It has fed
upon the Truly Great Baccheiaosis, and is here to stop us.”
“Then it must know why we are here, what we are supposed to do!” Jack stated
uncomfortably.
“No, it doesn’t,” Zia stated shakily. “Baccheiaosis is merely afraid. If that can be believed.
We are four of the most powerful beings of the Multiverse under the Cosmic Entities themselves
…”
Liona tenderly placed her hand on Zia’s shoulder, feeling the painful emotions she hid so
well from everyone else. “We’ll give that Trifold a hell of a ride, Zia!”
They made their way to the closest town, which turned out to be the village of Belioko,
near the city of Yellowknife, Canada. Zia and Liona sensed a remarkable secret within that
village, but knew that its protection was well in hand. They quickly decided silently to keep that
knowledge from the others, whatever it may be, because the Trifold’s threat trumped all else.
The four of them were sitting in the local diner having a meal, while the old TV on the
other side of the diner mumbled something about a scientist named Cornelia Reynolds advancing
research in retroviruses. They paid no serious attention, while Itra set up a last minute flight
reservation to London on his cell phone. Liona and Zia told the other’s the Trifold’s approximate
location within that city, and that it was patiently waiting for them.
Customs on both ends were easy to deal with, thanks to the two powerful Succubi.
Through their telepathy, they made the customs agents see things like passports, which they did
not have on them. They could not do anything about the cameras, but they went through the
airports quickly enough for that not to be a problem in the short term.
They soon found their way to where the Trifold was waiting for them: a large community
room in an upperclass apartment complex off the Thames River. The Succubi easily convinced
Itra and Jack to stay behind, because only Succubi of their remarkable power even have a chance
at destroying a Trifold …
The two Succubi soon found themselves standing across the room before the sitting

Trifold. Its appearance was most certainly of a naked, voluptuous female, leaning on its upward
knee. Its long black hair was not even close to how deeply, emptily black its eyes were. The
black hair and onyx eyes made its skin look more than deathly pale. Its bloodied fangs were long
and proud. Surrounding it were several husks of what were Humans. All their blood and Life
Energies were drained from them. Liona’s spine shivered at the sight of it, while Zia was one of
total determination.
“They’re all so tasteless now, but you two know how I can’t stop,” the Trifold
depressingly hissed. “Nothing ever quite compares to the taste of a God, I suppose …” A Trifold
was the only humanoid Vampire capable of feeding on beings other than those of Earth, and
happily so. It sniffed at the Succubi, while looking them over. “You two smell quite unique for
Succubi. Maybe you two won’t be so tasteless!”
The Trifold suddenly lunged at them with blinding speed, and in an instant, its fangs were
deep inside Liona’s neck. She screamed in pain, while the Trifold’s venom invaded her
bloodstream. As quickly as she could, Zia ripped the parasite off of Liona, and tossed it across
the room.
Liona went to her knees in the blinding pain, holding her violated neck, before Zia fed her
some of her Devine Sexual Life Energy with a sweet kiss. Liona healed quickly, and brought
herself to her feet with Zia’s help.
“Better?” Zia asked.
“Much!” Liona answered.
Looking at them with a blood stained smile and liking its lips, it hissed, “Not as tasteless as
a Human at least!”
Zia then said to Liona, “I get top, you get bottom!”
“Oh, but I wanted top!” Liona said lightly.
“I know!” Zia confirmed, before they both lunged at the Trifold with devastating speed all
but equalling the Trifold. Their clothes were shed, while they flew through the air.
The Trifold fell to the carpeted floor, while Zia drank large swaths of Sexual Energy from
its mouth, and Liona violently fingered and sucked its pussy. The Trifold tried to free itself, but
the Succubi had too firm a grasp on its body and Sexual Energy to do much of anything but
enjoy. The three of them moaned and grunted wildly from the building passion. Soon, the Trifold
exploded in orgasm, while the hungry Succubi actively worked as hard as they could to drink
and absorb every bit of expelled Sexual Energy.
Zia and Liona breathlessly pulled themselves away from the still barely conscious Trifold.
Though a Trifold was one of the few beings that could survive all their Sexual Energy being
drained, they almost couldn’t believe it wasn’t at least fucked into a coma!
Zia was preparing herself mentally for what needed to be done, when the Trifold barely
pleaded, “Do it … Please!” The Succubi sensed in that moment that the Trifold understood
things it was trying so hard to ignore until that moment. After thousands of years of lonely
captivity, it somehow gained a small amount of sanity. It came to better understand its fate. After
consuming every living thing across the finite Multiverse, including the Cosmic Gods of Passion
and the like, it will die alone in starvation. It now knew that it was a fate that it did not want, and
Zia had the power to change it. What Zia offered was death, but it was willing to accept that.
“You’re gonna have to leave the room, now, Liona. Even I can barely handle this artificial
power!” Zia ordered.
Liona nodded, and sweetly kissed her fellow Succubus on her full lips, before leaving.
Zia stood before the willing Trifold, and then blasted a powerful ray of her Devine Sexual

Life Energy at the creature. Everything in the room burned instantly from the bright Cosmic Ray,
while the Trifold slowly disintegrated. The windows violently exploded outwards, while the sign
stating “Weyland-Baine Capital, Ltd., board meeting” turned to dust. In its last moment of life,
the Trifold reached out into Zia’s mind, and whispered, ‘Thank you …’
The powerful Succubus fell to her knees in debilitating weakness. She was just barely able
to pick herself back up, and drag herself out to the hall, before the room’s ceiling caved. Liona
barely made it back to Zia before she fell into her arms in mental and physical weakness.
In Liona’s caring arms, Zia barely said with a subtle, sarcastic chuckle, “I didn’t know it
… it would be more devastating to use that power a second time …”
“You must feed on me now, Zia! I can feel your debilitating weakness and hunger,” she
offered.
Zia quietly answered in Liona’s mind, ‘No … I shouldn’t …’ It was, indeed, very rare for
Succubi to feed on each other, even for training purposes. Succubi do not have true Sexual
Energy, so if they feed on each other, that means they default to their sexualized Life Energy,
which can be more than dangerous. However, as shown in the heat of battle, they had more than
enough reason to feed on each other.
“Don’t be an idiot, Artificial! I’m a Natural Born, I can take it!” she said forcibly.
An animalistic look of hunger slowly filled Zia’s eyes, before she smashed Liona into a
flimsy door opposite the destroyed room. The door frame gave way like paper, while they fell
onto the gushy red carpet inside the apparently empty function room. Zia violently ground her
pussy on Liona’s, while drinking massive swaths Liona’s Devine Sexual Life energy. Liona
exhibited near impossible self control to not start feeding herself, which would have destroyed
the whole purpose of their escapade.
‘SO GOOD!’ Zia loudly screamed in Liona’s head.
‘You may have to return the … FAVOR someday, Zia,’ Liona transmitted back.
Their passions grew and grew, and just before Liona exploded, Zia barely pulled her
mouth away from Liona’s so she would not take too much of her Energy. Liona then exploded in
passion, while Zia absorbed every expelled drop. Zia screamed in ecstasy a moment later, while
she glowed almost blindingly from the remarkable feed.
After several minutes of reveling from the wondrous feed, Zia tenderly brushed her fingers
through Liona’s dark hair. Liona then quietly asked, “Better?” Zia answered with a smile, “A bit
… Though, I think you’re just as hungry for your divine writer as I am for a demigod!” They
both stared at each other with large, hungry smiles …
Jack and Itra watched the Succubi walk into the apartment building from their rental car,
while those Succubi easily convinced them that only a Succubus could survive the impending
battle. They both felt very nervous about what the two were about to face. One only needed to be
near a Succubus to feel drawn to them, and long term relations with one can lead to strong
devotion. Even the demigod Jack was not immune to their all too real animal magnetism. It can
go even deeper, when a Succubus falls in love, and that was the case for Itra and Liona. Their
souls had become intertwined.
They quietly sat for a while, before Itra noticed someone sitting on a bench across the
street reading a book titled “At the Mountains of Madness and other Macabre Tales from H. P.
Lovecraft.” Itra then stated with a smirk, “You know, I’ve wondered how Lovecraft got his
ideas. So many of his concepts seem to take cues from my Book, while going in far darker
directions …”

Jack looked over to the book, and stated knowingly, “It is a message from the Great
Zalatoth.”
“Is it?” Itra asked, smirking.
“The Mountains of Madness in Antarctica, also known as the Ellsworth Mountains, were
once seen by that author in a dream … Energy cannot be created nor destroyed; it can only
change form. The power of the beings that once lived there morphed into the ethereal to be
perceived in the dreams of Earth’s conscious beings. Howard Philips Lovecraft may not have
known the truth of many of his dreams, but he had known their importance.” He smirked. “We
must find the forgotten alter of the Truly Great O’unidiathicosis in the Dead Megacity beyond
the Mountains of Madness.”
Suddenly, several windows exploded outwards on the third floor, while a bright light
shown out of them. “Devine Energy …” Jack muttered in awe. Throughout his long life, he had
never seen that kind of Erotic Cosmic Energy wielded in that way. A few moments after, a cloud
of ash and debris flew through the smashed windows.
Jack and Itra quickly made their way into the now chaotic building, unknowing of what
they may find. Everyone was frantically trying to leave. All the electrics were fried, so even the
fire alarm was not sounding. A strong smell of char and ash grew, while they made their way to
the third floor. The terrified throngs of people trying to leave made it difficult to climb the stairs
with any speed.
They soon saw a fading orgasmic light emanating from a room at the other end of the
empty, smoke filled hall. They sprinted to the room to find the two naked Succubi on the floor in
each other’s strong arms happily looking back at them. Jack and Itra glanced at each other totally
speechless.
“Oh, that’s convenient,” Liona stated dryly with a smile. “Glad you two didn’t take your
time!”
“You know, we’re a bit hungry,” Zia said lightly. “Do you think we can find a good place
to eat?”
Jack and Itra soon found themselves under the hungry Succubi in their rented car. Whether
the laid flat front seats were comfortable didn’t really matter. The feel of naked Succubi humping
them wildly trumped all else. Liona and Zia playfully shared their Devine Sexual Life Energy
before locking their lips with their respective lovers.
Only the playful Succubi had enough awareness in that moment to audibly laugh at the
obvious Devine Manipulation surrounding them in the moment. Everyone was distracted by
whatever happened to the building across the street, while none of them even noticed them in
particular exit the building. Two of them being naked “women” …
****
Itra as Zane Mallords had numerous connections in research and academia. A close friend
Dr. Andrew Sanders easily agreed to set up transportation to his research station not far from the
Ellsworth Mountains. The perfect timing was convenient, but not surprising. Sanders did owe his
friend a favor.
Not long after arriving in Antarctica, Jack was flying them in a helicopter to the proper
location within the Ellsworth Mountains.
“You know so much more don’t you? You hide your thoughts better than any being I’ve
known,” Zia said curiously to Jack.

“I don’t try to,” Jack replied stoically, “but I am or was an instrument of the First Truly
Great One.”
“I see it now!” Liona suddenly stated toward Jack. “Only one who knows the location of
the Dead Megacity can find it, because it is masked by a still powerful field of Cosmic Energy.
You were one of them!”
“Yes, my dear Succubus, I was,” Jack stated. “Some races are destined to reach out into
the stars in search of something greater. Other races, no matter how powerful, are just destined to
die.”
Itra looked to the demigod with a large smile. His Book only hinted at the origins of
demigods such as Jack, and he secretly always wondered about their true origins.
Jack continued, “My former race was the first truly intelligent being to evolve on the Earth.
Their, our mark on this planet is all but invisible, not just because of the great weight of time, but
also because we never left the continent now called Antarctica. Sure, our science was advanced
enough to know all about Earth, but we just did not have that hunger for exploration. The
Megacity we shall soon see was where all of my former race resided.
“Long before that asteroid came to destroy the Mesozoic Era, we were drunk in our grasp
of the Cosmic Gods’ erotic power. I suppose that Megacity was the Sodom and Gomorrah of that
age. After the unprepared for asteroid came, the souls of a select few from all universes were
saved by the First Truly Great One. And soon, I and others found ourselves remade to be the
eyes and ears of that wondrous entity, while others were remade in ways I’m not fully aware of
…”
****
“I did not know it was possible to kill a Trifold Vampire, Great Scribe,” a feminine voice
stated, standing before a seemingly natural dark stone wall. The bitingly cold Antarctic wind
flew around them. It was a wind that was meaningless to them.
“Yes, it is true, Bacchic Avatar,” a seemingly genderless voice stated. “It appears that the
Great Zalatoth is rebelling against our Truly Great One.”
“To what end? Is the Great Zalatoth working to replace our Truly Great One to claim
leadership over us all?” the Bacchic Avatar asked anxiously. The being realized it was somehow
cut off from its master.
“We do not yet know, Bacchic Avatar. However, through the Trifold, Great Zalatoth has
successfully pulled together all the other Gods. It appears that our Truly Great One is now held
captive by them all. Now, Great Zalatoth appears to be waiting for something to happen …”
****
Jack carefully landed the helicopter on top of the ice within the Ellsworth Mountain chain.
They hopped out, completely cocooned in cold weather clothing. At zero degrees Fahrenheit and
relatively sunny, it was downright tropical for the region!
They followed the quiet Jack deeper into the mountains. The surroundings were beautifully
haunting for all of them, save for the stoic Jack. The whiteness of the ice and snow essentially
smothering them was blinding even through their protective goggles. The haunting beauty was
almost terrifying by how lifeless everything seemed.
After a good hour’s hike, they found themselves entering a truly shadowy corner of the

mountain range. The Succubi sensed through Jack that they were near an entrance to the Dead
Megacity. In the shadows, two beings slowly came into focus.
“Giana Gershwin?” Itra asked in disbelief. Before and after he was enlightened to his true
self, Itra knew of the writer, who suddenly stopped writing months ago, but never read any of her
popular works. He always meant to read some, though, because of how familiar her themes
always seemed to be (more so recently).
“Not anymore, and not the one of this Edge Universe,” Liona answered.
“They are Fused Beings,” Zia observed and sensed. “The New Truly Great One has been
Fusing the minds and bodies of its Bacchic Avatars and Bacchic Scribes. They are now
demigods in their own right.” The Bacchic Avatar functioned as the Gateway and Gatekeeper for
the New Truly Great One’s consumption of a universe, while the Bacchic Scribe functioned as
the harbinger of the New Truly Great One.
“I always enjoyed writing about Succubi,” the voluptuous Scribe stated, confusingly only
wearing a tight crimson dress similar to her compatriot. Her dark hair moved slightly with the
wind. “So little gets past you, while you’re always so playful in just the right moments.”
“What are you two doing here? How did you find this place?” Jack asked uncomfortably.
The crimson haired Bacchic Avatar replied, “We should be asking the same of you! But,
we are sure all of this has happened because of Great Zalatoth’s manipulations. Great Zalatoth
has convinced all the Cosmic Gods of Passion to rebel against our Truly Great One. The Truly
Great Baccheiaosis is now held captive by Great Zalatoth and the others. Our hands are truly
tied.”
“Whatever we must do,” Jack stated, “they cannot stop it. They are likely here to whiteness
whatever is to come.” Jack walked past the demigods, and stood before the pitch black stone. He
picked up his hand before it began to morph shockingly. The skin turned a sickly green with
subtle scales, while the fingers became like infinitely flexible tentacles, and the nails grew into
black claws. He then placed the seemingly devolved hand onto the frozen stone. Unrecognizable
words came from his mouth, with pitches that hurt the ear and inflections that could only be
heard by psychic beings like Succubi: “Ish’Tah bo Frengetilioh crashiko ploto etropi!”
While causing discomfort and hunger, the Succubi’s minds somehow translated: “This
Gate of Frengetilioh most now open for the reborn and returned wanderer!”
Suddenly the ground shook before them, casing a devastating avalanche not far away. An
outline of an apparent double door about ten feet high and fifteen feet wide came into focus. The
doors moved backward before sliding open, revealing something not unlike a well lit, stainless
steel elevator. The rumbling quickly ceased.
They all followed Jack inside. He then placed his hand on the cold metal wall, and
mentally told the ancient mechanism where they needed to go. In a flash, they found themselves
standing in a dimly lit, stone hallway, which almost felt like a tomb. It stretched just past the
visible light, while open doorways lined the ancient hall. They were all slightly disoriented from
the transport save for Jack.
Shaking off the disorientation, they followed Jack into the musty hall. “This place was
once our greatest temple of the Cosmic Gods of Passion,” Jack explained. “This was the Hall of
the Known Gods. Every room represents a God of Passion. Though, not all the rooms are even
relevant anymore. The great weight of time alters even the greatest of pantheons. Even in your
lifetimes, the Truly Great One was replaced by another.”
A thick layer of dust lined everything, and at least partly explained why the unseen lighting
was so dim. Though, the beings who lived there had not needed that much light.

“You could communicate directly with a God in each room, and perhaps still can,” Jack
continued. “We did not have Avatar Succubi, while we did not need them. All our priestesses
and priests were our Succubi and Incubi.”
“You had Incubi?” Liona asked in shock.
“Yes, but they were incredibly rare, unlike the downright plentiful Succubi,” Jack
answered. “It always fascinated me how your Genus has yet to beget true Incubi.” Suddenly, a
bright blue light shown out of the room near the end of the hall. “That is the room of the Great
Zalatoth …” Jack stated bewildered.
They walked toward the brightly lit room with trepidation. Inside stood a humanoid figure
clothed head to toe in a bluish metallic suit resembling armor. The light shining off made my
image difficult to fully perceive.
“Great Zalatoth!” all but the Succubi stated, before falling to their knees.
The two Succubi almost casually walked over in hungry curiosity. Zia then passed her
hand through my apparent face. “A hologram,” Zia stated amazed.
“Of course,” I answered in my inhumanly erotic monotone. “Even you came to us once as
nothing more than a soul, Succubus Zia. Physical contact with any of the greater beings of my
kind can cause instant mutation and madness to lower lifeforms, often forcing us to take near
total control of the victim.” I looked over to the Great Scribe and Bacchic Avatar.
“What’s happening, Zalatoth? Why are we all here?” Liona asked frustratedly, feeling the
hunger my false presence was giving her.
“All your guesses have been close, but perhaps not perfectly accurate,” I stated. “I, like all
the rest, supported the New Truly Great One out of necessity. I like my position in our little
Pantheon! We did not even question the resuscitation of the Trifold, even though we all knew it
was one step too far. But then, something became clear to me. Remnants of the First Truly Great
One’s power were snowballing as the New Truly Great One ripped through the Multiverse. That
power finally hit critical mass in this realm. It was clear to all higher lifeforms, and actually
struck fear into the New Truly Great One, who instantly halted the conquering. I knew, then, that
it was my chance to act! Through the snowballed power of the First Truly Great One, I saved the
body and souls of Zia, one of the most powerful Succubi to have ever lived in the Multiverse,
and Jack, one of the few old demigods to even partly survive the Bacchic Expansion. I then
manipulated the Zane Mallords of the Edge Universe to remember his past life as my Devine
Writer through Liona. Through the Devine Energy I granted the reborn Itra Eleutherios, Liona
became the most powerful Succubus the Multiverse may ever see.”
“But, what is it you want us to do, Zalatoth?” Zia asked almost angrily in her hunger.
“Isn’t it obvious, Zia?” I asked. “I want you and Liona to bring back my true leader: the
Truly Great O’unidiathicosis! The room at the end of the hall holds the Alter of the Truly Great
One, who is my Truly Great One. Only beings such as yourselves can access that room: beings
with a sexualized Life Force. It should be quite clear what you two must do once you are inside.”
Zia and Liona looked at each other with uncertainty. They just did not know if they even
wanted to help a God of Passion. Most of their kind just did not care about the Cosmic Gods of
Passion. Even the Avatar Succubi, who could function as our mouthpiece and communicate with
us, had an ironic indifference to my kind. Yet, Liona and Zia knew their quest was to lead them
somewhere (past even a Trifold), while they did not expect to have the fate of the Multiverse in
their hands.
“I understand how you two feel. Your birthright is freedom! However, this is the only way
to end the Bacchic Expansion before it totally consumes the finite Multiverse,” I pleaded.

The Succubi looked at each other and then back at me, showing silent agreement to fulfill
my request, with the one caveat that they would never have to aid my kind again. I nodded and
politely bowed, before my image faded.
The others stood up, and watched the Succubi uneasily walk to the large entranceway at
the end of the hallway. Strangely, Jack saw a large double door, while the other’s saw a grimy
stole wall.
Liona and Zia almost timidly walked through the false image. Inside the dark room were a
series of three platforms, with the last too high to reach without external aid. When they walked
onto the second to last platform, they realized their feet were bare, because of how soft and
comfortable the black floor beneath them felt. In the same moment, they realized that their
thickly layered clothing was behind them.
Admiring the ageless beauty of their flawless, naked bodies, they sensed exactly what the
room was influencing them to do. Having already decided to see their roles played out to the end,
they gave into the room.
They forcibly began to make out, while sharing their Devine Sexual Life Energies, before
falling to the gushy floor. Then, something strange began to happen. It was something they never
thought possible, let alone imagined. All their Energies, save for their Soul Energy, were
beginning to Fuse. At the same time, their minds sensually Melded. They could feel their
thoughts and motions equalizing. Before they knew it, they were all but a single being with two
souls and two bodies.
The Fused and Melded Succubi then repositioned their bodies into a tight scissor. Every
moan, every coo, every motion, was all but identical, while the crotches passionately made out.
They, she did not want the extreme pleasure to end, and all the pleasure did was increase
exponentially. She soon exploded in a passion that made the entire building shake.
Like wisps of bluish smoke, all that expelled Sexual Life Energy gathered at the top of the
highest platform. A brilliant red beam then burst upwards through the dark ceiling, consuming
the bluish wisp. Ancient dust sprinkled downwards.
At the same time, the Succubi lay back without untangling themselves. They lightly kissed
their soft feet in lieu of their mouths. They could not understand why they were not debilitatingly
hungry, but comprehension was difficult, while their minds and Energies began to separate.
Suddenly, the entire Dead Megacity shook violently, while all the unseen lighting became
a bright red. The false images of the large doorway faded away, allowing all to see. The beam of
Erotic Energy slowly began to morph into a humanoid form. An indescribably beautiful, darkly
colored, feminine image soon floated down before them. The image’s darkly naked body was as
erotic as it was full, while the jet black hair appeared to spread outward into infinity like thick
tentacles. A bright red aura surrounded the image.
“You have done well, glorious Succubi,” the Truly Great O’unidiathicosis sounded
through the image in its infinitely erotic yet genderless voice. “I had come to terms with the
possibility that I would live beyond oblivion till the end of the Multiverse. Unfortunately, I have
no time to grant you any substantial wisdom, save for the fact that nothing permanent has been
done to you. This is the only time I can even come close to setting things right. Truly Great
Baccheiaosis will not stay captive for long, while the weakened state from being fed upon by a
Trifold is far from permanent … I doubt we will meet again.” The Truly Great One’s image
bowed, before the image faded …
****

All but beyond time and space, we lived. There was a time billions of years ago, when we
were not unlike Humans or any other presently intelligent species in the Multiverse. Our
erotically charged hunger propelled us deep into our realm. We soon evolved into beings beyond
anything we ever once dreamed by wielding Great Cosmic Energies in our seemingly endless
search for something greater than ourselves. After having an entire universe in the palm of our
hands, we eventually realized that we had already found our greatness.
Yet, a precious few of us still hungered for something more. Eight of us came together, and
combined our Energies to propel our realm into a plane of existence above all others in the finite
Multiverse. In so doing, we made ourselves into what lesser beings came to call the “Greater
Gods of Passion.”
We then began to organize ourselves into a Pantheon not unlike what it is now. The three
“Vampire” Gods found themselves as the lowest of the Greater Gods, due to their still ever
present quarreling. The four “Witch” Gods found themselves above them, with me, the Great
Which Zalatoth, binding the other three Great Witch Gods.
Above us all was the most powerful erotic being in the Multiverse: the Truly Great
O’unidiathicosis of Ultimate Pleasure. However, the Truly Great One was well aware that my
hunger would forever rival its own, so it made me its Right Hand, making me forever the second
most powerful erotic being in the Multiverse. As such, I enforced all order brought down upon us
by the Truly Great One.
A variable group of “Lesser Gods of Passion” soon gathered beneath us, and all of us
combined became known by many lesser beings as the “Cosmic Gods of Passion.” Unlike those
outside our Pantheon, we shed our indifference toward lesser beings, and learned to feed on their
erotic worship.
Among the lesser beings was the rebelliously chaotic God Baccheios of Wild Sexual
Behavior, who ultimately remade itself through its power of Fusion to become the Truly Great
Baccheiaosis of Ultimate Sexual Ecstasy. Such things were never planned for out of our
complacency, my complacency, and we allowed ourselves to bow down to a new leader. If we
fought against Truly Great Baccheiaosis then, our Pantheon would have soon become fractured,
threatening the destruction of the Multiverse itself. Now that the New Truly Great One is
weakened, my redemption is at hand, and my manipulations have assured that my Truly Great
One shall once again have a say in our future …
A strong deal was soon struck by both Truly Great Ones, of which we all agreed. The two
shall now share leadership over the Cosmic Gods of Passion. In the Bacchic Realms, which will
no longer be expanded upon, the Truly Great Baccheiaosis will be the ultimate leader, with Truly
Great O’unidiathicosis just beneath. In the other realms, the Truly Great O’unidiathicosis will be
the ultimate leader, with Truly Great Baccheiaosis just beneath. The realm known as the Edge
Universe (the last to be known as such) will be neutral territory, with both Truly Great Ones
ruling equally. Thus, was the Multiverse planned to be till the end of time …

Vampires of Passion
Universe: Edge

Bloody Mary
Rage was not yet helpful to me. For me, submission was my only chance to better what
was happening to me. Lexi the Domoriosian, a Vampire of Consumption, knew this was my
thought. Nothing went past her. She was three-thousand years old, and outlived her maker by
over five-hundred years. Her wisdom was as devastating as her application of it. I more than had
the feeling that the others she transformed had similar thoughts, but they all now lick her latex
boots with pride.
I found her by mistake in the final drunken night of my life. I wondered into a dark ally
instead of the parking garage one block down. Perhaps what was happening now is better than
being a drunken fool behind the wheel. That’s a debate for another time! Regardless, I saw her
orgasmically feeding on some nameless suit, while the red eyed Vampire looked straight into my
terror filled eyes. The nameless man was already dead from loss of blood by the time I stumbled
upon them. Though, their fucking prior and her less than poisonous, pleasure filled venom
probably allowed him to die much happier than he’ll ever know.
I ran, good God, I ran! After a crazy haze, a lucky cab ride, I was home. My boyfriend Jack
was there waiting for me. Their was no concern on his part. We didn’t live together yet, so he
often came to my apartment to surprise me like that. I told him my story, and he sent a police car
to check it out. He was a detective in the Providence, Rhode Island, police department, after all.
Nothing was found, but he did not discount the possibility of its connection to a spate of
disappearances over the past month. Even so, I was drunk in the dark; I really could not be sure
if I saw something beyond a woman giving a man a serious neck hickey.
Over the next couple of nights, Lexi invaded my dreams with more than hickeys. The
horrible dreams were filled with blood, orgasmic blood. I woke up screaming in horror and
orgasm over and over. Jack knew something was seriously wrong, whether it was connected with
whatever I witnessed. He made an appointment for me with a good psychiatrist, who often
worked with his department. However, I had the feeling that a week’s wait would be too long, let
alone how it probably would come to nothing.
Finally, on one of the many nights Jack worked late, Lexi came to me. I again woke up
screaming in my orgasmic horror, and there she was in the pale flesh. We had sex unlike
anything I ever imagined. She was in my head; that was the only way to explain how it was
consensual. Then, after my powerful, guttural orgasm, her fangs happily descended. I was
actually turned on by them!
She kissed her way down my quivering body, brushing her razor sharp fangs against my
skin. When she reached my inner thigh, she plunged her fangs into me. Her pleasure filled
venom flew through my veins as much as my blood few out of them. She pulled out in orgasm
just before she took to much, and I then realized her plan for me (she was in my head). Her

venom also contained the genetic construct of a Domoriosian Vampire, which she intended to
trigger.
In a haze fueled by massive blood loss, she brought me to her current home under some
abandoned apartment complex. I soon found myself starring at a naked, semiconscious woman
on a musty mattress.
“Lay next to her,” she commanded into my mind.
I did so mindlessly, before she plunged her fangs into the hapless woman’s neck. A
moment later, Lexi forced my mouth onto the violated neck. I could not help but drink the
woman’s blood spewing into my mouth. It just poured out of her. Lexi climbed off the bed once
she knew I hit my stride. The more I drank, the more pleasure I felt, and the less disgusted I was.
To a very small degree, my body was already doing what Domoriosians are famous for: deriving
Life Energy from Human Blood. It was what made the breed so hopelessly addicted to it, while
that special digestion was the only thing that ensured orgasm after transformation.
“Yes, I know you already feel it!” she cooed right into my mind. “There is no turning back
for you, my progeny.”
The pleasure I felt from the blood began to grow to unfathomable levels, and I came in a
way a Human could never match. From the clarity of a mind shattering orgasm, it was then that I
knew that submission to the transformation was the only way to better what I was becoming. If I
could master what I was becoming, then I could possibly reverse it. At the same time, hatred
toward everything Vampire coursed through my psyche. It was a hatred that was purely mine. I
quickly turned my head to the amused Lexi, blood dripping from my lips. I suddenly growled in
a dark pitch I only now had, “How do you know I won’t kill you with this new strength coursing
through me?”
She laughed heartily, and respond with her fangs happily descended, “Your next step is to
have my blood paint your insides, as my Maker’s blood painted mine.”
Of course! How could I have been so stupid? Of all the Vampire myths to forget, I forgot
the ones about drinking a Vampire’s blood!
Lexi then plunged her fangs into her wrist, and forced it onto my mouth. Her blood quickly
flowed into me, before the self inflicted wounds closed. It tasted good, but it was by far not
Human. It merged with what was left of my old blood, ensuring my transformation. There really
was no turning back now. However, I kept telling myself that submission to Vampirism did not
mean submission to Lexi!
I pulled away forcibly, and fell into a timeless haze. The next thing I knew, Lexi was
fingering me wildly. While the passions grew, my blood, her blood, and the hapless woman’s
blood began to fully congeal within me. At the point of cosmic orgasm, my eyes turned a bright
red, and my new fangs jutted downward. My eyes then mostly retuned to their original brown,
only showing a hint of my breed’s red, which would fully show again at the taste and smell of
fresh Human Blood.
“Mary!” Jack screamed from the other side of the room.
“Your too late, Jack. She’s mine now and forever. You can at least serve as her first feed as
a Domoriosian Vampire!” Lexi cooed proudly.
Yes, that’s what I was now: a Domoriosian Vampire. Only my death could change that
now. Yet, submission to Vampirism does not mean submission to my Maker. With my strong
will enhanced to otherwise superhuman levels at the acceptance, I stood enraged at Lexi for
making me into a monster filled with bloodlust. My intimidating fangs were long and proud.
Lexi suddenly turned around, barely hiding anxiety toward me. She lunged at me, and tried

desperately to rewrite my mind. Her hands tightly groped and held my head. ‘I AM YOUR
MAKER! SUMBIT!’ she screamed in my mind. I let her in, and then violently snapped back,
braking her time hardened mind. In shock from the unexpected violation, I threw her across the
room. She fell to the cement floor, back to the wall, wide eyed.
“KILL HER!” she screamed to her numerous progeny, who watched from just outside the
room. Lexi genuinely thought she could chain me! Now, she was filled with confusion and
doubt, while cursing herself for developing terminal cockiness like her dead Maker, and at the
way the world changes.
I ran to the overwhelmed Jack, knowing they would kill him, too, if only for his delicious
blood. “Mary, what’s going on? Those fangs can’t be real!”
I licked my right descended fang, and growled, “I sense that you knew all along what the
cause of all those disappearances were, but could not believe it.” I grabbed his gun, and with my
now perfect aim, I shot two of them in the heart, causing instant death.
“I thought they had to be silver tipped or wood or something,” he observed breathlessly,
overwhelmed.
“Shut up!” I growled. “We can die just like any Human; we’re just a bit more immune to
it!” Among other things, my submission to my new form told me that I could have just killed
Lexi, and take over her brood. However, my rage ensured their deaths if they came at us.
Jack grabbed his small revolver strapped to his ankle, and began shooting with me.
One then lunged at us. I grabbed him, and ripped out his throat with my now Herculean
strength. The Vampire fell to the floor, bleeding out, and gurgled to death in total shock. Jack
was in utter terror to see me do such a thing … Soon, there were only two with a look of fear and
confusion. ‘Leave now, and I won’t kill you!’ I screamed into their minds. They fled in terror.
“I’LL KILL YOU FOR THIS!” Lexi screamed at her surviving progeny.
“Not if I kill you first, my Maker!” I growled, fangs long and proud. We walked over to
her, navigating over and around dead Vampires. She sat back to the wall all but broken by my
improbable display of rebellion.
“I thought you were too cute to kill, but that’s not the only reason why I transformed you. I
knew you would be powerful …” she stated. She was still far stronger than me, but she had no
idea how to handle my insanely violent attack on her mind. Part of her plea was really for me to
fix the damage I did to her.
“Too powerful,” I corrected angrily. “I always went through life knowing that we cannot
stop certain things. If we cannot stop it, why not embrace it? I knew that was the only way to beat
you, while you thought that would never work. Yes, your blood is within me, but I made it
mine.”
“You can’t kill your Maker,” she pleaded. “There’s so much I can teach you, Mary. The
joys of eternity are before you. Let me be your guide …’
I leaned in close, put my hand on her cheek, and forcibly invaded her dark mind. After
embracing her ultimately foolish Maker, I saw all the atrocities she ever committed, often just for
the sake of blood induced orgasm. She killed so many, while she secretly knew killing was
unnecessary. Even worse, she learned nothing from the foolish death of her Maker. I hated her
even more now. I even hated myself more, because such dark desires were within me like any of
my breed.
I pulled out of her mind. Lexi now knew her death was imminent. She finally understood
the rage and will within me, and knew she could never have power over me. A tear fell from her
eye, not because of her end, but because she knew she begot a Vampire far better than she could

ever be once my rage was quenched. I then plunged my hand through her tight stomach, and
reached upward toward her heart. I grasped it, and pulled it out. Staring at the still thing for a
moment, I threw the bloody sack to the solid floor in almost relief.
Jack looked at me in terror and confusion. “And now, you must kill me, Jack,” I requested.
“What? I can’t kill you, Mary!” he cried.
“You’ve already killed Vampires tonight, Jack. You just need to kill one more.” I walked
over to an old pipe on the wall, ripped it off, and presented it to him. I knew we were out of
bullets, even if he didn’t. “I don’t want eternity. I never wanted this bloodlust! You know I could
never kill myself, no matter how much I now hate myself.”
Jack took the pipe, and I fell too my knees. He was so confused and conflicted, but he had
the will to do it. Like I’ve never seen, tears were falling from his eyes. He held the rusty pipe
high with his muscle bound arms. He then hesitated, and lost his nerve. The pipe was thrown
away.
Jack fell to his knees, eyes reddened from tears, and hugged my cold body tightly. “I can’t
kill you, Mary. No matter what you’ve become, I know it’s still you.”
My eyes fell to his neck, feeling my powerful hunger, of which I yet had little control.
‘Then I am sorry, Jack,’ I said in his mind. I then plunged my virgin fangs into his neck. His
adrenaline filled blood pleasurably flowed down my throat, making my body come alive to
process the meal. He happily moaned, feeling my pleasurable venom course through his veins.
My eyes were so remarkably red in that moment that my vision had a temporary red tint. I then
pulled out before I took too much, again proving my remarkable will. I screamed in bloody
orgasm from the derived Life Energy, before a feeling of utter self loathing washed over me …

Daedalus
I walked into my backyard in the dead of night feeling all the confusion within me. A
confusion I already knew was part of what was happening or happened. I changed so much so
recently, but was only gone for the past few days. They didn’t miss me, or at least, miss me out
of fear. I was in the city seeing some old friends, while I just finished moving into my own
apartment.
My beautiful sister quietly sat on the bench next to the old fence. She was a few inches
shorter than me, had dirty blonde hair, which she lightened, and had blue eyes. Our slim body
types made us look very much alike. One Halloween we dressed as a pair of zombie twins, while
I dyed my deep brown hair blonde for the night.
“Jennie!” my sister Liza exclaimed happily. She sprinted over, and gave me a hug.
I could feel her heart racing. It excited me in ways I didn’t want. “Liza … A lot’s
happened …”
“What do you mean? What’s wrong?” she asked concerned.
We sat on the splintering bench. “I … I’m not sure if I can explain it fully … I met this

woman in a bar I was in with my friends.”
“A woman?”
“More or less,” I sighed. “I was kinda tipsy, and the others were that or worse. This
woman, Amanda, befriended us. She offered to give us all a ride to her home, a mansion. A lot of
old money under her belt, I guess. Anyway, the others were brought home the next day as she
promised, but I was brought somewhere else.”
“Someone kidnapped you? You escaped?” she asked scared.
“Not exactly. Not so simple, Liza. Amanda really liked me. She saw something in me that
even now I can’t fully understand.”
I could sense that Liza thought I was about to say I was somehow bi or a lesbian, which
was about as close to the truth as she could come in that moment.
“Yes, we did have sex. It was unlike anything I ever experienced,” I said breathlessly. “I
mean, beyond even my imagination … She drank my blood, Liza, a lot of my blood. Vampire
Venom is the most erotic of sensations, while Vampires of Pleasure apparently have even more
potent juices!”
Liza was in total disbelief.
“Amanda’s a Vampire of Power, a Phil’iantathisian. She sought to remake me. Saw
something special in me, I guess. I knew this from the start, while I was too lost in her power to
care. After she drank my blood, she had me drink large amounts of Human Blood to activate the
genetic template that was also within her venom. Drinking Human Blood was strange at first, but
I starting liking it before I even realized it. Then, Amanda had me drink her blood to ensure a
successful transformation, and made me cum to complete it.”
“Your a Vampire? Come on, Jennie! You know I can’t believe any of that. Someone
must’ve drugged you, kidnapped you, maybe even raped you. You need to call the police!” Liza
exclaimed. In her animated motions, she scraped her wrist on the old bench. A large splinter
punctured her wrist. It was not the first time the bench bit someone. She quickly pulled out the
splinter, and her wrist started to bleed.
I grabbed her wrist tightly, and she said uncomfortably, “Oh, it’s nothing, Jennie. Just
needs a bandage.”
“You really don’t believe me, Liza,” I stated, mouth starting to water. I had not yet fed as a
Vampire. All functioning organisms need sustenance. I was resisting, but I think that was part of
why my Maker let me “go for a night walk.” I continued, “If you believed me, you would be
trying to pull your wrist form my hands.” It was my own hands that did it; I did not want to do
such a thing to Liza consciously. I slowly, instinctually brought the bleeding wrist to my mouth,
and impulsively slurped up the large drops of escaping blood. It was so good! My eyes
automatically closed tight. I can’t say it was addicting, but it was not unlike when a baby eats
their favorite food for the first time! Even that small amount made my seemingly dead body
subtly come alive.
“Oh, God, Jennie, that’s disgusting!” she exclaimed.
I moved the wrist away, and breathlessly stated, “No it’s not. Not for me.” I let my virgin
fangs descend, while my otherwise deep blue eyes were already elegantly, hypnotically dancing
from color to color across the spectrum. I was to feed on her; there was no way to stop myself
now.
“Oh, my God, Jennie!” she breathed in shock, only now trying to pull away in vain. I held
her wrist with only a fraction of my new strength, which was more superhuman than I yet knew.
I then plunged my sharp fangs into her soft wrist, ensuring that my lips also encompassed

the original wound. Her blood deliciously flew into me, while my venom pleasurably flew into
her. “UHMMMMMPH!” I grunted happily, while gulping loudly. My body now came fully alive
to process the meal.
“OOOOH! Why is that startin’ to feel so good …” she cooed. “Oh, fuck … So wrong, so
good! …WWWOW!”
I soon pulled my fangs out of her poor wrist. It was a good feeling that I had perfect
control over myself after only a few good gulps of her delicious blood. Like I said, there was
nothing addicting about it! Consciously doing so for the first time, I slowly retracted my
reddened fangs with some effort. My eyes very slowly returned to something close to their
original color. “Sorry, Liza … I never planned on feeding on you or anyone. I guess, I still have
to eat,” I said awkwardly, feeling dismayed that I drank my own sister’s blood.
“What the fuck!” she exclaimed in her amazement, while she was more amazed that it was
almost as good as sex. “You really are a Vampire …” She looked at her slowly, visibly healing
wrist. The only blood she saw was what ever seeped into her pores.
“That venom does a lot, doesn’t it?” I stated awkwardly.
“What do we do now?” she asked breathlessly.
“I don’t know, Liza,” I said distraught, while admittedly feeling quite good from all her
blood now flowing within me. “You’ll be fine, as long as you don’t drink anyone’s blood for a
while, and I don’t think you will!”
“I’ll help you in any way I can, Jennie.” She hugged me tightly …
Liza decided to come with me to my new apartment. She texted our parents that she did so.
They were on a cruise, regardless, and set to return in a day or two.
It was one in the morning, by the time we were at my apartment. She was dead tired, at
least partly because I drank plenty her blood.
“I know you’re a little nervous, but you really should get some sleep, Liza,” I said
seriously, sitting on my couch. “You lost a lot of blood tonight …”
“Yeah, I should. My mind’s just racing. I mean … you drank my blood, and I almost
started masturbating! … Wait, shouldn’t you be in a coffin or something by morning?” she asked
confused.
“I don’t think we have to, except maybe during Halloween!” I tried to joke. I already saw
the afternoon sun in my new state, while I practically forced myself to wake up before dark. “I
doubt the sun could give me anything worse than minor burn,” I said quietly, almost to myself.
She smiled awkwardly. “What I don’t get is why you’re even here. You say this Amanda
just let you out?”
“I guess … I think she’s testing me. I don’t think she’ll let me do anything stupid, but she’s
not gonna show herself until I do the thing she wants.”
“What do you mean by that? You already ate me!” she said frustratedly.
“I’m not really sure. It’s all instinct, I guess.”
“Can’t you reverse this? I wan’t you back to normal, Jennie,” she pleaded.
“I don’t think I can … You know what’s weird, Liza?”
“What?”
“I don’t think I mind this. I mean, I don’t feel that different. I know I can eat whatever I
used to eat, while Human Blood is best for me now, I guess. So yes, I drank your blood -happily, but I feel no real bloodlust. I can smell the blood within you, but I don’t see you as food
… I almost feel empowered, Liza.” I must admit I was trying to say it was all still confusing for

me, but that didn’t come out as clearly as intended.
We didn’t really talk much after that. Liza simply was frustrated, because she couldn’t help
me in any way she wanted. After almost a whole hour of nervous pacing, Liza finally passed out
in my bed.
I walked into my dark bathroom soon after, and looked at myself. Though it was dark, I
could see myself clearly in the mirror. I smirked at how impossible a lack of reflection would be.
My eyes were definitely their dark blue, while I could see their new multicolored quality just
under the surface. Liza obviously noticed, while she definitely noticed how my eyes can dance
from color to color during feeding.
I then looked at my retraced fangs, and almost too easily descended them. They were so
white, so sharp, and yet so beautiful. I felt the subtle lumps above them with my tongue. I
pressed one, and saw my venom drip down the fang. At the same time, I knew that I could learn
to release my venom by simply willing it, while it would always flow out naturally during a feed.
I wasn’t Human anymore. The way my now quiet body came to life at the taste of Human
Blood, my slightly lighter skin tone, altered eye color, and even fangs. Yes, I knew all that
already, but I was just starting to accept that. I walked into my dark bedroom, and saw my sister
innocently sleeping in my bed. She was so beautiful. I could no longer pretend that I wasn’t
turned on by her now. I stroked her soft hair, and could see her dream in my mind’s eye. She was
driving around the city, desperately trying to find something, while she couldn’t remember what
that was.
‘You’re trying to find help for me, Liza, but you’re not going to find it,’ I said, inserting
myself into the dreamed passenger seat.
Liza opened her eyes to me crouched next to the bed facing her. My fangs were still out,
while they overshadowed the care in my eyes in the darkness. She motioned away, and said
quietly, nervously, “You were in my mind!”
“Yes, I was,” I confessed, fangs subtly glistening in the moonlight. I crawled onto the bed
with her. I looked at the beautiful woman before me. She was as afraid of me in that moment as
she still loved me. She didn’t know what I was going to do. Perhaps, I didn’t either in that
moment. Instinctually, I realized that my venom contained another attribute unique to my breed:
a mind controlling attribute. I could feel it still within her from when I fed on her earlier. I could
do anything to her mind with ease though that attribute. I could have her forget all about me, I
could turn her into some sex-slave food-bag, I could retool the love she felt for me, or I could do
something else entirely.
“Come here, my beautiful sister,” I said into her mind.
With a confused look in her eye, she did so. “You made do that …”
“Yes. I can do anything I want to you, but now, I just want you to kiss me.”
Again following instinct, I mixed my venom with my spit, before I retracted my fangs for
the kiss. I didn’t want to cut up her tongue! We were soon making out lovingly. Our tongues
happily swirled in our mouths. I pulled back to see Liza in utter awe of the kiss. “Oh, my God,
Jennie. Oh, my fucking God! Did you make me swallow your venom? … Feels so fucking good
… What are doing to me?”
“I could do anything to you. But, I could never live with myself if I change who you are.
I’ll just open up doors in your mind you never knew existed, Liza”
I then lunged back to the shocked woman, and recommenced my venom filled kiss. At the
same time, I unchained her love and passion for me, allowing it to expand in ways she never
consciously thought possible. “I never thought I could love you like this! Did you change my

sexuality?” she asked amazed.
“No. I may be omnisexual now, but love is love to anyone. You love me, and apparently
have a lot more passion built up than either of us knew!” I really didn’t change her otherwise
straight sexuality, but love and passion are beyond that. In a way, me now being a Vampire
meant that we were no longer truly sisters, but that emotional connection was unchanged, albeit
enhanced.
We tore each other’s clothes off, and passionately kissed and groped. Soon, we
passionately ground our pussies together. We moaned and grunted happily, while I occasionally
nibbled at her neck playfully. “Oh, fuckin’ bite me already!” Liza called.
I descended my fangs, and said, “Well, you asked for it, sis!” I then plunged my fangs into
her willing neck, while we humped each other more wildly. The combined passions of both
chemical and physical quickly made us explode in glorious orgasm.
While I was lovingly licking the remaining blood off her neck (Vampires are rather clean
creatures, I suppose), Liza then said breathlessly, “Are all Vampires this amazing?”
“Not all,” my Maker Amanda replied in the shadows, sitting on the chair at the vanity. She
was probably there the whole time, but our breed’s devastating power over the mind made her
invisible until then. Indeed, she was actually holding back her advanced telepathic proclivities
for my sister’s sake. “Most of us are, though, Liza … You have done well, Jennie. I must admit
that you did far better than me. I almost failed horribly all those centuries ago. Humans are far
more evolved now than they realize! Anyway, my Jennie, your unconscious choice of your sister
as your first feed was perfect, while your choice to free her love and passion for you was even
better. She will help you ease into your knew life far better than I ever could naturally.”
“This is completely insane!” Liza said lightly in her drowsiness.
“Actually, we have control over that!” Amanda quipped. “Now, my glorious Jennie, you
proved to me that the transformation had not damaged your conscience. The hunger for power
our breed has can be psychologically quite devastating. Without conscience, all Vampires can
fall prey to the cockiness of Daedalus, which insured his son Icarus’ death, and in a way, his
own. The sex crazed Luthurian Breed understood that in their own way before ours, while the
blood crazed Domoriosian Breed is finally starting to understand that now in their own way.”
I now fully understood why Amanda chose to transform me. Not everyone can handle such
a dramatic change. It was adaptability through my understanding and use of conscience as a
Human that drew Amanda’s attention. Conscience is one of the most potent powers a Vampire
can wield, because it all but ensures the eternal life we sought. I looked down on my amazed
sister, and hugged her lovingly.

The Pleasure
My friends and I always enjoyed partying, especially Jackie and Sally. The three of us met
at a party in college, and were inseparable ever since. After we graduated, we found ourselves

going to dance clubs quite a bit. Sure, we still went to college-esque parties, but that really was
more of the same. To better satisfy our needs, we were members of several clubs via the “All
Access Dance-off Pass.” It granted us membership to nearly every club in the city. We still
haven’t gone to the same club twice!
Tonight, the three of us decided to go to one of the edgier looking clubs: The “Bloody
Dance Club.” Their theme was of course Vampires, and the dress code forced everyone to wear
red and black clothes, at the very least!
I was just zipping up my tight, black leather dress, when I heard a nock at my door. I
slipped on my flip flops, and walked over. It was Jackie and Sally ready to go, and looking great!
Jackie wore a tight red and black blouse, with very short black shorts, while her blonde hair was
tied back. Sally wore a tight, deep red dress, which brought out the red in her auburn hair.
“You’re not gonna wear those to the club are ya?” Sally joked pointing at my footwear.
I laughed. “Course not, Sally! … Come on in. I’ll be ready in a sec.”
Their high heels click-clacked, while the walked over to my couch. I scurried back up my
steps, and back into my room. I kicked off my flip flops, and sank my cute size nines into my
deep red heels. I clicked-clacked down, and we soon left.
Before we knew it, the three of us were laughing drunkenly in our booth at the dark yet
flashy club, when a strange women sat down at our table. She was tall and voluptuous, light
skinned, and had raven black hair. She wore a frilly tight black dress, with long red gloves, and
red fishnet stockings. Her eyes were a penetrating deep blue. She smiled, showing off her
shining, vary sharp canines, which we assumed were fake. “Hello,” the woman said seductively,
“I am Angelica. I run this club.”
“Hi, I’m Jessica. These’re my friends Sally and Jackie,” I slurred.
She licked her full lips, while looking us over. “Pleased to meet you. I always like to
personally welcome anyone with the Dance-off Pass. If you three are interested, I’m holding a
private party downstairs tomorrow night.” Her tones seemed muddled, suggesting she does
plenty of traveling.
“Sure, why not!” I exclaimed.
The other two said they had plans, while the look on Angelica’s face suggested that she
expected our answers …
Without much thought, I found myself walking back to the strange club the next night
alone. Admittedly this was a little strange. A woman claiming to be the manager invites us to a
private party? She could have been anyone! However, something inside me told me to go. It was
something powerful …
The club was closed that night for a private function, the bouncer told me. I told her my
name, and that Angelica invited me. He let me inside without another word. Angelica met me the
moment I was inside. It was in that moment I realized how I seemed to lack control over myself.
All I “wanted” to do was go wherever I was going.
We soon walked into a candle lit room in the basement, whose floor was remarkably a
large foam bed. Several very attractive women were already there. I recognized a few from the
dance floor earlier. I slipped off my shoes and joined the circle on the floor-bed.
Angelica poured some deep red wine into a glass goblet like the other’s already held. I
could not see the fangs on her then. I took a good swig from the large goblet. The wine was truly
excellent! What struck me is how different the wine looked in the other glasses. It was darker

and more blood-like. I assumed it was just a trick of the light.
“Enjoying the wine?” Angelica asked me seductively, holding her own glass.
We all affirmed, and emptied our glasses. While I took my drink down fairly quickly, the
others did it more slowly, savoringly. I soon noticed that they all had rather sharp looking
canines.
“Good.” Angelica slowly licked her lips, tongue apparently stained from her drink. “Now,
its time to take our clothes off.”
I was now finally feeling concerned. What kind of party was this? I’m not a lesbian! I then
realized that I and everyone else was naked. An impossible moistness grew in my crotch. With
Angelica watching me close, I uncontrollably began to stare at the naked women around me.
‘What the fuck? … I think I’m starting to truly understand what why men find us so arousing …
NO, NO! I’M NOT A LESBIAN!’ I screamed in my mind, but to no avail. The uncontrollable
thoughts of arousal took control of my mind. ‘These women are fucking hot! I do wanna fuck
them all … Oh, look at those FUCKIN FEET! I understand now. Every part of a woman is sexy,
while feet are the sexiest!’ Maybe I always had a foot fetish, but suppressed it all along.
Angelica, the sexiest of them all, then stood in the middle of our circle. She went to her
knees before me, smiling with her proud, almost glimmering fangs. I was surprised by the fact
that I wanted her to suck me dry, and when she plunged her all too real fangs into my willing
neck, I felt a rush of utter orgasmic ecstasy flow through me. My body writhed in pure pleasure.
I put my arms around the impossibly warming Vampire. My hands slowly migrated to the
Vampire’s head. I wanted her to drink every ounce of my Human Blood!
She pulled out just when I started to feel woozy, and brought another glass of what I first
thought was wine. “More wine?” I barely asked. She shook her head with a big smile. I took the
warm glass, and started to drink without much thought. Good God, it was Human Blood! Before
I tossed the glass away in shock, Angelica tipped the glass upward, so that the rest of the blood
pored into my mouth. I swallowed on instinct, while I oddly didn’t seem to mind the sweet, salty
taste.
I fell into a semi-dreamlike haze. Images of blood, sex, feet, and eternity flashed before my
eyes. I hungered for it all! All I needed to do was orgasm; all I needed was pleasure for an
eternity; all I needed to do was release a rush of adrenaline and endorphins. “I NEED IT!” I
screamed loudly.
Angelica’s bleeding wrist was suddenly over my mouth. I automatically drank her odd
blood lovingly, letting it paint my insides. She was soon fingering and eating me out wildly. I
embraced the pleasure, oh Gods, I embraced it! In my minds eye, I saw an unlocked door leading
to near limitless passions. I walked through it. I then felt perfect control over my pain and
pleasure, and pushed my pleasure levels well past eleven. Then, an epically powerful orgasm
exploded out me. At the same time, my new fangs jutted downward, while my turquoise eyes
turned to a dark blue. I soon passed out from the cosmic passions …
I awoke to Angelica pleasurably worshiping my feet. Her feet innocently lay next to my
face, and I began to worship them in kind. I now knew for sure that I had a foot fetish long
before this night.
“Where’d the others go?” I asked, observing that we were alone. I started to rub my
Maker’s soft foot on my face, breathing deep and slobbering. The touch was light for us, but I
had the feeling my likely increased strength could make that touch quite forceful for the average
Human.
“UMMM, I think I almost transformed you just for your feet! But, I think we both know it

was your intimate love of pleasure that really brought you here. It was a love I unlocked the
moment you walked into this room … The others are out looking for some fun, my progeny.”
I began to rub my pussy to her feet now wet from my spit.
“You already know you are now a Vampire, Jessica. You probably already sense that you
are a Luthurian Vampire. We worship pleasure above all else. Killing that is not in self defense
is beyond taboo for us … Oh, so good. Such long toes …!
“I brought you into this new life at a remarkably transformative time, this start of the
twenty-first century, my Jessica. The blood crazed Domoriosians appear to finally be changing
for the better, suggesting roots of greater change beyond our species. The Great Cosmic Vampire
God Domorios appears to have progressed its views to still loving Human Blood above all, while
never killing unless they must. They once nearly always killed the ones they’ve fed upon,
regardless of consequence. Now, the ones refusing to change to this new paradigm are finding
the ones they are transforming uncontrollable, especially if they were transformed against their
will. You see, humanity’s changed a lot over many millennia, and are now smarter and more
peaceful, whether they know it or not. Many of these new Vampires are actually killing their
otherwise murderous makers, and even some of their Maker’s other progeny, the ones standing
in defense of their Maker. We’ll be seeing very little of that breed for a while. All sobering and
ironic, yes, but I suppose that breed required change in that way …”
“I suppose that may make me uncontrollable, my Maker,” I said truthfully with a smile,
sensing how I have that evolved mentality in my own way.
“I don’t wanna control you!” my Maker laughed. “I just want to teach you the joys of
pleasure! Physical pleasure defines our breed.”
She then plunged her fangs into my ankle. Our pleasure filled venom was so potent that
even we weren’t fully immune to it! I lovingly bit her ankle in kind. We then pleasurably,
intimately, orgasmically shared the blood within us …

Chronicles of a Cosmic Detective
Universe: Edge

The Cosmic Detective
An infinite blackness surrounded the dark soul. There was a kind of lonely comfort in the
darkness. Thought was not possible, but the soul still knew itself. A small bluish light suddenly

appeared in the distance. Perhaps in vain, the soul tried to swim toward it. The light grew larger
and larger at growing rate. Soon the warm, comforting light was engulfing. And then …
Lieutenant Laura Drax suddenly woke up, barely catching her breath in her bland
apartment’s bedroom. Cold sweat drenched her. She did not have that dream every night, but she
lost count of how many times she had it throughout her life. Sadness, fear, and love were
emotions always associated with it. Indeed, she often woke up with tears in her eyes. She saw
psychologists about it for years, but the dream was to persistent and unexplainable for that. It
was somehow a part of who she was, and learned to live it.
Laura looked at her digital clock projection on her end table and sighed. It was six-thirty in
the morning, and she still had two hours before reporting to her commanding officer. Her wake
up alarm would have gone off in half an hour or so. She was part of the United States Federated
Police Force, which was essentially the successor to the FBI and other federal policing agencies.
It was established under the Homeland Security Reorganization Act of 2113 fifty years ago,
when the truth of the “Cosmic Gods” and their effects on Earth were finally ascertained. The
moment was known as the “Cosmic Revelation.” There was no war or subrogation of any
ascertained species, but the clarity of greater forces changed everything. Indeed, Erotic Witches
formed an integral portion of most governing bodies, albeit originally in secret.
The revelation was from the President of the United States, herself. Jessica Summers was,
in fact, a powerful Succubus-Witch born in 2012, and was the only one of her kind. Her very
protective, Human husband Robert Sundry was even decades older than she was. His otherwise
impossible longevity was devised by Jessica’s superior Witchcraft. Plus, her sister was really her
Succubus mother. Her being a very popular and successful President helped to ensure a peaceful
transition, which Witches, Succubi, Vampires, and others patiently waited for after she revealed
herself to them in all her godliness in 2030. All Comic Beings generally liked to keep their
existence mythical, while are now often just secretive or private. Even though she willingly
stepped down as President after her two full terms, she was considered an integral part of the
world she remade.
Laura saw on her TV-Wall that Jessica Summers and her husband was to tour the new
Mars colony, but that held little importance to Laura then. Assuming that the meeting with her
commander was about the promotion she applied for months ago, she spent her free time making
sure her possessions were ready to be tossed into shipping crates. Half an hour before her
meeting, she finally had breakfast and formalized herself.
Soon, she found herself standing solid before her gruff commanding officer, who sat with
his back to her and booted legs crossed on a table before him. “Lieutenant Laura Drax: thirty
years old, tall, beautiful brunette, brilliant investigator, brilliant leader…”
“General Wallace?” she confusingly asked.
The grizzled, immaculately dressed law enforcement veteran, who always looked like he
was born in the uniform, swiveled his chair, and motioned for her to sit. There was only pride in
his dark eyes. She knew that he all but saw her as the daughter he never had, while he was
certainly a father figure to her. “You have come so far so fast. You’re my best officer. I had
hopped that you would one day find yourself in line to replace me.” He smiled almost
regretfully. “Your promotion went through, but it’s not quite what either of us were asking for.”
Five years ago, he assured her promotion to Lieutenant. She was exactly who he was looking for
to have in his Region: solid morality, while not giving a damn if she pissed off her superiors to
solidly close a case.

Laura found herself taken aback. It was very rare for a promotion to be other than to what
was applied. “Sir?”
He slid over his Paper Tablet (“PT” or simply “tablet”), which displayed a transfer order.
“They decided to make you a Detective in the elite Cosmic Crimes Detective Unit.
Congratulations Detective Laura Drax!” He stood up and presented her new insignia-badge in its
soft felt box. It was a bald eagle sitting atop a circle of three silver stars, which stands for
“Lieutenant-Commander” in that Unit. He extended his hand, and they firmly shook.
The transfer would prove difficult, not just because she had to leave everyone she knew in
the New Hampshire Base of Operations and elsewhere, but also because she was leaving Earth.
Her new posting was on the Albatross Station (USA Space Station Beta or USA-SS-B) in high
Earth orbit. It was an agricultural research and residential space station, which allowed for
limited tourism. She ultimately did find herself exhilarated to finally have a chance see the Earth
from space.
Her new Unit typically had all their members function independently, while making
regular reports to the Regional Chief Detective. In her case, it was Chief Detective of Earth Orbit
Region Ryan Rhodes. The Unit’s members, which were far from numerous, essentially
functioned as consultants on cases relating to the Cosmic Gods of Passion, or any case with
otherwise weird elements. The Unit was said to be the loneliest, while being the most satisfying.
She was, of course, allowed a private life. That, and how she was directed to normally wear
civilian clothes, was to make the transition far easier for her.
Laura was given a week to transition to life on a space station, prior to her first assignment.
Before she started to unpack, she decided to see what the public areas of the station were like. By
the afternoon, Laura found her way into the station’s most popular bar: Cubare Tavern. A slim,
curly brown haired woman was working busily behind the bar. It was very crowded for a
Monday evening. Laura found the woman behind the bar very attractive, but was not in the mood
to satisfy the sapphic side of herself. She ordered a glass of bourbon from the bartender. Her
friends back on Earth always joked how that was a “man’s drink.”
While Laura unwound, she found herself growing very uncomfortable. It seemed to be
directed toward the bartender, but she could not understand why. There might not have been a
single violent bone in her body!
“A hundred and fifty years. Record timing!” I said behind her.
I sat next to the surprised Laura. Her discomfort rose for yet unfathomable reasons, yet she
found herself hopelessly drawn to me. “A hundred and fifty?” she asked confused.
“Oh, I like to break the ice with something silly!” I smiled pleasantly. “My name’s Andrea
Melia. I run this bar with Meghan Smith.” I motioned to the busy bartender. “She’s nice enough
to cover for people when they call out.”
“I’m Laura Drax. I was just transferred here.” We firmly shook hands, while I eyed her
more than familiar gold bracelet.
“And, where did you get that?” I smiled, while lightly running my fingers down it’s wavy
surface with very specific thoughts, before releasing her handshake.
“Oh, I found it in an antique shop back in the States. Umm, New Hampshire. I couldn’t
resist buying it!” Her heart uncontrollably raced, as did her breathing.
“Yes, it is something … It’s very old. I have an eye for that kind of thing, love.” I looked
up, and called, “Her drink is on the house, Meghan!” Our eyes met, and I silently explained

something very important to her.
Meghan’s jaw slightly dropped. “Oh, of course, Andrea. New faces only have to ask!”
I looked back to Laura with friendly eyes. “I almost became an archaeology professor,
before I realized that wasn’t me. If you ever want to learn more about that bracelet, come by to
my apartment: eighty-eight on B level. I should be there by 7:30 tonight.” I sat up, and walked
through the “private” door to my office …
Laura soon found herself at my door. She had trouble thinking about little else but me.
Yes, she was bisexual, but her draw to me was somehow more than sexuality. My door buzzed.
“Yes?” I asked through the intercom. I already knew it was her.
“It’s, ah, Laura Drax from the bar,” she called back.
“Right on time!” I exclaimed. “I’m just getting out of the shower, so make yourself
comfortable, Laura!”
The door slid open, and she walked into the apartment. It was somewhat larger than hers,
while following the same generic, universalist, metallic theme of the station. However the
tasteful, matured furnishing and wood shelves made the bland nature of the apartment far more
palpable. The first thing she noticed on my shelves was my Masters in Anthropology at the top,
before noticing all my antique books. The vast majority of “newly printed” books had been
digital for over a century, while most of the older books were digitized before then.
“Please sit down, Laura,” I offered from behind, just before she observed the date on my
degree.
She quickly turned around, not having heard me enter the room. “Oh, sorry, just admiring
your collection.” Her jaw dropped the moment she saw me. I have that affect on people,
especially when I’m only wearing a soft white robe! Under any other circumstances, I would
have answered her draw to me.
We casually sat on my red fabric couch. “Now, you came about your bracelet, right?”
She was breathing deeply, but barely noticed. “Yeah … Actually, I was wondering about
something else, too.”
“Yes?” I batted my eyes.
“Where did the name ‘Cubare’ come from?” she asked breathlessly.
“Well, besides the obvious pun in how its pronounced (qu-BAR-ey), it’s Latin for, among
other things, to recline. Bit of a joke Meghan and I came up with, from how it can also mean
‘sex’ in the right context!” I laughed. “But, I can tell you’re not here to talk about sex!”
“No, I … My bracelet …”
I gently cradled her bracelet covered wrist with my soft hands. “It was probably made
between 1750 and 1800. The wavy lines encircling are, were the trademark of the gold and silver
smith Antonio Antonelli of Naples. He was said to use innovative smithing techniques, but that’s
mere hearsay. Though, what hasn’t been melted down over the centuries does have an extreme
durability.” My persistent yet now incredibly subtle Irish tones were bleeding though.
“Do you know who owned it?” she asked impulsively.
“That’s hard to say, since your antique dealer clearly didn’t know much about it. I did,
however, get to know, or as I should say, read the diaries of a man from the early twenty-first
century, who had an ancestor that possibly owned such a bracelet. There’s no way to know if
yours is the same one, though.” I was sure that it was, but didn’t yet bother to tell her.
Laura started to hold her head. She was beginning to feel dizzy and headachy from her
increased breathing.

“Are you OK, Laura?” I asked with concern.
“I’m fine, I’m fine. Just not used to processed air, yet!”
“You’ve never been on a space station before have you, Laura?”
“No, I … was just transferred here. I was just promoted and transferred to the Cosmic
Crimes Unit…” Though members were not supposed to actively advertise themselves, there was
nothing secret about the Cosmic Crimes Detective Unit.
“Ah, I finally get to meet a Cosmic Detective! They say you’re the best.”
“I suppose. I haven’t really started yet!” she stated lightly, before rubbing the bridge of her
nose.
“Let me help you back to your room, Laura,” I offered with care in my tone.
“No, no. I can make it on my own …” she barely stood up to her feet. Within moments,
she nearly fell head over heals, before I grabbed her. The station provided gravity by constantly
spinning, and that made it a whole lot easier to fall over, especially in Laura’s current state.
“At least let me help you to the door, Laura!” With her leaning on me, I carefully brought
her to the exit. I pressed the button to open the door. “Are you sure you’ll be all right, Laura?”
“I’ll be fine. There are railings everywhere … I just need to lie down for a while …”
That night, Laura had dreams unlike any she had in her life. They were vivid, yet
disjointed. She found herself looking out into a beautiful forest valley, with high bluish
mountains in the distance. Soon after, she was speaking with an old man, who only spoke lies.
Then, there was a locked room, which held a beautiful treasure of a woman. Her image was
blurred. Suddenly, she was in a dark house, looking for a creature that she had to destroy. Then,
she was back next to the treasure of a woman, who was apparently held hostage. The lying old
man confronted them, and was no longer lying about anything. She was then back at the dark
house, being confronted by a creature, who ultimately rebuilt her mind. The face before her was
impossible to make out. She was then strapped to a table with the treasure of a woman in a damp
basement room filled with whips and chains. Some kind of fighting ensued outside. The doors to
the basement room exploded open …
Laura awoke to a familiar buzzing. Someone was at the door. She activated the
communications panel on her end table. “Who is it?” she breathlessly asked, while the dream
quickly faded.
“Ms Drax, I have a package for you from a Ms Melia. I need a signature for the package.”
The man wore the standard postal uniform, which was a deep blue jumpsuit with the eagle head
logo on the front right.
“Uh, just a minute…” Laura groveled. She tossed on her robe, before she saw that it was
eleven in the morning. She was no morning person, but sleeping that late was unusual for her.
She soon opened her door to the post carrier. He had his Paper Tablet on top of the package for
her to sign. She did so, and took the package.
The man noticed her tired sickishness, and stated, “If you don’t mind me saying, ma’am.
You look like you’ve come down with a little space sickness. The station’s doctors can help you
with that.”
“I’ll keep that in mind,” she groveled, before forcibly pressing the pad to close and lock the
door.
She sat on the generic couch, and placed the package on the metallic coffee table.
Whatever it was, it was large and heavy. A small paper note was taped to the top. She pealed it
off. The note was written by hand, which was as unusual as the expensive paper, while the

handwriting was a downright beautiful script. Almost no one wrote like that, let alone could read
that. Such skills were not part of general education for over a century. Laura’s investigative
training included such oddities. The letter read:

Curious, Laura carefully removed the opaque, plastic wrapping, revealing a polished
mahogany wood box. The smooth box was easily a couple of centuries old, but was well kept.
She unclasped the box, and lifted the lid. Her heart skipped a beat! It was Liber Lubidinum: the
Book of Passions, which was integral to understanding the Cosmic Gods and their effects on
intelligent beings! There could be no other book more important to a Cosmic Detective. The
moment Laura placed her hands on the Book to remove it, a flash of powerful Orgasmic Energy
knocked her unconscious …
The next thing Laura knew, she was lying on the hard metal floor between the couch and
titanium coffee table. Everything was becoming clear to her. The recurring dream she had since
she was a child was no dream. It was her soul floating in oblivion, before being reborn into who
she was now. That meant that her last incarnation had no living descendants to pass on a legacy.
The few surviving memories of her past life were scattered and jumbled, and she was sure her
recent, half remembered dream held a few of them. She may never fully recover the blood
memories of her original bloodline, but her purpose was still clear. Laura Drax was a Succubus
Hunter, and her primary target was me.
Laura stood up, quickly realizing that any space sickness she had was gone. She felt truly

alive and powerful. Her unease was now focused. Her mind was now sharper than her body’s
enhanced agility. She removed the Book from its case, and wondered why I let her meet with it,
assuming that I knew what it would awaken within her. Her quick conclusion, which did have
some truth, was that I wanted some control over our inevitable confrontation. Indeed, her Hunter
self would have awakened anyway from prolonged contact with any Succubus.
She quickly flipped though the pages of the ancient yet sturdy Book. It’s leather and pages
smelled intoxicatingly new. Her Hunter nature ensured that she would not be surprised that the
Book’s Ancient Minoan Text was easily readable now. Plus, the Book was translated in the early
twenty-first century, with improving translations since then. She had a feeling that, after she
dealt with me, her abilities as a Hunter would prove quite handy in her new posting.
Laura eventually found the proper page, under the Book’s influence. Because Hunters were
not defensive by nature, they only created one tool for their protection. It required a personal
object, which was worn consistently. Her old bracelet was one of the few things that fit that bill.
Prior to her recent promotion, she was generally not supposed to wear anything outside
regulation (i.e. jewelry), but her former commanding officer saw no harm in a bracelet hidden
under clothing.
The proper page happily exposed, she removed her bracelet, and held it high. “Great
Zalathoth of Masterful Manipulation, grant me the power to infuse this bracelet with a part of my
soul, so that I may use it to protect myself in the destined battle!” A flash of great Energy blasted
through Laura, forcing her back to the hard floor. A great weakness was felt throughout her
body. She slowly slid the enchanted bracelet back onto her wrist, and passed out …
Laura suddenly awoke to the sound of the door buzzing. “I’m coming!” she groveled,
while she picked up herself. The door slid open to a station technician in a metallic grey
jumpsuit. His tool belt held an array of expected devices, which were of little interest to her.
“Ms Drax, we detected a power surge in your apartment. Two, possibly. The signature was
undefined. May I come inside to inspect the electrical system?”
Laura raised an eyebrow. In the excitement, it slipped her mind that Erotic Cosmic
Energies were fully detectable with sensitive enough equipment. They indeed had biotechnology
that could upgrade a humanoid to detect many Energies without external sensors, but due to
casual resistance to such tech, it was mostly used by spies and military personnel. Even most
Cosmic Detectives preferred wits to biotechnology. “If it’ll make you happy, please come inside
…” she eyed his name tag, “Jonathan.”
The technician quickly noticed the powerful Book. “What is that?” he asked breathlessly.
“That is a very old relic from another time.” Laura then continued sarcastically, “Don’t you
have a job to do?”
He nodded, embarrassed, and commenced scanning various areas.
Laura placed the Book back into its case, and walked with it back to her bedroom. She then
prepared herself for the oncoming battle, grabbing her standard issue pulse pistol, holstered at
her waist, and small backup firearm, holstered around her ankle. The weapons were carefully
concealed under her clothing. She was fully licensed to carry both firearms and pulsearms, but it
wasn’t exactly everyday behavior to visibly carry them around a space station.
“Ms Drax. Everything looks all right on your end,” the technician sounded in the other
room. “Someone may contact you later if an issue is discovered. If you have no questions, I’ll
head out.”
Laura walked into the doorway, and sexily leaned on the cold metal door frame. She said

in a sultriness, which was once totally alien to her, “Thank you, Jonathan … Sorry if I was
grumpy earlier. I was just in a deep sleep.”
“Oh, err, it’s no problem, ma’am …”
Laura enjoyed how his mental and physical control broke down. Again, something that
would have once been alien.
“I … I’ll just show myself out…” He quickly left, almost tripping over himself.
Laura chuckled after he left, before muttering from her greater understanding of language,
“Cubare: to lie or recline. Cum cubare: to have sex with. Sub cubare, succubare: to lie under.
Succubus …”
Laura soon found herself at my door. She inputted her “Skeleton Key Code” to open it.
She was not supposed to use that code without authorization (setting off silent alarm bells), but
she did not care. All that meant was that she had about twenty minuets, before someone noticed
and sent security, to achieve her goal.
A massive wave of a glorious scent engulfed her, while she entered the room. The door
slid closed behind her. “Oh, Gods … I had no idea they could be so strong!” she stated
breathlessly, while she stumbled into the apartment.
I walked into the living room naked, presenting my strikingly beautiful, full body. My
raven hair flowed freely down my tall body, contrasting with my light skin. I smiled and said,
“You never did waste time.”
Laura shakily pointed her pulse pistol at me, and said, “You don’t think … those
pheromones are enough to, to stop me.”
“No, Hunter Laura. Not my scent alone …”
Laura felt her insides twisting. A range of conflicting emotions bombarded her. She felt
lust, hatred, and even love toward the Succubus before her. “Something is wrong …”
“Wrong for a Hunter,” I said, while I casually sat on my aged couch. “I knew your prior
incarnation intimately. The only three I ever killed in my over two-thousand years of life were
Hunters of your past bloodline. The scars of their deaths are the greatest of pains for me, because
it is essentially the opposite of what is my life: Sexual Life Energy.”
Laura instinctually leaned on the door, while dropping her gun. “What’s happening to
me…?” She could barely think in her growing arousal.
“Soon, Hunter, my love … The third Hunter of your original bloodline is the one that
owned the bracelet you now wear and enchanted. She enchanted something else of course: a
ring, commonly enough. But, it was the fourth Hunter of that line that is the most important in
this discussion.
“You were a man then, perhaps the only ever male Hunter to ever exist. As events were
forcing me to kill again, I chose to do something else, because I could not live with the death of
another on my soul. I did what no other Succubus had ever done: tame the soul of a Succubus
Hunter. We were lovers for the next five years in admittedly an unheard of relationship. You
eventually were forced to sacrifice yourself to save me and the truly powerful Meghan. You see,
Meghan is a rare Natural Born Succubus: born to Human parents. A dark Witch Coven of
Shurath’cas of Domination sought to bend her to their will, while she was still confused about
what she was. When that Coven failed, Zalatoth, the Master of all Witchcraft, punished them for
both their failure and actions by allowing me to procure their Liber Lubidinum. Thus, they
disbanded in disgrace.”
“Ms Melia,” a male voice suddenly sounded on the intercom. “This is Station Security

Officer Bello. Is everything all right? We detected unauthorized access to your apartment.”
I touched the panel on my end table, and responded, “Everything is well in hand, officer.
She is here like I said she would be. Please, do not send anyone. What I set into motion must not
be interrupted.” I ended the communication, before I looked back to Laura and smiled.
“Wha … What?” Laura asked confused.
“You know its next to impossible to be incognito these days! Besides, who better than a
Succubus to advise local law enforcement on Cosmic Matters,” I chuckled.
“Oh, fuh … So horny…” Laura barely said, while breathlessly groping herself.
“Well, anyway, the Hunter Cycle continued by allowing your resurrection.” I looked down
to her bracelet. “That bracelet has always been so beautiful … As you know, there are four types
of Succubi. I am a Natural Succubus, in that another Succubus naturally transformed me, while
Meghan is a Natural Born Succubus, in that she was born to human parents. Another type is of
course an Artificial Succubus, who was transformed, well, artificially. As you well know, there
are no Incubi, assuring you prior self’s death if I attempted the transformation. Because no
Human has expected to find a monster behind every dark corner for centuries, I was able to touch
you without you yet knowing what I am. When I first touched your bracelet, I implanted it with
the power of Plaotathis, which grants the power to create Artificial Succubi out of curiosity
itself. That is the only way to break the Hunter Bloodline and overall Hunter Cycle. The moment
you enchanted that bracelet, you activated that transformative power. It’s almost sad, really. You
may be the last Hunter.”
“OHH … AHHHH,” Laura cooed, drooling.
“Your new boss was quite shocked, when I explained this all to him after you and I met in
my bar. He had to give it his blessing. A Hunter is a downright loose canon! Then again, he
definitely has a thing for us Succubi.” I sat up, and walked over to the near orgasmic Laura. I
lightly stroked her sweaty cheek, and said, “Let me show you what we once had, my love. Let
me free the memories locked within your soul.”
I easily invaded her mind. In a massive orgasm, a lifetime of memories flooded into her.
The blood memories of her ancestors of that line were almost totally lost, though. A hundred and
fifty years ago, she was a police detective for a decade, before her Hunter lineage took over. Her
being a man, I could not transform her then, but instead “sorted him out.” We worked together as
private detectives for the next five years on strange and bizarre cases. We were passionate lovers,
in spite of the Hunter nature being forever present. It was torturous for her prior incarnation.
When he sacrificed himself to save both Meghan and I, we finally both admitted that we loved
each other …
The next thing Laura knew, we were naked and grinding our pussies together in my bed.
“OH, God ...OH fuck … I missed you so much, baby, and didn’t even know it!” It annoyed me so
much, when she called me “baby” in her past life, but I was so glad to hear it again that a tear fell
down my cheek! I grunted in response, “I fucking missed you more!” We grunted and cooed
loudly, while she renounced her humanity through her love for me. Laura then asked with
concern, “Was there anyone else?” I quickly responded, “I’m a Succubus, you idiot Hunter. I,
errgh, I live on sex! … But, you were always the only one I ever truly loved!”
With that, I glued my lips onto hers, and began to feed her my Sexual Life Energy at
regular intervals, causing her to cum violently in time. ‘I am hastening your transformation,’ I
said in her mind. ‘You will be so free so soon.’ Her Life Energy was now nearly completely
fused with her Sexual Energy. All it needed was one final push, and with a massive burst of my
Energy, she screamed and squirt in orgasm.

I pulled myself off of her. Our hunger for sex was overwhelming. The naked, curly haired
Meghan suddenly walked into our bedroom. Licking her lips, she said, “I guess it’s my turn!”
She leaned over and gave me a sensual kiss, while she transferred some of her powerful Sexual
Life Energy into me, inflicting orgasm. I was totally renewed! With an even bigger smile, she
looked to the moaning, hungry Laura. She leaned in, and they passionately kissed, while Meghan
poured a massive amount of her Energy into her. While Laura screamed in orgasm, massive
fountains of cum spewed from her delicious crotch.
Soon, Laura was full, and lay back reveling in her new self. Meghan lay between us with a
lustful smile. I almost couldn’t believe that she wasn’t desperate for sex after donating all that
Sexual Life Energy! Only a Natural Born could give so much so effortlessly.
‘I guess I am that amazing!’ Meghan said strongly in our minds, while playfully laughing.
I knew the moment that I met Meghan that I could only be in her shadow. ‘I’ve been thanking
Andrea for a hundred and fifty years in all possible ways for saving me and helping me to
understand my great power. But, I was never able to thank you, Laura, until now.’ She lightly
stroked both our cheeks at the same time, before stating out loud, “We are all at the cusp of a
new and wonderful world!”

The Curse of the Natural Borns
Laura and I intimately shared our Sexual Life Energy though a passionate kiss, while we
lightly touched our naked bodies in my bed. That was the best and most intimate way for
Succubi to make love without making themselves hungry. The Earth shown brightly, while it
floated by, through the thick window. “Oh, wow! I didn’t know what I was missin’, baby,” Laura
stated. Frustration and love poured out of me, while a stated, “How many times do I have to tell
you I haven’t been a baby for over two-thousand years!” Laura smiled teasingly, and we
resumed passionately sharing our Energy in our quiet moans and grunts. Her hand slowly slid
down my thigh to my silken foot.
Fellow Succubus Meghan left earlier to give Laura and I some time alone. She said she
needed to do some administrative work at the bar anyway. The intercom suddenly buzzed. The
caller ID on the end table screen showed a bald eagle resting on a circle of gold stars, which
represented the Cosmic Crimes Detective Unit of the Federated Police Force.
“Damn,” Laura stated toward me.
“Do you still want to work with them, my love?” I asked curiously.
“It’s a strange feeling, Andrea. I love being an investigator, but I just …” she trailed off.
“I know, my love. It’s sort of a curse for any long lived being in a short lived world. Some
Succubi like to say our birthright is freedom, but we just know that we may outlast anything
created by Humans.”
Laura sighed deeply, and accepted the call. The face of Regional Chief Detective Ryan
Rhodes appeared on the screen. His jaw less than subtly dropped. While not seeing much, he
could tell that we were naked in bed. “Umm, Detective Drax, is this a bad time?”

“Yes, but what do you want?” she asked with far less respect than she would have when
she was still Human a day ago. However, she showed great respect to former commanding
officer on Earth during her surprise call a few hours ago.
Rhodes was clearly taken aback by the lack of respect toward him, but let it go. He tended
to be quite the ass toward his subordinates, often to the point of falsely berating them to improve
their results, but that mask was all but absent dealing with us. “Oh, well, whenever you’re ready,
I’d like to see you in my office. I prefer today, Detective.”
“I’ll see you soon, then, sir,” she said with little enthusiasm, and ended the call with a tap.
“Damn, that man loves Succubi!” I said with a big smile.
Laura kissed me deeply, and said, “I think I’ll stick with them for a little while, baby.
Maybe I won’t feel as chained as I think I will.”
Laura soon found herself in the office of Chief Detective Rhodes’ office in the station’s
Security Sector.
“You wanted to see me … Sir?” she asked, forcing some enthusiasm.
He uncontrollably looked her over with a slight smirk, before gaining control over himself.
“So, Detective Drax, I need to know if you are still committed to the Federated Police, in light of
your recent changes.”
She sighed. “Well, sir, there’s a lot I still am coming to understand. I truly do still want to
be an investigator, but you know how my nature has changed.”
“… Ah, yes, Detective,” he stammered.
“For now, I do wish to stay with the Federated Police in this Unit. If membership in this
Unit wasn’t so independent, my decision might have been different.”
“Excellent!” he stated happily. “And, would you be ready for your first assignment in this
Unit, Detective Drax?”
“Yes,” she said with a disarming smile. Her enthusiasm was still forced, however.
He presented a Paper Tablet with a case file. “A cargo vessel recently arrived from the
moon for refueling on autopilot, and its whole crew was found dead,” he summarized. “No
explanation for cause of deaths. They kept the media out of it, and it’s designated ‘need to
know.’ Station security found themselves at a total loss, and contacted me.”
Laura found her forced enthusiasm was worth it. She was truly interested in the case.
“Well, Chief Detective, I’m sure I’ll get to the bottom of this …” She then continued teasingly,
“If not deeper.”
Laura distractedly walked into her apartment to find the curly haired Meghan patiently
waiting on her couch. Meghan obviously read her mind for the apartment’s keycode. That
behavior was a little awkward for Laura, because she was very private as a Human. Regardless,
she sensed Meghan’s intensely strong feelings toward her. Laura was perhaps too distracted by
her transformation and me to notice prior. Meghan motioned for her to sit next to her.
Laura sat very close to Meghan and stated, “I had no idea you have such … admiration for
me …”
“Devotion,” Meghan corrected. She leaned in, and gave Laura a very sweet kiss on her
lips. “I repaid Andrea long ago for her saving me. I only stayed with her, because of your
inevitable rebirth. You sacrificed your life to save my and Andrea’s lives, and I don’t think I can
ever repay you for that!”
“I had no idea …” Innocently, she then wondered where I was.

“Andrea is running our bar, Laura. Running a bar is what she chose to do. Besides, many
Succubi are first taught by more than one. We have many, many lifetimes ahead with her.”
A natural understanding came to Laura. “Choice is so much of who we are, isn’t it,
Meghan?”
“Far more than anyone.” She lightly stroked Laura’s hair. “To become a Succubus, all
have to want it without doubt. Even Artificials like you ultimately want to become what you
became.”
“But, you are a Natural Born. What about you?” Laura may have known much of what
Meghan was saying from when Laura was Human and later Hunter, but knowing is different
from being.
Meghan sighed deeply. “Maybe I did choose, Laura, when I was born, but no one can
remember their birth. Natural Borns simply are. We have far more humility than most, and that
may be a reason why we usually are the most powerful. You being a rare exception, the first feed
for any breed of Succubus leads to the death of the one they fed on, but that victim may be
brought back from oblivion with a loving, more knowledgeable hand …” She became subtly
morose, and continued, “There is almost never anyone there to help Natural Borns at first, let
alone the hapless person, when we feed for the first time. So, nearly every Natural Born has at
least one death behind them. That is the Curse of the Natural Borns, and all that is my first lesson
for you …”
Meghan and Laura walked into the Beta Docking Bay control room. A security officer
instead of the usual NASA officer sat in the room.
Laura flashed her badge, and stated, “I’m Detective Laura Drax. I’m investigating the
cargo vessel. Meghan is with me.”
The officer stood up and stated, “Yes … I’ve been expecting you, Detective Drax. The bay
is fully pressurized, and the vessel is unlocked.” He inputted his code on the consul, and the
internal docking bay doors opened. Laura and Meghan left the control room, and walked into the
docking bay.
The doors to the vessel stated “First Earth-Lunar Shuttle Corp / Vessel XXXV / US
Registry #ACD12542” in both English and Chinese. That bilingual practice was common in
international business practice due to China and the United States essentially co-running the
Earth. The vessel’s rectangular door automatically opened, when they were in front. They
walked inside.
“My Gods … can you feel it, Laura?” Meghan asked almost sounding sick.
“Yes …” Laura’s senses were by far not as honed as Meghan’s, nor are they ever likely to
be, but she felt enough.
“Such … vengeance … I had heard that certain events can leave strong psychic
impressions, but I never came across it before,” Meghan said in amazement.
They quietly walked down out of the airlock and down that dark corridor towards the
Command Center. Like when she was Human, Laura easily visualized the pictures of violent
crimes now washed clean due to forensics. The Command Center was the most horrific. A layer
of Human Blood covered almost every surface. Everyone was sitting on their chairs dead with
horrified expressions on their faces. The navigator's tech enhanced eyes melted through his brain.
One in particular bled profusely from his bloodshot eyes, nose, and mouth, while all his insides
were liquified from an unknown force.
Meghan was leaning on one of the virtually polished glass consuls, curious about their

flightpath, when Laura started to look at her hungrily. She tasted so damn good the night before.
Meghan quickly turned around, sensing Laura’s hunger.
“I’m getting hungry, Meghan. I wanna feed on you!” She forcibly squeezed Meghan’s
breast, while leaning in for a more than sensuous kiss.
Meghan grabbed Laura’s groping hand at the wrist, and stated, “If it ever comes to it, you
may feed on me. But, you must learn to feed on others not of your own kind.” Meghan wondered
if being Laura’s first feed connected her to Laura in profound ways she never expected. Either
way, Laura’s already growing hunger suggested that she may be more insatiable than the average
Succubus.
Laura breathed a few deep, stabilizing breaths, and stated “I’m … I’m sorry, Meghan. I
should have realized the control I need over myself.”
Meghan smiled tenderly. “We’ll get you someone tonight, and it’s more about acceptance
than control … But now, you have a job to do.”
Concentrating very hard, she walked over to the chair where the most gruesome victim was
found. “Engineer Robert Lang,” she stated quietly.
“Yes, Laura?”
“They should have seen him as the key. The file shows that the initial investigation knew
he was significant, but they didn’t realize how or why. At first they thought this was some kind
of pathogen, but obviously there was none. That’s what really through them off. After that, they
saw Lang as just another murder victim. But, he wasn’t; he was the target,” Laura deducted
through her natural wit.
Meghan was truly impressed. “I never would have put all that together!”
“It’s only a puzzle, Meghan,” she breathed. “I never needed to be a Succubus to put a
puzzle together!”
Laura sat at a computer terminal in the Security Sector’s research room. Meghan sat next
to her. They learned that Robert Lang was primarily a fuel expert. “Engineer” was a misleading
title in his company, because anyone who had anything to do with a ship’s propulsion was called
an “engineer.” His background was chemical engineering. Faster ships, especially well traveled
ones, require precise fuel mixtures, and that “art” requires very skilled scientists.
“I don’t understand,” Meghan stated. “Who would wanna kill some fuel technician?”
“Not sure, yet, Meghan.” She lightly stroked her upper lip in thought. “There’s a distinct
lack of background for him. He worked for First Shuttle as a contract consultant. This was his
first contract with them. Before, he worked at the interspace-fuel storage facility at the US Alpha
military base for ten years.”
“It says he quit …”
“Yes, I wonder why …” Laura stated ponderously.
That evening, Laura and Meghan found themselves in Cubare Tavern. Laura could wait
longer to feed, but Meghan felt that she needed to learn how to feed on at least Humans before
her sexual hunger was beyond her control. Preferably, a feed is consensual from start to finish,
but immediacy is sometimes a more important factor.
Before they even sat down at a round metallic table, I walked over to them. I embraced
Laura with a deep, passionate kiss. It took a lot of effort on Laura’s part to not feed on me.
“Wow!” I exclaimed, taking in her light, natural pheromones. “I had no idea you would be so
insatiable, Laura.” The three of us sat down.

“I think I spoiled her, Andrea!” Meghan said lightly.
We leaned in close, with Laura sandwiched in between. Laura’s hunger was increasing
dramatically. We suggestively groped Laura’s warm inner thigh, and Laura uncontrollably felt
under their clothes, while breathing deeply in her horniness.
Whispering in Laura’s ear, I breathed, “Let go of your control, Laura …”
“… Reach out, Laura,” Meghan whispered. “Feel the room …”
“… Seek out that which will satisfy and more,” I whispered.
Almost drooling and hyperventilating, she honed in on a sexually fit, naturally blonde
woman just walking into the bar.
“Very nice,” I complimented with my lips brushing against her ear.
“That is Chrystal Dario,” Meghan said quietly, deeply, while reading the woman’s mind.
“She is the daughter of the station’s chief engineer. Eighteen. She had sex once before, and she
will not admit to herself that the reason why she broke up with her boyfriend was because of that
disappointing encounter.”
“Oh, fuck, Laura, she has so much to give!” I said hotly into her ear.
Through her moist horniness, Laura found herself concerned about the woman’s safety.
“We will be there for you, Laura, if anything goes wrong,” Meghan stated sweetly.
“If you take too much from her, my love, you may always give some back. It’s part of the
same mechanism we use to share our Sexual Life Energy.”
With a darkly horny expression, Laura sat up, and walked over to Chrystal. At the same
time, Meghan and I looked at each other with a knowing smile. The excitement made us rather
hungry, too. We had to wait for Laura to finish, but the night was still very ripe for Meghan and I
to have a couple of guests, afterwards.
Chrystal was mesmerized by Laura’s sweet, addicting scent, and followed her out
mindlessly.
In the elevator, Chrystal finally stated nervously, “I’m sorry … I don’t usually follow
people around this!”
“It’s OK,” Laura said innocently. “My name is Laura.”
“Oh … I’m Chrystal.” She couldn’t stop staring at Laura, while finding herself confusingly
aroused. Laura’s clothing was very contemporary and casual. Slightly loose, light tan pants,
which mostly hid feminine boots with a slight heel, and a brown, form fitting, long sleeve shirt.
Chrystal wore similar attire, while she wore low, broad heeled pumps.
Laura stepped closer, and Chrystal automatically, confusingly leaned in for a long deep
kiss. Just before Laura started to feed, Chrystal pulled back, and said breathlessly, “I’ve … I’ve
never been with a woman before …” She breathed Laura’s scent in deeply, and complimented
deeply, “I love your perfume …”
“Thank you,” Laura said with a friendly smile. The doors opened to Laura’s section.
“Come on!” She happily grabbed Chrystal’s arm, and hurriedly walked to her apartment. Their
clothes were already gone by the time they fell onto the bed.
Passionately rubbing Chrystal’s moistening pussy, Laura hungrily inhaled her firm breast.
“Oh my fucking God! You can’t be …” Chrystal barely said, realizing what Laura must be.
Laura picked herself up, and said playfully, “Oh, come on. That almost takes the fun out of
it!”
“I can’t believe it … Oh, God, you’re so fucking amazing!” she exclaimed.
“Or, maybe not!” Laura then forcibly locked her lips on hers, and began consume the
woman’s plentiful Sexual Energy. At the same time, Laura violently fingered Chrystal’s G-spot.

Their muffled moans and coos were loud and true. Chrystal’s eyes rolled back into her head in
the overpowering ecstasy.
With control, albeit very slight, Laura forced herself to unlock her lips from the near
orgasmic woman. With a fountain of feminine juices, Chrystal screamed in orgasm. Absorbing
the orgasmic rush of Sexual Energy, Laura screamed even louder.
Laura happily lay next to the drooling, breathless Chrystal. The woman may have been
incredibly drained, but she had not died from Laura feeding on her. That was most important. It
was in that moment Laura accepted her hunger as a part of herself as a Succubus. There was no
fear of it any longer, and true control over it was never necessary.
‘That was very good, my love,’ Laura heard me state in her head.
‘Yes, congratulations, Laura,’ she heard Meghan say loudly in her head after. ‘You now
understand yourself better than I did, when we first met so long ago.’
Laura’s end table buzzed with the image of her Unit. She grunted, and answered. “You
really don’t have good timing do you?” Laura stated dryly.
The Chief Detective’s heart clearly skipped a beat seeing the naked Laura with yet another
woman. “Umm, sorry, Detective … You, ah, didn’t report in this evening.”
Laura said with less than subtle sarcasm, “The engineer Robert Lang was the target. When
I find out why, then we’ll know who or what killed them all.” She abruptly ended the
communication. Though the communication was secure, Laura really wasn’t supposed to make a
report with others present. However, Chrystal wasn’t in any kind of condition for serious
comprehension.
With the clarity of the recent feed, she breathed a small amount of Energy back into
Chrystal. She jumped up, quickly cumming from the transplanted Energy now naturally
dispersing as Life and Sexual Energy. Laura smirked at how she did that so easily. “Chrystal?”
“Oh, God, that was amazing! I think I’m totally into girls now!” she stated excitedly.
Laura raised and eyebrow. “You’ll get over it …” She continued in her head, ‘I think,’
before continuing out loud, “Now, Chrystal, can I ask you something?”
“Oh my fuck, Laura, anything!” she exclaimed. Laura sensed she wanted another round,
but Laura felt that Chrystal still needed time to recover.
“Does your father know any chemical engineers?”
“Oh … Maybe. I mean, mechanical and chemical engineers work together all the time, but
they don’t exactly go out for drinks. Different breeds, I guess, but I guess, you know all about
breeds!” she exclaimed, referring to the four types of Succubi.
“We get along very well, actually, Chrystal, but I know what you mean … Does the name
Robert Lang mean anything to you? He used to work at the Alpha military base on the moon.”
“A Lunar? I never heard of him, but my father might have. You can always ask him.” She
put on a nervous smile, and said, “Just don’t mention us. He has nothing against Succubi or
anything; it’s just I don’t know how he’d feel about me being with one!”
Laura smiled disarmingly. “Don’t worry, Chrystal” She kissed her sweetly. “I won’t tell
anyone.”
The next morning, Meghan accompanied Laura to the chief engineer’s office. Though
Meghan was originally there partly to help Laura adapt to her new self, she truly was fascinated
by Laura’s work.
They walked into the office. “Mr. Dario?” Laura asked.
“Err, yes, come in. What’s this all about?” It wasn’t everyday two strikingly attractive

women walked into his office.
I flashed my badge. “I’m Detective Drax. This is Meghan. I’m investigating the cargo
vessel that recently arrived …”
“Oh, that. I’ve heard rumors, but no one’s told me a damn thing, Detective!” he
interrupted.
“We’re working on that,” Laura stated. “I have some questions, Mr. Dario.”
“Go ahead,” he said curiously.
“What do you know of chemical engineer Robert Lang? He worked on the Alpha moon
base until recently.”
“Very little,” he shook his head. “Like with all ships that dock in American Stations, they
are all checked by my engineers and technicians. Both NASA and military policy. I saw his
name on the crew list. Consulting engineer, I believe was his title. I did not accompany the crew
that inspected the ship. I could have asked for information regarding that crew’s stay, but like
usual, I didn’t wanna pry about other’s downtime. Other than that, I’ve been really kept in the
dark here.” Though his manner of speaking felt subtly disjointed, he was direct and to the point.
Laura learned long ago how to read body language, and her new Empathy merely confirmed
what she saw: truth. Indeed, the only thing he hid was his tightening pants, and what was
tightening it! There was nothing more she could learn from him for the case. “Thank you for
your time, Mr. Dario.” They left.
“So, what next, Laura,” Meghan asked, while they rode the elevator to the Security Sector.
“We find out why he left the moon,” she said seriously. “So, I’ll try to contact his old boss
at that military base.”
They eventually made their way to the communication section. After a few inquiries, the
best they could do was the assistant manager of Lang’s former posting.
“Yes? This is Sergeant Robertson, Assistant Deck Chief,” the dark haired man stated.
“I’m Detective Drax. I’m calling about a Robert Lang. He recently joined First EarthLunar Shuttle Corp.”
Laura did not need Empathy to see how uncomfortable he just became. “Yes … Mr. Lang
was one of our civilian workers. He was a competent chemical engineer. He quit … I don’t know
why.”
“Would your superior know?” I asked.
He was trying very hard to put on a professional mask, but it was very thin. “It’s possible
… But, such information may be considered confidential … If you’ll excuse me, Detective, I
need to continue with my daily duties.” He ended the communication.
“I don’t think he did it, but he knows plenty,” Laura stated.
“Do you think we should go to that base, Laura?”
“That is a good idea, Meghan, but the next ship scheduled for Lunar Transit is in five days.
Waiting that long could allow too many tracts to be covered.”
Then something hit Meghan. “Is the military required to record race?”
Laura smirked. “Not exactly. Like with all official Census Records for Americans, you
know it’s not mandatory to state race. Stems from an anti-discrimination law from over fifty
rears ago, and was applied to, well, us after a long battle in the Federal Courts twenty years ago.
Still, all gatherings of more than five people in United States Lunar Territories must have a
permit according to the Lunar Legal Code. It’s related to oxygen supply. All permits state the
reason for the gatherings, and all those registered to be at the gatherings. Those records do not

show up in standard background checks.”
“Are those permits public information?”
“You’d better believe it, Meghan!” Laura exclaimed. She then impulsively kissed Meghan
on her full lips, which was something that never would have happened before. She realized
something after, while it was a continuation of the same feeling after she fed on Chrystal. The
kiss wasn’t out of love or even lust; it was out of who she was now. Laura was now a Succubus,
and briefly felt so separate from the case, which would otherwise have her full attention. She was
most certainly proud of her old life, and what it led to. Now, she had a new life, and all she had
to do was shape it …
After cross referencing Lang with registered permits, they quickly discovered he
consistently registered for the “Worship of the Great L’sothot,” which heavily suggested he was
a Gray Witch Potion Master. That possibility fit very well with his “competent” background in
chemical engineering. Even more remarkable, the “organizer” was Lang’s former assistant
manager.
However, within the last year, he stopped registering for those gatherings. Instead, he
registered for a wholly different gathering: the “Worship of the Great Shurath’cas,” suggesting
he was suddenly a Dark Witch of Domination. Such alignment shifts did happen, but were
incredibly rare. Then, they came across something even stranger than an alignment shift. Lang
was not involved in the last Shurath’cas gathering one week ago, which roughly corresponded
with the date he quit his job and contracted with First Earth-Lunar Shuttle Corp.
“Do you realize what this is suggesting, Meghan?” Laura asked breathlessly.
She nodded her head in amazement.
“For reasons we don’t know yet, he joined a Dark Coven, and changed his mind …”
“They do not believe in mercy, and membership is life,” Meghan continued. “… No Witch
just leaves a Dark Coven …”
They all but solved the case. All they needed now was more evidence, and perhaps a more
clear reason for it all. Laura then quickly checked the transportation logs. All incoming and
outgoing ships were redirected or “grounded” due to a “solar flare,” but Laura knew better. It
oddly wasn’t mandatory to lock a station down for homicide investigations, but the station was
definitely locked down unofficially. She breathed a sigh of relief.
“You think someone left that ship alive, don’t you?” Meghan asked slyly.
“Possibly. Probably with the inspection crew.”
“He might still be in the ship, Laura,” she postulated. “Remember what we felt in there?
Maybe it wasn’t some ‘psychic impression’.”
“OK … I’ll alert the chief security officer of a very dangerous intruder, and say he may
still be in that ship. We also need to contact his former Gray Priest, which is probably his former
assistant manger. This kind of crime relies heavily on verified testimony.”
The station’s security quietly began their in depth search of the station, including all
docked ships. At the same time, Laura and Meghan made direct contact with Sergeant
Robertson. Even if they also wanted information from the Dark Coven, no one would speak.
Shurath’cas followers are usually devoted beyond a doubt, while incredibly secretive about that
devotion. Indeed, a group of Dark Covens are in the middle of a court battle to have the names of
all their members be stricken from all public records.
“Look, I’ve told you all I know, Detective,” he pleaded on the screen.
“Lang is dead, and we know he was Potion Master under you,” Laura said sternly.

“My Gods … I didn’t know they killed him,” he said shakily, rubbing his moistened eyes.
“Is this a secure line?”
“Yes, Sergeant.”
“All right …” he sighed deeply. “A month ago he started seeing this woman. He said her
name was Liza Mallory. Now, I don’t care about the personal lives of my Disciples, as long as it
doesn’t interfere with the Great L’sothot. But, he developed such a strong devotion to her so fast
that I knew something was wrong. Through our Avatar Succubus, I learned that she was a Zealot
of the Dark Coven led by Alexandra Dano, and that Liza’s real name was Alice Andrios. Dark
Witches just don’t know the meaning of peaceful, open relations! Their plan was to make Robert
into a kind of spy, so they’d know the actions of my Coven. She moved too fast, though. I told
Robert what was going on, and broke down their plans. Unfortunately, Robert saw things
differently by then, and realigned himself to Alice’s Coven.” He rubbed his moist eyes again.
“Is that all, Sergeant?” Laura asked.
“No … About a week ago, he secretly came to me. He realized the horrible mistake he
made. He wanted asylum. I would have given it to him, but we both knew I could not have
hidden him for very long. So, we and our Avatar developed a plan that could have saved his life.
I quietly ended his employment at the base, and with my unofficial recommendation, he got the
contract to work for First Earth-Lunar. He sought to find the Succubi on your station. We agreed
that, at least in the interim, a space station was a decent enough place to hide, while the Succubi
there may agree to protect him.” He sighed deeply, and continued, “I guess it doesn’t matter
now, though.”
Laura and Meghan exchanged uncomfortable glances. The chief security officer appeared
on the other screen, and stated, “We found the intruder, Detective. He badly injured a few of my
people, before he was detained. He’s in the interrogation room now.”
“All right, officer,” Laura stated. “I’ll be there soon.”
The priest then stated, sounding depressed, “I’m glad you found a suspect. If you need me
again, you know where to find me, Detective.” He ended to communication, and the screen went
blank.
After a few quiet moments, Laura asked, “Do we stick out that much these days?”
Meghan smiled, and answered, “Sometimes, Laura, but you know it’s not so bad most of
the time…”
They were soon looking into the interrogation room through the one way mirror. The gaunt
man sat cuffed to the chair with a stern look on his face. They sensed the same albeit lessened
emotions they felt from him back in the vessel. “His name is Derek Coburn. According to
official records, he lives near the Alpha military base on the moon. No occupation listed. He
hasn’t volunteered anything yet, of course,” the security chief stated. Laura then said deviously,
“I think I have a new trick that can get something out of him.” She glanced over to Meghan, who
smiled just as deviously.
Laura asked to be alone with the suspect, and sat across the table from him. The moment
the door closed, she concentrated hard to release a controlled blast of her pheromones. He
breathed deeply, almost savoring the scent.
“You … You really don’ think you can break me down so easily, Succubus?” he asked
almost shakily.
“I don’t know. I haven’t been one for very long!” she said lightly. “What I do know is,
from my investigative experience, there are very few that can handle a Succubus’ scent. One
being in particular I know that can is a Succubus Hunter.” She continued almost darkly, “But, we

know that.”
He was breathing deeply, shaking his head.
“A few years ago, I read a science article on Succubus Pheromones. The zoological
definition of a pheromone is that it is a substance used to affect the behavior of others. Succubus
Pheromones do just that, except at a level far and above a simple bug! They do that by
stimulating the endorphin center of the brain, while forcibly activating positive emotions like
those associated with sex.”
“What … are you … getting at …” he breathed.
“My point is that you’re already gone,” she said almost apologetically.
Drool trickled down his cheek, while he breathlessly squirmed in the chair.
“So, what is your occupation, Derek?” Laura asked calmly.
“My mistress is Alexandra Dano … Whatever she asks for …” he grunted.
“That’s good Derek. Now, what was the last thing she asked of you?”
“… UMPH … She … She asked me to … to eliminate Robert Lang … no witnesses, no
survivors … I fuckin’ want you!”
Laura smiled pleasantly. “That wasn’t so hard was it, Derek?” She sat up and smiled into
the one way mirror, before walking out of the room …
“That’s some amazing work, Detective Drax!” Chief Detective Rhodes stated, while
examining the report on his Paper Tablet. “Ms Dano is being arrested as we speak, and Mr.
Coburn is sitting in his cell awaiting extradition to the moon.”
“Thank you, sir,” she smiled. “Even the Cosmic Gods understand the consequences of
murder.”
“Yes,” he said breathlessly, while placing his tablet on his desk.
Laura sighed. “I’ve made some new decisions, since finishing the case.”
“And, what decisions would those be, Detective?” he asked already knowing the answer.
“I just can’t work under anyone, anymore,” she said apologetically. “I’ve changed so much
so fast. I’m only know coming to truly understand what I became … I hereby resign from the
Federated Police.” She placed her pulse pistol and badge on his desk.
Rhodes looked truly hurt. Never in his wildest dreams did he imagine having a Succubus
work for him. Her abilities were beyond all his expectations. “There’s nothing I can do to change
your mind, Laura?”
She shook her head, and answered, “No.” She sighed deeply. “You can always ask for my
help, Ryan. Once a Cosmic Detective, always a Cosmic Detective, right?”
He smiled and nodded, before they friendlily shook hands.

The Great Weight of Time
“You just can’t get enough of me can you, Ryan!” fellow Succubus Laura joked to her
former boss Regional Chief Detective Ryan Rhodes of the Cosmic Crimes Unit. She casually sat

at the other side of his desk, with her legs crossed at the ankles on it.
“I, ah, I guess not, Laura,” he stated unsteadily.
“So what’ve you got for me? Another independent Potion Master drugging hapless
women?” she smiled. That was the case she consulted on for him a month ago, which was five
months after she resigned from the Federal Police. Because Laura was a Cosmic Detective, she
was the go to consultant now, instead of Meghan or I. Though, our involvement was assumed.
Regardless, even though us Succubi refused to be chained by institutions we’ll likely outlast, we
all still worked to find our place in present society.
He handed over a Paper Tablet. “Back on Earth, there is an international serial killer called
the Sexual Predator by the media. You probably heard of this killer. He or she has left a trail of
dead bodies for the past five years across the globe. The bodies (male and female) are typically
found naked in various locations, including homes and hotel rooms. There are always definite
signs of sexual intercourse before or during the murder. Most importantly, what we’ve
successfully kept from the public, is that all their Sexual Energy is totally drained out of them.”
Laura was taken aback. She placed her feet on the floor, and asked almost angrily, “Are
you suggesting she’s a Succubus?”
“We don’t know, but it’s possible,” he stated uneasily. “The standard Energies Remnants
Test shows the lack of that particular Energy. But, you know that only a Natural Born kills for
her first sexual meal, and it’s usually just that one, and it’s always forgiven. So, another theory is
that its a Witch, who likes to kill for Sexual Energy … This killer’s simply baffled us, and that’s
why it’s a five year old Cosmic Investigation.”
“And, why are you coming to me with this? Is she here?” she asked apprehensively.
“Yes, we believe so, Laura. Only one kill so far. Staff ecologist Jennifer Linderson was
found dead in her apartment three days ago by a technician performing standard, scheduled
maintenance in the section. We’ve kept it quiet here, but we won’t be able to keep this silent for
very long.”
“I assume there’s already a Detective on this case,” she stated.
“Yes. Detective Sandy Lords. If you’ll help us, she looks forward to working with you and
maybe your friends as well,” he smiled seemingly innocently.
Laura was still a long way away from developing telepathy, but she could more than sense
his dirty mind. “I’ll get back to you after we catch your Sexual Predator,” she smiled defiantly.
Laura later found the prim and proper Sandy in Cubare Tavern eating dinner by herself.
Her blonde hair and fit, innocently sexy look effectively hid the haunted Detective underneath.
Laura innocently sat next to her.
“Hi, I’m Laura Drax. You must be Sandy Lords.” Laura casually extended her hand, and
they shook.
“Oh … Hi. I’m glad you decided to consult with me,” she said with a subtle shyness. Laura
sensed that she wasn’t sure how to work with a Succubus, but less than secretly wanted all the
help should could receive. She definitely had respect for Laura’s work before and after she left
the Federated Police.
Meghan and I walked over, and casually sat at the table. Laura and I lovingly kissed just
long enough to make ourselves a little hungry. Sandy looked on awkwardly. Meghan then asked
lightly, “So, who’s your knew friend, Laura?”
“This is Detective Sandy Lords. I’m working with her on a continuing homicide case that
started back on Earth.”

“Guess that means I’m fired as a sidekick!” Meghan joked.
“Nah, there’s always room for more!” Laura said sexily.
Sandy then said, “Oh … You two must be Andrea and Meghan. Glad to meet you two.
Your help’s always just as appreciated as Laura’s.”
“I sense that this is not the average case,” I said, feeling that this case had all but broken
Sandy down.
“You’re right, Andrea,” Sandy stated quietly. “It’s gone on for five years now across the
globe. It’ll probably be my first and last Cosmic Case …”
Not too long after more fully explaining the case, Sandy claimed to be feeling a touch of
space sickness. We, however, knew that she just didn’t like showing weakness, and especially
weakness toward her work as a Cosmic Detective.
After guiding Sandy to her hotel room, we headed to my apartment to see what
information I had relating to the new case. Sure, we certainly had a strong knowledge of “life
sucking” creatures, but it was generally limited to those related to the Cosmic Gods of Passion.
Laura and Meghan skimmed through the files on my Paper Tablet dedicated old texts,
while I went through my old library of physical books. We found very little. There were simply
very few known beings that consume Life Energies, even indirectly like many Vampires, while
there was no known use for those Energies outside biological organisms. However, Energy
Transference was possible through artificial means. A Succubus was obviously a rare being to do
it naturally, albeit usually with just Sexual Energy and Sexual Life Energy. That led to Laura’s
theory that someone was syphoning the Energy to further studies on it, and cared very little about
what happened to those sacrificed.
My door suddenly buzzed. I carefully placed an old book I was reading back onto the shelf,
and answered the door. My jaw dropped, when I saw who it was. The other two sat up in equal
amazement, now no longer distracted by research.
“Inna?” I asked with amazed joy.
“Yes, it is me, my Andrea,” the light brown haired woman stated in a quiet kindness. She
wore a long, form fitting black dress, and had a well toned body. The distance I felt from her
made my heart sink. I led her inside, and the door slid closed.
I turned back to the others, and barely said, “This … This is Inna, my Maker …”
Meghan walked up to her, and lightly touched her cheek, before saying, “You are Natural
Born.”
Inna stated quietly to Meghan, “Most of us older than three-thousand are, and I’m over
four.”
Teary eyed, I led her to my couch. We all sat together, with Inna at the center.
I then stated, “I thought you were dead, Inna.” I had not seen her for about a thousand
years.
Inna answered in her distance, “Not long ago, I found myself growing weary of this world
… I almost let go completely, but decided to hang on just long enough to see you again, Andrea.”
Sensing that Inna only wanted to be with me just then, Laura asked politely, “Should me
and Meghan leave you two alone?”
“I guess so,” I barely said, eyes not leaving my Maker. “I’ll see you two tomorrow.”
While Laura and Meghan left, Inna and I lightly kissed.
“You know, Meghan, if I wasn’t a Succubus, I’d be jealous!” Laura joked in the corridor,
lightening the seriousness of the moment.
Meghan laughed, and pecked me on the lips.

Laura and Sandy walked into the Chief of Agricultural Sciences office late that morning.
Meghan was compiling relevant information on the station’s victim back in the Security Sector.
“Chief Larry Henderson? I’m Detective Sandy Lords. Laura Drax is consulting with me.
I’m here to talk about Dr. Jennifer Linderson.”
They all shook hands, before the scientist stated with a big smile, “Oh, Laura needs no
introduction!”
They sat down, while Laura smiled back at him. Laura had some fun with him a few
months ago, when they first met in the Primary Arboretum. Laura asked, “How well do you
know Jennifer?”
He sighed. “Quite well, actually. She hasn’t shown up for work recently, and that’s
concerned me a lot … What happened to her?”
“We are trying to keep that quiet for now, Dr. Henderson,” Sandy stated impartially.
Laura knew that Sandy was a highly competent Cosmic Detective, but she did not always
know how to read people very well. Not telling Henderson the whole truth would close him off.
That was who he was. Thus, Laura stated bluntly, “She was found dead in her apartment, Dr.
Henderson …”
Sandy gave Laura a shocked look. She did not want him to know.
I continued, “… Possibly murder. But like Detective Lords said, we are trying to keep this
quiet for now.”
He held his head in his hands, becoming incredibly morose. Laura sensed that he had
feelings for Jennifer, but never acted on them. “She was one of the best ecologists we had …” He
sighed deeply, barely holding back tears. “Last time I saw her was, I think, five days ago. She
was working the ecology lab. Her project is on adapting biological organisms like bees to
artificial environments.”
“Did you ever see her with people you didn’t recognize, doctor?” Sandy asked.
He answered, “No, I only knew her professionally … Never did get that drink with her …”
His face fell back into his hands.
Laura sensed that there was nothing more he could say right then. “Thank you for your
time.” Laura then stood up, and placed her hand on his shoulder, before saying compassionately,
“If you need anything, you know how to find me, Larry.”
Outside the office in the corridor, Laura asked, “Did you ever look into anyone studying
Life Energies, Sandy?”
“Of course I DID!” Sandy replied frustratedly. She sighed, regaining her composure. “…
I’m sorry, Laura. Within the first year I was on this case, I looked into it, but that was a dead end.
There’s a bunch of scientists across the globe that study Life Energies. All of them perfectly
legal; all of them above suspicion. Many of them even have Succubi and Witches consulting
with them. It’s all in the case file.”
Laura tenderly placed her hand on Sandy’s shoulder, and asked, “Who do you think is
really doing this, Sandy?”
“I … I’m just not sure anymore.” She shook her head, glassy eyed. “I keep telling all those
Regional Chiefs that it must be some crazed scientist. But, how often is a mad scientist just a
regular piece of fiction?”
Dr. Henderson then walked up to them in the corridor, and stated quietly, “There’s one
more thing … It’s not much … Her supervisor said he saw her with some woman in the station’s
movie theater. We had a few drinks at Cubare by then, so I’m not really sure how accurate he

was …”
“What’s her supervisor’s name?” Laura quickly asked.
“Jack … Jack Lindoff,” he answered.
They found Dr. Lindoff working in the ecology lab. He was bald and on the short side, but
Laura sensed that he was a very welcoming person, albeit one married to his work. His eyes were
glued to a microscope.
“Dr. Lindoff?” Sandy sounded.
Eyes still glued, he casually waved his had, while he stated, “Just a sec, just a sec … Ah!
There they go!” He looked up toward them with a big smile. “Very happy zero-G microbes in a
Newtonian Gravity Environment!”
Laura walked up to him, and said, “I’m Laura Drax, and this is Detective Lords. We’re
here to talk about Dr. Linderson.”
“Oh, Jennifer?” he asked. “Have you heard from her? She left a few experiments running
for too long. I had to salvage what I could.”
“She was found dead in her apartment,” Laura stated seriously. Sandy gave her an annoyed
look.
“Oh …” He became very morose, taking deeper breaths. “I guess you guys are keeping
that quiet … How can I help you?”
Sandy then answered, “You told Dr. Henderson recently that you saw Jennifer with a
woman in the theater.”
“I did,” he raised his eyebrows. “Never saw the woman before. At first I thought she was
just a friend, but the way they were holding hands as they walked out … Actually, they were
walking very close together, too, almost intimately. I don’t think I told Larry that.”
“It bothered you a little didn’t it,” Laura sensed.
“Not really in the way you might think,” he said ponderously. “It was that I knew she was
heterosexual, or at least, I thought she was.”
Laura then asked, “Did you notice any enticing scents?”
“No, I don’t believe so,” he answered.
Laura sighed with relief. The last thing she needed to hear was confirmation that a
Succubus was killing people across the globe and now space.
Sandy then asked, “Can you give us a description of this woman?”
“Hmm … That’s not as easy as you might think. You see, Jennifer walked into the theater
alone; even said hi to me. She sat a few rows ahead. Only one in the row, if I remember. There
were very few there that night, actually. Not long after the lights were dimmed about ninety
percent, the other woman walked past, and sat next to her. It was too dark for me take get a good
look at her, when she came in, as it was when they walked out … That’s about all I know … If
only I sat with her …”
Feeling the devastation the doctor was bottling up, Laura said compassionately, hand on
his forearm, “We’ll find out who did it, I promise, Jack.”
They then left for the Security Sector. Meghan was waiting for them in the main security
room. She could not find much relating to the case. Though, she did gather other bits of
information. Not counting Sandy’s private ship after, the last ship to arrive from Earth was a
commercial civilian shuttle four days ago. The majority of which were tourists. Mostly families
were registered, and at least one was a graduate student in agricultural studies starting an
internship on the station. None of them had criminal records.

The three of them spent the rest of the day compiling data. Luckily, the next ship to arrive
was a cargo vessel in two days, and the option to lock down the station was available. The
biggest issue Sandy had from the start was the fact that the Sexual Predator always picked
victims at random. Many of them were just like Jennifer, who was well liked by her peers, while
many others were hardly missed. Though, there was a cycle, in that at least one victim appeared
about every six months. Jennifer’s death fit that timeframe, albeit slightly earlier than average.
That night, the three of them found themselves at Laura’s apartment. They sat on the
couch, while Sandy was barely hiding her beaten down look.
“Meghan,” Laura stated, “could you check on Andrea for me. I wanna be with her, but you
know it’s really awkward for me with Inna wanting to spend time with her alone.”
“They silently kicked me out, too, remember?” Meghan said almost lightly. “I’ll see what I
can do … Good night, both of you.” She left.
Sandy was quietly drinking some cool water on the couch. Her emotions were betraying
her. The weight of her five year investigation was bearing down on her, as it probably was for a
while now. I sat close to her, and offered, “You can talk to me if you want, Sandy.”
She sighed deeply. “I’ve lost again … She, he, it is here now, but we have no clue who it
may be … As far as we know, the Predator is already flying to the moon on its demonic wings
…” She rubbed her eyes, failing to hold back tears.
Laura tenderly put her hand on her shoulder. “It’s all right …” Laura sensed that Sandy
was on the verge of a nervous breakdown right in front of her. She felt so bad for her. Her case
was every investigator’s worst nightmare. Laura then decided to give Sandy something she
needed. Concentrating, Laura let loose a slight yet focused burst of her pheromones.
Breathing deep, Sandy looked at her, and asked, “What are you doing, Laura?”
“Giving you what you need, Sandy: an escape. Let me give it to you,” she said, while
running her fingers through Sandy’s soft hair. Laura then leaned in for a passionate kiss.
“I … I’ve never …” Sandy barely stated. She may be very much heterosexual, but she
knew more than most that meant very little to Succubi.
“There’s a first time for everything!” Laura exclaimed hungrily. She clamped her lips back
onto Sandy’s, and teasingly sipped her Sexual Energy.
“Oh, my God, please!” she forcibly exclaimed. The feel of an orgasm in anyone’s mouth
sometimes broke down barriers better than controlled pheromones!
Practically carrying the mesmerized Sandy, they fell onto the bed, and shed their clothes.
Laura forcibly ground her pussy on Sandy’s, while drinking large swathes of her Sexual Energy.
Their muffled moans and coos were loud and true.
Laura then lifted her head off of Sandy’s, reveling in the sweet flavor of Sandy’s Energy.
Laura fell back on top of the grunting woman, and licked and kissed her way downward. Laura
spent extra time worshiping the woman’s aroused, firm breasts, before continuing down her fit
stomach to her dripping pussy. Like a hungry animal, she made out with Sandy’s twitching
pussy, before madly fingering Sandy’s G-spot. “Oh my gawd … OH MY FUCKIN’ GAWWDD
… YESSSSS!” Sandy wildly screamed and squirt in orgasm. At the same time, Laura’s body
absorbed every last bit of the expelled Energy, and screamed even louder in her own passion.
After several minutes of visibly glowing and reveling in the perfect, filling feed, Laura
crawled on top of the breathlessly satisfied Sandy. “Oh my God, Laura … I did need that … That
was amazing …” Sandy barely said. “Your welcome, Sandy,” Laura said with big smile, while
Sandy slowly passed out in Laura’s caring arms …

The next morning, Meghan arrived in Laura’s apartment, while the two detectives were
happily sipping on coffee, and sitting on the couch. It was both cheap and genuine, being from
beans grown right on the station instead of the common artificial “cubes.” Sandy was also
munching on a rather oversized breakfast with her own cup. “You look much better, Sandy!”
Meghan stated lightly, not having to read anyone’s mind to know what happened. Sandy did look
quite tired, though.
Sandy glanced over to Laura with a pleased smile, and stated, “I just needed to let go for a
while … Not sure if my doctor would’ve recommended what we did last night, though!”
“How is Andrea?” Laura quickly asked.
Meghan sighed, “Andrea is all right, I guess, but Inna is truly at her end …”
Sandy asked innocently, “Who’s Inna? I think you mentioned her last night.”
Laura answered, “Andrea’s Maker … She’s very old.”
“Oh, I’m sorry,” Sandy stated, knowing what happens to Succubi, when they are weary of
life.
Meghan then said uncomfortably, “There’s something else, too.”
“What?” Laura asked.
“Inna may be very distant,” Meghan answered, “but she hides some things.”
“I didn’t think Succubi could hide anything from each other,” Sandy stated confused.
“Usually, yes,” Meghan stated, “but Inna is a four-thousand year old Natural Born. If she
wasn’t so distant, she’d be goddess-like.” She uncomfortably sighed, and continued, “Andrea is
too lost emotionally to notice Inna is hiding anything. I’m not sure what it is, but it worried me.
So, last night, I checked up on her … Prior to arriving on the station, there is very little
information on Inna’s whereabouts on Earth. Though, it does seem that she traveled extensively,
and disturbingly, a few locations she stayed match up well with the Sexual Predator’s murders.”
Meghan sat on the couch with the other two, and continued, “Inna arrived on the station eight
days ago on the NASA civilian shuttle. She did very little of importance, and seemed to act like a
regular tourist: promenade, agricultural sectors, et cetera. She was very good at avoiding us.
Then, she was registered for a theater seat the same night as Jennifer. I checked the security
feeds, and all records that would have shown Inna or Jennifer that night were erased. And, I am
sure that the recordings received for the investigation were altered, because Jennifer or Inna is
not seen anywhere in them. After, I checked on the security officer, who both handed over the
videos and was the officer on duty the night Jennifer died. I could feel that his mind was toyed
with by a master telepath …”
“You can’t be saying what I think you’re saying, Meghan!” Laura said angrily. “No
Succubus has actively killed for three-thousand years!”
“Inna is over four-thousand,” Meghan reminded. “She now cares very little about anything
anymore, Laura.” There was great pain in her tone.
They sat in silence for a while. It all made sense; they just did not want to accept the fact
that a Succubus was murderer. All the signs were there: murders at regular intervals, victims
with total loss of Sexual Energy, a next to impossible to find killer. That was exactly how many
Succubi were before acceptance of the Symbiotic Philosophy three-thousand years ago. A
philosophy stating above all else that no Succubus kill unless necessary, and to never
intentionally kill or leave dead the fed upon being. That Philosophy ensured a strong spiritual
and personal abhorrence to killing for all Succubi born after its acceptance, while it was assumed
that those born prior eventually developed the same abhorrence.

The intercom suddenly sounded; it was me. “Is Inna with you?” I asked them distraught.
“No, Andrea” Laura said. “What happened?”
“I woke up this morning, and she was just gone …” I was freaking out, and
hyperventilating. I wanted so desperately to be with Inna, when her end came.
“I’ll call the Security Chief, Andrea,” Laura stated. “No one can hide on a space station!”
We were all rushing down to one of the smaller, secondary airlocks. Inna was tracked
down ten minutes prior by one of the security officers, but they lost contact with him not long
after. The security feed showed Inna sucking every ounce of Sexual Energy out of him, and
stepping into the airlock.
The moment we reached the downed officer, Meghan breathed her powerful Sexual Life
Energy into him until he barely sputtered back to life. He lay unconscious, with drool dripping
down his cheek. A medical team was already on their way for him.
A few feet ahead was the airlock door. Inna stood inside waiting for them, standing naked
in her ageless beauty. “WHY, INNA, WHY!” I screamed, bashing on the thick metal door. She
stared right through me, while I looked at her through the glass.
Sandy quickly tried to open the door with her Skeleton Keycode, but the glass panel was
inactive.
‘I disabled that panel from the inside,’ she said loudly in a distant monotone within in our
minds. The transmitted voice had distinct Eastern European Tones of a long lost language. ‘I
copied everything that officer knew about this airlock into my mind.’ Her head slowly tilted back
and forth, while she transmitted.
Meghan and Laura compassionately placed their hands on the door along with mine.
“Please, don’t do this!” I screamed.
‘I recorded a video file onto your Paper Tablet. It explains everything … Time is crushing
me …’ she transmitted with a tear falling down her cheek. A look of total weakness was on her
face. ‘You must let me go, Andrea.’
“No, NO!” I screamed through tears, bashing the steadfast door even harder, with strength
enough to crush a Human. “Not like this!”
‘My first lesson to you, Laura, was that our destiny is ours to manipulate. What I never
told you -- what I did not yet fully understand then -- is that our end is ours as well … Goodby
…’ Inna tapped the panel in front of her. A bright red light flashed within, and a deep buzzing
alarm sounded. The airlock did not depressurize. While the exterior doors quickly slid open, she
was propelled backward into the ageless vastness of space …
Laura, Meghan, Sandy, and I sat quietly in the security chief’s office. Inna’s body was
recovered an hour prior by an emergency medical team. They tried to revive her, but she was
exposed to the vacuum of space for too long. She had already given up on life. The chief gave us
privacy, knowing the personal nature of the video we were about to watch. Sandy did not want to
stay either, but we wanted her to finish this with us. Slowly, hesitantly I started the recording …
“Andrea, this video recording represents most of the will left within me,” Inna said in her
quiet distance. “I hope forgiveness is possible, but I do not know … Before I start at the
beginning, I just want you to know that I never lied to you. I only held back the truth that I could
not tell …
“Though never uttered, we all know that four-thousand years ago many of us killed
willingly and even unabashedly. I was one of them. I relished in the hunt and the kill of Humans

for a thousand years before the Symbiotic Philosophy was conceived. I even made numerous
thralls, which has become so rare to do. I vocally opposed the new Philosophy, but there were
too many supporting it. Thus, the voices of the few were quashed.
“For the next thousand years, I forced myself to follow the will of the majority. I cannot
tell you the countless times I killed my Human prey before bringing them back to life. Then, I
finally met you, Andrea. I told you that you put a light in me that I could not extinguish then, and
that is why I transformed you. I did not tell you about all those I killed joyously -- how much I
missed it, before meeting you, but you somehow understood the truth of that light. Thanks to
you, Andrea, I was finally able to live in the brave new world I once fought against. Of course,
time has a profound affect on those as long lived as us, and we ultimately went our separate ways
to shape our own destinies.
“So many endless centuries passed until I finally began to feel the great weight of time
bear down on me. I felt myself growing weary. That was now a century ago. I would not yet
accept it, so I hung on ever so much longer. Then, five years ago, I drained too much from a
Human, and he died. Before I breathed life back into him, I felt something that I had suppressed
for so long: exhilaration. I did not bring him back. Feeling that exhilaration made me forget the
weight of time completely. For the next five years, I hunted and killed Humans joyously again for
the first time in three millennia!
“Yet, the joy didn’t last … I am so very old … My last kill on Earth truly felt like my last.
I nearly, finally gave into my weariness, before I thought of you, Andrea. I just had to see you
again one last time.
“It did take me a while to find you again; I never was much for Human technology. So, I
needed yet another meal, and I found it in Jennifer. She was quite good as they go … I’ll see you
one last time, as you will see me one last time through this recording … Please do not think ill of
me, Andrea, for that is last thing I want engraved on my legacy.” The video ended.
Laura and I held each other tightly, while I poured my sorrows into her shoulder. Sandy
and Meghan tenderly placed their arms around both of us …
Laura and Sandy stood in the corridor outside Regional Chief Detective Ryan Rhodes’
office. We were all emotionally devastated by how the case ended.
“I still don’t know what to say, Laura,” Sandy said apologetically, with her hand on
Laura’s shoulder.
“You don’t have to say anything, Sandy,” she said quietly. “Not everything ends quite as
we want it to, I guess …”
She nodded morosely, and turned to the Chief Detective’s office.
Laura grabbed Sandy’s wrist, before she requested entry. Laura then said seriously, “I
know you’re going to resign, Sandy, but I don’t think you should … You are a great Cosmic
Detective. I can see it, I can feel it. I only resigned, because of what I became. But, I still am a
Detective, and maybe I always will be. I can sense that you know in your heart that you are a
Cosmic Detective. You would never forgive yourself for letting that go, Sandy. Understand the
past for all its beauty and horror, but don’t let the great weight of time cloud your judgement.”
Sandy nodded. “You’re right, Laura … All I ever wanted to do in life was to solve tough
crimes, and the day I became a Cosmic Detective was the best day of my life … This is my
calling, and I won’t let that go, now.” She breathed a long, purifying sigh and smiled. “You’re
very wise for such a young Succubus, Laura.”
Laura looked downward thinking about the life she had and lost through sacrifice over

one-hundred and fifty years ago, and how it first led to me and then to Meghan. She looked up,
and said, “I have good teachers.” Laura leaned in, and sweetly kissed Sandy on the lips. Deciding
to let Sandy close the case she started five years ago herself, Laura found her way back to me.

Further Transformations

Universe: Edge
Hair Dye
‘A Human test subject,’ I thought to myself. My boss, Dr. Cornelia Reynolds, wanted to
further her experiments with her retrovirus. Given the right tools she theorized that it could do
whatever she programed it to do. However, not all tools agreed with it. Not long ago, she applied
some Amazonian plant to it with inconclusive results, scrapping the whole experiment before
human trials. She almost never experimented on Humans until she knew it was safe and
controllable.
Her current experiment was to use hair dye as a medium. It was to be a “direct
configuration” experiment, meaning that there would be no other tools used. Though, I would be
able to monitor the experiment with software she wrote for my laptop. I asked her more than
once about how she programed her retrovirus, but she said that I wasn’t obligated to know. She
did play a mean game of poker!
I was to be discrete, while I was to choose someone from a list of women she received
from the research firm where she consulted. Well, it was from a friend there I didn’t yet know.
Eventually, I zeroed in on Anna Blake. She was a brunette, had blue eyes, was five feet and eight
inches, and maintained a healthy body. She was twenty-five, and fresh out of a master’s
program. What made me choose her was a brief comment in the description: “considering to dye
hair blonde.”
Though she was not allowed to be aware of the experiment, I needed to at least contact the
subject. I found her at a local bar she was known to traverse on weekends with her friends. She
was not looking for anyone. In fact, it was her friends that always brought her there. Her friends
were off flirting, while she quietly sat at her table.
“Is that seat taken?” I asked generically.
She gave me a “seriously” look, and said, “Yes, but my friends won’t stop you from

sitting!”
I sat, not quite sure how to translate her reaction. “I’m John.” I extended my hand politely.
She shook my hand, “Anna.” After a good chug of beer, she asked, “You’re not here to
flirt are you?”
“Not exactly,” I replied truthfully. “Don’t go to bars much. Thought I’d be a bit assertive,
since I’m here.”
She chuckled, “Better not be lying, John. My friends bite!” Anna looked toward her blond
friend Sally.
“I’m sure they do,” I said, looking over to her sexy friends. “Is this one of them? The
blonde?”
“Yeah.”
“Very pretty. Love her hair,” I said casually.
“You trying to get to my friends through me?” she asked jokingly.
“No, just making conversation, Anna.”
“Well … you do have a point, John. Her hair is pretty. Been thinking of going blonde,
myself.” She took another swig.
“You’d look good blonde, Anna,” I said truthfully. Though, I thought she looked just fine
as a brunette.
“Really?” she batted her subtly drunken eyes.
“Yeah … I hope this isn’t too forward, Anna, but I am good friends with a stylist that uses
very special dyes.” I immediately regretted the latter half of that comment, because I thought it
revealed too much.
“What do you mean?” she asked with genuine curiosity.
“I don’t know the specifics. Don’t make ‘em! But, she has a very durable kind of dye that
simply won’t degrade through exposure.” That may have been a lie. I wasn’t really sure what
kind of dye she was using.
“Really? Is it a permanent dye? I’m not sure if I want to stick with the color forever!” she
smiled. I could tell I had her already, but only because she was a little drunk. I always had that
kind of face and voice that imbued trust, and that was one of the reasons Reynolds let me work
with her. That and my somewhat neutralized morality for the sake of science.
“Technically, yes, but it’s something new. It can be removed with a perfectly natural
chemical, but it should last like any permanent dye.” I was assuming what was to happen to her
was reversible.
“Hmm, I was planning to talk to my own hair dresser … How ‘bout we exchange
numbers?”
Smiling pleasantly, I answered, “Sure.” We plugged in our numbers into our cellphone,
and made further small talk.
****
“I never do this!” she exclaimed, walking into the lab. I explained to her over the phone
that the dye was still being tested in the lab, while the successful Human trials were nearly done.
I always loved mixing lies with the truth! That twisted charisma was why Dr. Reynolds hired me
a year ago in 2012. Sure, I just happened to also be a geneticist, but my consulting work for my
favorite scientist was always the most worth while.
“Don’t worry, Anna! You’re gonna be just fine.” I fished out what was made to look like a

key card for a local, high end hotel from my pocket, and handed it to her. We were quite a way
from her home, and I convinced her to do this as a kind of vacation. It was always easier to have
subjects separated from the world in these kinds of experiments.
I considered it quite the coop to convince Anna. She was a rare breed as smart as she was
beautiful. According to her profile, she had an IQ of over 140, and had a masters degree in
Computer Science. She currently works for a local robotics company, and has many friends
within and without that company. While not the case until recently, she was now single. I was
assured that we would not have her for long. Reynolds and I are not stupid enough to really
kidnap someone!
“How’s the patient, John?” Dr. Reynolds stated lightly, while she walked into the room. I
turned to see my favorite scientist with the special materials in hand. There was little doubt I
lusted for her. Even though she was numerically middle aged, she looked barely twenty-five. She
had long chestnut hair, tall and full figure, and green eyes she currently covered with thin
brimmed glasses. I loved fucking her as much as she loved fucking me in all possible ways. She
recently revealed to me that her secret of regained youth was due to her retrovirus, but was rarely
able to replicate the results.
“Oh, she’s ready, Cornelia!” I exclaimed. I turned to Anna, and said, “This is Cornelia.”
“Hi, happy to meet you,” she said perkily, while they lightly shook hands.
“Please have a seat, Anna,” Reynolds requested pleasantly.
Anna sat on the gushy barber’s chair in front of the mirror. I placed the shiny black smock
over the woman, before Reynolds stated, “Now, I will first apply the primer, which will clean all
the impurities out of your hair, and prepare the hair and roots for colorization.” She squeezed the
clear gel inter her vinyl gloved hand, and began to work it into her hair and scalp. The gel had no
transformative properties, while it was specifically created to aid the experimental dye.
The gel interestingly was absorbed after only a couple of minutes, while making the dark
hair rather shiny. Reynolds did a quick glove change, and began to work the bright yellow dye
into Anna’s hair with her educated fingers.
After several minutes of Anna’s kneading, Anna said drowsily, “I feel funny …”
“That’s just the fumes, Anna, you’ll be fine. It’s much healthier than breathing in any of
those bleach fumes!” she exclaimed. Reynolds was toying with her for her own amusement;
there were no fumes. The retrovirus in the dye was already doing its work, probably already
within her brain.
“Actually,” Anna mumbled, “I feel kin’a good …” Reynolds and I smiled diabolically,
before Anna passed out. Reynolds worked for several more minutes to work in the rest of the
special dye …
****
Reynolds and I almost voyeuristically watched Anna experience a massively wet dream via
closed circuit TV. She was still in the same building as the lab, but her suite was made to look
like an expensive hotel
“So her intelligence is now cut in half?” I asked, while Anna writhed in pleasure.
“Maybe, or will be soon. That’s probably quite variable, John!”
“I must admit it was a bit aggressive on your part to also increase her libido, Cornelia.”
“Well, my John, you know it was going to lead there anyway,” she said with a deviously
sexy look in her eyes. Human sexuality was always a major focus in her research. “I’m also

continuing my research into improved physicality and prolonged youth.” She may have been
touch and go with age reversal, but prolonged youth and improved physicality was a far more
successful path thus far, albeit far from consistent as well.
We soon watched her explode in her first orgasm of the night, the first of many …
****
Anna woke up the next morning in a bed moist from her sweat and cum. She did not mind
it, or at least, didn’t put much thought into it. Her arousal from her wet dreams was still quite
strong.
She soon hopped into the hot shower, after having considerable trouble figuring out how to
use it. Almost automatically, she began to masturbate widely. This was not normal behavior for
her, but she was unable to put any thought into it. The floor of the tub was not designed to handle
the wild motions, so she kept slipping. While she instinctually kept a handhold on the legally
mandated safety bar, it took her quite a while to realize that she should fuck herself while sitting
on the tub floor.
The shower was soon tickling her pussy while she rubbed and fingered. Her other hand
squeezed her aroused breasts, before traveling round trip from head to toes. “Oh, Gah! OH
FUCK ME …. ERRR-YEAHHHH!” She yelled in orgasm.
After she lay for a while, savoring the orgasmic bliss, she frustratedly fiddled with the
shower nob, and shut it off. She dried herself off, and was soon admiring her blonde hair in the
large mirror.
There was a sudden knock on the main door. Anna tried to wrap the towel around herself
like she did countless times, but had serious trouble. Instead, she grabbed a gushy robe from the
rack.
She soon opened the door to me. I had a cart filled with a continental breakfast spread. “I
didn’t call for breakfast yet,” she said sounding very confused.
“I though I should surprise you. I know some of the management. Not a big deal.” I smiled
disarmingly. My experience with IQ reduction in Reynolds’ experiments told me how suggestive
the subjects became. Plus, her retrovirus could make the host’s wants reality to a limited,
controlled extent.
We were soon sitting and munching on the eggs and toast. I stated truthfully, “You look
great! The new color makes you really sexy!”
“Thanks, I know!”
“Don’t take this the wrong way, but you really take my breath away, Anna.”
She looked me over with an aroused smile, and began to feel up my legs with her bare feet.
“Never played footsie before, John, but I, like, always thought about it …”
“Did you know that there are rules to footsie, Anna?” I asked slyly with a disarming smile.
She became very confused. With her current intelligence, it was not difficult to do, while it
amused me. Anna asked, “There are?” She put her feet down.
“Well, it’s kind of like the game Truth or Dare. I mean, if called a ‘game’ then it has to
have rules!”
Anna was still confused, but I was sure she was now intrigued. “What’s the rules?”
“OK! Whoever starts the game is the only one capable of winning,” I pulled out of my ass.
“However, whoever starts can still loose.”
“This is complicated!”

“Yes, so pay close attention … In order to win, you must make the looser cum with what
made you capable of winning.”
“So, what do I use?” she asked seriously.
I almost laughed at how her reduced IQ was showing. “Your feet!” I said excitedly.
“I can’t loose now!” she exclaimed, before rubbing my crotch through my pants.
I undid my pants and freed my cock so she could “win” the game I all but created. She was
soon rubbing my cock rather sloppily with her feet. She never did such a thing before, but I kind
of liked her amateur method. Can’t say I have a foot fetish, but I am always very open to all
kinds of sexuality. “Feet are pretty awesome, aren’t they?”
“I guess so!”
I lay back, and enjoyed. She stroked fast and hard. My heart raced, while I grunted.
“This is, like, awesome! Can I rub myself?”
“Oh, yeah!” I exclaimed. I wanted to adjust her impressionable mind more, but I was too
lost in her stroking! I grunted loudly, while I spewed all over her feet. “Now … that you’ve won,
you can now eat my cum …”
“Really?” she asked confused, hand a bit wet from rubbing her crotch.
“It’s the most delicious thing for a woman, especially after winning a game of footsie!” I
said, catching my breath.
She flexed her feet to her mouth, and after cautiously tasting, she hungrily cleaned my cum
off her feet.
Before I left, I stated to her, “Trust me, everything you need is in this room for a good
time! Masturbate to some porn, or whatever! Nothing like masturbating the day away, Anna.”
****
A couple hours later, I walked into the observation room to find Cornelia watching the
monitor of Anna widely masturbating, sweating. She obviously wanted to have a greater sexual
stamina thanks to my suggestion, and the retrovirus clearly obliged.
“Loose count of her orgasms, yet, Cornelia?” I asked jokingly.
She lustfully smiled back at me. “Fifteen, according to my metrics! Nice work earlier.
She’s very responsive.”
I sat next to her, and asked, “What would you say her IQ is now?”
“Well, it was about seventy from its initial one-forty, when she gave you your foot job …
Hmm, that would make it about fifty-five now. The retrovirus was not programed to go further
than that.”
“Wow! I think that’s the most reduction you’ve done.”
“I was going was going for a bimbo, John,” she said dryly. “OK, the retrovirus was primed
to make her wants reality to the best of its ability, as you probably expected. Obviously, she’s
lost too much intelligence now to have any more aberrant wants …”
“Hose loving, foot loving, sexually narcissistic nymphomaniac?” I asked almost casually.
She answered sarcastically, “Why, John, of all the times we fucked, I should have known
how sick in the head you were!”
****
Several packs of pantyhose in hand, I knocked on Anna’s door. Soon after, she opened the

door naked. She was slick with sweat and pussy juice. Her scent was pungent, but it definitely
aroused me.
“Ya gonna fuck me?” she asked with great want, and giggled.
Before I could answer, she leaped onto me, and we made out widely. I closed the door
behind me, before I carried the lust machine to the couch. The hose were tossed on the coffee
table. I had to just fuck her first!
I was soon naked, and humping the woman as wildly as she humped me. Often, I liked to
hold back to prolong the moment, but Anna just wanted to fuck and fuck. I felt all over her body,
not just for the lust of it, but to see if the retrovirus did as programed for her body. Though I had
not groped her to this extent prior, she felt considerably tighter and more toned than how she
looked earlier. She was already sexy, but she was now improved physically. Even more
importantly, her groping of me suggested that her muscles were also more efficient than the
average Human’s. Whether she knew it or looked like it, she was stronger than me!
“OH YES, JOHN, YES! FUCK ME. FUUUCK!” she screamed in orgasm. Her screams and
spasming pussy made me erupt into her with even greater passion.
Anna was all over me moments later, trying to make me fuck her again, but I had to resist
for just a moment. “Anna, I need you to listen for just a sec, OK?”
She looked disappointed, but sat up next to me.
“I brought you a gift!”
“Really? I so happy!” she exclaimed, not even realizing the missing “me.”
“Yup, I bought you pantyhose!” I picked up the opaque suntan ones, and handed them to
her. “Now, when you put them on, you will realize how sexually attractive you are. You already
are turned on by and obsessed with yourself (you have been fucking yourself), but the hose will
help you to understand. You love your feet the most. I could tell by the way you fucked me with
them earlier. You will want to show your feet off as often as you can, but you also want to take
very good care of them. Heals are OK sometimes, but you need to wear good, supportive shoes
to maintain their beauty. A good foot rub daily from yourself or others goes a long way, too.”
There was a confused yet amazed look on her face. While she was likely no longer
intelligent enough to consciously process all that I stated, all the commands still went through,
and that was usually enough for the remarkable retrovirus to extrapolate.
She couldn’t keep her eyes off herself, while she put on her new hose. Her breathing was
long and deep, while she felt up and down her legs and feet with first her fingertips and then her
whole hand. “So soft …” she breathed.
“Well, you are fucking hot!”
“Oh, yeah,” she exclaimed, while rubbing her crotch and feeling herself from head to toe.
I casually placed her feet on my bare lap, and began to worship them with my mouth and
hands.
“Love that!” she cooed.
While I loved worshiping her feet more, I wanted to see how much she loved herself.
“Show me how much you love yourself. Make love to yourself.”
Without a word, the narcissistic bimbo began to worship her body, now naked save for the
tan hose. Her motions were so beautiful, so erotic, there was no doubt she loved herself. She
barely touched her pussy, now making a very wet spot on her hose, while she moaned and cooed
louder than ever.
“OH, fuck … fuck me! ANNA … ANNA … YEAHH!” she cooed in orgasm. “Anna,” she
whispered to herself, while holding herself in her arms.

“Sleep Anna. Dream of yourself. Dream of loving yourself,” I said quietly.
****
We restored her IQ and altered Anna’s memories soon after, while the retrovirus became a
stealthy, permanent resident and molecular tag for further research, like with prior subjects. She
would simply remember a pleasant albeit solitary vacation, where she changed her hair color
with special dye, and became more physically active. Yes, we did not restore her original self
completely. She will always be the hose loving, foot loving, narcissistic nymphomaniac, who has
super efficient muscles. Her longevity was possibly increased as well. She will, however, slowly
come to understand all that on her own.

Universe: Animalia
Lycanthropy
Dr. Jennifer Sanders thought it was an accident to find her friend and colleague at the
specific moment. She, however, learned that may not have been the case afterwords. Jennifer
forgot her clipboard in their main lab. It had all the results she needed to file from their day’s
experiments, which were moving along smoothly enough.
The healthy though plainly dressed thirty-three year old brunette Jennifer was a biomedical
scientist currently on a project working to reverse heart disease. While that was the official goal,
they unofficially had a more realistic secondary goal of improving the drugs already consumed
by the public. Still, they were optimistic as a group, and truly hoped to achieve their near
impossible task.
When Jennifer reached the lab door, she heard her friend Dr. Lana Smith speaking what
sounded like gibberish. It gave her goosebumps, not just because of its haunting sound, but also
because it was somehow arousing.
Tepidly, Jennifer opened the door. “Lana?”
Her odd chanting suddenly ceased, and she turned around with only a hint of surprise.
“Jennifer,” the radiant natural blonde responded with and odd smile. “I didn’t expect you back!
You’re no night owl.” The fellow scientist was incredibly attractive in her voluptuous stature. If
she didn’t prove her vast intelligence so completely every day, no one would take her seriously.
It was a sad truth, even in 2014.
“No … I didn’t know you were …”
“Only when necessary … A lot of positive results today, Doctor.”
“Yes … Lana, I heard you …”
“Chanting,” she completed with almost a laugh. She looked Jennifer over approvingly, and

continued, “You are the most beautiful and competent here, not counting me.”
Jennifer was taken aback by how Lana was acting. Lana was always very mellow, and very
far from mysterious. Jennifer then asked seriously, “What’s going on here?”
Lana raised her eyebrows, and answered, “I am infusing our test drugs with a minute yet
focused amount of Cosmic Energy. It is erotic in nature, as you probably noticed, while it is quite
similar to Sexual Energy within you and me. Those kinds of Energies are quite potent in
however they are applied … Isn’t it remarkable how the power of Gods brings out the wild
sexual beast in most?” She licked her lips, and seductively walked over to her amazed friend.
“No matter what, it always does make us horny!”
“That’s ridiculous, Lana!” she laughed. “Didn’t know you could be so funny!”
Lana then began to make out with the shocked Jennifer, who was more shocked about
enjoying the attention. Jennifer pulled back, and breathlessly stated, “OK … This is crazy. I’m
straight, but I really wanna fuck you!”
“Really?” she asked sarcastically, still holding Jennifer in her arms.
“You’re not lying are you?” she asked.
“Feels good, doesn’t it? The Energy that flew through us, and into the test drugs.” She
licked her lips slowly, and continued, “If you wish, I may show you solid evidence for what I am
saying.”
“OK …” Jennifer breathed in response.
****
Working in the city of Providence, Rhode Island, both used public transportation. That was
a convenient fact. They waited quietly on the bench for the commuter train to stop by in ten or so
minutes. Several others were there, even though it was well past rush hour.
“I still feel kinda horny, Lana,” Jennifer stated quietly. This was the first time in her life
she wanted to have sex with another woman. Her scientific curiosity continued to override what
should be aberrant to her.
“Interesting,” she looked at her friend inquisitively. “Your reaction toward exposure to that
special Energy is not what I expected. Some are just sexually dead, and would’ve shrugged off
the arousal without much thought. Others would’ve just fucked me on that center lab bench. You
didn’t fuck me -- to my dismay, and yet, you’re still horny …”
“What are you getting at?” she asked confused.
“You are destined to be with us, but perhaps not in the way I thought …”
Half an hour later, Lana was driving Jennifer up the long, cobblestone driveway of her
house. Jennifer was taken aback by the size of her coworker’s Victorian home! It was no
mansion, but it was still huge. Its pointed, steeply slopping roofs surrounding a main spire and
ornate siding of the structure was by far not as elaborate or as well maintained as that Carson
Mansion on the other side of the country, but was still beautiful.
“I had no idea you had some money at your back!” Jennifer said breathlessly.
Lana laughed lightly. “Not as much as some. It’s not an old Coven. It was started by my
father back in 1898.”
“Coven … Wait, how old are you, Lana?” Jennifer asked confused.
Lana parked the car in the old carriage house turned garage, all but filled with other cars,
and answered, “Fifty. Witches tend to age slower biologically than Humans; living longer, too.
My discipline can be quite adept at prolonging life even further, but that’s not saying much,

Jennifer! The skill required for that potion is way beyond me, and I’m the Priestess of my
Coven.”
They stepped out of the car, and Lana led the amazed woman into her large home. Guests
were already there in the main hall drinking their beverage of choice. They all wore business
casual attire: polo shirts, slacks, new jeans, medium length skirts, etc. To Jennifer’s continued
amazement, she knew them all, or at least, by reputation. Generally, they were all well respected
scientists in fields involving chemistry.
An old university friend walked up to Jennifer. Minus the lab coat, the sexy, chestnut
haired woman looked like she just came from work. “Jennifer! You don’t know how happy I am
to see you here. Are you gonna be joining our little club?”
“I, I don’t know … How long have you been part of this, Alex?”
“Since I was born, I guess!” she replied. “Long line of Potion Masters. I remember you
always joked about me cheating to get a 4.0 in college; if you call utilizing Cosmic Energy
cheating, well …”
Another woman with a large, half drunk glass of white wine in hand walked up to them.
She had silken auburn hair, porcelain skin, and tight black attire. She looked over the jaw
dropped Jennifer, and stated in subtle Italian tones, “I don’t think she’ll be joining you.” She
smirked. “I don’t need to speak with the Gods to know you are on a slightly different path.”
“Oh, this is Jackie Alanzo, Jennifer,” Lana introduced. “She’s an Avatar Succubus. My
father contracted her, when he started this Coven.”
“How old are you?” Jennifer asked on impulse to the “woman” only looking twenty-five.
She was passively relived that the Succubus before her was definitely not some evil demon.
“She’s a bit rude, isn’t she, Lana!” the wizened Succubus stated lightly. “At least she
didn’t assume I’m a demon! She’s very adaptable and realistic.”
“Where are my manners!” Lana half joked to Jennifer. “Would you like a drink?”
“Maybe later, thanks …” Jennifer replied.
“We’ll be doing a pretty hot Erotic Mass and orgy later, if you’d like to join us. They’ll be
safe non-addictive drugs of my father’s design, too,” Lana offered to Jennifer, who was taken
aback by the offer. “But now, I’d like to show you something.”
Taking Jennifer’s arm friendlily, Lana led her to an elevator on the other side of the hall.
Inside, Lana pressed a blank part of the tarnished brass plate under the buttons. “Basement,”
Lana smirked.
They soon walked out into the finished basement area. Lana turned on the aging lights,
revealing a fairly bland area with some old trunks and benches. It was a little musty and damp,
but not as bad as the one in her apartment building by far! Jennifer was led on to a brick wall.
Lana pressed her hand on one of the bricks, and the wall faded into nothingness.
Florescent lights automatically flickered to life. Before them was a large, clean room with
erotically charged tapestries lining the exposed stone walls. It was warm, dry, comfortable, in
contrast to the rest of the basement. The acts on the tapestries depicted were like viewing the
deranged, drunken companion of the Kama Sutra. The floor was lined with gushy red carpet.
Jennifer’s eyes soon focused on the lectern sitting on a platform. On it lay a large leather bound
book, which looked ancient and new at the same time.
“Oh, good! Jackie already took the Book out. Saves us some time! Jackie likes to tease me
by forgetting about the Book for our masses. She played the same joke on my father …”
Jennifer walked over to the Book, feeling a great urge to thumb through it. She did so
without a second thought.

“It likes you!” Lana exclaimed. “It’s kinda alive, you know, the Liber Lubidinum, written
by the Mad Minoan. Affects everyone a little differently. It decided to guide you, instead of
forcing an orgasm on you or throwing you into a fit of sexual confusion. It guides us all
eventually, touching our very souls.”
“What does it say?” she barely asked, unable to read the ancient symbols, which tricked
her eyes in a away that gave the illusion of movement.
“Secrets of the Multiverse, if it guides you there … I can see it’s guided you elsewhere,
Jen.”
“Yes?”
“You were guided to the section on transformations. There, you can learn how to become
almost anything you wish, artificially, save for a true Vampires. However, it is most specific on
already, well, known beings. You were guided to a page it shows almost no one, including me.”
Jennifer barely heard her friend in her mesmerized state.
“Lycanthrope, is your page.” She read the page, and interpreted, “Many fantastical beings
do not exist naturally. Werewolves are one. They can be protectors of a Coven, if they wish. I’d
guess it hasn’t been a common recruitment for centuries. I have never seen let alone created one,
but that may soon change …”
Jennifer, glassy eyed, looked over to Lana, and breathed, “Yes … This is what I want!”
****
An hour later, the secret basement room was filled with the whole Coven. In a modern
flair, hard rock music played loudly in the lightly fogged room, while lasers and strobe lights
flashed wildly. They were all naked and fucking within the drug enhanced mist. Not long before,
they switched to their ceremonial robes, which were all under them. In the middle of it all was
the literally glowing Jackie, erotically dancing amongst the revelry, orgasmically absorbing as
much Sexual Energy as she could out of their loud orgasms.
Jennifer and Lana stood before them on the platform naked. Being far from a nudist,
Jennifer felt very awkward. The whirlwind of the night made her present state of nakedness
possible. The light exposure to the mist likely also aided …
“She’s so overfed!” Lana suddenly exclaimed. She was just as horny as the rest.
“Who?” Jennifer barely asked, arms crossed over her ample chest.
“Jackie,” she replied matter-of-factly. “Since our God or any of the others clearly have
nothing to say tonight, let’s begin, Jen.”
They turned around, and Lana pushed aside a large tapestry behind the lectern. She
depressed a brick on the wall, before an open archway became visible. Before them was a well lit
lab with the most advanced equipment Jennifer ever saw. “Magic is but misunderstood science,
my friend,” Lana stated, while they walked into the room.
After putting on the thin brimmed goggles patiently sitting on the central table, Lana
expertly mixed chemicals and gasses that should never be mixed by lesser hands, lest toxic gas
consume them all.
“Are you applying Radon!?” Jennifer asked in shock.
“In this case, yes, Jen! Lycanthropic Transformation is more mutagenic in nature than the
more common ones. A minute amount of Radon should provide the proper catalyst.” She then
held the hermetically sealed container high, and chanted, “Great L’sothot, fuse these chemicals
and gasses together! Feed on and refocus the expelled Energies in your chamber! Give my potion

power! GIVE IT THE POWER OF THE WOLF!”
The container began to glow brightly, while Jennifer fell to the rubber floor in mind
numbing orgasm. At the same time, Lana screamed in her own orgasm, while focusing it all into
her creation in a near impossible discipline.
Jennifer blacked out from the orgasm. When she came to, Lana was helping her to her feet.
The orgy finished not long before. “The potion is complete, Jen,” she said, breathing deep, while
handing over a corked glass tube. “You must drink it at the start of the new Lunar Cycle, which
is the day after tomorrow.”
Lana took the tube, and quietly asked, “What happens after that.”
“It’s hard to say, Jen. No transformation is exactly alike. There are still things you must
expect. First, it is possible you will experience physical and mental changes before the next full
moon. It is unlikely to be significant, if that occurs. Then -- this is certain, when light particles of
the full moon finally hit you, day or night, you will transform into a wild beast, which we will
contain. You will not remember anything past the initial changes. You may or may not transform
again up to three more times, as your body and Life Energies adapt your new self. You will have
perfect control and memory after. You may then change at will, regardless of the moon, which
still may influence you to at least go for a night run! You will have to eat humanoid flesh or
blood at least once a month, but that goes without saying, while there will never be a need to kill
for it!”
“What happens if I change a fifth time?” she asked nervously, remarkably not concerned
about the eating habits mentioned.
Lana sighed, and answered, “You will die. The physical toll of Lycanthropic
Transformation is devastating until you adapt. Don’t worry, Jen! I have faith in you. The prize is
more than worth the price …”
****
Ironically, everything became something close to normal for Jennifer after she received her
potion. And without much thought, Jennifer drank the bitter potion on the appropriate day. Other
than a very long, deep sleep that night, there was no noticeable change.
Her research group made amazing breakthroughs that month. They easily achieved their
unofficial goal, while the actual goal finally seemed possible. There was no expectation to finish
their project any time soon, but their path was gloriously clear.
Over the course of the month, Jennifer did begin to notice some physical changes. While
exercising, it was clear her stamina was improved: Running particularly was easier and more fun
that she ever knew it. Her once average body became sleeker and more fit. She looked like no
weightlifter, but she looked incredibly healthy. She felt a touch more aggressive, too, but wasn’t
sure if that was directly related to the potion. At the same time, she no longer had the urge to
smoke, which made her very happy, having “quit” several years ago.
In spite of the definite physical improvements, Jennifer began to feel a growing unease.
Her friend Alex calling to say she would take care of her young cat, when the time came, was
when the coming result of her choice became vivid to her. One day before the full moon, she felt
like she was making a horrible mistake. She made her way to Jennifer’s large home, and went
inside to find her. The fact the side door virtually opened on its own for her did not cross her
mind.
The immaculate yet aging house was seemingly empty. Lana left work before her, so she

just assumed Lana would be there, somewhere. Jennifer soon found her way into the sitting
room. On the couch lay Jackie, casually reading an eBook. She was barefoot in tight jeans and a
T-shirt. She sighed, and put the device on the coffee table.
“Jackie, where’s Lana?” she asked uncomfortably.
“I don’t know, Jen. Probably picking up some groceries.” She sat up, and motioned for
Jennifer to sit next to her. She did so, and Jackie stated, “I know why you’re here. L’sothot told
me. Never liked it much when they call me …”
“I need Lana to stop this,” she said neurotically. “The risk to myself and others … I could
die … I may never gain control … I don’t think I wanna be a Werewolf anymore!”
Seeing and sensing the Human before her flipping out, she let loose a small amount of her
scent toward her. Jackie lightly stroked the woman’s silken hair, and kissed her lovingly on the
lips. “Better?”
“Fuck …” Jennifer breathed. “Are we gonna fuck now? I totally want to!”
“No, Jen. You need every ounce of strength to survive the next few days. I just needed to
calm you down! Besides, we need you here and clear headed tomorrow. The last thing we all
want is a Werewolf terrorizing the suburbs! We can fuck after; never tasted a Werewolf …”
“I can’t go through with it, Jackie,” she pleaded.
“You must. You have no choice. Look, I know what you will go through over the next few
nights is the least pleasurable of all the transformations -- perhaps pain beyond pain, but you
won’t remember most of it.”
“I don’t know, anymore … I still want it, but it’s all so insane.”
“No more insane than me talking to beings from across the Multiverse!” She again moved
her fingers through Jennifer’s long hair. “You will be so much more, Jennifer. You will be as
free as any Succubus. The Gods assured that to me. I know you are not one to give up. I know
you never have. So don’t.”
Jennifer impulsively hugged the willing Succubus, and said, “You never told me how old
you are, Jackie.”
She pulled back, and answered pleasantly, “231 years next week.”
****
Jennifer spent the night at Lana’s. It was partly because she wasn’t sure when the moon
would rise the next day. All those old Werewolf Mythologies like to pretend that a full moon
always happened at night, while the moon quite often shown clearly in the day in all reality.
Lana did tell her that morning that the moon should rise that afternoon before dark …
“So, here it is, Jen! We can’t keep you from becoming a wild wolf, but we can at least
contain you.” Before them in the basement, opposite where they worshiped, was essentially a
shiny box made from titanium steel. It had special compartments set to open remotely. They
were to hold the proper food. There was even a shielded camera. Immediately prior to the tour,
they took a blood sample, because, well, they were scientists.
“Were do you get the money for this kind of thing, Lana?”
“We have strong ties with other Covens. They’re just as fascinated about you as all of us.”
“I should be pissed off by that comment! I’m just too much of a scientist not to be
fascinated, too …”
They both laughed.
Lana stated seriously, “The moment you start feeling the changes this evening, we must

bring you down here …”
“How did you guys deal with the situation before electricity?” Jennifer asked amazed.
“We have no idea! Witches didn’t really embrace record keeping until very recently. Past
containment’s been a debate since we started this. I’m of the theory that we actually let the
burgeoning wolf roam the country side until the process was complete. Werewolves are not that
stealthy in their first transformations, so the associated Witches probably pretended to be hunting
the wild beast, while really trying their best to keep it and others safe …
“Oh, almost forgot!” She dug in her pocket, and handed over a filled, capped needle to
Jennifer. “Pain killer. Special blend made by your old friend Alex. It will only negate the pain of
the initial changes. Your body will neutralize all foreign substances through drastically improved
healing capabilities. We would have sedated you otherwise. It won’t matter by then; you’ll
technically black out before.”
Jennifer took the needle …
****
Jennifer was sleeping soundly in the sitting room, when her eyes jutted open. Her
breathing was deep, but regular. On impulse, she walked to the window, dropping the book she
was reading. The light of day was just beginning to fade, while she saw the rising full moon just
above the horizon.
She felt drawn to it. She wanted to move toward it, catch it somehow. No, that wasn’t it.
She wanted to bathe within its light, and then run forever. Her fingernails scratched at the
window glass. It was a yearning beyond all yearning. There was a new hunger forming, too. It
should have been obvious what it was …
“Jennifer!” someone called from behind her, breaking her chain of thought.
She quickly turned around to see Lana and Jackie scurrying up toward her. “It’s happening,
I can feel it!” Jennifer breathed. “You smell … good …”
“Yes, we know,” Jackie stated seriously. “You have the needle?”
Jennifer nodded, and picked it up from the small table next to her.
“I’ll help you with that,” Lana offered. She took her friends arm, slapped a vein to life, and
injected a small amount into her arm, rationing it for possible further nights. “I know you’re not
into pain!”
“I’m into sterilizing, though!” she quipped.
“Oh, right, you know it’s not gonna matter, Jen.” she laughed, pulling out the plunged
needle. The small puncture healed instantly.
They both took hold of Jennifer, and guided her to necessary accommodations. She
automatically looked back toward the moon. They took another blood sample on the way. While
walking toward the box, Jennifer began to feel strange. “My hands and feet are so tingly …” she
barely stated. Her breathing was now deep and inconsistent. Her mind was becoming cloudy.
“It’s your respiration, Jen,” Lana stated clinically. “I can see your veins starting to pulse.
We think the change, at least in these first transformations, occurs through the blood. So, your
body is forcing more blood through you, forcing your change. The pain may be already
unbearable if you didn’t take that drug.”
Jennifer’s mouth began to feel strange, and she ran her tongue around her teeth, feeling
upper and lower fangs. “All … shharrrrpp …” she barely growled.
They led the transforming woman into the well lit safety chamber, and helped her to

remove her clothes before she ripped them to shreds. After, they closed the solid door behind
her. Jennifer had trouble thinking in any rational way. She could only grunt at the feel of
everything changing at once.
Jennifer’s teeth were already even longer and sharper by the time she started to feel her
mouth push itself forward, generating more teeth. Her joints creaked; her bones crackled. She
felt her changing face with her hands, when she saw long, curling claws grow out from what
were her nails. Her hands then began to uncontrollably twist and contort, as did her now long
clawed feet. On impulse, she fell to her hands and knees, feeling her muscles grow as much as
they were forced conformed her changing bone structure. The transformation began to rapidly
accelerate at different rates along her contorting, aching body. Her mind soon faded away …
****
The next thing she knew, Jennifer was sitting in her apartment at night. She felt perfectly
normal. She was only wearing an easy to remove blue dress. The full moon shown brightly
through the window, contrasting the light from the active fireplace. A tall glass of a deep red
liquid lay before her. She picked it up, and slowly sipped the thickly flowing, salty juice. She
saw it as medicine, albeit quite delicious for what it was.
She knew she was starting a long entrenched, personal ritual. It was to end with a long run
outside. She may or may not spend the night out there. Though she loved Lana and Jackie very
much, this ritual was not for them, but she may still go to Lana’s house after. It all depended how
she felt after she wore herself out.
Her aging cat quietly slept on the other side of the room. It continued to amaze her how he
never seemed to care very much about what happened to her, suggesting it was within her all
along. Ultimately, they became more in tune, while he would occasionally join her on her
sometimes impromptu runs. Though, he could never keep up with her, even when he was young.
Drink in hand, she walked barefoot to the window to better view the beautiful moon.
Felling excitement toward the coming run, Jennifer savoringly finished her drink …
Jennifer slowly opened her eyes from what was clearly a vivid dream. The dream felt
utterly informative. She was lying comfortably in a bed naked. For the first time in her life she
felt truly comfortable nude. The odd revelations were overwhelmed by how horribly ill she felt
for obvious reasons. It felt as if her entire body had a migraine.
She then realized there was something hard and large floating around her mouth. Spitting
the object into her hand, she saw that it was a very sharp, canine molar to her amazement. It did
not take her long to figure out it was technically hers. Assuming her shift back to Human form
was equally as rapid as the shift to wolf, it was all but a miracle she wasn’t spitting out every
“extra” tooth she generated the night before! She smirked at how it was an excellent sample for
further study. She placed the extra molar on the left end table, and let it slip her mind.
She looked to the right to see what looked like an old intercom. Before she pressed any of
the buttons, the door on the other side of the room opened. Lana walked into the room with a
large goblet. Jackie closely followed.
“I heard you wake up, Jen,” Jackie said pleasantly. “You’ll learn all about sharp ears
soon!”
Jennifer took the goblet, and automatically began to chug. She was thirstier than she
realized! “Wow, I like it … Kinda sweet. If it wasn’t so thick, I could pretend it wasn’t
medicine.”

“You won’t have to ask if your insurance’ll pay for it!” Lana joked. “It’s basically a
protein shake that’ll also boost your endorphin production to make you naturally feel better. The
drug you took last night is only geared toward what you went through. Actually kinda toxic,
otherwise.”
“Tell me we’re done, Lana, and I’m gonna feel like master of my domain soon!” she
requested, while rubbing her head.
“You know the answer to that, Jen,” Jackie stated.
“Can I, err, see my other self?” she requested awkwardly.
“Of course, Jen!” Lana answered. “Whenever you’re up to it.”
“Hey, what time is it anyway?” Jennifer asked.
“Half past eleven, lazy!” Jackie replied lightly.
Jackie helped Jennifer to the makeshift control room on the first floor. It was really just an
old fashioned computer room with a new laptop, and a half dead 2001 PC, which wasn’t good
for much more than solitaire or Minesweeper. They sat in front of the laptop, and Jackie called
up the video from the night before.
The video made Jennifer’s heart race, seeing herself violently transform into an easily eight
foot tall, musclebound, furry she-wolf. There were definite screams of pain, which turned into
loud growls. Jennifer could not remember it at all, but easily empathized feelings of desperately
trying to escape, her beast self clawing at the walls and howling. In the attempts, her other self
would occasionally stand on her hind legs, but was normally on all fours, pacing.
A few things about the site struck her the most. Eating the Human Flesh somehow didn’t
bother her, if only because the form required it. The first thing that stuck out was how the fur
was identical in color to her dark brown hair. Indeed, no matter how fur-like it was, the hair on
her head was still long and flowing, while its length did not change, allowing it to flow easily
into the rest of her body fur. The next was how her normally green eyes became a bright, Husky
blue. She was instantly reminded the friendliest Husky dog her relatives once had, and how his
blue eyes were but the first sign he was not a true wolf. Above all, what truly took her off guard,
was how she found beauty in that alternate self. It wasn’t just the proportionally enlarged breasts:
Her feminine form was subtly still there, while her motions were as violent as they were
graceful.
“So, that’s my Hyde? She’s a little more breathtaking than I expected, Jackie …” Jennifer
was so mesmerized by her transformed self.
“I suppose,” Jackie replied inquisitively, while friendlily rubbing Jennifer’s aching neck.
“It’s funny, you know. So many of those Werewolf mythologies treat the wolf as something to
be resisted, amputated, but the truth, as you know, is not so simple. All the transformations
through the Book require embracing. I had to forsake my humanity to become a Succubus, like
all breeds of my kind. I can actually feel the Energies within you becoming even more powerful
than that beast in the cage! Such power shall bring you thousands of years of life. Embrace it,
and you will be something this world has not seen in far too long …”
****
Jennifer spent the next two nights as a wild animal in a cage. It had to be done, she knew.
It was still an odd reality, otherwise. After the third transformation, she slept deeply well into the
afternoon. Lana was very nervous about that, but Jennifer was not in critical or even serious

condition.
Lana was speaking on a conference call on her cell phone with other Priests, when Jennifer
awoke. At first, she thought she merely felt normal, but soon realized that she felt absolutely
fantastic! The feel of the world around her changed in ways she was quickly coming to
understand. All her senses were heightened, while she just knew she could heighten them further
at will. At the same time, she felt total control over herself in ways as vividly clear as the world
around her. Her untouched intelligence made that control, that understanding possible.
“Jennifer … Wow, your eyes!” Lana exclaimed, after ending her call.
“What about them?” she asked in a voice suggesting great internal strength.
“They’re bright blue! I love it …” They planned to take another blood sample, but were
too mesmerized by Jennifer’s revised self. A sample could be taken at any time, now.
“Thanks, I guess!” Jennifer laughed. She was glad that became her natural eye color. Not
only did she love the symbolism, but she would also be disappointed if that was not the case. She
was now the wolf as much as she was Jennifer. She was a Werewolf!
Jackie happily walked into the room, looking hungry and excited. “Congratulations, Jen!”
Jennifer jumped out of the bed naked, revealing her taught, physically strong physique.
Her muscles were even more apparent than before, while they did not at all detract from her now
glowing beauty. Her silken, flawless skin was what made her beauty glow. All the hair on her
body was frozen in place, making her appear hairless, save for the hair on her head. All her hair
patiently waited for her to initiate transformation to any degree. She was simply showing off her
new self to the women she loved in new and wonderful ways.
As a tease, Jackie let loose her pheromones. Instantly, Jennifer found herself sniffing and
licking the curious Succubus like a wild animal. “That’s a new way to meet and greet someone.
You are tasty, Succubus!” Jennifer cooed deeply.
“You can feed on me anytime, Jen. I can take it!” Jackie continued hungrily, “As long as I
have you first.”
Jennifer smirked at her approvingly, and stated, “You may taste me in a moment, Jackie,
but I must have a moment with the Priestess.”
Jennifer walked over to the awed Priestess of Potions Lana. On impulse, Jennifer took in
the Witch’s wonderful scent. Jennifer then stated, “I can start thanking you just like this!” She
tightly grabbed hold of Lana, and kissed her deeply, tongues wildly twisting around each other.
Her strength, of which she only used a fraction in that moment, was far beyond Lana’s. She
could become even stronger the more she morphed into her wolf form. Still, it was unlikely she
could make herself stronger than a Succubus or Vampire!
Lana pulled back joyously, and joked, “I think I created a monster!”
Jennifer nodded with a toothy smile and playful growled, before beckoning Jackie with her
eyes. They all soon fell onto the bed, while Jennifer ripped off the other’s clothes. She ground
Lana’s moistening pussy, while growling, before she pulled Jackie into a deep kiss. The
Succubus automatically sucked out a good chunk of the Werewolf’s plentiful Sexual Energy.
“FUCK!” was all Jackie could say after tasting the most unique and possibly tastiest Energy she
ever had.
Like Lana weighed nothing, Jennifer positioned her right on top of her face. The she-wolf
hungrily began to eat out the Erotic Witch’s smooth pussy. The playful Succubus swooped over
to Jennifer’s already dripping snatch, and began to consume the juicy thing. At the same time,
Jackie fingered the snatch, masterfully stimulating the G-spot. Jennifer clamped her legs around
the Succubus very tightly, which was certainly too tight for a Human!

Jackie and Lana were moaning in joy, while Jennifer audibly growled in the extreme
emotions of pleasure. Lana soon screamed in orgasm, as did Jennifer growl and squirt violently
in her own. Jackie absorbed every bit of the expelled Sexual Energy, and came loudly a split
second later, while brightly glowing.
They fucked wildly, primally until the sun began fall under the horizon. Jennifer was now
quite the biter, but never enough to hurt the others, let alone enough the break their skin. Jackie
and Jennifer knew the moment Lana was completely spent. Jennifer still had yet to find the limits
of her stamina, while Jackie was so overstuffed with their Energy she might not need to eat
traditional food for days!
They lay quietly for a few moments, lightly touching. Jennifer looked at the two sexy
beings with her. While far from tame at heart, the scientist Jennifer would protect them and their
Coven to her last breath. She owed it to them. She then stated, “I’m in the mood for a long run if
any of you care to join me.”
“I’m not leaving this bed till mourning!” Lana said truthfully, tiredly.
“I’ll come with you, Jen, as long as you don’t start chasing squirrels up trees!” Jackie
teased.
They all laughed, before Jennifer requested, “When we’re back, I’d like some scrambled
eggs.” She smiled toothily, transforming her teeth into something close to their sharp, fanged,
wolfen form, and continued with a distinct snarl in her tone, “With steak, flash heated and
bloody … Let’s go, Jackie!”
****
After quickly throwing on a T-shirt, tight exercise pants, and running shoes, Jackie
scurried out to meet with the woman fast becoming a great love: Jennifer. Looking up to the
stars, Jennifer stood on the porch of the old Victorian House of their beloved Priestess of
Potions. The nude, physically fit scientist was bathed in the waning moonlight. Her brown hair
subtly moved with the light breeze. She was a nudist now, while her greatly fit body was a
pleasure to see. The only reason she would ever bother with clothes would be to blend in with
normal society.
She sniffed the air, and said, “You smell so wonderful, even when you’re not spewing
those pheromones out, Succubus.” She turned around to Jackie with her powerful blue eyes.
Jennifer’s muscles were blatant, while somehow adding to her radiant beauty.
“Are you ready?”
“That’s my line! You won’t keep up with me. I’m not even sure how far I can push myself
yet, Jackie!”
Jennifer began to transform herself fully for the first time under her own will. It was
clearly painless, but she felt every part of it. She could only change by her own will now,
barring, possibly, extreme emotional states. Unlike before, it was fluid, and lacking in all the
bodily cracks and creaks. Her ears became pointed, while her body grew yet stronger and larger,
and her bright white teeth became sharper, more wolf-like. With nails growing into claws, she
fell to her hands and knees, and grunted and growled, not of pain, but of joy. Her mouth and nose
slowly pushed forward, morphing into a long snout and jawline, with further teeth forming to
properly fill the longer mouth. Her fangs grew long and proud. A tail protruded backwards, while
her hands morphed into large front paws, and her feet elongated into long back paws. Soft brown
fur finally grew all along her body. The hair on her head did not grow, making it short yet flush

with the rest of her.
“Oh my fucking gods!” Jackie stated in amazement.
Though it was clearly not as natural for her to do in that form, the blue eyed she-wolf stood
upright, leaning on the post to proudly show herself off to Jackie. Her hight was almost exactly
eight feet tall, as evidenced by her pointy, higher up ears touching the just over eight foot ceiling.
Jennifer was still distinctly feminine, in spite of her clear wolf-like appearance, while her breasts
were distinctly larger than they would be proportionally, thanks to increased muscle mass.
Though she didn’t look it, Jackie was actually still stronger than her, due to super efficient
muscles, but Jennifer could still tear into most humanoids effortlessly. She would never do so
unprovoked, though. No matter how wild she was now at heart, the scientist’s mind was fully
there.
“You’re so beautiful, Jen!” Jackie exclaimed with a tear in her eye.
With the help of her eyes, she sneered in leu of a full smile, which was impossible with
that mouth! Unable to speak more than barks, grunts, and growls in that form, she said in her
mind, ‘Thank you, Jackie!’ Her tail wagged happily. She bent downward and nuzzled Jackie’s
nose with her snout, and bolted into the forest on all fours.
Jackie ran after her, knowing she could never keep up with Jennifer. Though, she was
clearly going “slow” to start, allowing Jackie to run next to her for a while. Jennifer soon let her
self fly. In a blur, she was out of sight. Jackie still had no trouble tracking her, though, in the
dark forest. For anyone looking, Jennifer’s mental signature was quite distinct.
We ran for many hours. She would sometimes double back to see Jackie as a playful tease,
barking in greeting. Soon, the night grew old, while the moon began to set. Jennifer finally tired
herself out! Jackie was a bit worn myself.
Jackie met up with the large she-wolf waiting patiently for her, while lying next to a tree,
panting deeply. She sat next to her, and pet her massive, soft body. The strong scent of feminine
musk told Jackie that her perspiration was closer to Human than Canine in her wolf form,
allowing her to fully exert herself without overheating. Before Jackie’s eyes, she smoothly
morphed back into her athletic Human form.
“I can only imagine the kind of Energy you use up to do that!” Jackie exclaimed.
“Yeah! But, I think all my extra mass is converted into Energy. Can’t think of anywhere
else it could be going …” she said breathlessly. “Feels kinda good when I morph, anyway!”
They made out lovingly. Jennifer was a bit tired for sex, but being a Succubus, Jackie
made their kiss better than any normal sex, sipping at her amazing Sexual Energy.
“I, umm …” Jennifer licked her lips, and continued, “I wanna feed on you a little.”
“Of course, Jen.” Jackie presented my wrist, and requested jokingly, “Just don’t gnaw my
hand off!”
Almost drooling, she took Jackie’s wrist, and morphed her teeth into their fanged, canine
form. Jennifer then plunged her teeth into both sides of her wrists. It would have been painful if
Jackie didn’t have control over her pain perception!
Jennifer pulled back suddenly, looking completely amazed! “Your blood is amazing!” she
cooed, Jackie’s blood dripping from her lips. Jennifer’s speech was subtly slurred by the canine
teeth.
“Thanks, I guess,” she laughed in my own amazement. “I heard a legend once that
Succubus Blood is addicting to Vampires, while it enthralls them. That’s why they never feed on
us … and by the way, they’re a bit cleaner!” I presented my already healed yet still blood
covered wrist.

Jennifer grabbed the wrist, and more than happily lapped it clean. “Wouldn’t call it
addicting, Jackie, but I’d bet it’s better than Human Flesh!”
“I wanna gnaw on your neck a bit, Jackie. Kinda wanna know what it feels like,” she said,
licking blood off her lips.
“Sure, I trust you, Jen. Only I want you to do it as a wolf.” Jackie was almost training her
like she would her progeny, albeit very nuanced.
Jennifer smiled, before she smoothly, more smoothly than before, morphed into the
massive wolf-creature. Jackie lay on my back, and Jennifer crawled on top of her, slowly waging
her tail in her blatant excitement. Jackie’s body practically disappeared under her massive
stature!
Drool dripping onto Jackie, Jennifer slowly licked the Succubus’ neck with her large
tongue. Almost passionately, she plunged her sharp teeth into Jackie’s soft neck. Her blood
spewed down the happily growling being’s wanting throat. Jennifer’s soft lips kept most of the
blood from escaping. Though she subtly chewed, there was no danger of her ripping the throat
out. It was obvious she was only using a fraction of her bite strength in that form, while such a
bite to the neck from her would be fatal to Humans and Witches under normal circumstances.
“You’re pretty vulnerable in this position, Jen!” Jackie gurgled, pain perception dialed to
minimum. “I could rip your jaw off; I could punch right through you!”
‘Didn’t know you were so kinky!’ she exclaimed in her head, while growling in the
extreme emotion of joy.
After Jackie felt more than enough blood leave her, she sputtered, “OK, Jen, you’ve had
enough!”
Jennifer pulled back without any hesitation, and lapped the already healing wounds clean.
Jennifer was more than satisfied, while Jackie sensed she wanted to sleep there for the rest of the
night. There was no argument. Any Human or wild animal would be pretty stupid to even think
about messing with them! Jennifer repositioned herself so most of her weight was off of Jackie,
while making sure she would still keep her warm and comfortable. Jackie lightly pet the soft hair
on her large, furry head. They soon fell asleep under the dark night sky …

Universe: Viral
The Virus
“Pending the results of your blood test, Jenny, I think you’re going to be fine,” Dr. Jack
Rosen stated.
“I just look and feel strange, Dr. Rosen!” Jenny exclaimed uncomfortably.
“Yeah, doc, you can’t tell me there isn’t something wrong with her,” Jenny’s husband
Berry stated angrily.

“To be blunt, you’re right, Berry. Something isn’t right, but like I said, you don’t have to
worry. I don’t know how much you’ve been following the news, but yesterday the Center for
Disease Control did their press conference on what they know about this issue. It was that
unexpected mutation of the flu virus last flu season 2024. It infected nearly everyone -- no matter
how remarkable that sounds, but it was often too mild to those less than middle aged for it to be
memorable. I’m fifty, and it hit me pretty good! Anyway, for women between the approximate
ages of sixteen and forty, it often causes the affects you are experiencing, Jenny: pale white skin,
darkened hair, light blue eye color, aversion to daylight, etc. And, we are both well aware you
are thirty-one.” He was both serious and therapeutic in his words.
“Will it go away?” Berry pleaded.
He sighed, and answered, “The most recent reports I read suggest yes. It’s all too new and
early to say anything for sure, but once the changes peak, the body should bring itself back to its
default state. It’s most comparable to the flu itself or many diseases: it builds up, and slowly
subsides. For now, do what you’re doing. Your body really is requiring more liquids, but don’t
be afraid to eat more solid food than you want. Forcing more solids down may help your body
return to normal faster, I’d say.”
****
Berry and Jenny were cooking dinner for themselves in their unusually quiet home. They
were not watching the news much, as their doctor may have suspected. Jenny’s changes worried
them to the core, while confusingly, they secretly liked some of them.
Berry brushed through his lover’s changed hair and stated, “I gotta admit, Jen, this black
hair is growin’ one me.”
She laughed lightly, and responded, “Maybe I am liking it, too … But, you know how I
can’t believe how it ate through my blonde dye, and how dye just doesn’t hold on it now.”
“Yeah, I dunno, but I do like it … You know, getting used to this; I’m starting to like other
things, too …” he breathed, while squeezing her tighter than ever ass, which was but a small part
of her clearly improved physicality. They even tried anal the other night by Jenny’s adamant
request, and they both enjoyed it. He was not really into anal sex, but he was glad he tried it at
least once with her.
She groveled in response, “You know, I could live like this, but you know I want go back
to normal. You know how much trouble I have with solid food now.”
He nodded in agreement. She drank far more liquid now than ever before, while only the
rarest cooked meats agreed with her at all. Jenny casually removed a large T-bone steak from the
fridge. She ripped off the packaging, and brought the steak to the readied frying pan. Picking it
up with her hands, she slapped it into the pan. Immediately after, she automatically, happily
drank the raw steak juice from the tray, and licked her fingers clean.
That was not the first time he witnessed her doing that. With all the talk about “super”
salmonella and related, some don’t even want to come close to raw meats, while Jenny certainly
never drank anything like that before she changed. Changes like that was what really bothered
them the most, and Berry more so.
While chopping a carrot for a salad, Berry accidentally cut his thumb. It was probably bad
enough for stitches or medical glue, but there was no way he was going see doctor soon after that
morning.
“You OK, Berry?” Jenny asked, eyes oddly glaring at the blood.

“Oh, I’m fine,” he said quickly, while washing his cut thumb.
Aberrant thoughts of tasting her lover’s blood crossed her mind. The confusion of it
delayed her long enough for Berry to clean everything before the strange thoughts overwhelmed
her.
Berry looked up to the starring Jenny. The look in her now inhumanly light blue eyes sent
a chill down his spine. He truly missed that dark blue eyes that he first fell in love with, before he
really knew her. “Jenny?” he called nervously.
“Oh, what? … The steak should be down by now. I don’t think I could stomach it if we
cook it anymore!”
****
That night, Jenny woke up to an extreme thirst with the smell of blood permeating her
senses. Berry’s bandaged thumb was laying comfortably between her breasts, while her hand
was already holding its wrist. There were no thoughts other than ones of the thirst and scent.
Berry hissed quietly fast asleep.
Jenny picked up the hand, and tenuously held it before her. She breathed in the wondrous
scent, while feeling her thirst grow yet stronger. The wrappings carefully yet quickly removed,
she began to lick and suck on the open would. While her heart raced, she happily sighed, feeling
her great thirst finally, truly satisfied at the taste of fresh blood. The more she drank, the more
unabashed she became, causing her to breath and coo loudly.
Her boyfriend slowly woke up from the attention. He was too drowsy from waking up
from such a deep sleep to fully comprehend what was happening. She glanced over to him,
breathing deeply open mouthed. His blood was all over her mouth, while it stained her teeth. She
continued to the lick and suck happily.
Berry leaned over to ask, well, something. Jenny clearly thought he was planning
something different, because she leaned over and kissed him deeply with her bloodied mouth.
She then pushed him onto his back before ripping off his underwear. In wild, passion filled
motions, she began to hump him madly upright. They humped loudly, excitedly until they came
with great vigor. Without a word, she unmounted and lay next to the amazed Berry, lapping up
the blood still on her face with her hands and tongue …
****
Not long after Berry left for work that morning, the cellphone rang. Jenny saw the caller
ID: Laura Jackson, her sister. She quickly tapped to accept the call.
“Hey, Laura!” she said, while sipping at coffee that barely subsided her thirst.
“Hey, Jenny, just wanted to see how you were doin’!” she said happily.
“Oh, not that bad, I guess. Got that weird flu like everyone else, so there’s that.”
“Yeah, me, too. The husband seems all right with the ‘new look,’ assuming I’ll be back to
normal soon.”
“I guess Berry’s the same way. He’s stopped freaking out even before we saw the doctor
yesterday about it. I gotta admit, seeing almost every youthful woman in public look something
like me soothes my nerves a lot. Even if I don’t change back, I think I’ll be fine.”
“How’s the thirst treatin’ yeah?”
“Well, this coffee … not helping much,” she sighed. “Something strange did happen last

night …”
“Yeah?”
“Before dinner, Berry cut his thumb. The thought of satisfying my thirst with his blood
interested me. I didn’t lunge at him or anything, and the idea kinda faded once we had dinner …
It was the middle of the night when things really got weird.”
“You didn’t!”
“I did! His blood satisfied my thirst completely. I even felt invigorated! I fucked his brains
out after practically draining his wound. I let nothing go to waste either, and lapped up the rest
on my face …”
“I gotta say, Jenny … my milk’s not doin’ it for me either … I don’t wanna change the
subject, but called because I wanted meet up with you today. I’ve been so cooped up inside; you
know how it is!”
“Uha!” The light sensitivity bugged the hell out of Jenny, while a part of her just wanted to
sleep the day away.
“I found this great club last week. It’s over on Surrbury Street. It’s called Sub Rosa;
opened up, oh, about a month ago.” She continued jokingly, “It’s a big hangout for the afflicted!”
“Oh, sure! I’ll see your there!”
****
Jenny eventually met up with her sister in the parking lot behind Sub Rosa. Though they
were noticeably different originally, they almost looked like twins now, save for Laura being two
inches taller.
“I’ll show you my eyes, if you show me yours!” Jenny requested sillily. They both wore
pitch black sunglasses out of necessity. They could also smell the perfume scented sunblock
protecting their now ultra fair skin.
They removed their sunglasses, revealing their inhumanly light blue eyes. Their pupils
quickly turned to tiny black dots from light their eyes almost could not handle anymore. The
sight was otherwise haunting, but they were actually used to it. They refitted their sunglasses,
and sisterly took each other’s arms, before waking into the new club.
Inside, they saw that every woman truly did look just like them, albeit with considerable
variation. The amount a woman was changed was as variable as when the changes decide to
surface. Regardless, Jenny and Laura were at what most medical scientists argued was the peak
of the possible physical changes.
They sat at the main bar, and Laura offered up two of the special, which was not listed
anywhere. “What’s in the special?” Jenny asked. “It’s a surprise!” her sister answered happily.
Two wine glasses with very red liquid soon appeared before them by a bartender looking
just like them. The scent hit Jenny’s nose instantly. “Blood?”
“Human Blood, Jenny.” She then slowly, savoringly drank down her glass. “Freely
donated,” she said truthfully.
Though shocked by the glass before her, Jenny knew that was exactly what she needed.
Her throat was so dry … Without another thought, she grasped the glass and quickly chugged the
fulfilling beverage down.
“Easy there, Jenny! The slower you drink it, the longer it lasts.”
Jenny breathed deeply, savoring the meal. “I … I don’t understand.”
“It’s all pretty obvious. Not that anyone wants to believe it at first! That flu mutated us in a

way that allows us to evolve, I suppose.”
“Allows? How did you find all this out?” Jenny did see how obvious it was, save to for the
lack of fangs. It didn’t yet make any sense to her, though.
“You know I always liked to get out more. Besides, word of these special clubs is
spreading, and known by most women like us already. Thank you immortal Twitter! Now, we
are at a crossroads, I think. We can go the next step to become something more than Human,
forever perhaps. Or, we can choke down that coffee and solid food until our bodies bring us back
to something close to what was once normal.”
“I … I don’t know …” The taste and feel of real Human Blood, especially it being the
second time she drank it, was helping to slowly change her opinions of all that was happening.
“I’ve chosen to evolve, but I won’t force you into anything. Keep drinking blood of any
species if you wanna sustain your current state, if you wanna take your time deciding. If you do
choose to evolve with me, one week from today is when we can do it with, perhaps, most if not
all the women caught in evolutionary limbo.”
“How?” she asked breathlessly.
Laura smiled, before the bartender walked over. She greeted, “I’m Bianca, Jenny. I started
this place. I’m one of the first to evolve, albeit by accident.” She opened her mouth wide in a big
smile, while her lower fangs slightly rose and her upper fangs fell long and proud ...
****
Berry walked home to his wife casually drinking a tall glass of a thick red liquid he refused
to catalog in his mind at first. The events of the last night weirded him out so much that he was
suppressing anything aberrant about Jenny’s behavior in his mind. He kept telling himself that
she would be back to normal soon; she just had a “bad cold.”
He sat next to her, and awkwardly asked, “Jenny, what are you drinking?”
“Blood,” she answered bluntly.
A look of shock washed over him.
She smiled disarmingly, and said, “It’s cow blood! But, I know what you are thinking; I
did drink your blood last night, even if you convinced yourself that was a dream.” She deeply
sighed, and continued, “I have a choice. A choice I and others hold back by drinking blood,
human, animal, or whatever! Those scientists at the CDC would have figured it out eventually,
but what’s happening is unlike anything they were ever trained to handle: evolution, ironically. I
don’t know all the specifics yet, but I will evolve into something new, if I choose. I and so many
other women are halfway to becoming Vampires. It’s so fucking obvious! I can follow that path,
or allow myself to fall back into humanity’s aging bosom … I WANT to evolve, but I won’t do it
if don’t want me to.” She grabbed his warm hand tightly, lovingly.
“I don’t know what to say …”
“I did say a lot!” she smiled largely.
He looked over his already radically changed lover, while she took a long, savoring gulp of
cow blood. A part of him already sensed that she would never be her old self again, while the
only thing that really bothered him was a lack of understanding now satisfied. Indeed, he really
grew to like the new Jenny far more than he already admitted, and almost felt exhilarated to see
something more. “… Do you really want this?”
She nodded happily. “The only draw back for you is that I’ll probably have much more of
your blood …”

****
Jenny’s impatience was barely controlled by her daily trips to Sub Rosa. Bianca always
supplied her and others Human Blood that she said obtained from a friend at the Red Cross.
Jenny also drank some of Berry’s blood, but very little. It turned out that the male Berry was
very convenient, as was any male lover. All male lovers had the honor of being a kind of First
Feed, but that’s a bit ahead.
Bianca explained how she evolved. It was by accident, almost freak accident. A very old
car backfired at the wrong moment just outside, causing her to turn, and her wrist was slit by a
sharp knife on a drying rack. Seeing her blood quickly drain into the sink, she felt an odd
indifference. Not indifference to the fact that she was bleeding, but indifference to the fact that
she otherwise needed to call for help! There was no pain. She just let the blood drain out of her.
Eventually, the flow stopped, and she felt the thirst overwhelm her. The scent of raw meat in the
fridge became apparent. With speed she should not have had in her bloodless state, she quickly
liberated the juice from the raw meat. Feeling both satisfied and woozy, she stumbled onto her
couch in the other room, and lay down, breathing heavily. She passed out.
She dreamed of blood, Human Blood. She needed it to finish what she did not realize
started. If she didn’t find any, she sensed she may die. Animal blood would only prolong the
inevitable! Having so little of her old blood left within her, Bianca’s very heart screamed to be
replenished, if only to beat again for a moment. She searched and searched, but nothing. How
could she not find a Human!? She sensed it was only a dream, but that was of no help. The thirst
for blood was real.
Her husband suddenly woke her from what was clearly a nightmare. “BLOOD!” she
exclaimed to him, while her white, sharp, virgin fangs protruded. Spit freely flowing. She lunged
at him, and sunk her apparent fangs into his soft neck. If the joy of the Human Blood rushing
down her throat wasn’t so overwhelming, she would have been shocked how he did not scream
or pull away. A kind a venom dripped down her upper fangs, and fell into her lover. It reduced
the pain to nothing, while it ensured he could recover. However, she had no control over herself,
and by sheer luck, she stopped feeding before she killed him. Her lover took a few days off
work, to say the least!
Then, after all the sometimes cryptic talks with Bianca, the day finally came. Well, it was
at dusk, perhaps with some irony. The nervous Berry and excited Jenny walked into the
basement of Sub Rosa to a sight neither expected to see. The basement was well lit, and
comfortably held hospital beds with chairs for the optional plus one. At the front was a makeshift
stage with lectern and seal of the United States Department of Health with Center for Disease
Control logo underneath. Bianca stood on one side with a beautiful, light skinned woman with
inhumanly dark blue eyes. On the other side stood who Jenny recognized as the Department of
Health Secretary Robert Ellson talking on his cellphone. Before them was a small camera crew.
“Is this what you were expecting, Jenny?” Berry asked confused. She answered, “No, not
really …”
“Jenny, Berry, I’m over here!” Laura called out. Her husband stood awkwardly next to her,
holding her hand.
Jenny and Berry walked over to them, and claimed a bed and chair. “Bianca didn’t tell us
everythin’, did she?”
“I guess not!” Laura replied. “I’m at more a loss than you!”

Eventually, the rest filed into the basement turned TV studio, including nurses to every bed
with some medical supplies. Jenny and Berry’s nurse introduced himself as John Blaine. The low
murmur subsided not long after Ellson walked up to the lectern. A male camera operator made
monitions signaling the Secretary.
“Hello,” he said seriously, yet with the casual streak he was known for emitting. “With the
help of others that will briefly speak to you in a moment, the CDC has fully come to understand
the unprecedented after affects of the mutated flu virus. I will be as brief as possible, as this can
be very technical. The Human Body is highly adaptable, and is capable of dealing with a wide
variety of ailments unaided. As is already known, the mutated virus at first appeared to be well
handled by individuals between the ages of around sixteen to forty.
“It is, however, not quite that simple. The mutation actually turned it into a retrovirus,
which burned itself out, and no longer exists outside the CDC main lab.
“The middle aged and older had antibodies from prior flu outbreaks that fought off the flu
retrovirus before it could trigger after affects, regardless of experiencing stronger flu symptoms.
The younger have more adaptable immune systems that produced a stronger resistance, as
around sixteen and younger had immune systems that fought it off almost instantly. The first said
age group was, well, just right. The transformation of women in the said age group is but the first
stage, which can be reversed naturally. We still are not sure why only women experienced clear
changes, but there are outwardly invisible changes in men of the same age group. What we do
know is that the virus lingered in that age group far longer than the preceding and succeeding
groups.
“Now, many of the internet stated the ‘vampiric’ appearance and manner of the said
women. That is, in fact, unbelievably correct. If they choose, they all can become true Vampires.
This is, in fact, evolution before us. They are not even the first Vampires …” The next day the
President and Vice President would have a joint address revealing a race of Cosmic Entities, who
Vampires and Erotic Witches adhere to. There were even non demonic Succubi, who did not
directly adhere to any God, while intricately a part of it all. The Vice President herself was an
Erotic Witch, as were many politicians in all governments.
The Secretary continued, “To … further explain, here is Alexandria Britoli.”
The Secretary yielded to lectern to the conservatively dressed yet incredibly beautiful blue
eyed woman. “Thank you, Mr. Secretary,” she said respectfully in subtle Italian Tones. Her
canines looked oddly sharp. “The Secretary knows of other Vampires, because I revealed it to
him. This was not meant to be the time, but it’s hard to control a free range virus! You see, I am
Vampire of Pleasure, also known as a Luthurian Vampire. We adhere to the Great Cosmic God
Luthura. There are two other Passion Breads, while there are other independents. Though we are
fundamentally different from the new, independent breed being born, the Breeds of Passion have
been directed to guide them. As proof of what I am …” She opened her mouth wide, and
descended her single pair of upper fangs. “I would now like to present that ad hoc leader of the
new breed Bianca Collins,” she subtly lisped.
They traded places, and Bianca stated, “I am among the first of a new breed of Vampire.
Like Alexandria and her kin, we merely wish peaceful coexistence. There are thousands of other
sites across the world now with women prepared to become something new yet familiar. They all
made the choice freely. The process will be shown here, as well as elsewhere. It may seem
graphic, but so is birth, objectively. We have medical professionals present to aid in this birth.
Human Blood must be shed and consumed for this process to work. Yes, many will obtain blood
directly from a Human, but they are consenting lovers, who will all walk out of here with

cookies and apple juice!”
The cameras then turned to the sitting and lying crowd. Jenny was still sitting up on the
bed, so plain nurse John requested she lie down. She did so. He, like the other nurses, then pulled
out stainless steel tables from the bed’s sides at the head, and placed two large bowls from under
the bed on each. With a scalpel in gloved had, he stated awkwardly, “I can’t believe I’m actually
saying this, but I’m going to slit your wrists now.” Berry looked on amazed, while resisting the
urge to take Jenny out of there. John continued, “Your body will be purged of most of its blood.
That, from what I am told, will allow your DNA to complete its vampiric mutation err,
transformation. Then, I am told, you will know what to do instinctually.” He glanced at Berry
and continued, “If he wasn’t here I would have been given a bag of fresh blood to give to you …
Are you ready, ma’am?”
Jenny nodded with a certain smile.
He placed her arms so the wrists naturally lay over the bolls. With expert hands, he cleanly
cut one, before doing the same to the other. Jenny felt the same odd indifference Bianca
described, while her blood pored out, yet knowledge of what was happening gave it a tinge of
joy. She could see the metaphor within the practical process: letting go of a no longer needed
part of herself.
“Are you OK, baby?” Berry asked nervously.
“Amazing,” she whispered in response. Not long after, her heart stopped, and blood
stopped draining. Yet, she still lived. Her mouth and throat felt like the driest desert, while she
began to smell living Human Blood around her. She slowly sat up, breathing deeply in spite of
her heart not beating, and almost teasingly glanced at the very Human nurse, who looked very
nervous. Her open mouthed gaze soon fell on the equally as nervous Berry.
“Are YOU OK, Berry,” she breathed, before her virgin fangs uncontrollably slightly
ascended below and blatantly descended above. A happy yet subtly surprised grunt came out of
her. She fell onto Berry’s lap, and sniffed his neck with venom filled drool leaking from her
mouth.
Their nurse shakily said, “I am instructed to make sure you don’t take too much blood.” He
glanced around the room to see similar events taking place.
Jenny looked over to John, and breathily hissed, “Oh, don’t be nervous … I have a feeling
I’ll want to repeat this!” With that, she happily flung her pitch black hair around, and plunged
her virgin fangs into Berry’s neck. He grunted uncomfortably in a brief moment before her
venom fully took hold, and then held her tight. While her body came alive to process the meal,
the remarkable taste of the salty sweet blood almost overwhelmed her! It was like tasting one’s
favorite food for the first time. It may never be that good again, but she sensed that it didn’t
matter. Blood sustained her, but it didn’t control her, she sensed. Indeed, the driving force of a
Human never had to be food, either!
She happily pulled her fangs out, and cleaned the wound she inflicted with her tongue.
Once she was done, John simply put a large bandage over it, obviously aware that her venom
was far better than rubbing alcohol or modern ointment. The gorged Jenny and drowsy Berry
lovingly smiled at each other …

Universe: Latexica
Latexica
The Rubber
It was amazing how much changed over the past ten years. In 2061, Latexica became
publicly known, while not yet approved for public sale. It was described as a miracle living
substance, according to the press releases. The substance was efficiently fueled by the user’s
metabolism, while it contained microcircuitry and later nanocircuitry, which was controlled via
the users unique brainwaves. It being a living computer, the user could use any part of the
substance attached to their body as a terminal. Once fitted to the individual user, it could be
programed in numerous ways by the user, including mental and physical conditioning. It being
attached to the body, it could stimulate the muscles, thereby negating the need for regular
exercise. To achieve the full physical benefits, however, a full body suit must be worn.
The Body Suit (TM) was the original product in 2061, which was only sold to the military.
Late night comedians made careers out of their “An Army of Onesies” and “The Sausage
Warriors” bits, but it did revolutionize combat soldiers. Indeed, by 2062, a special blend of
Latexica was created that replaced bullet proof clothing.
It was not until 2064 that Latexica was approved for the general public for those eighteen
and older. The government simply had no idea how to really deal with “living latex,” so they
dragged their feet on it, while almost hypocritically pumping billions of US Dollars into the
military for their purchase of it. Though, only the Latexica Accessories (TM) were instantly
available. The Body Suit was approved for the public two years later, while the government
mandated that anyone purchasing the Body Suit have an extensive physical and mental
evaluation. The later special type, perfected within the same year, was known as simply The
Body (TM). This type of Latexica actually bonded to the user at a genetic level, essentially
making them one in the same. It, of course, was also popular in the military. While it was
publicly available once perfected, it required yet another physical and mental evaluation for
purchase.
The general public more or less accepted it openly upon initial introduction. There were
some detractors, but because no user experienced any ill affects, those voices were ignored.
Jennifer was, and to a degree, still sympathetic to the detractors. However, by 2071, like most
detractors, Jennifer was a hypocrite. Indeed, ninety percent of the North American adult
population now wore at least a Latexica Accessory (TM), which did not require mental and
physical assessment. Like her wife Lexi, they more than loved how the latest Latexica sculpted
our feminine bodies into physically fit super models. Lexi went even further by making herself
physically and mentally not unlike those comic book superheroines, but perhaps not to the
extreme of most of those depictions. The bigger muscles even increased our bust size! Lexi

embraced it from the start with the full Body Suit, and slowly worked her wife in that direction.
Jennifer had not seen her out of the suit since she put it on, while Jennifer now wore Accessories
from the neck down.
Even though it was too late, that progression was what brought everyone to the horrible
secret of Latexica: it was addicting. Prolonged use made it less likely for the user to live without
it. Even if someone just wore the gloves, the body adapts to its symbiosis, and removal was like
removing the whole hand. The government probably figured that out not long after they
approved it for the military, but Latexica, inc., already had deep pockets thanks to them. The
government’s hands were tied with the very latex they now knew was taking over. It was not
toxic (beneficial, in most cases), though, and no one was acting like mindless drones. So, they
did very little to curb the growth of Latexica …
Lexi and Jennifer
My wife Lexi began to make out with me with her rubbery lips one late night. While
feeling her blonde hair growing right through the Latexica, I was reminded how I once thought it
was strange. I grew to love it, though, if only out of necessity. She wore the suit for too long to
take it off without killing her. I did convince her to go back to a tanned flesh color, and I that
helped quite a bit. With the simulated nipples, she really did look naked, albeit in a very shiny
and rubbery way.
I remember the day she bought the full Latexica Body Suit. She was so happy, always the
explorer. She opened to box the moment we were home. Inside was the familiar Latexica Ball in
its shiny black gory. The accessories, which she bought for me, were already in the expected
shape, while they would conform to the user once worn. The Accessories and especially the full
Suit were quite expensive, but Latexica, inc, offered excellent payment plans.
“So, how does it work,” I asked curiously, yet with some discomfort.
“Err … It’s still wrapped. The moment it touches my skin, it should do its thing …” She
was trembling in excitement. Not only did she love technology, but she also had a latex fetish. I
was never into it as much as her, but we still did have a lot of fun.
She removed her clothes, and unwrapped the ball. At first, nothing. Then, she suddenly
breathed heavily, while her pupils dilated.
“Are you OK?” I asked nervously, while reaching over with my hand.
“No, don’t touch me now!” she snapped. “It might get confused if another contacts me … I
can FEEL it connecting with me!” she breathed unevenly open mouthed. “… Imprint … Lexi
Daniels … Yes … Not now … Photo Artist … Yes, encase …”
To my awe, the shiny black ball began to melt onto her hand, lining it as it went. The
flowing Latexica then began to coat her arm. It moved beyond to her chest, neck, and to her
other arm. It then moved downward to her flat stomach, her ass, her hips, before moving into her
pussy in my amazement. It probably did the same with her asshole! She sat, well, fell onto the
couch, before it continued down her well formed legs, before finally encasing her feet. Like it
was saving the best for last, it then moved up and around her whole head, melting around every
hair follicle. For a brief moment, most of her facial features disappeared. Then, her mouth
reappeared, and opened wide for heavy breathing. After she opened her eyelids, the rest of her
features returned, not counting the fact that they were fully encased in black Latexica.
The transformed women looked over to me with an overjoyed look, and savoringly licked

her lips, obviously liking their new flavor.
“Are you … OK, Lexi?” I asked nervously.
She put on a huge smile, and said, “Amazing, Jen. It’s like its a part of me. I definitely feel
different, but I don’t feel bad.”
Lexi stood up in her newly encased body, and walked over to be in a subtle awkwardness.
She embraced me tightly. Her rubbery lips felt strange at first, but it did not turn me off. She
tasted the same otherwise.
“It asked me something I wanted to ask you first,” Lexi stated, her breathing only now
returning to normal.
“What?”
“It wanted to know if I wanted any physical and mental changes. I do. I wanna turn myself
into a sexy Amazon for you!”
I was taken aback. I always teased the six foot tall woman by calling her “My Amazon.”
However, she was never a fitness nut, so she really didn’t look like one. I quickly imagined how
she would look with more defined muscles, which I ironically never imagined before. The
thought aroused me. This was what we both wanted, but didn’t realize it until we had a chance
for it. “Yes!” I exclaimed. “Be my Amazon!”
“Put on your hood, Jennifer,” she airily requested, breaking my chain of thought.
She bought it for me the other day, but I procrastinated. With the hood, I would only be a
half step away from Lexi’s position. All I needed was the Accessory Sealer (TM) to merge all
the Accessories into a single suit. Remarkably, I did not need to got through an evaluation to do
that. It was an obvious legal loophole, but it was far more expensive to “create” a Body Suit like
that.
“Do it for your Amazon,” she stated seriously. Though my love for her never waned, she
was never quite the same person after she encased herself. She became narcissistic for obvious
reasons, while that wasn’t the most significant personality change. By having the Latexica sculpt
her body into an “Amazon,” she made herself act much more like one, too. Through the suit, she
downloaded everything the could on Amazons, while even having the suit negatively and
positively reinforce her behavior to her specified parameters. Her subtly passive nature melted
away, and she turned herself into a kind of artistic warrior by buying and managing a highly
successful art gallery. She even developed a hatred for men and disdain for weak women. She
was very much “balls to the wall,” and if her employee didn’t have balls, she might as well have
added them just to throw them. Save for the few women that gained her respect, everyone that
worked for her was very much “yes ma’am”! The increased physicality likely had a key role in
those mental changes. However, she never truly bossed me around, because she knew I wouldn’t
like that. Still, there was little doubt that I was really the Amazon’s.
“OK, you win,” I caved. She worked me so slow and perfectly to make me like her, while
the Latexica did a good job making one feel incomplete with only a couple Accessories. I was no
Amazon, but I had to have the Latexica Accessories beef me up to even come close to handling
her.
I took the flesh colored hood off the end table. It matched the rest already on my body. I
unwrapped it, and placed it over my head. Like it was attached to some vacuum, it shrunk itself
around my head and face, while melting around my hair to contact my scalp. It even went flush
with the other accessories, as the others did. I breathed deeply, erratically, while feeling off, as
all people did during this process. While not yet in a true Body Suit, there was little doubt that I

was fully encased.
The Amazon Lexi lunged at me, happily kissing and liking my face. She always loved
latex! We soon aggressively ground our rubberized pussies together. Well, it as more like Lexi
was grinding me, her being on top, as usual. I really did love it, especially the feel of her
perfectly sculpted legs. She was never such a good lover before she became an Amazon!
We soon screamed our names in our ultimate passion, before fucking several more times.
Lexi’s libido was all but unquenchable! We lay next to each other, lightly kissing and feeling our
muscle enhanced curves.
“I love you so much …” I breathed. We would be sweating like pigs if the Latexica did not
absorb that for its own nourishment, while cooling our bodies like the wind but better. Lexi’s full
suit was of course more efficient at that, while only she would notice.
“I love you even more! You’ve come so far just for me.”
“You did a lot for yourself, too, Lexi!” I reminded. “Look at you. You really are an
Amazon! If you weren’t so attached to me and art, you really would be a general leading solders
into battle.”
“Yeah,” she confirmed. She looked me over almost lustfully. “Do you wanna be an
Amazon, too?”
“Why not? That was your plan all along wasn’t it!” I exclaimed lightly. “Become my joke,
and bring it back on me!”
“Maybe,” she smirked with her shiny, pink lips. “You know all we need is the Sealer, and
you can do whatever you want …”
Lexi was driving us to the local authorized seller of Latexica. Because I did give her a clear
answer, and how she wanted me to transform myself like she did, we had to buy the Sealer.
Unlike just about everything else, Latexica could only be bought in person. If it was tampered
with in any way before purchase, it should not be used. That was why the black market for the
stuff was gone as quickly as it came. If something was wrong with the product, there was a onehundred percent chance the owner would experience permanent harm.
I looked over to her. She was wearing tight jeans, flip flops, and a tight T-shirt. I wore
similar attire. There was a new fad where those in the Body Suits would go around wearing
nothing else, while having the suit cover the nipples, ass, and crotch holes. This didn’t yet bleed
into professional business environment, so Lexi, while a supporter, did not yet follow the fad.
We parked, and walked inside. Behind the seven foot tall glass cases lining the walls were
a well organized array of Latexica Products. In the center was a table holographically displaying
all the information relating to them.
“Lexi, Janice, welcome back! Looks like you’re enjoying the new hood,” the shopkeeper
Janice greeted. We had not seen her since Lexi bought the Body Suit, and the blue Latexica
encased woman was noticeably different. However, she almost didn’t look encased anymore.
Instead, it looked as if her skin was now Latexica, while her eyes were like two shiny blue
stones.
“You look different, good!” Lexi complimented.
“Yes, thank you. I went ahead with the Latexica Body. I’m Latexica through and through,
now! This is my first day back, actually. It takes a long time for the mind to adapt.”
“Wow! What’s it like?” Lexi asked.
“Amazing! There’s no interface any more. I’m sure you’re used to the mediation, but it’s so
freeing without it. With the Body, you are the Latexica. I don’t even have to close my eyes for

the latest headlines. My brain is now the computer; my vision is enhanced to the exact perimeters
I set at any time. My whole physical form can be whatever I want it to be. It’s amazing!” She
told us much of what we already knew about the Body, but it was her job to sell it. “There’s
something else, too!”
“What?” Lexi asked.
“Let me show you …” Janice touched the curious Lexi, whose eyes suddenly rolled back
into her head.
“Oh, wow …” Lexi stated after Janice removed her hands. “I could feel you …”
“Yup!” Janice confirmed. “Anyone that’s done the Body can share their feelings and more
with another wearing Latexica, but not the other way around.”
The look in Janice’s eyes told me that she was sold. Ever since she transformed into an
Amazon, she was always one to go all the way. We began the process for buying the Body. We
bought the Sealer, too, but that was just an afterthought for Lexi.
Lexi scheduled the mandatory evaluations, which she was sure she would pass. Who
didn’t? Remarkably, I felt no different after applying the Sealer, while it was ironically freeing. I
had complete access to the Latexica encasing me. There was no way to explain anymore why I
resisted the Body Suit!
“Are you ready to become an Amazon?” Lexi asked the day after I was truly encased in the
Body Suit.
“Yeah, why not? I’ve come this far!” I said. “So, how’s this gonna work, Lexi?”
“I’m going to copy the Amazon Program I created for myself to your Suit. I made minor
tweaks, but it’s practically the same!”
“What did you change?” I asked curiously.
“Just replaces my name with yours, mostly. You’re already worked up a bit physically, so I
also adjusted it to not work your body that aggressively at first. Oh, and it will allow you to be a
bit softer around me. You know you’re the only one I’m soft to … I’m a little excited to be a
little more aggressive with you!”
Lexi then took my hand, and began to transfer the program. I closed my eyes to see the
data transfer. The moment it was transferred and compiled, I activated it. I was disoriented at
first. The images flying through my mind weren’t necessarily violent in the strictest sense, but
they were assuredly aggressive: speaking out above all, taking the initiative, etc. At the same
time, any of my own passive thoughts were immediately quashed by more aggressive
replacement thoughts from the Suit’s program, while my head clearly hurt before it was soothed
by the Suit. “I feel …” I was unable to complete the sentence.
“A little confused, disoriented?” she smiled and laughed. “The Suit will not let you
proclaim weakness to anyone, including me. I felt the same way. The only reason I able to admit
that now is because I am beyond that weakness, and proud of it.”
I had to admit how quickly I came to like conditioning happening in my own head.
Looking back, it was probably too fast. Yet, there was no doubt I love Amazons, while I finally
had the means to really know what that meant. Embracing a new reality I now knew I wanted, I
leapt at my fellow Amazon.
We ground our opened, sensitive snatches, while we forcibly groped our muscle bound
bodies. We were like wild animals with our hard bites and gnaws. The Latexica could not be
broken, so we could never hurt each other. The Suit enhanced my pleasure greatly, the more I
embraced the wild, almost inhuman actions. Eventually my Suit shut off everything in my mind

save for sex and pleasure, while Lexi probably did that on her own. We built the pleasure as far
as we could, until we exploded in orgasm …
We soon decided to go on a very special kind of vacation. Our goal was to more fully
explore our wild, almost militant desires. We would bring nothing save for our Latexica, and
simply survive. The Latexica’s computerized capabilities would only be used if necessary. We
decided on the Amazon Rainforest. It was more out of convenience than name, if only because it
was the closest one to us.
Though we were aware of it, we were still caught off guard on how the Amazon, like all
other rainforests, were quite different from what they once were. There were still hot, humid, and
teaming with life, but humanity affected them considerably by our time. As was once predicted,
more than two-thirds of the world’s rainforests were wiped out, not counting overall
deforestation. The near exact numbers of the prediction remade environmentalists, who again
became potent. The new moon an orbital colonies, which required little to nothing of the jungles,
provided great leverage against continued deforestation. For the next thirty years, ultimately
intense restoration efforts were conducted, bringing them back to something synonymous to
what they were by the end of the twentieth century.
Part of the restoration process was to alter the genetic structure of many plants and animals
to rapidly increase growth. Though bold and arguably dangerous, the trait was not dominant by
design, ensuring the increased growth would slow back to normal within fifty years. However,
that also ensured more generations within a short amount of time, rapidly increasing evolutionary
rates. It was again an alien frontier.
After a few days, we were working on our bows and arrows next to our cabin shelter, when
we began to notice creatures unlike anything we ever expected. Creatures that were clearly the
top of the food chain. They were physically humanoid, if only just. Their appearance varied
considerably, while their varying skin tones often made them invisible. The most extreme was a
sharp hoofed quadruped, who had a spiky back, large ovular head, and long tail. The least was a
very feminine, green skinned, lizard creature. She had long white claws protruding from long
toes and fingers. The otherwise elongated hands and feet with claws overall still looked human,
while the feet seemed far more prehensile. She also had a long prehensile tale, long snout, and
large pointy ears. Her turquoise eyes were hauntingly Human, as were her sexily muscle bound
arms, legs, and large breasts with blatant nipples.
We obviously knew the latter most. That was because she was the first we saw, while she
also seemed as curious about us as we were of her. The way she walked was truly fascinating: it
was both on two legs and four! Though, she mostly walked on all fours. On two legs, the stride
was very much Human and natural. However, it was the latter method that was far more
remarkable. On the front, she curled in her fingers at the ends, while resting the palms flat on the
ground. On the rear, she stood on her long toes, digging the claws into the dirt for extra support,
while easily moving her knees above her back while walking.
Her often close proximity quickly made us realize the glossiness of her skin. It was
undoubtedly Latexica! We soon quarried our suits, and learned the Body Suit could indeed
transform a Human into all that we were seeing, while the more extensive the transformation, the
likelier the former Human was initially transformed into the Body.
We were eating the leftovers from the large bird we captured the day before for breakfast,
before we noticed the lizard-woman walking over to our camp on all fours. When she reached
the edge of our clearing, she stood upright with her seven foot stature. Her front was quite sexy,

even with the green patterned, Latexica skin. Looking her over, I found myself having the
strangest sexual fantasies involving her thick tail!
She soon sat before us, and seemed to put on a subtle grin.
“Is that the Suit or the full Body?” Lexi asked, completely uncertain about the situation.
“Haven’t sspoken in … ssso lllong,” the feminine being slowly stated. “I … guesss I
missssed’it!”
“Who are you?” I asked.
She showed her sharp white teeth with her slightly increased grin, and slowly replied,
“Ssso manny questionss.” Her powers of speech seemed to be returning to her somewhat. “I
wasss Jessica … but I don’t go by namesss anymore … I am within the Body Sssuit, but I hhad it
change me ssso much that doesn’t matter eeither.”
“But, your teeth, those claws? They’re not Latexica,” Lexi asked bewildered, while I found
myself eyeing her fleshy tail again, which she likely knew I observed. Neither of us knew the
Suit could do much more than alter personality and muscle mass.
“It iss connected with you … isn’t it? It can do asss much asss you can ssee beefore you. I
didn’t wanna be Humann anymmore, and now I am nnot!”
“Why are you so interested in us?” I asked.
“I forgot the habit of quesstionss …” she said to herself. “After sseeing you, I realizzed I
wwanted to tasste humanity one lasst time.”
Lexi and I glanced at each other thinking the same thing, while in complete disbelief.
The female draped her thick tail over her shoulder and seductively licked it with her
remarkably long tongue. “I’m not sshure if I can take no for an ansswer anymore.” She went to
all fours, and seductively walked over to us.
We were too amazed and fascinated by the female to protest her literal advances. She soon
found her way to Lexi crotch, which opened wide, and the female began to lick her suddenly
exposed crotch with an inhumanly long tongue. At the same time, she slithered her thick tail into
my wanting mouth.
Drool escaping my mouth, she slid out her Latexica tasting tail, and slithered it down my
quivering, muscle bound body. I opened my sealed crotch wide in anticipation, before the tail
deeply penetrated and thrust wildly.
The feminine creature then repositioned into a sixty-nine with my lover. Her tail never left
my dripping snatch, causing me to moan loudly while it twisted and thrust. One could think that
she was giving more attention Lexi in that lustful position, but I was almost in greater ecstasy!
There was something so beautiful, so feminine about her shapely tale that it caused a lust beyond
lust within me. I forcibly groped and licked and nibbled the fleshy thing penetrating me in my
lust, while I happily observed her strongly feminine physique.
The being may not have been human anymore, but she still had known the meaning of
pleasure! With her tail lustfully slithering inside me, I felt myself coming to a powerful orgasm.
With the tongues of my lover and the feminine being slithering wildly with moans almost as loud
as mine, we all exploded in an orgasm that echoed across the jungle …
We felt a strong devotion toward the being that once called herself Jessica after that. It was
unexplainable. She did not expect it, but more than welcomed it. We proclaimed that we would
be there for her, whenever she needed us. While she did not expect to need help, having no
natural predators, she accepted that, too. As a keepsake, she gave us two of her claws, which
quickly regrew. They became necklaces we almost never removed …

Not long after we came home from our intense trip, The Body Maker (TM) was made
available to us in the special room behind the Latexica shop. Lexi’s successful evaluation was
the day before. The Maker was in the form of a large bath. Only one could use it at a time, while
I was more than willing to wait. Lexi would need time to adapt with my help, regardless.
Lexi was already naked, save for the suit. I wore her claw neckless with mine. Without any
hesitation, she laid on top of the metallic platform on top of the bed. “Choose a starting color for
me, Jen. Surprise me!” I responded, “Of course.”
I activated the sequence on the flat touch screen next to the bed. I gave it “black” as the
starting color. It immediately sank into the large bath. Shiny black liquid soon engulfed my
lover. On the screen, it stated what part of the sequence was running. I perhaps should have been
nervous, but my Suit perceived that as weakness, refusing to allow that thought from coming to
the surface.
The liquid Latexica ate through the Body Suit, before seeping into every pore, every hole
of Lexi’s body. It might as well have melted away her skin, too, the way it went through her.
Once inside her body, it meshed with every part of her: brain, organs, blood, bones, skin. It
spliced itself into her very DNA. It was becoming her, indivisible. It was truly remarkable. I
understood more than ever why the mind needed time to recover!
After more than half an hour, the sequence competed. The platform rose out of the
Latexica goo. Lexi was more than beautiful, now one in the same with the Latexica. Though no
longer skin in the old sense, it was amazing to see her truly naked again. I had forgotten how
sexy even her navel was!
I walked over to the unconscious woman, and called, “Wake up, Lexi!”
She slowly opened her eyes. At first they were like onyx stones, but the white of her eyes
quickly returned, as did her old eye color. Lexi sat up, looking confused, disoriented.
“Do you like the black?” I asked.
“Black? … Who are you. Do you wanna fuck? I really wanna fuck you!” she exclaimed.
I made out with her lovingly, passionately. The arousing Latexica flavor was powerful in
her spit. I placed her neckless around her neck. Inquisitively, Lexi took the claw in her
shimmering hand. “Jessica …” she barely said.
“Yes …” I said in quiet joy. “She’s our friend, Lexi. I am your lover: Jennifer … I’ll take
good care of you; then it’s my turn …”
Jessica
Looking at myself, Jessica, in my bathroom mirror, I finally felt no conflict toward what I
yearned to do. It’s hard to explain in any rational way. How could any Human explain a total
renunciation of their humanity?
I fell to this path be sheer chance, accident. After waking up from a half remembered
dream not long after encasing myself in this Full Body Latexica Suit, I had an incredible urge to
learn what this suit could really do. It told me without question: The Full Body Suit by Latexica,
inc, is capable of changing the user’s physical form, including DNA, with limitations including
gender change. In continued with a warning: If the user opts to change physical form, including
DNA, beyond simple muscle enhancement, the suit must never be removed, because DNA
alteration requires fusion with the users skin, thereby ensuring the user’s circulatory system is
connected with the Latexica. Genetic alteration is irreversible.

I then asked it if others had done such changes. It again answered without question. The
suit even showed me where many of those others were: the Amazon.
Though still uncertain after the queries, I worked to design what could be my future self. I
knew where I wanted to go; I had a general idea of the form. It took some negotiation, due to the
suits limitations, but I soon came upon an image I would accept.
Now that I was certain, I bought myself a one way ticket to Brazil. I didn’t even tell
anyone I was going. I just not longer cared. Someone will soon file a missing persons report,
likely learning my of my plane ticket, but they will never know exactly where I went, let alone
what I am about to do to myself.
Once I went through customs, without luggage to their confusion, I rented an old Jeep in
cash. I drove to the edge of the rainforest, and walked out of the Jeep. I had on no clothing since
I left, but that was culturally accepted, when one wore Latexica. My nipples were currently
hidden, as were my asshole and vagina. The color I set was a pale green to subtly tease myself
until I did the deed.
As part of the transformation program I created, I ensured that the process will be slow,
memorable, and not painful. I needed to remember every detail clearly of my renouncing of
humanity. I even had a small mirror!
Standing before the rainforest next to the car, I called up the transformation sequence. The
suit automatically gave me the expected warning, which I accepted.
First, the suit’s color darkened, while developing darker stripes along my body, giving me
natural camouflage. The covering of my nipples faded, showing my full breasts as they truly are.
Then, I started to feel the suit tighten, for lack of better words. I could almost feel it fuse with my
skin, and my blood invisibly start to flow through it. For a brief second, my breathing was heavy
and erratic, but the suit quickly eased my respiration, while it began to rewrite my DNA with my
blood flowing through it.
I suddenly dropped my mirror. My hands started to feel strange, and I brought them to my
face. My hands grew slightly longer and more slender in appearance, while nails grew to become
long, tough, sharp, gray claws. I could then see and feel my arm and shoulder muscles became
far more developed and efficient.
My hips then felt very strange. Feeling and seeing the growing muscle mass, the suit
compelled me to go to all fours. I did so without second thought, positioning my face over the
mirror. My fingers curled inward impulsively, while I leaned on my palms. On my knees, I
looked back to see and feel my feet almost but not quite follow suit with my hands. While my
big toes did not become thumbs, all my elongating toes with their growing claws became far
more prehensile. On impulse, I shifted my weight to the elongated toes, and let my knees
naturally position themselves above my waist. I could walk and run faster than any Human on all
fours, while I could still easily walk on two legs if necessary. There were still alterations to
come, ensuring my special movement.
My suit almost put me into a state of pure orgasmic bliss to ensure the next part was
painless. My neck and body began to stretch, elongate, while blatant muscles began to form
along. I repositioned my hands as necessary. Extra vertebrae began to form to accommodate the
increased length, while extra sets of ribs formed for the same reason. Then, my tailbone began to
separate into further vertebrae, capable of supporting a real tail. The moment the change was
complete, a large prehensile tale began to form, growing vertebrae within it. I looked back to
witness my striped tail’s growth with a large smile. I swung it back and forth happily the moment
it was fully formed.

I could then feel my head and mouth and eyes feel strange. Looking into the mirror, I could
already see that my brown eyes were completing their color shift to turquoise, while my vision
improved to far better than twenty-ten acuity. My hair fell away, before I brushed it off the
mirror with my partly reptilian hands. This allowed me to better see my ears grow and become
pointy in shape, while my hearing improved as dramatically as my vision. While my teeth
sharpened (developing more as well), my face began to lengthen almost around my nose,
developing into a long, proud snout with two slits for nostrils. Breathing deep through them, I
found myself capable of smelling long distances, and a greater sensitivity and understanding of
all the scent I could acquire. At the same time, my tongue lengthened considerably.
I breathed a long, satisfied smile, my physical transformation being complete. After
stretching my elongated body (opening my pussy), I began to masturbate wildly in celebration. I
flipped my tail up toward me to worship the new, thick appendage. At the same, the final part of
the transformation programed initiated. While not necessarily suppressing my Human memories
and emotions, all the proper, more animalistic instincts were enhanced and clarified. My
thoughts became simpler, cleaner, more vivid. Impulsively, I sucked off the end of my tail, and
with my spit as lube, I swung it around, and shoved it into my dripping pussy. I moved it in and
out as much as I could, while I wiggled it wildly within me. My G-spot was the focus. I moaned
and cooed widely, digging my claws deep into the dirt.
While not the intention consciously, the program made me fall in love with myself. I saw
no problem with it, especially through how I could fuck myself with my own tail! Besides, there
was nothing else like me. That was the point. In perfect acceptance and understanding of what I
became, I screamed in squirting orgasm all over my tail, and blacked out …
I eventually awoke. It was still day, barely. A distinct hunger hit me. Sniffing mindfully, a
feast was not far away. I stood up on all fours, and excitedly ran into the mysterious rainforest …
****
Research Journal
Dr. Lisa Barrows
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By the Great L’sothot, I have fully changed myself and all humanity with the gift of
immortality and pure feminism via my special latex! Very soon, no man shall exist in the world,
having transformed themselves into women thanks to subtle manipulations within the Latexica’s
programing. Starting as early as a decade ago, we recently discovered that other women
transformed themselves into whole other feminine species! All studies indicate that they have
attained immortality as well, due to merging fully with the Latexica for their transformation.
It was recently uncovered that there were already other, possibly immortal humanoid
species: Vampires, Succubi, and likely others. They are currently incompatible with Latexica,
while they never posed a threat to its spread. They simply adapted to the new way of Humans.
My goals are fulfilled.

Universe: Edge
Dark Drive
“As you can see, Detective, it’s obviously Vampire,” Detective Lou Jackson stated to
Cosmic Detective Robert Barrows. The twenty year old male Brad O'Reilly lay on a cold slab
with numerous bite marks over major arteries. Many of the bites were sloppy, while his body
was covered with his blood at the crime scene. He was completely mutated.
“Yes, but I can tell you right now that it is not or unlikely to be a Vampire of Passion,” he
said with certainty. Subject the Great Cosmic Vampire Gods of Passion, there were three breeds
of Vampires of Passion: Pleasure, Power, and Consumption. “As you know, it is incredibly rare
for one of them to kill, and it is never without reason. They are also much cleaner. They would
never let so much blood go to waste.” Since the Cosmic Revelation half a century before in
2113, Vampires of Passion, Succubi, and Erotic Witches were not only common knowledge, but
also lived symbiotically with Humans. The majority of which lived symbiotically for millennia
prior in secret.
Sergeant Laura Jones walked into the super clean morgue, and handed Detective Jackson
the lab’s Paper Tablet Computer. “Here’s the toxicology report, sir.”
“Thank you, sergeant,” Jackson stated, while sternly taking the Tablet. Jones quickly
walked out. Jackson looked over the report baffled. “Humph … Barrows, how’s your knowledge
on Vampire Venoms?”
“Expert,” he stated matter-of-factly, while taking the Tablet. He had degrees in both
biochemistry and criminology. “The composition appears similar to Sex Drive. Never saw
anything quite like this, though …” Sex Drive was the street name of a drug derived from the
pleasure enhancing compounds found in the venom of Vampires of Passion. Most of it is
synthesized in makeshift labs, and completely artificial. The concentrations in Vampire Venom
were simply not enough to be more addictive than a morning coffee. The drug’s name came from
an early twenty-first century film about a similar drug.
“A new Drive variant?”
“Perhaps, detective, but I don’t think it’s really based on Sex Drive. Look at this,” he
pointed to a molecule. “The organic variants of Drive are both poorly concentrated and fail to
filter out all of the Vampire genetic construct, which of course lays dormant until dissipated or
activated by drinking Human blood within a day. The compound here is like that construct, but is
not from any of the three Passion Breeds.”
“It almost looks like a retrovirus,” he stated, never having seen such constructs before.
“Yes, but I think this one may be artificial. Either way, it almost looks like we’re seeing
evidence of an undocumented Vampire subspecies …”

****
Lisa walked into her university apartment with a discrete, opaque plastic bag in hand.
“Lisa, you didn’t!” Amanda exclaimed unhappily to her blonde roommate on the couch.
“Yup! Supposed to be the good stuff, too!” she said happily. “Fully synthesized, not from a
real Vampire.”
Amanda said quietly, angrily, “You know how illegal Drive is!”
“Oh, come on, Amanda! You know the stuff’s not as addictive as they say. You had some
yourself a couple of months ago.”
“Not by choice! Brad slipped it in my drink,” she snapped.
“And you two had the best sex you ever had!” she clarified.
“And the last.” She broke up with Brad after she found out he drugged her. “Besides, I’m
not in the mood to masturbate multiple times a day for the next couple of weeks …” Sex Drive
always enhanced libido temporarily long after it leaves the system.
“You could be,” Lisa smirked deviously, shaking the bag …
****
Detective Barrows walked up to a striking, blue eyed brunette in a crowded bar. She wore
a highly revealing, black latex bra, with a matching jacket, skirt and heals. The clothing looked
anachronistic to him, yet incredibly erotic. She was taller than Barrows by a couple of inches,
and noticeably even more fit physically. Her complexion was very fair, while her black hair
flowed back wildly. Her fit physique merely enhanced her radiant beauty.
“Out hunting tonight, Ariana?” Barrows asked the woman slyly.
“Oh, my sweet Robbie, you know we don’t call it that anymore,” she replied seductively,
before taking a sip of her warm, blood plasma derived drink. Her manner of speech was heavily
muddled, while it contained stubborn Balkan undertones. “Besides, you’re here now!” Her
retracted fangs looked rather sharp, while she toothily smiled.
He looked her over, and stated, “I’m working a case, Ana.”
“You’re such a bore! … But, I sense it should worry me.”
“Yeah, I think we’ve found something new. We shouldn’t talk here.”
“Finally!” She took his arm with her cool hand, and guided him out.
They made their way to Ariana’s house down the street. Inside, it was filled with trinkets
from her implausibly long life. She prized the Renaissance above all else, for she could never
bring herself to sell just one of those quite breathtaking pieces.
“So you found another Vampire of Shadow?” she asked, while they sat on her well worn
couch. Vampires of Shadow are a whole other subspecies of Vampire, who are not subject to the
Great Vampire Gods of Passion. They continue to be secretive about their nature, even though
their existence is known.
“I don’t know. The whole thing bothers me.” He took out his Paper Tablet, unfolded it,
and handed it to Ariana. “You know that no Vampire is so messy unless they flipped, Ana.
There’s something else, too …”
“That compound looks just like the one you uncovered this morning in your files. My
friends know of it. There are some interesting rumors about it,” she said, reading his mind.
“Yeah, I haven’t told the other detective yet. Wanted to … consult with you first.”
“How sweet,” she said sarcastically. “Well, like you already know, that drug only appeared

within the last month. We know nothing about it for sure, save that it is perhaps more delicious
to Humans than even Drive. The most common rumor is that it can make your kind go nuts after
it provides all the expected affects of Drive.”
“Nuts?”
“We have no idea! All we really know for sure is that it does nothing to us.”
Barrows rubbed his eyes from the stress. He hadn’t had a vacation in years, and this new
case was affecting him poorly. He was untimely hitting the proverbial brick wall.
With great empathy, Ariana wrapped her arms around him, and said, “Take the night off.
Let’s fuck around.” She began to rub his crotch tenderly. “I’ll top it all off with a foot job,
Robbie.”
“Fuck! I can’t resist you …” he answered breathlessly. Ariana was a Vampire of Pleasure,
and could seduce almost as well as a Succubus. They were on and off lovers as well, and knew
each other long before he was promoted to the Cosmic Crimes Detective Unit of the Federated
Police. Not long after the Cosmic Revelation, such relationships were accepted culturally,
openly. The start of their relationship was integral to his first case as a Cosmic Detective, where
they brought down the local drug lord specializing in Sex Drive and Control, the later of which
based off the mind controlling substance found in the venom from Vampires of Power. Like all
drug trade, however, the substances still found their way back on the streets, albeit to a lesser
extent thus far.
They then leaned in for a deep passionate kiss. Ariana’s spit was already filled with her
pleasure filled venom. In the nearly unbearable arousal, they tore each other’s clothes off, and
humped each other wildly until they both came wildly.
Ariana kissed and licked down the detective’s body. Her bright white fangs were fully
descended, and she made sure to scrape them against him. She soon worshiped his solid cock
with her knowledgable hands and mouth, before she slowly, teasingly unstrapped her heals, and
clamped her silken size nines around it. Flexing her back almost inhumanly, she sucked him off
at the same time. He soon exploded into her hungry mouth. She always told him that she liked
the taste of Human Cum (male and female) better than blood!
“Oh, my fucking God, Ana! … Wow, you’re always so amazing … and you didn’t even
bite me yet!” he said breathlessly, impulsively.
“Oh, you know I love to save to best for last, Human!” She then plunged her sharp fangs
into his inner thigh, her pleasure filled venom poured into his veins, as his blood poured into her
hungry mouth. Pupils fully dilated from her mind blowing juice, he soon came so hard it almost
hurt all over Ariana’s pitch black hair …
****
Lisa walked into Amanda’s room with a drink in hand. “Hey, Amanda, Jack mixed up a
drink, and I thought you might like some.”
“What’s in it?” she asked almost nervously.
“Oh, nothing, it’s nonalcoholic. We’re driving to the holo-movies,” she answered
disarmingly.
Jack was aways very good at making drinks, with or without alcohol. “All right.”
Amanda took the drink from Lisa, who left right after. She drank it down far more quickly
than she expected. It was simply delicious! She tried to jump back to her studying, but her mind
was just not into it.

A cloud expanded past her mind, and into her whole body, making her feel warm and
good. She at first unconsciously was rubbing her toes along her sole, before she did it
consciously from how good it felt. She rolled onto her back, feeling the great warmth engulfing
her. Her mind was all but a blank from it.
In spite of the haze, she was just barely able to process what she was feeling. It was like
how she felt the one time she ingested Sex Drive! A part of her knew that she should be feeling
anger and shock, but Drive or whatever was within her shut off such feelings.
Her body was growing slick with sweet; she could not help but touch herself. As an
overheating, breathless zombie, she dragged herself to her room’s mirror. All she could do was
touch her wet self more in her growing arousal, while occasionally sucking the sweat off her
fingers. Her awareness of being drugged no longer mattered, for her hot arousal was all that there
was. She was simply a beautiful woman: darker skin, slim yet healthy body, brown eyes, and
dark brown hair. Who wouldn’t love a chance to drool over her. She was hot for herself and
anything that ever aroused her in her life, including the last time she was drugged in a similar
way.
She soon stumbled her way back onto her bed. Sensitized, wet feet rubbing the soft sheets
and wet hand holding the bedpost tight, she rubbed her dripping pussy with lustful passion. She
happily moaned and grunted in a lust she never thought possible. Liquid dripped down the bed
post from her sweaty palms. Her wet toes grabbed at the sheets. The hot, powerful arousal soon
became everything she ever was. Mouth and eyes open wide, she screamed in a deafening
orgasm …
****
“I agree, Detective Barrows, there does seem to be a connection between that new drug
and these killings,” Detective Jackson stated uncomfortably. Three more murders matching the
description of the first had occurred over the night in their city, while they obtained reports of
similar murders within the general vicinity.
“We first need to obtain a sample of the drug, and my source is working on that,” he stated
referring to Ariana, who wiped him out from the night before. He hid it well, partly thanks to the
healing compounds in her venom, but “donating” large amounts of blood was always taxing.
“Yes … I have a feeling we’ve hit this at the start, and that it is well coordinated.”
“Perhaps the killings aren’t, but the drug may be,” Barrows corrected. “That’s assuming
it’s being distributed as Sex Drive.”
Jackson sighed. The obvious aspect they weren’t saying verbally was how the evidence
suggested that the new drug actually turned people into Vampires. Such a possibility was never
thought possible, although it was possible to create at least Succubi artificially. “All right, ready
to start knocking down doors?” Jackson asked, handing over the list of people connected to the
victims. Those that matched the hair samples were placed at the top.
“Lets go!”
****
“What the fuck, Lisa!” Amanda screamed at her roommate, who just returned from a night
with her boyfriend.
“What?”

“You drugged me! What the fuck!?”
“It was the best orgasm of your life, right? I know I’m not feeling any ill affects. My
boyfriend isn’t either!”
“You took it, too?”
“Yeah, it was the best batch of Drive ever! I took the same stuff when you were away the
other day for a cheap thrill, and that’s what made me buy more. We’re gonna do more tonight, a
lot more!” she exclaimed licking her lips.
Amanda could not deny that it was the best orgasm of her life, while she was forcing
herself to not want another dose. Her thirst for it was almost unbearable. She then realized how
she could remember nothing after that orgasm, not even a dream. There was also no residual
arousal the next morning, while there was an odd taste in her mouth. Oddly, a part of her
suggested that it could be very difficult to become aroused without it now. “Are you sure it was
Drive?” she asked worriedly. “I don’t feel like I did the last time …”
“I told you I got the best shit! Pure and concentrated …” A knock at the door interrupted
their conversation.
Lisa answered the door
“Hello, I am Detective Barrows, and this is Detective Jackson,” they flashed their wildly
contrasting badges, “may we come in?”
“Uh … What’s this all about?” Amanda asked almost nervously.
“Brad Andrews was found dead two days ago. You and your friend Lisa had relations with
him?” Jackson asked.
“He’s a friend,” Amanda answered in shock. “My roommate Lisa dated him a while ago …
Come in …” She led them inside, and the all sat around the coffee table.
“Brad’s dead?” Amanda asked in disbelief.
“Yes,” Barrows answered, “the murder is unusual to say the least. When was the last time
either of you saw him?”
“I hadn’t seen him since we broke up a while ago. Bad argument, I guess,” Amanda
answered.
“I saw him a few days ago. We crossed paths in the university cafe,” Lisa answered, while
feeling like she saw him even sooner without memory of it.
“Did you two discuss anything?” Barrows asked.
“No,” Amanda answered. “We just said ‘hi.’ That was it.”
“OK,” Barrows stated. “If you two remember anything out of the ordinary, contact Local
Station Twelve, and ask for either Jackson or I,” They left.
****
“So what do you think, Barrows?”
“Not sure. Lisa’s dyed hair definitely matched the sample color-wise.”
“There’s still that odd thing about the DNA.”
“Yes, like you, I thought it was just some error, but I’m not sure now either.”
“Search warrant, genetic test? If they have some of that new drug, we would definitely
have something.”
“Yes, I think so. You go get one, Jackson, while I talk with my contact.”
Barrows made his was way to Ariana’s house an hour later at dusk. She always liked to
sleep in, and was a little annoyed to be woken up so early. In spite of myth, Ultra Violet Rays

were not deadly to Vampires of Passion, even though their skin was indeed sensitive to it. They
were simply nocturnal.
“An Artificial Vampire: That is what you refuse to admit the possibility of, you thick
headed Human,” she stated, while handing him a cup of expensive, genuine coffee exactly how
he liked it: strong with real sugar. In her other hand, she held a tall glass of warmed blood, which
was probably cow (her preferred substitute). She was wearing a gushy white robe, and nothing
else. Her hair was more wild and enticing than the night before, having just awoke. They stood in
her modern, sterile kitchen.
“I guess so, Ana. But, how is such a thing possible?” Vampires were assumed to be the
only Cosmic Beings that could not be created artificially. Indeed, the ancient Book of Passions
has no description of creating an Artificial Vampire, while it describes beings that can only be
created artificially like Werewolves (Lycanthropes).
She sighed, knowing that this case would lead to her telling him things otherwise left
unsaid. She took a savoring swig of the blood, put the glass down, and stated, “What I am about
to tell you is strictly taboo, and more off the record than our usual meetings … You know a lot
about how Vampires of Passion breed, but not everything. All you were ever taught was based
off of lab tests from our venom alone. You know how my breed worships the orgasm, all Passion
Breeds do, albeit not as much as my breed. To activate our genetic construct, you must drink
Human Blood the day it’s within you, yes, but to ensure transformation, the Maker’s blood must
be drunk and an ultimate orgasm must occur. Sex Drive is such a strong concentration of our
synthesized venom that it gives a sense of our control over the orgasm, while it is addictive
because the Human Brain cannot recover from the devastating endorphin blast quickly. It comes
with no healing compound. If a construct was altered or made in just the right way, then it may
be possible to use the orgasm itself to active it and ensure transformation. Or at least, that is a
secret concern amongst my kind.”
“Retrovirus experiments …” he muttered. He took his phone goggle out of his pocket, put
it on, and stated, “Call Janice … Hey, Janice, could you send me all the data we have on
artificial retroviruses cross referenced with Vampires … OK, thanks.”
Ariana looked at him questioningly, while he pocketed the phone.
“Don’t feel like reading my mind? There’s something about retrovirus experiments that’s
just at the edge of my memory …” His Paper Tablet suddenly beeped, and he took it out. “That’s
it …” He moved the Tablet over so Ariana could also see. “Dr. Cornelia Reynolds was a late
twentieth, early twenty-first century pioneer in retrovirus research. Her methods are still
considered controversial. Back in the nineteen-nineties she theorized that ingesting Human
Blood like a Vampire could be used to control aging, while she used her special retrovirus later
to test that. She was right, but didn’t know it. Her own experiments in that area were
inconclusive. Her theories seem more based on myth than actual Vampires, as it seems she did
not know of any in the flesh. Still, the retrovirus she created is the basis for much of the medical
field today.”
“Could the retrovirus in the drug be related to that?”
“I hate to say it, but yes, Ana. Structurally, I can see that the early versions are all but the
same …”
****
While the night went on, Amanda could not stop thinking about the orgasm she had last

night, while feeling completely unable to become aroused by it. She felt a growing frustration
from it. Instead of having her mind clouded by arousal, her mind was clouded by the memory of
an orgasm she could not achieve on her own.
“Hey, Amanda, thirsty?” Lisa said almost slyly, holding a small bottle of semi-clear liquid.
“What?” she replied breathlessly, swallowing dryly. “Something’s wrong. Withdrawals or
something … Brad was murdered, and all I want is that orgasm I had last night!”
“Wow, I think it’s affected you more strongly than me! Actually, after the second taste, I
discovered some amazing side affects.” She impulsively removed her shirt, revealing a tight well
toned stomach, and flexed her now noticeable arm muscles. Her bare chest seemed slightly larger
as well, probably from the increased muscle mass. “I’m so much stronger now. I mean, they’re
not weight lifter muscles, but they act like it. The muscles are like some sexy woman that just
happens to be good a running! There’s something else, too, Amanda.”
“What?”
“I think I’m smarter! Everything is so much clearer to me. Fuck, I forgot to study for a test
today that I somehow knew every answer. Everything is so sharp. I also know that I need to take
Drive again to maintain this, and I will.” Her eyes went wide.
Amanda’s throat and mouth were so dry in that moment, while everything within her
screamed to take the drug her roommate held.
Lisa unscrewed the cap, and depressed the top to fill the plastic dropper. She brought the
high dose toward Amanda, who automatically opened wide, tongue extended. While the
deliciously sweet liquid dripped into her mouth, she latched onto the dropper with her lips, and
sucked on it like the addict she blatantly was. Lisa gave herself the same dose after, while
savoring just as lustfully.
Feeling the unwatered down drug already taking hold, they began to lustfully make out.
They fell to the floor, while their bodies quickly became red hot with arousal. Sweat made their
bodies unnaturally slick and shiny just as quickly.
In the erotic blur, they tore their clothes away, and began to scissor like they were always
lesbians. While the pleasure built, Amanda could feel and see her body strengthen like Lisa’s,
while her mind sharpened. Lisa was clearly holding back in anticipation for Amanda’s new
strength, for she was then thrusting with that superhuman strength like Amanda. The audible
grinding drove them just that much more wild. Their minds were soon consumed with lust and
passion. At the moment of orgasm, everything was as clear as the fangs jutting downward …
****
Barrows rubbed his weary eyes, while sitting on Ariana’s comfortable couch. A tiny bottle
of the suspected drug sat on the happily aged mahogany coffee table before him. A handwritten
note in Ariana’s masterful hand lay next to it, with information on the drug’s source. “There
were two more murders last night, Ana, including that of Lisa’s boyfriend.”
“I know, I saw on the news,” she said, while tenderly wrapping her arm him.
“How did you get it?”
“A Drive dealer I suspected for a while. Don’t worry, he’s fine, but he won’t be dealing
drugs anymore.” Such dealers were one of the few motives Vampires had for killing Humans
now.
“You never leave any for me, do ya’?” he asked lightly, hiding in vein his annoyance of
her form of justice.

“You know I haven’t changed completely with the times, my Human,” she said seductively
with a fierce smile. She then started to passionately make out with him. “I’ll make you feel
better.”
“I know, baby … First, I gotta get this stuff to the lab, and have Jackson bring those girls
in for questioning …” he said breathlessly, knowing and unhappy that Lisa and Amanda were
obviously not the only suspected users.
****
Lisa and Amanda were laying happily in a pool of blood of their own making. Their
hapless victim was pushed off the motel bed not long before. They happily chuckled while they
glanced at the dead man. The white of their eyes was now deeply bloodshot, while the color was
distinctly dulled.
“Oh, FUCK! I’m still feeling the rush!” Lisa exclaimed, blood escaping her mouth. Blood
always awakens a Vampire’s body.
“Me, too! Wow, you look fuckin’ hot covered with blood, Amanda!” she observed
aroused. The look of the deep red blood contrasting with their now deathly pale skin sexually
drove her as wild as her friend.
“You look hotter, Lisa! Hey, do you think they’ll charge us extra for the mess?” she asked
jokingly. All either really cared about now was sex and blood. They were now permanently
Vampires, and fully embraced their new selves.
Lisa laughed loudly, “We’ll just say it was bed bugs!” She began to passionately make out
with her fellow Vampire. They ground their wet pussies together feeling pleasure beyond what
they ever felt as Humans. It was a pleasure they knew would always be that amazing. They soon
screamed loudly in a lust filled orgasm, before they resumed their lust making …
****
Detective Barrows again found himself on Ariana’s couch later that night. Him and
Jackson were unable to locate Lisa and Amanda. There was not yet enough evidence to call them
suspects (it all hinged on the lab tests of the new drug), so they were simply told to wait for the
roommates to return. Jackson and another officer were patiently waiting at the university, while
Barrows said he was to talk with his “source.”
Ariana kissed him sweetly on the lips, and said quietly, “This job is killing you, Robert.”
“I know, Ana …” This case was Barrow’s worst nightmare. He always had a strong respect
for Vampires, while he barely admitted he loved one. Plus, his subtly graying temples revealed
his sometimes harsh profession.
Ariana took his hand, and brought him to her bedroom. She knew how much he needed
someone right then, and she was remarkably more his than she ever admitted. They were soon on
the bed naked, Barrows humping Ariana with a slow want. Sometimes there was a distinct lustful
tinge to their love making, but this time it was pure. They soon came together in a quiet, loving
orgasm.
They soon tightly cuddled, with Ariana’s toned back to Barrow’s front. He was always
amazed whenever she didn’t bite him during sex.
“You’ll need every drop of blood in you to finish this,” she said with a subtle lisp, proving
her fangs were descended. The Vampire fed during sex so often that her fangs were descended

out of habit.
“You have all eternity, but I never seem to find the time to love you,” he whispered
impulsively, not realizing he said it out loud at first …
Barrows Tablet beeped an hour later, while his tiny phone sounded in his coat pocket. He
answered the phone, “Yes?”
“This is Janice, Detective,” Dr. Janice Laurainne, lab technician, answered with a serious
tone. Her image was clear on the tiny glass square. “I have analyzed the drug.”
He was not surprised by the relative speed. Computer modeling lab techniques were highly
efficient by the twenty-second century. “What do you find?”
“Like you observed, it’s like Drive, but it really isn’t. The pleasure enhancing compound is
only a small percentage stronger than the average Drive, while it produces little to no side affects
on its own like we would expect. It, however, can make the user fully reliant starting with the
first dose. There may be psychological immunity. Like you uncovered, the retrovirus is almost
identical to the one most commonly used in the last century. It lacks the required NanoSignature, so we cannot track down its source. I think the source you uncovered may be where it
came from, though. It is a suspected Drive facility.”
“Anything else?”
“Yes. It will affect everyone slightly differently, while it will affect both men and women
about the same way sexually. However, that retrovirus goes to work only on women as early as
the first dose, making them into a kind of Vampire we never knew existed. Like I said, there may
only be psychological immunity, where some women may shake off the addiction, preventing
any permanent changes. The orgasmic nature of the overall drug plays a key role in the Vampire
Transformation, according to the simulations, while the woman does not remember their
vampiric transformation at first.”
“What do you mean?”
“The vampiric affect can wear off, making them Human again, possibly not even
remembering their Vampire selves. It is not unlike the rare Daywalkers of the Vampires of
Shadow. But, most are already addicted to the drug, so they take it again. It enhances and
embellishes the violent, addictive nature within all of us. The more they take it, the more likely
the transformation to Vampire is permanent. Then, the drug is useless to them. Of course, this is
all projection.” She was always cold and calculated, but her analysis clearly worried her.
They ended the call soon after. Ariana heard everything; her ears were quite sharp!
“There is obviously a purpose to this,” Ariana stated.
“Why would you say that, Ana?” he asked, thinking the same thing. He had a nasty habit
of seeing if others agreed with his theories before he even stated them.
“This isn’t some accident, Robert. We are at the beginning of something far grander. I’ve
lived too long to not see the affect of invisible threads. There is someone out there that wants
these Artificial Vampires for some new purpose.”
“What purpose is that?” he asked uncomfortably. She was moving beyond his theory.
“I don’t know, but there are no accidental transformations. Someone somewhere must pull
the strings. Unfortunately, these aren’t the Cosmic Gods, or at least the ones we know and lust
for … We must get to the source of the drug. Then, maybe, we’ll know enough to stop whatever
is happening.” The look in her eyes was of a warrior's passion.
****

“People like to forget how old tech still has its uses,” a man said quietly in a dimly lit
room. A computer console sat before him with a growing list of names. A chaotic fire happily
crackled in the stone fireplace across the room.
“Yes,” the female scientist behind him said with subtle discomfort.
“Is that a hint of doubt, my dear?” he said without swiveling his chair. It amused him to act
like a generic villain, when he was something far more.
“No, sir. Well, not to the plan.”
“Go on.”
“Are you sure these new Vampires can be controlled, sir? They’re chaotic, unbound.”
“That is the point, my dear! You know full well what our Masters want. Of course, you put
in that control fail safe yourself. I’m surprised you have so little faith in the old retrovirus, when
its sibling fully controls a whole other Earth.”
“If I may reiterate, sir, that mechanism only controls Humans there. I never guaranteed it
would work on other humanoids, whether we created them or not.”
“Well, that is a good point, my good doctor. Perhaps we should test it then, eh?” He typed
on the flat keypad before him …
Lisa and Amanda found themselves driving to some old warehouse outside the city. They
didn’t know why they felt compelled to go there, let alone how they knew its location, but
somehow didn’t care. Indeed, they just fucked and fed. Their clothes were as covered with
Human Blood as their spit.
Inside the brightly lit warehouse were many other Vampires like them, or at least, women
soon to be as such. The latter were being fed large amounts of the last thing they would drink
before bloodlust fully overtook them. All the fully transformed had blood on them not their own,
while their eyes were wildly bloodshot with dulled irises. Filling the warehouse around them
were machines happily churning the dark drug, and many stockpiled metal crates.
It was soon very clear that there were distinct groups: Vampires, soon to be Vampires, and
another group overseeing above. There appeared to be no direct way to the above platform. The
ones above looked like scientists in their metallic, white attire and enhanced glasses, save for one
aberrant man in the middle. A kind of dark chaos seemed to surround him. His image was
blurred at the distance, in contrast to the others.
“Greetings!” the dark man called happily. “You may call me Jonas. Be lustful, this is a
party! We have fresh Human Blood arriving now; we have plenty of New Drive to those who
still require it.”
People walked in with large crates smelling of that which they all desired. The drug
already transformed the others in an orgasmic overdose. The doors automatically locked behind
them, and the deliverers unsuspectingly became what they delivered. In that moment, what little
was left of Lisa, Amanda, or any of them melted into the whole …
“I told you, my good doctor, I told you all,” Jonas stated happily to the observing scientists
around him. “They are as chaotic and controlled as we want them to be. Of course, they are but
an appetizer to what the Nameless Ones have planned!”
****
Barrows and Ariana walked out of their electric vehicles in front of the suspected
warehouse. Many other transport units surrounded. One near them had visible blood on the side
window. They could hear the haunting feeding frenzy within the building.

“I think we have probable cause, Ana,” Barrows said dryly, drawing his pulse-pistol.
Ariana barely acknowledged him. For the first time in many centuries, she was mentally
prepared for battle. Both an ancient sword and modern pulsearm rested under her long, black
leather overcoat, patiently waiting to be wielded. “Are you ready to fight at my side, Human?
None of the Vampires in there will show mercy. All they are is chaos,” she said in a tone more
serious than he ever knew.
“You fight them off, while I disable the machines.”
Ariana gave Barrows an odd look. She was not accustomed to taking orders, especially by
men, but she silently acknowledged.
They made their way to the back door. It was locked, but Barrows hacked the keypad.
They quietly ascended the dark, metal steps before them. At the top lay an open door to the
platform overlooking the large, main room of the building. They stepped onto the metal
platform, the sound of the feeding frenzy below was as deafening as it was nauseating. Other
closed doors lay along the platform.
‘Something’s wrong,’ Ariana suddenly said in my head. Someone suddenly pushed Ariana
over the rail. With ease, she fell on her feet in the middle of frenzied Vampires. A Human’s legs
would have shattered at the very least. The crazed Vampires lunged at her moments later. Her
blade flew out expertly. She fought them all at once with skill beyond her long dead brethren.
Her form was as elegant and beautiful as it was terrifying. Any Human would have had to resist
the urge to run into a corner and beg for mercy.
Barrows turned to the dark man. He would have lunged at the man if the man didn’t have a
pulse-pistol pointed at him.
“How?” Barrows asked quietly, referring to him impossibly sneaking up on Ariana.
“Chaos, detective,” he said with a dark smile. “I am Jonas Triegg. You may shake my
pistol in lieu of my hand. What you see below is barely even a taste of what is to come. Yet, the
end of that is nothing like the beginning.”
“What are you talking about?” he asked, nervously looking at the warrior Vampire below,
firing her pistol with one hand, and swinging her sword with the other.
“You now have a choice. A choice you’ve already made. She is more than gallant, but she
cannot hold them all back for long. She is … not exactly new. Her skills as a warrior have
sharpened, while her willingness to kill has dulled. She cannot survive without your help within
the next few moments. Yet, you can have me. I know all the conspirators, and were all the data
can be found. This is the only facility for New Drive. It will be destroyed in less than five
minutes by high explosives, along with all of those conspirators and data. They have no idea! I
had quite a lot a fun!” He laughed playfully.
Barrows worriedly looked down to the loosing Ariana, who would fight to the death, and
back up. On the wall hung a merchandise moving antigrav-plate, which Jonas probably put there
to ensure Barrows’ choice. Jonas was clearly a master manipulator. Barrows grabbed the
remarkably light plate, and used it to slow his descent to the ground floor. He rode it down in the
kind of heroic pose he avoided. Such cliches he always found cringe worthy.
“Consistent Human,” Jonas stated happily. He looked up, and sung, “Don’t know where,
don’t know when, but perhaps we’ll meet again … on the moon?” He calmly walked down the
back steps.
Ariana had fought off most of them. However, she no longer killed automatically, and
many of those she fought off almost fatally came back at her. She was already receiving injuries
faster than she could heal. The crazed Vampires were too concentrated on the ancient one to

notice Barrows’ perfect ascent. That ascent gave him the edge he needed to aid the loosing
Ariana, and make his way to her.
“We have to get out of here now!” Barrows screamed. “What?” she grunted back. “It’s
rigged to blow!” he screamed.
They made their way to the main doors, fighting off the last of the Artificial Vampires.
Ariana was weak and heavily injured, while she leaned on Robert. There was no time for her to
feed, however. He unlocked the door from the control panel next to it. The door opened just in
time for them to be blasted outward from the explosion …
****
Robert Barrows, who only had an already cured concussion, walked into the dark hospital
room to see the resting Ariana. He called for an ambulance before passing out at the now
destroyed facility. They found out she was not dead by testing her brain activity, as was standard
for checking vitals. They found out she was a Vampire by also checking the sharpness of certain
teeth. An IV of Human Blood was hooked into her arm. The Life Signs Monitor above the bed
on the wall showed minimal life signs, which resulted from the IV. Even by the twenty-second
century, so many Humans assumed Vampires were invincible, while even Robert subconsciously
pretended as such.
“Anaea, the last of the Amazons,” Robert said quietly, revealing Ariana’s original name.
Long lived beings were known to eventually choose new names for themselves, if only to blend
in better. He was one of the few to know her original after her time fell into myth.
“I’m sorry?” Doctor Lisa Hendrix asked curiously. Robert barely even noticed she was
there.
“She would heal much faster if she fed directly on a Human,” he said without looking
away from Anaea.
“Oh, of course, but we don’t exactly keep Humans in storage,” she said dryly,
uncomfortably. “It must be consensual, too …”
“It always is,” he said, walking toward Anaea.
“Oh, I see. I’ll leave you two alone.” The doctor walked out.
Robert rolled up his sleeve, and walked over to sleeping Vampire. He brushed her wild
black hair back, while presenting his bare wrist. “Anaea,” he called to wake her. Almost
automatically, she opened her mouth, and plunged her already descended fangs into his wrist.
The monitor came alive as she, while her body processed the fresh blood. His legs instantly
turned to jelly from the pleasure filled venom, while he almost fell on top of her.
Anaea pulled her fangs out, retracted them, and said, “Thank you, Robert … You have
something else for me?” She never had trouble reading his mind, but she knew he secretly didn’t
like that.
“Yes, Anaea … I’m leaving the Federated Police. I just can’t do it anymore; not after
everything that’s happened … I just want to be with you.” He lovingly kissed her on the
forehead, after she automatically licked up the few drops of escaping blood from his wrist.
“Eternity?” It was the first time she offered that to anyone. Though it was tempered the
moment she was transformed, her Amazonian nature tended to put her psychologically above all
men and weak women. Yet, Robert proved to be an equal in her dark eyes.
Robert wanted to accept her offer, but knew he wasn’t yet ready for that. “I … I just want
right now.” He hugged her tightly …

Universe: Edge
Rogue Planet
Expedition Geologist Rebecca Aldo slowly opened her bleary eyes. An image of a man
slowly came into focus through the thick glass. Though, he was not a man in the traditional
sense. Ray was an android model version five, with software revision two: AMV5R2. He
represented the supporting company, while his skills as an android were fully available. While
specialized, far less humanoid robots were more common, it was cheaper to send a single
multipurpose android for survey expeditions.
The dark haired, faux-Human machine slowly opened the glass stasis chamber cover, and
asked, “How do you feel Dr. Rebecca Aldo?”
It was standard procedure to wake up the crew one at a time, while the medical officer was
always awoken first. She could see the fit, attractive Dr. Laura Smith in her underwear toweling
off the opaque stasis gel. “I told you that you can call me Becca or even Rebecca, remember?”
“Sorry, Becca, it was meant to be a formal question …” he said apologetically. She did like
Ray, but her rather informal nature threw him off at times.
“Don’t worry, I’m fine, Ray … Just bleary eyed.” Rebecca was the only one on the
expedition who could handle stasis without wanting to sleep for months. Indeed, she almost felt
energetic!
Laura put on the temporary gray jumpsuit, before she gave herself a quick medical scan.
Stasis was far from natural, and can be physically damaging to even the most physically fit. She
was fine, though, in spite of her grogginess. Luckily, their journey only required a year of stasis,
while traveling above “terrestrial” speeds. Rebecca walked up to her, after she toweled herself
off.
“You know I’m fine, Laura,” Rebecca said to the Expedition Medical Officer and
Biomedical Scientist.
“Of, of course you are, Rebecca, but you know it’s standard procedure … It’s the others
I’ll always be more worried about.” Her voice was expectedly shaky next to the scantily clad
Rebecca, who she worried about far more than she admitted.
While Laura looked Rebecca over, Ray opened up each Stasis Bed in turn. There was the
wizened Ship Captain Doug Jameson, Expedition Leader and Cartographer Dr. Louis Black,
Ship Navigator Jenna Blake, Stellar Communicator Robert Trio, Chief Ship Engineer John
Underwood, Ship Chemical Engineer Brian Solo, and finally Expedition Ecologist Dr. Fred
Stone.
****

Fred, Laura, and Robert sat in the ship’s mess hall eating a large, nutrient right meal,
which was barely eatable. Stasis often drained the body of nutrients, while the gel often caused
skin to dry. It was mandatory to eat and shower after being in stasis, but it didn’t matter which
was done first. The others were in the showers. Not needing stasis or nutrients, the android Ray
was in the Command Center of their ship the Contumax watching over the controls until the
ship’s crew took their posts.
“There’s something that’s been nagging at me about Dr. Aldo,” The Ship Communicator
Robert stated quietly.
Laura looked over to him with an uncomfortable look.
“And, what’s that?” the Expedition Ecologist Fred asked curiously.
“Well, you’ve seen her -- tall, brunette, slim, healthy, youthful, but her company file says
she’s forty-five! She handled stasis better than all of us, too,” Robert relayed with amazement.
Like most, he really could feel his body complaining about the extreme inactivity.
“Anyone can be attractive at forty-five, Rob,” Laura stated defensively.
“Not THAT attractive!” Robert stated. “Oh, yes, there’s those gene therapies now, but you
can kinda tell. She looks thirty or younger, and more radiant than any thirty year old …”
“What are you getting at, Rob?” Dr. Rebecca Aldo asked, while she casually walked into
the room. Oddly, she bypassed their table, and put together a plate of food for herself. It was as if
she didn’t really worry about their conversation. All eyes were automatically on her.
“I, ah …” Robert stammered. “I just don’t know you all that well.”
Rebecca sat next to them with a tray of food, putting on an almost sly smile. “No, you
don’t, Rob.”
“Are you …” Robert stumbled. “I just have to know …”
“You don’t have to know anything about me, Rob.” She sighed, and continued, “Still,
you’re not gonna stop babbling about your suspicions ad nauseam about me until I tell you.”
“It’s true isn’t it?” Robert asked breathlessly.
“Yes, Rob, I am a Succubus,” she answered with subtle frustration. Succubi, Witches,
Vampires, and others were common knowledge for some time, but there was no real push to say
what they were to everyone they met. “I was hoping Laura would be the only one to know on
this trip. My species is stated in my medical file. We usually do blend in, and I’m not currently
hungry in the way we’re famous for.”
“Wow,” Fred exclaimed. “I don’t think I’ve met a Succubus before.” As a biologist, he did
always want to meet one.
“You probably have, and didn’t even know. We’re not looking for sex all the time!” she
chuckled.
“She did feed before we left …” Laura stated breathlessly.
Rebecca looked over to Laura with a pleased smile, and stated after licking her full lips,
“More than enough to hold me until we get back, probably.” While Laura smiled back
knowingly, the others looked on amazed …
Ship Engineer John Underwood was walking back to the ship’s showers near the Stasis
Room. He had forgotten his Access Bracelet, which enabled him to enter all areas of the ship.
Only the ship’s captain had another one, and the last thing he wanted to do was loose his.
The moment the door to the room quietly slid open, he noticed a single woman behind the
semiopaque shower door. He assumed it was that last person on the ship to be taking the

mandatory shower. Though the view was obscured, he could tell it was probably Dr. Rebecca
Aldo, if only because of how tantalizingly perfect the image was. He suspected her Succubus
nature, due to his strong attraction to her, while she wasn’t even supposed to be his type.
A part of him knew what he was about to do was incredibly stupid, regardless of her
species. Too much blood was rushing away from his head for better judgment, while his job
keeps him from intimacy for painfully large swaths of time. So, he carefully walked over to the
occupied shower stall.
Suddenly, Rebecca opened the shower door. The sight of her wet, naked body almost
caused John to collapse. Rebecca beckoned with her finger for him to come closer, with a dark,
sultry look in her eyes. Heavily, unevenly breathing, he walked over. He then found himself in a
deep kiss, tongues madly swirling, before it felt as if a massive orgasm flew through his mouth.
Rebecca pulled back, and John barely stated, “You … You are …”
“Yes,” she confirmed, less than subtly annoyed.
John automatically clamped his mouth back onto hers, before she violently kneed him in
the testicles. He fell onto he floor in so much pain that his voice left him. Drool escaped from his
mouth onto the grating.
The annoyed Succubus walked over to the bench to pick up his Access Bracelet, and
clamped it on John’s wrist. She then squatted down, and stated quietly, “I saw the bracelet, when
I came in. Should’ve expected you to come back for it sooner than later …”
“… Err …” John grunted.
“Don’t worry, I didn’t cause any permanent damage.” Succubi were far stronger than the
average Human, especially when well fed. However, they rarely utilized that strength to its
fullest, let alone talk about it. She sighed, and continued, “I don’t like it when people try to sneak
up on me. I even hated that, when I was Human. Besides, I’m not really even hungry … See you
in the Command Center, John.” She stood up, and walked back into the shower.
John barely brought himself to his feet, and stumbled out of the room. In a way, Rebecca
saw her actions as a bit hypocritical, because Succubi don’t normally condemn sexual actions of
any kind. Still, she really did hate it when people tried to sneak up on her, especially when the
actions were far from noble …
Rebecca finally made her way to the Command Center, and casually sat on a chair in front
of a science terminal next to Laura. As a Succubus, it was too easy for her to make an entrance,
and that was why she was avoiding everyone. Though her methods of blending in usually
worked fairly well on these trips, she was apparently doing a poor job this round.
The engineer John walked in soon after (the last to arrive). He looked rather pale and
uncomfortable, and subtly emasculated, too. He found a chair near the back.
Laura turned to Rebecca, and quietly said, “You really did do a number on the poor guy,
Becca.” Rebecca shrugged casually in response; she wanted to deal with the mission at hand.
Expedition Leader and Executive Officer Dr. Louis Black stood before the forward view
screen. It showed a projected image of the dark rouge planet they were about to study directly,
with a moon larger and more distant the Earth’s. Its astronomical name was Landry-Rogue122567 or LR122567. “Present scans of the landing site made by myself and Ray showed little to
no changes,” Dr. Black iterated. “This shows that the area is as stable as the scans the last probe
suggested. As expected, however, we are still about twenty-four relative hours away from the
planet at our present speed. We’ll have more information on climate and air once we reach orbit.
I still anticipate we’ll be a few pounds lighter on the surface, and if we’re lucky, we’ll just need

O2 masks.”
****
“Orbit achieved. One hour till landing procedure commences,” Jenna Drake stated at her
post. Present readings indicated that Dr. Black was more or less right about conditions on the
surface. Air pressure was just barely enough to support someone without a pressure suit, with the
use of a depressurization and pressurization. The surface temperature at the landing site was well
below zero centigrade, and while not cold enough to be mortally damaging, the use of their
pressure suits was still necessary. The small amount of primarily plant life on the surface clearly
evolved to tolerated it. The planet's moon caused more than enough gravitational effects on the
planet to ensure something could survive there.
Time passed quickly, while the research team looked over recent data on their stations in
the Command Center. They knew there wasn’t enough of them to do a study deserving of the
barely studied planet, but their work could convince governments and other companies for
further grants …
The eventual landing went smoothly. It was obvious that the ship’s crew worked together
before, and that they were quite cohesive. And before they knew it, the Expedition Team was
exploring the general area around the ship.
It was almost a true darkness. Though some insect-like animals had a small degree of
bioluminescence, the darkness was so thick that the mind could not process it properly. Outside
of themselves, their grip on reality relied much on the bright LEDs on their helmets …
Fred and Laura were walking together taking respective scans with their supposedly
unbreakable Scientific Paper Tablets (SPTs). Unsurprisingly for them, they were talking about
Rebecca.
“I still almost can’t believe I’m actually working with a Succubus!” Fred exclaimed. “…
Did you two really ...?”
“Yes, Fred, we did,” Laura confirmed breathlessly.
“That’s quite the coincidence!”
“Not really. We all got the manifest long before we left, and met each other not long
before, too … I don’t know. She was looking to spend an active night with someone, so she
wouldn’t have to worry about her special needs during the trip. And, I, well -- I hadn’t been with
someone for a while. I went through a hard but relatively civil divorce more than a year ago, and
hadn’t been with anyone since. That’s a lot of Sexual Energy built up!” As a Biomedical
Scientist, she knew a lot about the all too real Life Energies, and how top level Energies like
Sexual should not be corked.
“I’d bet!” he said lightly. He then cautiously asked, “Is she really just forty-five? I mean, I
know they’ve historically falsified their ages to blend in better.”
“No, no, she is forty-five. She’s of the Natural Breed -- transformed at thirty, and her
Natural Born maker’s over five-hundred. They don’t really hide their ages anymore, but some
are known to loose a decade or two out of vanity.”
“Is it true, Laura, that a Human woman must want to become a Succubus without question
to become one?” he asked almost excitedly. His main focus was ecosystems on other planets, but
he could never pass on an opportunity to learn about species he knew little about.
“You really should be asking Becca all this, Fred. She understands it all far better than I
ever could. The only reason why I know it at all well is because I needed to know how to treat

her medically. But, yes, and it is truly interesting. While Natural Borns -- the ones born to
unsuspecting Human parents -- appear to have no choice in the matter, Artificial, Avatar, and
Natural Succubus Breeds literally had to forsake their humanity to survive the transformation.
I’m not sure why that is, but I think it’s a psychological issue. That’s way beyond my expertise,
though.”
“And, she’ll live thousands of years now. I wonder why she stayed as a Geologist …” Fred
trailed off, while something strange hit their scanners. It was strange enough to make the system
act confused, displaying partly garbled data. With some difficult tinkering, there was a small
rock hiding just under the surface ahead of them shown. Readings (readable ones) suggested it
was a meteorite.
“Dr. Aldo, we appear to have found a meteorite with odd properties,” Laura called through
the suit’s radio.
“OK, Laura, I’ll be right over,” Rebecca replied …
“Are you OK Becca?” Laura asked worriedly.
“Oh, I’m fine, Laura. Just a very strange specimen. I’ve never seen a specimen like this
before …” Rebecca replied with a subtle unsteadiness. They had just uncovered the handful
sized meteorite, and had been examining it in situ. There was definitely a small impact crater
surrounding, but it was only visible to their scanners, which still weren’t working very well. “I
can actually hear it ringing!”
“Ringing?” Fred asked. He and Laura could not hear anything.
“She and other Succubi have very sharp senses,” Laura clarified.
“Just wait till you get to our teeth!” Rebecca teased them both. “We gotta get this back to
the lab; I’m sure this rock isn’t as mystical as we wanna think it is!”
****
“Initial scans of the meteorite yielded a unique property, which partially disrupted the SPT
scanner,” Rebecca stated in her research log. She sat alone in the geology lab. “At higher power,
the lab’s scanners are mostly able to break through the disruption.” She rubbed her aching
temples. The ringing from the rock gave Rebecca her first serious headache since she was
Human. “About ninety percent of the rock appears to be an atypical chondrite, with iron, nickel,
and a touch of calcium. The remaining ten percent is silicon and oxygen, which is of course
quartz. It is likely that the disruption field and high pitched sound wave are coming from this
embedded quartz section, but the scanners are still disrupted enough to not make any conclusions
…” She sighed, and again rubbed her throbbing head. “Due to the rock’s disruptive nature, I’ll
be placing it in the small ‘Storage C’ container in this lab. That container has electromagnetic
shielding. Assuming the apparent signal is electromagnetic in nature, that should prevent it from
disrupting any important systems.”
****
Rebecca was walking down the corridor to the medical bay, hoping Laura was there. She
simply had to do something about the damned headache, and a good painkiller from Laura
should help! She expected that Laura would offer herself to her, and while that would likely be
more affective, she worried about the implications. Laura was unknowingly rather clingy to

those she cared about, and more sex ensured just that much more caring. Rebecca was simply not
looking for anything long term like that.
Rebecca then sensed someone coming toward her from behind. “Succubus …” The
Engineer John Underwood called from behind.
She turned around, sensing his confused emotions. “You can call me Becca, John … Do
you know if the other’s are back?”
“Yes …” he answered, while blatantly looking her over. “They’re all so worn out, but you,
Becca, show no signs of that … It’s hard to believe you’re no demon just pretending to be a
cousin to us Humans.”
“I’m no demon. You have my word on that, John!” she exclaimed, hiding her nervousness.
He was utterly unstable, and it wasn’t just because of their ill fated encounter.
“Do I, Succubus?” he asked, before he walked into a connecting corridor.
The interchange was worrisome, but she needed to do something about her headache! It
really was maddening. All it was doing was grow worse. She knew the rock was causing it, and
wondered if the rock also was somehow affecting the ship’s Engineer. Even more worrying, all
Succubi were supposed to have near perfect control over their pain perception!
Rebecca walked in on Laura looking over some of the biological samples, which the
expedition’s Biologist was doubtlessly looking over as well in his lab.
“Becca! Taking a break?” she asked breathlessly.
“Not exactly, Laura. I just got this damn headache!” Rebecca exclaimed.
Laura quickly walked over, offering herself exactly as expected. She was automatically
unbuttoning her blouse under her lab coat. “Do you think the exam table’ll be comfortable
enough? I’ll lock the door.” What she was more than willing to do was medically valid. The
health of a Succubus is obviously intricately connected with her sex life.
Rebecca comfortingly put her hand on Laura’s shoulder, and stated, “Your so cute … No, I
think an old fashioned aspirin will do, Laura.”
“Oh, sure, right …” she said looking subtly disappointed. “Actually, Becca, we should find
out what’s causing the headache. I know you don’t get many.”
“Probably the rock, Laura, but just to be safe …”
Rebecca lay down on the exam table, while Laura grabbed some medical instruments after
sanitizing her hands. “That rock probably affecting you like this is worrying. Outside of the odd
hangover, you know your species isn’t known for headaches,” she said, back to Rebecca,
attempting to regain her scientific composure. She walked over, barely keeping that composure,
with her Paper Tablet and external scanner. She liked her lips, and asked, “Can you describe the
pain?”
“It started at the temples, and worked it’s way around as it got worse. Especially bad
behind the eyes now. The ringing in my head I mentioned outside is probably part of it.”
“Humph … Are you sure you don’t want even a small, umm, kiss?”
“I don’t want you do be my living medicine bag, Laura.”
“Yeah … You’re right, Becca,” she stated breathlessly. “Strange … You appear to have a
distinct chemical imbalance and blood flow increase in your brain. If you were Human, I’d be
gravely concerned …”
“But, I’m not.”
“Yes … The brain is not my specialty, but the imbalance appears to be affecting the
emotional areas. Your body appears to be fighting back, and compensating in ways I don’t
understand. The headache is clearly a result.”

“I wonder if others are affected …” Rebecca said, thinking about her encounter with John.
“I think the best thing for you,” she said uncertainly, “is for you to sleep under my
supervision. I’ll run a few more tests on you. I’ll try to peal the others from their work to test
them, too, after.”
“You just wanna take advantage of me, don’t you, Laura?” she asked teasingly.
“I, uh … I’ll get the sedative …” Laura said breathlessly. “I’ll wake you up if anyone
needs you.”
After taking a blood sample, Laura administered the sedative. It had been a larger dose
than average, but it would not have been affective otherwise. Through her trust of Laura, she let
sleep wash over her …
****
Rebecca slowly came to consciousness with a very worried Laura looking down on her.
“What’s that matter, Laura? How long was I out?”
“Something’s happening. I don’t know what …” she said completely paranoid. “John
Underwood has lost his mind; I think they all have! He and others … I think they killed
someone!”
“Scan yourself,” Rebecca requested impulsively. She sensed the same the same kind of
confused emotions as John’s earlier.
Laura did so unquestioningly. “My God … I seem to have that imbalance, too, but it’s not
exactly like yours …”
“I wouldn’t expect it to be, Laura,” Rebecca stated seriously, while sitting up on the table.
“I met with John before I came here, and I didn’t need empathy to see his instability. We need to
test everybody if you haven’t already; find out if that rock is somehow the cause.”
“I think it’s too late for that, Becca. They were looking for you. I hid you earlier,” she said
before looking toward the door to the hallway in fear. “… I think there’s something horrible out
there …”
After hopping off the table, Rebecca cautiously walked to the door, and looked through the
small window into the hallway. She sensed no one was particularly close to them. Though if
something wholly alien was out there, Rebecca wasn’t sure if she could sense it. There was
something oddly primal about using her empathy like that, far more so than seeking out someone
for a night of passion. Without looking away from the door, she asked, “What did the blood tests
say?”
“Nothing, Becca. You’re fine, perfection … There was a distinct amount of adrenaline
detected, but that is probably related to the growing imbalance in your brain.”
“Growing?” she asked, looking back to her.
“Yes, Becca. The imbalance appears to be growing worse, as I guess it is in all of us …”
For the first time since she was a Human Teenager, Rebecca found herself uncertain with
confused thoughts. “I need to go out there to find out what’s going on, Laura.”
“But, anything can be out there, Becca! You need to stay here and protect me,” she
pleaded, grabbing hold of Rebecca.
“The best way I can protect you is if I know what is out there, Laura … Do you know
where Ray is? He may not be affected.”
“I’m not sure, Becca. John shut him down not long after I sedated you. He claimed the
android was malfunctioning …” Even in her confused state, Laura knew that made little sense, as

did Rebecca. Ray was the company representative, and his model was capable of self repair and
compensating for a malfunction.
“Humph … Lock the door behind me. Don’t open for anyone but me. I can protect
myself,” Rebecca said with false certainty.
Rebecca sensed that Laura almost didn’t let her go, but nodded in agreement, anyway.
The first thing Rebecca wanted to do was find Ray, but she wasn’t sure where he would be.
He didn’t have or require quarters. The best guess was engineering, because John was the one to
shut him down.
After walking through the oddly quiet corridors, she sensed a gathering of several people,
if not everyone. She took a left toward them, and saw a fresh blood trail on the dark floor grating
leading to them. She could just barely make out someone ranting and raving madly in one of the
rooms down the dark corridor.
“We must purify to save ourselves!” Rebecca heard echoing down the corridor. “We are
the masters of the material, not them!” In unison she then heard, “AMEN!”
Suddenly, Rebecca sensed someone coming from behind her. She quickly turned around to
see Captain Jameson. There was drying blood on his face and jacket. His mind was chaotic yet
focussed at the same time. Even if she could read his mind, it would have been hard to decipher.
“Captain, what’s happening here? The blood …” she asked quietly.
He smiled eerily, and yelled, “The demon has come to us at its own free will!” The voice
from the other room called back, “Bring it to us!”
The ship captain took her arm, and led her into the large room. It was the entertainment
room. At the stage on the far end was a horrific sight. On the right side was Ray hanging from
the ceiling, horribly damaged and nonfunctional. Fumy brown liquid dripped out of the android.
On the left was the lifeless Chemical Engineer Solo sitting on a chair horrifically mutilated.
Before them stood John Underwood dressed in all black, while holding a Bible outward. His
Access Bracelet shown proudly on the wayward wrist. A cross was freshly carved into his
forehead. All the rest sat mindlessly on the chairs before them.
“First, we removed the unnatural being!” John screamed wildly.
“AMEN!” the others chanted.
“Second, we removed the corrupted one that had dealings with Witches!”
“AMEN!”
“Now, Devine Providence has brought the demon Succubus to us!”
“AMEN!”
Rebecca knew she had to act fast. Her death was what they wanted. They sought a
monster, and saw it through her and the other two. If they weren’t there, then they would have
clearly found the monster within themselves.
In a single, blindingly fast motion, she grabbed hold of the captain, and generously fed on
him with a lustful, angry kiss. The others quickly ran to them in a feeble attempt to save their
captain. With practically just the use of her free arm, she disposed of them like wind blown
leaves in autumn. They smashed through aluminum chairs as they went flying. Some even flew
as far as the side walls.
John then pulled out his pulse-pistol. In a motion almost too fast to see with Human Eyes,
she dodged the blast, while tossing the limp captain aside. It was ironically good timing, for the
captain would not have survived having much more Sexual Energy sucked out of him. The feed
should have been clarifying, but the impossibly dark nature of the feed had somehow made it
corrupting.

“The demon shows its true colors!” John screamed highly.
“I am not a FUCKING demon,” she darkly screamed back, “but I can be far worse! I can
happily SWALLOW your soul! I can make you my mindless sex slave FOREVER, while you
happily sleep at my feet like a dog. Did you think that you EVER had a chance to destroy me!”
“Then have at me, Succubus! I have providence on my side,” he proclaimed piously.
All she wanted to do was to completely rip apart his mind, while it should have been
obvious he had something special in store for her. She let out a massive blast of her pheromones,
which should have brought him to his knees, but seemed to have little affect. Then in blindingly
fast speed, she lunged at him with more fury than she knew existed within her. By lunging onto
the platform, Rebecca tripped the invisible laser of the pulse rifle hidden in the wall air duct to
her right. The energy fatally damaged her heart and other organs, while almost liquifying her
ribs. She fell to the floor limp. The only reason she was still alive was because she fed moments
ago, enabling her to partially heal. It was still not enough. She was bleeding out.
Laura came running in moments later, having just left her medical bay to find her apparent
protector. Her devotion to Rebecca was natural albeit not permanent, but her present state of
mind made it next to impossible to stay apart for too long.
“Ah, Dr. Smith! Welcome to my flock. The Hand of God had ensured your coming. Now,
come here, and repent by denying your devotion to this evil Succubus. Deal the final blow!” he
forcibly ordered.
Laura ran over to the sputtering Laura, teary eyed. She felt an intense, uncontrollable anger
toward John, and plowed her hand into her lab coat pocket. Not knowing what to expect outside,
she filled hypodermic needles with sedative for her protection. She quickly stood up, and
plunged the needle into the shocked man’s neck. He fell onto the platform unconscious.
Laura knelt down to Rebecca, and stated, “You must feed now!”
Rebecca sputtered, barely conscious. She was simply too weak to do anything in that
moment but bleed. Her strength aided by her devotion, Laura brought the dying Succubus to her
feet, and all but carried her to the medical bay.
Laura quickly lay Rebecca on the table, and switched on the full medical scanner above.
Her vitals were very weak and declining fast, while her blood already started to drip off the table.
Laura quickly ripped open Rebecca’s jumpsuit to expose the wound, and grabbed healing
bandages from under the exam table to stop or control the excessive bleeding on her side. A
whole layer of skin was burned off at the point of fiery impact. The applied bandages worked
once applied, but it only bought a few seconds before she flatlined. She then attached the
automated defibrillator buttons on her exposed chest and side. Laura could see them work their
magic on the screen above.
She then tightly grabbed Laura’s bloodied hand. “Come ON!” Suddenly, a regular though
weak heartbeat sounded. Rebecca opened her eyes wide hungrily, and tightly grabbed Laura’s
head. In a deep, passionate kiss, Rebecca drank large swaths of the willing doctor’s energy.
Before she knew it, Laura was lying on the exam table naked and on her back with an equally as
naked Succubus humping and kissing her wildly. Rebecca's mind altering, passion enhancing
pheromones automatically flowed freely at Laura, who lustfully drooled from the onslaught.
Time seemed to slow, while Laura’s bountiful Sexual Energy was being consumed.
Just barely gaining control of herself in the last moment, Rebecca pulled her mouth away
from Laura’s, and continued to grind until Laura reached a powerful orgasm. The bleeding from
the open wound had visibly ceased; though, their escapade was still far more bloody than they
actively noticed. Rebecca then came hard, while she joyously, inhumanly absorbed the naturally

expelled Energy. Her open massive wounds visibly closed, while she looked more alive than
ever before.
Rebecca eventually leaned down, and breathlessly asked, “Are you all right, Laura?”
“Uhh … errr,” she barely muttered. The overdose of Succubus Pheromones, along with
most of her Sexual Energy consumed, turned her mind to mush.
Rebecca smiled, and passionately kissed her Sexual Life Energy into Laura. She came
hard, and lay on the bloodied table breathlessly. After wiping her blood away, Rebecca grabbed
fresh, non bloodied clothes from the back closet, while Laura eventually did the same. Laura’s
clothes were actually torn off during their escapade, and lay on the floor as rages. She also wiped
Rebecca’s blood off of her. The table and floor need to be cleaned, too, but they had more
important things to worry about.
“I’m glad this lab has extra sets of clothes like that,” Rebecca said, while talking toward
the wall and leaning on the lab table. Etiquette dictated that she thank Laura for saving her life,
yet she cared little about that then.
“What’s happening, Becca?” she asked worriedly. The blast of Sexual Life Energy from
Rebecca temporarily brought back complete lucidity.
Rebecca sighed, and answered, “I’m still not completely sure, Laura, but I know that rock
is the cause of it. It is definitely not related to the Gods of Passion.” The Comic Gods of Passion,
among other things, were known to be entities that influenced sexual passion of life forms across
the Multiverse. “There is always clarity in a good feed … The rock is affecting me perhaps far
worse than the others, albeit more slowly. If its left to run its course on me, like it almost did, I
will become the monster they so fear, if not worse. It appears that thousands of years of the
Symbiotic Philosophy is quite feeble in the right context … Feeding only stabilizes me, as this is
not a contagion … There are things that are not in any of my files; abilities that my kind has that
few Humans know, while we so rarely use them. I can drink any Energy flowing within you, and
twist it to my own ends. I can consume a piece of your soul, and make you my zealot for as long
as I let you live …”
Laura stood for a moment almost feeling fear toward the one she felt so utterly devoted.
Compassionately, she walked over to Rebecca, and placed her hand on her shoulder. “I know
you wouldn’t do that to me, Becca. You can only be my protector.”
Rebecca turned, and lightly stroking Laura’s cheek, she said to her, “I don’t have to.”
Suddenly, they felt the ship shake. “My God. We’re taking off!”
They quickly fell to the floor, not being strapped into anything. “Attention members of the
expedition!” Captain Jameson said wildly on the intercom. “By the Grace of God we shall find
ourselves back on the good Earth … God has already aided in our safety through the removal of
the diabolical machine and corrupted man. Soon, even the demon Succubus shall be removed to
ensure our safety!”
The ship carefully activated its spin to create the effect of gravity, moving out of the
planet’s atmosphere. The calculations were never perfect, though, and even Rebecca felt slightly
disoriented.
“What should we do, Becca?” Laura asked uncertainly.
“We’ll be away from the planet in moments, and I don’t know how to pilot a ship … The
rock! We must get rid of the rock, Laura. Blasting it out the airlock may be our best option.”
“I’ll help you in any way I can, Becca.”
“I know … In this case, I need you to concentrate on your devotion to me. Use it to keep
yourself stable and strong. We need to trust each other.”

Laura simply nodded.
After grabbing and pocketing more sedatives, they cautiously walked out into the corridor.
Rebecca still sensed people in the room where the apparent mass was held, and that the ones in
there were still likely knocked out. However, if the captain was already awake, there was no
telling what others already awoke.
“How long should John stay asleep from your sedative, Laura?” Rebecca asked.
Laura answered quietly, “About an hour, assuming he was packed full of adrenaline. There
was enough in there for six to eight hours for a calm patient.”
“We probably have far less than an hour with that self proclaimed preacher,” Rebecca
clarified. “The captain should still be passed out. I drank most of his Sexual Energy. So much
that I should have given a little back to be safe, like what I just did with you.”
They carried on, barely keeping composure. Laura tightly gripped Rebecca’s arm. The
danger was real from both within and without, while their minds were making it seem even
worse. The closer they came to the rock, the greater the level of chaotic feeling, and for Rebecca,
the greater the migraine. Rebecca found it truly remarkable that Laura’s devotion broke through
any fear toward the monster that Rebecca could become.
The moment they entered the room, the painful ringing in Rebecca’s head enhanced
dramatically. Her vision briefly blurred, before she forced herself through the chaotic, painful
haze. She then realized that the ringing was also coming from the psychic center of her brain,
which was only developed enough for empathic use. That revelation terrified her to the core,
because that meant that her very subconscious may be being corrupted by the rock. Somehow,
she knew that the others were not being affected at the psychic level. Only the recent good feed
was keeping her together, being so near to the rock in that moment.
After locking the lab door behind them, they made their way to the removable storage
containers. Though the box’s shielding was obviously not that affective, direct contact would be
unlikely beneficial.
Rebecca pulled the small release lever below the appropriate box. It silently, smoothly slid
upwards. She detached the small, shiny box from the piston, and held it tight with one arm. “I
sense they’re right outside, Laura. I wonder if they’re being influenced to protect this thing …”
“How will we get past them, Becca?” she asked nervously.
“I’ll take care of them. I just fed, remember?” she asked rhetorically, pretending to show
greater psychological strength than she really had.
Clutching the box tightly with her off hand and arm, she opened the door to John and his
“flock.”
“What is it you have there, demon?” he asked piously.
“How many times do I have to tell you I’m no demon, you idiot?” she asked calmly.
John made a motion toward the box, and Rebecca effortlessly twisted his arm over his
back almost to the breaking point with lightning fast speed.
She then whispered in his ear darkly, “If you and your foolish followers don’t let me past,
then I will soon become far worse than any demon your precious Bible has ever mentioned.”
Rebecca then kissed him deeply, while drinking large swaths of his Sexual Energy. The
other’s tried to separate them, but her grip was tight. The captain, who should have been tending
the Command Center, fired several near point blank shots from his pulsearm, but her dodges
were far faster then the propelled energy. Then just before she drank too much, she blew some
back into the crazed John. He fell to the floor in a massive, wet orgasm.
“My God, what the fuck am I doing?” the now lucid John breathlessly said, while leaning

his back to the wall. “I helped to kill a man …”
“He is corrupted by the demon!” the captain proclaimed.
The others blindly attacked Rebecca, who effortlessly incapacitated each in turn. Just
before she blew her Sexual Life Energy into each to stabilize them, the Gravity Drive audibly
activated. “Emergency Space Jump commencing in T-minus ten minutes,” the feminine
computer sounded. “Passengers are now required to enter stasis.” A Space Jump was
theoretically survivable outside stasis, but the G-forces experienced were well beyond the
established ten G safety limit. Even Rebecca would be physically damaged from the experience,
while the average Human would gain permanent injuries.
“Come on, Laura! We barely have enough time to get us all though this.” Rebecca called.
She planned to quickly stabilize each with her Sexual Life Energy once the rock was gone.
While they ran to the closest airlock, John sat on the floor, rocking in a fetal position. The
clarity of his actions brought him to a new madness. At the same time, he felt the cross he carved
deeply into his forehead.
The control panel for the airlock they reached was smashed. “SHIT!” Rebecca exclaimed.
“Of course it’s broken.”
“Becca?”
“I’ll have to operate this airlock from the inside. We don’t have time to get to the main one
and save the others before the artificial wormhole is created.”
“I’ll find you a space suit, Becca.”
“There’s no time, Laura. I should be able to handle that kind of exposure without too much
issue if I’m quick. I haven’t given up yet!” she said sternly.
Laura grabbed Rebecca’s arm even tighter than before. Rebecca smiled back in false
certainty, and removed the hand. She then pulled the manual release lever, and the door
obediently slid open. She walked into the airlock.
With a few taps on the internal panel, the inner door closed, and the depressurization
sequence commenced. Rebecca breathed deep breaths in preparation for a final, well timed one.
The red light flashed brightly. “Depressurization sequence complete. Warning: Outer door
opening in three, two, one,” the computer sounded before the door opened. The cold of the
vacuum was piercing, but thus far within her physical limits, along with the nil pressure.
‘This is but one tool of chaos at our disposal, and perhaps the smallest,’ a cacophony of
piercing voices said in her head just before she threw the box. It was out of the ringing, but
infinitely louder. ‘Like the Multiverse, chaos can start with something very small, and lead to the
Great Nothingness. Chaos is what we are. Join us, Succubus, and you will finally be free of the
Human bonds you always sought to shed!’ The voices nearly completely broke her mind down in
their chaotic madness. The pain from it was beyond unbearable. Her head was in a vice of chaos.
In that moment, she realized that there was clarity in that chaotic madness. She finally
understood something about herself her Maker always suspected. The reason she wanted to be a
Succubus wasn’t what most had. Consciously, she wanted what all others wanted (extreme life,
the quenching of curiosity, and freedom), but subconsciously, she wanted to be beyond
Humanity. It was always within her to be a Succubus uncaring of living symbiotically with
Humans.
Yet, the love of her Maker was within her even then. Choice is a powerful thing, and that
was the real reason why her Maker agreed to transform her, she know understood. Becoming a
Succubus gives one the power to choose their own path far more significantly than most.
Rebecca valued choice more than most, even before she was transformed.

Now, she had the choice she always dreamed of having. A choice that could have all
Succubi bring the Earth and maybe beyond to its knees. Perhaps not even a God could stop an
army of unbound Succubi! The temptation to shed humanity’s dominance on the Earth, while
perhaps ultimately challenging the Gods of Passion, was too tempting to deny in her now
unbound state. It was a chance to transform the whole of the Multiverse! ‘The key to everything I
truly wanted!’ she insanely screamed in her mind. She then heard as a reply in her mind, ‘Yes,
Succubus! Become what you and your kind are meant to be!’
Her freezing hand slowly moved to the box. Before she opened it, she thought of Laura.
No one had ever been so devoted to her to call her their protector. That was how Laura truly felt,
and the madness that rock gave simply made her say it out loud. She had no need to dominate
Laura’s mind, and perhaps that was the truth behind the Symbiotic Philosophy, which she did not
fully understand until then. To open the box would be to destroy Laura’s remarkable trust. There
was an innocence in that trust, and it did not deserve to be destroyed. In the end, her choice was
only because of Laura.
“NOOOOOO!” Rebecca screamed with passion through the chaotic madness, and threw
the box into the ageless vastness of space …
****
>>Triani-Martel Galactic Corporation
>>Special Expedition Report
>> LR122567 Scientific Expedition
>>Chemical Engineer Brian Solo: Deceased. Next of kin notified. Contractual and legal
matters pending.
>>Ray AMV5R2: Salvaged. Will resume normal operation after android makes official
report and proceeds with standard testing.
>>Following expedition members under advanced psychological review: Captain Doug
Jameson, Dr. Louis Black, Jenna Drake, Robert Trio, John Underwood.
>>Following expedition members passed primary psychological review and placed on
Mental Trauma Leave: Dr. Laura Smith, Dr. Rebecca Aldo.
>>Summery Analysis: Logs and viable depositions give no evidence to more potentially
dangerous materials. Research indicates LR122567 is mineral rich, and holds a greater degree of
biodiversity than average for a planet of its type.
>>Recommendation for further research: Granted.

Further Chronicles of a Cosmic Detective
Universe: Edge

The Lost Technician
“OH MY FUCKING GOD, LAURA!” Allie Whinds cooed, after fellow Succubus Laura
teasingly sipped at her Sexual Energy in Laura’s bed. Allie was an incredibly sexy, raven haired
brunette, with creamily light skin, and full yet physically fit body. Indeed, she was a model, and
actress in mostly independent films. She came to Albatross Station to meet with an uncle, who
was an agricultural technician. What brought her to private detective Laura Drax, who was also a
consultant for the Cosmic Crimes Detective Unit of the Federated Police, was the very reason
they were currently in bed together. Ironically, they were not having sex for the sake of sex.
About a week ago (a few days before she arrived on the station), Allie thought she
innocently found a nearly two-thousand year old gold coin on Earth. It was a coin from the
Roman Empire, and had the image of the Emperor Septimus Severus. It was owned by a man
named Richard Lorenzo.
Nothing was innocent about that coin or its owner, however. Lorenzo was an independent
Dark Witch of Shurath’cas, and acquired the coin about one year ago. That coin, he knew, had
the power to remake any humanoid into what is misleadingly called a “Sex Wraith” by Fusing
the victim’s soul with the artificial soul within the coin. The resulting Sex Wraith is essentially a
slave addicted to sex, under the control of another. It was not unlike the myths of zombies
controlled by witches or voodoo priests for their own nefarious ends. The ultimate use of Allie
was unclear beyond sex, but it could be anything from also thief to warrior. Use or creation of
such objects were no longer allowed, even within Dark Covens, because artificial souls were
considered disgusting, horrific abominations by most Witches for at least the past millennium.
Plus, Humans were no longer completely ignorant of Erotic Witchcraft.
The Witch description of “Sex Wraith” is derived from a long lost tribe near the
Himalayas. They described slaves as “Wraiths,” because they did not consider a slave as one of
the living. Though all but forgotten with time, they were legendary for their command of Dark
Witchcraft. The coin itself was unlikely to have been altered by them, but the concept of a Sex
Wraith had come from them.
Having that broad knowledge of the Gods of Passion, Allie could tell something was
wrong after finding that coin, at least in her growing libido. Remarkably, Allie was hoping to
meet with at least Laura, not only because detective work fascinated her, but also because she
never knowingly met a Succubus before! Laura took on the case without a second thought,
because she sensed what was being done to her. It was very clear to Laura that the God Zalatoth
was pulling the strings. That entity is known to enforce Cosmic Rules -- written or no -- through
others.
Laura quickly learned about the coin and its dark master. She ultimately found that there
was only one way of stopping a Sex Wraith Transformation, and that it required intense sex from
someone other than the coin’s master. If the victim uses up too much if not all their Sexual

Energy before they become a Wraith, then the connection to the coin is broken.
So, Allie agreed to do more than just meet a Succubus, while Meghan and I (Andrea)
sought out Lorenzo in Hong Kong to safely procure his coin before he could do more damage. It
was unlikely that he could handle two Succubi, let alone one!
“HUMPH … Wow!” Allie exclaimed, while Laura hungrily ate out her wet snatch,
absorbing Sexual Energy even before Allie’s orgasm.
From her insatiable appetite, Laura learned how to feed on expelled Sexual Energy even
before an orgasm via Active Absorption. It was a rare talent, while it was only truly worthwhile
if several people were essentially jerking off to her. Though, a Human could be used to focus
such expelled Energy for more efficient absorption. Though in spite of her deliciously insatiable
nature, she still preferred no more than one or two at a time.
“OH God yes, LAURA … I can’t fuckin’ BELIEVE it!” she cooed, while Laura violently
fingered her G-spot.
After Laura lustfully felt up and down Allie’s long legs and silken feet, she stated
teasingly, “You’re a talker!” She then glued her mouth onto Laura’s, and unabashedly inhaled
her Sexual Energy. They then wildly ground their dripping crotches together, while
uncontrollably grabbing at their backs. Allie was so damn close …
Allie’s screams of passion were barely muffled by Laura’s hungry mouth. Laura absorbed
every last bit she could. To hold back could mean loosing this poor woman to whatever
diabolical schemes were laid out for her. After there was nothing left to take, Laura sat up on her
knees, and let loose a glorious orgasm of her own, glowing brightly.
After a few breathless moments of reveling, Laura leaned down and kissed life back into
her. Allie’s eyes opened slightly, while drooling from her smirking mouth. “You’ll be OK now,
Allie. I don’t sense your soul being toyed with anymore.” Laura happily watched the Earth
casually float by the window, and continued, “I’ll check on Andrea and Meghan. Don’t answer
the door for anyone!” The last part was a bit of a joke. Allie was going to sleep so deeply that she
might not even notice if the station explodes!
A few days later, Laura found herself casually walking into Cosmic Crimes Regional Chief
Detective Ryan Rhodes’ office. She sat before him with a teasing smile. “Don’t you ever leave
this office, Ryan?”
He cleared his throat, and stated not fully with his head, “I do have a lot of vacation
coming to me …”
Laura slowly licked her lips, and said deeply, “We all need to let go sometimes.”
He cleared his throat again, and stated, “So, umm, I hear you took on another private case
recently, Laura Drax. How did that go?” That was his way of saying that he already knew
everything, while he wanted to hear it from someone else.
“Just fine, Ryan. Andrea and Meghan obtained that coin from Lorenzo without much issue.
You know how our pheromones are! The coin was given to a nearby Zalatoth Coven to be
properly disposed of. Lorenzo was handed over to his former Shurath’cas coven in Canada.
Andrea told me that they weren’t too happy with him. Oh, and Allie went home with some
delicious memories!”
“That’s, that’s very good, Laura.” Laura knew Ryan Rhodes for a good year and a half,
and him still being turned to jelly by the mere prescience of a Succubus said quite a lot. Provided
a Succubus wasn’t looking for fun, most would simply just turn their heads, and later have an
innocent wet dream, while never really losing composure. We evolved to blend in amongst

Humans! Yes, long term relations with one of us can lead to distinct devotion, but that’s
generally manageable for both parties. It was not much deeper than the feeling of a life long
friendship. Ryan, however, was married to his job, and really didn’t get out of his office much.
The more someone had to give, the more easily they were drawn to one of us. He obviously had
quite a lot to give, and any of us would love a night with him, if he ever let go!
Laura then asked curiously, “So, you have something for me?”
“Yes … Seems simple on the surface. One of the station’s agricultural techs, Robert Fryer,
has gone missing. We think for the past three days or so. Long story short, the station’s Security
Chief suspects possible Cosmic connections, and I want you on the case.”
“OK, I’ll clear everything up for yah, Ryan!” Laura sat up, and suggestively stroking his
cheek, she sultrily stated, “Oh, and don’t forget about that vacation coming to you.”
Laura came to our apartment after accepting the case. She moved in with me more than a
year ago. Meghan and I returned to the station at about the same time as her meeting, while
Meghan went to her apartment to unpack after. Laura did plan to meet us originally, before Ryan
called her in on short notice. We embraced more tightly than usual, while aggressively sharing
our Sexual Life Energy. She would sometimes legitimately try to feed on me as a tease, and I
would tease back by drinking all the extra she took.
“Still teasing poor Ryan, my love?” I asked lightly, while we held each other tightly. Our
hands lovingly brushed through our long dark hair.
“Oh, yeah! He’s really gonna love a Succubus soon, I think. I finally got him to openly
talk about vacation time, baby!” she exclaimed in my arms.
I grunted at her annoying, undying nickname for me. “Will you EVER stop calling me
that?”
She smiled teasingly, and answered, “Nope!”
I shook my head with a big smile, and we sat on the old couch, hands glued together. I then
asked, “So, what did that lump of jelly give you this time, Laura?”
“Oh, just some missing technician. The station Security Chief is starting to get paranoid, I
think. I don’t think there’s anything Cosmic about this one …”
“… But you never know, my love.” We kissed lovingly, sharing the Sexual Life Energy
within us …
Laura stood waiting outside the door of technician Fryer’s manager. Thoughts of my
Maker Inna’s death not much more than a year before crossed her mind, as it often did in quiet
moments. Witnessing such a death leaves a permanent mark on the soul, regardless of species.
It’s out of how all Succubi touch everyone with our passive Animal Magnetism. All that she felt
the moment of her death and more psychically exploded out of her, whether we realized it in the
heat of the moment or not. A part of her soul now exists within all that witnessed her death. I
once described it as how we evolved to truly live forever in those that outlive us, but having
experienced it, there are no words to truly describe it.
The metallic door suddenly slid open. “Laura Drax, please have a seat,” he motioned
politely behind his desk filled with pictures of family. In another time, the desk likely would be
smothered with work related papers, but it was all conveniently organized in the white Paper
Tablet before him.
Laura sat, and began, “You do know why I am here, Dr. Majors?”
“Yes, Ms Drax,” he licked lips, while barely controlling his impure thoughts toward the

Succubus before him. They never formally met, but he knew what she was. After the Cosmic
Revaluation, many Humans learned to recognize Succubi fairly easily, but we were fine with
that. “There … isn’t much more I can say that I didn’t already tell the Security Chief. Last time I
saw him was four days ago in the lab right across that hall. That being a Friday, not seeing him
over the weekend was not surprising.”
“You’ve never had drinks after work?”
“No, not unless a major project was completed. I’m not really that sociable, Ms Drax. I go
to work, go home to the family downstairs, make dinner if it’s my turn.”
“When did you first think there was a problem with Fryer?”
“‘Problem’ I think is the wrong word. Fryer is very punctual, even though he’s a hell of a
lot sociable than me! When he didn’t come to work, I actually called his apartment. He’s called
out sick before, but I heard nothing this time.”
“And, no answer?”
“No, nothing. I even went down to his apartment after work, but he didn’t answer. That’s
when I went to security, if only sooth my nerves.”
“You remind me of my last boss back on Earth. He was quite surprised about my new
direction in life!” she laughed lightly to herself. “Now, doctor, you said he was sociable.”
“Yeah, very sociable! I know he’s mentioned Cubare Tavern more than once; we’ve all
been there at least once. He spends a lot of time at the new viewing platform …”
“Dr. Rosalie Samuels Memorial Platform,” she interrupted. “A new Cafe runs out of it,
too, correct?”
“I think so. Haven’t been down there.”
“I haven’t been there either. Maybe it’s time we both go on a little excursion …”
He was very much taken aback, not because he was married, but because he wanted to say
yes.
Laura laughed playfully, and clarified, “With your wife. I sense your know she wants to
get out much more than you!”
“Oh, right, yes! She’s been talking about heading over there,” he nervously laughed. It may
take the better part of a century for her to develop telepathy, but her skills as a detective already
made her a very sharp empath.
While walking to the new platform, she inserted her Cell Bud into her ear. Restrictions of
mobile communication within space stations were lifted recently. There were concerns of
interference with the station’s internal systems, but recent upgrades rendered that issue moot.
Now, mobile communicators just linked to the internal communication system.
“This is Laura Drax. Connect me with the Security Chief.”
“Laura, hi! What can I do for you?” Chief Jack Smith answered. If he wasn’t seeing
someone, there was little doubt he and Laura would have shared a tasty memory.
“Your team looked over all the video records for Fryer, correct?”
“Yes, we collected all the records of him in the public areas.”
“What was the last area he was in?”
“Samuels’ Platform. I can double check that. He then went into the residential area. I’ve
already requested a warrant to view those records.”
“May not be necessary. Just send me the record of him on that platform.” Rhodes should
have mentioned the last place the technician was seen, but he has really been due for a vacation.
She soon found herself sitting at one of the tables on the new platform, while reviewing the

video record on her tablet. Her feet were resting on the black chair across, while crossed at the
ankle. On the video, the technician was sitting with a strikingly beautiful brunette, who looked
oddly familiar at the poor angle.
The platform Laura was in was the largest, most open one to be built onto Albatross
Station. Currently, only a couple of other patrons were there. This platform was essentially a
large bubble created out of a form of transparent aluminum with a metallic platform near the
bottom. Bright lights were fitted underneath. It was designed to give one the feeling of floating in
space, which Laura found sarcastically amusing, considering that floating without a space suit
was not good for the health on any humanoid! She efficiently suppressed the natural thought
progression to how my Maker died.
An attractive, slim blonde waitress placed genuine coffee before Laura as ordered. The
techs making the real beans on one of the station bio-domes were always rather smug about their
jobs. “Work here long, Lisa?” Laura casually asked, reading her name tag. Laura found it oddly
amusing that she enjoyed affordable, genuine coffee consistently only after she renounced her
humanity.
“Oh, not really!” she responded nervously. She was obviously not one to normally be
attracted to females, while she was not as keen on detecting different species like Dr. Majors.
Regardless, Succubi were always more of quality than quantity. “Started a week ago.”
“What brought you here?”
“Summer job, I guess. Really wanted to get away before my next semester starts.”
“University student?”
“Yeah, John Dreaks. Boring school!”
“I’m sure you get to meet some interesting characters up here, Lisa.” She sipped at the hot
coffee. The caffeine was a soothing pleasure to a Succubus, while that curious effect was never
prevalent unless ingested consistently.
Lisa sat next to her, even though it was not likely normal for her to do so with patrons.
Laura was always amused by the femme fatale elements of her new nature, if only because it
saved a lot of time in gaining trust. Lisa continued, “I guess. A lot of tourists come up here …
You’re much more friendly than some of the people I’ve met …”
Laura smiled pleasantly. “I’m always friendly, even if this is work for me.”
“What?” she looked at Laura confused.
“I’m a private detective looking into a technician that missed a couple days of work. I’m
Laura Drax.” She friendlily extended my hand.
She awkwardly shook it. “Oh, I, I don’t know what I can tell you.”
Laura zoomed in on the image of technician and the familiar woman with her fingers, and
presented the tablet to her. She looked at it, and said, “I remember him. He’s a regular, I guess. I
don’t think she is, but you know I haven’t been here for long. I know I saw her somewhere
before. Can’t put my finger on it though. I wasn’t serving them that night, but I remember seeing
them leave together.”
“Any idea where they went?”
“Well, Bob, the one serving them, mentioned that he ‘was in for a hell of a ride’.”
“Yes?” Laura smirked, sensing where this was leading.
“Umm, sex, I guess. Bob said that the woman he was with was probably a Succubus. I
think that’s the only reason why he mentioned it. He said he overheard that they were going to
the station’s Hotel Sector.” The hotel was a subsection of the overall residential sector.
“Thank you, Lisa. I’ll have a lot in common the technician's new friend,” Laura teased.

“What do I owe you for the coffee?” Laura took the rest down in a single chug, the warmth of it
pleasurably massaged her soul.
“Oh, five dollars …” Lisa breathed, finally figuring out that Laura was a Succubus.
It was easy to find the room where Fryer and his new friend stayed. The man at the desk
unsurprisingly remembered the Succubus clearly, while almost forgetting she had anyone with
her. The man said she registered under the name “Alexandria Summers.” Her heart jumped at
that name, because even if the man at the desk was clueless, that was the mother’s name of the
legendary Jessica Summers, who as President of the United States, heralded the Cosmic
Revelation! None of this yet made any sense.
Laura tepidly made her way to room 1428, which was also known as the Merrimack Suite.
She tapped the door chime on the glossy panel to the right.
A moment later, the door slid open to the naked, goddess-like Alexandria Summers. Tall,
dark hair, green eyes, she was undoubtedly the mother of Jessica Summers. The striking
Succubus had on an oddly off look. Her mouth was subtly open in a distinct smile, while her
eyes seemed distant. What looked like bread crumbs stuck to her somewhat sweaty, ample chest.
“Is Robert Fryer with you, Alexandria?” she asked amazed.
“Oh … Yes he is, Laura. Call me Alexa,” she said sultrily. She called into the room, “Bob,
you mindless Human, you forgot to tell anyone about taking a few days off!”
Fryer walked up to the door in a white robe. “You forgot to remind me, Alexa!”
“Your boss was concerned, Bob” Laura explained. “The Security Chief suspected some
Cosmic Strings; I guess he was right … I’ll tell everyone you’re on vacation. How much longer
will you two be?”
They looked at each other with almost goofy smiles, while their hands automatically
explored their wanting bodies.
“I’ll just say a week!” Laura said, now knowing what was happening between them. They
were in the middle of what is known as a Succubus Feeding Frenzy. Meghan and I told her all
about the act a few months ago. It is actually a fairly loose concept realized not more than threethousand years ago. If we are not in a steady relationship with a Human or Witch, or sometimes
even if we are, we occasionally need to feed on one or more humanoids for several days straight.
Basically mandatory, maybe once a century, but it can be initiated at any time. Alexandria was
likely practicing a more traditional form, where they have sex with minimal breaks. Fryer was
even eating his meals right off Alexandria’s naked body! This being after the Cosmic Revelation,
Alexandria probably explained in graphic detail about what they were going to do.
After Laura made the call to Ryan Rhodes, Alexandria grabbed Laura’s wrist. She stated
airily, “I have a massage for you.”
“What?”
“My daughter is in your old apartment. I may have needed to do this Frenzy, but we also
needed a tiny distraction for Jessica to come here unnoticed … She’ll explain everything. Gather
Andrea and Meghan.”
We all walked into Laura’s old, emptied apartment to see Jessica Summers casually sitting
on the generic couch with her husband Robert Sundry. The door slid closed behind us.
“Glad you all made it,” she said seriously, while we walked over to her. “As Rob knows, I
am as unhappy as I am disquieted. I wanted to live out my life quietly with Robert after changing
everything. It was to be my reward, and still may be. However, the Gods of Passion have called

upon me again for a task they haven’t fully laid out yet.”
“What?” I whispered, sensing the terror behind her poker face.
“Yes, terror is appropriate, but don’t be consumed by it,” she stated. “I cannot speak with
the Gods directly, but I know that the Gods of Passion have become unnerved by old forces
coming together for something new. It is connected with those new Chaos Covens. We all know
of their, well, chaotic deeds, and such things are not manageable by the Gods of Passion. A
Coven of Chaos Witches were recently apprehended on the moon for not obtaining the proper
permits as deemed mandatory by the Lunar Code. We are to speak with their leader. The Gods of
Passion will then, hopefully, show us the path …”

The Succubus-Witch
Laura, Meghan, and I all sat quietly for a few moments in Laura’s former apartment before
Jessica and her lover Robert. The powerful Succubus-Witch Jessica asking us for help in matters
even the Cosmic Gods of Passion don’t seem to fully understand came to us as a shock. Sure,
Laura more than loves to take on cases privately, but nothing ever like this.
The door suddenly buzzed, breaking our chain of thought. Laura answered it. On the other
side was Detective Ryan Rhodes in less than formal attire. He wore relaxed fitted kaki pants and
a black nylon turtleneck. It was a touch old fashioned, but not only did Laura once explain her
resurrection to him, but “retro” was the current fad for casual style.
“Detective! How did you find us?” Laura asked amazed. It was obvious something in him
snapped.
He barely answered, “I … I am a Detective …”
“… On vacation,” Laura finished for him. She turned her head to us, and stated hungrily,
“I’ll find you all later. You can start everything without me.” She turned her head back to Ryan,
and said with even more hunger in her tone, while subtly tilting her head, “I need to take care of
this.”
Laura and Ryan quickly made their way to Ryan’s apartment. She teased him by letting
loose a slight yet focused flow of pheromones. He needed no seduction, but she sensed that he
wanted the “full experience.” He wanted her so bad that he couldn’t keep his hands and lips off
of her in the elevator. Laura practically had to drag him to his apartment!
His apartment was incredibly spartan, and probably not much less plain then when he
moved to the station. That did not matter then. Soon, they fell onto Ryan’s bed. Their clothes
already flew off their bodies. They rolled and humped all over the small bed, before they simply
fell off. At the same time, Laura drank large swaths of his abundant Sexual Energy with her
powerful kiss.
Ryan’s naturally expelled Energy was already being absorbed by Laura, making her moan
louder than he. Feeling him close, Laura unglued her mouth, and humped him wildly on her
knees. The hard coldness of the floor was meaningless to either of them in that moment. Soon, he

loudly exploded into her, making her glow brightly and scream loudly in orgasm.
After a few endless, mind numbed minutes, Ryan crawled out from under Laura. Shakily
climbing back into his bed, he said breathlessly, “Wow … I made you glow … I didn’t realize I
had so much built up!”
Laura gave Ryan a satisfied smile for the quality feed, before noticing the smashed picture
frame on the floor. Neither noticed the picture fell. Curious, Laura took the plastic picture out of
the broken frame. It was a beautiful, strawberry blonde woman, with very distinct bone structure,
making her face rather striking.
Laura sweetly lay on the bed next to the breathless Ryan, and asked, “Who is she, Ryan?
She’s beautiful.”
Taking the picture, he quietly answered, while still trying to catch his breath, “My ex-wife
… You probably know something of it already, or at least, the more psychically matured Andrea
does … I didn’t mean to sacrifice everything to get where I am, but I did. I lost my wife,
Rebecca. We got divorced not long after I was promoted to Regional Chief Detective up here. It
was over long before, anyway … You remind me of her, but I think I’m just projecting …” His
eyes became watery, and he started to rub them.
“You really do hold a lot back, Ryan. Sorry for teasing you so much,” she said
apologetically, arm around him.
“Humph, I needed someone to break me down! I really do feel better, Laura. Maybe I’ll
give Rebecca a call, now; haven’t seen her for so long …” His otherwise sharp mind was coming
back into focus, before he asked, “Was that Jessica Summers I saw with you?
Smiling sweetly, Laura answered, “Yes …”
****
I drove up a long dirt driveway not far from Yellowknife, Canada, feeling incredibly
uncomfortable. “3:30pm / Tuesday / Sept 25, 2012,” I saw glancing at my watch. My experience
as a detective told me that protectiveness and confusion was a terrible mix. Such elements could
cause a Human to murder without a second thought, while I was to deal with a physically
superior, wizened Succubus and mentally superior Witch! The information given to me by the
Bishop, who was a Witch himself at a faux church in Rhode Island, was not enough to sooth my
nerves. I glanced over to my laptop containing that forbidden, arcane knowledge, and sighed
deeply.
I soon found myself waking up to the front door of the small house surrounded by trees.
The dim gray sky was filled with thick clouds, while the cool air was moist from a recent rain.
Cautiously, I rang the doorbell. No answer. I was told that at least Alexandria would be there,
because she would not leave the house, or at least the vicinity, after the child was born. That
child was why I was there.
“Alexandria!” I called out. “My name’s Robert Sundry. I must speak with you!”
I suddenly heard a twig break behind me. Quickly turning, I was barely able to deflect a
lethal blow of a dagger. My constantly active mind made note of the rare moment I applied
martial arts skills I started to develop at the start of my law enforcement career, which was now
at its end.
That chain of thought was quickly broken, for in an instant, I found myself lying on the
wet ground with a strikingly beautiful brunette pinning me down on my back. Her dagger was at
my throat, while her glorious scent overwhelmed my mind. My arousal was so powerful that I

would have done anything just to stare into her sultry green eyes forever.
“How did you get past the defenses, Human?” she asked forcibly, pressing the sharp blade
onto my neck. “The Cosmic Energy should have turned you back the moment you turned onto
the driveway!”
My breathing was deep and erratic. “Can’t you … read my mind?”
“I wanna hear it from your lips!”
I barely answered, “Great … Za, Zalatoth … Created a chain of events … Alexandria …
There is a church in Providence, Rhode Island … They are all Witches save for their Avatar …
Avatar Succubus … I was chosen to protect you, your husband, your child … I agreed … So
beautiful …” I lightly stroked her silken hair with my fingertips. A shiver of pleasure flew down
my spine.
Alexandria picked herself off of me, and tossed her dagger away. Sitting on the moist
ground next to me, she rubbed her eyes and said, “Before all this, killing was the last thing on my
mind, Robert … David’s Zalatoth Coven secretly knows all about this, of course, including you.
Not that we had a picture or anything!” She sighed. “Sorry about all the pheromones, Robert. I
think I let out a bit too much! Let me help you inside. David should be home soon …”
****
Jessica Summers causally walked into the living room of Ryan Rhodes apartment. If she
wasn’t so deeply attached to her Human lover and protector Robert, she would be jealous of
Laura’s recent fling, which would conveniently enhance the overall strength of the team she
created. She could tell from Ryan’s bland apartment alone that he sacrificed everything to
become a Regional Chief Detective of the Comic Crimes Detective Unit. In that sacrifice, his
need for intimacy was heavily surprised, causing significant buildup of related Energies.
Ryan suddenly walked into the room in a white robe. His large smile turned from joy to
nervous surprise. “Jessica Summers … How did you get in here?” he asked breathlessly.
“You left the door unlocked!” she answered, causally sitting on the couch.
“Oh …”
Laura walked out still naked, save for her gold bracelet, which she still occasionally wore
out of vanity. Playfully leaning on Ryan, she said happily, “You getting impatient, Jessica?”
She answered, “Maybe a little, Laura! The other’s are getting transportation clearance to
the moon. We should be leaving soon.”
“The moon?” Ryan asked curiously, failing to hide how much he liked being in Laura’s
arms.
Laura answered, “My client here is concerned about these new Chaos Covens, Ryan.
Several members are in custody on the moon for violating the Lunar Code clauses relating to
large gatherings. We intend to have a word with one.”
“Oh …” he answered breathlessly. “Those Witches have been a growing concern for
Cosmic Crimes … Want me to look into anything for you, Laura?”
Laura answered, “Not right now, Ryan. You should enjoy your vacation. Get drunk or
something, Human! You don’t need more than those three gray hairs on those temples. I’ll call if
something comes up.”
Ryan cleared is throat, before stating unsteadily, “I, uh, I guess I’ll leave you two alone to
talk. I’ll … I’ll hop in the shower, I guess …”
“Don’t make it too cold,” Jessica teased.

He impulsively cleared his throat, before walking back into his room and closing the
sliding door behind him.
Laura sat next to Jessica, empathically sensing she wanted to talk about other things.
Admiring Laura’s tight, full body, Jessica said, “You know I’ve always wanted to meet
someone like you.”
“Like me?” Laura asked curiously. She was a long way away from developing full
telepathy.
“A Succubus Hunter turned Succubus. It always amused me how Zalatoth had no problem
infusing those confused warrior women with his power so many millennia ago, while
simultaneously ensuring their eventual failure. A Hunter becoming that which they hunted!”
Though she had been a Succubus for a while, the free sharing of information between us
Succubi was still awkward for Laura.
“Oh, I’m sorry to be so direct, Laura. Even I forget sometimes how long it can take for an
Artificial to adapt some things,” Jessica said apologetically, lightly stroking Laura silky hair.
“Oh, it’s all right, Jess,” Laura stated. “I’m sure you know I’m learning to embrace even
those little things.”
“Of course, Laura. Your teachers are better than any Succubus could ask for.”
Laura smiled back happily, thinking of Meghan and I.
Jessica sighed, and said, “There’s something that the three of you don’t yet see.”
“What?”
“The love between you and Laura could not go deeper. It is the same love I share with
Robert. I am truly humbled to know that the love we can give can survive death and rebirth.
What none of you realize yet is how close Meghan is to both of you now thanks to her devotion
to you. Meghan’s soul is so close to yours and Andrea’s intertwined souls now …”
“… She’s falling in love with us as much as we are with her,” Laura finished with a tear in
her eye …
****
Jessica stormed back to her room before she had her cake for her eighteenth birthday. It
had been nearly that long since I first met her mother, while a Potion Master friend of David’s
had slowed my aging. She had grown to be even more beautiful and full bodied than her ageless
mother. She had long, vibrant red hair from her father, who had his closely cropped, and striking
sultry green eyes like her mother’s. I had sacrificed my entire life for Jessica, and asked for so
little in return.
She left her door open a crack. I knocked before entering, and she smiled at me
welcomingly on her bed. It was the kind of smile that made everything I had done for her and her
parents worth it. I walked inside, and sat next to her on the bed.
“Are you all right, Jess?” I asked kindly. “You really made a scene.”
She growled, “All those Zalatoth Witches and that Avatar see me as their future! Why am I
a Witch and a Natural Born Succubus? As both, I ridiculously go to a public school like a
Human, so I’m a faux Human, too!”
“It’s all right, Jessica.” I brushed my hand through her fiery, silken hair. “Every intelligent
being questions who they are. You should have seen me at your age! I was a disaster.”
She glanced at me watery eyed, and sighed, “You can’t know what it’s like to be me,
Robert. No one can! … I’m so fucking hungry …”

I then understood exactly what was happening with her. Yes, there was that “teen angst,”
which anyone would experience, but as a Natural Born Succubus, with the powers of a Witch,
that angst was being fueled by her need for sexual passion.
A Natural Born has a remarkable early control over herself. After a Natural Born
completes puberty, they need Sexual Energy like any Succubus to survive, while they can go
years before their first feed. Unfortunately, all that remarkable control is destroyed the moment
they feed for the first time. “Feed on me, Jessica,” I suddenly offered.
She looked at me amazed and shocked, and said, “No, I can’t feed on you!”
“You finished developing at sixteen. We all noticed. Still, like any Natural Born, you
controlled yourself. Your mother has discussed with you how to do this many times, Jess. Both
your parents told me that they’ve wanted me to be your first. I’m here to protect you. You know
you must feed on Sexual Energy to survive, and if that means feeding on my Sexual Energy, then
so be it!”
“But, you’ll die, Robert!”
“And you’ll bring me back! You know how, Jessica.” The first feed of most Succubi leads
to the death of those fed upon, but that does not mean that those fed upon cannot be revived.
Breathing deep, she cautiously leaned in for a deep, passionate kiss. It was admittedly
strange at first to make out with someone I knew as a baby, but her natural sensuality broke
through the oddness. Plus, she wasn’t really Human!
She suddenly pulled back, looking uncomfortable and unsure. I leaned in, and removed her
clothes. She removed mine in turn, while her discomfort slowly faded. We resumed making out,
but this time with greater passion. Suddenly, she began to drink large swaths of my Sexual
Energy. After almost cuming prematurely, I uncontrollably rammed my solid cock into her tight,
untouched pussy. I humped wildly, while she continued to drink my Energy through my mouth.
My mind faded into nothing amongst the powerful passion. I soon grunted loudly in orgasm,
while she drank and absorbed every last ounce of my Sexual Energy. Blackness soon surrounded
me …
The next thing I knew, a quick blast of Energy flew into me. I nearly came from its
orgasmic nature. In my blurred vision, I saw a relieved and satisfied Jessica looking down at me.
“Jess … Jessica …” I barely said. She admitted to herself then what I did not yet realize: we
were falling in love. While unexpected, it was not surprising. The first feed of any Succubus is
always profound, but while that profoundness is often ultimately innocent, it can lead to
something remarkable. She had known me almost all her life, too. Now that I was her first feed,
the literal intertwining of our souls was inevitable.
The clarity that came with her first feed helped her to understand herself, and the destiny
she knew all too well. The majority of humanity really has been ignorant for far too long, she
finally understood. Jessica knew, however, that it was still too early to reveal Cosmic knowledge
onto Humans. So, she revealed herself to the awed Succubi, Witches, and Vampires to nudge
them onto the right path to end Human ignorance of them. She, of course, did not meet each
individual in turn, but she met with enough of them for her existence to be widely known …
****
The moment Laura walked into Jessica’s private shuttle, I knew she had come to
understand something profound. “What’s wrong, Laura? Your thoughts seem muddled …” I
asked. She looked at me with a deep look of love I felt just as deeply, and gave the same look

and feel to the receptive Meghan. Laura and I were always a bit thick headed, while Meghan was
patiently waiting for us to realize her deeply hidden feelings. We stood before each other only
thinking deep thoughts of love, before we impulsively began to share the Sexual Life Energy
within us with a passionate kiss.
“Sorry to break this up,” Jessica said to the three of us, “but we need to strap in for
launch!” We only had a few minutes of perigee with the moon to ensure the fastest trip.
We looked at each other, and lightly laughed, before taking out seats.
“Control, this is transport vessel David requesting permission to launch,” Sundry stated
through the consul communicator.
“Permission granted,” the controller communicated. “Depressurizing bay. You may begin
your launch sequence once outer doors are open.”
Minutes later, Robert Sundry piloted the ship out into the darkness …
“Something just came to me, Jessica,” Laura stated quietly in the confined space. Robert
had hit the autopilot, and had been taking a nap alone in the compartment behind them.
“I didn’t know about that expedition to a rogue planet known as Landry,” she responded
curiously, catching the subject telepathically.
“Yes, Jessica, they kept it quiet, but I was allowed to retain my security clearances. You
know I like my mysteries! Anyway, they wanna do further staffed research, but the first staffed
mission was basically a disaster.”
“A mind altering rock does not have to be related to a God, Laura, but from what I can
gather from your memory of it, there does seem to be a connection.”
“Yes, Jess, anything that can affect one of us as much as was suggested is worrisome, and I
know the Gods of Passion have used such mediums to screw around.”
“The expedition team returned about a year ago, if memory serves you, Laura. It’s quite
convenient that this Dr. Aldo is in the same general area we’ll be in.” They both knew that there
was far less coincidence than the average Human still liked to believe. The Gods of Passion were
obviously pushing them in the right direction subtly.
“I guess providence is on our side, now!”
****
Looking down upon David Summers body in an open casket was totally unbelievable. The
love he shared with Alexandria was as deep as mine was with Jessica, but he elected to not hold
back age like I did (Jessica already brewed far superior, more palatable potions for me). It was
devastating to us all, but even more so for Alexandria. Though her soul will ultimately let go of
David’s, Alexandria may never even try to find such love again. That is why Succubi avoid
falling in love with anyone other than their own incredibly long lived species or Witches slowing
their aging. Still, love is love, and age or species does not have to be a factor.
The Witch David still looked quite young for his age, for non-wizened Human standards.
He died at the ripe old age of one-hundred and thirty-five, which was a decade or two older than
average for a twenty-first century Witch. Ironically, he looked very much like what his official
military and government records stated: one-hundred and one. Human life expectancy in North
America was around eighty-five then. He was wearing his dress uniform of the Canadian Army,
which showed his shining lieutenant bars and duty patches proudly.
I looked around the room, seeing the mix of Human and Witch (the Avatar Succubus of

David’s Coven was also present). That mix made it so that the Witches could not speak openly
about their true goals in life, to say the least, but such a mix was common for Witches, who often
integrate themselves into Human society.
I quietly walked over to Jessica and Alexandria. They were holding each other tightly and
crying, while Alexandria was simply exploding with tears. I tenderly placed my arm around them
both …
Jessica’s rise to power was not as hard as she expected. Sure, it was almost seventy-three
years after she accepted the destiny that was hers to shape, but she had to patiently wait for the
right moment, which was unfortunately not long after her father’s death. Witches, Vampires, and
Succubi were perhaps even more patient than her, since she revealed herself to them not long
after her eighteenth birthday.
In the United States, a Minnesota Senator was forced to resign amongst a growing
controversy over a his tenure as a CEO at a private investment firm, which not only illegally
profited by bankrupting companies, but also by having organized crime connections. It was
impressively unbelievable, but there it was.
So, Jessica quickly found herself moving to Minnesota. Several Witches of the Great
Zalatoth of Manipulation and the Great Shurath’cas of Domination were in key positions in the
state and federal governments, and easily altered records to indicate she lived in the small rural
town of Barre, Minnesota, for five years. According to the falsified records, she was born in
Minneapolis, while she moved back within the last year. In that city, she lived in an upscale
apartment with myself (Robert Sundry), and Jessica’s older “sister” Alexandria Summers. Like
when we were married in Canada, Jessica did not take my last name, which could only be a
problem for the minority traditionalists.
Her coming from seemingly nowhere was a major asset to her politically. Plus, her natural
animal magnetism and command of Witchcraft made her instantly likable. She ran as an
independent populist, and simply overwhelmed the other “establishment” candidates. It was a, so
called, anti-incumbent year as well.
The ultimate election saw Jessica winning in a landslide in the special election of 2103.
None of the other candidates put up much of a fight, save for one. That one candidate had the
“What Summer?” campaign, and came very close to uncovering Jessica’s true history.
Alexandria steered him in the wrong direction, among other directions.
Jessica’s tenure as Senator was considered highly successful, in that she put she herself in
the middle of all important legislation, which nearly always assured its passage. Every member
of Congress ultimately sought the “Summers Seal.”
While she was Senator, Jessica and her base supporters in her home state established a new
political party called the United Populist Party (UPP or “Pops”). Their overall outlook had very
little to do with the traditional political “wings,” while they did adhere to an overall philosophy
of “Centrist Progressivism.” Jessica’s high profile nature helped the new Party become national
fairly quickly, and they soon updated their name to the United American Populist Party (UAP or
still “Pops”). With strong national support by 2107, it came as no surprise that Jessica announced
her candidacy for President, instead of reelection for Senator. Even though it was incredibly rare
for a Senator to run after such a truncated first term. Nonetheless, she was never shy about hiding
her political ambitions. Indeed, she was never shy about anything!
Jessica quickly chose the very Human Chairperson of the UAP Jack Lorenza as her Vice
President, and soon found the then traditional political parties unable to gain the social traction
she had. She ran on the resonating platform of “Growth Through Unity.” China, who was

essentially running half the world, was simply crushing the United States economically. In the
election of 2108, she and her party won in a landslide.
For the next four years, Jessica, with the help of her Party’s majority standing in Congress,
brought the United States to equal economic footing with China through a series of successful
socioeconomic reforms. At the same time, Jessica worked to make the apparent Cold War with
China downright glacial. After negotiating a highly successful new trade pact with China,
specifically including off-world colonies, the entire global economy soon found itself at new
heights. The Earth was still by far no utopia, but it was finding itself closer to that than it ever
had been.
Then, the election of 2112 saw for the first time in the United States since 1820 a President
run unopposed. With her popularity at an unfathomable ninety percent, Jessica decided that it
was time to reveal herself and the Cosmic Gods of Passion’s affect on our world. She decided to
do it during her 2013 inaugural address. It caused quite the stir, but it was at the best possible
time for there to be minimal negative repercussions. Of course, the legal legitimacy of her
presidency was certainly in question (it technically was from the start), but no one had the gall to
stand up to the Succubus-Witch. Vice President Lorenza, who became the next president, took
the revelation by only batting his eyes a few times with his jaw dropped at the inauguration. He
was, after all, a pragmatist, or at least, he finally understood why he loved her perfume so much
…
****
We seamlessly made it through Lunar Customs, and found ourselves at the appropriate
apartment. The woman that answered the door was Dr. Laura Smith, who was the only Human
that was pronounced sane after their expedition.
“Dr. Laura Smith? I am private detective Laura Drax. Is Dr. Rebecca Aldo with you?”
Laura Drax asked in her serious tones.
“Who’s at the door, Human?” Rebecca asked jokingly, sensing who was there already. She
walked up to Laura Smith, and held her lovingly from behind. They were now very much in
love, right down to their intertwined souls.
“Hello, I’m detective Drax, and these are my friends Andrea, Meghan, Jessica, and
Robert.” Her tones were always so serious, when she was investigating, and it amused me until
recent events.
“Come on in!” Rebecca offered. “I don’t think you bunch’ll be the last to talk to me about
that expedition.” Her psychic skills were not yet developed enough to read our minds all that
well, but she sensed more than enough to know why we were there.
There wasn’t enough seating for everyone, so Rebecca and her lover Laura politely sat on
the coffee table. They held hands, fingers interlocked.
“I sense you may know what we found,” Rebecca stated.
“You know there are these Chaos Covens that worship apparent Gods of Chaos?” Jessica
asked.
“Yes,” Rebecca answered, “they like to cause a lot of trouble … I guess the connection is
obvious, Jessica, but very Human Laura and I really just want to move on with our lives.”
“I understand,” Laura Drax stated, looking at me lovingly. “The Gods of Passion are
known to use similar means for their own amusement, and it stands to reason that these Gods of
Chaos do as well. Can you tell us anything that may not be in the reports?”

Rebecca sighed, and answered, “Most of what happened is there … but there is something
that only my Maker and Laura know. Something I hope to never say again to anyone else … The
rock only wanted me. I was a rare Succubus that had a weak understanding of the Symbiotic
Philosophy. It knew that, and exploited it. I obviously never wanted to kill anyone, but I saw
myself as above humanity, rather than next to it. It offered a means of shedding those bonds to
humanity I so wanted to shed, and it offered that through its madness. I was to be granted the
ability to return to Earth to destroy the Symbiotic Philosophy, and to conquer the Earth and
beyond with all our fellow Succubi. My corruption was capable of spreading like a psionic virus
amongst our kind. And, you know what? I wanted to do it …”
I and the others were taken aback. Rebecca was perhaps one of the few of our kind capable
of such corruption, and it was a terrifying thought that we could have all been corrupted through
her. It was all but a miracle that she didn’t let the corruption take her.
“As you probably already sense,” Rebecca continued, “my Laura was the only one that
kept me from changing everything. It was out of the fact that I didn’t need to dominate her body
and soul. She saw me as her protector, and still does … She protected me by saving my life, and
I protected her from those who were totally lost in the madness. I just couldn’t betray her in the
way that rock wanted.”
“I won’t always be here for you, my Becca,” Laura Smith stated.
“I’ll never loose what you’ve given me, my Laura.” Hands tightly interwoven, they kissed
each other sweetly on the lips.
We all left Laura Smith and Rebecca soon after, worried about our coming meeting with a
Chaos Witch. None of us met one before, while even the Gods of Passion seemed worried about
them. The thought that true chaos could be my kind’s weakness was more than sobering …
“Well, there he is,” the young security officer stated, outwardly remaining professional
around highly sexual beings. “Their leader here, I guess: Jonas Triegg. He is a suspect in the
Artificial Vampire Incident down in Toronto, Canada. He and his followers strangely put up no
struggle when we apprehended them for violating the Lunar Code. There are records that suggest
he was also a leader of a Dark Coven, but it appears that nearly all records of him were erased
less than a year ago. Anyway, I don’t even think you gals can seduce him enough to make him
act even close to something normal!”
A dark, brooding man sat quietly on the other side of the enhanced two way wall. His
stillness was betrayed by the maddening chaos he naturally extruded.
Robert chuckled quietly at the officer’s comment, being the only other Human in the room.
He knew that Succubi could make most humanoids do whatever they wanted, while they usually
didn’t have to try very hard.
“The room might be a bit crowded if all of you go in …” the officer stated uncomfortably.
The room was not exactly pressurized for too many people.
“I’ll go in. I’m the only active detective here!” Laura said lightly, while glancing at the
long retired Robert Sundry.
Laura soon found herself sitting across the smirking Witch. She let loose a controlled burst
of her potent pheromones, which had proved quite affective in the past. Though, she was hoping
that they would at least calm the flowing, chaotic emotions within him …

The Great Cosmic Gods
Triegg sniffed the air happily. “That didn’t take you long, did it, Succubus?” All Laura’s
pheromones seem to do was make his creepily dark smile larger. The matured telepathic abilities
of Meghan or I may have taken less time, but Laura has always been very particular about how
she conducted interrogations. It was one of many traits she retained from her prior incarnation.
She felt that it was far better to break down a subject naturally to ensure a long term, quality
stream of information. Still, she obviously had no trouble now applying her empathy and
pheromones. I liked to tease her about that hypocrisy.
“You can call me Laura, Mr. Triegg,” she requested, quickly falling back on her old
interrogations skills.
“Humph! Well, you can call me ‘Witch,’ Laura!” he stated, licking his lips, while lustfully
looking her over.
“OK … Witch. You seem unsettled.”
“Well, I would like to play a game of footsie with you, Laura. I bet your feet are just as
orgasm inducing as the rest of you!”
“Uhha … From your file, I can see that you and your friends don’t like to play by the rules.
I understand perfectly, Witch. My kind always had problems with authority.”
He laughed darkly. “Yet, you don’t wanna conquer authority. You guys just wanna eat and
fuck for four, five-thousand years, before you run out of gas. Oh right! Eating and fucking is all
but the same to you.”
“What do you wanna do for the next five-thousand years, WITCH?” she snapped back
angrily. The death of my Maker will always be a part of her.
He let out a slow, villainess laugh, and stated, “There won’t be another thousand, Laura.”
“What do you mean, Witch?” she asked confused.
“My masters always had power above all others …”
“The Gods of Chaos?” she assumed.
“Yes, obviously,” he said with a large smile. “Their power was not wieldable until very
recently. For millions, billions of years, they grew annoyed that a select few of their kind
appointed themselves as the master manipulators of the Multiverse. Then, the Bacchic Expansion
began and ended long before its completion, leaving us with two Truly Great Ones to hold the
now two-faced Multiverse together. It was all thanks to Great Zalatoth manipulating a couple
Succubi like you, with the help of their special lovers, to summon the First Truly Great One out
of oblivion. One of the lovers, the reborn Itra Eleutherios, who wrote the ancient Book of
Passions, chronicled it long before it was known as truth.”
“What does the ceased Bacchic Expansion have to do with your Gods of Chaos, Witch?”
“I thought your kind was more patient than that! Anyway, the uncompleted Bacchic
Expansion temporarily damaged the substructure of the Multiverse at the point it ceased: our
Edge Universe. That was a rallying cry for my masters, along with that almost Multiverse ending
power struggle amongst those Gods of Passion that led to the ‘balance’ of two rulers. It was but a

moment for them, but it took time for the Gods of Chaos to finally organize. Now, they are
preparing to overthrow the Cosmic Gods of Passion with their now wieldable power. It will be
done by destroying the finite Multiverse. We await the Great Nothingness, the unsaid truth of all
the Gods, and what our Gods create for us after. All their followers have been promised to be
spared. We shall become their ANGELS!”
“How could they destroy the Multiverse? Why is that necessary to overthrow the Gods of
Passion?” she asked in shock.
“I said it all already, didn’t I, Laura? The high and mighty Gods of Passion have ruled
falsely for long enough. Now, the Gods of Chaos shall wield physics itself to destroy their
passionate domain. Every galaxy has at its center a supermassive black hole; all those holes need
is a little push to gobble everything up. Then, those overstuffed, supermassive gravity wells will
be too much for the weakened substructure to handle. Our universe shall crumble, and that
crumbling shall cascade ACROSS THE MULTIVERSE!”
“Such power is impossible, Witch!” she said breathlessly in almost tearful disbelief.
“Nothing is impossible, Laura; it just hasn’t been done yet. You see, my masters knew that
disbelief was inevitable, while they must feed off of horror and dread. So, Laura, proof of their
power will soon be visible to us. The supermassive black hole at the center of the distant galaxy
known as M87, NGC 4486, or Virgo A was altered to consume all the matter surrounding it,
further weakening the Multiverse’s substructure just a touch more. The destruction of the
Multiverse shall come by having ALL present galaxies in our universe implode all at once! Now
normally, it would take millions of years for such things to be even known to us, but my masters
temporarily altered the way light travels from the former site of Virgo A to us. Therefore, the
improbable disappearance of that galaxy shall be known in precisely twenty-two hours, thirtyone minutes, and forty-two seconds.”
Though we wanted to believe we heard the false ramblings of a religious zealot, we went
to the nearest astronomical research center the next day. The facility was relatively close to the
sector’s Federated Police Station.
“Well, umm, I must admit I’m kinda overwhelmed here!” head researcher Dr. John Black
stated with an obvious double meaning. I could sense he liked speaking in such ways, while
having multiple Succubi in the same room allowed him to use such speech in ways he technically
never intended.
“Don’t worry,” Robert stated lightly, “they’re not hungry!”
“Ah, sure …” he breathed with both disappointment and embarrassment. He was married.
“Well, what you told me to look for is impossible. A galaxy cannot simply consume itself. They
can clash, they can merge, and maybe even dissipate. I mean, maybe they could consume
themselves, but it would have to be over the span of at least billions of years, I’d say. Everything
they are known for takes incredible expanses of time. Even a supernova takes quite a lot of time
to go through all the phases. Your lunatic suggesting that a supermassive black hole could be
altered is completely nuts, and then, to suggest we can know that it JUST consumed its
surrounding galaxy is, well, science fiction!” He moved his hands quite animatedly.
I teasingly leaned close to him on his comfy chair, put my hand on his shoulder, and softly
stated in his ear, “In my over two-thousand years of life, Human, all that I once assumed to be
science fiction has become reality.” I pulled back with a sultry smile.
The scientist sputtered from his blatant arousal, and mumbled, “Fifty years is always
enough for everything to change …” He stood up, and breathed, “Let’s check out old Virgo-A.”

‘That’s a neat trick, Andrea,’ Jessica stated in my head sillily.
‘Ha! Had to stop his ranting, Jess. I bet you didn’t always have to blast those world leaders
with your scent!’ I transmitted back.
We both chuckled. There were always rumors the Jessica Summers sometimes had too
much fun in diplomacy, but she took her world role too seriously to risk such scandal and
exposure. Robert Sundry was all she ever wanted, regardless of the times they needed to
welcome others into their bed whenever she needed just that much more. Still, like what was the
case for all Succubi, her body alone could make any humanoid drool.
We soon found ourselves in the main lab. It was empty from everyone being home for the
weekend. Black, himself, was rather annoyed that he was called in to help with the investigation.
His annoyance was nullified once he realized who he was helping.
He tapped in the coordinates on the main console. “Now, we have, what, a couple of
minutes before that galaxy disappears off the face of the universe. So if anything is to happen,
we should see something.” His tone was quite sarcastic.
The main view screen soon showed the appropriate galaxy. It was a bright, off white orb,
with a distinct blue ribbon jutting out into space.
After a couple of minutes, the doctor stated cynically, “Well, there it is, plasma jet and all.
Interesting looking one, but not my favorite object out there. I’m sure it’ll shine happily long
after even you … have … Oh, my God …” His jaw dropped at the sight before us, as all ours did.
The plasma jet suddenly glowed brightly, before it flew out into space. The whole galaxy then
glowed brighter, and it began to shrink into itself, like a snowball in the hot sun. Soon, without
even a whimper, it was gone …
Dr. Black suddenly shot out of the chair, and ran to the communications console.
“MILLSTONE! MILLSTONE! Come in! Oh my fuck, is there anyone down there!?” he screamed
to their sister station in Northeastern Massachusetts, USA. “This is Dr. Black! MILLSTONE,
WAKE UP!” It was one in the morning down there.
A tired old man’s face appeared on the screen. “Drake Research Center, this is Millstone
Observatory. You are speaking to Dr. Johnson. John, what’s the matter?” He never saw his
colleague so distressed.
“Oh, my fucking God, GODS! It’s gone! IT’S FUCKING GONE!” he screamed at the
console.
“What? What’s gone?” Dr. Johnson asked confused.
“NGC 4486!” he screamed in terror.
“What? Are you OK, John? Virgo A can’t possibly be gone!”
“See it for yourself, Bob!”
The scientist on Earth shook his head, and moved away from the screen. “Something’s up
Jack. I think,” we heard quietly though the console. “Ping the Jefferson space-scope. Tell it to
take a standard pic of NGC 4486.”
A few moments later, we heard what was probably Jack breath, “Impossible! … Live feed
… No …”
Dr. Johnson reappeared on the screen, totally pale from terror. “How is this possible. It’s
gone!”
“I watched it consume itself, Jack,” Dr. Black barely stated. “It’s all recored, like
everything …” He went numb and limp onto the chair before the console.
Jessica walked over to the console, and spoke to the numbed scientist on the other end, “I
didn’t wanna believe it. None of us did, doctor,” she said, lacking her trademark solidity. “We

can’t do anything to bring that galaxy and whoever lived there back. But, I think we still have a
chance of saving all the others, including ours … I have an idea …”
“I should have known you two were Succubi!” The Potion Master Priest, Sergeant Larry
Robertson stated in disbelief. He was quite overwhelmed by the situation, and shielded his
psyche with past events of the murder-execution of a former follower by a rival Coven.
“I wasn’t one for very long when we spoke through the interspace comm!” Laura
exclaimed.
“We need to speak with the Avatar that works with your Coven,” Jessica stated seriously,
barely hiding her wavering resolve.
“Yes, I’ll call her. Anything for you, Jessica Summers! Do you know her?”
“No, I just assumed your Coven had one,” Jessica stated. “I never heard anything about
your Coven that would push an Avatar Succubus away.”
He smiled, and took out his earbud communicator. “Lisa?” he called into the fitted earbud.
“Are you free at the … Oh, right. Nothing surprises you!” He ended the call, and turned to his
guests. “She’ll be here in just a minute.”
A few moments later, the incredibly fit, tall brunette walked in the room. Before Lisa was
transformed into an Avatar Succubus fifty years ago, she was a successful model and swimmer,
and still swam as a hobby. “OK,” Lisa sighed. “The gods were somewhat cryptic to me. They
wanted to be metaphysically face to face.”
“Do the Gods of Passion now have a plan?” Jessica asked uncomfortably.
A beyond lustful look overwhelmed Lisa’s blue eyes, and with an inhumanly erotic voice
she spoke, “This is the Great Zalatoth. The Truly Great Ones have commanded me to deal with
the situation created by the Nameless Ones of Chaos. Thanks to you, we now know the horror
they plan, no matter how unfathomable. Only one of us can even fathom what they are planning.
Our power is merely through the manipulation of passion in all forms. Only Ulia’athos of
Technology and the Digital Domain can grasp their level of science.” Gods of Passion speaking
through an Avatar usually aroused all in the room, but the anxiety of our situation overpowered
that.
“So, Ulia’athos knows what to do?” Jessica asked confused.
“Yes, however, Ulia’athos was but a lesser one of us. It understood, but it lacked the power
to act.”
“Yes?” Jessica motioned impatiently.
“Ulia’athos requested a … promotion, to describe it in your terms. We have complied in
making him a Greater God of Passion.” Then in an equally as inhumanly erotic voice, but with
intellectual overtones, Lisa sounded, “Yes … They have complied with my request well! My, the
Great Ulia’athos’ plan is to have an Avatar of me within the Edge Realm, your realm. Through
her, I shall ascertain all that must be done in two places at once.”
“An Avatar?” Robert asked. “You need to do more than just speak through one?”
“The concept of ‘Avatar’ is often used rather loosely amongst humanoids, especially when
it comes to Avatar Succubi,” the Great Technological God of Passion spoke through Lisa.
“Those ‘Avatars’ can initiate communication at will, but they are by far not our eyes and ears …
And, we never will be!” The last was spoken purely by Lisa, before the Greater God continued,
“… That is why we must create a rare true Avatar. There was once a feminine being living in
both the Digital Domain and the real that could have served my purposes if reprogramed, but she
was lost in the Bacchic Expansion.”

“Who do we choose?” I asked breathlessly. The repercussions of transforming anyone
were not always predictable. That is one of the reasons why us Succubi do not transform female
Humans into one of us everyday!
“Laura already has,” Lisa, in her own voice, said in less than subtly hungry tones, before
sitting on the priest’s welcoming lap. Her arms were casually draped around him. The artificial
power to converse with the Gods, like with any artificial ability, makes a Succubus quite hungry.
I didn’t have to read their minds to know that her and the priest had shared numerous nights for
his fun and her feeding.
“Yes, I have …” Laura said quietly. “Allie Whinds …”
Laura could not fully explain why she chose Allie, other than the fact that Laura knew that
she was strong willed. We contacted her agent, who was surprisingly helpful. Allie had spoke
highly of Laura, Meghan, and I to him. She was traveling, and was currently on Earth in
Providence, Rhode Island, United States. She was apparently on a mission of “self discovery,”
which he didn’t fully understand …
A day later, we were walking into Allie’s hotel. We were slowly being consumed by
anxiety; there was no way to know when the Gods of Chaos would touch the hearts of all
galaxies of our universe with their resentful hands. At the same time, we knew our dread was
what they wanted, for it was sustenance for them.
We found Allie in the ill attended bar sitting next to a beautiful porcelain skinned brunette.
The brunette was on the shorter side, while her body was well proportioned, holding her D-cup
breasts elegantly. Her dark brown eyes had a subtle red tint. Her nature was fairly obvious,
especially with her otherwise off eye color. She was drinking a glass of Human Blood Plasma,
reddened by a small percentage of animal blood, as opposed to Allie’s white wine. Such blood
alternatives, often artificial, were not that popular, but were often drunk in public. It has always
been taboo to feed on Humans in public, especially for Vampires.
She suddenly laughed happily at Allie’s Thanksgiving story, before spontaneously,
teasingly kissing Allie’s neck, which had all but healed puncture wounds. I sensed that it was the
first time she laughed so strongly for the better part of two centuries. Her self loathing was very
deep. This was the happiest she had been in so long.
“She’s with a Domoriosian Vampire,” Laura observed in amazement.
“Yes. You didn’t think a Vampire of Consumption could have a positive relationship with
a Human, my love?” I asked.
“Of course they can, baby!” Laura replied defensively. “But, the last time I came across
one was back in my Human days with the Federated Police. That one was male, and went nuts.
That Cosmic Detective led task force I was on figured him out quickly; he was very sloppy. He
happily killed a couple of us before we apprehended him. We found his Maker, who wasn’t too
happy, and after his conviction, he was put in her custody.” A case file on a man who was
incarcerated for killing Vampires (mostly when they slept), because it was his “duty,” also
crossed her mind.
“Never forget about the great weight of time, my love,” I forcibly reminded her. We
walked over to them.
The Domoriosian Mary looked toward us surprised. She was only paying attention to Allie.
“Succubi … and Human … to what do we owe this pleasure?” she asked sarcastically.
“Oh, don’t be so brooding, Mary!” Allie said lightly with a smile. Her innocent devotion
toward Laura had not faded at all. “That’s Laura, Andrea, and Meghan. I told you about them …

And, we all know Jessica Summers and Robert Sundry …” She was genuinely amazed to meet
the last two, in spite of her having a modicum of fame herself.
“Damn, I didn’t know Vampires could be so enticing!” the insatiable Laura cooed
hungrily, meaning it as a compliment. Mary simply had far more Sexual Energy within her than
the average Human!
“I’m sorry to say, Laura, you can’t have me!” Mary smiled teasingly.
“You’ll be lucky to taste a Vampire in your lifetime, my love,” I stated. I looked over to
Mary, and continued, “Our blood is not Human!”
Mary laughed toothily, darkly, retracted fangs looking quite sharp, and stated, “That’s an
understatement!” Succubus blood, while neither toxic or not nutritious, is disgusting to a
Vampire, while it is taboo amongst Vampires to allow others to feed on them. It is indeed more
disgusting for a Domoriosian, who derives Life Energy from blood, because a Succubus’ Life
Energy is completely sexualized. Mary looked over to Allie with a smile mixed with love and
hunger, and said, “Lucky for me, Allie is quite delicious.”
“Don’t take this the wrong way, Mary,” I stated, “but I find it remarkable how much your
breed has evolved over two millennia.”
“Yes, I know,” Mary answered almost darkly. “I was always progressive amongst my
breed, or at least, unchainable. I’ll tell anyone this, because it’s a part of who I am. I caught my
Maker draining some unsuspecting Human in dark alley one drunken night back in two-thousand
one. The first night I’d been drunk in years, and the last. She thought I was cute enough not to
drain me on the spot. So, she fucked around with me for the next couple of nights, invaded my
dreams. My cop boyfriend thought I was going nuts, which was true enough. Then on one of the
many nights my boyfriend was working late, my Maker came to me, fucked me, and almost
sucked me dry. She took me to her home under an abandoned apartment complex, and forced me
to drink fresh Human Blood for the first time. I loved the blood as much as I hated what I
realized I was becoming …
“Not everyone knows that a Maker of my breed must forcibly make their progeny submit
to them, which works most of the time, while it’s far more amiable than it used to be thanks to
evolution. Drinking your Maker’s blood to facilitate transformation more than helps, while my
breed is more careful now in who they transform. But, my strong will, which she prized, was too
much for her to chain, and with the lucky help of my lover, I killed her and almost all the other
Vampires there in my rage. Could have just taken over the little brood, but my rage was only to
be quenched by my Maker’s destruction, which was after I killed most of the brood and scared
away the rest …
“I begged my lover to kill me right after, but he couldn’t do it. I already knew I could
never bring myself to suicide …” A small tear escaped her eye (about as much as anyone would
see from a Vampire). “I bit him moments later. I didn’t kill him, remarkably. My will was
actually strengthened through the transformation, while my love for him was tainted before
fading away. So, I became an early member of my breed to not kill actively and live
independently. I was among the first of my breed, perhaps, to gain the matured mentality of
symbiosis of the other Vampires. I still fucking love Human Blood more than anything!” she
looked hungrily at Allie, who smiled back lustfully.
“You murdered your Maker?” Laura said in shock. Though I wasn’t her Maker in the
strictest sense (Artificials do not have true Makers), Laura tried to kill me twice over the span of
two lifetimes, due to her now destroyed Hunter nature. She then remembered from her days with
the Federated Police an odd aspect about Domoriosians: There are far less of them more than two

centuries old than any other breed of Vampire. I never put much thought into it myself, but Mary
gave the answer to why that was, while it took her many years to understand that she wasn’t
alone in her universal actions. She still moaned about it all more than some, though, while young
Domoriosians like her were known to be rather macabre in personality.
“My punishment is to be a blood addicted monster until the end of time,” she stated in her
dark cynicism.
“You’re not a monster, Mary,” Allie stated teary eyed, as she obviously observed before.
She put her hand on Mary’s right cheek, and lightly kissed her. “You know you were exactly
what I was looking for: true cosmic passion.”
Jessica sighed uncomfortably, and stated, “The Multiverse now has its sights on you, Allie.
That’s why we are here. We need to know if you are willing to accept more than just cosmic
passion. How willing are you to become something this world has never seen?”
“What?” Allie asked, almost thinking it was some joke.
Mary suddenly grasped Allie’s hand too tightly, and hissed, “They want you to become an
Avatar of a Cosmic God of Passion! They want you to save the Multiverse from its imminent
destruction!” Mary turned to us and angrily stated with amazement in her words, “I can’t risk
loosing her! I’d rather be in her arms if we are facing the end of everything.” She all but admitted
that she was deeply in love with her then, but had trouble believing that she could still love like
that. Indeed, they were only together for the last week.
“Mary,” Allie stated, “I know how much you love me. I trust them. I don’t fully
understand what’s happening, but I don’t think we have the time for understanding. You know,
sweet Mary, that even the most extravagant of transformations can’t change who you really are.”
She kissed Mary lovingly.
The process of transforming Allie was explained before we left for Earth. The local
Narragansett State University, like many others, had the proper technical facilities for their task.
Knowing Allie’s location, they contacted the appropriate professor before landing in the city’s
spaceport. Doctor Lawrence Chesterton was more than fascinated by what they were proposing,
while the reason for it was yet to sink into his mind in any rational way. The only thing that
annoyed him was their sudden insistence to meet him at eleven the night they met Allie!
“This was not the way I wanted to become friends with Succubi and Vampires!” the aging
Chesterton groveled, opening his lab with his Access Bracelet. Mary practically attached herself
to Allie. “The body scanner is on the other end. We can do a mental reading at the same time
with my facilities.” The systems were automatically switching on after the security detected his
biosignature.
“Good,” Jessica stated.
After Allie waked into the cylindrical scanner, Chesterton handed over a black, latex based
scanning cap. Enhanced fabrics like latexica were available for more than a century, but were not
popular for everyday use outside laboratories. I always assumed it was the same cultural
reluctance associated with general biotechnology.
Mary tightly grabbed the surprised scientist’s arm, and growled with her bright white fangs
descended, “If you hurt her, I’ll turn you into a lifeless husk!”
“Mary!” Allie interjected. “Five year old Humans play with this tech.”
“She’s right, Domoriosian,” the unfazed Chesterton confirmed. “I’m gonna need my arm,
my dear.”
Mary let go amazed and almost impressed by how the professor was not intimidated by

her. He fangs slid back up slowly. We all sensed that he sized us up the moment we met outside,
and knew exactly what to expect from all of us. He was truly brilliant, and secretly wanted to be
unbound. Yet, much to he great regret, that rebelliousness was bleeding out of him with age.
Doctor Chesterton started the recording sequence on his Paper Tablet the moment Mary let
go. The machine quietly hummed, while it recorded every physical aspect of her.
“Mary, I will now state a series of words to you. You will have two seconds to visualize
and repeat each. Do not worry if you fail to visualize some in the allotted time.”
She nodded.
“Apple … Machine … Love … Travel … Work … Play … Lust … Animal … Family …
Mice … Hair … Food … Tree … Telephony … Fan …” He continued on for several minutes,
the machine recording her voice and mental responses. “Done,” he stated, recording the response
to even that. He shut off his machine. “That was very good, Allie. You gave me the best set of
mental data I ever had! I can tell your mental processes are very deep.”
“You have no idea, Chesterton,” Mary stated lovingly, unnecessarily helping Allie out of
the scanner.
“Actually, I do!” the professor corrected. “Watch the wall to your left. It will visually show
the digital representation of our subject as the data is compiled. From what I gather, something
different may happen.” He looked rather excited.
The image started as a wireframe, before organs, bones, and flesh phased in rapidly. The
completely accurate representation of the nude Allie was soon visible to them all. “Hello, I am
the digital representation of Allie Whinds,” the image stated by default with Allie’s vocal pattern
replicated stoically. “This image is Copyright Doctor Lawrence Chesterton and Narragansett
State University. It may not be used by others without strict permission by its owners, or
distributed for non-scientific purposes.” It then stated almost slyly, “Unfortunately, we may soon
smash the copyright for the greater good.”
Chesterton looked both surprised and excited. After ecstatically tapping away on his Paper
Tablet, he stated, “It appears that my system has been taken over by an outside force!”
“Yes, doctor,” the image stated. “I am not the Great Ulia’athos, but all that I now say and
do are an extension of that Greater God.” To Chesterton’s great surprise and joy, the possessed
image leaned out into the real world, and beckoned Allie with a sultry smile. The image’s all too
real hand was outstretched into the room. Static discharge flowed around where the apparent
barrier was penetrated.
There were no holographic projectors in the lab. It was still a hollow thing, held together
by a mass of photons and electrons, desperately seeking to be whole. The site haunted us to our
very cores, if only because none of us witnessed such an event in our lives!
“Such power is flowing through my systems! The last time I saw data like this was in a
report about artificial wormholes …” the scientist wildly exclaimed with a tear.
While Allie started to walk to the digital image of herself, Mary impulsively grabbed her
tightly, tears fell from her eyes, more tears than any Vampire may ever know. “It’s OK, my
love,” Allie stated. “This must be done, if we are to be together forever.” Mary did let go, but not
without all the will within her, knowing the truth of Allie’s words.
Allie grasped the static-laden hand, and walked into the Digital Domain. Allie’s clothes
were erased, while the two apparent twins tightly embraced before our eyes. In a mass of
electrically charged, Digital Cosmic Energy, the two melted into each other. Suddenly, a staticladen wave of that powerful Energy burst outward into the lab, and flew through us, making my
brethren and I mouthwateringly hungry, while making the others equally as horny. The power

surge loudly burst the lights in the room and most of the building.
Just as we were all regaining our composure through the arousal and hunger, the naked
Allie, now the Avatar of the Great Ulia’athos, walked out into the real world, lit by moonlight.
She was visually normal, but even the Humans in the room could feel her power. We were all in
utter awe toward the naked being.
The Technological Avatar Allie walked over to Mary, who fell to her knees. She placed
her hand on Mary cheek, and stated, “My sweet Mary, an Evolved Domoriosian,” she stated with
her voice echoing in our minds. “You’ve understandably spent so long hating yourself, my love.
Your Maker Lexi was doomed, as was her Maker before her, for their murderous extravagancies.
You stayed true to what you will always be on the inside.” She cut her finger on Mary’s
undescended fang, and allowed her to drink her divinity infested blood. Mary’s orgasm was
deafening, while her eyes exploded with red. Mary’s eyes slowly normalized, and Allie
continued, “You are forgiven. You are all forgiven.” Mary fell back in revelation from the
mindless, orgasmic pleasure, knowing the truth in her lover’s words …
There was only one place in the Sol System that had the technology to do what needed to
be done: the Dead Megacity in Antarctica. Only there could Allie find a way to view the
damaged substructure of the Multiverse, which she surmised was the key to stopping the Gods of
Chaos. The reptilian species that lived and died there were the true inventors of “Built to Last.”
However, Allie did not expect to resurrect the whole city to use a necessary, ancient system.
Very few studies were done on the Megacity, since its existence was accepted after the
Cosmic Revaluation. Stories of it and how it saved the Multiverse once before were merely seen
as fiction prior. Now, it is a story of an ending, unlike anything humanoids cannot truly fathom.
Currently, only one eccentric archaeologist led a skeleton crew to study it. They only
mapped ten percent so far, partly because the bio-powered transport system required knowledge
of the many locations to bring them anywhere.
Allie and the “attached” Mary walked into the well heated science base at the foot of the
Ellsworth Mountains, which were recently proven to be created artificially by the long dead
inhabitants. Though Allie would have let us follow her there with Mary, we thought we would
just become a hinderance.
“Oh, hello …” the young archaeologist greeted in his office. “I’m Doctor John Harvey. We
weren’t expecting any visitors …”
“We won’t be here for long,” Allie stated seriously, reducing her psionic echo to zero, as
she did her overall divine presence. “My name is Allie Whinds, and this is Mary Lewiston.”
“I suppose you would like access to the city …” he trailed off, noticing the subtle red tint
of Mary’s eyes. “This isn’t some weird sexual, vampiric fantasy is it? You two wouldn’t be the
first to get that idea!”
Mary grunted angrily, before Allie put her hand on Mary’s shoulder.
“For once, sex won’t save us,” Allie stated coldly. She touched his Scientific Paper Tablet,
and took control over it. Visually displaying her words and allowing her divine presence to
emanate, she continued, “I am the Avatar the Truly Great Ulia’athos of Technology and the
Digital Domain. The God of Technology was given Greater Status for a pressing reason.
Nameless Gods of Chaos seek to destroy and remake the Multiverse in their own image. The
substructure of our Edge Realm has cracks from the failed Bacchic Expansion, and by collapsing
all the galaxies in our realm at once, that otherwise healing substructure will be destroyed. That
cataclysmic destruction will cascade into the rest of the finite Multiverse. See the proof of their

plan in all of its horrific glory!”
The doctor’s jaw was dropped, while he breathed deeply in terror. A whole galaxy
consuming itself should not even be a possibility! There was disbelief, if only to protect his
sanity.
“Believe her, Harvey,” Mary stated unsteadily. “The longer we wait, the more likely we
won’t exist.”
“Yes …” he breathed. “Come with me. I think I know the place you need to go.”
Running down the heated umbilicus to the connected entrance to the city, the
archaeologist’s crew, coming back from a day’s work, looked on in confusion. In the metallic,
elevator-like entrance, he placed his hand on the cold wall.
In a blur, they found themselves in a dark corridor. Dust and decay poisoned the air. What
looked like natural light filtered in from a room ahead of them. “Fuck, I’ll never get used to
that!” John stated, shaking his head. “Lets go.” He led them down the corridor. “We think the
room ahead was used for astrophysical studies, based on a translated text we found in there. The
structure in there also looks like a radio telescope …”
“Are you saying, Human, that you don’t really know what this room really does?” Mary
growled.
“Mary, you must shed that short temper for me. I know now this place was never meant to
save us from the Gods of Chaos. It can only guide us to what must be done, my love.”
They walked into the large room, which beautifully filtered in sunlight through what
looked like a solid ceiling. A massive, stationary dish stood above them like a juggernaut. What
looked like computer consoles were recessed into the walls. They looked as dead as everything
else in the dust chocked Megacity.
Without a word, Allie placed her hand on the dead console. Odd creaking noises sounded,
before turning into a low mechanical hum. At the same time, the room lit itself with an odd
yellowish color from the floor, replacing the apparent sunlight. The glass coverings over the
lights deeply yellowed by the great weight of time. A bright white holographic image flickered to
life before the Technological Avatar.
Multiple flowing graphs and charts came and went on the holographic screen. Then,
scientific calculations beyond all the greatest minds of their age flowed for several minutes.
Many strange, swirling symbols were actually invented by Allie on the fly, having to invent and
prove new theories of the nature of the Multiverse. After the same line of hyper-advanced
mathematics repeated several times, the holographic screen faded away.
Allie walked over to Mary, and they held each other tightly. “I have to go now, my love,”
Allie stated with great love in her echoing voice.
“NO!” Mary screamed teary eyed.
“Yes … I must join with my Great Ulia’athos. As one, we will repair the damage to the
substructure with our combined Energies. No longer capable of destroying the Multiverse, the
Truly Great Ones will hunt down and strip all the power the Gods of Chaos wield. My Great
Ulia’athos can now predict chaos itself; the Gods of Chaos will have nowhere to hide.”
“I don’t fucking care!” Mary screamed, tears flowing freely. “I can’t spend eternity alone
anymore! I CAN’T LIVE WITHOUT YOU!”
“And, you won’t. Your temper is stunting your psionic power, my love. You are my reason
for being. And thus, you are the Great Ulia’athos’ reason for being. My Great God is made
awesomely powerful by the love we share, making almost anything possible. We will separate
once the task is complete, and I will be with you forever as reward. You give us no choice in the

matter!”
They kissed passionately with great love for what felt like an eternity. John shook his head
teary eyed, saddened that the world may never truly know the awe and wonder of the love they
were emitting in their great embrace.
Forehead to forehead, Allie said quietly, “I’ll be back …” She faded away …
Mary fell to the dust smothered floor, and before the speechless archaeologist, who once
thought Vampires could not cry, she exploded with tears …
Endless weeks past, after we returned to the Albatross. The shell shocked Mary came to us
soon after, knowing no one else would understand how she was. All that naturally engrained
prejudice toward Succubi melted away as if it never existed. She rarely left her Laura’s old
apartment, though, unhappily feeding on what little animal blood she requested. We offered our
own Succubus Blood or to help her find a willing Human, but she said she could only feed on her
Allie. We feared for a day she would give up all hope for Allie’s return, and starve herself to
death or worse …
Then, Laura, Meghan, and I were suddenly awoken for reasons we couldn’t understand.
There was a great pull toward Mary’s room. Fearing the worst, we hurried down to the apartment
barefoot. Jessica and Robert were brought there, too, by that yet unexplainable pull.
The door suddenly slid open. Inside, we saw an overjoyed Mary tightly hugging the greatly
happy Allie Whinds. The smile on their faces brought tears of joy to our eyes. We all sighed with
relief, feeling all the mind ripping dread leave us, while we were finally able to return the calls of
some rather neurotic scientists. There are so many universes, so many possibilities, but for now,
the Multiverse was safe …
Meghan served up drinks for herself, Robert, Meghan, and Jessica, back at Cubare Tavern,
and sat with us. All that we had done was mentally taxing, but we were more than pleased with
our success. Alexandria was still with her favorite technician -- Frenzies are known to
temporarily disconnect both parties from current events, while the recently returned Allie was in
a similar position with Mary. We planned to meet up with them later.
Causally sipping our top shelf drinks, Detective Ryan Rhodes walked into the bar. He was
clearly still on vacation, as evidenced by his casual attire. We casually invited him to our table,
looking forward to telling him quite the story. He almost timidly walked over. Laura and I
scooched over so he could sandwich a chair between Laura and I.
“Wanna drink?” I asked sweetly. I was tempted to tease him, but Laura and I already did
enough of that.
“Yeah, sure, umm, Scotch?” he requested
I mentally sent the order for a top shelf Scotch to the slim blond bartender Sandy. She
always hated when I did that, but never actively complained.
Laura then asked, “So, what brings you here, Ryan?”
He answered, “Well, I’ve never been in here before. You were right Laura, I really
shouldn’t hold myself back as much as I do.”
“Did you call your wife, Ryan?” Laura asked curiously.
Sandy placed Ryan’s drink before him, and Ryan answered, “Yeah. It was good for both of
us. She’s still single, actually, and never been to space before. So, I arranged for her to come up
to the station next month. Not sure how I’m going to explain any of you, though, especially you,
Laura!”

Laura laughed playfully, sipping her red wine.
“Oh, I know what you mean!” Robert stated jokingly with some truth. “I’ve spent a
century and a half with one, and I still can’t explain them!”
Jessica playfully punched Robert’s forearm, and stated with a big smile, “You know I’m
more than just a Succubus, you idiot!”
They all laughed, and happily sipped their drinks.
“There are things about me that only Robert and my mother knows, actually,” Jessica said
with a knowing smile. “My father died long before it was clear to me: what I really am.
Everyone assumed, perhaps even the some of the Gods of Passion, that I was manipulated into
existence by the Great Zalatoth, but it was always true evolution that begot me. Zalatoth merely
predicted my coming, and planned accordingly … I can have offspring, because I hold my
mother’s special genes. My mother was only able to do it once, but I apparently have total
control over it, with the help of the Witch genes of my father. This morning, after Allie returned,
Robert wanted us to give it a go. I can tell already that we were successful. Twins are forming
inside me.”
“What?” Ryan asked in disbelief, almost choking on his drink, while already suspecting the
story he didn’t yet know. We were all quite surprised, because us Succubi rarely hid anything
from each other. Still, Jessica was always more than just a Succubus.
“My offspring can only be like any Natural Born. My powers as a Witch do not pass on. I
think it’s like how an Artificial cannot pass on any of their artificial powers, when they transform
a woman into a Natural. One of them inside me shall indeed be a Natural Born Succubus, but the
other is an Incubus. The first true Incubus of the Homo Genus …”
All our jaws were dropped. It was always thought that humanoid males could not handle
having their Sexual Energy fused with their Life Energy, and that was an assumed reason why no
Incubi were even born.
She smiled happily, looking downward. “I can already sense what he will be through the
very DNA. He shall have all the strength of a Natural Born Succubus, but he will not be able to
create other Incubi or Succubi naturally through Energy. Though strong outwardly, he will not be
able to ingest anything other than Sexual Energy, like what must be done for a natural
transformation, and if he tried, to take in any other Energy could mean his death. Instead, if he
wishes, he could father a child with any female, whether she be Human, Succubus, Witch, or
even Vampire. He may beget either a Natural Born Succubus or an Incubus like him though
Humans, while new hybrid beings may be born through the other species. He shall have that
control. Apparently, only I or an Incubus can make an Incubus possible in our Genus!”
We were speechless. The look on our faces was apparently just like David Summers’,
when he first learned from Alexandria that she was to have his child. We sat in witness to a
gateway to the future.
Robert happily rubbed Jessica’s still flat belly, and kissed her sweetly on the lips, before
stating, “It’s never hard to keep finding reasons to protect you …”

The Final Cosmic Chronicles
Universe: Edge

Horror of a Cosmic Detective
They came to their world, like all the rest, long before humanoids even dreamed of their
existence, dealing the feared Tower of Tarot. The Edge Universe came to protect them in ways
they enjoyed out of irony. They became protected from an Erotic Apocalypse of the Cosmic
God’s making, as part of a deal amongst the two Truly Great Ones, but it left that universe
ignorantly vulnerable to other cosmic horrors beyond the control of self styled gods. Horrors
those complacent fools always saw as a threat. I should know, I am one of those complacent
fools! And now, the Children of Earth shall have no hope. They only have a statement of known
facts, which could ease their horror.
The monsters have no form. They haven’t had one for almost longer than they can
remember. In their evolution, they became beings of consciousness alone. Yet, they developed a
yearning for a physical form. In that yearning, they became parasites of the physical form. They
traveled from populated world to populated world, sucking every ounce of life from each for
mere brief moments of actual life. By possessing physical beings, they absorbed all their
knowledge, but slowly killed those they possessed. The latter was never meant to be their intent
-- or so we believe, but that side affect caused them to loose whatever they once were. Now, they
are merely formless psychopaths, addicted to knowledge itself. Fueled and protected by the
unique energies of the Edge Universe, all the Cosmic Gods fear what they could become if not
stopped.
That is the half-truth that I, the Great Zalatoth, just manipulated you to believe. You and all
The Children of Earth shall soon learn the full truth …
****
The radiant Detective Laura Drax, a Succubus wise beyond her short years, walked into
her apartment on the Albatross Space Station to see her two millennia old love Andrea Melia.
Laura was returning from the latest of her many cases over the past fifty years. Being a
Succubus, who could both read emotions and was just starting to read thoughts, she was the most
sought after consultant on Cosmic-like Crimes.
“Gonna cast a spell on me, Demon Succubus?” Laura joked at the fellow Succubus
Andrea, who was thumbing through an ancient yet youthful, leather bound Liber Lubidinum.
She stood up and embraced her returning lover passionately, sharing the Sexual Life
Energy within them. “Called to be read, Succubus Hunter. I think it was lonely in that mahogany

box!”
Though she was rather curious about the Book calling out like that, Laura was more
interested in their love Meghan Smith.
“Oh, Meghan was feeling a bit hungry,” she answered Laura’s thoughts in her persistent
Celtic undertones. “She’ll be back later.”
“What did the Book lead you to, Andrea?” As a former Cosmic Detective, Laura was never
one to ignore the Book calling out to another.
They sat on the aged couch before the Book. “It’s a section I’ve never seen before, Laura.”
“Interesting …” The Book very rarely showed its users different passages. Though, it
generally would show the passages that were most relevant. Of course, the whole Book was
translated and mapped with the help of the reborn Mad Minoan Itra Eleutherios, who did not
know who he was until after translating. The reborn Mad Minoan of the Edge Universe died long
ago, but he was rewarded for his great work by having his soul forever intertwined with his love.
“You know Ancient Minoan is not my strength. All I know of it is from my Maker, and
she was no expert … It’s on entities of pure consciousness.”
“Like what the Fem were …”
“Well, half of them!” she corrected lightly. The Fem were the descendants of Humans
peacefully possessed by a dying alien race. The Humans that accepted the alien entities Fused
with that invading consciousness, and became a new humanoid species. “What’s bothering me is
how it doesn’t mention how a race can make themselves pure consciousness. The section almost
seems incomplete …” Perhaps like many others, Andrea and Laura assumed their edition of the
Book had a hand in the Fem’s creation, but the dying race of their cosmic mothers were more
advanced than the Book’s teachings. Much contemporary technology was influenced by the Fem.
Ponderous of the Book’s omission, Laura muttered, “Interesting. I wonder why …”
The young and ambitions Ryan Rhodes III finally started to feel comfortable in his
grandfather’s old office on the even older space station. He was promoted to Regional Chief
Detective of the Cosmic Crimes Detective Unit six months before. His glowing wife Jennifer
was very happy for him.
Ryan was not like his overly self sacrificing grandfather, even though he followed in his
footsteps. The office alone was highly decorated with his medals of merit and pictures of his
honorable past in the Federated Police. He maintained a strong personal life, and was quite
social. That was how he met his wife. When he was promoted to Regional Chief, he specifically
asked to be Chief of the Earth Orbit Region, which was vacated not long before by retiring Chief
Douglas Delaney. The posting was often seen as rather isolating, and tended to be left open for
longer expanses than most. The position was unofficially seen as cursed due to Ryan Rhode’s
death not long after retirement, even though it was natural and peaceful.
The comfortable Ryan suddenly heard a buzz. A holographic image of a burly, gruff man
in a generic jumpsuit appeared on his desk. “Yes?” he buzzed back with concern. Not only was
he unexpected, but he was not identified with his image.
“Regional Chief Ryan Rhodes,” he stated bluntly. “We must speak.”
Curious, Rhodes opened the door for the stranger. The Detective was always a bit
overconfident. Standing, he politely extended his hand. “I don’t believe we’ve met, sir.”
Glancing at the door sliding closed behind him, the gruff man answered, “I am Major
Louis Chauncey of the Biological Studies Sub Department on Psionic Research, sir.” He
presented his silver badge, showing an eagle sitting atop DNA with five interwoven strands (his

rank was level “five”). Major Chauncey was Rhodes’ subordinate by virtue of Cosmic Crimes’
rankings being considered at least a half step higher than elsewhere (Rhodes was top level five in
the Unit). Regional Chiefs were also roughly synonymous to the regular level seven Inspector
General, which was the highest rank before the appointed Commissioners (Deputy, Assistant,
FPF Commissioner).
With a relieved smile, the Major sat and stated, “I am here under the authority of the
Commissioner herself, sir”
Sitting, Rhodes stated uncomfortably, “Yes, of course …” Though all Regional Chiefs
were subject to them, the Commissioners (the Deputy, Primary Assistant and Department
Commissioner) very rarely gave them orders.
“I am relieved that you are clean …”
“Of what?” he asked confused.
“Them … We are very slowly being invaded by a kind of alien consciousness. We do not
yet know what their intentions are. Most do not even yet know they are possessed at first. To our
horror, any of those we questioned simply died before our eyes, my eyes.” A look of dread bled
through his stern demeanor. “I am an Empath. As you may know, an Ad Hoc Unit was recently
created by the Commissioner to assess efficiency within the Federated Police. That stated
purpose is a lie. It is to assess who is and is not possessed by an alien entity. You are not.”
“This is a little much …” Rhodes quietly stated, having a strong suspicion of where this
was leading. That suspicion would mean something historic.
“As you are already suspecting, sir, the Commissioner is making preparations to muster the
Cosmic Crimes Detective Unit for the first time in its history. All current investigations are to be
put back in the hands of local law enforcement, and all Cosmic Detectives will be tasked to
assess the situation. I have the authorization here, sir.” He placed his small, cylindrical HoloTablet on the desk.
Rhodes read the once mythical muster authorization projected before him. “Shit …” he
breathed with a tear. “It’s real …”
After they quietly drank some herbal tea Laura brought back from Earth, Laura, Meghan,
and Andrea began to make love. Being three instead of two Succubi, they were able to do just
that much more with each other. While aggressively groping and kissing and licking through
their half torn open jumpsuits, they would passionately share the sexual the Sexual Life Energy
within them.
As a tease, Laura and Andrea liked to cheat and feed on Meghan’s plentiful Energy, which
Meghan would promptly take back with the most playful of kisses. They were just about to reach
the perfect orgasmic equilibrium, with their Energies perfectly flowing as one amongst them,
when the table before them started to chirp.
“I really gotta start slacking off so they stop calling me!” Laura joked out of breath. The
other’s didn’t want to stop, but they supported Laura in everything, as they supported each other
in everything. She answered, seeing the young, familiar face of Ryan Rhodes’ grandson, “Ah,
Ryan, your timing is almost as bad as your grandfather’s!”
Impossibly unaffected by Laura’s perfect boob hanging out, he sighed deeply, and stated
with a distinct anxiousness, “We need to speak now, and bring Meghan and Andrea. Bring the
Book.” The call abruptly ended …
The three Succubi curiously walked into Rhode’s office, Book boxed in Andrea arms.

Major Chauncey sat somewhat uncomfortably on the metal chair in deep thought, while Rhodes
stood to greet his favorite consultants. Like all psychically inclined, they sensed Chauncey’s
Active Empathy fairly easily. For a brief instant it felt like two mirrors staring at each other. That
subtle effect often went unnoticed, though.
“Impossible …” Andrea stated breathlessly, hearing their minds almost screaming from the
stress of the thought.
“Yes,” Rhodes confirmed. “We are being mustered to assess a possible threat to
everything. An invasion of alien ghosts!” he shook his head and laughed nervously. “My
grandfather more than respected you three, as do I, already. Besides, you have a Tome of
Passions …” He scratched the back of his neck, and continued, “The Major told me that they
have serious trouble possessing those not Homo sapiens. So, the Major put a bioimplant at the
base of my spine that replicates psionic signatures. It will not prevent possession, but it should
fool them into thinking they cannot do so easily.”
“You’re recommissioning me, Ryan?” Laura worriedly asked, partially reading his mind.
His new authority overrode the rules that she could only rejoin on her own accord, her having
resigned. Sensing the dread and urgency, she was not going to reject his coming offer.
“Better, Detective Captain Drax,” he clarified, promoting her. He looked over to Andrea
and Meghan. “I now have the authority to give Field Recruitments. If you both agree, I would
like to make you Field Detective Sergeants.”
“We are not warriors …” Andrea stated seriously.
“… But we will always do what we must,” Meghan completed, not only speaking for
herself and her lovers, but also for all Succubi.
****
Cosmic Detectives Laura, Meghan, Andrea, and Rhodes stood before a small crowed on
US Orbital Space Defense Platform III meeting facility, which obediently spun so occupants
could stand. Major Chauncey was at the entrance, ensuring all guests were not compromised.
The platform, under the jurisdiction of NASA and US Department of Defense, was created to
deflect or destroy objects like asteroids from Earth. Alternate uses were more than possible,
making such facilities controversial.
“There’s fewer than I expected …” Laura stated nervously.
“Chauncey and his Unit found that up to a third of Cosmic Crimes were compromised,”
Rhode’s clarified stoically, while his internal anxiousness was deafening to the psionically
inclined. “They were sent on foolhardy assignments to deflect their attention.”
Chauncey closed the door after the last Cosmic Detective entered.
“All Regional Chiefs step forward to the front, please,” Rhodes requested. Being his
region, Rhodes had customary authority over other Regional Chiefs, mustered or no.
The Chiefs did so. Only eight of the twelve were present.
Rhodes tapped the intercom button on the panel, and stated, “Madam Commissioner, the
First War Conference of the Cosmic Crimes Detective Unit is prepared for your orders.”
The holographic screen flashed to life before the crowd. A deep blue background appeared
with the seal of the Federated Police, the eagle as proud as always. Below, text stated,
“INCOMING ENCRYPTED TRANSMISSION -- TRANSMISSION CLASSIFIED TOP

SECRET BY THE COMMISSIONER OF THE UNITED STATES FEDERATED POLICE
FORCE.”
A stern, wizened woman beyond her middling years appeared before them. It was
Commissioner Louise Jackson. Her legendary climb through the ranks of the Federated Police
forced respect out of all those that knew her, no matter how unforgiving her command style
always was.
“Madam Commissioner, the Floor is yours,” Rhodes stated, saluting like the rest in the
room.
“Thank you, Regional Chief Detective Ryan Rhodes. Detectives, at ease,” she stated
formally. “As the Regional Units are being briefed to aid local and military authorities, you are
being mustered for a threat that terrifies even me. We have already lost too many in the purge,
and I know my work to make this mustering possible hastened the battle to come. They are
already gathering their forces. You, as the elite force, will be also working with the now purged
Department of Defense and the President himself. The Coast Guard is being transferred to Naval
Authority by the President at this moment at my insistence …”
All in the room just shuddered at how the Secretary of Defense resigned for unknown
reasons just the day before, as did the Vice President not long before.
“What we are to fight against is unlike anything in the history of this world. It will be like
fighting ourselves, and that is how the Possessed will want us to feel. Do not fall into that trap.
Those taken over are dead and rotting. You will be doing them a favor … Battle plans are
already uploaded onto the Regional Chief’s PTs. All regions without a Chief have them again
starting now. The proper promotions just went through, as well as any necessary transfers …
After this communication, I will be working with acting Defense Secretary Jordan Lammy, who
is an influential Zalatoth Witch, to further coordinate our strategy. Lammy will communicate
directly with you after I am finished. Further communication to me is not authorized until further
notice. The floor is yours, Mr. Secretary. May whatever God you worship be at your backs,
Detectives.” The Commissioner stood up, and left the field of view.
The disquieted Secretary sat in the field of view. The brooding, charismatic man was
known for his cool demeanor, but that disturbingly was not present. “Detectives,” he stated,
barely hiding the dread bleeding through. “Another unprecedented event will now occur. It is a
message from the Great Zalatoth. I did not know it was possible, but that does not matter.
Through all Avatar Succubi, all those not possessed are about to receive this live message. All
that we know is about to be revised …” A tear visibly escaped his eye …
My message flowed into the minds all of those not possessed. The erotic tones of my
powerful, genderless voice was filtered out. It didn’t matter if they were to use the knowledge in
the way I wished. They deserved the knowledge. The time of half truths is over …
Your Alien Ghosts are not at all what you think, and your manipulated ignorance of them
was key to giving your kind a chance. The Parasites represent the first and greatest failure by
us, the styled Cosmic Gods of Passion. After a billion years of evolutionary development,
billions upon billions before your Earth even existed, our race found that greatness we so
desperately sought, while never completely severing our corporeal forms. Like now, we were not
all truly evil, while we were not all truly good. We span the spectrum, if the subdued Chaotic
Ones are any indication, while their foiled plan to remake the Multiverse in their image was
partly, secretly driven by fear of the Parasites. Indeed, The Truly Great Baccheiaosis was once
of Chaos, before choosing a path of utter sexual ecstasy. But, I digress …
In our new beginning, we wanted to flex our newfound power. First, we secured our

authority amongst others of our enlightened race through the Pantheon, similar to what it is
now. Then, we inserted a touch of our hived will into the Metaphysical Life Streams of all that
was developing then and since. Out of that, we decided to further flex our power. We chose to
create a race, starting as early as its primordial slime.
Something went wrong. As expected, they evolved faster than any race before or since.
They soon began to see themselves as capable of surpassing us. We lost control in that moment.
It was the moment where they knew they were almost equal to us. They even knew how to
surpass us: become beings of consciousness alone.
In our desperation to regain control of the situation, we sought to find a way to shed our
corporeal forms. It quickly brought us to a sobering truth: we already found the end of our
evolutionary path. By only partly transcending our corporeal forms and staying as such for such
a long expanse of time, we ensured our own evolutionary conclusion! That was what our
creation learned before we even knew it.
Thus, they transcended their corporeal forms to challenge their creators, to prove their
awesome power. In the end, there was a partial failsafe unknowingly created out of their ultra
fast evolution: their ultra fast evolution. By coming so far so fast, they lacked the knowledge of
truly handling their non-corporeal selves. As such, they lost much in the transition, and almost
faded into oblivion. But like I said, it was not a complete failsafe.
It took billions of years for them to reform. Us permanently clinging to the corporeal made
it impossible for us to do anything about it directly. Once reformed, they found themselves
longing for the bodies they shed too early. Finding the closest intelligent race, they soon
possessed them. They, of course, soon learned they slowly killed the bodies they inhabited. Yet, it
did not stop them from going to another world: genocide after genocide. They came to see
knowledge as all important: By gaining knowledge from each, they were again preparing to
conquer us. It has always been torture for us.
In the vast expanses of time it takes for disembodied consciousness to travel, we worked to
prepare every race we could with less intervention than it may seem. Succubi, Erotic Witches,
Vampires of Passion, and others appear through that, while the nature of evolution, as expected,
counters to bring them back into a single race. That brings me to the final secrets. The reason
the Children of Earth and other races see us as they do, and affected as they are, beyond mere
sustenance for my kind.
It is no coincidence that the monsters we created are only within the Edge Realm, the final
to be known as such. By being touched by us via creating a race of what was our making, the
substructure absorbed our power, albeit to a minute extent. The Truly Great Bacheiaosis
assumed that its Bacchic Expansion would erase or subdue our monsters, but it was blinded by
its newfound power, it now knows. The Bacchic Wave would have energized them, and made
them instantly capable of destroying us. The unusual nature of the Edge Realm’s substructure
allowed the snowballed remnants of the Truly Great O’unidiathicosis to become visible and
usable to us. I used it to my advantage, and manipulated the First Truly Great One’s return,
ceasing the Bacchic Expansion before all was lost. The substructure painfully absorbed the
momentum of that Wave, but is already healing.
And thus, it must be answered why we also prepare every realm, even though only one has
our monsters. No matter how subtle, every race is connected throughout the finite Multiverse.
That is the nature of life; that is how we were able to insert just a touch of our will into other
lifeforms. A single moment of darkness or kindness not only affects the future of the realm it
originated, but also all others in sometimes unpredictable ways. The Edge Realm, thanks to all

we’ve done, became the metaphysical center of all special moments. While never chaos, that use
of unpredictability to counter our focused monsters was always our goal.
Now, the Children of Earth of the Edge Realm must choose to fight for us and themselves.
If the Parasites succeed, the Multiverse will fall, and there may be nothing to replace it. They
will quash the very secret of life to overwhelm my kind, ensuring our destruction. What they do
after, we dare not even theorize.
You must succeed where other races have failed. You must do and sacrifice all that is
necessary to stop them. For, if they have not gained enough knowledge to dominate us though
you, it will be through the next world they suck dry! Children of Earth, it is now up to all of you
to use the gifts of knowledge and chance. It is within all of you to be more than what you are …

The War of Truth
The first strike from the Possessed came the very day after the surviving Children of Earth
learned the full truth. However, there was still hope out of the barely sufficient preparation for
the madness …
The slightly aged yet artificially young Human Robert Sundry found himself speaking with
the Commissioner of the Federated Police. The Succubus-Witch Jessica Summers was elsewhere
in the Martian compound. Mars seemed to be safe yet not at all. The majority of the Possessed
appeared to be on Earth, but the Possessed fought from all angles, already knowing all about
humanoids.
“I’m concerned,” the Commissioner said looking out into the rusting landscape with her
hands behind her back. She was wearing a rather imposing, black combat uniform, which
seemed to always be a part of her.
“About what?” Robert asked with subtle frustration. Since the war started, the usually
decisive woman had been cryptic and ponderous.
She turned, looking at him stone faced. “There’s a fleet of ships that my intelligence
operatives uncovered a few days into the war.”
“First I’ve heard of it …”
“Of course … The fleet was built on the far side of Venus by the Possessed. We believe
they primarily used materials from the Asteroid Belt.”
“How could they have built such a fleet without anyone knowing?” he snapped. “… Where
is it now?”
She gave him a long look with her piercing eyes, intentionally chilling him. “Expensive
hammers!” she quipped darkly. “Should anything really surprise us anymore? Don’t you see! It
is complacency that they play on, Sundry!”
The chill awoke his mind, as intended. “Where’s the fleet now?”
“That is the question, Sundry,” she growled. “It disappeared not long after it became

known. Just as well, my friend; such a fleet never existed before. What defense could we
possibly have? And you know the most maddening part is where my operatives thought it would
go first.”
It all clicked in the most terrifying of ways. Being a space pilot required knowledge of the
positions of celestial bodies. Though Earth is the most direct neighbor to Venus by orbit, their
current positions entailed routes around the sun. The celestial body with the most direct path was
obvious. “Mars …”
“Good, Sundry, your mind is quite sharp.”
“Why are you coming to me with this?”
“Why not? They come at us from the angles we don’t normally expect, but your life
ensured for you to see things differently: a Human practically made immortal by his cosmically
inclined lover. Tell me, Robert Sundry, what do you think should do?”
His mind was running at a faster speed than her ever knew. “The direct path from Venus to
Mars, assuming they’re crazy enough to use artificial wormholes within the Sol System, would
be almost instantaneous, and would be detected instantly on our end. Yet, they’re not here.
Assuming Mars is their only first target …”
“What do you mean?”
“If it’s a fleet of ships that cannot be matched, we can assume they have state-of-the-art
technologies. It is theoretically possible that they are anywhere beyond our system. If it’s a large
fleet they could split it. All angles right? … The positioning of Venus is irrelevant. We’re
underestimating. These ghosts must think on grand scales. They plan to destroy gods! I think
they’re preparing to attack multiple targets at once, using multiple wormholes. The energy
required would be more than anything we can wield right now, but I won’t put anything past
them. Even If they’re just outside our system, they should still be visible.”
The Commissioner suddenly slapped on her communication console. “Put me through to
the acting head of NASA, now!”
“Commissioner,” a male voice chimed a few moments later.
“We’ve been looking in the wrong place for that damned ghost fleet! We need to
concentrate your most sensitive arrays to scan outside our system.”
“Outside? Of course …” The transmission ended.
She looked toward Sundry, poker face thinning. “We were looking for artificial wormhole
signatures from within …”
“… And the only one you found was on the far side of Venus.”
“Yes, and obviously ships … You’re right, Sundry, we need to start thinking on grander
scales. I never heard of a wormhole created that could stand the traversing of an entire fleet, but I
never heard of a massive space fleet of attack ships!”
“There won’t be much warning, even if we see them fly into their wormholes,
Commissioner.”
She leaned over him, and said with a slight smirk, “But it may be enough …”
****
In the dark room of an old military command bunker, the wise and powerful Jessica
Summers hungrily rode Robert Sundry on her knees. It was a wild, angry want. Sundry never
saw her like this before. Yet, she was a Succubus, whose dual nature as a Witch did nothing to

sate her hunger for sexual passion. The awesome pleasure she bled out of him made any serious
thought impossible in the moment.
The old yet young man soon exploded into his Succubus love. There being no real quality
in the feed, she did not glow. Instead, her mouth was glued to his, angrily sucking out too much
passion. She was going too far! For the first time in their long life together, Sundry vainly
pushed her away with his last ounce of strength. A haunting, animal growl pulsed out of her,
pulling herself off him. He blacked out, before feeling an almost apologetic shot of energy flow
into his mouth. He came to consciousness at that kiss of life, before passing out from exhaustion
…
The great Jessica Summers sat pensively on the edge of a borrowed bed naked. Her eternal
love Robert Sundry, still naked under their blankets, slowly came to consciousness. For the first
time in their long relationship since she first fed, the Succubus-Witch was too much for him, to
her regret. The war already took the lives of many of her children, grandchildren. The hybrids
grew up twice as fast as any other humanoid, but she began to feel the evolutionary leap her
mother began was becoming all for naught. Her apology for going to far with him was silent but
life saving.
Sundry wanted to comfort her, but he knew better. The last time he saw that look was on a
fellow detective desperately trying to solve a near unsolvable case of a child murderer. He tried
to help, but there was no help to give. That case became cold before they learned the murderer
was the seemingly unrelated suicide found months before. The suicide note was encoded, and not
correctly translated for months. It was only later Sundry realized it was a look a defeat on his
long past comrade's face, tinged with utter defiance. That tinge was gone once they knew the
truth. He retired himself after, unwilling to continue.
Defying his old nature, Robert sat up slowly. Jessica suddenly said flatly, “You don’t have
to prove to me you’re not the man you once were …” Her position did not change.
“We should talk about what happened, Jessica,” he said quietly.
“You were there … You think of a moment of utter failure, while I try to defy it. It’s in my
nature to defy, as it also in my nature to survive. I am a Succubus above all, but I fully embrace
my power over all disciplines of Erotic Witchcraft. And, you know how that made me different,
you know what that did to me, as Zalatoth predicted before I was even born. A cruel joke. The
one secret I have that is so obvious …”
“You love the power,” he whispered, “while no Succubus wants or yearns for power …”
“And now, I am powerless in the face of the cosmos.” Jessica finally pulled herself back
into the bed next to Robert, who saw her tear reddened eyes. She lightly kissed him with her lips
of passion with a look of relief.
“Jessica?”
“I have another secret you already know, Robert,” she said lovingly. “I love defiance.”
****
“Chief Rhodes, we just detected several wormholes opening just outside the Kuiper Belt,”
the text flashed on his console.
Rhodes activated the communication line for the whole station and surrounding defenses.
“Let’s get this done.”

Half the scientists stayed on the station, along with the security and military personnel. The
rest left for hopefully secure locations elsewhere. While the Albatross itself was not yet fitted
with defensive weaponry, it was protected by a few military escort vessels and Earth orbital
defenses.
They had mere minutes before the split fleet reached their targets, assuming a wormhole
was to open in their general vicinity. He preached the worst, while saying their best hope is that
the station was too strategically located to be destroyed. It was always, indeed, a major way
station for travel beyond Earth orbit.
Rhodes ran to the Security Center to meet with Andrea, Laura, and Meghan. They soon all
stood with other personnel, breathlessly watching the monitors.
“Wormhole detected over Mars, sir … far side of moon … Eighty-one kilometers!”
The station shook, technicians fighting with the otherwise automated orbital systems to
counteract the wormhole’s aberrant gravitational waves. They all fell to the floor, some growing
queazy from the station’s spin briefly loosing its standard speed. “Spin ninety-nine percent
normal, sir. Orbit maintained,” the Operations Manager chimed through the intercom.
Thirty shiny black ships came through. Their triangular shape resembled science vessels,
but were far larger with diabolical missile turrets visible.
“Defense Platform Beta, fire at will!” Rhodes screamed. “Fleet Captain, hold your fire
until they move toward us. Save energy.”
Thermonuclear missiles suddenly flew outward toward the grouping fleet. Several were
intercepted by bright glowing missiles before making a target. But, several others made contact
in horrifically beautiful glowing orbs of expanding light, visibly blasting apart several ships.
Loud cheers sounded in the room at this sight, while the station shook a few moments later from
the atomic shockwave, remarkably compensating.
“The defense platform successfully crippled six ships, and significantly damaged seven
others,” an officer stated from a console.
“Didn’t see that coming, did you, you harbingers of doom!” Rhodes spat. The platform’s
missiles were upgraded just the day before, and they all were optimistic that the Possessed were
not aware of it.
The remaining ships began to move toward the station.
“Open fire when in range, Captain. Try to concentrate on the already damaged ships,”
Rhodes commanded.
The Succubi could sense his beaming confidence was on the edge of collapse. He was no
warrior, but circumstance was forcing him to act otherwise.
“Do you think the platform took down enough?” Andrea asked quietly to Rhodes.
“We’ll see, Andrea. We’ll make a stand for as long as we can.”
“They move with overconfidence,” Laura observed.
“Why do you say that?” Rhodes responded.
“It’s hard to explain, Ryan, but it’s like how I moved when I was a Hunter. They assume
victory, not necessarily out of experience they most certainly have.”
“She’s right,” Andrea confirmed. “They will bash through any wall to get to us.”
“It fits,” Rhodes further confirmed. “They’re already dead. Never play poker with a
Rhodes!” He deeply sighed. “Captain.”
“I’m listening, sir,” he responded expectedly through the intercom.
“They assume they will win, as expected, and are right to assume so. Play God, hybrid, and
pray we don’t loose.”

“Gods,” Meghan breathed. “He’s making them think several from our defense fleet is
engaging. He’s more powerful than I thought!”
The commander of the fleet was a Vampire-Succubus Hybrid, and more specifically, his
mother was a Vampire of Power. This was, more or less, the plan all along, but only between
Rhodes and Captain Triani. Rhodes once beat the Natural Born Succubus Meghan at poker from
his incredibly ordered mind.
A few moments later, the enemy ships began to fire on nonexistent targets. They ended up
firing on themselves before they clearly realized what was happening, but it was all but too late
for them. Their powerful weapons ripped though their hulls.
“Cocky fools,” Andrea said toward Laura teasingly.
“Sir,” a sergeant called, “enemy fleet is now down to four ships, and three of which are
heavily damaged.”
Rhodes sighed somewhat unsteadily. “Excellent … Captain Triani, well done.”
“Thank you, sir,” he answered breathlessly.
“Captain, engage the remaining fleet when ready.”
“Aye, sir.”
“And, captain.”
“Sir?”
“Try not to damage your ships. They are quite expensive.”
“Understood, sir.”
Rhodes fell onto a chair, loosing composure, if only for an instant. A bead of sweat finally
trickled down his troubled brow.
Laura Drax walked up to him, and compassionately placed her hand on his shoulder.
“Preaching all that pessimism to all of you … We may me all right … Commander Drax,
please inquire the other wormhole locations, and report back to me as soon as possible.”
“Of course, Chief,” she lightly kissed him on the forehead to make him feel better.
“Sir,” the sergeant before a console state, “defense fleet engaging. Our line is holding.
Weapon systems on enemy ships appear all but crippled.”
The station defense fleet took slowly took down the remaining ships. Them being so large
and powerful, a third of the defense fleet was still taken down.
Rhodes sat behind his desk in a falsely pensive state. He didn’t want to think about
anything, yet that allowed his mind to passively process the cosmic insanities. He was glad
Captain Triani needed little direction, especially when tending to his victorious yet decimated
fleet.
Laura Drax almost casually walked into his office. Rhodes kept his back to her.
“Laura, I have a question for you.”
“Yes, Ryan?”
“Would it be any better if the universe was completely indifferent to us?”
“I don’t know, Ryan, maybe.” She sat on the desk, and swiveled him around. She felt how
his resolve was just as thin as hers. “Then again, if powerful aliens cared nothing for us, then
we’d just be in the way. The Cosmic Gods put us in the palm of their hands (tentacles?) to save
themselves. How much do they really care about us?” She sighed, and continued, “At least in
this universe, I know they’ve ensured the natural evolution of countless lifeforms. It may be for
almost selfish reasons, but I’m sure something would’ve destroyed us long ago otherwise. The
most fucked up part about it is that their help might’ve given us a chance of surviving beings that

only care about destruction.”
Rhodes sighed with a subtle grunt. “How goes the war, Detective Commander?”
“Mixed. Your trickery was superior. Overall, most of Asia, including eastern Russia, is
now under the control of the Possessed, while that attack fleet of thirty was only reduced to
nineteen. Most of China’s National People’s Congress was evacuated in time, along with many
civilians, and their army is now regrouping in our Region. Our victory ensured most of Africa,
Europe, and the Americas stayed in our hands.”
“Antarctica?” he asked sarcastically.
“Untouched, as far as I know,” she smirked. “The Dead Megacity stays of the dead and not
of the ghosts.”
“Go on,” he ordered unsteadily.
“Much of Mars is lost. Attack fleets were larger than anticipated. The Federated Police
Commissioner and Cosmic Adviser Jessica Summers are now regrouping the Martian Allied
Forces in the unoccupied Olympus Mons Sector …”
“The moon. What about the lunar colonies?” he requested with subtle desperation. His
wife was there.
She sighed uncomfortably. “Overall, the moon is still in our hands, but at a devastating
price. Their trickery was quite good, too. Priests from the major Covens came together and
created weapons no one has ever seen. Unfortunately, the attack fleet, as we saw, also has
weapons no one has ever seen. The weapons all but canceled each other out, with a slight
imbalance in our favor. The Energies were bright enough to be seen on Mars, and could have
caused us significant problems if the moon wasn’t on the far side of Earth right now. The enemy
fleet there was destroyed, along with nearly a third of the Lunar Colonies. Allied forces there
suffered even more: More than two-thirds died in the battle.”
“We survived, but the damage was done …”
“I’m, I’m sorry …”
“My wife, right?”
“Colony Theta is gone.” She placed her hand on his shoulder. “Are you all right, Ryan?”
“There is a mid twentieth century movie, Laura, called Fail Safe. Not exactly what’s
happening to us, but it inspired my tactics. Accident, chance brought the two competing powers
to their throats, but neither really had the stomach to destroy one another. It was never said
precisely, but one of the leaders warned his old friend and general that he may play God to save
the world. He did: They failed to stop the destruction of a city of one power, so an equivalent
city of the other power was then destroyed. Thus, maintaining the balance. The solution was for
every one to loose, so that both would continue to exist in albeit a very different world … No one
seems to win while playing God, but it may make survival possible …” He finally answered her,
growling through clenched teeth, “I’ll freak out when we’re done, Commander.”
Rhodes was called to the station’s Operations Center. It was a night no sleep, so it was a
welcome respite.
“What’s happening, Jack?”
“I’m not really sure, Chief,” the Operations Manager answered concerned. “There is an
unusual fluctuation in the power relays in the Beta Section of the Agricultural Sector. By itself,
not surprising. More than a few things were knocked out of place when that wormhole opened!
But … this fluctuation was not caused by jostled wiring.”
“What do you mean?”

“After the fault was fixed, one of my techs looked into the energy flow logs to pinpoint the
cause. It turns out that the energy flow was normal until during the battle.”
“So it was the wormhole’s gravity?” Rhodes interrupted, not really following.
“No … There was a then unidentified power surge near that relay. The relay chimed, but
we were distracted trying to keep the station in its geosynchronous orbit! Further investigation
revealed the surge to be purely Cosmic Energy.”
“They can play God, too!” he growled. “Patch me through to security … Johnson, we may
have an intruder. Activate the new scanners.”
“Yes, Chief, activating,” the voice answered.
Andrea stood outside the door to the Agricultural Center with other security officers
flanking. Rhodes wanted Meghan with her superior psionic skills, but she, Laura, and Rhodes
were in a mandatory meeting with the Allied Generals. Indeed, Andrea made sure she was not
involved with such meetings, being more a reactionist than tactician.
The wizened Succubus closed her eyes and felt the area past the door. The section was
supposed to be empty, but there were three armed people: two male, one female. Unsurprising,
they felt empty, while they were severely injured. The injuries were apparently a result of
teleporting via Cosmic Energy, a knowledge even they have clearly not yet mastered. Suddenly,
one snapped back at her. She quickly shook off the discomfort.
‘Two male. One female. Clearly Possessed. Armed,’ she transmitted to the security
officers. They put their backs to the walls of the hallway. ‘I will try to incapacitate them.’ She
again closed her eyes, and began to jumble their thoughts, inflicting confusion. As a Succubus,
she was certainly better at inflicting arousal, but that wasn’t an option. ‘Get out, Succubus!’ they
screamed back.
“All right, everyone, they are about twenty feet from the door.” Andrea said out loud.
“Let’s see how superior my body really is!” She slapped the panel, and the door slid open.
Sensing whenever they intended to fire, Andrea barely dodged the blue blasts from the strange
energy weapon. The officer gave her covering fire, shooting one male dead.
Andrea quickly grabbed hold of the female with her blinding reflexes, and threw her across
the room like a small doll. One fiery energy pulse grazed her forearm before the other female
was knocked unconscious from a flying blow to the jaw. She quickly leapt on top of her, and
sucked out a great deal of Sexual Energy. “Repressed Possessed. Tasty!” she proclaimed, before
doing the same to the other. The Possessed would be incapacitated for hours …
“This isn’t possible!” Andrea growled at the pain of her burning forearm on the exam
table. “I fucking fed!”
“Is someone looking at the weapon that got you?” Dr. Sarah Andrews asked, while
applying healing bandages.
“Dr. Allen doesn’t have the facilities here to really study it,” she breathed. “He’s never
seen energy weapons like those before, but he knows a lot about the research into such
weapons.”
“I’m gonna test your Life Energies. It would make sense if the feed was tainted somehow,
inhibiting your healing.” The doctor rolled over the scanner. The bulky technology was only
made workable recently for live subjects, while testing remnants from the recently diseased had
been around for almost a century.
“I don’t need to read your mind to know that expression …” She felt dizzy, and not from

the scan. She slid off the bed, and stood over the scanner. “A feed cannot affect all Energies at
once, good or bad …”
Andrea nearly fell to the floor in weakness, but the doctor helped her back onto the exam
bed. “You should feed on me, it may help,” the doctor offered.
“I don’t think so …” she said terrified, starting to feel the corruption of her Life Energies.
“Call Laura, Meghan now …”
Laura, Meghan, and Rhodes ran into clinic. To their shock, they saw Andrea lying there
very pale and breathing deeply. “What’s happening to her?” Laura asked with a tear, grabbing
her hand.
“Her Life Energies were corrupted by the weapon the intruders used,” Rhodes related.
Meghan grasped Andrea’s other hand.
“I was supposed to be the one to kill you, my love,” Laura barely said.
“I destroyed that destiny by transforming you, my former Hunter …” Andrea whispered.
“We’ll embrace all you are to give us strength,” Meghan said, feeling Andrea’s cheek.
‘I suppose,’ Andrea whispered in their minds, ‘loving you both for a moment in time is
worth a thousand sorrows …’ Her life faded away.
Laura slowly turned to Rhodes, tears flowing freely. “How could we not know!”
“I’m sorry,” Rhodes said quietly, eyes reddened from held back tears.
Laura suddenly grabbed hold of him, and forced him against the wall. “Are we so fucking
hopeless!” she spat.
“Laura!” Meghan cried out in protest.
“Facts are all I have left …” Rhodes answered quietly. They sat on the floor in acceptance.
Rhodes felt the blood slowly leaking from the back of his head.
“Are you all right?” Laura asked apologetically.
“Of course not. None of us are … She’ll be a part of us all now, right?”
“Yes, Ryan … In spite of the damn weapon, I can already feel her. All that she was is
within us now …”
****
Robert Sundry sat quietly in their dark room. His head felt as if it was splitting open. He
assumed it was the stress of the now devastating war, but never had a headache so strong before.
A hand suddenly, tenderly fell onto his shoulder.
“Are you OK, my detective?” Jessica asked, more than sensing his discomfort.
“I don’t know … I feel terrible …”
“I’ve never felt this kind of discomfort from you before. I’m taking you to Doctor Jenson
right now.”
She grasped his arm. He smiled, not arguing with the most perfect woman in his eyes …
“Physically, you seem fine …” the aging Doctor Leonard James stated ponderously. He
also happened to be a Potion Master. “Of course, we both know your metabolism is a bit
different from the average Human, thanks to Jessica’s immortality juice. Your Life Energies, as
we know, are a bit different, too, from your literally deep love with her. Still …”
“Yes …?” Jessica pushed anxiously. She could read anyone’s mind without any effort, but

considered it rude to do so without consent.
“Beyond all of that, there is an odd, well, flux. I’m not sure what to call it … Given the
war, I don’t want to set off any alarms without real evidence.”
“What are you trying to say?” Jessica pushed further.
“Studies I have read on the Possessed show distinct changes to one’s Life Energies prior to
physical degradation and loss of self. Might as well be Zombies! Anyway, Robert’s Life
Energies are showing distinct abnormalities that are not normally associated with intertwined
souls.”
“What does that mean?” Sundry blurted.
“I’m not sure,” the doctor grunted. “The equipment needed to provide finer detail of Life
Energies just doesn’t exist.”
“I may be a little better than your scanners in this manner, Leonard,” Jessica offered.
“I suppose,” the doctor shrugged. “What are you suggesting, Jessica?”
She looked to Sundry, who smiled slightly, and stated, “Taste the Energies; go deep into
the mind. If there’s something wrong, I’ll find it.”
“I’ll leave you two alone,” the doctor said professionally, and left.
Jessica leaned in to the love her life, and passionately kissed him in the way only a
Succubus could. His Sexual Energy flowed out freely, orgasmically.
The Succubus-Witch suddenly pulled back in shock.
“What’s wrong, Jess?” he asked quietly.
“Something else is there … I can taste it …” she breathed in terror.
Jessica then grabbed the back of his head, and looked deep into his tired eyes. She flowed
into his mind as easily as she drank his Energy. One the formless alien entities was in there,
working venomously at the deepest levels. Yet, something was wrong. It wasn’t quite latching on
to anything with ease in the darkness. It screamed violently at the intruder, but it was almost just
venting its frustration.
Forming himself within his own mind, Robert stood before it almost laughing. “Jessica, I
think we can force it out together.”
“A little mind fucking?” Jessica stated next to him dirtily.
The two were suddenly naked before the confused monster. Floating within the old
detective’s mind, they thrust into each other with great passion. In a rare moment, Jessica
donated some of her Sexual Life Energy into him, inflicting almost painful orgasms. That was
what Jessica wanted: To give her lover the Energy to repel the invader. She knew similar
attempts failed, but none were intertwined as long as they were. Their intertwining was so tight
their souls were almost Fused.
Mental and physical orgasms brightly flew through Sundry. The Sexual Life Energy was
actually damaging the ghostly creature. Not latching on to anything strongly, it began to slip
away with great protest. It painfully screamed in its anger, before escaping.
The lovers climbed back into the world, and smiled tiredly though joyously at each other
…
****
“I need your help, Detective Laura Drax,” Rhodes stated with a distinct strain.

“Why?” she asked ponderously. She stood before him in his office. “I’m not a counselor;
might be a little weird with everything to have sex … Meghan’s certainly the wisest person on
the station now. Maybe she would be more helpful …”
“You’re the only one of them that’s truly a Cosmic Detective.”
“I suppose so …”
He slowly stood from behind his desk. It looked like he was in great pain.
Laura hurried over to help him.
In the caring Succubus’ arms, Rhodes strained, “The doctor just tested my Life Energies.
That or seeing an Empath is mandatory for regular old Humans since the start of all this
madness. Once a week …”
“No …” She finally sensed something horribly wrong.
“There,” he smiled sarcastically. “Who needs wisdom to sense the inevitable?”
“I don’t know what you want me to do …”
“I think you can delay complete Possession with that Sexual Life Energy of yours, but I
don’t think that’s what I want …” He looked over to the picture of his lost wife.
Teary eyed, Laura stated, “I don’t know if I can give you what you want …”
He deeply sighed. “I wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t for you. You helped loosen up my
grandfather, and he got back together with my grandmother. And, here I am, long story short …
Too short …”
He kissed her in invitation.
“What you want,” she breathed, “I don’t know if I could bare the pain …”
“You will be preventing another Possessed from destroying another Human, and
murdering countless more. Is that not worth a little pain? Please, Laura …”
He resumed kissing her, and Laura soon agreed by kissing him even more deeply.
Removing their clothes, they fell to the cold, metal floor. On her knees, Laura thrust passionately
lovingly, already tasting his excreted passion. She leaned down, and glued her mouth to his.
Energy flowed freely from him, while she thrust harder. She could taste the difference in the
Energy, as was already uncovered by his doctor. Yet, it didn’t matter.
On the edge of oblivion, Laura just barely heard him call in his mind, ‘Don’t hold back
now, Laura! It’s all yours …’
Tears flowing freely, Laura obliged. He soon exploded into her, while she sucked more
than any Succubus should. Soon, she too could no longer hold back her passion, exploding in her
own orgasm.
Tear escaping his eye, Ryan Rhodes barely reached up to her tearful cheek, and whispered,
“Thank you, Laura Drax …” He collapsed.
Laura held the lifeless yet saved man tightly in her loving arms …

The Lost Cave

Ten years. The last war Earth will ever know continued for ten horrible years of blood and
decay. And now, it was very nearly over. All major countries were gone, and armies were
scattered. The last remnants of the Children of Earth hid in fading resistance cells across the Sol
System. Trapped with all trackable technology dormant, the leading resistance cell on Earth hid
deep under the Dead Megacity …
1,203 was the number chalked on the stone wall in the makeshift council room lit by
natural bioluminescence of ancient engineered algae. It was the number still surviving in their
exile at the frozen bottom of the Earth. Only one was a true Human, Robert Sundry, while the
rest were Succubi, Vampires, Witches, and Hybrids. Of them all, they less than secretly hoped to
outlive the Possessed, whose stolen bodies were dying the moment they took control, they now
knew well. Not exactly what I, Zalatoth, requested of them, but survival is at the heart of life.
“Food supplies are now at around six months at current rations, Jessica,” Jack the
O’unidiathicosisian and former member of the extinct race of the Dead Megacity stated stoically.
The green tint of the lighting gave him the most inhuman appearance. “I am still willing to take
the risk of going to an old food manufacturing facility above. You know I may be able to activate
at least some protein sequences without anything more than the sun.”
“We will take that risk, old friend,” Jessica Summers stated, “in five months time.” She
looked to Dr. Jennifer Sanders. “How is the population health?”
“Physically, the overall health is good,” Jennifer stated, barely hiding her anxiousness.
“Psychologically, many are loosing hope.” She took a deep breath, and continued, “I’m not sure
if we will last even five months down here … if I will last …”
“Are you all right, Jennifer?” Jessica asked, placing her hand on the woman’s shoulder.
“I’ll be fine once my Jackie gets back from Mars …” she stated with a subtle growl and
snarl.
The other two in the room looked uncomfortable, seeing Jessica acting so animalistic.
Jessica looked to Gray Witch Larry Danniels, and asked, “You have a report on Jackie
Alanzo?”
“Err, yes, Jessica,” he replied, looking at Jennifer uncomfortably. “I received a sign from
the Great Zalatoth that she will be returning with one of the Fem soon … As for the general
supplies and upkeep of the facilities, there is no change. All is functioning as well as it has.” The
old Witch was a career bureaucrat before the war, and was very good at administrative tasks.
“And, of the defenses, Louise Drake?” Jessica requested.
“The weapon supplies have not degraded,” the strikingly beautiful Vampire-Witch Hybrid
stated. “We should handle a direct assault for several days, more than enough time for an
evacuation.” She was an efficient warrior, who was a Regional Chief Detective of the now
defunct Cosmic Crimes Unit. Laura, Andrea, and Meghan, functioned under as her top ranking
officers …
Jennifer walked down the ancient caverns in a subtle haze. She was as utterly starving as
she was stir crazy. The caverns were actually catacombs, but the great weight of time and
geology almost made them look like a natural formation. The gloomy greenish halls were not
enough for Jennifer. She needed to run for miles and miles. Yet, the risk was too great. Then,
there was her very particular hunger …
“Oh, Jennifer!” a familiar voice called from behind. “Kinda embarrassing, doc. I just
tripped, and scraped up my wrist pretty good …”

Turning, Jennifer saw an attractive redhead walk up to her, holding the apparently
wounded wrist. “Sorry, a lot of patients … You’re Lisa?”
“Liza. You gave me a clean bill of health a couple weeks ago.”
“Yeah …”
They soon walked into the makeshift medical facility. The ancient algae was more
concentrated to give more light, albeit still rather green. Liza sat on the table, and Jennifer picked
up the wrist for a closer look. Automatically, she sniffed hungrily at the exposed flesh, licking
her lips. Her big blue eyes less than subtly reflected the organic lighting.
“You’re a Werewolf, aren’t you?” Liza realized with the help of her Active Empathy. She
sensed how wild Jennifer really was prior, but didn’t realize what she was until then. “I didn’t
know any existed …”
“I may be the only one … I don’t know …” she growled. I, the Great Manipulator,
translocated her, Jackie, and a few others to the Edge Realm to help influence better outcomes.
“You’re starving, Jackie. I want to help. Kinda in my nature …” She presented the
bloodied wrist.
“No …” Jennifer exclaimed, turning to the cabinets to grab old fashioned bandages and
ointment. “I only feed on my Jackie … She’s a Succubus, and handles it.”
“It’s totally OK. I dated a Domoriosian just before the war. You don’t know the meaning
of ravenous until you’ve been with one of them!”
Jennifer turned around, and said with a subtle growl, “It would be painful for you. I have
no venom. I haven’t fed for longer than I ever have. I could really hurt you if I loose myself.”
“You’re already loosing control! Look at yourself. I don’t think you’ll even need to bite
me. Just lick the wound, I guess.”
Jennifer sighed, and looked in the cabinet for some healing bandages in case she really did
hurt the Empath. She placed the tray with the bandages next to Liza, and took the wrist in hand.
With slow, hungry licks, Jennifer tasted the delicious, bloodied flesh. Like the animal she was at
heart, she nibbled violently, and opened the would further for more blood. Drooling with her
teeth growing sharper and more canine, she looked up to Liza, who gave her an affirming nod.
Jennifer sank her teeth right though the wrist. Blood squirted down her throat, while Liza grunted
in definite pain.
After only a few moments, Jennifer morphed her teeth back to humanoid form, and simply
drank for a few more moments. Happily licking her lips, Jennifer quickly wrapped the healing
bandages around the large wound. She sniffed analytically, and said, “You’ll be OK … Thank
you …”
“Can I see it?” Liza requested.
“What?”
“The wolf you are …”
“I suppose … We’ll need a bigger chamber. I’ll probably run around in circles … Like I
have been …” she admitted awkwardly, while feeling like she owed the woman before her.
They made their way to a secluded part of the catacombs. Jennifer walking rather quickly
in her athletic stature. The lighting was a bit weaker than much of the area, if only because no
one was using the room regularly. Liza let out a cough at the thick dust.
Jennifer walked to the center of the room, beautifully dropping each article of clothing, as
she did a thousand times. Her muscular physique accentuated her almost cosmic beauty. She
turned to her already awed onlooker.
Smiling, Jennifer smoothly began to transform. There was clearly no pain, but it was

definitely not orgasmic. She definitely enjoyed the transformation, though! Her jaw elongated,
forming into a distinct snout, while her teeth sharpened with distinct fangs. Her ears pointed and
rounded slightly. She then went to her hand and knees, before her legs and feet morphed into the
more proper quadruped form. Her hands and feet were soon massive paws. Soft brown fur
suddenly began to grow outward along her smoothly morphing body, while the equally as soft
hair on her head simply flowed into the fur.
The massive she-wolf impulsively hopped around the small room, while Liza’s jaw had
dropped long before she knew it. It was incredibly remarkable for Liza see and feel such a
untamed being in such total control over herself. Liza then finally realized that Jennifer
technically had no control in the strict sense. Jennifer accepted all the she was, and merely
understood that ripping others apart was never necessary. Jennifer was a wild being at total peace
with herself. Or at least, when well fed. Her uneven feeding and lack of real exertion certainly
made her irascible …
Without fanfare, Jackie led her “Martian” guest to the makeshift Logistics Room. It was
exceedingly difficult to travel anywhere, due to the Possessed actively hunting all those immune
to their control. Before she even called out in any way, Jennifer, in Human form, suddenly
appeared almost out of nowhere. Her embrace was tight, while she licked and kissed the loving
Avatar Succubus. It was a remarkable amount of slobber …
“I, err, I’m not sure if we have time for this …” the tall, female guest forwarded
awkwardly. Her clothes and hair were dark in contrast to her lighter skin. The Fem outwardly
looked Human, but her swaying demeanor and specific internal differences stated otherwise.
“Can you wait a bit a longer, my wolf?” Jackie stated, lovingly holding Jennifer’s head.
“Yeah …” she breathed with a distinct chuckle. “Fate of the world, right?”
Jackie nodded with a loving smile.
At the mental call from Jackie, Sundry, Jack, Jessica, Danniels, and Drake came to the
room. They all stood before their guest, who held the weight of solar system surprisingly well on
her high shoulders.
“As you know,” the Fem Liara began with a heavy brow, “my race began in a way not
unlike how the Possessed came into being here. With us, an essentially dead race refused to
accept their end. Instead of conquering -- with so few of them left, they chose to beg for a select
few women to accept them into their very being, transforming them into the humanoid race now
known as the Fem. As such, we are hunted far more aggressively by the Possessed. We
understand what they are more than any other humanoid …”
She deeply sighed. “It is true my race failed to apply that understanding until possibly too
late. The secret we now understand lies in the fact that my alien mothers did not destabilize the
Matrix of Humanoid Souls. They were dying as a consciousness, yet they were comfortably
absorbed. The Humanoid Matrix had no trouble absorbing what was left of a whole other Matrix!
That means the Humanoid Matrix is exceedingly healthy.
“So, it may be possible to actually fight the Possessed on our terms by giving humanoid
souls some kind of boost. Any being can survive as mere consciousness for some expanse of
time. The theory is that we can overpower them as conciseness. How to implement this is
unclear, let alone who would be willing to take that literal leap. But, that is why I am here, why
we sent out a telepathic message. This Megacity may hold the key to unlocking an untapped
potential …”
“It does,” Jack interrupted ponderously. “You are right, Liara. My experience with you all

dictates that your Matrix of Souls may be ready to allow a rare step in evolution. A half step
above the Great Gods of Passion. The problem is that forcing that ultimate level of evolution can
lead to beings that are sucking humanoids dry now. It is a risk that I will help your kind take -- I
am tasked to aid your kind in this fight, but you must be fully aware of the implications. What
this Megacity will provide won’t be just one ghostly super-soldier, but a whole new race out of
what was the humanoid form. It is a risk I am unwilling to promote personally …” Jack went
deep in thought for a moment. “Yes … It will be different … Provided all humanoids take the
next step on their own accord, it may negate the negative effects of forced evolution …
“We must resurrect this Dead Megacity for one last moment of glory to save a race it was
ne’er meant to save!”

The End and the Beginning
Jack told them that he may need another to work the city defenses, but did not actively
seek another’s aid. However, Robert Sundry saw aiding Jack as a means of protecting Jessica. He
was her lover and protector, but he often felt insufficient in the latter. Jessica was one of the most
important beings in their fight for survival. Ensuring that would continue was the only thing that
mattered to Sundry right then.
“You’re sure about this, Robert?” Jessica asked teary eyed, holding his hands. They stood
in a dark chamber Jack was prepared to reawaken.
“You know I am, Jessica …”
They embraced tightly, Jessica lightly sharing their energies.
“I’ll see you on the other side, my love,” Jack said breathlessly.
She nodded, wiping an escaped tear, and hurriedly made her way to an escape shuttle.
“You knew this was gonna be a one way ticket, even for you, demigod.” Robert stated
bluntly to the quiet Jack.
“Perhaps, Human, but there are always … possibilities,” Jack respond with equal
bluntness. “Regardless, you know our time is over. All we can do now is insure a future for our
successors,” he continued wisely. “We’re no angels, but we have the final Idea.”
Jack touched Robert’s head with two fingers, inserting the knowledge of all the controls
before them, and the Idea of utilizing that knowledge to its fullest. Jack held his head in
amazement, and stated, in breathless amazement, “Shit! I understand it all …” He looked at the
room around him in total understanding.
The demigod smirked, and removed his shirt. Several other arms sprouted outward.
“Your old race had multiple arms?”
“No, Robert. What I didn’t bother mentioning earlier was that this control room requires
more than two to use it, or at least, use it in the way we are about to. I am compensating to the
best of my wisdom.”

‘All but the last are underway,’ Jessica transmitted into their minds. ‘We have not yet been
detected. I’m am leaving with the last now … I’ll see you on the other side, my love, my
protector …’
“It’s time,” Jack stated stoically.
Robert Sundry nodded his head with conviction, and walked to the dead defense console.
Jack placed a hand on the Energies console. It flickered to life for the first time in millions upon
millions of years, evaporating the layers of dust. A bright white holographic image appeared over
the console. After manipulations with three hands, the entire Megacity shook itself to life with
ancient Energies drawn from the fabric of their universe, while giving the city more power at
once than it ever knew in its height.
The room was made bright and alive. A holographic image of the entire city formed in the
center of the room. In a kind of start up cycle, it flickered through all the major areas,
highlighting many areas aged beyond saving in deep red, while areas in orange were being
placed in a self repair mode. Those lost areas were of no consequence.
Sundry immediately rose the holographic image on his console, and activated the city’s
remarkable Defense Matrix. The center console instantly reflecting, Sundry saw an image of the
shielded city to his left, with a list of defense commands in a swirling dead language his mind
translated to the right. In the center, an apparent inventory of all that could threaten the city on
Earth and across the Sol System was displayed. All artificial dangers were shown to be
activating, while there were several possibly threatening asteroids. For such a complacent
civilization by their end, even they once knew the universe could find a way to destroy them.
Though, it was that ultimate complacency that led to unused defenses.
Moments later, the first bombardment commenced with powerful atomic weaponry. The
whole city shook, but held firm. With several manipulations, Sundry was able to neutralize many
of the strikes. Many still found their way past, putting more stress on the Matrix than its long
dead designers ever anticipated. Their was no way for the Possessed to know why the Megacity
reawakened, but they clearly assumed correctly the awakening would be a threat.
Jack continued his almost frantic manipulations on the interface, seemingly ignoring the
attack by the Possessed. “Not much longer, Sundry. Keep this city together a bit longer!” Jack
yelled.
Newer, more powerful weaponry began to bombard the city. The Energy Shield held firm
to the orbital lasers, but suffered greatly from the Energy corrupting missiles. An Energy
substation suddenly exploded on the other side of the city, causing the strongest tremor yet.
Shield strength decreased thirty percent, while severely weakening the Matrix’s ability to counter
the strikes. The automated defenses were now barely able to counter any of the attacks.
“I need more power, Jack!” Sundry screamed.
“Impossible,” he responded quickly. “I only need a few more minutes. We can do this!”
Clearly seeing the “positive” effects of the Energy corrupting missiles, more were sent in
rapid succession. Sundry, like he had been an expert for centuries, valiantly countered the vast
majority manually. The few that made it through were devastating. Further substations blew,
destroying whole swaths of the city from within itself. The central hologram displayed
obediently, unintentionally representing the loosing battle. The shaking was making it difficult
stand.
“SHIELD AT THIRTY-FIVE PERCENT AND FALLING! AUTOMATED DEFENSES
NONFUNCTIONAL!” Sundry screamed a moment before a power surge blew the central
console. Sweat poured out of him violently. Smoke filled the room, while the ancient fire

suppression system just barely put out the hungry flames.
“HOLD ON!” Jack screamed, his motions become more frantic and desperate.
While the city’s power faded from the blowing substations, Sundry’s console became
harder and harder to manipulate. The light in the room violently flickered. “SHIELDS AT TEN
PERCENT. MANUAL DEFENSE NEARLY INOPERABLE!” A moment later, Sundry felt
strange. He could feel it in his bones, his very soul.
“Hang in there, Sundry!” Jack called. “I now have access to the matrix of humanoid souls.
I just need a few more moments!”
Fighting through the haze, Sundry put every ounce of his being into what little was left of
the manual defenses. He suddenly collapsed in a haze beyond all haze. “JESSICA!” he called
out, hand out high.
The city shook violently, while the last of the power substations gave way. “It is done,”
Jack said quietly toward Sundry. “Thank you, Robert Sundry … the last Human …”
Jack looked upward, hands and eyes open wide, and called to me, “My Great One! … The
gift of chance is ours again …”
A moment later, a final bombardment came with lasers, nuclear missiles, Energy
corrupting missiles, and everything else. The combined vision of terror made the Multiverse
tremble. I could not pull out Jack in time, but Sundry’s essence was already transforming into
something new. The city was soon erased from the planet in a blindingly bright blast, but not
from time …

The Final Transformation
They felt it: the call for something more. All of the surviving humanoids felt it, even if
they could not fully understand. There was a voice as Human as it was etherial. Only Jessica
Summers knew the voice, if only just, as it was calling out to her, while she quietly slept on the
transport vessel …
“My glorious Jessica, we have succeeded,” the voice of Sundry echoed distantly. “Our
Matrix is primed. The Great Gods of Passion actually seem to fear me, when we met face to
cace. Zalatoth has already given much advice in a tone I can only describe as neurotic. All who
die now shall become something more, if they wish it. But more importantly, any alive now may
transform by their own will. There is more than one way, as Zalatoth suggested, but passion is
the most certain. This is the culmination of its sometimes desperate manipulations, not all of
which successful. There is purity in utter sexual passion thanks those Gods, and that shall be the
act that brings the humanoid form together in peace until the end of time. But that peace must be
earned. We choose not to kill today, but we must make such a choice tomorrow. My ageless
love, bring this knowledge to all willing to hear it, so that we may gather the strength to save the
Multiverse from a horrible mistake of another’s making. It must be a selfless act rather than one

of vengeance. Then, my leader, we shall be together in the endless night of eternity …”
Jessica soon awoke, feeling the pull toward something more. She looked out her view port
to the stars, and felt like she was ready to move beyond them. She knew all humanoids felt this
now across the Multiverse. What Jack did to their Matrix of Souls cascaded, as such a Matrix
was not bound by the fabric of a universe. This was not a forced evolution; it was a forced option
to evolve. She and others like her across the Multiverse will show the way to something knew …
It didn’t have to be, but thanks to us, humanoids across every realm found themselves in
orgies to end all orgies. Once the orgasms began to flow, there was no stopping it. Blood flowed
into Vampires, as their orgasmic venom flowed into others. Witches entranced themselves and
others into pure orgasmic states through whatever discipline they followed. Sexual Energies
began to flow freely, as all Life Energies began to flow. A menagerie of colors flowed vibrantly,
orgasmically, as the Life Energies began to flow as one.
In a coming, trans-universe super-orgasm, a metaphysical tremor flowed into the very
fabric of the Multiverse, making what was the humanoid form a powerful part of it. Partly fueled
by the Multiverse itself, a massive, super-orgasmic wave exploded outward into infinity, making
gods explode in pleasure we never knew could exist. We stood back in silence, not knowing
what was to happen next …
Feeling the birth cry, the Possessed leapt out of their stolen forms, and began to flee Earth
and the surrounding system. They had no idea what to expect either, but knew that there was
nothing more to be gained from humanoids. Their only hope was that the new beings would take
as long to organize as they did.
Unfortunately for them, the new beings gathered around the first of them, what was Robert
Sundry. The Truly Great O’unidiathicosis already bestowed upon him all wisdom of our race in
its own gambit to ensure a more favorable outcome, not long after his message was received.
Sundry understood all the manipulations that led to this, but there was no animosity. Or at least,
none that mattered anymore. He already developed plans that were not yet clear to us.
What was Jessica Summers was the first to find Sundry in the ether. Their love became a
beacon for all the rest. There was terror and awe in how quickly they reformed as a race, a new
race beyond anything the Multiverse ever saw.
They quickly found our fleeing monsters long before they reached the next inhabited
world. What they did was not out of vengeance or hatred, but out of love for what must be. Love
is the most unpredictable aspect of life, and those monsters had no defense against it. We all
thought that they would annihilate them -- they almost did, but in the last moment, they chose
another path. They transformed our monsters into a new race on a young world within the Edge
Realm to more naturally evolve. They were given another chance at existence with only the
instinctual knowledge of a horror they must never inflict again …
Homo aethereus, as they came to call themselves out of nostalgia, had only one condition
to allow themselves to act as our equals, even though they were far above us: to learn sorrow and
humility again as a race. That was our real weakness, they taught us. It was why we ever failed;
it was why we always fell back into complacency. I, of course, relearned humility long before
out of my past failures to fully enforce Cosmic Laws, but I decided to spare my kind of that pain.
The Multiverse, however, pushes evolution of both mind and body to survive. My race and I may
no longer let ourselves become complacent in the hope of improving the mind if not body.
We agreed to the new beings’ single demand, and not just out of necessity. The weight of
all our failures fell hard upon my kind, nearly breaking us. We and the Aetherei fell into silence

for centuries out of respect to the trillions of lives lost because of my race’s failure …
Itra Eleutherios dipped his quill in the inkwell to pen further description for beings of
consciousness alone into a book of a design we gave him. He saw everything in the dreamed
vision, one of many of the past and possible futures: the beings that my kind created, the beings’
ascension and rebellion, and the emergence of something new through the madness. Most of the
details were shrouded to me then, but he easily saw everything. At the time, the future he saw
was no more than a slight possibility out of many, a slight chance at survival. As mindlessly as
with the rest of his sexually charged writing, he was to cryptically describe it all in the many
living Libri Lubidinum (the Books of Passion).
Before the Devine Writer’s quill even left the inkwell, I stated in his passion twisted mind
so long ago, “No, Itra, not that one. You must leave them ignorant of that, as I will leave you
ignorant of it, to give your kind even a chance of surviving my kind’s greatest failure …”
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An alternate version of the story as it first appeared on the Erotic Mind Control Story
Archive, which generally doesn’t allow transgender stories. In the context of the Passions
Multiverse, the reader may consider this as from another, very similar universe if they wish.
Sandra always had a hosiery fetish. Even before she revealed that her love of hose was
sexual, I was at least aware of the obsession. Her legs were always covered in anywhere from
nylon to latex, and sometimes tight jeans over them! She would only ever take them off while
bathing, but she would sometimes “forget.” I can’t say I hated it. In fact, I grew to like it, but
never to her degree. She always knew just the right colors that would match her auburn hair, and
light skin.
More recently, her obsession has grown stronger for reasons beyond me. There were days

where she covered herself from head to toe with nylons. I don’t even think she was naked in
weeks! One thing truly surprised me, though. I think I was gaining a full fledged fetish for
hose…
“Joan, come over here for a sec,” Sandra requested. She was wearing her semitransparent,
black nylon outfit, with a T-shirt and skirt over it. The head attachment was lying next to the
computer. All her hose of late had a unique, glossy glimmer to them.
“Sure, Sandy, what is it?”
“Found something online that I, you know, would like you to have,” she said seductively.
‘Was she coming on to me?’ I thought uncomfortably. I sat down next to her, and saw
what she was talking about. She was viewing the site where she was buying her hosiery lately:
Surprises Encased. It was one of those encasement fetish outfits. The male version was designed
to make a male look female, and the female version, well, more female. “Sandra … You know
I’m not really into this stuff as much as your are…”
She lightly stoked my cheek with her hose covered hand, and seductively said, “Come on,
Joan. Do it for me. It might be fun.”
The soft hose she wore felt a little too good on my bare skin. I desperately tried to hide my
impossible arousal. “All right …”
Not long after I agreed that Sandra buy hose for me to wear, I realized how strange it all
was. Why did I agree so easily? This couldn’t be sexual, as we were both straight women. It was
all rather confusing, but I couldn’t see a reason not to humor my roommate …
A few days later a package came. I had the day off, while Sandra was at her job (she toned
down the hose quite a bit for work). The package was from Surprises Encased, which they put in
large text on the top. I brought the package inside. I’d like to say that I forgot about it until
Sandra came home, but I just couldn’t!
I found myself excited, when Sandra came home. She noticed the package right away, and
said that we would have some fun after her quick shower. She lightly stroked my cheek with her
finger, as she left the room. Ravenously, I ripped open the box. The card inside said,
“Congratulations on your purchase of Totally Encased 2. Our newest line! Our latest in
technology, TE 2, is made from the most breathable and comfortable materials we created. Its
durable design ensures that it may be worn 24 hours a day and seven days a week. Shower in it!
Live in it! Totally Encased 2 from Surprises Encased --Become Our Fantasies--”
After I finished reading, she came back into the living room. For the first time, I saw her
completely naked, and she had a healthy body! Nothing about this was right, but rational thought
just wasn’t there.
We quietly, yet excitedly, took out our respective hose. I was so amazed with myself. I was
never against hosiery, but wearing it was always out of the question until then.
The body suits were both opaque silver, which had the same odd shine as the other hose
Sandra bought recently. I pealed all my clothes off, and slid on the silver hose. All of my skin
was soon covered. Even my hair was covered, while a dark haired wig was above that. I felt
strange for the longest time. I couldn’t think or move, as I slowly passed out on the couch.
When I came to, I saw Sandra rubbing her hose covered snatch with her hose covered hand
on the chair. She was in ecstasy. I felt pretty good myself! Though, my mind was an odd jumble.
I walked over to the tall mirror in the bedroom. I was curious to see how effective the hose

were in making me look “more” like a woman. “What the fuck!” I said in shock, “I really do
look hotter!” I groped my enlarged tits. They looked more real than they felt. What shocked me
was how my body comfortably conformed to the apparent curves in the hose. My figure was
improved ten fold!
The hose covered Sandra walked over, and started to grope me. Her touch felt strange, and
it wasn’t necessarily because of the hose. It was almost as if her touch was enhanced somehow.
We moaned loudly. Such things were once appalling to me, but I somehow didn’t care. I was so
fucking aroused!
We crawled onto Sandra’s bed, and kissed and groped. We moaned like we never moaned
before. Before I knew it, we were scissoring like lesbians. It felt so good! We screamed in the
largest orgasm of my life. We cuddled and lightly kissed, before falling asleep in each other’s
arms.
I woke up after one in the afternoon. When I realized the time, Sandra’s voice in the other
room stated that she called my office to say that I was taking my remaining vacation days (over a
month!). I was dazed and confused, as I stumbled into the shower. I got dressed soon after.
Eventually, I caught my image in the mirror. I still had on the hose!
“How’d you sleep, Joan?” Sandra asked, as she walked in the room. She seemingly
changed her hose to black fishnets.
“What’s happening to me,” I said in a sexier version of my voice.
“The hose is changing us.”
I took off my clothes, and tried to remove the hose in my shock.
“You can’t remove them, Joan. They attached themselves to our bodies, improving them.
You slept longer, because there is much to change.”
She was right! The hose might as well have been my skin. Its was a hot, tanned skin color,
while it was the soft texture of hose. The digits on my hose covered hands and feet were freed,
while glossy nails naturally lay above. My ears and nose, though still technically covered, were
free in their own ways. The wig was now my true hair, sprouting through normally, as were my
eyebrows. The thinned hose that were the eyes sockets were gone. My mouth was free, too, with
the lips simply a red hose color. My enlarged breasts felt real, albeit hosed instead of skinned.
Then my heart skipped a beat! The hose flowed deep inside my pussy. I quickly felt inside. It felt
like the hose went deep, but I could not tell. My sense of touch was now seemingly filtered.
It felt good to finger myself. It felt better, more natural than a cock. I then realized that
there was another force guiding my actions. It was changing me. I don’t think my subconscious
mind was mine own any longer!
“Joan, haven’t you ever thought about being my lover?” Sandra asked sexily. She lightly
touched my face.
“What are you talking about?” As I asked, a haze overshadowed my mind.
“I mean, we never had a man satisfy our needs as women. As women, we know what we
need. Lets expand our horizons!”
She leaned over and frenched me sensually. The haze in my mind gave way to an altered
reality. Sandra and I were friends and roommates for years. We never experimented, but I always
wanted to. No man ever did satisfy our needs sexually! She pulled back, I licked my soft hose
lips, and said, “Fuck it. Lets do this!”
She gave me a horny look, and then slowly licked my hosed neck. She pushed me to the
bed, and worshiped my breasts. The attention she gave me was so good, so right that I never

wanted to go back to men. Sandra stood up, and I lunged to return her favor. The taste and feel of
her hose covered tits in my mouth was perfection. She pushed me down, and began to make out
with my dripping pussy.
“Your gonna make me cum!” I screamed.
As the moment of orgasm seemed certain, something began to happen. My real memories
returned, and I somehow understood the hose that replaced my skin. It was like learning a whole
new language. The hose was conscious. It knew my weakness toward pleasure, and as the hose
on both our bodies connect our consciousness when we touched, Sandra understood that
weakness more than me. Thus was the point of the temporary, altered realty. The hose broke me
down more than enough to take almost full control of my conscious mind. As a result, I could
sense Sandra’s mind. She was one with the hose the moment she put them on, and she put them
on long before I ever knew. A month ago, she bought the very hose we both now wore. With her
consciousness one with the hose, she had total control over its texture and appearance, easily
replicating her “natural” skin. The hose would do the same for me once I gave in to allow it to
fully transform me.
“Yes, I fucking give in!” I screamed in orgasm. I suddenly passed out.
When I came to, I was one with the hose. It was interesting, now having a consciousness
fused with pantyhose. I felt so different, but good. Sandra took my hand. She changed her
coloring to a white, silken fabric. We stood in front of the tall mirror. Concentrating, I altered my
skin to a tightly woven blue fishnet. I thought it was pretty cool seeing the “natural” skin
underneath.
Sandra then began to grope my body. Our hose melted together in her actions. Our minds
merged in the process. I used her now lesbian mind to overwhelm what little was left of my
hetero nature. Being one in body and mind was as good as sex, and I could barely imagine the
pleasure that was to come!
ii UFP Entertainment File #3-6
Story Title: The Mysterious Object
Complete: Yes
Content: Any
A prequel to The Dildo, which first appeared on my blog.
While we looked at the mysterious object, which tied us together, I could only sense an air
of completion on its part. I now know that we may never know its true origins. A rational, early
twenty-first century Human mind may assume its link to some lost and forgotten experiment.
However, a mind open to grander possibilities may assume truly cosmic origins. Regardless,
what it did to us was wondrous and permanent. Through that sense of completion, all we wish to
do is pass the gift onto others …
iii UFP Archival File #03-12.5
Title: Mya Preston: From Olympian to Fitness Manager
Origin: The Citizen-Democrat

Date: June 13, 2013
Kind: Newspaper
Author: Jennifer Collins, Staff Writer
Complete: No
Uncompleted Sequel to The Old Camera.
Many retired Olympians have trouble adapting to their new lives, but Mya Preston saw
beyond the Olympics. To the dismay of many in the media, she avoided interviews. As such, she
was often seen as shy, which is very far from the truth. She is outgoing, transformative, and a
pleasure to be around. The following is a complete transcript of her first interview, and so far,
only interview following her sole Olympic run.
So, Mya, what finally prompted to agree to an interview?
Well, that sports mag did to a quick Q and A session, but I don’t count that either! [she
playfully laughed] I thought I’d just get it over with now that I finally feel like my life is settled.
I know it’s been years since Beijing 2008, but those exploits were always for myself, for fun.
Look, I’m not shy or anything; just didn’t think it was necessary for everyone to know about
some random birthmark or the fact that I am a lesbian.
Let’s discuss your sole Olympic run for the moment.
Sure.
As a commentator, I said a couple things about you, the least of which you being the “Girl
From Nowhere” …
I liked that one.
Many did … Another comment was that your performance in the Olympics was
underwhelming. You were known to do practice runs and unrecorded runs considerably above
the contemporaneous world records. There are even rumors that you still break records when you
swim on your own time. Would you like to comment on that?
First let me remind you that I did earn two Gold Medals. Not an easy feat for any Human.
The one in the four hundred was an Olympic Record, while I achieved a still standing World
Record Split in the team relay Gold. As for the fourth place finishes, those were the stand out as
the best races of all those that swam in it! The times of one through four, one through five even,
were all separated by tenths of a second or more in those finals. It’s not a real secret that I wasn’t
the best finisher. It may not feel like it in the heat of the moment, but races like that can be the
real highlight of an athletes career.
Yes, I do understand … Considering the rumors of continued excellence in the sport of
swimming, would you like to elaborate on why you chose to end your competitive career after
the Beijing Olympics?

Part of the answer is wanting to end on a high note, but it’s more than that. Practices are
quite different from the races themselves, you know. I may very well still be one of the fastest
swimmers in the world, but I don’t time myself anymore … The real reason why I retired from
competitive swimming is this: All I ever wanted was to earn a boring life with a family. That
road to Beijing, those races, those medals were what got me there. I know I would never have
met the love of my life if I never did all that. I got my degrees, and I met the love of my life at
that sports mag photo shoot of medaled Olympians. Now, my life is finally settled.
Could you elaborate on your life finally being settled?
It’s hard for an athlete to switch to something different. But, we all need to at some point.
I’m sure I would have won more medals at London, be we all get older eventually. Like I said, I
Just wanted to earn a boring life. Just look at those gymnasts: They HAVE to be sixteen,
seventeen, eighteen to do all that remarkable superhuman shit. Most of them could never do it
again with such ease four years down the road. One Olympics is their one shot at true glory.
That’s how I saw it in a way. That is why I made sure I had a half decent education to do
something else. That something else isn’t that different, though … To get back to the main point,
I got that job as Fitness Manager at wife’s company, Million Color Milano, and married my wife
five months ago. A lot of stressful changes, but all worth it. I’m living the life I wanted by
earning it.
Was becoming a Fitness Manager on the radar in college?
Not exactly. The first half of my college run was heavily dampened by Beijing. [she
smirked at her pun] They say I’m really smart, but a dual major in Excursive Science and
Anthropology is really heavy on its own. Well, any dual major is crazy! So, it was hard to move
forward with any degree with speed or certainty. Training took up so much time, I was usually
studying for classes at the same time. I still have that watertight iPhone case I used while doing
laps in the pool!
Your textbooks were also in audio?
Usually, no. They were usually lectures either I or a friend recorded. It worked pretty well;
my early GPA was 3.5. It was at a cost though. I had no time for myself. And while my body had
no trouble with the training, all that studying made me tired anyway.
Did you have an idea what you were gonna do with your degrees?
Like I said, not exactly. Human sexuality fascinates me, so I majored in Anthropology.
Fitness was and still is a major part of my life, so I majored in that, too. I wanted to be ready for
anything. Once I returned from China with those heavy necklaces I got to wear for you, I was
finally able to see my life ahead of me. I turned my physical training into rational maintaining,
worked to only get straight A’s, and gave myself a personal life. I think I looked pretty damn
good in those sports mag pics! I’ll keep saying it: I earned the life I now have. Laura Milano is
my third Gold Medal …

iv UFP Organizational and Reference Files as of 2164
Based on notes surrounding the mythology of the Passions Multiverse.
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United States Federated Police Force
Federated Police File: S-1b
File Name: Current Rank Structure of the United States Federated Police Force
PG-0: Cadet
Rank only held during final year of Federated Police Academy Training while during field
training.
PG-1: Deputy
Regular duty officer, and has three Sub Pay Grades.
PG-1a: Deputy, Junior Grade
Introductory Sub Grade.
PG-1b: Deputy, Senior Grade
May hold numerous specializations depending on Region and Unit.
PG-1c: Deputy, Shift Commander
Terminal Sub Grade, supervises Deputies and Cadets in field.
PG-2: Sergeant
Functions as Watch Commander, and directly assists Lieutenants.
PG-3: Lieutenant
Supervisors of lower ranking officers in larger departments, commands smaller
departments, and may supervise specialized squads.
PG-3: Lieutenant-Commander
Largely ceremonial rank (normally skipped) given to meritorious Lieutenants at or near
retirement, but may function as the primary Lieutenant in larger departments, while the same Pay
Grade as Lieutenant.
PG-4: Captain
Commander of larger departments, and highest ranking regular officer in the FPF.
PG-5: Major
Lowest ranking Executive Officer of a region in the regular FPF, implements initiatives of
the FPF Executives, and may function as Captain when highest ranking officer in departments.

PG-6: Colonel
Executive Officer who primarily assists the Inspector Generals, and may function as
Captain when highest ranking officer in departments.
PG-7: Inspector General
Highest ranking Executive Officer of a region in the regular FPF, whose title is
colloquially “General,” and may function as Captain when highest ranking officer in
departments.
Note: Higher Pay Grades are Commissioners appointed by the President. There is only one
Commissioner per Pay Grade.
PG-8: Deputy Commissioner
Responsible for the day to day operations of FPF executive branch.
PG-8a: Assistant Commissioner
Ceremonial position functioning as the Deputy Commissioner directly assisting the
Commissioner of the Department of the FPF, and while there is only one officially appointed
Assistant (the Primary Assistant), Commissioners may employ others.
PG-9: Commissioner of the Department of the United States Federated Police Force
Cabinet level position, eighteenth in Line of Succession, and head of the Department of the
United States Federated Police Force.
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United States Federated Police Force
Federated Police File: US-2a
File Name: Current Rank Structure of the United States Federated Police Force, Cosmic
Crimes Detective Unit
Note: All ranks below Regional Chief in this unit are largely ceremonial, due to Cosmic
Detectives primarily functioning as independent consultants. However, Regional Chiefs and
Commissioners may muster these Detectives during a national emergency. As such, these ranks
are traditionally a half or full step above those of the regular FPF.
Details: This is the first standing Special Unit of the FPF. The Cosmic Detectives are
experts on the subject of the Cosmic Gods of Passion, and their affect on humanoids. Otherwise
unusual crimes also are within their purview. While not all are experts on the subject of the Gods
of Passion upon transfer, they are expected to learn quickly. They normally work independently
under the direction of a Regional Chief with local law enforcement. Being an elite Unit, all
transfers require at least five years experience within the regular FPF, while rank once
transferred is usually synonymous to a promotion.
Current General Rank Structure of the CCDU
PG-2: Detective Sergeant

Lowest possible rank
PG-3: Detective Lieutenant
PG-3a: Detective Lieutenant-Commander
Unlike the regular FPF, Lieutenant-Commander is a higher Pay Grade than Lieutenant
instead of equal.
PG-4: Detective Captain
PG-5: Regional Chief Detective
Technically synonymous to Major in the regular FPF, while functioning like an Inspector
General (PG-7), and only answers to the Commissioners.
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United States Federated Police Force
Federated Police File: L-1d
File Name: Current Structure of the United States Federated Police Force.
Commissioner Branch
The President appointed Commissioners of the FPF, and their hired assistants
All Units and Departments are subject to this branch.
Executive Branch
The Majors, Captains, and Inspector Generals of the FPF. All are assigned to specific Units
or Departments. Not all Units and Departments are subject to this branch.
Unit Branch
General Regional Units of Special Officers, Cosmic Crimes Detective Unit, Prisons
Administration, Border Protection and Immigration Services, US Coast Guard, US Secret
Service.
Departmental Branch
Federal Emergency Management Department, Infrastructure Protection Department,
Biological Studies Department, Management and Policy Department, Information Retrieval and
Analysis Department, Federal Law Enforcement Training Department.
Units Explained
Note: all Units may hire civilians for office and consulting work.
General Regional Units: The Special Officers often work in tandem with local law
enforcement within a Region. In charge of federal criminal investigations, aids in regulation of
firearms and pulsearms, and aids Department of Justice federal officers (ie US Marshals). Aid for
other Federal Agencies are often seen through special Task Forces.

Cosmic Crimes Detective Unit: Only subject to the Commissioners, and has an altered
rank structure. This elite Unit is responsible for the investigation of crimes related to the Cosmic
Gods of Passion, and crimes with otherwise unusual elements.
Prison Administration: Administration of the federal prison system.
Border Protection and Immigrations Services: Responsible for customs, border protection,
and immigration, and is also allowed to hire civilians for day to day operations.
US Coast Guard: Only subject to the Commissioners, and retains traditional rank structure.
May be transferred to Department of The Navy in time of war. Aids US armed services when
needed via US Defense Taskforce. Monitors and patrols US waters, and aids NASA in interspace
regulation via Interspace Regulation Task Force.
US Secret Service: Only subject to the Commissioners, and retains traditional rank
structure. Protection of current, former, and foreign leaders, investigation of crimes against said
leaders, and aids the Department of the Treasury in the investigation of monetary fraud
(Monetary Regulation Task Force).
Ad Hoc Units
Temporary Special Units may be created at any time by the Commissioners for specific
purposes like internal investigations or as the first steps for creating a new Unit. Often created on
the recommendation of the President, Unit Commanders, or Department Leaders.
Departments Explained
Note: While run by a Captain or Executive Officer, most are largely civilian operated. All
Departments have temporary offices and Sub Departments for specialized purposes (not all listed
here).
Federal Emergency Management Department
Coordinates a response to natural and humanoid made disasters, and actively works to
predict such disasters. Works with local authorities on such matters.
Infrastructure Protection Department
Tasked in assessing and stress testing travel zones and information technology pathways
for the protection of internal and external threats.
Biological Studies Department
Primarily tasked to study the various humanoid species. Researches the psionic abilities in
humanoids via Psionic Research Sub Department. Also, in conjunction with other Government
Agencies, assesses the current environmental status of earthbound and off world American
Territories via Environmental Research Sub Department.
Management and Policy Development Department
Manages the budget of the Federated Police. The tasks are either under the direction of a
Commissioner or Executive Officer, depending on the affected areas of the FPF. Develops the

polices for budget dispersement, personnel, humanoid resources, technologies, facilities, and
other general management issues.
Information Retrieval, Analysis, and Dispersement Department
Special department run solely by Civilian Detectives of the Federated Police. They are
specially trained at the Federated Police Academy, similar to noncommissioned officers in the
military. Tasked with the gathering, analysis, and dispersement of intelligence and counter
intelligence within the United States. Works closely with other intelligence organizations. Three
civilian ranks under presiding Captain or Executive: Regular Detective, Group Leader, Section
Leader.
Federal Law Enforcement Training Department
Management of Federated Police Training Centers. Run mostly by Executive Officers of
the Federated Police.
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United States Federated Police Force: Cosmic Crimes Detective Unit
Federated Police File: A-22567891
File Name: Known Pantheon of the Great Cosmic Gods of Passion Before the Earth Year

2012
The Chief God of Passion
--stylized as “Truly Great …”-O’unidiathicosis: God of Ultimate Pleasure, First God of Gods
Greater Gods of Erotic Witchcraft
--stylized as “Great …”-Zalatoth: God of Manipulation, a “gray” God, Binder and Master of Erotic Witchcraft
Simelinis: God of Love, a “light” god
Shurath’cas: God of Domination, a “dark” god
L’sothot: God of potions (drugs), a “gray” god
Greater Gods of Vampires
--stylized as “Great …”-Luthuria: God of Pleasure
Domorios: God of Consumption
Phil’iantathis: God of Power
Lesser Gods
Baccheiaos: God of wild sexual behavior, The Rebellious One, AKA Bacchus and
Dionysos
Ulia’athos: God of technology and the Digital Domain
Sotos: God of transformation through Mimicry, cousin to Florathiosis
Plaotathis: God of curiosity and transformation through curiosity
Florathiosis: God of transformation, cousin to Sotos
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United States Federated Police Force: Biological Studies Department
Federated Police File: DA-55326
File Name: Summery report of humanoids with psionic abilities
Note:
This file references files of the Cosmic Crimes Detective Unit, including A-55635
(Succubi), A-233456 (Vampires of Passion), A-1998765 (Erotic Witches), and A-2542679 (The
Fem)
Homo sapiens psioncis:
Recent estimates from the FP Biological Studies Department suggest that the vast majority
of Humans (Homo sapiens sapiens) have a low level, passive empathy, automatically utilized
while meeting new people. Only approximately one percent of the Human population is
considered Psionic Human with abilities such as Clairvoyance, Active Empathy, Telepathy,
Telekinesis, etc. However, less than half of that percentage are fully aware of it, while those that
are rarely utilize it openly.
For Psionic Humans, there is some evidence to suggest that a transformation into Vampire,
Succubus, or Witch may grant stronger than average abilities for the species, especially in the

case of telepathy. That is variable depending on the transformation.
Though there are many openly serving Psionic Humans, the US Military, NSA, and CIA
does not have its own psionic training programs for special units, while private research firms are
normally contracted. However, the Federated Police has recently created an Ad Hoc Unit for
psionic officers modeled after the Cosmic Crimes Detective Unit. The Biological Studies
Department has always worked with and employed Psionic Humans.
Homo succubus
All four subspecies of Succubi have the psionic ability of empathy, which is developed
into strong telepathy. A Natural Born will always develop the strongest telepathy, which is only
rivaled by Philiantathisian Vampires. If a Human Woman has telepathy prior to their
transformation, they will revert to active empathy, while the new telepathy may be stronger than
average and developed faster. A common misconception is how Succubi in groups function
under a hive mind. This is not necessarily the case, all being complete individuals, but they are
known to freely share their minds amongst themselves. Indeed, younger Succubi are incapable of
sensing anything more than emotion.
The Avatar and Artificial subspecies may hold further abilities. All Avatars specifically
have the remarkable ability to communicate with the Cosmic Gods of Passion at will, and
contract for Witches to provide that service. Artificials may be infused with any possible ability
during their transformation. It is difficult and rarely done, while it is usually not more than a
single extra ability. If a Human has other abilities they wish to preserve, they must be
transformed artificially, because all abilities other than telepathy are destroyed during a natural
transformation. It should also be noted that they cannot pass on any extra ability during a natural
transformation.
Homo vampirus luthurianus:
All Luthurian Vampires have the psionic ability of telepathy. It is slowly developed over
time, while not normally strong for this Vampire Subspecies. It is typically used to enhance or
prolong the pleasure of those they are with, while it can be used for defensive purposes. The
latter use is far less common since the Cosmic Revelation, now that they are more openly
accepted. If they have other abilities, which are very rare, it would be a holdover from before
they were transformed.
Homo vampirus domoriosianus:
All Domoriosian Vampires have the psionic ability of telepathy. Like with the Luthurians,
it is slowly developed over time. It is most commonly used to make the ones they are with more
willing to give blood. While originally utilized to the extreme, they use it to make it a more
pleasurable, willing, repeatable experience, rather than convincing to other to give up all their
blood. They have not used their ability to completely drain Humans since the early twenty-first
century. If they have other abilities, which are very rare, it would be a holdover from before they
were transformed.
Homo vampirus philiantathisianus
Philiantathisian Vampires have the strongest telepathic abilities of all known humanoid
species, save for some Succubi. While mostly geared toward sex and passion, they actively work
to enhance their power. They even have a compound within their venom that enhances their

abilities while the compound is within another humanoid.
Homo magus magus:
The psionic abilities of known Witches are mostly pronounced through Cosmic Energy
Manipulation, specifically relating to the erotic. While all humanoids are capable of wielding
such energies, only Witches are biologically capable of wielding the energies with any
proficiency. This ability is developed over time. Recent studies indicate that Active Empathy is
strong with this species, while Psionic Humans transformed into Witches typically retain their
abilities. There are no known naturally born Witches with abilities other than Cosmic Energy
Manipulation or Active Empathy.
Homo feminus cosmicus
The Fem typically have an active empathy, but this ability varies by the individual. In a
group setting, they are capable of telepathic communication over long distances. Being a private
people, this group ability is usually applied amongst themselves for meditative purposes. Also,
they are capable Cosmic Energy Manipulation, with learned expertise almost to the level of
Witches.
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United States Federated Police Force: Cosmic Crimes Detective Unit
Outside Input: USFPF Biological Studies Department
Federated Police File: B-2255679
File Name: Summery report on Homo vampirus umbrius
Note:
This file is not on the Vampires of Passion. For those Vampires see file A-233456. Also,
most of what is known about this species are from second hand accounts. For all inquires, please
contact the Biological Studies Department.
Known information:
Very little is known about these Vampires, which are colloquially known and the
Vampires of Shadow. After the Cosmic Gods of Passion became common knowledge at the
Cosmic Revelation, they decided to stay “in the shadows.” They are some of the most secretive
and private humanoids. As such, they blend into society better than any other Vampire.
Physically, they are known to have the same strength as the average Vampire, which is
more than the average Human. Blood of Humans and likely other mammals is of course a diet
requirement. Their life signs are almost undetectable, except possibly during feeding. Their
canines are instead retractable fangs with connected venom filled sacs. It is unclear what
compounds are contained in this venom, while there are possibly pleasure enhancing and healing
compounds. Their physical tolerance of daylight is unclear, being nocturnal, while intolerance to
silver, garlic, and others is also unclear. However, there are reports of some seen during the day.
These are considered to be a kind of “day walking” Vampire, which is reported to be Human
during the day and Vampire at night. It is possible that these day walkers are a whole other
subspecies.
These other Vampires as a whole very likely have strong psychic abilities, while it is
known that many enjoy sexual relations. How much control they have over their perception of

pain and pleasure is unknown. They are also known to travel together far more often then other
Vampires. It is advised to observe caution toward this Vampire.
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United States Federated Police Force: Cosmic Crimes Detective Unit
Outside Input: USFPF Biological Studies Department
Federated Police File: A-55635
File Name: Summery report on Homo succubus
Note:
Much of what is known about this species is from second hand accounts with very little
direct cultural study. For all inquires, please contact the Biological Studies Department.
Life Span:
The average life span is undetermined. The oldest known Succubus was reported to be
5,452 years old at her death, while there is no current test to determine the true age of this long
lived species. Indeed, they can control their physical age, with consumed Sexual Energy being
the fuel.
Anatomy:
All Succubi are female in the context of humanoids, while holding the general form of any
female. While they physically very as much as any Human, their form is always the epitome of
that form. They have precise control over their physical age, as stated. Most prefer to maintain a
physical age of thirty years old, while there are reports that cultural norms originally pushed
them to maintain a physical age of twenty. Many Succubi are open about the vanity present in
their species.
A Succubus’ lungs are specially adapted to feed on Sexual Energy at will, while the pores
of their skin hold a related mechanism to absorb naturally expelled Sexual Energy. Their skin
may occasionally glow from the absorption and consumption of Sexual Energy, suggesting a
quality feed. They can eat “Human food,” while their bodies derive far less nutrients from it than
Sexual Energy. Physical strength is also higher than the average Human, while feeding may be
applied in making them stronger than any known species in the Homo genus. Feeding is also
integral to physical health, while it may rapidly speed healing. Their physicality and healing
abilities make them well suited for space travel.
Abilities:
A Succubus has abilities considered to be the most formidable of all humanoids. Though
difficult for them, they are capable of wielding Erotic Cosmic Energies, while their healing
capabilities immunize them from its transformative properties. They are considered to be the
most sexual beings from Earth, due to their physical requirement to consume Sexual Energy.
They are arguably at the top of the humanoid food chain through them actively feeding off of all
living humanoids, including their own kind (under special circumstances). It should be noted
that, while they have no trouble feeding off Vampires, such an act is taboo amongst Vampires.
The known abilities are as follows. The first is empathy, which is used to determine
another’s sexual appetites and Sexual Energy levels. That empathy is developed into strong
telepathy within the first century of their lives. The next is pheromones, which works to greatly

entice the pleasure centers of the humanoid brain, possibly beyond the physical and
psychological tolerances of those subjected to them. The pheromones are instinctually excreted
as well. The next is their real yet passive animal magnetism, which not only draws all humanoids
toward them, but also may make those that know them well have a strong devotion toward them.
The next is the inhalation and physical absorption of Sexual Energy, as discussed earlier.
Combined, they easily put others into a complete sexual frenzy. They are also capable of
consuming Life Energy and related, while there are anecdotal reports of them very rarely
consuming other Energies for unknown purposes.
The consummation of Life Energy is known to be a part of how they procreate. They will
consume all the Sexual Energy and Life Energy of a willing woman, fuse them in ways not yet
understood, and breath the resulting Sexual Life Energy back into the woman. The Sexual Life
Energy transforms the woman physically into a Succubus. Not much study is done on the
process, because it is always done privately.
Subspecies:
The most common subspecies is the Homo succubus naturalis or Natural Succubus. They
are the offspring of Succubi though the process described above. Being the most common, they
are the most average in physicality and abilities.
The second most common is the Homo succubus artificialis or Artificial Succubus. These
Succubi are created through artificial means, which are outlined in the Liber Lubidinum. The
process of fusing Sexual Energy with Life Energy is initiated by an object (ie ring), worn by a
women, infused with specialized Erotic Cosmic Energy. It is possible to give these Succubi other
abilities like shape shifting, while such abilities are never transferred to their offspring. Those
abilities are evidenced to be fueled by Sexual Energy. While the transformation process may be
initiated against the woman’s will, they ultimately wanted to transform, because they survived. It
must be noted that all women that become Succubi ultimately wanted to be as such. The few
studies done indicate that want ensures the proper brain chemistry for the transformation to be
successful.
The third most common is the Homo succubus manifestatis or Avatar Succubus. While
they are arguably a form of Artificial Succubi, their special ability is what makes them a separate
subspecies. They are capable of communicating with the Cosmic Gods of Passion at will, which
often makes them feed more often than the average Succubus. This ability is occasionally
described as “Cosmic Telepathy.” Like all artificial abilities, the communication is evidenced to
be fueled by Sexual Energy. They are created by related Witch Covens for that purpose of
communication. However, they are never truly subject to the Coven that created them. They are
no more than willing consultants, and will leave if they no longer wish to give their aid. If a
Succubus has artificial abilities, they will always see themselves as above such abilities.
The forth and rarest type of Succubus is the Homo succubus natus or Natural Born
Succubus. They are born to unsuspecting Human parents, and are Succubi from the moment they
are born. It is well known that Succubus DNA may lay dormant within Human females, while it
is unclear what makes the DNA active at birth. A standard genetic test can determine if such
DNA is present. While their nature as a Succubus does not arise until puberty (often once
puberty is complete), they are on average the most powerful and smartest of their species.
Anecdotal and corroborating statistical evidence states that Natural Borns were the most
common prior to three-thousand years ago, before they learned how to procreate.
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Note:
This file is on Vampires of Passion. For other Vampires, see file B-2255679. Also, much
of what is known about this species is from second hand accounts with very little direct cultural
study. It can be taboo for Vampires to share their knowledge with other humanoids, while that
has waned since the Cosmic Revelation. For all inquires, please contact the Biological Studies
Department.
Common Myths Versus Reality:
There are numerous myths and misnomers, and here are some of the most common. They
will not be destroyed by daylight, while their skin simply burns more easily (partly negated by
feeding or strong sunscreen). Will reflect on all reflective surfaces, while it would be
scientifically impossible for them not to do so. They cannot shape shift, but psionic abilities can
make other’s think otherwise. That ability is the only way they cannot be “seen” as a reflection
as well. Their bite alone will not transform a Human, while it is only fatal if too much blood is
taken. They are susceptible to any means that can kill a humanoid, albeit more difficult, while
they have no known “allergies” to silver, garlic, holy water, etc. Again, strong psionic abilities
could make others think otherwise.
Life Span:
The average life span is undetermined. The oldest known living Vampire is reported to be
5,628 years old at the time of this report. A recent autopsy of a deceased Vampire suggested the
subject to be over 6,000 years old. However, their cells constantly regenerate and adapt via
feeding, making age determinations difficult. Culturally, Vampires see their natural life spans as
eternal.
Anatomy:
There are three subspecies in existence subject to the Cosmic Vampire Gods of Passion.
There are both males and females, while they cannot procreate like Humans. Females tend to be
stronger, while current estimates state that up to seventy percent of the species are female. They
are omnisexual, meaning that they will have sex with most humanoids, while sexual narcissism
is common. Though, it is taboo for other species to feed on them, while feeding off of each other
is a sign of intimacy (sharing their blood).
All Vampires require the blood of mammals to survive, while Human blood provides the
best nourishment. They are well adapted to this requirement, while their bodies will apply the
blood for physical regeneration as stated. Their bodies can also fully metabolize “human food,”
while it provides far less nourishment. They are also far stronger than the average Human,
especially when well fed. Their metabolism and life signs are all but nonexistent (though, they
do breath) until they feed, which causes their bodies to “come alive” and quickly process the
food at an argued 100% efficiency. Hence, the generic and misleading description of “undead,”
in spite of full brain activity. It should be noted that they cannot attain nourishment from blood

of their species, while Succubus blood may make them physically ill for reasons not yet fully
known. However, recent studies suggest that Succubus blood holds the greatest degree of
nutrients for Vampires, while the blood may even hold a long term addictive quality for them. It
is theorized that the addictive quality is what makes a Vampire ill on initial feed.
They are all naturally nocturnal, and are highly sensitive to UV light. If they do traverse
during the day, which is rare, sunblock with high UV protection is often used or they fed recently
as stated. This aspect, along with strong physicality, make them well suited for space travel.
Though, it is very rare for them to leave Earth.
They have retractable fangs, which appear like normal Human canines when retracted,
albeit sometimes sharper than average. Tiny yet strong muscles both enable fang movement and
provide a strong base when descended. Just above the fangs, on the roof of the mouth, are a pair
of venom filled sacks. “Venom” is used loosely in this case. While each subspecies may hold
other attributes, their venom contains the genetic template for becoming a Vampire (specific to
subspecies), a pleasure inducing compound similar to opiates, and healing properties. The
template naturally dissipates within twenty-four hours, while a Human must drink a large amount
of Human blood within that timeframe to activate the retroviral template. They learn control over
the excretion, and will actively mix it with their saliva. The healing properties has been
synthesized and made artificially by pharmaceutical companies, and it is used in general triage.
There is controversy amongst older Vampires relating to that application of their venom.
Abilities:
They all have strong psionic abilities, which are often used toward feeding and sexual
practices. Being nocturnal, they have superb night vision, along with the rest of their senses
being far sharper than the average Human. Their venom makes their bite a pleasurable
experience, along with their kiss if they mix their venom with their saliva. They also have
absolute control over personal pain and pleasure. It is impossible for them to gain a physical
tolerance to otherwise extreme pleasures, because of how they’re bodies regenerate. Those
general abilities vary by subspecies. Though difficult, they can also wield Erotic Cosmic
Energies, while their healing capabilities immunize them from its transformative properties.
Subspecies:
Though not without exceptions, Vampire subspecies or “breeds” may be ascertained
through eye color alone. It should be noted that if the eye color deviates from the norm, it
changes to the expected color during feeding. It should also be noted that these Vampires will
often be within groups of their own subspecies, while it is not uncommon for them to be
individualists.
The first is the blue or dark eyed Homo vampirus luthurianus, or Luthurian Vampire
(colloquially Vampire of Pleasure). These Vampires subject to the Great Vampire God Luthuria
are obsessed with sexual pleasure, while they avoid killing Humans at all costs. Their psychic
abilities are geared toward the enhancement of pleasure, while they can shut off all pain and
greatly enhance their personal pleasure far above most humanoids. They are known to put
themselves and the ones they feed on in a complete sexual frenzy. This breed will actively
increase their personal pleasure far more than the others. Some of these Vampires are known to
enjoy the taste of Human cum more than Human blood. They worship sexual pleasure. Their
venom contains the most concentrated pleasure inducing compound, while many of this
subspecies are not fully immune to its effects. Though technically addicting, not enough of that

compound is excreted in a given feeding for a Human to gain dependence. However, the
compound may be synthesized and concentrated, and is sold as an illegal and highly addictive
drug.*
The next is the red eyed Homo vampirus domoriosianus, or Domoriosian Vampire
(colloquially Vampire of Consumption). These Vampires are subject to the Great Vampire God
Domorios. They are obsessed with Human blood, and cannot achieve orgasm without feeding,
while sex ensures the Human subject has the proper “flavoring” from adrenal excretions (the
other Vampire subspecies like adrenal flavoring, too, albeit far less). Their blood obsession
comes from their unique ability to derive Life Energy through blood of Humans, and other
mammals to a far lesser extent. Their venom has the lowest concentrations of the pleasure
inducing and healing compounds. Their psychic abilities are also geared to having the subject the
most willing to give their blood. They once actively killed out of their bloodlust, while they have
not actively killed Humans since the early twenty-first century. As a result, they are unofficially
split into two cultural groups: the Enlightened Domoriosians, who developed the new mentality,
and the Evolved Domoriosians, who were begotten with the new mentality, originally
unintentionally. Peaceful coexistence is the cultural policy of the overall species; however, it is
still suggested to observe caution while having relations with this subspecies.
The third is the Homo vampirus philiantathisianus, or Phil’iantathisian Vampire
(colloquially Vampire of Power). Their eyes are technically multicolored, giving them a hypnotic
nature. These Vampires are subject to the Great Vampire God Phil’iantathis. They are obsessed
with power and the sexual passion derived from it, while their psychic abilities are all but
unmatched amongst most of the Homo Genus. Only a highly wizened Succubus may develop
greater psychic ability than them. Their venom contains a compound geared toward breaking
down and controlling mental processes, while the pleasure inducing compound is only slightly
more concentrated than a Domoriosian’s (the healing compound concentration is equal to the
Luthurian’s). They will typically use their psychic abilities to dramatically enhance pleasure,
usually in conjunction with the compounds in their venom. The mind altering compound may be
synthesized and concentrated into an illegal drug.*
A fourth and possibly mythological subspecies (none are known to exist) is known as the
Trifold Vampire (theoretical taxonomy Homo vampirus ternarius). This Vampire is a hybrid of
the three known subspecies. Its eyes are onyx, has very pale skin, and is physically stronger than
any other Vampire. Being subject to all three Vampire Gods of Passion makes it insane with an
insatiable hunger for blood, power and sexual passion. This causes them to kill all those on
which it feeds. It is unclear what concentrations of the pleasure enhancing and healing
compounds exists in their venom, or if there are other compounds present. The extravagant myth
states that if one were to ever be created and not quickly destroyed or contained, then it is
destined to consume the whole of the Multiverse.
*Stoping this drug trade is a top priority of the Federated Police.
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Note:
This file is on Erotic Witches (AKA Witches of Passion). Most of the data are from first
hand accounts and studies, while they will apply their abilities in ways they do not reveal to
outsiders. Little is known about other Witches beyond myth. For all inquires, please contact the
Biological Studies Department.
Life Span:
The average life span is around 125 years. However, some Witches are known to
dramatically prolong their lives through custom tailored drugs, the content of which in unknown.
Anatomy:
There are both males and females, and prefer to use the term “Witch” unisexually, rather
than also use the terms “Warlock” or “Wizard” for males. They may procreate like Humans and
with Humans, while any Human may become a Witch by actively wielding Erotic Cosmic
Energies or though cosmically enhanced drugs. While it may appear that a Witch was born to
Human parents, those Witches usually had a Witch in their bloodline. They are physically almost
identical to healthy Humans, with the important exception of their potent ability to wield Erotic
Cosmic Energies. Cultural norms are known to produce a light streak of vanity, pushing them to
maintain bodies of peak physical form, either through natural or Cosmic means.
Abilities:
Their ability to wield Erotic Cosmic Energies is unmatched amongst humanoids. How that
power is applied depends on their discipline, which can range from psionic to potion making.
Their abilities are generally geared toward sexual passion, but they can apply them in other
ways.
Disciplines:
There are no known subspecies of Witches. They merely split themselves amongst four
disciplines, which are connected with the Four Great Gods of Witchcraft. Witches are sometimes
independent, while still following a specific discipline. The near antiquated term “Cult” (ie
Zalatoth Cult) applies to organized groups devoted to one of the disciplines. It is possible for
Witches to change their discipline at some point in their lives, while it is an incredibly rare
decision. Also, if all four disciplines with associated groups are present, then the discipline
following the Great Zalatoth of Manipulation, who is known as the Master or Binder of
Witchcraft, functions as the so called High Cult.
The discipline following the Great Zalatoth concentrates their abilities toward the sexual
manipulation of others. These are considered Gray Witches, and may be self described as
“Masters” or “Binders.” If they are a part of a High Cult, they function as a kind of upper class
and enforcers of Erotic Cosmic Laws (exact text is only known to Witches). Being master
manipulators, they are often leaders amongst Humans, past and present. A recent study indicated
that up to twenty percent of any nation’s government are Witches of this discipline. The
percentage is nearly identical within military leaderships.
The discipline of the Great Simelinis concentrates their abilities toward the worship of love
and the passion derived from it. Though recent crime statistic suggest otherwise, these are
considered Light Witches, and may be self described as “Lovers.” Their priests preside over
many weddings of Witches, while they are masters of the wedding related ceremony of Soul

Fusion. Nearly all of these Witches are bonded with another, who is not necessarily a Witch, and
these Lovers will very often have their souls Fused. One exception is the Cult Leader, who is
metaphysically bonded with the Great Simelinis.
The discipline of the Great Surath’cas of Domination concentrates their abilities toward the
domination of others (usually sexual), while they see themselves as fully subservient to their God
and leaders. These are considered Dark Witches, and may be self described as “Zealots.” A
recent study indicated that up to ten percent of all governments and military leaderships are
Witches of this discipline.
The discipline of the Great L’sothot concentrates their abilities on potion or drug making.
These are considered Gray Witches, and may be self described as “Potion Masters” or “Potion
Mistresses.” They are masters of creating potions or drugs of all sorts, while they are best at
creating drugs for sexual purposes. They are often employed in medical research firms and
scientific research labs. More recently, they also comprise a significant portion of Chemical
Engineers on space ships.
It is possible for a Witch to follow all four disciplines. They are very rare, and inherently
independent. It is next to impossible to master all four disciplines. Little is known about their
role in society, while they are often feared by all Witches accept followers of the Great Zalatoth.
Their mastery of manipulation, love, domination, and potions make them capable of anything
they wish within the confines of Erotic Cosmic Law. There is evidence of historical leaders
(kings, presidents, etc) that employed or even were Witches of this type. Former United States
President Jessica Summers may arguably be such a leader, while she is the sole Succubus-Witch
hybrid.
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Origins:
In the early twenty-first century, a dying alien race came to Earth as purely consciousness.
They were only compatible with Human females. A viable amount of women agreed to Fuse
their souls with them. Thus, creating a whole new humanoid species. They coexisted in secret
with Humans like other humanoids until the Cosmic Revelation, but are still known to be very
private.
Anatomy:
Externally, the Fem, as they called themselves, look like tall, healthy, and fit humanoid
females. They are, however, a monogender race. They will mate for life with usually a single
partner, but it is not uncommon for them to polygamous. When bonded, it is privately decided
who will bear their children and who will provide the seed. This leads to an internal
transformation within the bonded Fems that makes mating possible. The specifics of which are
not normally relayed to outsiders. It is possible for them to mate with other humanoid species, a
rare but accepted occurrence. Usually, only Fem offspring will be produced, but a Human male
with recessive Fem DNA will be produced on a rare occasion. This recessive DNA may lead to
rare occurrences of Fem produced by Humans, but that is exceedingly rare.

Abilities:
The Fem have varying levels of Active Empathy. In a meditative state, they are capable of
telepathic communication. While this is normally practiced amongst themselves, it is possible for
them to send telepathic messages out vast distances. This form of communication is considered
by many scientists to be a form of Cosmic Telepathy, which is seen through Avatar Succubi.
They are also adept at Cosmic Energy Manipulation. While not practiced by all Fem, those
well practiced in the psionic art are argued to be second in skill only to Erotic Witches.
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